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SIGNS OF THE TIMES
A BRIEF EfiSUMfi OF SOCIAL, HYGIENE IN 1929 *

At the close of the old year's work and the beginning of

the new it is fitting that we pause and survey the horizon,

to look again to the direction in which we are travelling, how
far and how fast we have come on our road. For we have

travelled. Certain sign-posts passed indicate that we are

really moving. It has not always been easy, for even now,
after years of going, we have oftentimes to build our own
road break the new ground of experimental method, blast

out the last deep-rooted stumps of old prejudices, and push
aside with all our strength the boulders of indifferent or

opposing public opinion. Showers and wind flurries have

blown about our shoulders, but sunshine and rainbows have

come again, and no effort has gone without result.

Shall we say our goal is a place where sound heredity and
education make life happier and less troubled with emotional

strain, where the environment contributes to socially and in-

dividually acceptable behavior, and such satisfactions as

accrue thereto?

In attaining this goal social hygiene has played its part.

It has convinced parents, teachers and other child leaders

*
By Mary S. Edwards, the American Social Hygiene Association, in collabora-

tion with other members of the staff.

1
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that they have the first and most important responsibilities

and opportunities in educating by precept and example the

children under their care, especially where the sex phase of

character training is concerned. It has trained these child

leaders how and when to grasp these opportunities. It has

made clear to officials and tax-payers the value of providing

opportunities for the wholesome use of leisure time. It has

proved that prostitution and other anti-social sex manifesta-

tions in the community tend to debase and demoralize sex

attitudes and ideals which have been built up at great pains

and effort. It has sought to inform the public of the great

and serious health problems presented by syphilis and gonor-
rhea how they may be prevented and controlled.

In the year 1929 we have seen certain sign-posts as evidence

of progress permanent advance in the social hygiene move-
ment. These represent points at which the aims of the move-
ment have become established as an integral part of the

thought of the nation resulting in public demand for the

specific services which social hygiene offers. They count for

more than that sort of necessary activity which represents
the means to the end, rather than the end itself. In pages
5 to 26 are contained some of the details of the year's work
of the Association.

SIGNS OF PBOGEESS IN 1929

This year has been outstanding in the wide recognition by
social agencies of need for guidance of adults in the effort
to secure more successful marriage and parenthood. After
a year's study of the activities of over 20 leading agencies
and institutions having to do with family relations, and con-
ferences with important leaders as to the need for a work
of this kind, a Division of Family Eelations has been estab-
shed in the American Social Hygiene Association. Mrs.

Anna Garlin Spencer has served as the Director in organizing
its work. (Page 10.) . . .

The ultimate objective of a national society is to get the
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program and activities for which it stands adopted and applied

to community life. The American Social Hygiene Association

has endeavored to accomplish this chiefly by working through

other existing agencies. During past years this policy has

been most satisfactory and still continues to be the principal

method of organizing social hygiene work. With the growth
of the Community Chests, however, and the rapid develop-

ment of organized social work in the cities and larger towns

throughout the United States, the public has come to expect

specialization and to ask for a separate agency to deal with

social hygiene questions. This has resulted in an increase

in the number of special state and local societies, a significant

trend of the times. There are now 31 social hygiene societies

in 19 states and the District of Columbia, and many more
committees which are carrying on one or more phases of the

work. (Pages 22 and 27.)

# * *

Long years of careful, considered efforts toward impress-

ing educators with their responsibility for sex education as

a part of general education are now bearing fruit. There

is a growing demand for well-equipped teachers and leaders

who know social hygiene, and the organization of training
courses to meet that demand. (Page 8.)

# * *

Many national as well as local religious agencies have

adopted the principle that sex education is an essential phase
of character education. Such agencies as the Federal Council

of Churches, the Y.M.C.A., the Y.W.C.A., some of the leading
denominational boards, city church federations and individ-

ual churches are developing capable leadership within their

own ranks for this part of their program, and are under-

taking to prepare educational materials for their own needs.

When the older established branches of the church adopt a

theory, it can no longer be called radical, it has joined the

ranks of conservative and proven principles. (Page 8.)
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The Encyclopedia Britannica is the Eock of Gibraltar of

information. Its 1929 edition contains for the first time two

articles written by Association staff members the one, Con-

trol of Venereal Diseases in the United States; the other,

a Definition of Social Hygiene. Whatever the pros and cons

of the use of the latter phrase as descriptive of certain aims

and programs of activities, it is evident that it serves a useful

purpose and has come to stay.

*

The Association has been gratified by the response to its

efforts to arouse interest in the prevention of congenital

syphilis, and activities directed to that end. The response

has been of such definite nature as to encourage belief that

good ground has been gained toward the consummation of

that hope expressed by Dr. Kay Lyman Wilbur, Secretary

of the Interior, "When we can keep the spirochete of syphilis

out of the body of every new born babe, we shall have added

enough to human life and happiness to heal the wounds of

the Great War." (Page 16.)

* * *

The Association has cooperated in a series of researches

during the past year, one of which has had a very definite

part in speeding up interest in and activities on behalf of

the merchant seaman. The intended program very properly
is not limited to efforts in our own country, but reaches into

many foreign countries and their great port cities. Certain

improvements in services offered to seamen have already been
made as a result of this new and widespread interest and
acceptance of responsibility. (Page 17.)

* * *

The continued support of the Committee on Kesearch in

Syphilis in 1929 is significant evidence of recognition by a
group of lay donors of the importance of discovering and
testing improved methods of diagnosis and treatment of
syphilis. The Association has also contributed to this re-
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search by providing secretarial and administrative facilities

for the Committee.
* * *

That there is a further recognition of the fact that environ-

ments should be established and maintained for young people

which are free from influences which degrade sex standards,

attitudes and practices, is evidenced by the demand for, and

putting into practical use, of vice surveys, not only in the

United States but abroad. The Council and the Assembly of

the League of Nations have voted to extend the inquiry into

international traffic in women and children to the Far East.

(Page 12.)
* * *

The organization of the President's White House Confer-

ence on Child Health and Protection bases its hopes on future

action. Still the mere fact of its organization can be counted

an impressive sign of the times for 1929, since it stands for

the conviction by the head of our government that the health

and happiness of the child is of basic importance to the

welfare of the land, and his belief that our child protective

and educational agencies can, will, and must extend and

strengthen their activities. Social hygiene thought and ex-

perience will take its place in the plans for action growing
out of the conferences of this Committee, since the General

Director of the Association is a member of the Plan-

ning Committee and the Sub-Committee for Communicable

Diseases, and one of its staff of the Sub-Committee for

Delinquency.

HOW THE WORK WAS ACCOMPLISHED

OUTSTANDING ACTIVITIES IN THE DIVISIONAL PEOGEAMS

DIVISION OF EDUCATIONAL MEASURES

The significance of the year's activities as related to the

whole movement for social hygiene education can perhaps
be best evaluated by noting certain major trends that are

becoming increasingly manifest.
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normals with

50,070 litteners.

In the Colleges.

The number of colleges that are accepting responsibility

for sex education as an important feature of their educational

task is steadily growing. Institutions that are not yet pre-

pared to act upon that conviction in any adequate sense are,

nevertheless, accepting the responsibility in principle. The

necessity for arguing that responsibility is rapidly dimin-

ishing.

The method which the Association has consistently advo-

cated, namely, the integration of sex teaching in appropriate

broader subjects, as against special courses in sex education,

is becoming more and more established as sound pro-

cedure. A significant development is the growing number

of courses on the family in which the sex factor is given
full consideration.

There is noticeable a gratifying disposition toward inde-

pendent experimentation. The reports on the study ''The

Colleges and Sex Education" which the Association conducted

in cooperation with about 200 institutions, have resulted much
more in stimulating experimentation in various directions

than in acceptance and use of the exact plans and materials

suggested in the reports. The reports were distributed to

teachers in selected departments in all the 200 cooperating
colleges, and to 350 additional colleges.

In order to assemble and in turn, disseminate the best

experience, the Association is making a study of the status
of sex education in the colleges.
The Association has continued its lecture and conference

service in the colleges.

In the Schools.

As in the colleges so in the schools there is a growing dis-

position to recognize sex education as a school responsibility.
Two studies of the status of sex education in the high schools
made in cooperation with the United States Public Health
Service showed that in 1920, 16 per cent and in 1927, 29 per
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cent of the schools reporting regularly included sex instruc-

tion in such subjects as biology and physiology; in 1920, 25

per cent and in 1927, 16 per cent used emergency methods,

such as talks by outsiders, and pamphlets. There is marked

growth toward comprehensive and thorough instruction, and

away from inadequate methods.

Growing interest in sex education in the schools is shown

in the many requests for information about successful experi-

ence with it. To meet this demand the Association secured

from more than 50 of the high schools that seemed to be doing

the best work along this line, more detailed information as

to their methods, courses, subject matter and results. ies taUcs &y

The Association has received a larger volume than in I,?school*, lotai

any previous year, of requests for suggestions, courses, out-

lines, literature and bibliographies to aid in sex education.

Demonstration lectures and conferences by members of the

field staff have met with sincere appreciation.

During the year a number of important cities have been

added to the list of those in which the school system as a

whole is facing up in concrete ways to its responsibility in

sex education. In several cities thorough-going courses in

teacher training are being established with a view to a grad-

ual, systematic development of sex education in the schools.

In one city the Superintendent of Schools sent a memorandum
to his teachers advising them to prepare themselves for sex

education in view of the likelihood that it may soon become

a requirement.

The Alabama State Normal College in cooperation with the

American Social Hygiene Association conducted conferences

with the faculties of 15 Negro high schools to outline methods

and subject matter for a year's experiment in sex education.

The experiment has now been concluded, and the results are

being assembled in a report which is to be made available

for the guidance of the Negro schools of Alabama and other

states.
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31 courses for

trackers giving
376 lectures

tritA total at

tendance 1,115.

44 series for
leadert, embrac-

ing 196 talks,

total attend-

ance If,664-

160 talks to re-

ligion* groups,
attendance

16,410.

In Teacher and Leader Training.

The most conspicuous and most significant trend in social

nygiene education is the growing demand for teacher and

leader training courses in the subject. It measures more

accurately than anything else the fruits of pioneer labors

in this field during the years past.

In addition to work with teachers the staff gave many

series of talks to selected groups of leaders in various fields,

such as colleges, religious agencies, parent-teacher organiza-

tions, and others.

In Religious Education.

In view of the fact that until recent years religious agencies

were more apathetic than other agencies in the matter of

social hygiene education, the present rapid awakening in the

religious education field to its opportunity in this phase of

character education is most gratifying. Such agencies as the

Federal Council of Churches, the Y.M.C.A., the Y.W.C.A.,
some of the leading church boards, city church federations,

and individual churches are developing capable leadership
within their own ranks for this phase of their program, and

they are undertaking to prepare educational materials for

their own needs. Representatives of leading church boards
and of other religious agencies met recently with members of

the Association's staff to plan the preparation of a series of
discussion outlines for young people. The first of these is

to be a discussion outline for young people of marriageable
years, dealing with education for marriage.

In one city for the third year a study group of ministers
was conducted to consider the problems of sex education as
related to the church. Such groups are being duplicated in
other cities.

The Protestant Episcopal Church has made public an-
nouncements of a plan for developing education for marriage
in connection with all its parishes in Greater New York. The
Association is cooperating in this development. In other states
the same denomination is taking steps to bring the study of
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sex problems more fully into the preparation of its ministry

in the theological schools.

In the Parent-Teacher Organizations.

Progress has continued through the year in establishing

social hygiene as a systematic feature of the parent-teacher

program and in extending social hygiene activities.

Reports show marked increase in series of lectures, study

groups, single talks and use of literature. The Association

has 1,214 collaborating members among Parent-Teacher

Association officers. Two states have inaugurated one-day
institutes for training Parent-Teacher Association leaders in

social hygiene. Social hygiene featured at 14 state and 18

district conventions. The Association's staff gave 310 talks

before parent-teacher groups. According to reports from
the National Congress these were supplemented by over 1,200

additional talks with an estimated attendance of more than

200,000.

A member of the Association's staff serves as National

Social Hygiene Chairman of the National Congress of Parents

and Teachers, and is a member of three other committees,
thus helping to shape social hygiene policy and program
in that organization. Another staff member is chairman of

the Committee on Parent Training in Churches.

An outstanding feature of the year was the presentation
of a paper by a member of the Association's staff before the

International Federation for Home and School in Geneva,

Switzerland, and his services on the Board of Managers of

the Federation. He also conducted a six-session discussion

group on sex education, during the World Conference of New
Education held at Elsinore, Denmark.

Educational Materials.

In addition to the preparation of some new pamphlet mate-

rial some of the old pamphlets have been revised, new exhibit

material prepared, articles written for various magazines,
and numerous courses, outlines and programs prepared upon

40 state P.-T.

A. social hy-

giene chairmen,

14 with active

programs.

310 talks before
P.-T.A. groups,
total attendance

20 exhibit dis-

plays and 40,-

000 pamphlets
furnished P.-T.

A. members.

Total Division
lectures 1,395 in

24 states, with
attendance 206,-
765 and 12
radio talks ad-

ditional.
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Objectweg of
tooial hygiene
in relation to

the family.

call from the field. This furnishing of outlines and programs

together with the opportunity for personal conferences

afforded by the visits of staff members, is one of the most

important services the Division is rendering. It is the object

of the Division's lecture staff to distribute and interpret still

further these educational materials, and to demonstrate to

local teacher-leader groups how they may be most effectively

used.

In addition to lectures before colleges, schools and religious

groups, Division lecturers have addressed 298 other com-

munity audiences, with a total attendance of 66,208. The total

number of lectures for the year was 1,395 with a combined

attendance of 206,765. These figures do not include 12 radio

talks for which the audience could not be estimated. That

there were many listeners, however, can be judged from the

numerous letters received by the Association referring to the

talks.

DIVISION OP FAMILY RF.LATIONS

This Division has grown out of many studies made in past

years. A statement phrased by President Charles W. Eliot

and embodied in the Constitution began: "The purpose of

this Association shall be to acquire and diffuse knowledge
of the established principles and practices, and of any new
methods which promote or give assurance of promoting social

health . . .

" The welfare of the family has always
been a concern of the organization. As early as 1917 a mer-

ger with one or more agencies dealing with marriage was
under consideration, but was laid on the table when the War
claimed every resource.

In 1925 the social hygiene organizations of the United
States and Great Britain reviewed existing data and adopted
a statement which read :

4

'It is recognized that Social Hygiene in its widest sense
includes all things that have to do with the welfare of human
beings living in societies

;
but for the purpose of this organiza-

tion it is proposed to devote attention chiefly to the following
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points by disseminating the knowledge acquired in the med-

ical, psychological, sociological, anthropological, and other

fields of science and of education and religion in order to

form an instructed public opinion and to secure action when

possible :

I. To preserve and strengthen the family as the basic

social unit.

II. To promote educative measures concerning the re-

lations of the racial instinct to the conditions of

civilized society.

III. To emphasize the responsibility of the community
and the individual for preserving or improving
the quality of future generations by educative and

social measures.

IV. To further social customs which promote a high
and equal standard of sex conduct in men and

women.
V. To promote the prevention and treatment of vene-

real disease by appropriate educative, medical, and

social measures.

VI. To repress commercialized vice.

VII. To ameliorate conditions conducing to promiscuity.
VIII. To cooperate with the various organizations inter-

ested in the above subjects with a view to coordi-

nating efforts to secure these ends."

Following the assembling of data in previous years, the

Board of Directors early in 1929 began further studies of over

twenty national agencies and institutions having to do with

family relations, and has held conferences with important
leaders throughout the country. The need for setting up
this new division became apparent, and the details have been

arranged.
There are no topics, apparently, in the social field which

awaken more intense interest than those which have to do

with successful marriage and parenthood. Consultation serv-

ices providing a direct approach to personality and family

Lectures, con-

ferences, dis-

cussion groups
emphasize sig-

nificance of

major subject.
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problems are in demand. The new division is studying all

such activities to learn what is being done and what success

attends the work.

Many lectures and round-table discussions have been ar-

ranged during the year, particularly among ministers, ethical

leaders, parent-teacher and social-work groups. The purpose

of these has been to focus attention upon family relations

and the solving of sex relationships among the normal in an

effort to secure more successful marriage and parenthood.

A considerable number of agencies are now in touch with

the Association through printed and mimeographed reports

regularly received.

Mrs. Anna Garlin Spencer has accepted the direction of

the division during its period of organization. With her

are associated Mrs. Gertrude R. Luce and other members of

the staff for special purposes. The activities outlined for

1930 include: (1) correspondence, interviews, and conferences

with persons qualified by training and experience to aid in

developing the program; (2) studies in the preparation and

experimental use of outlines of training for marriage ; (3) in-

quiries concerning work and plans for parental education and

family consultation service; (4) promotion of cooperative
relations and general activities calculated to minimize the

number of broken homes, to increase intelligent application
of knowledge to practical family life, and to develop a sense

of social responsibility of youth and direction of ethical

idealism in the interests of satisfying and socially helpful

family relations.

DIVISION OF LEGAL AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES

Surveys.

The Association has continued to respond to requests by
local organizations who have desired appraisals of conditions

favoring juvenile delinquency in their cities, or of commer-
cialized prostitution. One local society in an important city
has found these surveys so useful in securing effective action
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and maintaining cooperative relations with its city officials

that six such studies during this year have been arranged.

Progressive improvement was shown after each of these

studies with the result that this city now stands in the front

rank of cities who maintain clean environments for their

youth.

Studies of road house conditions represent a new and

interesting development of the year. Local organizations in

three states, and the state health officer in another state,

have called upon the investigation staff for such studies of

conditions in these places, and of the relation of conditions

found to prostitution or sexual delinquency.

These studies which are believed to picture the best and

the worst conditions to be found indicate that prostitution

has not yet gained a general foothold in road houses, but

they also suggest that road houses are often used by both

young and older people as places in which to get drunk, to

dance indecently and, in a few cases, to secure illicit sex

relations. The combination of automobiles, good roads, inns,

road houses, and tourist camps has created many new sex

problems the solution of which will tax the ingenuity and

resourcefulness of all social agencies. Important beginnings
toward solutions have been made in a few places, however,
and give promise of establishing measures and methods

generally applicable.

The Legal and Protective Measures Division participated
in the extensive general social hygiene survey of Philadelphia

(see page 17). Cooperation with international agencies has

been continued in 1929. The action of the Council and Assem-

bly of the League of Nations to extend to the Far East the

international inquiry into the traffic in women and children

may require still further aid from the staff.

Two special studies of protective measures were made in

Washington, D. C., and Paterson, N. J. The Washington
study was carried on in cooperation with the Social Hygiene
Society of the District of Columbia, which has adopted the

4 comprehensive
studies of road
house condi-

tions.
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g studies of

protective meas-

ures.

Study of leisure

time interests

and activities

of girls.

SS special lee-

twes in 9 cities

and 5 states.

report and has requested further assistance in developing

plans for putting into operation the recommendations made

in- the report. As a follow-up step, a Protective Measures

Institute has been held under the direction of a staff member.

Of the report, Et. Kev. C. F. Thomas, St. Patrick's Rectory,

said: "The report seems to be complete and satisfactory.

I do not hesitate to accept it, as it stands." Rabbi Abram

Simon, Washington Hebrew Congregation, commented,
' ' The

report is the best and most comprehensive survey undertaken

in our District, I congratulate you upon this excellent con-

tribution. I wonder if it can be given wider circulation."

The study in Paterson was made at the request of the

Paterson Girls' Advisory Bureau. As a result of it, the

Bureau has been reorganized and its functions more clearly

denned, so that it is now in a better position to promote
effective measures for the prevention of delinquency.
The Association has continued cooperation with the New

York Welfare Council in gathering and tabulating informa-

tion about the leisure-time interests and activities and home
life of adolescent girls, with special emphasis on the question
of whether or not the home is breaking down and losing
influence.

Advisory Service, Conferences and Lectures.

Twenty-five special lectures in nine cities in five states have
been given by division staff members during the year before
local social hygiene associations, universities, leagues of

women voters and other groups. The topics included outlines

of legal or protective measures, their practical application,
and such specific questions as policewomen, their functions
and opportunities, and the much mooted division of duties
between police and courts on the one hand, and health officers

on the other in dealing with sexually promiscuous persons
of both sexes.

Advice has been given to many local organizations for
whom surveys were made as to the best use of the facts ob-
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tained and also to groups sponsoring the lectures. In addi-

tion numerous letters have been answered from distant

correspondents in this country and abroad asking for technical

information and advice as to the existence and operation of

laws and administrative measures in social hygiene. In one

case a complete legal and protective measures program was

requested, in two others detailed plans for possible surveys.

A model constitution and by-laws was prepared for the use

of local social hygiene organizations. Advice has been given

as to the most desirable wording of certain prospective bills,

also as to the existence of certain state legislation and as

to its constitutionality. Searching questions concerning

achievements of legal and protective measures in this country
were numerous. Many appeals for advice upon how to deal

with acute local situations were given careful consideration

in reply.

The annual compilation of social hygiene laws has been

continued and assistance given in legislative campaigns when

requested by local organizations or individuals.

Cooperation with New York Committee of Fourteen.

In accordance with the policy of this Association to work
with and through other organizations where possible, the

cooperative project with the Committee of Fourteen, a law

enforcement organization of long standing and influence in

New York City, was continued. The purpose of this project
from the Association's point of view is to use New York City
as a laboratory for intensive application of new investigation
and law enforcement methods so that advice to other com-

munities can be based on practical measures of proven value

under known conditions over a long period of years. The
activities of the Committee have resulted in a general picture
of prostitution conditions in New York City in 1929; the

discovery of vice centers needing special attention; the con-

tinued use of facts obtained to aid the police and court officials

in taking remedial action
; preparation of data for comparison

with previous years.

Difficult legal

correspondence.

Compilation of
social hygiene
legislation.
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Data on con-

genital syphilis
reach many
thousands.

Detroit Criminal Records Study.

Work on the Detroit criminal records study has continued

during the year and should be completed early in 1930. A mass

of material was gathered in 1926 and again in 1928 from

the administrative departments of the city, voluntary socie-

ties and individuals which must be tabulated and correlated.

The material included an extensive picture of prostitution

conditions in the two years. The study should furnish in-

formation of great value as to the effect of repressive meas-

ures on the volume and types of sex offenses, and the venereal

disease rate.

DIVISION OF MEDICAL MEASURES

Congenital Syphilis.

At the Annual Meeting of the American Social Hygiene
Association in January, 1929, a resolution was passed calling

for vigorous measures toward the prevention and control of

congenital syphilis. Its efforts during the past year have

been rewarded by an encouraging response.

Dr. J. F. Schamberg and Dr. C. S. Wright have especially

prepared an article for publication. This and other printed

materials sent out by the American Social Hygiene Associa-

tion to health officers and hospitals have been widely reprinted

thereby reaching many thousands of workers in all depart-

ments of public health and medical practice.

With the cooperation of the American Nurses' Association

a series of addresses on congenital syphilis were given by
Dr. Bertha Shafer and Dr. James E. McCord to a number
of state and divisional conferences of nurses.

The social hygiene societies of Chicago, Louisville and

Kansas City have accepted suggestions for special public

meetings to discuss the prevention of congenital syphilis.

Studies have continued of methods for preventing congenital

syphilis and of applying this knowledge in maternity centers

and prenatal clinics. The need of thorough examination of all

pregnant women, including a laboratory examination of the
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blood in order that syphilis may not escape diagnosis has

been urged upon such centers.

The Philadelphia Social Hygiene Survey.

A social hygiene survey is regarded as an excellent means

of stimulating interest in building up local work. During
the past year the largest undertaking of this kind yet at-

tempted was carried to a successful conclusion the Philadel- Promotion of
social hygiene

phia social hygiene survey, a part of the Hospital and Health in Philadelphia.

Survey of that city under the general direction of Dr. Haven

Emerson, including sections by each of the Divisional staffs

of the Association, educational, legal, protective, medical and

informational. This was published as part of the entire

Hospital and Health Survey.

Dr. Emerson said of the report :

"
It can be fairly claimed

that for no other large city of the world has so complete a

study of the problem of venereal diseases from the point of

view of their social significance and administrative control

been made or published ... No other group of people
in this country could have been found more capable to learn

the facts, more competent to draw conclusions and offer

recommendations. Grateful appreciation for this notable

contribution to the solution of Philadelphia's health problems
can best be expressed by a determined effort to follow the

advice that is here offered."

Cooperation with the American Merchant Marine.

The development of the American Merchant Marine has

become increasingly a matter of concern to Government agen-

cies and the general public. Voluntary and official organiza-
tions alike have concerned themselves with the health of

our merchant seamen. The United States Public Health Serv-

ice and American Social Hygiene Association, particularly, Case histories

., ., ...... . T . ,. , of 1,000 seamen
have taken the initiative in drawing attention to the need studied.

to protect seamen from the ravages of syphilis and gonor-
rhea. In 1929 the Association participated in the completion
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of a study of 1,000 cases of seamen under treatment for

syphilis or gonorrhea in the Port of New York. This included

an analysis of social and medical case histories, a survey of

treatment facilities in New York, and an appraisal of the

work and problems of various social agencies dealing with

seamen.

On May 28, 1929, a conference was called in New York by
the Association to consider some of the many factors in this

complex situation. ^Representatives were present from the

ship owners, the seamen's unions, the United States Public

Health Service, the United States Navy, and voluntary health

and welfare agencies, 34 in all. Another meeting will be

called early in 1930. During the summer a project between

the American Steamship Owners' Association, the United

States Shipping Board and the American Social Hygiene As-

sociation was arranged to provide for American representa-
tion at the Second Conference on the Health and Welfare of

Merchant Seamen in Geneva. The Director of the Division

of Medical Measures was assigned for this purpose. Oppor-
tunity was afforded to study at first-hand medical problems
of cargo ships and facilities for treatment of sick and disabled

American seamen in European ports. The General Director

of the Association is a member of the Standing Committee
on the Welfare of Seamen of the League of Bed Cross
Societies.

Illegal Medical Practitioners.

Investigation of the activities of quacks and charlatans

treating syphilis and gonorrhea has been an important feature
of the work during 1929.

Over 190 advertising illegal practitioners located in 20
states and 2 foreign countries have been investigated. Sev-

enty-five cases were reported to appropriate state or city
officials. As a result several offices of charlatans have been
closed. Advertisements in issues of some 300 newspapers
and periodicals published in 14 languages have been examined
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and translated. In addition about 100 publications for

Negroes were examined.

Four special articles on quackery in relation to syphilis and

gonorrhea have been prepared for publication in medical,

public health and educational periodicals.

The work done in previous years with the foreign language

press has been supplemented by preliminary study of the

possibility of social hygiene propaganda among the foreign

language speaking people of the United States.

The Association has received from local educational and

social leaders an increasing number of inquiries concerning
the reliability of certain advertised remedies for sexual dis-

orders. These are followed up with the American Medical

Association's Bureau of Investigation. Wherever the law is

being violated the case is referred to the authorities.

Exchange of Ideas Among Clinics and Hospitals.

It has been one of the particular objects of the American

Social Hygiene Association to aid, in such ways as possible,

in the improvement of facilities for the treatment of syphilis

and gonorrhea. Hence the Division has made a point, in

1929, as previously, of visiting clinics and hospitals where

cases of syphilis and gonorrhea are treated, and of passing
on from one institution to another any observations and ex-

periences which might give promise of usefulness. During
the past year, the principal clinics and hospitals visited were

in San Francisco, California; New Haven, Connecticut; At-

lanta, Georgia ; Chicago, Illinois
; Indianapolis, Indiana

;
Port-

land, Maine; Boston and Lowell, Massachusetts; Detroit,

Michigan; Minneapolis and Rochester, Minnesota; Great

Falls, Montana; Newark, New Jersey; Albuquerque, New
Mexico

; Albany, Buffalo, Eochester, Syracuse, and New York

City, New York; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; Portland, Ore-

gon; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Providence, Rhode Island;

Charleston, South Carolina
;
Salt Lake City, Utah ;

Charlottes-

14,000 pam-
phlets on quacTc-

ery sent to

health officers
and the medical

profession.

Clinics and hos-

pitals in U. 8.

cities visited.
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ville, Virginia; Seattle, Washington; and in certain cities

abroad.
4

Participation in Scientific Meetings.

During the past year a special effort has been made to

accept participation in the meetings of the medical profession.

In addition to presentation of addresses at such meetings,

the American Social Hygiene Association has joined with

other groups in presenting exhibits of unusual merit. Special

mention should be made of the two exhibits at the American

Medical Association meeting, Portland, Oregon. One on
" Manifestations of Syphilis and Gonorrhea in the Eye," was

prepared in cooperation with the Section on Ophthalmology
of the American Medical Association and the National Society

for the Prevention of Blindness. The other on ' '

Neurosyphi-

lis and the Malarial Treatment of General Paresis," was

prepared in cooperation with the Central State Hospital of

Indiana. Both exhibits received commendation by the Ameri-

can Medical Association and both have accomplished the end

for which they were prepared, namely, to bring to the general

practitioner the latest and soundest knowledge in these par-

ticular fields of medical science. These exhibits subsequently
have been shown at other important medical and scientific

meetings in other parts of the country.

Visit of Colonel Harrison to This Country.

Arrangements were made for attendance at the Associa-

tion's Annual Meeting and a lecture tour in the United States

and Canada by Colonel Lawrence W. Harrison of the British

Ministry of Health, who is in charge of the British program
for the control of syphilis and gonorrhea. Colonel Harrison

spent a month in the United States speaking before important
medical groups.

Medical Members Receive Government Publication.

Arrangements were made with the United States Public

Health Service by which medical members of the Association

may receive "Venereal Disease Information" as a part of
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their privileges of membership. Thus the general articles in

the JOURNAL or SOCIAL, HYGIENE are supplemented for them

by technical articles and reviews of particular interest to

members of the medical profession.

Work with Nursing Organizations.

Public health nurses have a unique opportunity in the field

of social hygiene because of their intimate contacts with fami-

lies and neighborhoods and the great confidence which all

persons have in them. Because the task is a complex one,

requiring expert knowledge, nurses have been reluctant to

experiment with this subject on a large scale without the help

of successful experience behind them. This year in coopera-

tion with the National Organization for Public Health Nurs-

ing, the Association has made arrangements for the promotion
of social hygiene activities in nursing programs, both nation-

ally and in a selected locality. An experienced nurse has

been added to the staff of the National Organization to study
the needs of nurses in different communities and advise with

them about their special social hygiene problems. Another

trained nurse in Boston under the direction of the Community
Health Association will try to develop a practical program
for community work in this field.

Another Health Study of Indians.

The American Social Hygiene Association has cooperated
with the Minnesota Department of Health, Minnesota Public

Health Association and the United States Bureau of Indian

Affairs in a study of the health of the Chippewa Indians.

A complete report of the survey will be published by the

Bureau of Indian Affairs. It will be recalled that a similar

study among the Klamath Indians (Oregon) was made in

1928.

Other Activities.

Among other medical activities may be mentioned the

studies of instruction in the diagnosis and treatment of

Aid to nursing
profession.

The health of
Indians studied.
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Monthly letters

to 626 city,

county and
state "health

officers.

syphilis and gonorrhea given by medical schools to under-

graduate students; cooperation with the American Public

Health Association in the study of clinic forms
;
conferences

with health officers in cities and states throughout the coun-

try; monthly letters to 626 city, county, and state health

officers and special groups; services of the Director and

members of the staff as contributors to medical publications ;

and lectures in medical and nursing schools and public health

courses.

DIVISION OF PUBLIC INFORMATION AND EXTENSION

The Association has endeavored for many years to promote

public interest and knowledge of its subject through distribu-

tion of the JOURNAL OF SOCIAL HYGIENE, the SOCIAL HYGIENE

NEWS and general publicity ;
and to maintain close cooperation

with official and voluntary agencies. This last year has seen

added to these functions that of stimulating organization of

new local social hygiene groups and providing an informa-

tional and advisory service to their members.

Plan for Community Organization.

Early in 1929 a member of the staff and an assistant were

assigned specially to develop this work with the advice of

Division heads. Opportunities for personal conferences with

interested persons were afforded by numerous visits of staff

members to communities in all parts of the country.

Through correspondence contacts were maintained with

community chest and other social work executives, city and

state officials and important lay persons. During the year
the Detroit Social Hygiene Association and the Social Hy-

giene Association of Tennessee were organized bringing the

total of organized groups to 31 in 19 different states. (See

page 27.) It will be recalled that the Association made ex-

tensive studies of conditions in Detroit in 1926 and 1928 and
therefore has reason to feel that this action of Detroit citizens

is most important and timely. Similarly the Association has

carried for three years cooperative projects with the Ten-
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nessee Board of Health and believes the new Society is needed.

Groups in Omaha, Nebraska
;
Des Moines, Iowa

; Indianapolis,

Indiana; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; and Seattle, Washing-

ton, especially are beginning to think in terms of organized

effort.

The Association has been urged to begin a vigorous pro-

gram of development of state and community societies. The

matter is being studied with the aid of the National Social

Work Council, the Association of Community Chests and

Councils, the National Health Council and other bodies. In

the meantime, the Association has advised its members to

join with any others interested in their respective communi-

ties in setting up local societies, if that seems to be the best

way to accomplish results and provided community sanction

is secured, and a well planned, practical program can be

staffed and financed.

The Journal of Social Hygiene and the Social Hygiene News.

The JOURNAL, published monthly, and the NEWS also monthly
but with frequent mid-month issues has kept readers abreast

with thought and action in the social hygiene field. Par-

ticularly notable in 1929 have been the April number of

the JOURNAL which carried an article by Colonel L. W. Har-

rison of the British Ministry of Health; the Book Eeview
number in June; and the October issue a memorial to Pro-

fessor Thomas W. Galloway. The NEWS, less formal than the

JOURNAL, summarized each month important current activities

of the Association, items concerning field services of staff

members, and news from local social hygiene societies, and

other cooperating agencies. This year the NEWS has printed

special reports in brief on the "Valentine Project," "Be-

ligious Motivation and Social Hygiene," "Relations of Police

and Health Officials to the Problems of Prostitution and
Venereal Disease" and "The Charlatan and Venereal

Diseases."
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Pacific Coast Regional Conference.

, This conference sponsored by social hygiene and related

agencies in cooperation with the national Association was held

in San Francisco in June, 1929. A two day program was

held just prior to the meeting of the National Conference

of Social Work, and two additional sessions jointly with the

Health and Hospital Social Workers Sections of the Con-

ference.

Social Hygiene Institutes.

One and two-day lecture programs were given in Minne-

apolis, Minnesota, in connection with the American Public

Health Association Annual Meeting; in Portland, Oregon;

Stanford University, California
;
and Seattle, Washington. In

Portland, the meeting was sponsored by the Oregon Social

Hygiene Society in cooperation with the Extension Division

of the State University and 14 other state and local educa-

tional and health groups. In Seattle, four meetings were held

under the auspices of the Social Work Institute then in

progress at the State University summer session.

The Annual Meeting.

The Annual Meeting in January afforded an opportunity

for the Board of Directors and the General Advisory Com-
mittee to meet with the members of the Association, delegates

from the local organizations and the active staff. Colonel L.

W. Harrison of the British Ministry of Health was the Asso-

ciation's honored guest. At a series of meetings many moot

questions were discussed in the light of varying thought and

experience.

The Valentine's Day Committee.

For the fifth year the valentine project was continued, to

study and test out in a practical way the possibilities of

utilizing Valentine's Day as an occasion for group discussions

of problems and standards in boy-girl relationships, court-
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ships, marriage, and family life. A second purpose was to try

to further gradually the disappearance of cheap and tawdry
valentines and the substitution of greetings expressive of high

ideals and sentiments in their place. In 1929 the work was

done in cooperation with the Federal Council of Churches,

National Congress of Parents and Teachers, National Council

of Women, and the National Woman's Christian Temperance
Union. Two sample valentines were published by the Asso-

ciation which found wide use. Having helped to launch the

new valentine idea on its way, the Association has continued

cooperation in efforts to interest ministers, social workers,

educators, editors and printers in the objects of this project.

Field Extension.

One staff member has served during the year as Director

of Field Extension to further the interests of social hygiene

by means of personal conferences and lectures to both pro-
fessional and lay groups. The major activity of 1929 has

been the church program which has already been described

under the Division of Educational Measures account of work
in the religious education field, also among parent-teacher
church groups.

Cooperation with the National Woman's Christian Tem-

perance Union has included cooperation in state and local

unions, provision of outline for year's work, and attendance

at the national convention. For nine years cooperation with

this organization has been a part of the Association's pro-

gram.
In cooperation with the General Federation of Women's

Clubs a program for parents of adolescents has been put
forward by means of distribution of social hygiene material

through state chairmen, addresses before four state conven-

tions and presentation of new programs at the annual board

meeting. An extension of this work to include health appraisal
work in communities has been developed.
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General Publicity.

, The staff of the Association has kept in close touch with

local communities during the year also through correspond-

ence; distribution of literature, exhibits, and motion picture

films. In 1929 up to December 1, 22,603 letters were written,

175,358 pamphlets distributed, 1,868 Association books sold,

38,000 copies of the JOURNAL and 240,000 SOCIAL HYGIENE

NEWS mailed to members and subscribers, 80 exhibits shown

at conference meetings and conventions, and 36 motion pic-

ture films sold and 69 rented. The total of lectures given by
all staff members were 1,431 with a combined total attendance

of 210,455. Mere numbers do not express the importance of

much of the Association's conference and lecture work. The

most effective advisory services that staff members render

are to small groups of important officials, local associations

and others, gathered to discuss and decide upon plans and

objectives.

During 1929 about 750 different individuals visited the

Association's headquarters to learn about the Association's

work in general or to seek advice on a variety of subjects

from staff members. They came from all parts of the United

States and very nearly all other countries of the world, and

remained from half a day to a week or more.

SOME FACTS ABOUT SOCIAL HYGIENE MAN-POWEE

11,376 members On December 1, the American Social Hygiene Associa-

tion had recorded 11,376 members in 3,503 separate communi-
ties in the United States, and in over 50 foreign countries.

Members sometimes forget that they are essential to the

success of a movement which depends upon the support of

public opinion. A few experts working in a public health

field could not go far in accomplishing their purposes, were

it not for the moral force and active support afforded by a

group of informed lay persons whose interests are the same.

For these persons can help enormously in the interpretation
of tested principles to the people as a whole, and can help
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in the gigantic task of seeing that these principles are trans-

lated into action for the benefit of all the people.

Our members work individually and through the local

groups organized in the interest of social hygiene. With the

united strength they can wield these organizations have an

excellent record of work accomplished during the past year.

There are 31 organized social hygiene groups in the United

States, as follows :

California :

Connecticut :

District of

Columbia :

Illinois :

Kentucky :

Maryland :

Massachusetts

Michigan :

Minnesota :

Missouri :

New York :

Social Hygiene Education Association,
San Francisco

New Haven Social Hygiene Committee,
New Haven

Social Hygiene Society of the District of

Columbia, Washington
Committee of Fifteen, Chicago
Social Hygiene Council, Chicago
Illinois Social Hygiene League, Chicago
Social Hygiene Association of Kentucky,

Louisville

Maryland Social Hygiene Society, Balti-

more

Massachusetts Society of Social Hygiene,
Boston

Detroit Social Hygiene Association,
Detroit

Social Hygiene Committee of Duluth,
Duluth

Woman's Cooperative Alliance, Minne-
apolis

Kansas City Social Hygiene Society, Kan-
sas City

Society for the Suppression of Commer-
cialized Vice, Kansas City

Missouri Social Hygiene Association, St.

Louis

Albany Social Hygiene Committee, Albany
Buffalo Social Hygiene Committee, Buffalo
Committee of Fourteen, New York
Social Hygiene Committee of New York

31 local social

hygiene organ-
isations in 19
states and the

District of
Columbia.
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Tuberculosis and Health Association,
New York

Syracuse Morals Committee, Syracuse
Ohio: Cincinnati Social Hygiene Society, Cincin-

nati

Cleveland Social Hygiene Association,
Cleveland

Ohio Social Hygiene Council, Columbus
Oklahoma : Oklahoma City Social Hygiene Committee,

Oklahoma City

Oregon: Oregon Social Hygiene Society, Portland

Pennsylvania: Erie Social Hygiene Association, Erie

South Dakota: South Dakota Social Hygiene Council,

Waubay
Tennessee: Social Hygiene Association of Tennessee,

Nashville

Virginia : Virginia Social Hygiene Council, Richmond

Washington: Pierce County Social Hygiene Society,
Tacoma

Wisconsin: Milwaukee Society for the Suppression of

Commercialized Vice, Milwaukee

Hardly less important than the agencies and societies which

give their whole effort to the growth and development of the

social hygiene program are the organizations which include

committees for particular phases of work, or conduct special

programs at intervals. Many of these, such as the National

Congress of Parents and Teachers, the National Woman's
Christian Temperance Union, the National Council of Women,
the General Federation of Women's Clubs, the American
Medical Association, the Federal Council of Churches, the

American Nurses Association, the Presidents' Committee of

Fifty, the International Association of Policewomen, the

National Council of Social Work and the member organiza-
tions in the National Health Council cooperate with the Asso-

ciation in yearly programs which permit maximum results as

to numbers reached and areas with a minimum effort. Other

groups, notably state and community organizations of the

national agencies mentioned, and other voluntary agencies,
and official agencies such as state and city boards of health,

courts and police have worked with us in special projects at

various times during 1929. The total number of projects,
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both yearly and short-term, entered into by the Association

during the year has been 59 and the joint expenditure when

completed will amount approximately to $150,000.

The Bureau of Venereal Diseases of the United States

Public Health Service under the able leadership of Assistant

Surgeon General, Dr. Thomas Parran, Jr., represents the

Federal government in the field of social hygiene, cooperating
with the state and city boards of health, and with voluntary

societies, such as the American Social Hygiene Association.

ARTICLES AND ADDRESSES IN 1929

American Social Hygiene Association (Walter Clarke, M.D., Director, Mary S.

Edwards, S. A. Auerbach, Bascom Johnson, Henrietta Additon, N. W.

Edson, F. O. Nichols)
"Social hygiene aspects of the Philadelphia Hospital and Health Survey"

Published by the Philadelphia Hospital and Health Survey Committee,

Dec., 1929

Snow, M.D., William F.
' ' Frontiers of cooperation between health officers, the medical profession

and volunteer health agencies"
Address before Montana Public Health Association and State Medical

Society, July 15, 1929
' ' The history and needs of social hygiene

' '

Address in Minneapolis, Minnesota, Oct. 4, 1929

"National and international progress in the field of social hygiene"
Address before the Biennial Convention of the National Council of

Women, New York, Nov. 7, 1929

"Relations of police and health officials to the problems of prostitution
and the venereal diseases"

Social Hygiene News, Feb., 1929

"Syphilis and gonorrhea. The biggest single problem in the health, welfare

and community program. The solution of the problem"
Journal of Social Hygiene, Jan., 1930

' ' The social significance of the venereal diseases ' '

Hospital Social Service. Later issue

Division of Family Belations

Spencer, Mrs. Anna Garlin

"What makes a home? The problem as youth faces it"
Ladies Home Journal, Oct., 1929

Educational Measures

Edeon, N. W.
"Modern Trends in Social Hygiene"

Ohio Parent-Teacher, Dec., 1929
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"Social Hygiene in the P.T.A. Training Youth for Parenthood"

Illinois P. T. Bulletin, Nov., 1929

* "Beport on Course G 16 Sex Education "-

Report of World Conference on New Education by International Council

New Education Fellowship, London, England

"Equipping the Adolescent for Marriage
"-

School and Home, Dec., 1929

"Adolescent Characteristics of Importance in Home and School Programs"
School and Society. Later issue

Exner, M. J.

"Progress in Sex Education"

Journal of Social Hygiene, Oct., 1929

"What Is Social Hygiene?"
Journal of Social Hygie-ne. Later issue

Nichols, F. O.

"Social Hygiene and the Negro"
Journal of Social Hygiene, Oct., 1929

Medical Measures

Clarke, M.D., Walter

"Progress in venereal disease control for 1928"

The Medical Times, March, 1929

"A talk on venereal diseases to graduate nurses"

Hospital Social Service Magazine, Sept., 1929

Snow, M.D., William F., and Walter Clarke, M.D.

"The protection of seamen against syphilis and gonorrhea in American

ports
' '

Proceedings of the Second Conference on the Health and Welfare of

Merchant Seamen, Geneva, Oct., 1929

Auerbach, Samuel M.

"Quackery and the colored population"

Opportunity, Dec., 1929
' ' The charlatan and venereal diseases ' '

Social Hygiene News, Nov. 15, 1929

"Quackery in relation to venereal disease in Philadelphia"
Journal of Social Hygiene, Dee., 1929

Legal and Protective Measures

Additon, Henrietta

"A protective measures program" Leaflet

American Social Hygiene Association, 1929

"Has your city a policewoman?"
Bulletin of Pennsylvania League of Women Voters, Feb., 1929

Johnson, Bascom

"National and international possibilities of the usefulness of women
police

' '

Address before Monday Evening Club, Washington, D. C., Jan., 1929
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Johnson, Bascom and Thomas Storey

"Some social hygiene experiences of the Pacific Coast States"

Journal of Social Hygiene, Dec., 1929

Public Information

Everett, Bay H.

"Social hygiene and community betterment"

Women's Journal, July, 1929

"Social Hygiene"
American Yearbook for 1929

"That word 'venereal' "

Journal of Social Hygiene, Jan., 1930

Parker, Valeria H.

"Youth and its safeguarding"

Hospital Social Service, Feb., 1929

"Looking at love and life"

Vision, Oct. and Nov., 1929

"Mating Time"

Vision, Dec., 1929

"Sex character training in childhood"

Ohio Parent-Teacher, Nov., 1929

"Prohibition and the family"
Union Signal, March 23, 1929

THE EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM OF GONORRHEA
AND SYPHILIS IN THE UNITED STATES *

THOMAS PAERAN, JR., M.D.

Assistant Surgeon General

AND
LJDA J. USILTON

Assistant Statistician, United States Public Health Service

When confronted with any community problem it is logical

for the professions concerned to define its nature and scope.

This is a necessary first step in directing control efforts and

in measuring their effectiveness. In the present paper it is

purposed to present a summary of available evidence as to

the extent of venereal disease as measured by the prevalence,

*
Paper presented at the National Conference of Social Work June 27, 1929.

First of two papers on Syphilis and Gonorrhea The Biggest Single Problem in

the Health, Welfare and Community Program.
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illness and death caused thereby, and the economic loss result-

ing from the venereal diseases.

The prevalence of gonorrhea and syphilis may be expressed

in several ways, and this fact no less than the absence of

dependable data has been responsible for much of the con-

fusion in the public mind on this subject. One may refer

(a) to the cases which exist at any one time
; (b) to the annual

attack rates of new cases
; (c) to the percentage of the popula-

tion which has, or has had, an infection; and (d) to the pro-

portion of these diseases to other illness. Obviously each of

these may be subdivided in various respects as regards age,

sex, stage of the disease, color, occupation, or otherwise.

In regard to the venereal diseases, there are sources of

error in any attempt to determine the rates in accordance

with either of the above methods. Keeping these sources of

error constantly in mind, an attempt has been made to deter-

mine various rates on the basis of clinically recognized cases

so that the results, although perhaps understating the facts,

have a certain value not inherent in estimates. When one

tries to translate the known cases into terms of economic loss,

however, it becomes necessary to utilize the best available

opinions in the absence of dependable facts.

Prevalence of Gonorrhea and Syphilis.

The difficulties to be overcome have until recently prevented

any serious attempt to determine the prevalence of gonorrhea
and syphilis in the general population. It is likely that we
will never know with accuracy the full extent of these diseases.

The same is true, however, of many other diseases and should

not discourage attempts to ascertain by all means available

the prevalence, distribution and trend of new infections of

syphilis and gonorrhea. This information is basic as a guide
to intelligent control efforts and as a measure of their effect.

The Public Health Service, with the cooperation of the

American Social Hygiene Association and of state and local

public health and medical organizations, has devoted con-
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siderable effort in recent years to this problem. A number

of methods have been followed. The most important has

been a series of prevalence studies (1) carried out in communi-

ties with a total population of more than 17,758,000 located

in various parts of the United States, and representative of

the population as a whole. In these communities statements

were secured from practically every physician, hospital, clinic

and other institution in which syphilis and gonorrhea might
be treated, as to the total number of cases under active

observation or treatment on a given date. From these

studies considerable new information is available as to the

extent and distribution of these infections. In certain com-

munities additional information was secured as to the total

number of new cases which come to treatment for the first

time during a one-month period. These data by no means

represent all of the cases which exist in the communities.

For every case of syphilis and gonorrhea under treatment

there are an unknown number of others equally in need of

treatment.

Assuming that the prevalence of venereal diseases is the

same in the whole country as in the selected communities in

which 20,901 physicians and 940 clinics and other institu-

tions, serving a population of 17,758,000, reported the num-
ber of cases of syphilis and gonorrhea under treatment, there

are in the whole country 643,000 cases of syphilis and 474,-

000 cases of gonorrhea constantly under medical care. Table

1 gives the basic data from which the total prevalence of

venereal disease was estimated.

TABLE I. SOURCE OF REPORTS ON THE NUMBER OF CASES OF SYPHILIS AND
GONORRHEA UNDER TREATMENT OR OBSERVATION ON THE SELECTED DATE FROM
THE PARTS OF THE UNITED STATES UNDER SURVEY.

Num- Percentage
ber of each Percentage

Total Report- report- report- cases
number ing ing one ing one Total reported

Source of report

Total
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Thirty-one per cent of the cases probably are indigent

patients since they are being treated at public expense in

clinics, hospitals or other institutions. The remaining 69

per cent are being treated by physicians as private patients.

As would be expected, syphilis being a more expensive dis-

ease to treat, contributes the larger percentage of public

clinic patients, and particularly the late stages of syphilis.

Twenty-one per cent of the cases of gonorrhea and 40 per

cent of the cases of syphilis are treated in public clinics.

The results of the total prevalence surveys in Table II

revealed that the combined case rate for gonorrhea and

syphilis for the male population was nearly twice as high as

that of the female, the rates being 9.65 and 4.85 per thousand,

respectively. This difference was more pronounced for

gonorrhea than for syphilis. This difference in clinically

recognized cases may be more apparent than real because of

the difference in the anatomy of the two sexes. In the female

the initial lesion of syphilis often is not recognized, and in

gonorrhea a discharge is not so likely to cause a woman to

seek treatment.

TABLE II. PREVALENCE OF GONORRHEA AND SYPHILIS BY DIAGNOSIS, STAGE or

THE DISEASE AND SEX OP THE PATIENT IN THE COMMUNITIES SURVEYED
SHOWING THE RATES PER 1,000 POPULATION.

Gonorrhea and Syphilis

Stage of the disease
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Syphilis

Stage of the disease

Early
Late

Number cases
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than one year of age showed a positive Wassermann reac-

tion^). In the United States Navy in 1927 the venereal disease

annual attack rate was 132.3 per thousand of the total per-

sonnel (6), and in the Army the rate was 49.7 per thousand (7).

Among the second million men drafted during the World

War, 56.7 per thousand were found by a casual clinical ex-

amination to have a venereal disease (8). Nor are women

exempt. An average of results of the published reports from

1916 to 1927 shows that of women admitted to maternity

hospitals 6.9 per cent have a positive Wassermann reac-

tion (9). While a positive Wassermann reaction for practical

purposes means the presence of syphilis, a negative reac-

tion does not mean its absence. Here is a disease which is

cured only after prolonged and expensive treatment, if at all
;

which terminates in general paralysis in from 2 to 5 per
cent of all cases (10), and in some instances in spite of the

best treatment; which contributes an estimated 8,700 deaths

annually in mental institutions from this one complication
alone (11) ;

which is an important factor in deaths from
heart disease; which causes a considerable per cent of all

fetal deaths (12) ;
which pads the compensation payments

in industry; which more than occasionally is directly re-

sponsible for industrial accidents; which contributes 4 per
cent of the population of our insane institutions (13) ;

and
which leaves in its wake wrecked homes, blasted hopes, dis-

eased progeny, and a train of other social disasters.

In the case of gonorrhea, we have a disease with not as

many cases constantly under medical care but with an attack
rate nearly twice that for syphilis (17) ;

one which in the indi-

vidual case is less serious but in the aggregate competes with

syphilis in the extent of its economic and social effects. De-
pendable data for gonorrhea are less available than for syphi-
lis because of the mild character of many cases and because of
the difficulty in diagnosing all except the acute cases. It is

known, however, that gonorrhea is responsible for 55 to 60
per cent of ophthalmia neonatorum (14) (blindness of the
new born), which condition represents 3 per cent of all the
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blindness in this country (15) ;
that a considerable but un-

known percentage of pelvic infections in women are gonococ-

cal in origin; that many cases of "one child sterility" are

due to this cause; that this disease causes a severe arthritis

in many cases and even endocarditis and death; that

gonorrheal vulvo-vaginitis is a serious and prevalent disease

among young female children (16). Data as to the remote

effects of gonorrhea, including deaths which are undoubtedly
caused by it, are too fragmentary to warrant a definite

statement.

Annual Attack Rate.

In one city of the United States with a population of

2,000,000 inhabitants (17), information was collected not only
as to the cases which are constantly under medical care, but

also as to the new cases of syphilis and gonorrhea which

sought treatment during a one-month period. These cases

had not previously received treatment. Assuming that the

rates in this city would be similar to those for the country
as a whole, we would have in the continental United States,

423,000 new cases of syphilis which seek treatment during
the early stage (the first year) of the disease, and likewise

679,000 new cases of gonorrhea each year which come under

medical care during the first three months of the infection.

This incidence represents an annual attack rate per one

thousand population of 3.46 for syphilis and 5.71 for gonor-
rhea. This annual attack rate for early syphilis for the

males is 4.42, and for the females 2.37. Since the total inci-

dence of venereal disease is based on the early cases of

syphilis and the acute cases of gonorrhea, it is believed that

we can assume that these are the minimum number of per-
sons who have been infected.

Percentage of Population in Different Age Groups Which
Has Been Infected.

Applying the experience of four southern states (3) and
Indiana (2) as to the age of onset of the disease and using
the incidence rates found in the above study, we would have
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of 1,000 males born, 95 infected with syphilis by the time they

had reached the age of 25 years, who had sought treatment

during the first stage of the disease; of 1,000 females born,

we would have 62 infected by the age of 25 years. The peak

age group at which the infection occurs is 20 and 24 years,

at which time 13 males are infected and 7 females per one

thousand. In the case of gonorrhea in the acute stage, the

annual attack rate for the males is 9 as compared with the

female attack rate of 3 per thousand population.

The above figures refer to the population of the United

States as a whole
; however, a wide variation has been found

in the prevalence of these diseases in different communities.

Consistently the cases under treatment in cities appear
several times as numerous in relation to the population as

in the rural districts (18). Whether this difference is more

apparent than real has not been determined. The influence

of such factors as migration from rural to urban centers, for

purposes of public clinic treatment, the care of the city

specialist or the desire for greater secrecy have not been ade-

quately measured.

Comparative Prevalence of Venereal and Other Diseases.

On this score evidence is less complete since the exact

prevalence of many other diseases also is not known. Judged
by the number of case reports which are made each year to

the Public Health Service from the several state health de-

partments, the venereal diseases as a group far outnumber
all other reported infections except influenza in times of an

epidemic. Syphilis stands first or second among the most

frequently reported infections. Measles cases (reports of

which are only fragmentary) are reported in about the same
number as syphilis. Gonorrhea stands about fifth as a re-

ported cause of infectious illness. The experience in the

military forces of this and other countries in peace and in

war time, shows the venereal diseases to exceed any other
condition as a cause of non-effectiveness. In the hospitals
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of the Public Health Service the venereal diseases constitute

approximately 20 per cent of the total case load. The bulk

of the patients in these hospitals are merchant seamen (adult

males) so that this figure would not be representative of the

population as a whole.

It is estimated that from 2 to 5 per cent (10) of the cases

of syphilis develop general paresis. This one complication

constitutes 8.78 per cent of the first admissions to insane

institutions (19). The total deaths caused by this disease

are not known since other causes such as cerebral hemorrhage,
heart disease or other cause frequently are recorded although
the basic factor may be syphilitic in nature.

Economic Loss.

Having considered the extent of the venereal diseases in

the light of our present incomplete knowledge, let us next

appraise some of the economic losses which result from these

two diseases. These losses may be computed as regards loss

of earning power, through incapacity (partial and total),

cost of medical and hospital care, and economic loss result-

ing from the shortened life span.

Loss of Wages. It is recognized that many cases of gonor-
rhea and some cases of syphilis will occur in which no actual

loss in time from the patient's occupation will be experi-

enced. Accurate data as to this are available from the

military forces. For each thousand enlisted men and of-

ficers of the Army (20) and Navy (6) there is a combined

annual "
non-effective rate" for syphilis of 2.43 per thousand,

and for gonorrhea of 5.18 per thousand. These figures rep-

resent a percentage of the cases which become disabled and
do not take into account the additional cases which are given

adequate treatment and which are able to continue on duty.
If the loss in the general male population between the ages
of 15 and 45 in non-effective days (illness) resulting from
venereal diseases, is estimated on the attack rate for this

group, the number of non-effective days would approximate
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21,000,000. Assuming an arbitrary value of $4.00 as the aver-

age daily earning for this group, the financial loss would be

$84,000,000 per annum, or a loss of approximately a half-

day for each of the male population of the United States

between the ages 15 and 45.

In the absence of basic data no estimate has been made for

financial loss from non-effective days among the women
who are gainfully employed.

Cost of Treatment. As a basis for the estimate of the

cost of medical care of these diseases, let us assume that

the cost per treatment in public clinics is for gonorrhea

$1.00 and for syphilis $2.00 (including medicines and diag-

nosis), and in private practice the average cost of treatment

$4.00 and $8.00 respectively. Applying these rates, it is

found that there is expended annually $15,000,000 in the

medical care of ambulatory patients with venereal diseases.

This estimate assumes 8 treatments per case of gonorrhea
and 22 treatments per case of syphilis, and divides the per-

centage of cases between private practice and clinic cases in

accordance with the findings of the prevalence studies (1).

No reliable data as to the cost of hospitalization of venereal

disease patients are available except for cases of general

paresis and tabes dorsalis in special institutions. It may be

interesting, however, to cite the experience of the Public

Health Service. Since 1873 in the Marine Hospitals operated

by the Public Health Service approximately 20 per cent of

the total case load and hospital days have been on account

of the venereal diseases, representing a present annual cost

to the Government of approximately $1,000,000 for this one
small group.

General paresis and syphilis of the central nervous system
are responsible for constant institutional care of approxi-
mately 12,300 persons (13). Of these patients 8,700 die each

year after having received an average of 14 months' hospital-
ization. At a $2.50 per day hospital rate the annual cost of
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hospitalizing the 12,300 cases of general paresis and syphilis

of the nervous system is $11,270,000.

Loss due to shortening life span. Various estimates have

been made as to the syphilitic factor in deaths from heart

disease and from various other recorded causes. The most

generally accepted of these estimates is that each case of

syphilis on the average cuts in half the life expectancy of its

victim.

Summary.
It is estimated that there are 643,000 cases of syphilis and

474,000 cases of gonorrhea constantly under medical care in

the United States. The case rates on which these estimates

are based are for gonorrhea 4.88 for males and 1.78 for

females. These case rates for syphilis are 4.77 for males
and 3.08 for females.

The results of the total prevalence surveys indicate that

approximately 31 per cent of the total cases of venereal dis-

ease under treatment are found among presumably indigent

persons, inasmuch as this percentage of total cases were being
treated at public expense in clinics, hospitals, or other institu-

tions. The peak age group for the onset of both gonorrhea
and syphilis has been determined as 20 to 25 years.
A greater prevalence of venereal disease exists among the

Negroes than among the white population, the rate per 1,000

being 8 for the white and 11 for the colored population.
A recent study of the rural Negro in a southern state

indicated that as high as 24 per cent of the entire popula-
tion of more than one year of age showed a positive Wasser-
mann reaction.

The results of a number of published reports over a ten

year period indicate that of women admitted to maternity
hospitals 6.9 per cent had a positive Wassermann reaction.

General paralysis contributes 4 per cent of the population
of our insane institutions.

The attack rate for gonorrhea and syphilis as determined
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by a study of the new cases admitted to treatment during a

one month period in a city of the United States with a popula-

tion of 2,000,000 inhabitants is represented by 3.46 for syphilis

and 5.71 for gonorrhea.

Syphilis stands first or second among the most frequently

reported infections to the Public Health Service from the

several state health departments. Gonorrhea stands about

fifth.

Among the general male population between the ages of

15 and 45 it is estimated that the number of non-effective days
lost through venereal diseases would approximate 21,000,-

000 days per annum, or a loss of approximately one-half

day for each male of the United States between the ages of

15 and 45.
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What I shall present for your discussion on the solution

of this important problem of syphilis and gonococcus infec-

tions, will be advanced from the point of view of preventive
medicine. By this, I mean that every measure advanced

should be considered with the single purpose of eradicating

or controlling these dangerous communicable diseases. After

*
Paper presented at the National Conference of Social Work June 27, 1929.

Second of two papers on Syphilis and Gonorrhea The Biggest Single Problem

in the Health, Welfare and Community Program.
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agreement is reached upon all the effective steps in a pro-

gram, we may review each of these steps with reference to

its practicability and expediency, and with regard to pos-

sible conflicts with policies or measures in other fields

of social and moral welfare. I submit this proposal for deal-

ing with the solution of the problem, because so many dis-

cussions of the subject start from false premises or biased

points of view and never reach a common ground of full

understanding.

I have grouped the outstanding measures for solving the

problem, under four heads, as follows :

I. Measures for the location and control of sources and

carriers of infection.

II. Measures for reduction in the number of contacts

and in the liability of infection developing after

exposure.
III. Measures for elimination of environmental and other

conditions favorable to transmission of the

spirochaete and the gonococcus.
IV. Measures for promotion, through character build-

ing agencies and influences, of knowledge and con-

trol of sex as a factor in human life.

The scientific facts bearing on the first group both simplify
and complicate the selection of effective measures. For ex-

ample, to cite a single fact practically all infections occur

from direct contact between infected and susceptible persons
and we have no general sources of infection with which to

contend such as water, milk, insect carriers and other modes
of transmission in many diseases. On the other hand, prac-

tically all infected individuals are carriers at some stage of

their infection, and many of them are infectious for long

periods of time without any manifestation of ill health to

call attention to their condition. To deal with this problemr

first, we must discover cases. This demands efficient and well

trained physicians and technicians for clinical and laboratory

diagnostic work. Second, we must adequately treat the cases
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discovered. This requires the physician's office, clinic, and

hospital facilities, comprising extensive and expensive

equipment and personnel. Third, we must get in touch with

persons having intimate contact with the cases discovered.

This also requires exceptionally trained and resourceful

personnel which must be drawn largely from the professional
ranks of nursing and social work. To these fundamental

routine procedures there must be added at least two others

adapted to the particular scientific and sociologic facts relat-

ing to the diseases under discussion. Fourth, selection of

treatment which will render patients non-infectious at the

earliest moment compatible with due regard to the interests

of the patient. Fifth, isolation or quarantine of those cases

which cannot be rendered non-infectious, must be carried out

to the extent necessary to ensure protection of the public.

This first group of measures would present comparatively
little difficulty if the circumstances of infection did not in-

volve questions of sex delinquency; prolonged periods of

infectiousness without painful illness or incapacity of the

persons infected; and great expense for treatment and

follow-up supervision until cure may be reasonably assured.

Having set in operation every measure which may be

devised on the basis of our present knowledge regarding

diagnosis, treatment and follow-up of individuals already

infected, there remain certain things we may attempt in an
endeavor to protect those who have been exposed but in

whom infection may not as yet have developed; and other

activities which we may undertake to reduce the number of

contacts of susceptible persons with infectious cases. (1)
The most successful of these measures is the disinfection of

the eyes of new born babies to prevent gonorrheal ophthalmia.

(2) A similar measure equally sound scientifically, but greatly
limited in practice because of administrative difficulties, is

chemical disinfection of adults after exposure. (3) Of un-

measurable but undoubtedly great value are the varied

programs of public information regarding the nature and
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spread of the venereal diseases, and the application of this

knowledge by the individual citizen to his or her own pro-

tection from infection. Finally, (4) the special instruction

of infected persons concerning avoidance of contact with

others is vitally important. The most appealing of those

needing protection is the unborn child. President Wilbur

in his address to the American Medical Association said in

effect if we could protect children during prenatal life from

infection with syphilis we would soon replace the loss of

life from the Great War. Programs of maternal and child

health and welfare should include adequate social hygiene
measures. Experience and analogy show that painstaking

and effective efforts to make infected persons fully under-

stand their condition and how they may protect others, yield

very large returns.

Activities concerned with the immediate problem of dis-

covery and control of infected persons, and of treatment and

protection of persons exposed or in danger of exposure

through intimate contacts, may be supplemented by many
more general measures which collectively will have an im-

portant influence upon lowering the morbidity and mortality
rates for venereal diseases.

One group of such measures has to do with the elimination

of environmental and other conditions favorable to the trans-

mission of the venereal diseases. First among these I would

place facilities for wholesome recreation and use of leisure

time. The remarkable story of what was done by the public
for army and navy men during the war is too fresh in our

minds to make any elaboration of this item necessary for

the present purpose. The second type of activities in this

group has been called protective measures. Here we have
a wide range of efforts between the time when boys or girls

begin to be "wayward" or to drift toward sex delinquency,
and the time when Society through its police and law officers

takes custodial charge of them. These protective measures
are in turn succeeded by the third series of more formal legal
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measures. But these measures are primarily of value in

combating the third party exploiters of women and men
who are drawn into the commerce of prostitution. When left

unmolested commercialized vice insidiously reaches out into

the homes and lives of all the population; and in so doing

provides the greatest opportunities for dissemination of the

diseases under discussion.

As a fourth measure in this group custodial care of defec-

tives is important. Time will not permit of comment on this

item, but it should be remarked in passing that the proposal
so frequently made to sterilize these cases will do nothing

directly to prevent transmission of venereal diseases, al-

though it may accomplish a great deal ultimately through

reducing the number of defectives in succeeding generations.

In this group should be included, fifth, general measures

for combating sex exciting influences and anti-social appeals
to sex. A multiplicity of activities by a wide range of agencies
come under this heading, and collectively are of great

importance.

Finally, among these groupings of measures calculated to

aid in solving this problem, high value should be placed upon
the promotion through character building agencies, of knowl-

edge and control of sex as a factor in human life. The home
stands first among these agencies and influences. The school

is a close second, and the church is the third of these great

permanent institutions which are in a position to affect pro-

foundly people of all ages in respect to their views and con-

duct in regard to sex life.

Scouting and other analogous agencies are great auxiliary
forces which are incorporating social hygiene activities in

their programs with effect.

Lastly I would suggest the importance of Family Consulta-

tion Clinics. We have learned from our Juvenile Courts,
Domestic Relations Courts, and other institutions that much

may be done to remedy situations in family life, which are

indirectly a great factor in sex delinquency. There is evi-
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dence that preventive work may be done in this field with

advantage just as preventive medicine measures precede cura-

tive measures in medicine.

This outline is, of course, merely a skeleton. Its use requires

practical adaptation to any community in which results are

to be attained. In the final analysis this
"
Biggest Single Prob-

lem in the Health, Welfare and Community Program," as

our chairman has termed it, centers around individuals and

their conduct. Sustained public opinion based on such prin-

ciples and practices as I have illustrated by these notes and

comments is essential. Dr. Parran has given us figures of

prevalence and annual costs which are a challenge to con-

certed action by all the forces at Society's command in com-

bating the diseases and allied evils which constitute this

medical-social problem. The leadership and guidance which

social workers can give in its solution are limited only by their

understanding of the basis for action, and their realization

of the very large part social hygiene plays in all phases of

social work as well as of preventive medicine.

I place this outline before you for discussion. Once agree-
ment is reached upon the essential points in a program of

action, there are plenty of suggestions and references to

recorded experiences, which will help in perfecting the

solution.



THE ARMY AND THE VENEREAL DISEASES

The Annual Report of the Surgeon General, United States

Army, for 1929 is of unusual interest. Several quotations

from the section on venereal diseases will illustrate the char-

acter of the material it contains.

"Venereal diseases in armies constitute one of the most

serious and difficult problems with which we have to contend.

Their constant presence from year to year, the long absence

from duty which they often cause and in many instances the

extensive treatment involved and the prospects for late dis-

astrous effects tend to materially lower the morale and les-

sen the efficiency of the Army to a much greater degree than

do other conditions which are commonly considered more
serious."

After instituting measures for diagnosis and treatment

"In 1909 a campaign of education for the control of venereal

diseases was initiated in the Army with the publication by
the Surgeon General of a circular letter on the use of the

prophylactic and other control measures. This was followed

in 1911 by a law enacted by Congress which provided that

individuals in the military service who were absent from

duty because of venereal diseases contracted by their own
misconduct should not receive pay during such periods of

absence. These measures resulted in a general reduction in

venereal disease rates, so that by 1915 the rate for the Army
had been reduced from 179.32 in 1909 to 89.29 in 1913. The
rates advanced again somewhat in 1914, 1915 and 1916, and
increased sharply to 107.23 in 1917, due to the large number
of cases of the disease accepted for service in the Army.
Venereal diseases at that time were not a cause for rejec-

tion, except in an aggravated form or when the patient was

actually physically incapacitated."
Since 1918 there has been a gradual and uniform decline in

49
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the rate, with the exception of the year 1920. That year will

be remembered as one in which both the Army and public

were in transition from war to a peace status. The preva-

lence of venereal diseases has now been reduced to approxi-

mately 48 per 1,000 men for the entire Army.
"These progressively declining rates are highly significant,

especially those since 1920, as they indicate that the efforts

to control this group of diseases are meeting with a very

high degree of success. The reduction in the incidence of

venereal diseases in the Army has been accomplishd largely

by the initiation of such control measures as education in

sex hygiene, periodical physical inspections for the detec-

tion of venereal diseases, adequate treatment of cases, re-

striction during the infectious periods of the disease in order

to prevent the spread of the disease to the civilian popula-

tion, forfeiture of pay for absence from duty because of

venereal disease, prohibiting military personnel from visit-

ing so-called red-light districts, supervised administration

of prophylactic treatments, and, finally, holding the unit

commander responsible for the administration of disciplinary

details of venereal-disease prevention and for the intimate

control of such diseases within his organization.

"Comparing the admission rate for the total group of

venereal diseases by races, officers considered separately
from white enlisted men the rate was found to be highest for

white enlisted men (55.31) ;
the second highest for colored

enlisted men (52.24), and lowest for officers, 2.70. Compar-

ing the rates for the white enlisted men serving in the various

countries it was found to be highest among those serving in

China, second highest among those serving in the Philippine

Islands, and lowest among those in Hawaii. The rate for the

Filipinos was lower than that for any other enlisted troops.

The Filipino soldier by reason of being a married man in

most instances and being accompanied by his family and

by reason of habits of sobriety contributes but a small per-

centage to admissions for venereal diseases. His health
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menace lies in another direction, in that he is prone to tuber-

culosis, and his family is frequently a group of malaria car-

riers that work havoc in a command from this cause." *

Special interest for the JOURNAL'S readers attaches to

Table 68.

TABLE 68. Annual admission rates from venereal diseases and syphilis, by stages
per 1,000 white enlisted men serving in the United States, 1908-1928
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a proportion of the cases which were formerly reported as

chancroid being correctly diagnosed as primary syphilis, and

the decrease in the rate from chancroid, which has been the

most pronounced during the 20-year period, has been due

in part to this early diagnosis of syphilis. The Wassermann

test was beginning to be used in the diagnosis of latent cases

and those difficult to determine in 1911. The increase which

occurred at that time in the rates of tertiary and secondary

syphilis in contrast to the decrease in gonorrhea and chan-

croids was apparently due to that factor."

The great cost to industry and to individual and family

life of the venereal diseases may be inferred from the fact

that in the Army "the total number of days lost was 220,-

702, which represents 18.02 per cent of the total days lost

from all diseases during the year." In this connection state-

ments from such great corporations as the United Fruit

Company are significant. The medical director of that com-

pany in his 1928 report says :

"The venereal-disease menace in the plantations of the

United Fruit Company is serious and of growing importance.

Our data on its incidence are limited to those cases only
that require dispensary or hospital treatments, or to cases

in which venereal diseases are encountered as a secondary

diagnosis in the treatment of other conditions.

"These social diseases are not given the attention they
merit in any country, considering the vast number of indi-

viduals who die prematurely or become disabled, mentally or

physically, either temporarily or permanently, from immedi-

ate or remote effects.

"In some countries comprehensive laws have been enacted

with the object of preventing the spread of these diseases,

but the laws are rarely enforced and the social leper is gen-

erally permitted to run rampant, infecting innocent victims.

Within a generation the social-disease menace could be made

past history if measures were enforced making these diseases

reportable and, under certain conditions, quarantinable, with
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severe penalties meted out to all who knowingly transmit the

infections to others.

"With proper treatment over comparatively short periods,

in most cases individuals infected with syphilis can be ren-

dered non-infectible and the transmission of this disease cor-

respondingly circumscribed.

"The Superintendent of one of the divisions reports that,

in 1927, venereal cases required 3,634 days of hospitalization ;

and in 1928, 5,292 days. Only those cases were hospitalized

that were in need of surgical attention, and they were dis-

charged as soon as they could be treated as ambulatory cases.

He conservatively estimates that in his division alone the cost

of caring for these cases in 1928 was $10,000.

"The close cooperation of the medical profession and civil

authorities is necessary if any reasonable measure of control

is to be effected."

The Surgeon General of the Army in his letter of trans-

mission says: "It may be anticipated, however, that very
soon a point will be reached below which it may not be pos-
sible to reduce materially these rates without more action

and cooperative efforts on the part of the civilian population."
This acceptance of this tactful challenge is vital for soldier

and civilian alike. The personnel of the Army is a sample of

the population. Their infection with the venereal diseases

occurs in the civil communities; and whatever reduces their

exposure rate tends directly to lower the prevalence of these

infections among equivalent male population groups, and indi-

rectly to lessen the exposure and infection of women and chil-

dren. It is to be hoped that adequate funds and trained

personnel can be secured to fully restore the successful extra-

cantonment activities at least to communties in the vicinity
of the existing military posts and naval bases.
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EDITORIAL

THEEE AEE SIGNS AND SIGNS

This number of the JOURNAL contains an interesting state-

ment of the Association's activities for the year 1929. The

title chosen "
Signs of the Times" is appropriate and the

examples picture the many sided program. In the aggre-

gate these efforts evidently are having great influence and

are truly signs of the times. So widespread is this influence

that many who know about the work or who generously sup-

port it ask if the job has now been done and whether funds

and personnel may be diverted to other purposes. Those

working with the problem wish that this were possible.

The obverse of the medal, however, shows different signs,

equally indicative of the times. These have to do with the

counteracting influences which are insidiously at work under-

mining conduct and character building forces. The whole

array of commercialized amusements that lead into prostitu-

tion, drunkenness and other related evils, and on to the vene-

real disases with their long train of sequellae are examples
of these discouraging signs of the times.

Twenty years ago the California Society for the Study
of Syphilis and Gonorrhea prepared an exhibit for use in

that state. One of the major sections was labeled "Allies

of the Enemy"; it dealt with environmental conditions then

surrounding youth calculated to off-set all the good accom-

plished by the Society. It was pointed out that the medical

charlatan, the obscene picture publisher, the objectionable

magazine editor, the penny arcade promoter to mention a

few were great advertisers and were equipped with money
and personnel to exploit girls and boys effectively. Publicity,

organization, persistent warfare on all these anti-social forces

were urged as essentials for progress.
That progress has been made during this period is attested

by the articles in this number. The great decline of the annual
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venereal disease rate in the Army alone from 180 men in

each 1,000 to 48 last year shows real progress. However, it

is very evident that a further material reduction may be

brought about as the Surgeon General says with "more ac-

tion and cooperative efforts on the part of the civilian popu-
lation." It is also evident from a further quotation that

social and marital status bears on the problem: "the Filipino

soldier by reason of being a married man in most instances

and being accompanied by his family and by reason of habits

of sobriety contributes but a small percentage to admissions

for venereal diseases." The rate for Filipino troops was

only 6.47 per 1,000. It is likewise significant that the total

rate for officers was 2.70 being made up of 1.91 syphilis, .78

gonorrhea, .00 chancroid. If the untoward signs of the

present time could be changed in their trend so as to point to

early marriage, parenthood, and sobriety in recreation and

ingestion of alcohol, for the youth in civilian employment, the

prevalence of venereal diseases as well as the whole gamut
of evils which social hygiene is combating, would be more

rapidly reduced.

It is for the purpose of greater concentration of effort

along these lines among others that the Division of Family
Relations has been added by the Association.

NEWS AND ABSTRACTS

A Difficult Police Problem. A problem with which every city

has to deal in some degree is illustrated by recent figures from the

Court records of New York City. Three hundred and thirty-five

men accused of annoying women in Central Park have been arrested

in 1929. Only six of these were discharged because of lack of evi-

dence. This speaks well for the judgment and understanding with

which the police prepare their testimony.
An indeterminate term in the penitentiary was the severest sen-

tence, and a suspended sentence was the mildest one. Twenty per
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cent were second offenders in the Park or elsewhere. The subway

trains and the Aquarium were among the other places chiefly related

to these offences.

At this time of year when the holiday crowds in stores and before

shop windows are dense, police departments find it necessary to

patrol certain areas with special officers and plain clothes police-

women to protect women and girls and to detect pickpockets.

"
Hidden, Untimely Deaths." * These are the words with which

Job refers to still-births, the death of children before they have seen

the light of day. Sir William Osier, the most distinguished phy-

sician of his time, in the English speaking world, said that 25 per

cent of all still-births and about 30 per cent of deaths of infants under

one year are due to syphilis. How do these unborn or new-born

infants come to have syphilis ? The tragic fact is that a mother, hav-

ing been infected by her husband or another man, conveys syphilis

to her child before it is born. In a study of American prenatal clinics

it was found that about 8 per cent of women attending these clinics

have syphilis and it is well known fact that a pregnant, syphilitic

mother will, unless properly treated, almost certainly pass on her

disease to her unborn child.

Osier said the fact that syphilis is transmitted from mother to

child before birth, ''stands out less as a biological peculiarity than

as a fact of supreme importance to national health. The spirochete

(organism of syphilis) may kill the child in utero, a few days after

birth, or in the first few years after birth, or the blighted survivor

may be subject to innumerable maladies. And yet congenital syphilis

is easily preventable." If a pregnant syphilitic woman is discovered

and brought under thorough treatment sufficiently early, a child free

from syphilis can be expected in the great majority of cases. Why
then not banish congenital syphilis with all its burdens and tragedies

from our communities?

When every woman is carefully examined early in pregnancy and

when those who are found to have syphilis are properly treated, the

miscarriages, still-births and infant deaths due to syphilis will cease.

Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur, Secretary of the Interior, once said to a

great medical congress, "When we can keep the spirochete of syphilis

* A statement prepared by the A. S. H. A. which received wide publicity through
cooperation with the Gorgas Memorial Institute.
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out of the body of every new born babe, we shall have added enough to

human life and happiness to heal the wounds of the Great War. ' '

Many official and voluntary health organizations are alive to the

importance of this problem. Out of many examples the following

may be quoted from the Weekly Bulletin of the New York City

Department of Health, February 16, 1929 :

"Congenital Syphilis Shoidd be Prevented."

"Statistics indicate that about 8 per cent of pregnant women attend-

ing prenatal clinics have syphilis. If no treatment is given, about

one-half of these pregnancies end in dead births or abortions, and

probably one-half of those born alive die within their first year. The
remainder join the ranks of congenital syphilitics in the community
defective, miserable children who constitute the greatest tragedy of

syphilis.

"Surely no health problem offers such an opportunity and such a

challenge to public health workers and the medical profession. The
means of preventing congenital syphilis are at hand

;
what is required

is application of medical methods tested and proved. If suitable anti-

luetic treatment is given to the syphilitic woman early in pregnancy,
and continued until delivery, a child free from syphilis can be
assured.

"At the annual meeting of the American Social Hygiene Associa-

tion held in New York, January 18 and 19, 1929, the following resolu-

tion was adopted unanimously :

"Whereas, Congenital syphilis is one of the most frequent causes

of fetal and neonatal death, and of the greatest mental and physical
disasters among those who survive, and

"Whereas, There are medical procedures which, when properly
applied to the pregnant syphilitic woman, will almost certainly pre-
vent congenital syphilis in the child, be it therefore

' '

Resolved : That the American Social Hygiene Association ad-
vocates the adoption of vigorous measures for the prevention of con-

genital syphilis, and especially directs its officers to promote the

spread of information to the public regarding the great advantages
of medical supervision early in pregnancy ;

to secure the cooperation
of nursing, public health, and social groups with the medical profes-
sion in insuring the adequate treatment of every pregnant woman,
thereby preventing congenital syphilis ; and, in particular, to encour-

age those in charge of prenatal clinics to devote attention to the

discovery and treatment of syphilis among all women who are in
attendance.

"We urge our physician readers to help us combat congenital
syphilis by inaugurating the practice of having a routine Wasser-
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mann test made of every pregnant woman under their care. In case

the reaction is positive the patient should, of course, be placed under
intensive antisyphilitic treatment."

Chesterton vs. Shaw on Sex Appeal. An interesting article,

November 2, 1929, in the Catholic review "America" deals with

opposing views of Gilbert K. Chesterton and George Bernard Shaw
on this subject of sex appeal. The cult of nakedness which has

sprung up in parts of Germany and some other countries serves as

a point of departure in their thinking. Many in this country, also,

believe that if this cult of nakedness were to become universal the

people would think nothing of it and get no harm from it; and

that the same reasoning holds for any lesser degree of abandon-

ment of clothes or customs that relate directly or indirectly to the

fact that humans are divided biologically into males and females.

A practical difficulty in arguing any such point arises from the

transition period through which any such change in conventions

must pass.

Mr. Chesterton concludes his argument with this paragraph:
"We do not believe that modesty is mere hypocrisy; or that the

decrease of modesty will be the increase of moderation. "We do not

believe it, because our whole conception of the origin and object
and principal problem of man is quite different from his (Shaw).
We are well aware that conventions differ and that conventions, as

such, are not necessarily universal or eternal. But we do not

admit that the cry in the human heart for conventions is merely
conventional. We do not believe for a moment that the sudden

dropping of convention will mean the substitution of conviction.

We take all our conviction and knowledge of human nature on the

statement that it is much more likely to lead to other kinds of

lunacy.

And we are perfectly prepared to argue the point; and to wait
till our view is justified, certainly by the past, possibly (if men
have really gone mad) by the future."
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St. Louis, November 13, 1925.

To the Editor:

Some of us have been discussing ways and means of promoting
social hygiene knowledge and its. application among people outside

our large cities. I believe the U. S. Census classifies all residents

of towns and villages of less than 2,500 as rural. What is the policy

of the Association regarding extension of your work to this great

rural population, which is still approximately 50 per cent of all

the people of the United States?

Out here there is evidently a variety of ideas on how to go

about the job in this state. I have my own views; I should like

yours. Perhaps I ought to add that I have been a member and

interested participant in your program or in local work in some

part of the country from the beginning.

Thanking you for your reply, I am

Sincerely,

W. S.

November 21, 1929.

Dear Sir:

Your letter and enclosure relative to venereal diseases received

for which I thank you.

The question which I wish to decide, "Is the law requiring physi-
cians to report venereal diseases to the State Department of Health

constitutional."

There seems to be an opinion among physicians of this State

that transactions between physician and patient are confidential and
not subject to any report, particularly as pertains to venereal disease.

If this law is constitutional would you be good enough to advise

me if same has ever been pronounced so by the higher courts.

I have procured two convictions in this State during the past year,
the physicians entered pleas of guilty for failure to report cases

which were being treated by them.
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I was wondering in the event they would plead Not Guilty and

desired to test the constitutionality of the law what result might be

forthcoming.

Thanking you very kindly for your interest and help, also please

convey my sincere regards to Dr. Snow.

Yours very truly,

D. J.

Editor's Note: Letters on these subjects and suggestions from members and

readers will be greatly appreciated by the Association's officers.

BOOK REVIEWS

FACTORS IN THE SEX LIFE OF TWENTY-TWO HUNDRED WOMEN. By
Katharine Bement Davis. New York and London: Harper and

Brothers, 1929. 430 p. $3.00.

In a sense it is a mistake to review this book. It should only

be announced. Nothing should be done either to encourage or to

discourage the reading of it. It deals with a subject so fraught with

interest for everyone that once people know of its existence, they
can be counted upon to seek it out. Promotion is wholly unnecessary.

Moreover, no reader should be assisted in the reading or interpreta-

tion of it. He should come to it with the same open mind and

willingness to work as have characterized those who have set forth

their findings in it. Just as they have, he should study the data,

think through their meaning, check their consistency, raise new

questions. Anyone not willing or able to put that much cerebration

into the job is not entitled to bandy the "gist of it" about in his

mind or to flash the "high spots" in casual conversation. No general

summary of findings appears in the book and none will be attempted
in this review.

The book stands out sharply in its utter candor both as to sub-

ject matter and as to method. The authors had nothing to sell but

the truth, no case to make, no thesis to prove, no theory to test.

It was the aim of this inquiry to find out conditions among "nor-

mal" women as distinguished from those who are the subjects of

special attention from th(> community. The group of 1,000 married
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women were on the average 38.3 years old; 69.1 per cent were college

or university graduates; 36.9 per cent had been teachers before their

marriages; 87.2 per cent said their married life was happy. The

1,200 unmarried college graduates were on the average 36.7 years

old; 67.5 per cent had attended women's colleges; 51.4 per cent were

in educational work; 76.9 per cent were in good health. If these

groups had differences from the common run of humanity, they were

in the direction of having had superior advantages.

Sex behavior is divided into two principal domains; (1) the sex

relations of married life and (2) erotic practises. In the first field

are data on the frequency of sexual intercourse and the practise of

contraception and abortion. In the second field are masturbation,

sex intercourse before marriage, and homo-sexual practises which are

further divided into those before puberty and those after puberty,
with a distinction between those which were manifested in overt

practises and those not thus manifested. Everywhere in the study
of erotic practises data for the married and the unmarried were

separately analyzed.

Statisticians and social research people, like all the rest of the

world have, besides their common tools, many ideas and methods which

they often think could have been used to advantage by others in

their work. This will undoubtedly be true in this case. There are

enough methodological problems in this book to provide discussion

and suggestions for further study for the next ten years.

One such question relates to the use of mathematical formulae in

testing the comparisons of groups, to find out whether the differences

found in the absence or presence of "factors" are "significant" or

are due to defects of sampling. Undoubtedly there are many instances

when sets of objectively defined and measured characteristics can

properly and indeed should have been thus treated. On the other

hand, when mathematical formulae are used in connection with such

vague and shifting conditions as "happiness in married life," it

seems that there might be some doubt about their use. An example
should perhaps be cited : On page 41 attention is called to the fact

that the average age of 872 married women reporting their married

life as happy, was 37.5-f.33 years while the average age of 116

unhappily married women was 42.9+1.5. "Is this difference of aver-

age ages of over five years large enough to warrant the suggestion
that age is a real factor in the happiness of married life ? To answer

this question, we examined the difference by a statistical method
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based on the theory of probability.* This examination indicated

that there was practically no chance at all but that other groups

v
of unhappily married women, selected in a similar way, would show

higher average ages than groups of similarly selected happily married

women." Should not the proviso have been extended to include,

"and provided also that these subsequent groups of women had pre-

cisely the same ideas in exactly the same proportions regarding what

constitutes happiness." One is further moved to question whether

the women who declared themselves happy might not have simply

put a different face on basically the same situations as faced the

unhappy. On page 53 he sees that several of the "happy" wives

report that their sex relations with their husbands were repugnant
to them and on page 66 that eight of the happy ones said that they

would never have married had they had sex information before mar-

riage. On the other hand, several of the reasons advanced by the

unhappy ones are matters not directly concerned with the age of

the woman or her sexual or even marital relations. Several ascribed

their unhappiness to their husbands' inability to support the family,

to husbands' ungovernable tempers, ill health, insanity, melancholia,

alcoholism, dishonesty, drug addiction, disparity of age and other

similar reasons. If these were the true reasons, might it not be asked

whether they would not have rendered these women just as unhappy
in their thirties as in their early forties? Is it valid to assume

that the longer a wife has been married, the greater the chance

that something untoward will have happened to her or her husband

or to their relationship and thus brought about her unhappiness?
This point is later recognized in another connection in these studies.

(P. 180.) If that is true, a woman's age has no more to do with

her marital happiness than to indicate in a rough way that more
or less time has elapsed during which things could have happened to

her and her husband. One is moved to the belief that perhaps the

truly valid statistical study of happiness, provided we can define

and measure it, ought to be based on "closed cases" a final account-

ing when all has been said and done and perhaps we shall be able

* The difference between the averages is 5.4. The standard deviation of

this difference, computed by extracting the square root of the sum of the

squares of the standard deviations of the two averages ... is 1.1. The

difference, therefore, is nearly five times the standard deviation of the difference,

and the chances that a real difference does not exist are about 1 in infinity.
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to get some kind of unit such as a year of happiness which we could

count and correlate with other circumstances.

But whatever questions one may raise regarding the statistical

analysis of these data, he must see that this group of studies is a

lonely outpost of science in a jungle of entangled social, ethical,

religious and educational ideas. One wonders what science will do

to this jungle in the next fifty years. Whatever happens, this book

is pretty sure of a place among the honored early explorers.

NEVA R. DEARDOBFF.

HEREDITY AND PARENTHOOD. By S. C. Schmucker. New York: Mac-

millan, 1929. 322 p. $2.50.

When I saw that this was a non-technical book on heredity I

expected to skin through it in a few minutes and then write the

review. Instead I read every word of it very much as the hearers

of the Village Preacher "came to scoff and remained to pray." As
a source of information for persons trained in biology, the book has

nothing to offer except a most interesting style, and a method of

teaching biology that is sadly needed. For the parent, teacher or

general reader who is untrained in biology, this book is a Godsend.

Never have we seen a plainer statement of heredity and evolution.

But it is the second part of the book, Parenthood, that is best.

The author describes parenthood in the lowest of animals and plants,

gradually ascending the scale until man is reached, and then devoting

several short, pithy chapters to the science and the philosophy of the

rearing of children. The chapters headed, "The Meaning of Infancy,"
"Children's Love Affairs," "The Meaning of Romance," and "What
Shall We Tell Our Children?" are the best we have ever read. They
were written by a man of unusual scientific training, experience,

and insight a teacher, a biologist, a philosopher, a Christian, and,

most of all, a parent. If the earnest parent, in reading these chapters,

does not gain inspiration and knowledge, he must be very dull indeed.

My own reaction, after having read a great many such discussions,

was "Here at last is the right method of teaching a child ideals

of parenthood and life. Here at last is wisdom."

THURMAN B. RICE, M.D.
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WHAT IS "SOCIAL HYGIENE"?
M. J. EXNER, M.D.*

American Social Hygiene Association

The primary aim of social hygiene is the preservation of

the family and the improvement and enrichment of family
life. The family is the oldest human institu-

tion. In the relationships of the family man
has developed his most distinctly human quali-

ties. In these relationships humans have found satisfaction

of their deepest needs. Out of these family relationships

chiefly have grown the unselfish, social qualities that have

made an organized social world possible.

We hear a good deal today about the passing of the family.

I do not find that students of our social life are seriously con-

cerned about such a possibility. They see too clearly how

deep and firm lie the roots of the family in human nature and
in our social structure. They know too well that nothing on

the human horizon offers a surer way toward individual self-

realization and fullness of life than monogamous marriage at

its best. They know that no other institution provides com-

parable conditions for the rearing of offspring and training
them for citizenship; and that no other institution can com-

pare with the family as an avenue toward the further develop-

* Address : Seattle, Washington, July 16, 1929, before Regional Conference on
Social Hygiene.

[65]
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ment of the social qualities and spirit needed for perfecting
our social life.

"While social hygiene seeks to support and cooperate with

every well-considered effort for the preservation and im-

provement of the family, it does not concern itself directly

with all the wide range of interests that pertain
to the family but confmes itself primarily to the

study of the one basic factor that underlies the

family, namely the mating instinct. One of the most powerful
and far-reaching forces in life is the affinity between men and

women, namely, sex attraction. The chief aim of social

hygiene is so to direct this basic force that it may make its

most constructive contribution to the life of the individual

and to society. In other words, social hygiene is concerned

primarily with the sex-social problems.

For the sake of clarity we may answer in another way the

question, what is the essential task of social hygiene? The
raw materials out of which the personality and character of

the human individual are shaped are his inborn
Personal ad-

impuises an(j desires. These inherited drives,
justment the

*
. . .

essential task * which the sex impulse is one or the most

powerful and pervasive, naturally seek expres-

sion and satisfaction. Society, however, through ages of

accumulated experience, has built up certain limitations,

restrictions, conventions which conflict with the natural de-

sires of the individual. Hence arises a conflict between the

individual and the society of which he is a part. In no phase
of life is this conflict between the individual and the group
more keenly felt than in the realm of his sex nature. It is the

essential task of social hygiene to harmonize this conflict so

far as this is humanly possible, so to direct the individual's

sex nature that it may contribute most richly to his self-

development and happiness and at the same time conserve

and advance the welfare of society. It is not difficult to see

that this is one of the most complex, most difficult human prob-

lems, one which demands the most intelligent, most sympa-
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thetic study, and the united efforts of the social forces of

every community. May it not prove to be the problem upon
which our civilization may in the end stand or fall ?

From what has been said it is readily seen that in the last

analysis social hygiene problems are in large measure char-

acter problems. Basically their solution must be sought in

understanding, controlling, refining, socializing and spiritual-

izing inborn impulses and desires, or, in other words, char-

acter-training.

In the environment of the individual there are two main
lines of influence that affect character. There is, first, the

consciously, purposefully directed education in home, school,

church, and a variety of social agencies, in which

we deliberately seek to build up progressively from The part

early childhood the attitudes, tastes, desires, ideals f i *

and habits which make for sound character. Char-

acter education to be comprehensive and most effective must

necessarily take account of all the factors that enter into

character building. The sex factor in human life has been

of all factors the most neglected in education. Social hygiene
seeks to bring that factor into its normal place of appreciation
and constructive use in character education. That is the

meaning of the rapidly growing movement for "sex educa-

tion,
" as it has come to be called. It is not intended to stand

as a distinct, separate educational interest or function. Its

purpose is rather to bring the teaching, interpretation and

guidance relating to sex and reproduction to be normally
embraced in character education as a whole. In the schools

it is the purpose to integrate the subject matter of sex educa-

tion in the broader subjects to which sex naturally relates

itself, such as biology, social studies, general science, physi-

ology and hygiene, psychology, home economics and others.

In short, sex education is to be made only a phase, though a

very important phase, of character education.

The second great character-shaping influence is the indi-

vidual's environment beyond the formal education spoken of.
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Indeed this is the most powerfully educative influence to

which man is subjected. It is being exerted at all times

whether we will or no. It is quite ob-
Inevitable education

{ therefore, that the character of the
by the environment

individual s environment during the plas-

tic years of childhood and youth is of tremendous importance.

In no phase of life does the environment play a more power-
ful character-forming role than in the sexual sphere. Added
to the fact that the sex impulse is one of the most powerful
of the inborn drives is the fact that the general environment

is widely pervaded by the sex appeal both wholesomely and

viciously. It pervades our literature and our art. The sex

appeal is the very heart of the drama. The sex appeal is

extensively commercialized in amusements, recreation and

play. Even commercial advertising utilizes extensively the

same appeal. Parents and teachers have no choice as to

whether or not the young shall receive sex education. The
environment provides it at every point without asking leave.

The important task from earliest years on is to forestall the

unwholesome influences of the environment with sex educa-

tion of the most safeguarding and inspiring kind.

Beyond this, however, lies the need of dealing with the

environment itself, the task of making it as clean, wholesome

and constructively stimulating as possible so that consciously
directed character education may be supported by a desirably

educative environment. To this end of improving the sex

environment social hygiene also addresses itself.

It is not possible in so brief a talk to consider all the aspects

of the environmental program of social hygiene but merely
to illustrate by touching upon some of them.

There is first the problem of the use of leisure, especially

in amusements, recreation and play. Probably nothing influ-

ences the individual more profoundly than the way he spends
his leisure. Direct the play and amuse-

"-* "o ^ *e young wholesomely and

you will need to have little concern about
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their character. How well we learned that lesson during the

great war. When we took great masses of men out of their

normal social setting and transferred them to abnormal con-

ditions of life in military camps, away from women of their

own social sphere, we created for them tremendous moral

strain. However, the soldiers were in no great moral danger
so long as they were occupied with their military duties. The
hours of leisure became the hours of danger. The character

of interests and activities in which their desire for amuse-

ment, play and companionship found outlets was the impor-
tant thing. The situation created a great emergency, and our

government in cooperation with many volunteer agencies met
that emergency with the most comprehensive, most varied,

most skillfully directed program of interests and recreational

activities of a wholesome sort the world has ever seen. Its

effectiveness in moral conservation is a matter of history.

In every community the problem of the wholesome direction

of leisure requires the same careful thought and planning, and

the same aggressive promotion and the same skillful super-

vision as it received during the war. In civilian life we have

not yet learned that important lesson. With all that has been

done in the United States by the various associations and

movements for the promotion of play, we have no more than

scratched the surface of the big problem of leisure in its rela-

tion to character and social health. Up to the time of his

death Dr. Luther Gulick, the father of the Playground and

Eecreation Association of America said, "There is not yet

a single community in America prepared adequately to handle

the recreational life of its people." Social hygiene is con-

cerned with the problem of making both wholesome and

adequate the community's facilities for amusement, recrea-

tion and play in cooperation with all agencies having these

objectives.

Then there is the problem of prostitution. Social hygiene
is concerned with the wholesome direction of the mating
instinct. Prostitution is an anti-social expression of that
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instinct and degrading to the individual.
Prostitution un- The famiiy is based upon love, loyalty, fidel-
dercuts the family ., ,,, , . n , . , ,.,

at every point "J* unselnsn consideration and mutuality.

Prostitution involves and breeds the very

opposite of these and hence undercuts the family at every

point. Furthermore, it is the chief disseminator of gonorrhea
and syphilis, the most terrible of human diseases, the conse-

quences of which fall nowhere so heavily as upon the family.

Hence, largely through the promotion and enforcement of

effective laws, social hygiene seeks to repress prostitution to

its lowest minimum.

Openly tolerated prostitution becomes a peculiarly danger-
ous lure to the adolescent young. With the awakening of sex

consciousness and impulses in the early years of adolescence

there comes a new, natural curiosity about sex experience.

The youth wants to know what sex experience really is. The
lure to this natural curiosity furnished by openly tolerated

prostitution in a community was well illustrated in a city

several years ago in which a red light district was still being
maintained. There was a high board fence about the district,

with but one way in and one way out. It was thus easy to

determine who frequented the district. Some social workers

made a study of the matter for some days and found that a

very large proportion of frequenters were boys of fourteen

to fifteen years old. Undoubtedly they visited the district

not so much because of physiological sex urge as from curi-

osity about what was going on. Social hygiene attacks pros-

titution as a dangerous enemy of the family and its members
;

and hence of society as a whole.

Social hygiene is also concerned with the great and serious

public health problem presented by the principal venereal

diseases, gonorrhea and syphilis. It seeks to

The venereal dis-
inform the public as to their character, seri-

eases still a oaf- , .,

fling problem
ousness and prevalence; to secure the co-

operation of the press in combating them
;
to

promote education designed to render physicians more gen-

erally and better equipped to diagnose and treat these dis-
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eases, and to increase and improve clinical and hospital

facilities in communities, for diagnosis and treatment.

In every community responsibility for the solution of social

hygiene problems by means of the educational and the

environmental attack rests upon the community as a whole.

These complex and difficult problems require the

united, studied and continuous attack of all agen- Important

cies that have responsibility for the community's ^d
welfare. Great progress toward minimizing these

problems has been made during the eighteen or twenty years
since social hygiene became" an organized movement. Sex

education is rapidly becoming an accepted feature of charac-

ter education in home, school, church and many other social

agencies. In but few communities is segregated or otherwise

openly conducted prostitution still tolerated. The red light

district as an accepted institution is doomed. In most of the

larger communities at least the venereal disease menace is

being combated by the educational, medical and social forces,

equipped with modern facilities for diagnosis and treatment.

The progress already made offers high hopes for greater

progress in the years ahead.

What are the important next steps? A rather general

acceptance of the importance of including sex education in

character education has been achieved and much valuable

experience gained in methods of practical appli-

cation. There is now called for a further exten-

sion of cooperation between those particularly

interested in social hygiene and teachers, parents, and leaders

of social and religious agencies, in working out and applying

practical methods for integrating sex education in educational

programs, and in preparing further suitable educational

materials for this purpose.
Social hygiene must study the family in the light of the

changed and changing conditions of modern life with, a view

to preserving and increasing its effectiveness as the primary

character-training agency. There is needed great extension

of means for educating parents with reference to the nature
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and development of childhood and youth, and for coordinat-

ing and strengthening the resources and efforts of home,
school and church in training the young for successful mar-

riage and home-making.
There is need of enlightening the general public more fully

about the environment as a powerful character-shaping force,

with a view to bringing about more effective community
efforts toward making the environment wholesome. Efforts

to repress and to eliminate prostitution must continue

unabated; wholesome play and recreation facilities must be

brought much more fully within practical reach of all, and

commercial amusements under more effective supervision and

control, in line with standards of decency and wholesomeness

accepted by representative educational agencies; and means

for the protection of travelers, agencies for the protection and

rehabilitation of young law breakers, the supervision of dance

halls need to be more widely employed in all communities.

The splendid progress that has been made in combating the

venereal diseases must continue aggressively along the lines

that have been followed, namely, educating the general public

about their prevalence and dangers, training physicians in the

best technic of diagnosis and treatment; securing increased

cooperation of the press in the educational campaign ;
extend-

ing facilities for diagnosis and treatment in communities and

making these facilities available to all. Emphasis is to be

placed particularly upon prenatal prevention of syphilis and

just as blindness caused by gonorrhea has come to be largely

prevented, so we must seek more effective means for pre-

venting sterility which is still so extensively caused by the

same disease.

The progress made, the experience gained, and a fairly

informed and awakened public opinion offer opportunity for

a more concerted, more effectively directed use of the educa-

tional, environmental, legal and medical measures than ever

before, and assurance of more conspicuous progress in the

immediate future.



THAT WORD, VENEREAL
Should the term "venereal" as applied to the group of

diseases comprising syphilis, gonorrhea and chancroid, be

discarded? Will the progress of social hygiene be advanced

if the separate scientific names of these diseases, rather than

the generic term, are used in all spoken and written references

to them? These, in essence, are two questions which often

have been discussed in medical and educational circles and

which are of so much general interest as to warrant especial

consideration.

To further the assembling of authoritative opinions on them,

the American Social Hygiene Association has sent out in-

quiries to state and city health officials, private physicians

and surgeons specializing in syphilis and the genito-urinary

field, and other scientists in the realms of education and re-

search. The following is an example: What would you
think of deleting the term "venereal diseases" from our

vocabulary as vague and often liable to convey an unjust
moral stigma, and of replacing it by the proper scientific

words, syphilis, gonorrhea, chancroid which, after all, are not

much longer?

The replies evidence careful thought on all aspects of the

questions involved, and they indicate that what seems to be

a comparatively easy problem to solve has, in reality, many
and various angles which make it far from simple. Excerpts
from the replies may serve to illustrate the varying view-

points supporting and opposing the suggested change in

nomenclature.

In official public health circles many of those replying
favored the change. As representative of these approving
members of the health officer group the views of six state

and city health officers, two each from the East, South and

West respectively, are presented.

[73]
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"I agree with you that the term 'venereal diseases' should

be deleted from our vocabulary as vague and often conveying
unjust moral stigma. So far as possible, it has been my cus-

tom to use the words 'syphilis and gonorrhea' and to avoid
the terms 'venereal diseases' and 'social diseases'."

* * * *

"Your question as to the advisability of replacing the term
'venereal disease' by 'syphilis and gonorrhea' seems to me
sound. I use names of these diseases whenever possible,

though it is sometimes useful to have a recognized synonym
even though it may not connote an identical meaning. I do
believe that in all scientific writings and speakings the names
of these diseases should be used rather than vague terms
which as you point out are not strictly accurate."

* * * *

"I think that the suggestion that you make in this letter to

drop the term 'venereal diseases' is along the right line; it

is a splendid suggestion; I think I shall adopt it in - ."
* * * *

"I am heartily in favor of this move. I believe that it is

high time and is past time that health workers and all other

people who are interested in the prevention of disease for-

get these vague terms that have been used so long by most
of us. It is a regrettable fact that syphilis and gonorrhea
have been considered a stigma and a disgrace to the indi-

vidual who is infected."
* * * *

"We have long felt that the term 'venereal diseases' is

unsatisfactory, as in some instances it does convey an inac-

curate idea of the mode of communication of 'gonorrhea and

syphilis.
'

"As to any moral stigma attached to the term 'venereal

diseases' it is doubtful whether the specific names 'gonorrhea'
and 'syphilis' would be any more welcome but they would,
at least, be more accurate."
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" 'Venereal Diseases' or ' Social Diseases' are 'Gonorrhea

and Syphilis.' For years now, my choler has been raised

when some one, almost in a whisper, says something about

a 'social disease' or 'nasty disease' or some other insinuat-

ing term. Typhoid is to my mind a really nasty disease,

because it can only be transmitted by actually eating some

alvine discharge of a case or carrier; diluted maybe, but

still alvine discharges, nevertheless.

"I will begin to respect your Society more when it develops
sufficient intestinal fortitude to stop referring to these dis-

eases in insinuating terms, and use only the recognized
technical terms of gonorrhea and syphilis."

Other replies from present or former health officers raise

a number of pertinent questions both as to the validity of

the suggestion and the administrative efforts involved. Here

are two :

"This is a proposal I have made many times, beginning as

early as 1906 or 1907 when I prevailed upon an interested

group in my state to adopt the title
'

Society for Study
and Prevention of Syphilis and Gonococcus Infections.'

"The only trouble with the idea then was that it would

not work! I am inclined to think the same is true today.

"But eventually these diseases will be separate entities in

the public mind and will be discussed under their respective

names, just as tuberculosis is today after a long history of

use of other terms such as 'consumption,' 'white plague/
etc."

# * * *

"The Division of Medical Measures doubtless has in mind

some unfortunate misuses of the expression 'venereal dis-

eases' when it suggests deleting it from our vocabulary.

Rather than place a taboo on an expression which is useful

in its proper place I would suggest that they advise us where
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we are using it to a disadvantage, so that we may profit by
the correction.

""The proposal of a substitute shows the weakness of their

position. If the wish is to find an expression which is more

euphemistic and avoids moral stigma, they will need to seek

further, for 'gonorrhea' is just as unsavory and has the same

implications of moral stigma to the man in the street as the

term we are asked to avoid.

"As to the scientific nature of the terms, 'venereal diseases'

is the more scientific of the two when we mean venereal dis-

eases, and vice versa. The best we can do is to use the terms

that fit our thought the most exactly wherever a spade may
be called a spade, and apply such euphemisms and circumlocu-

tions as good taste may require when direct speech would
be offensive or would do an injustice. As for the moral

stigma, no word meaning 'venereal diseases' would long
avoid the disadvantages ascribed to the expression.
"We need some expression for the group of diseases as

long as there is any occasion for the grouping of such dis-

similar diseases. They are grouped together only because

they are spread in the same way and require similar measures
for control."

* * # #

Another physician of broad experience both in public
health and private practice says, "I think the change would
be eminently desirable, if it is possible. However, the phrase
'venereal diseases' is firmly rooted in medical nomenclature
and applies to conditions that arise from relationships that

are not sanctioned by the moral or civil code, as well as by
custom.

"If this matter could be presented to the American Medical

Association and the International Agencies on Kegistration
of Sickness and Causes of Death, as well as to public health

bodies, the objective could be achieved and I believe it would
have a most helpful influence."
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How do the educators feel about it? Both ways, if we sense

their replies correctly. Just glance over a few from faculty

members of several ranking medical schools and schools of

public health. Says the first,
" While I think the words

syphilis, gonorrhea, and chancroid should be used much more

freely and frequently than is now customary, as was espe-

cially urged by Dr. Biggs, I do not see how we can dispense
with a generic term to designate this group of diseases any
more than we can with such terms as 'pulmonary, gastric,

renal, cerebral, occupational, traumatic, etc.
' for other groups

of diseases. 'Venereal,' notwithstanding obvious objections,

seems on the whole the best generic designation of the group.
Of course 'genito-urinary' is not a synonym for 'venereal.'

"As a general comment I might add that it is hopeless to

contend against current usage, and that even so influential

and powerful a body as the Social Hygiene Association is

not likely to accomplish the deletion of the term 'venereal

diseases/

"A more serious matter, it seems to me, is the misappro-

priation of the term 'Social Hygiene' to cover 'venereal dis-

eases' a usage which lends some support to the journalistic

euphemism 'social diseases' for syphilis and gonorrhea."

The next writer makes a different diagnosis. He says:

"I have always used syphilis and gonorrhea by preference

and where possible instead of venereal diseases. I heartily

approve of using the correct names of diseases instead of a

substitute. In the present state of public opinion and of the

attitude of the press and speakers I believe the disease names
will be generally accepted."

A third from his wide range of experience in private prac-
tice and professional teaching believes that, "For the pur-

poses of the American Social Hygiene Association it would

seem highly profitable to endeavor to employ the words

syphilis and gonorrhea in place of the term 'venereal dis-

eases.
' This last is obnoxious as fixing the mind of the reader
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or hearer upon the presumed immorality of the sufferer from
these diseases. As we well know, this presumption is by no
means wholly justified; witness the infection of spouse and
children within matrimony. And even were it justified, the

object of this Association is certainly to distract the atten-

tion of the public from the obliquy which is attached to these

diseases and to focus it upon them as disastrous but pre-

ventible, communicable, racial diseases.
' ' This we may well do in practice, yet I should question the

value of any fulmination upon the subject. The term
'venereal diseases' will still have its uses from certain moral-

istic or even sociological viewpoints."
* * * *

Pro and con go the opinions in most dissimilar veins, as

witness the next seven from the medical and public health

educational leaders:

''The term venereal diseases is so thoroughly ingrained
into medical literature that it seems to me useless to attempt
to establish the proposed substitute."

* * * *

"I think the proposed change in terms most desirable. This

is a day of plain talk."

* * * *

"In my opinion the term 'venereal diseases' should be re-

tained. It is comprehensive and I believe sufficiently specific

and conveys or implies in the great majority of cases the

nature and origin."

* t.

'I think it definitely desirable to change from 'venereal

diseases' to the specific words for the diseases, and use each

word when discussing that disease."

# # * *

"I have no decided opinion but incline to favor the old

term. In my mind 'venereal diseases' covers not only the
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diseases as such but their sequelae and is, in consequence,

preferable as a general term. In what percentage of infec-

tions might the unjust moral stigma be attached to patients

in this country?" # # # #

' *

I am most decidedly in favor of an objective terminology.

"Newspapers and films poison our public indiscriminately

with all that fosters venereal diseases and then keep an air

of reserve by making everybody believe that syphilis and

gonorrhea must not be mentioned in public print. I am afraid

patching things up at the end .so characteristic of the history
of reform is very slow to lose caste in the face of the ruthless

exploitation of news and thrills and other advertising bait."

* * * *

"I do not believe that it would be wise to change the term

'venereal diseases' at the present time, as it is comprehensive
and inclusive. I think it has more weight and is really more
of a comprehensive general term than to use the words

'syphilis' and 'gonorrhea'."
* * * *

But lest it appear that the medical and public health group
have monopolized the discussion let us turn to the publicists.

What do they think of these words'? and what chance is there

of seeing them redeemed from that index expurgatorious to

which so many editors have hitherto consigned them?

One editor says, vigorously, "With regard to every publica-

tion, word, allusion, reference, etc., etc., etc., without excep-

tion, issued by the Association for any purpose whatsoever,
I favor calling things, organs, diseases or any other old thing
worth talking about at all, by their names. This Association

ought to lead in the abandonment of all kinds of prudery,

euphemisms, whisperings and other evasions pleasing to

dirty minds. How long is the smutty-thinking
' older genera-

tion' going to nurse the delusion that the old 'innocence' of

ignorance is either possible or desirable? The young people

only laugh at it. You are quite at liberty to publish this
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contemptuous snort of mine if you choose, but not to ex-

purgate it."
v A second, less emphatic but no less sincere, writes "My
feeling on this is that there are times and places when I

would prefer to use the specific terms gonorrhea and syphilis

but again there are places when I would feel obliged to use

'venereal diseases.' We have spent some time and trouble in

creating an understanding of the term 'venereal diseases'

and I don't think we should entirely wipe out that term. My
idea would be to use 'syphilis' and 'gonorrhea' more fre-

quently than we do and reserve the use of 'venereal diseases'

for those places where we have not developed as yet a situa-

tion where the scientific terms would be acceptable."

Three other replies from persons also of wide publicity

experience advance further viewpoints :

"I should be in favor of this change, at least to a reason-

able extent (like the woman who, asked as to her religious

beliefs, replied that she was 'a moderate atheist'). I don't

know that it is necessary to shun the term 'venereal diseases'

as if it were infected, but it might well be avoided whenever

possible, just as I think the word 'sex' in its looser implica-

tions might be avoided much more frequently. If the expres-

sion 'syphilis and gonorrhea' is used, it neglects chancroid

and a few other conditions that are sometimes of importance.
The fact that it is proposed to substitute 'syphilis and

gonorrhea' for 'venereal diseases' indicates that we are still

thinking of the same thing, though using different words. We
are ignoring the fact that syphilis and gonorrhea differ in

almost every respect, though less in the manner of infection

than in most others. Won't the time come when we will

speak of syphilis, or of gonorrhea, or of any other disease,

but not try inevitably to link syphilis and gonorrhea together
as twins, whether by one family name or another?"

* * * *

"I always was opposed, in the old days, to the use of the

words 'venereal diseases' because I did not think they were
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specific enough and I did not think that anything would be

gained until the diseases themselves were talked about.
' '

I am therefore heartily in favor of calling them specifically

by name and eradicating the term that, when it first was used

in the place of 'social diseases,' was probably a radical

step."
* # * *

. "I am heartily in accord with the use of these specific

terms rather than the deceptive words venereal diseases. It

has been my custom in speaking for some years always to

use the specific terms, because I think so long as we cover

our taboos by generalizations we shall not make the progress
in preventing these taboos that we should. I have, I know
from experience, at times shocked some audiences, but I have

assumed this burden as my contribution to the breaking of

one of the taboos that has caused us much suffering. For

the American Social Hygiene Association to shy, as news-

papers do, from the specific terms I think would be un-

fortunate. ' '

Judges and lawyers evidenced a most gratifying interest in

the discussion, and have contributed opinions of decided

clarity and value, though occasionally entering pleas of insuf-

ficient knowledge on which to base a decision. Two judges

and four practising attorneys furnished the following state-

ments: "
Personally I prefer the use of correct words, but

I notice that the phrase 'venereal disease' when I use it in

relation to the statement I make in sentencing a defendant

in the Woman's Day Court does not seem to have the shock-

ing effect that the word *

syphilis
' has which I use occasion-

ally instead of the phrase 'the Board of Health certifies that

you are suffering from an infectious form of venereal dis-

ease.' This, of course, may be used as an argument for the

very thing you are attempting to accomplish.
' ' The word '

gonorrhea
' when used as above seems to carry
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little if anything of a serious nature to the minds of the

women defendants."
* # * *

"The latter term (venereal diseases) is to me much prefer-

able and I abhor the other two for popular or general use.

With me they connote disgust far more than 'venereal dis-

ease.
'

I think the advantages to be gained by the more exact

terminology of the two are not sufficient to offset the dis-

advantages. There are some words that impart nastiness

no matter how free we wish to be from hypocrisy and I think

gonorrhea is one of these and syphilis a close second. I think

in the long run these terms carry with them even more moral

stigma than just 'venereal disease'."
* * * *

"
Assuming that the substituted words are to be used in

literature of an impersonal character circulated to a selected

audience, I am in favor of the substitution as being more

explicit and scientific. It seems to me that the 'unjust moral

stigma' is as much implicit in one set of words as the other."
* * * *

"The vagueness and uncertainty of the term 'venereal dis-

eases' attaches a mystery to the expression which beclouds

the treatment of the diseases to the benefit of quackery and

malpractice. The two diseases are different in symptoms,
treatment, etc.; one is a blood disease and the other is not,

and there seems little reason, except a developed custom, to

classify them under the same name except for the purpose
of attributing both to immoral conduct. Some years ago I

assume it was felt that both diseases arose from immoral con-

duct. Certainly that time has now long passed.
"I am, therefore, heartily in favor of deleting the term

'venereal diseases' from our vocabulary."
* * * *

"I am for the scientific nomenclature as being less nebu-

lous.
' '
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"In my judgment the words should be used which in the

judgment of physicians most accurately express the true

meaning.
' '

# # # #

Social work leaders, likewise, entered into the corre-

spondence with a real earnestness which well illustrated their

knowledge of the question's significance in their field. Their

comments range all the way from such brief ones as "I think

we have got to the place now where we can say syphilis and

gonorrhea in place of 'venereal disease.' Let's try it and
see what happens" and "I favor the change in terminology

suggested," to others of greater length of which the follow-

ing are examples :

"I do not think that there is much difference between the

two phrases from a practical point of view. I rather prefer
'venereal disease' because it has become a well established

term with definite meaning and is much easier to say. 'Gon-

orrhea' is a horrible word from the point of view of rhythm!
It seems better not to be too technical when trying to educate

the public."
# * # *

"I am in favor of using the words syphilis and gonorrhea
in place of the term 'venereal diseases.' The latter term has

never seemed satisfactory to me. I have, however, attributed

this feeling on my part to my medical training.
' '

# * * *

"As I understand it, the term 'venereal diseases' is not,

strictly speaking, scientifically interpretive of what we mean

anyway. What we are talking about actually when we use this

term is syphilis and gonorrhea. It would seem that there is

no longer any good reason for speaking vaguely of them or

any necessity for referring to them in suggestive terms. I

agree with the suggestion that they should be called by their

right names."
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"I do not feel able from my experience to answer this

question. I think the Association should take the lead in what

it knows to be right, and use scientific terms.

"I could not myself, at present, speak of gonorrhea and

syphilis quite so easily as of venereal diseases but probably

the use of the right terms by the Association would make it

easier for individuals to fall in line."

* * * *

How does the possible change appeal to religious leaders!

Much as it does to other groups if the answers from clergy-

men are adequate criteria. Four replies are quoted here-

with and they epitomize the opinions expressed by their

clerical colleagues.

"I think the words 'syphilis' and 'gonorrhea' are better

for ordinary use than the term 'venereal diseases'."

* * * *

"I very much favor deleting the term 'venereal diseases'

and replacing it by syphilis and gonorrhea, much more definite

terms. I am always in favor of the more specific as against

the more general terminology."
* * * *

"I favor the change unless there are reasons why the more

specific terms may offend some oversensitive persons whose

wishes must be considered. Personally, I know of no good
reason why the change should not be made."

* * # *

"I feel no special 'reaction' against the term 'venereal dis-

eases/ but perhaps there would be a gain in using the more

accurate and precise words, 'syphilis and gonorrhea.' I

should approve the change, although not feeling any great

issue to be involved in either case."

* # * *

And the statisticians, too, have some points of special in-

terest to advance. Here are three replies from them, one of

a general nature and two with direct statistical application.
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"The time has arrived when we should drop the use of the

word 'venereal' in relation to disease and use the specific

disease entity, i.e., syphilis or gonorrhea as the case may be.

There is no longer any strongly intrenched sense of delicacy

with reference to these terms. Just so long as we give sanc-

tion to the 'venereal diseases' we delay the use of the more

desirable terms."
* * * *

' '

It seems to me a desirable practice to promote. In statis-

tical reports, the two diseases are considered separately,

although the general term is used in referring to them. ' '

* * * *

' *
If you can get the Army, Navy and Public Health Service

and also state and city health organizations to agree not to

publish any more statistics under the heading of 'venereal

disease' but to present their statistics separately for each

disease, I think you would be doing a good piece of work.

"Then you could well delete the term 'venereal diseases'."

* # * *

A business man who has long been an earnest supporter
of social hygiene, both nationally and as an officer of an

affiliated society, writes "Personally I am afraid I use the

expression 'venereal diseases' in casual conversation with

laymen. It seems to produce less of a shock than the words

syphilis and gonorrhea.

"Perhaps it seems to be a little less direct and startling.

However, I must acknowledge that the office of our Social

Hygiene Society has not used the words venereal diseases

for some years; they are using the words syphilis and

gonorrhea instead. Moreover, I do not believe one out of a

thousand stop to think of the real meaning of venereal."

In a somewhat similar vein a woman, influential in several

organizations, said: "Many of my friends are interested in

fighting 'venereal diseases' and are familiar in a general way
with some of the facts regarding them. These same persons
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shy off, though, when I occasionally use the specific terms,

syphilis and gonorrhea. Perhaps for strictly scientific pur-

poses the latter are better, but I see no advantage to be gained
in attempting to force their use generally. As for the pos-
sible taint attaching to these diseases, it seems somewhat

analagous to that attaching to illegitimacy. In each case

innocent children are the victims, but it will require far more
than a change in terminology to remedy the situation."

This cross section of opinions is presented in the belief

that other readers of the JOURNAL will be stimulated to

further expression on the subject. The Forum section is

always open to contributions of general interest and the ex-

cerpts quoted in this article illustrate clearly the great

divergence of thought existing. The assembled corre-

spondence will be considered by the Association's General

Advisory Committee.

In the meantime it seems well to remember, in conclusion,

the admonition of one correspondent who closed her letter

by saying, "Whatever we may decide to call the diseases,

we must keep on fighting them."



I

REPORT ON THE PROTECTION OF SEAMEN
AGAINST SYPHILIS AND GONORRHEA

IN AMERICAN PORTS *

The health and welfare of American merchant seamen is

a matter of concern both to official and voluntary agencies in

the United States. Since 1798 the care of sick and disabled

American seamen has been entrusted to certain federal gov-
ernmental agencies of which the United States Public Health

Service is the lineal descendent.

All American merchant seamen serving on ships of Amer-

ican registry are the beneficiaries of the United States Gov-

ernment through the Public Health Service in cases of all

sickness or disability, whether of long or short duration,

including syphilis and gonorrhea. The following figures indi-

cate that the provision of treatment is a burden of no small

magnitude. In the five-year period ending June 30, 1928,

22,378 members of the Merchant Marine spent 876,509 days
in United States Marine Hospitals at a cost of $3,314,204 or

about 662,000 pounds sterling, of which only $82,547 was

remitted by shipping companies. Furthermore these figures

do not include the cost of treatment of seamen as out-patients

by United States Government clinics or those of states,

municipalities, or private institutions. The United States

Public Health Service operates hospitals and dispensaries on

the navigable waters and the coasts of the United States where

American seamen can secure suitable treatment free of

charge.

The doors of United States Marine Hospitals are always

open to seamen in preference to other beneficiaries of the

government, and a far greater proportion of diseased Ameri-

*
Prepared by Dr. Walter Clarke, A.S.H.A., for the Second Conference on the

Health and Welfare of Merchant Seamen, Geneva, October 7-9, 1929.

[87]
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can seamen are hospitalized than is the case among persons

employed in any other occupation. There is no official

arrangement of the United States Government to give treat-

ment to American seamen in foreign ports, but there is a

government fund administered by American consuls abroad
which provides for the emergency treatment and repatriation
of sick or destitute American seamen.

The United States Public Health Service endeavors to

secure the instruction of seamen with regard to the serious-

ness and the means of preventing syphilis and gonorrhea, and
to encourage the shipping industry to make medical examina-

tions of seamen and to provide chemical prophylactic meas-
ures for use on shipboard. Instruction in regard to syphilis
and gonorrhea is given by the Public Health Service in the

larger Marine Hospitals and thousands of booklets published

by the Service have been placed on American ships. Recently,

changes in the laws of the United States have provided that

masters, mates, and pilots must be able to give first-aid treat-

ment for venereal diseases and the United States Public

Health Service has instructed a large number of such officers

in these matters preparatory to the various examinations for

officer's licenses.

The United States Public Health Service is charged with

the responsibility for medically examining immigrants includ-

ing alien seamen entering the ports of United States and its

possessions. During the year ending June 30, 1928, 928,425

inspections of alien seamen were made. Of the total number
of alien seamen inspected, 2,117 were certified as suffering
from all types of diseases or defects, and of this number,

1,224 or 59.7 per cent were certified as having syphilis, gonor-

rhea, or chancroid. The distribution was as follows: 291

syphilis ;
627 gonorrhea ;

356 chancroid. This activity of the

Public Health Service is carried on in accordance with the

terms of the United States Immigration laws. Aliens, whether
seamen or otherwise, when found to be afflicted with ' * a loath-

some or contagious disease" are debarred from entering the
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United States except for temporary medical treatment or

pending reshipment or repatriation. An alien seaman afflicted

with syphilis, gonorrhea or chancroid in a contagious stage

and who is employed on board any ship, plying between a port
of United States and a port of a foreign country, if found

diseased on arrival in the United States is detained on board,

or temporarily in a Marine Hospital at the expense of the

steamship company which brought him to the United States,

until he can reship or be repatriated.

It should be pointed out that facilities exist in every Amer-
ican port of any importance for the treatment of syphilis and

gonorrhea gratuitously or at nominal cost. In 21 larger port
cities of the United States, and its possessions, there are 175

clinics in which treatment may be had by American and alien

seamen as ambulatory patients. In the city of New York
alone there are fifty clinics for the treatment of male patients

having syphilis or gonorrhea. Of these fifty clinics, eleven

are entirely free to indigent patients, thirty-eight are nominal

fee clinics, and one is the out-patient department of the United

States Marine Hospital No. 70 which is free for American

seamen, while a nominal fee is charged to foreign seamen.

While there are ample facilities for the free treatment of

indigent foreign seamen in American ports as ambulatory

patients, many clinics show some reluctance to undertake the

treatment of seamen, especially aliens, in view of the fact that

they do not continue treatment long enough to permit of per-
manent benefits. The policy of certain of the clinics is to

encourage infected American seamen to discontinue tempo-

rarily their employment as seamen and to make a business of

recovery from their diseases. Aid is given to American sea-

men in securing temporary shore employment while under-

going treatment. These patients submit to one or more

periods of intensive treatment, going to sea, if necessary,

during their rest periods. There is much to be said in favor

of this policy from a medical point of view, but it is difficult

to secure employment for such persons on shore. One may
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say therefore, that, although the United States Government
does not provide free treatment for alien seamen, other public
and private agencies do to some extent provide for the care

of the diseased alien seamen, gratuitously if necessary.

The United States Public Health Service encourages steam-

ship companies to submit merchant seamen to medical exami-

nation before employment and upon discharge. Many steam-

ship companies already carry out this procedure which, it is

believed, is advantageous to all concerned; to the employer
because the culling out of seamen having disabilities, operates
to increase the efficiency of crews; to the mariner himself

because it encourages him to seek medical attention for con-

ditions which he might otherwise neglect. For example, a

certain American merchant steamship company owning and

operating over forty ships has a large medical staff which

examines all seamen before they sign on and again before they
are paid off. Sailors found to have syphilis or gonorrhea are

sent to marine hospitals for free treatment. Cases discovered

after leaving port are cared for by officers of the ship until

they can be put ashore for more adequate treatment. In 1923

this steamship company began a program of education with

regard to preventive measures. Notices were posted and the

means of chemical prophylaxis were provided on all ships, and

officers were given instruction with regard to the administra-

tion of chemical prophylaxis. The number of cases of syphilis

and gonorrhea on board this company's ships has been sub-

stantially reduced by these measures.

Another steamship company, which for the past two years
has made physical examinations of all seamen before employ-

ment, states that during that time, about 40 per cent of the

men applying for employment were found to have syphilis or

gonorrhea. The infected men were referred to the United

States Public Health Service for attention.

It is believed that the leaders of the American steamship

industry are alive to the need for those preventive measures
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which the employers themselves can most suitably institute,

such as, the instruction of ship officers in the administration

of first aid in the prevention of syphilis and gonorrhea and

the provision on shipboard of suitable facilities; the provi-

sion for leisure time occupations for the seamen on shipboard ;

and the general amelioration of the life of the seamen from a

social and economic standpoint both at sea and on land.

In the United States there exist many local voluntary

organizations of which merchant seamen are the special bene-

ficiaries. The number of these organizations varies according

to the importance of the port city in which they are situated.

To cite New York, the most important American port, as an

example, there are more than thirty institutions which care

for the needs of seamen on shore leave, or discharged awaiting
a new berth, or sick and undergoing treatment. The seamen's

agencies vary in size from small religious missions with per-

haps a reading and writing room attached, to the thirteen-

story building which houses the numerous activities of the

Seamen's Church Institute which is said to be the largest

institution for seamen in the world. A Dutch, Danish, Finn-

ish, German, Norwegian, or Swedish seaman on shore in New
York can find a special center where his own language is

spoken, and where his fellow-countrymen congregate. This

type of seamen's home usually centers about a seamen's mis-

sion. An enumeration of the facilities available to seamen

in a few American ports, shows how fully those concerned

with his welfare while on shore have tried to make these

places meet his various needs. He can find in these institu-

tions a clean bed, or can be directed to an approved rooming
house

; bathing facilities
;
a place to wash his clothes

;
barber

shop and tailor shop ;
meals at small cost

;
libraries and writ-

ing rooms
; baggage room

;
facilities for banking and for send-

ing money home
;
a free employment office for jobs on sea or

land; medical attention; facilities for entertainment, sport,

recreation
;
and religious services no matter what may be his
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faith. Certain legal aid societies have special departments
for seamen. And for old and decrepit mariners who are no

Idnger able to follow the sea there are sailor's homes.

Special mention may be made of the work of the American

Merchant Marine Library Association which has taken active

interest in providing reading material on board ships. Dur-

ing the past year pamphlets dealing with syphilis and gonor-
rhea and other health matters were placed on 1,848 American

ships. Among the other organizations which carry on local

or national social, religious or health activities for the benefit

of seamen may be mentioned The Mariners' League of the

Salvation Army, the Merchant Seamen's Branch of the Young
Men's Christian Association, The Seamen's Church Institute

of New York, and the Seamen's Section of the Welfare

Council of New York City which comprises a large number of

local agencies.

The problem of preventing syphilis and gonorrhea among
seamen cannot properly be faced without giving frank consid-

eration to the source of the seamen's infection. It is a well

known fact that prostitutes tend to congregate in port cities.

Major Bascom Johnson of the American Social Hygiene Asso-

ciation, who was Director of Investigations for a League of

Nations Commission in its study of the International Traffic

in Women and Children, states that his observations in

twenty-eight countries and in one hundred and twelve cities

of North, Central, and South America, Europe, and Northern

Africa indicates that prostitution generally flourishes more

openly and flagrantly in port cities than in inland cities. Your

own observations will doubtless bear him out in this assertion.

Port cities are visited by sailors many of whom have not seen

a woman for months and who have their wages still in hand.

It is fallaciously assumed to be to the advantage of port cities

to place the sailor's wages in local circulation too often with-

out consideration of the health and moral welfare either of

the sailor or the community.
In American port cities a great effort has been made both
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by local and national organizations, voluntary and govern-

mental, to diminish prostitution and to punish the exploiters
of prostitutes. While conditions are not wholly satisfactory
in American ports, substantial progress has been made in

ridding our port cities of the dens of vice and prostitution
which flourished at one time, and in providing wholesome and

helpful recreation for seamen during their leisure time

on shore.

A word may be said in conclusion with regard to the special

part played by the American Social Hygiene Association in

protecting the health and promoting the welfare of seamen.

In general, the work of the Association throughout the United
States and its possessions has for a number of years encour-

aged the provision of adequate and easily available facilities

for diagnosis and treatment of all who require such attention

because of syphilis or gonorrhea whether they be sailors or

otherwise. The Association has promoted educational meas-
ures of the widest variety, many of which have been adapted
and applied on shipboard for the benefit of seamen. The
Association has aided in the enactment and enforcement of

laws and ordinances which tend to discourage and reduce

commercialized prostitution in port cities and elsewhere. The
Association has made numerous surveys and studies of port
cities and has aided the establishment of voluntary agencies
for the prevention, and for the early diagnosis and treat-

ment of syphilis and gonorrhea, and for the repression of

prostitution.

Recently, in cooperation with the United States Public

Health Service, the Welfare Council of New York City and the

New York Tuberculosis and Health Association, the American
Social Hygiene Association conducted a study of over one
thousand cases of seamen suffering from syphilis or gonor-

rhea, or both, these seamen being patients of the United States

Marine Hospitals in the port of New York. It is impossible
to give here even a summary of this study, but a few pertinent
facts may be mentioned. The schedules were filled in bv
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skilled investigators, on the basis of personal study of that

number of seamen. After eliminating those schedules which
contained insufficient data, 961 cases remained. The follow-

ing figures, indicating the diagnosis in the cases of the 961

seamen, are of interest :

Number Per cent

Total 961 100.0
Gonorrhea only 527 54 . 8

Syphilis only 226 23 . 5
Gonorrhea and syphilis 75 7.8
Chancroid only 81 8.4
Gonorrhea and chancroid 22 2.3
Syphilis and chancroid 25 2.6
Gonorrhea, syphilis and chancroid 5 .5

Slightly over one-half of these men came for treatment on
their own initiative, or that of the steamship companies, and
over 80 per cent were beneficiaries of the United States Gov-
ernment. Forty per cent of the men had received their first

infection less than one year previous to admission to hospitals
and more than half had received some medical treatment for

their condition prior to admission to hospital. Seventy per
cent of the total number gave common prostitutes as the

source of infection. Of the total number, 527, or more than

one-half, were citizens of the United States including its out-

lying possessions. The largest alien groups numbered as fol-

lows : 61 British, 59 German, 34 Norwegian, 28 Swedish, 21

Danish, and 44 Spanish. South and Central American coun-

tries contributed 77.

Finally mention may be made of the recent national con-

ference on the Prevention of Syphilis and Gonorrhea Among
Mariners which was convened by the American Social Hygiene
Association in New York. This conference had for its pur-

pose the discussion of methods of combating syphilis and

gonorrhea among seamen through the cooperation of govern-
mental agencies, the employer group, seamen's unions, and
national voluntary health organizations, such as, The Ameri-

can Social Hygiene Association. The delegates composed a

very representative body. The owners and operators were

represented by delegates from the American Steamship
Owners' Association, the Chamber of Commerce of the State
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of New York, and seven of the most important ocean steam-

ship companies. The labor organizations were represented

by delegates from the International Seamen's Union of

America, and the Ocean Association of Marine Engineers.
United States Government interests were represented by

delegates from the United States Public Health Service, the

United States Navy, and the United States Shipping Board.

Voluntary health and welfare organizations were represented

by delegates from the American Social Hygiene Association,

the American Merchant Marine Library Association, the

Mariners' League of the Salvation Army, the Merchant Sea-

men's Branch of the Young Men's Christian Association, the

Seamen's Church Institute, and the New York Tuberculosis

and Health Association.

Many conditions which interfere with the prevention and

treatment of seamen, both American and alien, were fully

discussed. Seamen are often improvident and when sick and

in trouble frequently have nothing laid by against that ' *

rainy

day" and so must return to sea before treatment has been

completed. Seamen's labor organizations believe that im-

provements in the conditions in forecastles and the provision

of more attractive leisure time pursuits at sea and on shore

would help to prevent syphilis and gonorrhea among sailors.

In many cases the entertainment and amusement provided by

agencies on shore are such that seamen seek them only when

destitute and in trouble. Sailors are more world-wise than

landsmen of similar education and ordinary health propa-

ganda materials are seldom successful with sailors. It is not

a simple matter to induce seamen to employ prophylactic

measures or to continue with the onerous treatment of syphi-

lis or gonorrhea. They are not impressed with the seriousness

even of syphilis, and gonorrhea is to their view only a tem-

porary inconvenience; hence, they say, why bother with

prophylaxis or long continued attendance upon a clinic? Dis-

ciplinary measures to insure prophylaxis or treatment are

impracticable with merchant seamen. Long periods of treat-

ment on shore involve shore jobs which are difficult for a
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welfare agency to secure and difficult for a sailor himself to

endure. These and many other similar and related problems
were discussed from many points of view in the course of

the recent conference.

The consensus of opinion of this representative group may
be summarized in the statement that the conference decided

to constitute itself a temporary national advisory Committee
on the Prevention and Control of Syphilis and Gonorrhea

Among Merchant Seamen, to advise and cooperate with all

national organizations having similar interests and aims, and
in particular to study the means by which better instruction

may be given to seamen and better medical attention provided
to them on shore and on board ship, to promote in such ways
as may seem advisable the medical examination of seamen

prior to employment and before discharge ;
and to encourage

the provision of the means both in chemicals and in personnel,
for prompt prophylactic treatment of seamen who have ex-

posed themselves to syphilis or gonorrhea. It was the opinion
of the national conference that it is in unity of effort on
the part of the ship owners and operators, the seamen, the

medical profession, and the health and welfare organizations,
both official and voluntary, that the opportunity of progress
in combating these serious diseases must lie.

II

COMBATING VENEREAL DISEASES AMONG
SAILORS IN HAMBURG *

There can be no doubt that the venereal diseases are very
prevalent among the sailors of all nations. Reliable statistics

which might furnish a comparison with other population

groups are not available. Various separate observations,

however, support the assumption. Of such are, for example,
*
Prepared by Professor Dr. Karl Sannemann. A report on the Harbor Health

Service of Hamburg, prepared for the University of Hamburg.
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the fact that, in round numbers, of the 31,700 sailors cared for

in the infirmaries of Hamburg in the years 1908 to 1914, about

10,000 or nearly one-third had venereal disease. In the post-

war period the situation was still worse
;
in the years 1921 to

1923 the proportion was 2,724 out of 7,386, or 36.9 per cent.

Since then the numbers have fortunately fallen markedly;

they stood in the year 1924, 1,117 out of 3,569 or 31.3 per cent
;

in the year 1925, 1,046 out of 3,819 or 27.4 per cent
;
and in the

year 1926, 864 out of 3,439 or 25.1 per cent. Nevertheless, at

this time the rate remains so high as to call for the most

earnest attention, and not only the continuance but the exten-

sion of combat measures that seem not to have been employed
in vain.

Before the seaman's act of 1902 came into force, the

venereal diseases were looked upon as self-incurred misfor-

tune, for the care of which the sailor was himself responsible.

In many other lands there is even today no provision for the

treatment of the sailor at the expense of the shipowners. The
German seaman's act, in harmony with the German health

insurance law, makes no longer any distinction between vene-

real diseases and other sicknesses and injuries. It gives the

sailor who becomes sick after entering the ship's service or

after being mustered in, the right to free care and treatment

for a period of 26 weeks, counted from the departure of the

ship, or, in case the seaman does not make the trip, from the

onset of sickness. In case the sickness begins after leaving
the ship 's service, the sailor has no claim upon the shipowner ;

he must then care for himself or, lacking means, turn to

sources of free treatment.

In countries in which provision for treatment of venereal

diseases among sailors on the part of shipowners is not

known and especially a law providing health insurance which

includes the venereal diseases it has been sought to meet this

need through establishment of free treatment stations. For

example, as a result of the increase of venereal diseases

caused by the World War, this has taken place in large meas-
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ure in Great Britain. In October, 1926, there were in Eng-

land, Wales, Scotland and North Ireland 247 such stations

of -which 89 were found in 59 harbor communities. They serve

the entire population but are open to sailors also
;
four of them

are visited chiefly by sailors. Since then this provision has

been extended in other lands also. According to the latest

information there are supposed to be in the harbors of the

whole world about 280 such treatment stations in which the

sailor has treatment available free or at a nominal cost.

In Germany similar arrangements were found earlier

among the insurance companies (Laudesversicherungsan-

stalten), chiefly for persons among the insured who had

run the course of venereal disease, to ascertain by subsequent

examination if a repetition of treatment was needed to insure

the result, and if so, to induce them to take it. At the instiga-

tion of the Seaman's Association (Seeberufsgenossenschaft)

such stations have been made available to sailors at least in

the greater harbor cities in order to restore those to fitness

for ship service who have become jobless through venereal

disease and have no claim for treatment at the expense of the

shipowners.

The sharp increase in venereal diseases during the post-war

years, mentioned at the beginning, as also the increased dan-

ger of this spread through the growing number of foreign

sailors, led to the establishing of a special counsel station for

sailors suffering from venereal diseases. It was opened in

1924 in the east wing of the House for Sailors (by the St.

Pauli-Landungsbriicken) and enjoys a lively use. It is open

to sailors of all nations. In 1925 and 1926 the station was

visited by 3,188 sailors of whom 202 or 6.3 per cent were for-

eign. One thousand and twelve had syphilis, 990 had gonor-

rhea, 107 had both diseases at the same time
; 1,079 suffered

from other genital infections (soft chancre, buboes, non-spe-

cific urethral inflammation, constriction of the prepuce, etc.),

171 were referred to infirmaries. The total of consultations

and treatments ran over 20,000. They take place on all work
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days between 3:30 and 5:30 o'clock. In cases which require

subsequent control tests (Nachkontrolle) in order to insure

the result, these are instituted. Persons who do not of their

own accord appear at the time appointed are reminded of the

necessity of follow-up examination. This is done also in the

cases of all other seamen about whom information has been

received either through the service on board or through

reports of the infirmaries that they are suffering from syphilis

or gonorrhea. In this way it is provided for that they submit

themselves promptly for further treatment. Pressure to

enforce visits to the treatment station is not employed. It is

merely a welfare provision, the use of which is left to the

free choice of the seaman. In so far as treatment provision is

an obligation of the shipowners, they seek to direct the sick to

their own trusted physicians or the infirmaries. In this

respect the treatment station represents a fulfillment of the

health provision required by law, which is not only in the

interest of the seamen but of the general public, for the

venereally infected seamen who are not regularly resident in

one place undoubtedly contribute markedly to the spread of

venereal diseases upon land, especially in the harbor cities.

When now through the ever wider extension of treatment

stations efficient help is made available to seamen in foreign

lands, on the way, the provisions for treatment on board

during the trip do not become thereby any less necessary. For

this, least difficulty will be met on ships provided with ship's

physicians. It is very necessary that every ship's physician

be sufficiently entrusted with these matters, and that he be

provided with all necessary materials, especially the medica-

ments adapted to the purpose. It is for this reason urgently
to be wished that the shipowners employ only physicians
whose schooling and practice accords with the required knowl-

edge. With reference to the drugs, etc., to be taken along,

there are in all lands certain official requirements which have

unfortunately the disadvantage, for the most part, that they

possess the minimum of adaptability to the progress of med-
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ical science. The need is certainly served better when the

shipowners are given the opportunity to replace materials

that are little or no longer used, with newer ones of recognized
effectiveness. The lawmakers should take this into account.

More difficult is the care of the venereally infected on ships

that are not provided with physicians. It is certainly not

desirable that they be left to treatment by laymen (Nicht-

arzte) or even to self-treatment. They should be brought as

soon as possible under the care of a physician or a treatment

station. On ships that run into ports frequently, this will not

be difficult. It is more so on sea-voyages of longer duration.

Here the ship's officer responsible for sanitation service will

have to concern himself with the venereal diseases also. It

is therefore imperative that in tLat part of the curriculum of

schools for seamen which deals with hygiene, the venereal

diseases be thoroughly studied, and that not only from the

point of view that students for their own protection may
become enlightened upon the significance of the venereal dis-

eases but that they may be able, in cases of sickness, to carry
out intelligently the treatment measures prescribed by the

physician, and, in case of necessity themselves to proceed with

cases until they get into the hands of the physician, and that

they may learn to avoid the possible mistakes. The teaching
should be, therefore, not merely theoretical but should be made

practical with the aid of colored charts and moulages where

possible also with demonstrations of suitable cases and the

actual practice of the more important procedures. Such train-

ing is also of importance with reference to the question as to

what means for the treatment of the venereal diseases are to

be provided in the equipment of ships. And here the newer

means must receive consideration, in so far as they have

obvious advantages over the older ones and are adapted to

use by laymen. It is to be hoped that in the formulation of

the new German instructions regarding sick-care equipment

they will be taken into account. The admittance of means

other than those prescribed will commend itself only in so far
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as their method of use will not deviate greatly. An important
aid to the ship's officer responsible for treatment is the so-

called
* '

Doctorbook,
" for German ships, the ' ' Introduction to

Hygiene for Merchant Ships" published by the government

department of health. Much depends upon the teachings

about the venereal diseases which it contains, being easy to

grasp and reasonably in harmony with the instruction in the

schools for seamen.

The instruction in the schools for seamen is the principal

source for the dissemination of knowledge regarding the exist-

ence and significance of the venereal diseases among seamen.

Unfortunately these instructions benefit only a small propor-
tion of seamen, namely, those who avail themselves of the

course for nautical ship's officers. In the training of the

technical ship's officers, and in engineer and sea-machinist

schools the teaching of hygiene is not prescribed. Where it

is taught it is confined mainly to first aid in machine acci-

dents. It is to be desired that this teaching of hygiene be

given a regular place and that the venereal diseases receive

consideration in it. According to the available statistics they
are particularly prevalent among the younger machinists.

Among all other seamen instruction in these matters meets

with great difficulties. Where ship's doctors are on board

they seek regularly, during the journey, in agreement with

the ship's officers or by order of the shipowners, to give

personal instruction and lectures to small groups, to promote

understanding of the significance and seriousness of the

venereal diseases, and set forth correct methods for their con-

trol. On ships without doctors there will seldom be found

persons suitable for this purpose. It is obvious that seamen

during periods on land and also in their home ports between

trips have other interests, and would rather be with their

families or friends, and seek places of diversion and amuse-

ment. On this account it is hardly possible to bring seamen

together in considerable numbers for the purpose of instruc-

tion; certainly not so regularly as to bring about a general
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increase in understanding. There is offered more frequent

opportunity to reach individuals and small groups. The most

important thing is that the youths who enter the vocation of

seamen do not go out into the world without adequate enlight-

enment. The prevalence of the venereal diseases among
young seamen is unfortunately very great. They are acquired
for the most part in ignorance of their seriousness, and not

seldom through the influence of ignorant older companions
who hold sexual excesses to be a necessity for every seaman.

In Germany a good opportunity for instruction presents itself

in connection with the examinations at mustering in, since in

these the physician has enough time to deal with them indi-

vidually. Unfortunately these examinations in which par-

ticular watchfulness with reference to venereal diseases

should be observed, have been prescribed so far only for ships

engaged in medium or long voyages, and on these only for

the crew (Schiffsmannschaft). It is urgent that the require-

ments proposed as early as the year 1922 by the German
Nautical Association with special emphasis upon the vene-

real diseases be extended so that the mustering-examma-
tions become a requirement of all ships, no matter in what

voyages they may be engaged, and that they be applied to

seamen of all grades. The further recommendation of the

Nautical Association that in addition, shortly before every

trip, an examination for venereal diseases be made of the

crew, may be prefaced with the observation that this measure,

which is feasible for many a shipping concern, represents

in so far a fulfillment of the officially required examinations,

since it includes also the seamen who are not newly mustered

in but have been for longer time on board, and it guards in

higher degree against taking along newly infected seamen

than does the mustering-in examination given a shorter or

longer time before sailing. This is very important, since it

has been shown with certainty that a considerable proportion

of the venereal patients become infected shortly before sailing.

Suitable printed matter is a supplemental and valuable aid
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to verbal instruction. To be sure there seems to have been

earlier no particularly successful experience with it
;
but there

has never been any real inquiry with reference to the matter.

What may have contributed to the lack of result is the fact

that as in general, so among seamen, the venereal diseases

and their dangers were not discussed, and the desire to know

something about them came to the fore only when infection

had already occurred. Unquestionably a change has taken

place in this matter in recent years ;
interest in it has become

much more lively generally, and it is therefore to be expected
that a leaflet dealing with these conditions in seafaring would

now fall upon more favorable ground. Alongside of the

leaflet entitled
"
Attention, Sailors-on-leave " (Landurlau-

ber), published by the seamen's booking office (Seekasse),
with ten short, easily-understandable instructions, a more
detailed document especially adapted to the life of the seamen

would be of advantage.

Markedly greater results in prevention of venereal diseases

are to be attributed to the preventive means commonly ap-

proved also on land. Some shipping companies have long

kept on board mechanical (condoms) and chemical prevent-

ives, and have made them available to seamen free or at cost,

through some trusted employee, especially on ships making
long voyages, on which it is difficult to get the venereally sick

quickly under effective treatment, and where, when they
become unfit for work, they have to be replaced by other

persons. On ships with ship's physicians there has also been

instituted the timely use of such disinfection as has proven

effective, for those returning from leave; this usually being
in charge of an assistant to the physician or other qualified

person. Kegarding these means employed upon arrival, in

cases of venereal disease occurring during the voyage, it is to

be said that good results are attainable through the use of

these preventive means. Where they are carried out thor-

oughly the number of cases are strikingly few, and in those

cases that occur in spite of them, it is found that mostly the
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treatment had been omitted or not properly carried out.

Those who are entrusted with these preventive means must

have exact knowledge as to their use so that they may make
their use clear to those who are to employ them. The good
results attained on board have in Hamburg brought about

cooperation between the Harbor Health Service and the Ship-

ping Office for the distribution of preventive means upon
request also to the sailors on arriving ships and those lying
in the harbor. This seems particularly useful and necessary
because experience shows that the period in which ships lie

in the harbor contributes particularly to venereal infections.

Undoubtedly in addition to ignorance, the fact is significant

as a cause for the spread of venereal diseases, that the sailor,

after the strenuous and monotonous service on board, seeks

diverting entertainment during the free time in the harbor,

and thereby gets into dangerous paths. In the interest of

the combating of the venereal diseases there is, therefore,

rightly, in recent times, an insistence that it is necessary to

provide for seamen at least in the larger harbor cities oppor-

tunity for entertainment which will tend to keep them from

visiting places of danger to body and soul. While in many
a place seamen's homes have been already erected by welfare

organizations and religious agencies, which offer to seamen

not only lodging opportunities but entertainment as well, their

number seems to be quite insufficient. It is to be hoped that

they will be further extended. For the purpose here in view

it is, of course, necessary that they be so conducted that the

seaman will feel at home in them and will thereby be kept

away from dangerous amusement places.

In Germany an advance step for seamen is to be hoped from

the law for combating venereal disease of February 18 of this

year, which is to come into force shortly, namely, the obliga-

tion it places upon the sick for medical care
;
the possibility

of using force
;
the obligation upon the physician to enlighten

the sick about his sickness, about the conduct required to avoid

infecting others
;
and the punishment of neglect.
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In international shipping relations a lasting result among
seamen may be expected only from concerted action of all

nations engaged in shipping. The way has been already pre-

pared for it by the international labor conference held in

Genoa in 1920, and the international health bureau in Paris,

which drew up an international agreement in which above

everything else the establishing of treatment stations for

venereally sick seamen, in all principal harbors, is provided

for. Also the hygiene organization of the Federation of

Nations (Volkerbundes), the League of Red Cross Societies,

and the Union for the Control of the Venereal Peril (Union
Internationale Centre le Peril Venerien) in which the societies

for combating venereal diseases in the more important coun-

tries are represented, have actively concerned themselves with

measures for the protection of seamen against venereal dis-

eases. It is to be hoped, therefore, that international cooper-

ation will lead to a better result than the efforts in the

individual lands make possible.

The following are the chief measures which must receive

consideration in an endeavor to reach the desired goal :

A. To assure effective treatment:

1. Placing the venereal diseases upon the same basis with

other sicknesses and injuries with a view to assuring
treatment on board and on land.

2. Establishment of treatment stations on land, directed by
competent physicians, with assurance of free advice and

treatment, in so far as there is no such provision already ;

these treatment stations to be made known to seamen not

later than upon arrival in the harbor
;
all cases of vene-

real disease appearing among seamen on the way or

which exist upon arrival, to be reported to the treatment

stations, which are to seek out every case and direct

efforts toward the carrying out of treatment and fol-

low-up treatment, and, where necessary, to direct pa-
tients to treatment stations in other harbors.

3. Providing ships with the necessary medical means and

personnel.
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4. In selecting ships' physicians, giving consideration to
their knowledge of diagnosis and treatment of the vene-
real diseases

; making it a requirement of their training.
5. Teaching ships' officers in the seamanship schools the

significance of the venereal diseases, the danger of their

transmission, and the more important diagnostic signs,
and also the simple matters of care to be employed on
ships which do not have physicians, until medical aid
is available.

B. For prevention :

1. Dissemination of information about the dangers of the
venereal diseases, among the young people who enter
a seaman's calling, verbally and through printed matter.

2. Medical examination of seamen with reference to vene-
real diseases before every mustering-in ;

the elimination
of all found infected, and directing them to treatment
stations

;
and where possible another examination of the

ship's personnel shortly before sailing.

3. On ships with ships
'

physicians, repeating the examina-
tion during the trip; teaching the ships' personnel about
the venereal diseases and the use of preventives; and

oversight of their use.

4. Making preventive means available, especially for use

during the longer stops in harbors.

5. Demanding all provisions on land that will offer the

seaman freely shelter and entertainment.

These measures to be carried out in the sphere of shipping
will attain a full result only where the combating of the vene-

real diseases is pursued on land also with earnestness and

energy. It is to be wished, therefore, that the development
of combative measures already begun in certain lands will

be extended to all lands that participate in international

shipping.



SEX EDUCATION IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
ALICE BARKER-ELLSWORTH, M.D.

About three and one-half years ago, an effort was put forth

to give girls of Franklin Junior High School of Long Beach,

California, plain talks on personal and sex hygiene. This was

the direct outgrowth of popular talks to about 800 girls at

afternoon assemblies. First: "How to Advertise Mother";
second: "Home, the Backbone of Our Nation."

The demand for other talks was insistent, so another assem-

bly hour was devoted to "How to Be Beautiful." This

involved many points on personal and general hygiene. The

result was a frank understanding and close sympathy between

the mother-doctor and a representative bunch of budding
women of adolescent age.

It was very evident from their questions, that they had

had little or no information about the fundamental truths of

life. They knew nothing at all about their physical origin

or their organs of reproduction except as they had learned

a few sordid and unscientific facts from their companions.
One day a group of girls with their dean waited upon the

doctor and requested talks on menstruation their reproduc-
tion organs and explanation of many questions that were

puzzling them.

The principal and vice-principal of the school were con-

sulted and it was agreed that the doctor should take the grades

separately and answer their questions and give them such

instruction as seemed wise according to their age. All facts

of reproduction were revealed by analogy. (Biology serves

as the best possible vehicle for unfolding the mysterious beau-

ties of life to the younger children.) We arranged to meet

a grade once a week with not more than 75 or 80 girls at a

time. The lectures were optional. A regular class was dis-

[107]
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missed and the girls were allowed the privilege of these

intimate talks. Earely did we find any girl of the class

missing. In the eighth and ninth grades, the girls were found

to be deeply appreciative of this instruction and approached
the lecture hour with a respectful attitude and an eagerness
that proved that they knew they needed what was to be

given them.

Of course in every group of 100 girls there are one or two

who have had fine, serious mothers who know that the teach-

ing of all facts about reproduction should begin early. These

girls have always been a great inspiration in our sex talks as

they have asked very pertinent questions and backed up the

necessity of early information from their mother's viewpoint.
These well-informed girls are serious minded and always
created a splendid receptive attitude in the class. The girls

who have been cheated in their sex education by negligent
or uninformed mothers, many of whom suffered from tra-

ditional taboo or prudery complexes, were eager to get truths

first-hand. They were glad to find one who could enlighten
them on all facts that were their right to know and also to help
them in matters of self-protection in their social contacts.

The doctor made special efforts to keep their mothers in

close contact with the lectures by requesting the girls to "Tell

this to mother and get her opinion" or by hinting that their

mother was eager to tell them all that she had waited years
to find out but it was hard for her because she did not know
how or where to get all the information necessary. In this

way their mothers' neglect was made easier for the girls to

understand.

The talks on sex education have been confined to the sixth,

seventh, eighth, and ninth grades. They are graded according
to age and begin with stories of plant life using fascinating

material that may be gathered in the flower garden. The fol-

lowing illustrates how all matters of reproduction are intro-

duced: The seed is called an egg from the first or "mother
element." The pollen is called the fertilizer or "father ele-
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ment." One of the first lectures to the sixth and seventh

grades is entitled "Bomance of the Bees and Butterflies."

They are reminded of the appearance of the bumble bee as it

leaves the heart of honeysuckle or cosmos bloom. The interest

is enlivened by the facts that the quest is for food for the little

family of baby bees that are expected soon in the decaying

log many miles away. It scarcely pays to take back the tiny

speck of honey from one blossom so it goes to many others

for its supply. It doesn't even stop to clean its hairy head

or feet. It is in this way that the pollen or "father element"

is carried from flower to flower to make the little eggs of the

mother plant develop into seeds that will grow. Often the

friendly breezes sift the pollen from one flower to another. It

is in these ways that the colors change from year to year
in flowers of the same self-sown garden.

Another lecture dwells on the majesty of the forest the

great redwoods and eucalyptus. Their interest is centered

upon tiny seeds, hundreds in one small cone or pod, that

perpetuate these wonders of creation. They delight to hear

of the processes of growth and reproduction running all

through the ages assisted by the birds and animals who carry
the seeds great distances in their feathers and fur. They are

told how the leaves and mother-earth bury and protect these

mysterious bits of life till they are germinated by the moisture

and the warmth of the great source of life,
' l Old King Sol.

' '

With this wonderful picture before them, we again talk of

fertilization.

Much stress is placed upon the provision of nature to con-

tinue plant life, by producing great numbers of seeds to grow
and replenish the earth.

Many talks are given on the fascinating material found in

vast realm of sea life. The fishes furnish a source of great

delight, since most of these interesting creatures, like the vege-

table kingdom, produce millions of eggs. When the mother

ejects the eggs from her body in shallow water among the

weeds, the father swims over them and smears the masses
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of eggs with a fluid called milt. We explain how millions of

sperms are ejected from the father's body through a tube
constructed in a way that will assure very little of the fertiliz-

ing fluid being lost. If the mother is of a species that holds
the young inside her body till it is developed, she uses a
similar tube to fertilize her eggs. We proceed to describe

the ways in which the mother contrives to protect her young
from those who may devour. We explain that the fewer the

species produce, the greater nature tries to protect and con-

tinue the family. Many larger animals produce only one at

a time like the horse, elephant, cow, whale, etc. The eggs are

fertilized and the mother feeds them by her own body fluids

till they "hatch." At this time they usually can take food
from the mother and have the ability to move about. In the

human family where the process is much the same the infant

is more helpless than any other newborn animal.

The transition at this point into facts concerning the human
family is only a step and is well understood before the sub-

ject is taken up. The contrast of these methods of production
and the father's responsibility leave nothing to the imagina-
tion. The average child considers all nature as conforming
to a universal plan in the rearing of its young, a mother and
father for every living thing except the unicellar life, bacteria,

amoeba, etc.

It will be seen from the foregoing details that the important
the formative and pre-adolescent age is a preventive measure

thing is to give a full explanation of all simple facts pertain-

ing to sex and reproduction before the period of adolescence

when social and educational adjustments are so important.
After years of careful observation and intimate contact with

youth, the author is convinced that early sex education during
and as such is more vitally necessary and essential to their

education and development than other sciences.

Parents cannot shirk their responsibility because they are

unprepared for this sacred duty. If the home has been negli-

gent and failed to fulfill its trust, then as in other matters
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of education the interests and morals of the community are

involved and some other agency must provide suitable instruc-

tion concerning these important fundamentals of life. Sex

education, as proved by many schools that are keeping pace
with advance in all branches of social science, should be a

part of the curriculum of every school system.

The preceding paragraphs illustrates how sex education

is presented in order to emphasize the universal laws govern-

ing reproduction. In this way, the subject is robbed of any
insinuation of secret evil or morbid curiosity. The child's

place in the great scheme of life becomes apparent in the

eighth or ninth grades and a sincere desire to perfect their

wonderful bodies is readily proven by their intelligent ques-

tions on points of eugenics. They are often reminded that

they are as fine as they are, only because their parents were

healthy and lived clean lives. This of course is the stepping
stone on which is built a series of talks on cleanliness of mind
and body. They are told the dangers of familiarity with the

other sex. "Kingship of Self-Control" is an important lec-

ture given at this stage.

They are told why petting is harmful to them while their

bodies are growing and their minds are immature. They are

treated like fine, wise young people who are preparing for

life and searching for facts essential to their well being.

Parenthood is held up to them as the greatest profession
of life and the greatest of human privileges. Is it any wonder

that after one year of this healthy information sex problems
in this school were reduced greatly and obscene pictures and

stories disappeared from the closets and basement? A filthy

story teller soon became ostracized in this atmosphere of clean

conduct and noble ideals.

The last two years have shown a growing desire for frank

sex instruction on the part of children and their parents.

Only one protest is on record in the three years of this con-

tinuous service to young girls. One mother wrote the vice-

principal as follows: "I don't want my child to have no
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hygiene, I want to keep her pure.
' ' The note speaks for itself,

and the teachers and the instructor in sex hygiene felt it an

evidence of the kind of parents who could ever object to this

branch of education for youth.
In the middle of the second year of pioneering sex educa-

tion in Franklin Junior High of Long Beach, the Federated

Parent Teacher Association recognized the work and after

a detailed report of its object and the reactions of the girls

a unanimous vote of approval was given the doctor. Through
Miss Julia Ellen Rogers, then a member of the Board of Edu-

cation, the action of the Federated P. T. A. was brought to the

attention of the Superintendent of our schools and the Board
of Education. They too approved of the service and action

was taken and recorded in favor of permitting the work to

be given as an optional lecture course, but not as a part of

regular school work.

This has been successfully tried in only one school. Many
other schools of the city are trying to introduce sex instruction

by manikins and pictures in relation to the physical educa-

tion course and by the physical education teachers who have

had no special training in presenting the subject. The senti-

ment of those in control of physical education is :

" The time

is not yet ripe," to put graded sex instruction in the cur-

riculum as part of the regular class work. The author is of

the opinion that the boys and girls are demanding scientific

instruction and that all the schools should furnish it.
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EDITORIAL

SOCIOLOGICAL THERMOMETERS

In medical diagnosis and treatment the clinical thermometer

is an important instrument, because the physician is trained

to use the information it registers. Marriage statistics, birth

rates, and divorce records are sociological thermometers of

great value if, similarly, we are trained to utilize them. The
trouble is that too many people use vital statistics to support
their views or to influence others, without adequate knowledge
of all the factors which need to be considered in diagnosing
social and economic conditions of marriage and family
relations.

At the present time conditions apparently do not permit
of marriage for the majority of men until the age of twenty-
five or over and for a majority of women at only a slightly

younger age. The 1920 census in the United States showed

that there were 50 million married persons in the United

States including the comparatively small group of widowed
and divorced. They represented 69 per cent of the adult

(fifteen years and over) population of the country. In other

words, over 30 per cent of all adults were unmarried. It

would seem obvious that this large number of persons had
not remained unmarried by reason of limitation of marriage

by law, or by lack of desire to marry. Of the married persons

only about 5 million were under twenty-five years of age.

In fact among the 19 million young men and women between

fifteen and twenty-four years of age, 75 per cent were not

married at the time the census was taken. It would be a great

thing for conservation of national vitality if all of these

could go to sociological clinics as well as to physicians for

diagnosis and advice. However, before any such facilities

could conceivably be set up, a series of studies and demon-
strations of effective ways and means will have to be carried

out.
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Nature completes the biological preparation of boys and

girls to become parents by the fifteenth year, and then goes
on for another five or ten years perfecting their physical

and mental equipment. Probably more than 80 per cent

of these young people are beyond the direct influence of

our public schools and other educational institutions during
all of this latter period. It is probable, too, that a large

proportion have received no adequate instruction as to the

purposes and the safe-guarding of sex impulses which have

begun to awaken in them. Throughout this
"
dangerous age"

of adolescence we leave them more or less at the mercy of

their untrained judgments of what is wise and what unwise

in relations between the sexes. It is little wonder that when

marriage comes, many must pay for indulgence of unguided
and misunderstood passions.

Estimates of divorce are frequently placed as high as one

out of every five or six marriages. Even in those states

in which this is true, the fact still remains merely the reading
on the sociological thermometer, and may be a reassuring

symptom instead of a cause for increased anxiety. For ex-

ample standing by itself, it apparently means that five out of

every six marriages are a permanent success an amazingly

satisfactory record for any social-legal institution to achieve.

On the other hand there are many who argue that failure

to apply for divorce does not necessarily imply success of

marriage. These are concerned with seeking methods of

raising divorce registrations to a percentage commensurate

with what they believe the situation demands. In other words

such statistics are merely readings on the "thermometer"

which require correlation with other data and adequate so-

ciologic interpretation to mean anything. Furthermore, it

is only necessary to state these matters in such terms to

discover in discussion how many feel that marriage has moral

and religious values quite apart from its social, legal and

health aspects ;
at least as these are usually outlined in laws

or in vital statistics reports.
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The 1930 census, which is about to be taken in the United

States, may be expected to produce some new data of great
value in their application to family relations and to social

hygiene in general.

NEWS AND ABSTRACTS

Action of the Executive Committee of the Federal Council of the

Churches of Christ in America. At its meeting in Chicago, Decem-

ber 4-6, 1929, the Executive Committee of the Federal Council of

Churches took action requesting the International Council of Reli-

gious Education to cooperate with the Federal Council of Churches

in developing and promoting programs of education for World Peace,

Race Relations, Social Hygiene, and Temperance and Law Observ-

ance. The Section dealing with Social Hygiene Education stated:

"That the International Council of Religious Education' be asked to

cooperate with the Federal Council of Churches and the American

Social Hygiene Association in the development and promotion of a

program of education in preparation for marriage and home making,
and a program of parent education.

"In Social Hygiene Education. It is believed that the primary

responsibility for education in social hygiene (or sex education) rests

upon parents. Many parents, however, find themselves unprepared
for this task. It has been found that they gladly avail themselves

of the opportunity for instruction, under competent leadership, con-

cerning this and other problems of childhood and youth. Successful

parents' classes taught by pastors have been carried on for some

time in Buffalo, St. Louis and other cities, using the manual Parent-

hood and the Character Training of Children by Professor Galloway.

The International Council of Religious Education is asked to coop-

erate in the promotion of parents' classes dealing with the home

training of children, religion in the home, social hygiene and other

problems. Through the Federal Council of Churches, assistance may
be had from the American Social Hygiene Association, the National

Council of Parents and Teachers, and other national agencies.

"Under the joint auspices of the Federal Council of Churches and

its Committee on Marriage and Home, and the American Social
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Hygiene Association, a Committee has been formed, composed of

leaders of young people's groups. The purpose of the Committee is

to outline the scope and suggest methods for a course of study in

preparation for marriage. The International Council of Religious

Education is asked to designate official representatives on this Com-
mittee to cooperate in working out specifications for such a course."

Fathers Are Parents Too. Many pamphlets on prenatal care have

been written, and a majority of the states send instructions to mothers

before their children are born. The following letter is sent to pro-

spective fathers in the state of Massachusetts by the State Board of

Health :

' 'We learn that you will soon become a father and we offer you our

sincere congratulations.

"We are sending to your wife our prenatal letters and we hope
that they will be interesting and useful to you both in preparing for

the coming of your baby.

"The period of pregnancy, nine months, plus the period of breast

feeding, another nine months, is going to add greatly to your wife's

duties and responsibilities and you know even better than the physi-

cian who will care for her during this year and a half, that your

help is more important to her than that of anyone else in the world.

"Two things most helpful in this life are kindness and common
sense and probably there is no time parents need to exercise them

more than during the prenatal period.

"The right food and reasonably comfortable and happy surround-

ings do an immense amount toward giving a mother a normal preg-

nancy and producing a normal baby.
' ' The United States Department of Agriculture publishes pamphlets

giving the best advice as to how to raise healthy calves and surely

we want to learn as much about raising babies. Every year we
lose a large number of mothers and babies, partly because plain rules

of right living were not carried out during pregnancy. We feel, and

we are sure you will agree with us, that this loss of mothers and

babies is a serious and unnecessary evil and that we must do all in

our power to prevent it. To do this it is necessary for each indi-

vidual father and mother to work together to keep the mother in the

prime of condition during pregnancy and during the nursing months
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and to have her have good medical attention during this time and

at delivery.
' 'A healthy woman should make a perfect recovery from childbirth

if she has proper medical care and good home conditions during preg-

nancy and the lying-in period. Many women have poor health after

the baby comes because they have not had proper care beforehand

and at delivery. It is of first importance for you both to decide who
is to be your family physician. It is wise to do this as soon as you
'set up housekeeping,' and it is an actual necessity when you find

the baby is coming.
' ' Take your wife to visit your .physician and have a friendly talk.

Your doctor will make a thorough examination of your wife heart,

lungs, urine, blood pressure, blood examination if need be, will be

some of the things he will go over very carefully. Answer his ques-

tions frankly, for a great deal depends on a careful history. You
can't expect even the best of doctors to do all possible for his patient

if he cannot get a good history of past troubles and present conditions.

"Very truly yours,

M. LUISE DIEZ, M.D.,

"Director, Division of Hygiene."

College Life, Marriage and Parenthood. The general delay in mar-

riage and frequent failure to marry on the part of college women

and, to a less extent, of college men, and the low birth-rate from

marriages of college graduates, are familiar. Such studies as that

of the families of Wisconsin alumni, by R. E. Baber and E. A. Ross,

point emphatically to the need of adequate preparation in this group
for marriage.

Most students will, in fact, eventually marry and have children.

Encouragement of reasonable standards of mate selection and of liv-

ing expenditure, and preparation for the assumption of all the respon-

sibilities of the home, should start with the beginning of the college

course, if not long before.

So far, the colleges are moving very slowly toward any rearrange-

ment of the traditional curriculum, to prepare their graduates to be

husbands and wives, fathers and mothers, Meanwhile, something
more might be done by the students themselves to define their own

ideals, extend their circles of acquaintance, acquire knowledge of the
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facts and familiarity with the attitudes that will make for success

in future family life.

'To encourage consideration of this subject, The Human Betterment

Foundation through its president, Mr. E. S. Gosney, has placed $250

at the disposal of the Southern California Branch of the American

Eugenics Society to be awarded to the authors of the best essays on

"What can college students do to promote among themselves sound

ideals and adequate preparation for marriage and parenthood?"
The first prize will be $100, second prize $75, third prize $50, and

fourth prize $25. Conditions are : The essay, not less than 2,000 nor

more than 4,000 words, must be the work of an undergraduate student

registered for the college year 1929 30, in some university, college,

or junior college on the Pacific Coast (California, Oregon or Washing-

ton), and must be sent to the Secretary of the Society before March 1,

1930. The Board of Directors will judge the merits of the essays.

Syphilis and Gonorrhea Control in Hamburg. Medical, social and

educational measures included in the venereal disease control pro-

gram of Hamburg, Germany, are outlined by Dr. Kurt Holm in the

Journal of the Society for Combating Venereal Diseases (Berlin,

1929, XXVII, 185) and abstracted in Venereal Disease Information

(August 20, 1929) as follows:

At Hamburg the board of health consists of 8,00,0 employees who
are directly under the control of the senate. The president is a

medical man. A high medical official is in charge of venereal dis-

ease control. He is in touch with all departments, and all welfare

and treatment centers.

Juvenile court, welfare centers, child and juvenile welfare institu-

tions, all do their part to control venereal diseases. The main weapon
is the requirement of a health certificate whenever there is suspicion

of a person having had contact with a person of the other sex who
seems a source of infection. More suasion than compulsion is used,

especially in cases of those men or women who have come in contact

with known sources of infection, and who do not belong to the

professional class of prostitutes. When asked to produce a certificate

of health, which sometimes annoys or enrages, especially, the male

population, the benefit to themselves is pointed out to them, and they

are shown how an examination may tend to avoid disease for them

and their families.

Very much caution is necessary not to drop back into the old habits
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of police supervision. Every effort is made to make the control a

purely hygienic issue. A great force of social workers try to prevent

infection by taking those endangered under their especial care.

The National Insurance Institute had to stop their consultation

centers for lack of funds when German money depreciated enormously

after the War, and after that the Government took over these centers.

They watch over both tuberculosis and venereal diseases. A good sys-

tem of distributing the cost between the hospitals, insurance institutes,

and the Government has been worked out. At Hamburg, as in many
other German cities, a very large proportion of the population is

protected by the sickness insurances in case of disease. The invalid

and old age pensions, furthermore, are of aid. Hamburg, as a large

seaport, has many sources of infection coming from foreign countries

and therefore an attempt is made to eliminate them immediately, by

picking them up in the streets for they are apt to leave the city after

a few hours' sojourn. When persons either endangered or infected

are picked up they are put under treatment, but at the same time

every attempt is made to teach them cleanliness and prophylaxis, and

to find work for them if they are prostituting themselves for lack of

funds.

Some difficulty arises in deciding whether venereal diseases should

be treated mainly by the private practitioner or whether hospitals

and institutions connected with the welfare centers are to attend to

this class of patient. It must be borne in mind that the practicing

physician has no way of compelling the patient to continue treat-

ment, and not in every case is it possible for a private practitioner

to make a dependable diagnosis if patients wish to hide their con-

dition. Very frequently he will have a chance to make one examina-

tion only, and he will be expected to give a certificate. He knows

very well that often several examinations are necessary but he can

not make the patient come back. On the other hand, if he im-

mediately diagnoses venereal diseases he has likewise seen the last of

that patient. Many physicians have definitely declared their unwill-

ingness to write such certificates, although the number of such appli-

cations is considerable.

At the hospitals there are a total of 896 beds for patients suffer-

ing from venereal diseases. Requests for presenting a health

certificate are made every month on an average of 1,100 to 1,700, a

third or a fourth of which are made to men
;
when not complied with
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a second request is sent in form of a letter and the average numbers
from 500 to 800 a month. After that they are brought to court by

compulsion. Whether positive or negative the results are certified

without charge.

The doctors in welfare centers see from 5,000 to 5,500 persons a

month, with one-third men. The number of these applicants examined

amount, on an average, to 4,500 or 3,000 a month. More and more of

these persons have been sent to the doctors of the city. Those who
can not pay are treated free of charge and the community bears the

expense. Some physicians get 120 to 140 cases per month from these

centers.

THE FORUM
The JOURNAL, will publish selected letters or excerpts considered of general

interest, assuming no responsibility for the opinions expressed therein. Com-
munications must be signed, but publication of signatures will be withheld when
so requested.

The Editor-

Yon have asked me for a statement regarding the basis of my
paper* read before the recent Parent-Teacher Conference, which you

say has been widely discussed. The following will give you an

impression of the general idea I presented. I would be interested in

any comments on this statement which you may receive from readers

of the JOURNAL.

Social hygiene in its broadest and true sense deals with social

health or, in other words, with the welfare of human societal groups.

It is generally recognized in anthropology that the central or key

groups in human society have their foundations in the natural asso-

ciations of the two kinds, or sexes, of human beings men and women,
who in their immature stages we call boys and girls. These associa-

tions of the sexes include the various combinations of physical,

psychical, and social relationships which are primarily within family

groups, and thence radiate out into the community.

Now, since social hygiene is concerned with the welfare of human

* ' ' The Scope of Social Hygiene,
' ' Professor Maurice A. Bigelow, Professor,

Teachers College, Columbia University, New York City.
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social groups which, in turn, are held together by the biological bonds

between the two sexes, it has come about that in going far into the

deeper meanings and problems of human society social hygiene has

become known to the world in general as a "sex science." This is

quite true if the word "sex" is understood as it is in biology or

psychology or sociology, namely, the word for the fact that there are

two kinds of human life. But, unfortunately, these two kinds of

humans had a few hundreds of thousands of years of historical mis-

takes with sex before men of science had a chance to point out that,

in the last analysis of human society, sex is the foundation of all

that appears worth while, and that the past and present mistakes

between the sexes are merely markers on the road up to a fuller

realization of the inherent possibilities implanted when mankind

appeared on earth in two forms.

Social hygiene is indeed sex science because the only real meaning
of sex is not the widespread vulgar one, but that of modern science,

which points out that sex includes all the associations and relation-

ships of men, women, and children who must live and work together
in this world of ours.

Even a limited survey of the social welfare problems which involve

the natural relations of the two human sexes suggests that the field

of social hygiene is of vast extent, in fact, almost co-extensive with

that field of civilization as we know it. This field is obviously too

large for practical work, and so the American and British social

hygiene societies have chosen to limit their activities to certain phases
in which it appears that along educational, medical, and legal lines

it is possible to improve social health or welfare by giving special

attention to some of the most direct and pressing problems which

have grown out of the fundamental relation of the sexes. As a result

of this emphasis on some direct sex problems, it has naturally fol-

lowed that the larger outlook of social hygiene has been overlooked,

even by many intelligent persons. As an illustration, several times

this year I have heard the question, "Why should a sex society con-

cern itself with family and social problems?" The very form of the

question indicates a narrow understanding of sex. With all the neces-

sary emphasis on direct problems of sex, the American Social Hygiene
Association has not forgotten the broad meaning of social hygiene,
and reserves the right to undertake any problems of social health

which concern men and women in their social relationships.

M. A. B.
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January 2, 1930.

To the Readers of the Journal:

The following book review by an outstanding author and student

of social hygiene problems, relates to a recent publication by a member
of the faculty of a prominent educational institution. Members of

the Association's Editorial Board have been considering whether a

review of this character vivid, humorous, readable is a type which

readers of the JOURNAL enjoy; and whether it leads them to avoid

purchase of the book, or stimulates them to buy it to learn the

author's views.

Members have frequently requested the Editorial Board to obtain

more reviews giving specific indications of the reviewers' approval or

disapproval of the books described. Other members have asked that

suggestions be added as to whether each book should be purchased by
libraries or individuals. This is the review :

"The (Author) has taken a look over contemporary society:

every prospect displeases and only man is vile. Marriage may not

be so bad for a few middle-class females who do not know what they
are missing, but smart people will not be enslaved, either by a mate

or by children, and must therefore be afforded other facilities for

sexual gratification. Distinctions between illegitimate motherhood

and any other kind should be abolished. Motherhood is usually a

delusion and a snare anyway ;
as to fatherhood, the less said the better.

Puritan bigotry thwarted the only promising experiments in recent

times to improve the family that of the Oneida Community and that

of the Mormons. The eugenists are not all they ought to be; and
the social hygienists are just too mean. If they would make promis-

cuity sanitary by distributing prophylactic packets they might atone

slightly for their general offensiveness, but they are actually trying
to repress prostitution. Can you imagine? Why, prostitution is a

necessary support to Christian marriage theologians have said so.

Narrow, shallow, one-sided, Dr. 's book is a dying echo of

the extreme "women's rights" propaganda of a generation ago.

Nearly every page presents dogmatic statements that are either incor-

rect, unproved, or unprovable. References and authorities are almost

absent. Complicated and fundamental problems are solved with pre-
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cision and finality in a sentence or two. She's not arguing; she's

just telling you. (The Author) is not so successful in dealing with

matters of common knowledge : thus the familiar study of the birth-

rate by R. E. Baker and E. A. Eoss of the University of Wisconsin

is ascribed to ''Ross and Baker of Illinois"; and California is said

to have been acquired by the United States as part of the Louisiana

Purchase !

The work is divided into four parts. First the place of the family

in the social scheme is discussed
;
then the family in America

; thirdly

the disorganization of family life
; finally the social direction of family

evolution. The lack of understanding of what it is all about, of the

function of the family in human evolution and of the other principal

features of that evolution, makes the whole book of little value,

except as a human document to illustrate the effects of one type of

present-day education.
' '

REVIEWER,

This review is being published in the Forum without disclosing the

identity of either author or reviewer, as an experiment in securing

advice and comment from readers of the JOURNAL. The title of the

book and the names of the author and reviewer will be sent on request.

THE EDITOR.

BOOK REVIEWS

THE ROAD TO HEALTH. By C.-E. A. Winslow. New York : The Mac-

millan Company, 1929. 146 p. $2.00.

It is but natural that those of us who devote our entire energy
to one phase of health or social work should come to regard that

work as all important. How often we hear the sanitary engineer,

the psychiatric social worker, or the food and drug inspector begin

with the words,
' ' The most pressing health problem . . .

"
as

a prelude to an excursion into his particular field. But the specialist,

above all, needs to keep an even keel; for him prejudice bred of

enthusiasm is deadly to sound endeavor. He needs periodically an

antidote like the "sulphur and 'lasses" to which our grandmothers
used to resort upon occasion.
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One such antidote is The Road to Health. As I remember it, sex

education and the other phases which constitute the everyday tools

of the social hygienist do not appear in the text. Yet the book is

notably of value to these workers. It is a compilation of three

lectures delivered by Professor Winslow and covers, briefly, the

history of the conquest of disease, the dominant phases of to-day's

health program, and the problems of to-morrow. The presentation

is pleasing and engrossing, the argument stimulating and convincing,

the discussion of physician-patient-health agency relationships par-

ticularly pertinent to the medical measures included within social

hygiene.

RAYMOND S. PATTERSON

THE MAN A WOMAN MARRIES. By Victor Cox Pedersen, M.D. New
York: Minton, Balch and Co., 1929. 266 p. $2.50.

In this well-documented volume the author has endeavored to

impart the lesson that our present adherence to the monogamic
standard "represents the products of unmeasured costs" and is the

result of ages of trial-and-error experimentation.

The social aim or mission of the volume, he says, is to "restore

peace, harmony, devotion and love between married couples who,

through sexual misunderstanding, are in real and great trouble and

who sooner or later will seek the courts for divorce or separation.
' '

His history of the family is interesting though, of necessity, sketchy.

The sections devoted to the evils of prostitution and the disastrous

effects of syphilis and gonococcus infection evidence careful prepara-
tion and a scientific attitude. The greatest value of the book, how-

ever, lies in its moderate, sympathetic and helpful handling of those

marital problems which arise from or are accentuated by sexual

maladjustments.

The sensation seeker will get no salacious thrill from a reading or

study of Dr. Pedersen 's facts or philosophy but there is much of

value in his pages for the honest seeker of sound information and

philosophy.

The past few years have seen the publication of many books designed
to exploit the public's interest in problems of sex. Some of these

tomes, cheaply written and manufactured, have been manifestly and
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wholly,
"
get-rich-quick

"
projects. Others, however, have assumed a

scientific value and have paraded pseudo-authority and technical

terms in their effort to capitalize sex. Dr. Pedersen's book, in its

sincerity, fairness, and adherence to facts, is a refreshing contrast

to these dramatized compendiums of "sexology."

RAY H. EVERETT

WHOLESOME PARENTHOOD. By Ernest R. Groves and Gladys Hoag-
land Groves. Boston and New York : Houghton Mifflin Company,
1929. 320 p. $2.00.

This book is one of the series which contains already a volume on

"Wholesome Childhood" and one on "Wholesome Marriage." It

will be followed by the fourth of the series, namely the volume on

"Wholesome Sex Life."

The object of this series of books in which husband and wife have

so helpfully collaborated is to give a popular yet scientific exposition

of the normal and preferred ways and means of successful family

life. Dr. Groves has come to have the confidence of a large circle

of readers who want the present often hysterical treatment of the

problems of family life balanced by a wise and sane approach by
one conversant with the scientific data on which the modern writer

and worker depend.

The book "Wholesome Parenthood" tries first to answer the ques-

tion "What Is Childhood?" and fixes upon the definition "the child

is a personality in the process of being made." This at once shuts

out the old idea that the child is a "little adult." It also shuts out

the old idea that the child is a blank space on which the responsible

adults about him may write what they will.

The discussion of the various stages in the making of the personality

of the child is wise and inclusive giving much that the average

untrained person trying his or her hand at parenthood influence

may read to the greatest advantage. The insistence that parenthood
is an art and requires the specific application of the information

Science gathers to the particular child that is being educated gives

the key to all the varied illustration and suggestion of this valuable

book. The importance of the earliest months and years of the

child's life in the application of this art of parenthood is stressed
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rightly but without that fatalistic approach from the behavioristic

side that has seemed sometimes to shut the gate of opportunity after

the age of four or five years. The whole tone of the book is healthy

and optimistic in that it shows how ordinary people may practice

parenthood, under guidance, in a way to get results from the children

in proportion as those children have received at birth the attributes

and tendencies of normal life.

Although it may be that Dr. Groves and his wife have published so

many books that some readers are confused as to which one they

are seeking this series has a special place in the list of aids to the

average person who wants to know how to do the right thing for

the children they love and are trying to understand and help to

happy and successful life. For this service all are grateful.

A. G. S.

UROLOGY. By Dr. E. L. Keyes. New York: D. Appleton and Com-

pany, 1928. 782 p. $10.00.

Perhaps the highest compliment one can give the present edition

of Dr. Keyes' book is that it is a most worthy lineal descendent of

a long line of urological masterpieces. It is replete with modern

views and withal it is refreshing. One misses in it the present

trend of urology to find superscientific explanations for perfectly

simple things, but finds page after page of sterling good sense.

It is Dr. Keyes' book, one finds the Keyes that we know in every

chapter. He speaks out fearlessly and honestly. He tells us what

he really thinks. It is both an education and an inspiration. He
has risen above the usual and given us a book with a soul.

The style approaches more nearly that of the English who unques-

tionably have reached a plane in medical writing that we could copy
with much profit. It is easy to read and it holds the attention.

It is interesting in this day to find one of the broad surgical

experience of its author so constantly advising against surgery in

many of the conditions for which so many urologists urge it. The

views are both safe and sane and, if universally followed, they would

be of inestimable value to mankind. Unquestionably too much surgery

is done.

One finds it difficult to discover anything to criticise in the volume.

There are, of course, minor views with which one might voice a healthy
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difference of opinion but he must tread lightly in this regard lest

Dr. Keyes' vast experience in things urological prove him ridiculous.

On the whole the book cannot be too highly lauded. It unques-

tionably is one of the two best books that have appeared upon the

subject and no one interested in this branch of medicine should

fail to read it. Not only is it a storehouse of good sense for the

physician but it has a wealth of knowledge of great value to that

large body of Health Workers who tread the borderline between the

doctor and the afflicted.

P. S. PELOUZE, M.D.
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BIOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THE FAMILY *

M. A. BIGELOW
Teachers College, Columbia University

The modern family in its monogamic form is obviously a

complex of many elements, some of which are traceable to

natural factors which are hereditary, while others are social

and developed in each generation by tradition and education.

To the casual observer family life appears to be built on a

group of social or social-psychical relationships, most of which

are established by custom or tradition. Beyond doubt, family

psychology and family sociology have a bearing on the prob-
lems of the family, but in search of the reasons why psychical

and social relationships of the family exist and behave as they

do, we must go, as in many other problems in life, back

into biological analysis in search of the original basis or

foundation.

In our popularized social hygiene literature we base mar-

riage, the beginning of the family, on love or affection as the

tie that naturally binds the two sexes. This is all very good
and fine so far as it goes, but without a deeper analysis we
cannot understand, much less grasp, the full meaning of the

inevitable physical relations that surround family life. We
* First of a series of papers in a Symposium on Problems of Family Eelations,

presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Social Hygiene Association,
January 18, 1930.

[129]
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cannot escape the fact that the physical and the social-

psychical life of the family are bound up together. In the

past, we have debased and vulgarized the physical while

trying to glorify the social side of marriage. How sadly this

policy failed is well known in the history of social hygiene.
We have been forced to recognize the biological basis of the

psychical and social aspects of marriage and the family.

A biologist who looks over into sociology will tend to

analyze the foundations of the family somewhat as follows:

The family follows marriage. Marriage is naturally based on

love. What biological forces in the inherited nature of

humans tend to lead men and women to love, to conjugal and

parental comradeship, and to care of offspring?
In the last analysis, the biological foundations of the family

are found in certain instinctive reactions. For convenience

I have grouped these into (1) primitive sexual instincts which
drive to mating, (2) instinctive tendencies towards com-

panionship of human individuals which I shall call "comrade

instinct," and (3) instinctive care of offspring or children.

The word "instinct" throughout this paper is used in the

biological sense, not in any one of several senses in which

psychologists dealing with human life have attempted to use

it with the result of chaotic confusion in human psychology.
In the biological sense it means an inherited mechanism that

naturally tends toward definite behavior. In addition, we
must recognize that the workings of an inherited mechanism
for instinctive behavior may be conditioned, modified, or con-

trolled by the environment or by voluntary action.

The mating instinct automatically leads to reproduction.
There is no scientific evidence that there is any true instinc-

tive desire for offspring in the higher animals or in humans,
that is, there is no inherited mechanism which automatically
leads us to desire offspring. As a biologist sees things, we
desire offspring intellectually for the same reason that we
desire money, automobiles and other things which from child-

hood we have learned about. The primary instinct for mating
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inevitably leads toward reproduction; but as far as we have

a desire for offspring it is something we have learned between

childhood and adulthood, and not something which works out

instinctively.

From the standpoint of social hygiene education, it is very

fortunate that the production of offspring results automati-

cally from the sexual instinct and that we learn the desire for

offspring. If our desire for offspring were instinctive and

not something which we learn, I think we might look forward

to the race being in a pretty bad way because there would be

no chance of developing or controlling the desire for offspring

through education. In other words, humans would be on the

same basis as rats and rabbits. But since the desire for off-

spring is something which we learn between childhood and

adulthood, there is hope of social hygiene education develop-

ing in men and women a desire for offspring, and of high

eugenic quality. The whole matter, as a biologist sees it, is

in a very optimistic situation. We should be glad that we
do not inherit a desire for offspring for it is evidently better

that we can learn to desire.

My next point is the association or companionship of par-
ents. We have long tried to find some instinctive basis for the

long-time association of parents, especially in the monogamic
relation. We know only some faint indications of instinctive

tendencies. We can find some monogamic animal species, but

many more polygamic and promiscuous animals. It is not

logical to go to biology to find what humans should do. I

remember that in school we learned "Go to the ant, thou

sluggard," but in college the biologist pointed out to us that

there are hustling ants and also lazy ones. It is unscientific

nonsense to teach that humans should do certain things

because animals do so. We can find illustrations of every

possible social complication of human life in the animal world.

We cannot prove anything by pointing out certain animals

that are monogamous for a year or even for a lifetime.

Instinctive monogamy in certain animal species does not
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help in our human relationships. However, there are certain

animal and human tendencies which are remarkably similar

in the line of what psychologists call gregarious instincts, the

tendency to herd or flock together. In the case of many
species of animals this is primarily an instinct for paired com-

panionship, and many herds can be analyzed into pairs of

comrades which may, or may not, be pairs of the two sexes.

I have made some unpublished observations on herds of com-

mon domesticated animals in which I have found a surprising

number of pairs of comrades associating for months and years
while they live freely in what appeared to be herds.

There is some indication of such an instinctive tendency for

paired comradeship in human life. The "chum" and the

"crush" tendencies of our children are probably nothing but

the working out of the instinct for comradeship limited to one

individual at a time. Have you ever heard of a boy or girl

having had two equally interesting chums at the same time?

I have discussed the question with many men and women and

have never found any one who remembered equal fondness

for two friends at the same time. Here is indication that

there is a tendency toward comradeship instinctively in us,

as it certainly is in many animals both domestic and wild.

This tendency towards comrade association, or paired com-

panionship, is the only suggestion we can find in biology which

seems to work in the direction of a tendency for interest in

one person or one companion at a time. This instinctive

tendency added to the primary sexual instinct, the mating

instinct, tends normally toward an interest in a person of the

opposite sex. Thus, the two instincts work toward one

end a monogamic association of two individuals of the

opposite sex.

The question of how long such association may exist appar-

ently has no biological answer in human life. In certain ani-

mal species we find lifelong monogamy. So far as we now

analyze human life, we can only point to the very marked

tendency of most persons towards lifelong continuance of
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firmly-established friendships or comrade relations. Now,
since the most intense of such companion relationships are

naturally between men and women, directly or indirectly

because of the drive of the mating instinct, it follows that

there is a tendency towards lifelong monogamic comradeship.

My next point is that there is no doubt about instinctive

reactions, both in men and women, which tend to protection

of children, and many of these, if we had time to follow them,

would be seen to be quite parallel to instinctive tendencies of

animals in care of offspring. These have been voluntarily

modified in human life, and here again education has a chance

to control. One of the greatest opportunities of sex educa-

tion is in training young people for scientific care of children.

My last point simply emphasizes the opportunities of social

hygiene education. Since the family seems to be based on

certain instinctive biological tendencies towards behavior of

the two sexes and these may be more or less modified and

conditioned by our conscious control of natural and social

environment, it follows that education for family life should

be based on the biological facts concerning the physical and

social relations of the two sexes involved in the family.

As long as human life exists in its two forms or sexes with

their hereditary instinctive relations to each other, biological

sociologists are not going to worry excessively about the per-

manency of the essential elements in the association of men
and women and children in some satisfying form of family
life. There is no danger of the family becoming a zoological

garden or a stock farm.
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Madam Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: It is very
delightful to have Mrs. Spencer so aptly set the stage for

me. As I see it, the problem of training individuals for mar-

riage is about the most difficult one that we can attempt to

solve. In the first place, who are the trainers to be ? I rather

suspect that a person who has been ecstatic with happiness
throughout his married life will probably lack understanding
of the troubles of those who have not been fortunate enough
to be happily married. Therefore one suspects that your
happily-married person will hardly serve as a guide. Shall

we seek the unhappily married ! He will probably have turned
bitter about the whole marriage situation. He will indeed be

tolerant and perhaps understanding of failures, but he will

hardly be an inspiring guide to great marital success. Would
it seem, then, that in order to have our proper trainer, we
must have someone who has been both happily and unhappily
married?

Another difficulty is that if the trainer is a man, he can

hardly be of avail as a guide to the woman, while if the trainer

is a woman, she can hardly be a guide to the man. So, appar-

ently, we must have a man-woman both happily and unhappily
married !

But when we have found this paragon there are still diffi-

culties. The marriage institution is today one of our out-

standing puzzles. Dr. Bigelow has very modestly told us

that we can get very small help from biology because the

problem of marriage as an institution, monogamic or other-

* Second of a series of papers in a Symposium on Problems of Family Eela-

tions, presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Social Hygiene Associa-

tion, January 18, 1930.
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wise, is one that has to do with our ''learned" desires. Today
we are in the process of overhauling our ideas about marriage.
We believe in monogamy, and yet it is a different kind of

monogamy towards which we seem, more or less vaguely, to

be heading. We believe in permanence of sex relationship,

and yet we do not believe in the kind of permanence which,

in spirit and in letter, has hitherto been prescribed. And so

this difficulty looms : who has the ultimate wisdom about mar-

riage ? Who has the fine insight that can pierce through our

puzzlement and tell us what marriage, in its processes and

objectives, should be! I think if I were asked to train young

people for marriage, I should, in all modesty, decline the

honor. Is there anyone here who would undertake the task?

(Eight hands were raised. Laughter.)

Question : Won't you ask on what grounds these candidates

qualify?

Professor Overstreet: I should love to do that, but Mrs.

Spencer warns me that time is short.

Question : I should like to ask how many of those are hap-

pily married.

Professor Overstreet : How many are happily married?

(Several hands were raised.)

I lose ! Well, now, may I cease being flippant and address

myself a little more seriously to the issue ? I think we should

all probably agree that we are in perplexity about the mar-

riage situation. Perhaps the best we can do is to find great

personalities who can be interpretative of life-values as

finely interpretative as fallible humans can be. That is per-

haps the best we can do about our problem.

When we speak of training people for marriage, we tend

to think, I am afraid, of our educational institutions. They,

apparently, are to teach our students. Now I have been long

enough in educational institutions to know that some rather

unfortunate things happen when we institutionalize matters

which concern the human spirit. Institutionalized courses too

often get into the hands of individuals who carry them on with
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the deadly rigorousness of institutionalized routine. The

students, in the main, approach such work with resentment,

particularly if it is a prescribed part of their curriculum. I

should guess that more damage than good would result in

cases where we required all students, let us say, to take a
course in preparation for marriage. My feeling would be that

any kind of training for marriage would have to take its place
in a carefully considered scheme of adult education and not

in the colleges as they are now, for the most part, organized.
There are exceptions, and, happily, there will be more. But
the college of today is still too largely in the backwaters of

education to serve as a source of vital guidance in a matter
so delicate and requiring so fine and flexible a wisdom.

I think we should make use of voluntary adult groups. If

you go to Dr. Fosdick's church and see his group of young
people there who are discussing the vital problems of their

life, you find the right kind of a group and the right kind of

an environment in which to discuss marriage problems. If

you go to the T.W.C.A., the Y.M.C.A., the New School for

Social Research, the Peoples' Institute, the Child Study
groups, you will find young people, married and unmarried,
who voluntarily join these groups because they wish enlighten-
ment about the things they are doing and desire to do. They
not only are ready for guidance but they ardently wish it. If,

now, you could discover individuals of fine insight and ripe

experience who could be leaders of such groups, you could,

I think, go far towards illuminating the marriage situation

for these people.

Let us come now to the question of what one would wish to

indicate to a person who is looking forward to marriage. I

should say that one would indicate first of all that the success

of marriage depends upon the attitude with which one goes
into it. That attitude should be an ardent belief that mar-

riage can be one of the loveliest and most fruitful of human
relationships. Now if it is to possess that quality, a numb.er
of other beliefs are necessary. In the first place, there must
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be the belief that the relationship which one is entering is not

one of probably short duration. One must at least have the

confidence that the relationship is one which is to endure, and,

if properly lived, one which can be made to endure. Any other

attitude will at the outset spell failure.

In the second place, I should like to say that the relationship

is one involving two psychological rather than two legal indi-

viduals. Because of that it must be based essentially upon
two things first, upon respect for the individuality of each,

and secondly, upon companioning. Respect for individuality

requires that there never be in the relationship that kind of

complete binding of the one to the other which requires that

either be utterly absorbed by the other. What I am speaking
of now is what we ordinarily call possessive love with its

symptom of intense jealousy. I should say that in any fully

successful marriage there must be the finest kind of confidence

in each and the finest kind of individual freedom in the pur-
suit of what each requires for a fully creative life.

There must likewise be a sense of what companioning
means. Companioning means the coming together in a spirit

of mutual creativeness, in a spirit of building something

together. We know, of course, that all too many marriages
are not entered into with such a spirit of companioning.

Many marriages are built wholly upon a basis of physical
attraction and when the first flush of that attraction is over

there is often nothing left to take its place. I should like to

say to young people that unless they are eagerly interested in

building a life together, not simply having some pleasure out

of each other, they had best not marry.
Then there are other matters doubtless not so profound

and yet of signal importance. It is strange that in prepara-
tion for a life perhaps as complicated as any to engineer, we

pay no preliminary attention to training for its mechanics.

I question whether many young women who go into mar-

riage or young men, for that matter know how to work
out and hold themselves to a family budget. In my experience
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with couples who have been unhappy in marriage I seem to

discover, in the one or the other, the failure to function intelli-

gently in the matter of family finance. And so I should say
that the individual who wishes to enter upon marriage should

know the elementary details of organizing the finances of a

family enterprise.

Then there is another matter of training. We have, it

seems to me, to get rid of a rather unfortunate carry-over
from older ages. We still have not overcome the feeling that

there is a kind of inferior work that is woman's work, and a

grander kind that is man's work. I look forward to the time

when there will be no such distinction and when men will learn

to do the things that women alone now learn to do. (Ap-

plause.) Why not! There is the constant complaint among
wives : "He doesn't understand. He criticizes, but he doesn't

realize all that it means to carry on a household."* I rather

suspect that when the boy and the girl from the very begin-

ning are trained to the same skills, in household organization
and household aesthetics, as well as in arithmetic, reading, and
the rest, there will be a far finer mutuality of understanding
and a far more creative companionship.
In this connection, the man should be a student of child-

psychology as truly as the woman. Why require the woman
to be wise about the infant processes and permit the man to

retain his right to psychological ignorance? Child study

groups, in other words, should be, not mother groups, but

mother-father groups.
And yet, granted all these things, a successful marriage

does not simply depend upon good housekeeping. It does not

simply depend upon good budgeting, nor even upon good com-

panioning. It does not simply depend upon the absence of

jealousy. It does not as we too painfully know simply

depend upon its lasting a lifetime. It depends, I should say,

fundamentally upon the fact that the persons involved have

a sense of great human values. If I were to indicate what to

my mind is the weakest aspect of our whole educational
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tern, I should say that it lies in the fact that we educate for

well nigh everything but not for high human values.

How can one educate for such vainest Only, I take it, by
inducing a sense of the fundamental life-objectives. Our

teachers, in other words, need to be philosophers not in the

sense of epistemologists or metaphysicians, but in the sense

of individuals who have reflected deeply upon the way in which

human individuals can relate themselves to realities that are

greater than themselves. Marriage, I think we should all

agree, is successful in proportion to the greatness of its indi-

viduals. The most fundamental training for noble marriage,

then, will be a training of individuals into high-minded char-

acter and personality. The deepest and most perplexing of

all our problems is that of discovering how we can build high-
minded individuals, for only when there is greatness of Kfe

can there be greatness in marriage.

TRAINING- FOR PARENTHOOD *

MBS. SIDOXTE M. GBUZKBEBG
Child 81*69 A**x*mt** of

Madam Chairman and Friends, I am not accustomed to sit

side by side with Mrs. Spencer: my usual position is at her

feet and so I feel rather awkward.

We have been talking in terms of structure this morning
and the part of the structure that I am to present to you
very briefly has been under way for something more than a

generation. Perhaps we haven't gone farther than the first

one or two stories and certainly we haven't reached the roof

in any sense : but the plan is very broad in its scope, national

and international, and it has already recorded successes

as well as failures to its credit. I have briefly outlined

Third of a aeries of
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18,
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some of the factual material in connection with the parent
education movement so that we need not give time to that.

If -you will glance at these outlines, we need not spend any
time on discussing the facts of the situation but rather the

implications.

At the present moment there are, as you will see from the

second page of this outline, sixty-one national and state and

private educational organizations in the United States con-

cerned with parent education. The first beginnings of this

movement go back beyond the Child Study Association to very

early attempts in 1860 in Chicago. It is interesting to note

that those beginnings were very highly religious, that they
took the form of prayer meetings and that today, after forty

odd years of scientific and academic approach to the problem,

many of the leaders in parent education are turning back to

the religious and spiritual aspects of the relationship and

realizing that it is after all the spirit that giveth life.

The Child Study Association itself has conducted work with

parents for forty-two years so that we have a history, as I

said, with failures and successes. Now what is there in the

change that has come about in parenthood itself that has made
it possible for a very small group, uninfluential and unsup-

ported, to hold out against ridicule, against all sorts of ob-

stacles to this moment when, within the last five or six years,

it has become recognized as a significant educational move-

ment? The implications are connected with a well known

change in the social structure of the family. Every speaker

today begins with the social and economic changes that have

taken place in the family. We know that it has been divested

of many of its functions, that many of the trappings are gone,

the props have been taken away and what has remained is

a purely human relationship with very few economic, legal

and other implications. And it is the inarticulate realization

on the part of parents who have struggled under that situation

without any previous patterns to guide them that has made

parents willing to be educated on the job.
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What Dr. Overstreet has been speaking about has been

termed, very inadequately, "preparental education." We
have been concerned very largely with education on the job,

that is the orientation and the interpretation of the functions

of the present day parent in relation to present-day society.

In addition to the changes that have taken place in the

actual physical conditions under which parents today live,

there have been political and social changes that have changed
the relationship of human beings all over the world and that

have made it very difficult for parents to maintain a consistent

attitude in their relationship to growing and developing
human beings. History and fiction and poetry tell of the

struggles between the old and the young. It was always very
difficult to maintain that relationship, but when society was

authoritatively maintaining similar relationships it was com-

paratively easy for the home to borrow that pattern. That

is, in a society where obedience was a virtue in character and

an end in character, it was comparatively easy for parents to

maintain obedience in the home. All through to adulthood

the child who was being trained and adjusted would have

to obey someone in authority continuously. But with the

advent of political democracy in so many countries that situa-

tion has changed, and obedience, from being an end in char-

acter and a virtue in itself, has taken its place as merely a

tool in training. In the records of the Child Study Association

we can see the groping of the parents themselves toward

the realization of that change. For instance, in one of the

meetings some of these pronouncements were made twenty-six

years ago:
"No child has the right to question his parents' authority.

Obedience must be taught at the mother's knee. An intelli-

gent parent demands the proper respect from the child. The
mother who loses her authority shall lose her prestige."
There were no doubts, no qualifications. And they go on

to say:

"Children should not be admitted to our confidence at too
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early an age. From being our confidants they easily become

our censors or our dictators, and this through our own
mistakes.

' '

There is that groping toward the realization that a change
has taken place in society as well as in the home, that it is

impossible to maintain an autocratic relationship in the home
when you are surrounded by a democratic state. I think

our friend, George Bernard Shaw, has put this better than

anyone else when he said, "The home is the last autocratic

institution left in this world, usually governed by the worst

disposition in it."

Parents feel themselves isolated. Parents have always

gone to others for advice, to other people, to books, but in

our very complex society the quests must be organized, and

to a very large extent this attempt of parents to pool their

experiences, to arrive at a common basis of thinking, to

evaluate the criticisms, to evaluate the literature that is being

presented, is a substitute for the conversations across the

back fence and around the table; it isn't really an entirely

new departure. Parents of today are realizing increasingly

that their own experiences are contributing to the knowledge
about child nature, but that these experiences have to be

pooled.

Last year a comprehensive study of parent education in

the United States was published by the National Society for

the Study of Education and the criticism brought out at

the meeting that discussed the report was that children, unlike

any other living creatures, have not been studied in their na-

tive habitat. Children have been studied in the school, on the

playground but not in the home. And that gives parents a new

dignity. From being merely policemen they are now consid-

ered educators and statesmen. But the parent educator of

today must pay the price of exact and accurate knowledge, he

must be very humble in applying his personal experience. We
know that experience alone does not teach. Experience may
teach badly, experience may discourage, it may make one
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morose; but pooled experience, discussed experience, evalu-

ated experience brings greater insight and greater knowl-

edge. That is not a mere theory, but has been demonstrated

in the actual lives of parents of today. Increasingly, the

modern adult education method of free group discussion is

proving itself an adequate means of helping parents orient

themselves in their very difficult relationship.

We have let young people enter the state of marriage
without any preparation, as Dr. Overstreet has pointed

out. I think our great difficulty comes when we use the word

"training," and think in terms of courses. But when we
think of preparation in the broadest sense of the word, then

we know how unfair it is to let two human beings pioneer
alone and isolated in a situation which is psychologically very
intricate and for which they have no patterns suitable for the

present day. In the study of present day family life and

community life of
' * Middletown " (and I am sure that that

city is no exception in our American culture) it was pointed
out that the only person who gives any advice to the

young people and that advice is followed by more than

three-quarters of the population of Middletown is Dorothy
Dix. Dorothy Dix sets the standards of human relationships

for the majority of the homes today. Of all the ministers

interviewed, only two said that before the marriage of a

couple they gave them any sort of advice or orientation, and

that advice had to do with telling them not to tell each other

everything, it was a very dangerous thing. So I refer you
to Middletown as a very revealing document on the present

day situation.

Very briefly what are the big orientations that parents
of today need to make in relation to their children? First

of all they cannot make any claims upon the child's respect

without deserving it. Society will not back them up in that,

so they have to deserve whatever respect they get. That is

a new lesson for us to learn. Secondly, many of the functions
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that gave an opportunity for orientation have been taken

away from the home, that is, there are very few casual and

eommon contacts during which parents ard children have

learned to live together. Today, certainly under urban con-

ditions and increasingly under rural conditions, the contacts

of parents and children take place at peak moments of the day,

very heavily loaded peak moments at morning, noon, night.

It then becomes the problem of the parents to establish rela-

tionships that can operate under high pressure. It is one

thing for the father to have a contact with the child at

breakfast and then have contact at noon and perhaps again

during the day, and it is quite another matter for the par-

ent to have a contact at breakfast and then not see the

child again for eight or twelve hours. A parent can with

some safety do certain wrongs, can slap a child, he can humili-

ate a child at seven o'clock in the morning, if he has a chance

to retrieve it at ten or eleven. But if he antagonizes the

child at seven A.M. and rushes for the 7 :42 trolley, he has an

entirely different kind of situation to meet in the evening.

Various highly organized institutions have taken away nu-

merous functions which were formerly all within the home.

The parent then, instead of being the teacher in a casual

way, becomes the coordinator of very highly specialized func-

tions within the community, and for that a great deal more

knowledge and skill are necessary.

These are just the high spots. Of course there are many
other changes that have taken place. The parent has the

problem of having as economic dependents, young men and

women who, in a former generation, would have established

homes of their own. The parent has to prepare from the

earliest years to make the economic dependence of the ado-

lescent educationally constructive instead of irritating and

irksome. A great many of our problems during adolescence

come from the fact that the parents have not had that pre-

vision of what will happen when a fully grown young man
or woman, ready to assume responsibilities, the kind of men
and women who established this country, is deprived of re-
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sponsibilities and placed in the position of merely preparing
for life, but not living it.

The question of sex education need not be stressed in this

particular group. But in the last twenty-five or more years

during which parents have concerned themselves with sex

education this change in attitude has also been shown. The
reluctance manifested years ago in assuming that responsi-

bility and duty in regard to sex guidance which is today
taken for granted by intelligent parents, are exemplified in

statements of this kind:
" Before nine, children are not very curious and can be

put off without a definite answer about birth. When it is

impossible to avoid answering (see the stalling there!) they
can be told that the doctor brought the baby, so they would

not be told an untruth and would be satisfied for the time

being. When children reach the age of nine or ten they
should be told the truth by parents in such a way that they
will be impressed with the beauty and wonder of nature.

They can be told without mentioning anything of sex relation-

ships. Children are usually satisfied with this up to the

age of fourteen or fifteen years."

Today the parents that come to child study groups are

not asking for separate courses in sex education. That was
an expediency measure which was necessary and which may
still be necessary for many years to come with certain parts
of the population, but the parents who have accepted con-

tinuous education on the job as a matter of course, as part
of their routine business, integrate the problem of sex educa-

tion into the general discussions. I think there has been

no better indication of what parent education has really

done than this very pointed manifestation in regard to

sex education. Whereas twenty and twenty-five years ago
and really up to ten or fifteen years ago parents were ask-

ing for sex education groups, sex education lectures, today

they come and study infancy, early childhood and certain

parts of sex education as part of that study. When they

study about the toddler, they take up certain questions in
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regard to sex education and sex information at that time

and it is integrated in the whole body of the formational and

attitudinal aspects of their training.

These parents who, in addition to having had the experi-

ence with children, have been able to get the expert informa-

tion, have been severely critical, very often, of the kind of

advice that the expert, unchecked by experience, has given
them. It is easy enough for health workers to tell mothers to

have their children drink a quart of milk a day. It is equally

easy to tell them how much spinach a child must consume. It

is quite another thing to make the young subject take the milk

and the spinach in the appropriate quantities. They have

listened to lectures on habit and have known that what they
were told was not practical. And it is gratifying to those

of us who have been working with the parents to have them

speak out in the meetings now.

I was very much interested in a group of ordinary mothers

who were being led by a trained leader to discuss a certain

observation that they had made in a nursery school. One
mother said that she had noticed with great delight how a

certain situation had been handled in the nursery school in

regard to a child who wasn't willing to give up his toy; and

the teacher, pleased at the observation said, "You see, that

is just exactly what we teach them in the nursery school, the

habit of give and take. This child was made to take his

turn and give up to the other child, and that is what we
teach them."

The mothers all looked very skeptical until one brave soul

spoke up and said, "My Archibald has that habit of give

and take, if you can talk of habits of that kind, but when he

goes out on the block and plays with twenty other children

who haven't that habit, what is he to do?" And the expert

was just drowned, didn't even come up for air. There was

nothing in her course or her vocabulary that would help her

to show that mother that what her child had learned is an

adjustment to a situation perfectly controlled by an adult,

but that what he had to learn on the block was to adjust
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himself to an uncontrolled situation, and that those things

learned in school as "habit" do not necessarily carry over.

In farm houses in Iowa, in groups in California, in places

all over the United States, and very soon all over the world,

we have these groups of parents pooling their experiences,

questioning the expert, using what is usable and discarding

what is not applicable to their situation. We also have an

increasing realization of how much there is to learn about

teaching parents and some of it has to do with Dr. Over-

street's remarks about the identity of the preparation and

training of fathers and mothers. There are some of us who
have very serious doubts as to whether that is really desirable,

whether equality of responsibility means identity of respon-

sibility. And some of the researchers will have to concern

themselves with that question, for there is no one today who

can give an answer.

So on the whole I can just bring this word to this meeting :

Parents everywhere are very desirous of getting expert help

and in every form, whether it be through group discussion,

and increasingly also through individual consultation; that

they are willing to accept help without any sense of guilt or

inferiority ;
that they do not feel that they have failed if they

make use of these modern substitutes for former training;

that increasingly they are growing in stature and are able

to make use of these resources.

Parents are also becoming conscious of the fact that they

are the community, that after all the community is made up
of potential parents and parents, and that they have the re-

sponsibility for community standards. And in closing I just

want to summarize very briefly some of the points that it is

well to ask ourselves :

What are some of the objectives which a parent should

set himself if he wishes to accept the responsibilities that are

implied in the present day situation? First of all we must

make the home that place where the child becomes aware of

striving toward ideal ends, of discriminations in regard to

values, and of efforts to raise standards. At the same time
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also we must make the home the place where the child never

suffers the full burden of his mistakes and blunders as he so

often does outside, since it is here that affection and under-

standing can help him convert his errors into lessons. It is

here that his deviations from the standards are accepted as

steps in his growth. Parents must become conscious of the

need for technical help in applying the resources of modern
science to advance their own personal integration. We must
realize that a personality is not completed upon attaining

majority or suffrage, upon becoming married, or even upon
becoming a parent. We must accept the need of learning and

assimilating and unifying our experiences as a continuous

and permanent part of life. Too many seemingly adult men
and women have literally completed their education early in

life. Parents at any rate have the responsibility of continued

growth and that must be accepted as an ideal about which

there can be no argument.
In the third place, parents of today must somehow recon-

cile themselves to the idea that the world does actually change
or at least learn to deal with the world as if it did change. It

is only this dynamic outlook that can save us from the

destructive conflict between old and young, from the heart-

break of seeing our idol shattered when we are too feeble to

pick up the pieces. In short, the new bits of knowledge and

even the new theories impose the responsibility of adapting
ourselves to the constantly changing conditions which make

up reality. We have the responsibility of integrating the

inner impulses and desires and aspirations with the concrete

outward facts and necessities. If this suggests religion, so

be it. But we are not discussing theology. If we see here the

elements of philosophy, it does not matter. We are not con-

cerned with formulating ultimate truth, but we are concerned,

as parents, with making more effective our efforts as we meet

the commonplaces and the more acute incidents of life, to

see things a little more clearly and to tie our own world

together into a more coherent whole.
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At the closing of our session, we shall be very glad for any

questions or discussions within the time limit, but I have

been asked to state one or two things about the Division of

Family Relations which is responsible under our permanent

presiding officer, Dr. Keyes and our other officials, for this

morning's session.

When it was decided that if possible a definite arrangement
should be made to call the American Social Hygiene Associa-

tion back to some of its earlier activities and its earlier state-

ments and the Division of Family Relations was fixed upon
as an objective, it was thought that three questions might be

circulated among the wise. I should have to ask pardon for

myself selecting who was wise in many instances, but a long
and happy experience with various kinds of wise people

enabled me to send out personally three questions that might
be answered in a way to help us in this venture.

In the first place I asked the question, "Is there a need in

this present day of confused and many-sided approaches to

problems of sex relationship and marriage, for a clearing

house center of study and information?"

The second question was, "If there is a need for such, is the

American Social Hygiene Association fitted to undertake

that task?"

And in the third place, "If both these questions are

answered in the affirmative, should the American Social

Hygiene Association try and give a pattern of personality and

marriage problems and family consultation service!"

[149]
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The first question was answered overwhelmingly in the

affirmative. Perhaps it might be thought, and I am open
to the charge, that the kind of wise people I talked with were

the kind that wanted to carry forward a larger movement in

this direction, but I did ask some who never before had mani-

fested any definite opinion in regard to this matter. And it

was the overwhelming judgment of those that I was permitted
to consult that we were having so many experiments, so many
confused statements and counter statements, that it would be

of use to have one center where we could collect information,

and especially in regard to efforts made in the church, in the

school, in general society, to resolve some of the difficulties.

The second question was answered in two opposite ways.
There were those, and they were among those whom I con-

sidered wise counsellors, who said the American Social

Hygiene Association is just the society to take up this fact-

finding and this study and this consultation-service because

so many elements of social interest have focused within its

force. On the other hand there were those who felt that the

long concern and anxious work of the American Social

Hygiene Association, and of the three organizations the mer-

ger of which made the Association, had been so fastened to

pathological conditions in respect to prostitution and its

effects and its causes that they could not deal as freely and

frankly and attractively with normal situations. But we had

to face a situation in which nobody on earth could tell what

the general reaction of the people interested in social progress

would be to a venture on the part of this Association for a

stronger and more definite approach to personality and family

problems. In that condition we could not state in advance,

we could only say what does the American Social Hygiene
Association contain in its history and in its present approach
to social progress and study which fits it to enlarge and make

more definite its own approach to what is now the often tragi-

cally conscious struggle of human life to find the way? In

tli at answer of course there was a call to a courageous venture.
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And in the reception of anything we may be able to do, no

matter how humble and small, the answer will be given.

We all decided, everybody that was concerned, that we could

not at once outline a pattern of the ideal family-consultation

service. I have already received and they are in process of

comparison and possibly evaluation, reports from at least

twenty different kinds of personality and family consultation

service. They range from the exceedingly, I should say,

dangerously explicit "Women's Advice Center" in a certain

country, not our own, to the most forum-like and impersonal

approach where one speaker comes one week and discusses

one phase, and another comes another week and discusses

either the same phase in an entirely different way with differ-

ent conclusions or another phase wholly unorganized in any
serious study. In between there are those who have come
from the personality-training groups that deal with troubles

in marriage which are based not alone upon incapacity to

make budgets, but incapacity to earn enough to meet any
budget that might be devised. And, again, those cases where
the unemployed are not employed because of some difficulty

in the personality and where mental hygiene and all that it

has to give are called in question. And millions of cases

known and unknown where physical conditions require medi-

cal attention. We have the greatest variety of approach to

what almost all people realize is a crisis situation in marriage
and the home. It is made from the church side, some success-

ful, some very superficial; it is made from the school side,

some of them human and many of them too academic to really
meet the situation.

The very humble office of this Division is to collect as much
authentic material of reports and personal conversations with

those who are at work in this field as can be made, and then

in a very brief and we hope clarifying report to our member-

ship and to others who may be interested to present this great

variety of approach. Dorothy Dix has been mentioned. But
I want to give credit to one columnist of a paper out West,
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a woman who answers calls for advice. How does she do it!

She doesn't sit down and write out of her head. She says,

"-Why this case is a mental science case. I will go and see

a psychiatrist before I answer that. This case must be for

a medical doctor. I will go to the best one I know. They are

always generous and they will tell me what I ought to say.

This case is absolute ignorance. How are you going to get

at a grown person who is ignorant and you can't compel him
to go to school!" And she tries out something of that kind.

I will take off my metaphorical hat to a columnist who has

so much regard, who stops long enough to go and try and

find out what to say. Now it may not be such a bad thing

to have columnists like that answering people who are pro-

tected by their anonymity. But of course there is this danger
that anyone who states his or her own case states it as they
like to have it appear and there is no check-up as to whether

they have gotten the right attitude toward their own failures

or not.

Now in a very brief word, I want to indicate the number
of approaches which are being made to solve common diffi-

culties. One is toward the courts. We have the Child Guid-

ance Clinics. They are at work in very serious scientific,

and often most helpful way, but they all stop their ministra-

tions at eighteen years of age. I haven't found one that goes

beyond that and eighteen years is the age when the young

people who come together have to make marriage choices

without any such guidance as is suggested and some way or

other there should be a guidance, an influence which with-

out any indication of delinquency would be able to help.

Many more approaches and increasingly, are toward the

church and we have now the wonderfully stimulating and

encouraging movement within the churches and those inter-

ested in the churches to try and get ministers to learn some-

thing, before they go into active work, about the things that

are most important for them to deal with. And we have some

ministers who are at work and they are overwhelmed with
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the numbers of people who seek advice and they are wanting
some more organized work connected with the churches. But

not all the people go to churches nowadays and we have

another approach. We have the approach through economic

troubles to which I have alluded. We have it in the ever-

recurring I hope sometime it will be stopped down-trends

in great business. We have it in maladjustment with lack of

vocational training and guidance at the right time and men
and women facing unimagined difficulties with no financial

support adequate to their needs. We are also developing

personnel directors, some of them selected with great care

and well trained for the work, in large businesses where many
young persons particularly are employed, who act in an

advisory way. I know one woman whose work as personnel
director has been of the very highest level, who knows what

she is talking about, who can meet the needs of these girls who
come in and out of the business and they are mostly girls in

that business which I have in mind and meet them like a real

guide. So that we are beginning to have through that avenue

real consultation service. And then of course we are begin-

ning in what I shall not speak of now because I want to speak
of it a little later when I hope all of you will be at our

luncheon, we are having the great increase of personal advice

and help through the medical profession and the great move-

ment of preventive medicine. And then we have, of course,

again, the wonderful new movement in mental hygiene. Some-

times it has some little quirks at some ends of its approach
that are not wholly helpful toward normal living, but the

movement itself is a great ally to all that we mean by con-

sultation service.

And then of course we have the parent-teachers association

and the child study group and finally we have within the col-

lege itself, and I am glad to say also within the secondary

schools, an approach largely through the courses in household

economics or household arts, of direct dealing with family

problems as they are related to social well-being.
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I have said to some of you and I will just repeat as a closing

word, that when I get in need of encouragement and being
stimulated to more hopefulness I take a train to the middle

west, and that doesn't sound well in New York but it is true.

And why I Because in the middle west as in the far west

(and when I say middle west I say middle west because it is

easier to get there), we have an educational system which

belongs to the people, which is supported by the people, for

which taxes are raised and you must say something practical

when you go before a legislature and ask for three or four

hundred thousand a year to support your state university.

And then that goes way down so that in those states with state

universities, state supported, belonging to the people, about

which the people have something to say sometimes not

wisely but they learn, they learn by doing as everybody has

to learn; they learn by actual experience, trial and error

method there you have from the beginning of the educational

system up to the graduate school a sense that the people are

responsible for education, not as a set of experts who live

apart but as a kind of social responsibility. So when I had

an invitation from a certain superintendent of schools to come

out and stay a few days in his town when they were making
over the curriculum, I gladly packed my bag and started, and

I sat there in his office and I saw how from the kindergarten
to the graduate school there was this sense of communal

responsibility. When you feel responsibility you begin to

want to learn and that is why adult education in extension

divisions of those tax-supported universities has become so

great a force.

Mrs. Luce and I are entering into correspondence with

several hundred educational institutions. They call them-

selves all of college grade but many of them of course might

not fill the bill if they were being investigated. But what are

we after? We are after seeing what the small colleges are

doing, not these big ones that are on the map, that our splen-

did educational division is already in touch with, but what
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happens when these little collegiate or semi-collegiate institu-

tions take up the great problem of education. In the 414

coeducational institutions that we expect to get some replies

from and in the 85 odd theological schools and the rest,

we are hoping to get at least a little light on what the new
and splendid young President of Chicago University says is

the greatest need in education, the correlation of courses of

study for definite social and practical ends. I don't know how
far we can go. I feel very much troubled with the largeness
of the opportunity and the smallness of the possibility of

meeting it, but at least we are going to try and make a little

bridge between a more or less ignoring of great elements of

education and some newer and we hope far wiser and sounder

responses to a social obligation.

Now we have a few minutes for questions and any word
that will be said. (Applause.)

PIONEERS *

Mr. Chairman, my friends, I have been asked to continue

what I began last year at the annual meeting. I was only

willing to assent to that because last year we had so much
that was important before my time came to speak that I could

not reach my climax and therefore I did not indicate what

I hoped it might be. I shall have to refer, in order to give

continuity to my thought, to some of the personalities that

I was honored by being allowed to mention a year ago. And
as always in a company of this kind I want to begin with

Abby Hopper Gibbons because her unique personality is

such a fine curtain raiser. She was unlike anyone else. I

cannot give you her picture tiny, dainty, of a courage so

absolute she did not know she was exercising it, and of a

*
Stenographic notes of an address by Mrs. Anna Garlin Spencer following

the Annual Luncheon Meeting of the American Social Hygiene Association,
New York, January 18, 1930.
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serenity and also a touch of humor that carried her through
triumphantly many an interview with very stupid people.
She said something that we who were interested in the suf-

frage cause, as many of us were, early, always remem-
bered. Susan B. Anthony, who was leading the hosts for

women's suffrage, said once to her, "Why don't you join the

suffrage organization 1
' '

"Well," said Mrs. Gibbons, "I never worried much about

rights. If I saw the need of any, I took them. ' '

So she did, and as the modern girl says, "She got away
with it.

' ' She did that down at Newport News where the boys
were being so uncomfortable, chills and fever and no blankets.

And Mrs. Gibbons peeped through the window of the Commis-

sary Department and saw piles of blankets and so she

inveigled a good-natured Irish orderly into breaking in. They
broke in and they got all the blankets, every last one of them,

and put them on the beds of the soldiers. Mrs. Gibbons was

summoned by a message from headquarters that sounded

like a court martial. She made her way at the appointed
hour with her usual serenity and the general in charge, a

little nonplussed at the sight of this tiny figure, said,
' *

Madam,
are you not aware that you have broken every law connected

with the government of this section of the Army?"
"Why, yes," she said, "I know all about that but I saw that

you had forgotten to do what was right and so I did it

for you."
A little Quaker silence fell upon the meeting and in the

pause she said brightly and politely, "You must excuse me

now, General, because the soup is on the stove for my boys
and I don't want it to burn, and if you will very soon get two

dozen more blankets we will get through all right until it is

warmer weather."

I have an idea that that was the only time since the General

graduated from West Point that an interview with him had

been terminated by the other party.

Down from Abby Hopper Gibbons comes our line of pro-
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tective measures, joined with the legal side, that was aimed

against the licensing of vice and for the protection of the

ignorant and weak, it has come down also, a clear line. We
have it now within our staff. And then we had the educa-

tional line. It began way back. It isn't a new thing to work

against the taboo, to work against cowardice and that hiding
instinct that people have who are afraid to face the truth.

Way back in the early seventies of the nineteenth century we
had our little

" Moral Education Societies." Out of the union

of those came the American Purity Alliance headed so long

by our Aaron Powell who brought the Quaker line and the

educational line together in that great movement which, so

quiet but so firm, protected us from some of the worst things
that were happening across the water.

And then we had the beginning of that other movement

finally named the Vigilance Committee of our country and
we remember Bronson Eeynolds and we remember those asso-

ciated with him and we remember the then President Boose-

velt who formed the first Immigration Commission and put
on it a subcommission dealing with the immigration and mi-

gration of women and girls for immoral purposes. And we
remember that that subcommittee worked to get still further

protection.

And then we had Dr. Prince Morrow and I spoke of him
last year but I could not speak of the sanitary and moral

prophylaxis, the beginning of the entrance of the medical

profession into a great socialized movement, without speak-

ing with reverence of him. It was my happy privilege to

meet him often. It was at the red dining room of the Dodge
mansion that we all met together and found out that we were
an interlocking directorate, that we were on all the things,

and, as Grace Dodge in her practical way said,
"
If we are on

everything, why don't we all come together and be on one

thing?" And so we did.

But other things happened. To my climax intended for last

year, I ask your attention now. We had what has become
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now the Educational Division. We had beginning with Dr.

Prince Morrow the Medical Division, the sense born of medical

men that they were not merely recipients of private confes-

sions from patients who had never been disturbed by any
outer condemnation, but that they were also custodians of

race purity and responsible leaders of the kind of life that

alone makes the right family. I look upon Dr. Prince Morrow
as a prophet and a^priest, using that word "priest" in its

highest sense, a dispenser of idealism organized to work.

And then we had something else happening. Those three

things, education, legal and moral protection and the begin-

ning of the large work of the medical profession was caught

up in what? In the greatest crusade of social service, the

crusade against preventable disease! It was what was

implied in that movement that drew the younger, the more
idealistic of the medical profession around Dr. Morrow. But

something else developed. All the great movements of

science, all the great adventures in medical research, the

joining of the solitary laboratory with the public control of

states, for that also came. For a long time it seemed to

swallow up all else. And I myself I hope I may be under-

stood have sometimes had to withstand doctors to their face

when they seemed to imply that all you needed to have a

perfect human being was to make him soundly well. I know
human beings who are well, who live in a sanitary house and

a sanitary town and under conditions that preserve their

physical well-being, and they are not worth anything as human

beings beside some who may have struggled against some

inherited weakness, who rise and fall to rise again in that

struggle, but whose spirit is so strong that they are truly

human.

But with the crusade against preventable disease we had

added to the prophet and the priest that was in Prince

Morrow, a general who marshalled the forces in that great

crusade. His name, we here speak it with reverence, was Her-

mann Biggs. I see the transcendent mixture of calm and of

action, of restraint and dignity and reserve and an unceasing
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effort to reach the end he had in view. I see him doing first

things first, putting New York at the head of the line of those

who made health a public concern. We here will never be

able to pay our debt to Hermann Biggs.

In the ten years, 1903-1913, it was my good fortune to work
with Dr. Devine and others under the leadership of Mr.

DeForest and Louisa Lee Schuyler and Josephine Shaw
Lowell and others, to blaze the way for the training of social

workers. We walked in a new path. We had to use the trial

and error method. We began here and we backed down and

began there, but as far as we went we were copied by others,

our school the first. And I remember with what passionate
welcome the imagination of the social workers greeted this

assurance that not only could we declare that poverty, in the

sense of an enforced standard of living below health and

below work efficiency, not only that poverty should be abol-

ished, but that preventable disease should be done away with.

I am not a medical person ;
I have made no great contribu-

tion in any of the lines that led to this great achievement, but

I have always had one gift, the only one I can be proud of.

I have appreciated greatness. And I say again I often think

when I see people fussing about and doing things and getting
excited over tiny achievements, I think of Hermann Biggs, a

large-scale worker, strong as nature and as calm.

We do not know when we begin on any piece of social work
where we are going to come out. Something moves us

;
a pas-

sionate sympathy with those under bad conditions moved the

early social workers. They could not rest at ease if they had

much and others had nothing. That was the first movement,
human sympathy, that every human being should have as good
a chance as another.

And then came our sense of organizing forces. We were

dealing not alone with Tom Jones and Mary Jane who were

poor or sick or forlorn and friendless, we were dealing with

conditions that must be remedied. And then we came to have

organization, organization in our charity relief, organization
in all the things that people use like sidewalks to put their
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feet upon. And so we began to tear down the "lung blocks"

and put in the little spaces for outdoor air, and began getting

our Settlements and all the rest.

And then came this great determination to do away with

some of the ancient evils, not to sit down under this terrible

weight of hurting poverty, not to sit down under this other

terrible weight of preventable disease. These things have

all come to modify, to change, sometimes to seem to sweep
into one line only the movement we have now called for sev-

eral years,
* '

social hygiene.
"

I do not know just where socie-

ties like this will go. I don't know whether they may be

absorbed on the educational side in the general educational

system, on the legal and protective side in a better law and

a better administration of courts, and the social work in

general that is so closely allied to our protective measures.

I do not know that we shall always place in our medical meas-

ures such extreme emphasis upon those diseases incident to

sex promiscuity. The medical profession as it grows more

and more sensitive to the moral import of its power of com-

mand is taking more and more possession of all these things.

But this I know, that no body of people working for this or

that or the other bit of social progress ever kept alive unless

day by day it saw new things to do, braver adventures upon
which to enter, higher achievements before it to perform.
And I am willing if the time comes to bury the dead

;
I would

not hold on to any organization simply because I knew it when
it was younger and loved it. Change is the order of our life

;

and yet, and yet, until a person has got through being of use

we want to keep that person alive, and until an organization

has stayed behind when other things have been growing so

that it is no longer of use, it still is precious and must be

preserved. Tour presence here is an assurance to our good

captain, Dr. Keyes, and to all the workers in our fold, your

presence here and your enthusiasm and your kindness are

proofs that we still have work to do. It is for you to say
what and how.

May I close with a little anecdote that brings in the revered
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name of Cardinal Gibbons. He represented that outside sym-

pathy and support which every organized movement must

have. It takes me back many years and to the City of Balti-

more. By some strange accident Baltimore had invited a very
radical man to be for the time being he didn't stay long its

Superintendent of Schools. And the first thing he did was

to ask me to come down and address a meeting on moral edu-

cation. That was what we called it then. We didn't call it

sex education at all. The teachers wanted such a meeting so

it was to be on a Friday afternoon. The schools were to be

closed an hour earlier and the teachers were all to assemble

and we were to have this meeting. And the Superintendent
of Schools wrote me that among the endorsers in the call for

the meeting was the name of that much revered prelate,

Cardinal Gibbons.

When I got there an agitated Superintendent of Schools met
me at the station. He said, "It is perfectly dreadful, Mrs.

Spencer, but you will have to stay overnight and have another

meeting on Saturday morning because the place that is

assigned to meet in will not have the colored people come with

the white. So we have got to have two meetings. We have

got to have the Friday meeting when all the dignitaries will

be there and we have got to have a Saturday morning meeting
for the colored teachers and their friends.

' '

"Very well," I said, "I think it is dreadfully mean but I

will stay over." I wouldn't have the colored people go with-

out, of course, if there was any little thing I could do. And
Saturday morning there was placed in my hands to read, and
to give to the reporters present who scented a little trouble,

the loveliest letter from Cardinal Gibbons. He didn't write

a personal letter to the white folks' meeting but he wrote
it for the colored people's meeting on Saturday morning
and it came out in large headlines showing that at least

one distinguished citizen of Baltimore recognized the col-

ored annex as of importance. I always remembered that

and when I have had the privilege as I have at different times

of coming into personal touch for a few moments with Car-
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dinal Gibbons, I thought of that little incident and with what

pride and force, if you please, I read his letter. It was a

delightful experience.

So we have had great people. And now I said I was closing

but I want to tell you one more thing. It was once my privi-

lege to escort a lovely lad of six years of age in his first visit

to Boston. His father came from old New England stock.

His mother was brought up in her own family in Virginia.

Her people were one side of the line in the Civil War, and

his people on the other. And this little boy's mother had

been so conscientious about telling him what happened in

New England and about his father's ancestry, that he knew

just what he wanted to see in Boston. He wanted to see the

Old South Church. He wanted to see the King's Chapel. He
wanted to see Faunce Hall so we went around and finally we
ended before the Saint Gaudens statue at the top of the Boston

Common. He said,
"
I didn't know about that. Please tell me,

Cousin Anna. Please tell me what about it."

And I told the story of the blonde youth from the old Shaw

family that had all the traditions of the stock from which he

came, about how he led his colored troops as they knew so

well to certain death and ignominy, for no white officers of

black troops were treated with respect by the enemy. And
I told him. And the little boy listened with his heart in his

face and then he pulled his mother away and whispered to

her. I thought, well, I am afraid I have told that in too

excited a way to a boy with that mixture of blood in him. And
so as soon as I could I asked his mother, "What did Philip

say when he pulled you away?"
"Oh," she said, imitating his attitude, "he said, 'I can't

hear many more such stories as that unless I too can be

a hero/ "

My friends, for what do we have spiritual ancestry, for

what do we have heroes, for what do we look back upon those

sacred and honored leaders, unless we too can be heroes ?

The meeting then adjourned.
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EDITORIALS

GROWING HUMANS

Many years ago there appeared an article
* which caused

wide comment in the press throughout the country. The

author followed the plan of real estate dealers in presenting
their estimates and arguments for the purchase of land and

planting of orange trees. The costs and upkeep of a baby
from conception to acceptance by the United States as a

fully qualified citizen, were set up in a "sales talk" showing
what a profitable investment babies are if properly managed
and presented to the nation on their twenty-first birthdays

as going institutions. Incidentally this article indicated how
essential homes and parents are in developing such an enter-

prise; and how vital to its success are community activities

and influences.

The Saturday Evening Post, February 1, 1930, published
an interesting article by Elizabeth Frazer on * ' The Baby Mar-
ket" which begins "Did you know that in this land of the

free and home of the brave there is a great baby market?

And the securities which change hands, under due process
of law, are not mere engraved slips of paper promising
certain financial dividends, but live, kicking, flesh and blood

babies; babies for adoption; common-stock babies at no par,
issued by Nature, that great speculative promoter, with no
dividends absolutely guaranteed, but a chance of high appre-
ciation in the value of the security as the years roll by, and
tremendous bonuses in the shape of love and rich experiences
attached. At present it is a big bull market, steadily on the

upward trend, and the demand far exceeds the supply."
This trend of demand and supply of human babies is a sig-

nificant sociological fact; and requires study in relation to

other data concerning the manner in which each generation
*
Growing Humans, by William F. Snow, M.D., California State Board of

Health Bulletin, November, 1910.
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provides the succeeding generation opportunity for successful

living. The recent symposium on family relations reported in

this number of the JOURNAL illustrates the importance of see-

ing this problem as a whole. It may be true that some
families have too many children, while others have too few;
but no generalizations can yet be made

;
nor can any formula

of wide application be proposed. Certainly we need to study

marriage and divorce, problems of the child in the home,

problems of bringing a child into the home or of preventing
his conception, problems of transfer of a child from one home
to another by adoption or other means, and innumerable

related problems. But all of these important studies and
the modified or changed procedures which may grow out of

them, do not constitute "preventive sociology" in the sense

that we use the term preventive medicine.

We need to develop a program of preventive social measures

calculated to provide through personal consultation and com-

munity protection, intelligent adaptation of its essentials to

the individual requirements of marriage partners and their

children. This means case-work of a very high order based

on professional training and experience equivalent to the long

years of study and practice expected of trusted physicians
and lawyers. Only here and there may we expect to find

such advisors at present; but if a beginning is made with

them, and the current ideas of family consultation service

are tested out under their guidance, a program will undoubt-

edly evolve which will be preventive instead of remedial or

merely palliative. It is with the idea of finding the proper

relationships of the social hygiene movement to all these

matters, that the members of the Association approved at the

Annual Meeting the Board of Directors' report on the new
Division of Family Relations.

THE ANNUAL MEETING

The Annual Meeting of the American Social Hygiene Asso-

ciation was held in New York City, January 17 and 18, 1930.

This meeting constitutes the business session for the current
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year, and provides for reviewing the work of the year just

closed. During this session officers are elected, the program
and budget for the coming year are studied and the Board of

Directors instructed, and the necessary actions are taken by
the members in accordance with the law under which the

Association is incorporated.

In practice this annual business meeting is the last of a

series of membership meetings held during the preceding
twelve months in cooperation with social hygiene societies

or other interested agencies. These meetings are known as

regional conferences, and as joint meetings with sections of

other national associations. At each of these problems of

the American Social Hygiene Association are presented to

the members and friends of the region for comment and

suggestion. The various Committees of the Association re-

ceive all these suggestions, and communications from members
at any time during the year. Their annual reports and recom-

mendations are based on such contacts with the members from

every part of the country.

The officers elected for 1930 are as follows :

Honorary President, William H. Welch, M.D.

President, Edward L. Keyes, M.D.

Vice-Presidents,

Eoscoe Pound Kay Lyman Wilbur, M.D.

Treasurer, Jerome D. Greene

Secretary, Donald R. Hooker, M.D.

General Director, William F. Snow, M.D.

Board of Directors

(Members to serve 1930-'31-'32)

Mrs. Henry D. Dakin Mrs. James Lees Laidlaw

Livingston Farrand, M.D. Louis E. Schmidt, M.D.

Lee K. Frankel William F. Snow, M.D.
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A brief summary of the meetings was sent to all members
in the January 31 NEWS

;
and the policy of not incurring the

expense of printing an extensive report, is continued for the

year. It is understood, however, that all reports, the auditor's

statement, and the inventory are filed for reference by anyone
concerned. Members may write for detailed information at

any time. The following resolution will be of interest to

readers of the JOURNAL, in connection with the symposium
papers printed in this issue:

WHEREAS the Directors of the American Social Hygiene
Association agreed to a statement of the objectives of social

hygiene at a meeting held in Cincinnati on November 22,

1924, which statement was endorsed and concurred in by the

executives of British National Council for Combating Vene-

real Diseases and the Canadian Social Hygiene Council, and
WHEREAS the first three items of the statement of objectives

were as follows:

I. To preserve and strengthen the family as the basic social

unit.

II. To promote educative measures concerning the relations

of the racial instinct to the conditions of civilized society.

III. To emphasize the responsibility of the community and

the individual for preserving or improving the quality

of future generations by educative and social measures
;

and

WHEREAS the Directors of the American Social Hygiene

Association, in order to promote the attainment of these three

objectives have, during the year 1929, set up within the staff

of the Association a Division of Family Relations with Mrs.

Anna Garlin Spencer as Director;

BE IT RESOLVED that we express our interest in and approval
of this recognition by our directors of the important place

of the family in civilization and of their action in promoting
definite measures to forward its preservation and advance-

ment.
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NEWS AND ABSTRACTS

Thomas Walton Galloway An Appreciation of His Work in Wash-

ton.* In the death of Thomas Walton Galloway the movement for

social hygiene education in the District of Columbia lost its spiritual

leader. Dr. Galloway was the chief source of inspiration and guidance
for those of us who appreciate the need for fuller, sounder, and finer

instruction than most young people are now getting regarding sex,

mating, parenthood, and the social relations in which the sex functions

play a leading part. The breadth and thoroughness of his knowledge,

the clarity of his thought, and the depth, intensity, and delicacy of his

feeling were leading influences in dispelling fear and distrust, in

breaking the grip of taboos and inhibitions, and in uniting substan-

tially all interested groups in support of his educational program.
Most of those who heard Dr. Galloway's many addresses in Wash-

ington got from them a new conception of social hygiene. He
redeemed that phrase from its false position as a mere euphemism for

control of the so-called "social diseases" and made it mean instead

the promotion of the health of society in the most fundamental sense

not merely the physical health of its individual members, but the

soundness, the integrity, the effectiveness of the social life that binds

those individuals together. For the primary purpose of social

hygiene, as he conceived it, is the improvement of the family, and

the family seemed to him the cornerstone of the complex social struc-

ture that is the source of man 's power, of his wealth, of his knowledge,
and of his highest emotional development. The family is not merely
the original social unit out of which have evolved all the other various

human groups that make up modern society. It continues to function

today in the life of the individual, as it has functioned in the past
in the life of the race, as the nursery of tolerance, kindliness, sym-

pathy, and affection, of the spirit of helpfulness and service, of all

those social qualities that form the basis of social life, without which
that life could not endure.

Dr. Galloway liked to contrast reproduction with other physiologic

processes and the family with other human groups. All life functions

except reproduction, he pointed out, are essentially selfish. They
* To be published in the Bulletin of the Social Hygiene Society, District of

Columbia. Printed by permission.
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have to do with the upbuilding, the maintenance, the protection of

the individual. Reproduction alone is essentially unselfish, always

involving a sacrifice of the parent 's substance, and sometimes the loss

of the parent's very existence. In the family life that has grown
out of the reproductive function the elements of self-sacrifice and
devotion stand out even more clearly. The parents who establish the

family group are not concerned primarily for their own comfort and

safety; they are concerned primarily for the comfort and safety of

their young. Nowhere else in the world can we find so much devotion,

so much self-abnegation as they show.

In sharp contrast to this unselfishness appears the self-seeking com-

petition that seems to dominate so large a part of the world outside

the family circle. As the kindliness, the impulse to helpfulness and

cooperation, that had their origin in the association of parents and

children have spread out into the larger social groups that have

developed out of the family, they have naturally been diluted with

a large admixture of the competitive impulses that apparently domi-

nate the lives of non-social creatures. This dilution seems inevitable.

It is hardly possible to extend the range of affection without lessening

its intensity. In the family, moreover, the growth of the social emo-

tions and impulses is fostered not merely by close intimacy but also

by special instincts and traditions of mutual affection and helpfulness.

Therefore the family seems destined to remain the chief breeding

place of the social emotions and impulses the factory, we may say,

for the cement that binds society together.

If this is true, then there is great need to make the family's function

clear to the members of the rising generation, to imbue them with the

highest ideals of family life, to fire them with enthusiasm for the

improvement of the family. In this task such a personality as Dr.

Galloway's, such a wealth of knowledge, insight, and whole-hearted

devotion to his task, can ill be spared. Those who have felt his

influence and have caught his spirit cannot escape the challenge to

do their part in keeping that spirit alive, in spreading it, and in

weaving it into the life-fabric of the parents of today and tomorrow.

Nationwide Study of Detention Homes. Announcement has been

made by Charles L. Chute, General Secretary of the National Proba-

tion Association, of a grant to the Association of $33,000 by the

Bureau of Social Hygiene of the Rockefeller Foundation, for a two-
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year study of juvenile detention throughout the United States. The

fund will be administered under the direction of the Executive Com-

mittee of the National Probation Association.

No adequate study has ever been made of the problem of caring for

delinquent or neglected children who are in the care of the court.

"The original idea in providing detention homes for children,"

according to Mr. Chute, "was to prevent children from being held

in jails or police stations. It was hoped through this means to keep

the child safe until a proper disposition of his case had been made.

Detention is often found necessary for runaways, homeless children,

children beyond parental control, children whose home conditions are

so bad that immediate removal is necessary, children whose parents

cannot be relied upon to produce them in court, children who have

committed offenses so serious that their release pending the disposi-

tion of their cases endangers public safety and children who are held

as public witnesses.

"New ideas of child treatment together with the various interpre-

tations of what detention means have resulted in a confusion of ideas,
' '

says Mr. Chute in announcing the study. "As a result detention

homes today are being used wrongly for correctional purposes and

for the care of children who should be at home. It is our desire in

making a study of detention facilities in the United States to see what

method of care is suited to the individual child and best meets his

needs. To arrive at a well-defined conclusion calls for a careful,

painstaking study of private and public detention facilities, private

and public boarding homes and the relation of probation, jails and

police departments as well as the social agencies in each community
to problems of detention.

' '

Mr. Dobbs, who will direct the study, was formerly superintendent

of the Cook County juvenile detention home. He has also served

as psychologist in the Cook County Juvenile Court and state psy-

chologist for the Illinois Institute for Juvenile Research.

The White House Conference on Child Health and Protection.
' ' The problems of the child of today must be thought of in new terms

and viewed from some entirely new angle," said Dr. Ray Lyman
Wilbur, Chairman of the White House Conference on Child Health

and Protection, speaking before the National Executive Board of the

General Federation of Women's Clubs
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"Take for instance, the delinquent child. The delinquent child is

more often the neglected child. Practically every normal well child

ip
'

delinquent
'

at times and if caught at the right moment and haled

before a Juvenile Court could be punished for the violation of some

technical law. New types of procedure in dealing with the so-called

delinquent child must be discovered. The lack of proper guidance

may result in the boy or girl appearing as delinquent. The breaking

of home ties, for which the child is not at all responsible, may bring

him into the juvenile or some other court, and an indulgence in a

rather normal childish impulse like that of stealing watermelons, a

favorite country sport, may in our highly organized city result in

his being charged with a crime. This whole question of care for

children who find themselves in difficulties that are beyond the capac-

ity of their years, needs to be approached with great charity and

understanding. It seems particularly important not to have a court

record or the name 'delinquent' stand against boys and girls if there

is any good way to develop other methods and machinery.

"Again take the crippled child. We think of him in terms of

arms and legs but the boy or girl with weak lungs, bad heart, poor

eyesight, deafness, is none the less crippled. If we called them 'neg-

lected' we would use a word which puts responsibility where it often

belongs. We need a new term to designate this child without setting

him apart from his companions. The hard-of-hearing child in school

should have special classes for lip-reading or be given the mechanical

assistance that would enable him to hear the teacher. A sense of

inferiority is a terrific handicap to every growing boy or girl. So,

I hope through this series of studies of the needs of children which

will lead up to the final meeting of the White House Conference on

Child Health and Protection, we are going to develop in medical

service, public health service and administration, education and train-

ing a new trend and, I hope, a more sympathetic and effective attitude.

This great stream of youth has been going by us and we have picked

up and cared for those who fall by the way and occasionally have

probed into the mass in a blind effort to help. Now we are going to

walk with them and understand their problems remembering all the

time that they are alive, throbbing, formative human beings and help

them to meet and prepare a better present and a better future.

"Looked at from any standpoint the greatest asset of the nation is
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the children that play about its homes and steadily ripen into woman-

hood and manhood.
' ' Just now a great survey is being made to find out to what extent

those influences that might be brought to bear upon the improvement
of the growing generation of boys and girls that is now in the land

are being applied. The White House Conference on Child Health

and Protection has been organized to report on the care that is being

received by the American child. There are 50Q experts working on

a score of committees. They will take a year in marshalling all the

facts. They will find out what is being done and what might be done

that is being neglected. From a score of viewpoints they will point

the way to a greater service to youth. They will present an array

of facts about the problems of childhood such as has never been

gathered in this world before. They will point the way to their

application.

"Who can foretell the possibilities that lie in such a study? Its

effects may be felt on a whole generation of American children and

passed on from one generation to the next and the next. It may
establish standards for child study and applications which will

steadily increase as the decades pass. It may point the way by which

we may carry our children through this uncertain high pressure period
with its rapid and bewildering changes and not suffer the loss of those

mental and character qualities upon which we must depend for the

stability and advance of our nation."

Conference of Social Work to Be in Boston. The fifty-seventh

annual meeting of the National Conference of Social Work and Asso-

ciate Groups will take place in Boston June 8 to 14. The American

Social Hygiene Association will be one of more than forty groups in

various fields of social work which will meet at that time. The Con-

ference will be formally opened on the evening of June 8 by the

presidential address given by Dr. Miriam Van Waters, referee of

the Los Angeles Juvenile Court.

The Conference has met before in Boston, in 1881 and in 1911.

Begun originally in 1874 as an organization for the discussion of

problems common to state boards of charities, it has grown into a

general gathering of social forces, with representatives from fields

concerning immigration, family case work, health, neighborhood life,

dependency, delinquency, mental hygiene, and industrial and eco-

nomic problems.
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Guidance of Normal Adolescents. An article by F. L. Wells of

the Boston Psychopathic Hospital (Monthly Bulletin, Massachusetts

Society for Mental Hygiene, December, 1929) states:

Sex problems, if we define them broadly enough, enter the mental

life considerably before adolescence, but take on new import at this

time because they are now especially involved with other persons.

In the European culture which is the background of our own, this

readjustment has long been one of particular difficulty. Some have

seen the cause of this, some merely its expression, in the traditional

teachings of the church upon these matters. It is interesting to

compare the relative ease of adolescent sex adjustment described in

Margaret Mead's "Coming of Age in Samoa," and the primitive

material culture of this people, with our advanced material culture

and the mess it has made of sex adjustments. Perhaps one is the

price of the other? Then the Samoan and the Victorian have each
' '

paid his price to live with himself on the terms that he willed.
' ' But

it may be remarked that all earthly progress is born of the high resolve

to eat one's cake and have it too. It is but a question of making

enough cake. There is no fundamental principle by which material

advancement in other spheres depends on repressive depreciation of

this one. On the contrary, there has not been a time when both

general advancement and the rationalization of the sex life have pro-

gressed so rapidly and so widely, as they do now hand in hand.

At most, sex functions are but one of the essential means by which

human beings concentrate high values in each other. The chief values

of human beings are other human beings. There are indeed occasional

persons who appear to live comfortably unto themselves, but your

shut-in-personality type is one rather ill-adjusted to shut-in-ness, who
has much of the normal social craving but has never acquired the

patterns of behavior that bring to him the social responses of others,

"the secret of making people like you." If an adolescent is poorly

adjusted in social contacts, he must not be pigeonholed, or pigeonhole

himself, as an asocial "introvert," for if the situation is objectively

studied, much can often be done about it. The whole introvert-

extravert distinction is a scientific and ethical nuisance, but it bears

out Professor Dunlap's remarks on the utility of social nuisances,

for it has done much to stimulate systematic inquiry into social adjust-

ments. Indirectly it has helped to correct an early over-emphasis in

mental hygiene on adjustment as an affair of one's personal satisfac-
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tions. It has long been taught on other authority that giving to life

is quite as effective an adjustment mode as getting from it. We have

come back to it as the basis of character education, for adolescents

of all ages.

Marriage and the Home.* Your committee herewith submits the

following conclusions as the findings of the Conference on Marriage
and the Home, held in Buffalo, N. Y., November 21-25, 1929, under

the auspices of the Social Hygiene Committee of the Buffalo Council

of Churches and the Marriage and Home Committee of the Federal

Council of Churches of Christ in America.

1. Statement of the Problem. We express our frank recognition

of the changing status of the family in modern life. This change is

due first to the changing social and economic factors in the wider

community life outside the home. The reduction of the employment
period of the wage earner, the entrance of women into industry and

public life, the urbanizing tendency which submerges the individual

and the family in great city populations where the old moral controls

are greatly weakened, and the exploitation of the home's recreational

needs by commercialized agencies, all combine in subjecting family

relationships to unusual strain.

Furthermore, the development of scientific knowledge has resulted

in an entirely new attitude toward life. There is a disappearance
of the old fears which once figured as elements in family control.

Many of the fears born of ignorance are gone. The uncertain family
convictions of the community at large have lessened the fear of public

opinion. As a result of known methods of contraception, the fear

of pregnancy in illicit sex relationships has been removed. Conse-

quently, the youth of today is possessed of a questioning attitude

toward the older traditions of family life. Encouraged by the philoso-

phy of family failure as portrayed on the stage and much modern

literature, there is a widespread scepticism with regard to the con-

ventional marriage relationship. It cannot be doubted that many
individuals have adopted a policy of sexual experimentation as a

substitute for the normal relationships of home. This situation con-

stitutes a challenge to the Christian church which must be intelligently

and vigorously met.

*
Report of the Findings Committee Conference on Marriage and the Home,

Buffalo, N. Y., November 21-25, 1929.
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2. Confidence in the Continuance of Our Present Family Organiza-

tion. Fully recognizing the need of adapting the life of the family to

changed conditions, the conference nevertheless expresses its abiding

faith in the family as now constituted, and re-affirms the ideals and

sanctities of the Christian home. In the words of one of our con-

ference speakers, "There is no undertaking today more secure than

marriage." It is our belief that the time has come for an emphasis

upon the success of the normal home, as realized by the great majority

of people, rather than stress upon the failures and abnormal relation-

ships. The restlessness of youth, so far from being a prophecy of

future disaster, is in many cases an indication of a deep desire for

a better and happier home life, in which the ideals and principles of

Jesus Christ shall be more completely realized.

3. The conference believes that of all the social and educational

agencies in the community, the church holds the key to the home's

future. By reason of its measureless spiritual resources, its intimate

contact with the family at all stages of life, and the unusual teaching

and pastoral opportunities of its ministers, the church occupies a most

strategic position in the safeguarding and encouragement of the

family group. The Christian minister should consider himself as the

moral engineer of family life. It is gratifying to the conference to

note the eagerness and readiness of scientific men to unite their

technical knowledge with the spiritual ministrations of the Christian

pastor, in a cooperative endeavor towards the solution of the present

problem. This growing understanding between the church and the

scientific world is one of the most encouraging trends of the hour.

4. Recommendations of Policy. In view of the above statements,

the conference would submit the following recommendations :

An approach to the marriage problem not so much from the point

of view of emergency measures and legal and ecclesiastical enactments

on divorce, but rather an educational approach which will prepare

people from their very childhood and youth for a successful family

life. To this end we urge that a larger place be given in the cur-

riculum of our church schools for teaching on marriage and the home,

and commend the step taken by several of our denominations in pro-

viding for such instruction in the graded lesson material of religious

education. We counsel the ministry of the church to conduct pastoral

classes among their young people in preparation for home life, and
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classes for fathers and mothers in the field of parental education. We
urge likewise a greater personal ministry to individuals particularly

in extending personal counsel to young couples who come to be mar-

ried, so that hasty and unintelligent marriages may be prevented and

well-considered marriages encouraged. Since many of our pastors

feel themselves unprepared for the ministry that they would like to

give in this direction, we urge upon all our theological seminaries a

thorough training of the divinity student in relation to this future

home ministration, particularly in the realm of mental hygiene, family

case work and sex instruction. For those already in the field, we

strongly urge the continuance of social hygiene classes and conferences

for pastors in order that they may keep in touch with developments

of family life and prepare themselves for practical instruction in the

family situation in their parishes. It is to be hoped that ultimately

there will be established in every city a clinic on marriage and the

home, in which there will be a staff consisting of a minister of religion,

a psychiatrist, a physician and a social worker, who may render aid

to any persons who may desire a consultation in regard to family

plans and problems. Such a clinic should be on a paid, full-time

basis. Pending such developments, however, voluntary experiments

might well be conducted in this direction, in order that the church

might give to the home the same expert technical advice in the religious

realm that is now given to the community by specialists in other

realms.

Respectfully submitted,

EDWIN T. DAHLBERG
ALFRED S. PRIDDIS

DON D. TULLIS

A. C. ADAMS
MRS. JOHN P. SALA

REV. JOHN P. SALA

WORTH M. TIPPY

E. R. GROVES

B. S. WINCHESTER
NEWELL W. EDSON
ROY F. WOODBURY

Report accepted and resolutions adopted by Buffalo Ministers' Asso-

ciation, November 25, 1929.
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" Home Making An Adequate Career
" was the title of a two-day

forum at the Home Making Center in February. This was planned

with the underlying thought behind it that home making should not

be considered drudgery but that home making offers a field for

continuing adult education. The general topics were : Home Making
an Adequate Career; Home Making as an Engineering Project;

Woman as a Buyer; Home Making as a Field for Scientific Research;

and Home Making as an Artistic Career.

\

What Los Angeles Health Department Is Doing. Among the items

contained in the Annual Report of the Los Angeles Department of

Health, 1929, several are of particular interest to social hygiene

groups.

Maternity Dispensaries have been established to provide those

women who are unable to pay for the services of a physician, with

medical supervision during pregnancy, regardless of whether they

are to be delivered by the Service, or expect to go to the Los Angeles

General Hospital or some other similar institution for confinement.

Patients are required to go to the Dispensary every two weeks through-

out pregnancy. A routine Wassermann is done on every new case.

Urinalysis and blood pressure is insisted upon at each visit. External

pelvimetry is done on all new cases, and routine examinations made
from time to time, as indication arises. Provision is also made
for the pelvic examination of each patient in from three to six

weeks after delivery, and for the treatment of any abnormal condition

which is found at this final examination.

The Women's Section of the Venereal Disease Division during the

past year has made very satisfactory progress. One new clinic has

been established. This consists of the mothers and children who
were formerly attending the regular adult clinics. Saturday morning
has seemed to be the best time to care for this group since children

of school age can attend without interfering with the Board of

Education. The arrangement is also good for mothers with children

of pre-school age who prefer to be at home during the evenings. We
have wanted for a long time to make this change. Children get

on much better in a group where only children attend, and the same

is true of adults and adult attendance.

The other clinics have remained unchanged. Two morning and

two evening clinics are conducted. The morning clinics take care of
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women who work in the afternoon and evening; while the evening

clinics are more convenient for those employed during the day. This

arrangement is entirely for the benefit of the patients, since it has

always been a much less desirable time for both the physicians and

nurses.

The work of caring for those patients detained in jail on morals

charges has gradually increased. As a result Los Feliz Hospital

has been operated at more than desired capacity.

A sincere effort is being made to develop the social hygiene bureau.

This is a most important service. Our greatest single regret is that

so many patients attend clinics under false names and addresses,

and absent themselves without permission before completing treat-

ment.

In reviewing the history of the venereal clinics in Los Angeles,

we find that they have grown rapidly since February 23, 1917, when
the first venereal clinic was started by two male physicians, on a

volunteer basis. In December, 1917, the Health Department employed
two physicians, one a woman to take charge of the women patients.

The first year there were 104 patients enrolled in the women's clinic

and 434 in the men's. Last year, the enrollment had increased to

518 in the women's and 1,187 in the men's. To accommodate this

rapid increase in the numbers attending clinic, the staff has been

increased from time to time until now we have one full time woman

physician and three assistants, part time. In the men's clinic, we
have one full time physician, one part time, three volunteers, and

one full time orderly.

A social hygiene worker was employed about the time that the

venereal disease clinics began operation, to assist in whatever way
she could, paying especial attention to patients who failed to attend

regularly. Today there is still one social hygiene worker to handle

all the emergency calls, all delinquents and various other duties.

Emergency calls alone are enough to keep one person busy more than

half the time. The handling of the delinquents, if it were done

completely and correctly, would take the time of one field worker.

An average of 125 patients are referred from outside agencies every

month. These, of course, should all be followed up and made to

report at the clinic.

The home investigation of every diagnosed patient is as yet an

abstract ideal. While there is but one social hygiene worker to
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keep up the office end, answer letters, receive telephone calls, arrange

for consultations with outside agencies, make emergency investiga-

tions, place patients in Los Feliz Hospital, look up delinquents re-

ported by private physicians and the principals of the various schools

throughout the city, make permanent record of every diagnosed case

and look up and check contacts reported from the venereal disease

clinics, etc., the home investigation of every case is far from possible.

Second International Congress for Sex Research. The Second In-

ternational Congress for Sex Research will be held in the House

of the British Medical Association, Tavistock Square, London, from

August 3 to 9, 1930, under the presidency of Professor F. A. E. Crew,

of Edinburgh. Both in membership and in importance it is expected

that this meeting will notably excel the First Congress, held in

Berlin in October, 1926. Those who are interested are requested to

write Professor Crew, The University, West Mains Road, Edinburgh.
The organization and purposes of the Congress can be fully served

only by having all of the many aspects of sex research properly

represented among the papers read at the London meeting. To

American workers it is highly desirable that American investigations

and investigators should be adequately represented at London par-

ticularly since few from this country attended the First Congress.

An American committee has been formed for the purpose of secur-

ing a maximum participation in the Congress by workers in this

country. The members of this committee, representing biology, medi-

cine, psychology, sociology and anthropology, are : Dr. Oscar Riddle,

chairman, Dr. A. A. Brill, Dr. Calvin P. Stone, Dr. William F.

Ogburn and Dr. Clark Wissler.

American social hygiene interests were represented at the first

Congress in Berlin by Dr. William F. Snow.

Can Maternal and Infant Mortality Be Reduced? Valuable indica-

tion that fewer mothers and infants die among those reached by public

health medical and nursing services is contained in certain figures

just compiled for the child health demonstrations of the Common-

wealth Fund and released for our use through their courtesy.*

During the four-year period covered by this special study there

were 10,444 births in the four demonstration communities. In 2,518

cases, about one-fourth of the total, nurses of the health department

Health Officers New Letter, American Public Health Association, November

22, 1929.
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gave prenatal instruction and supervision in cooperation with the

family physician. In the group under such supervisory care there

were only eight maternal deaths in comparison with 60 in the group
not served, 65 stillbirths in comparison with 383 in the group not

served, and 40 infant deaths under one month in comparison with

297 in the group not served.

The comparative mortality and stillbirth rates are as follows:

Maternal Deaths

per 1,000 Births
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and enteritis, as compared with 14.3 and 13.4, respectively, for the

group not served.

These figures are supporting evidence that a favorable showing
can be secured in the form of low mortality rates where preventive

maternity and child health services are organized.

Syphilis Declining in Canada. That the Anti-Venereal Disease

Campaign in Canada has cut down the number of cases of syphilis

in the country, was reported by the Venereal Disease Committee at

the Annual Meeting. (Social Health, November-December, 1929.)

It was impossible to get accurate figures on Gonorrhoea, but stated

the report
' '

the Committee are of the opinion from personal observa-

tion that this type of Venereal Disease is increasing among adolescents

and adults under twenty years of age."
"In the opinion of the Committee, the use of Moving Pictures,

relating to Venereal Disease, should be confined to small groups of

selected types and should be shown to adolescents only when the sexes

are separated.

"With reference to efforts in new directions, aiming at the control

of Gonorrhoea, the committee has only one suggestion to make, and

this is that boys and girls in our Public and High Schools, after

the age of ten years, should be separated, and it is an open question

as to whether this separation should not continue through higher

Educational Institutions and Universities. The whole question of

Co-education should be very seriously considered, if for no other

reason than the noticeable increase in Gonorrhoea among adolescents

during the past ten years.

"With reference to special features of the Technical or Professional

aspects of the Venereal Disease Problems, the Committee considered

this under three heads:

(a) Conduct of Provincial Clinics.

(b) The relation of Local Health authorities and particularly

the proposed Rural Health Centers to Venereal Disease

Propaganda.

(c) The Routine Wassermann Test in Hospital and Other Public

Institutions.

"The Committee are of the opinion that each Province should be

left to work out its own solution of the control of the Provincial

Clinics.
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"The relationship of the proposed Rural Health Unit's scheme to

Venereal Disease Control should be ideal for carrying on propaganda.

At present, Educational work along these lines only reaches the

rural population spasmodically, through Radio talks and delegates

to Conventions and similar gatherings in the larger centers. If the

Venereal Disease propaganda were integrated with the General

Health Propaganda of these Rural Health Centers, it could be carried

on continuously, not only through talks to general audiences, but

through Pre-natal and Well-Baby Clinics, etc., where parents, and

particularly mothers, can be aroused to the necessity of training

children properly.
' ' In considering the problem of the Routine Wassermann Test being

performed in all Hospitals and Public Institutions, the difficulty

which has arisen in the smaller Hospitals is that secrecy has not

been absolutely maintained where a trial has been made of the

Routine Test. This results in the ostracism of the individual who

may have a positive Wassermann. This, of course, does not apply
to Hospitals and Institutions in large cities, but the authorities of

Hospitals in the smaller centers are loath to run the risk of "leaks."

Until some scheme is devised by which the charts of patients are

not available to the curious, or the result of the Test is only com-

municated to the Physician in charge of the case, it will be impossible

to get these smaller Institutions to carry on Routine Wassermann
Tests. This, we consider so important a feature of the control of

Venereal Disease that it should be taken up by Canadian Medical

Association. In the Province of Quebec they seem to have no diffi-

culty in this respect, but, throughout the Western Provinces, this

is a general complaint.
' ' The Committee were unable to obtain statistics regarding the rela-

tion of primary to secondary and latent Syphilis cases treated in

Clinics, but, through the kindness of the Medical Officers of Health

of the various Provinces, were able to obtain figures as to the varia-

tion in the percentage of cases of General Paralysis of the Insane to

the total number of patients treated in Hospitals for the Insane, and
the following table gives these figures in detail."
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Incidence of Syphilis in the Dominion of Canada,

Seduction of G. P. I. in Hospitals for the Insane.

Per cent

of G.P.I. 's

Per cent of G. P. I. 's in in Hospitals
Hospitals for Insane for Insane

Province 1920 1923 Reduction 1928 Reductioa

Ontario 1.5% .87% .63% .71% .16%
Saskatchewan 2.7 % 3.4 % 1.8 % 1.6 %
Manitoba 1. % .65% .35% .23% .42%

Increase

Alberta 3.5% 3. % .5% 3.6% .6%
Increase Increase

Nova Scotia 23% .62% .39% .72% .10%
Reduction Reduction

British Columbia 1.4 % 1.2 % .2 % 1.1 % .1 %
N. B. The apparent increase in Saskatchewan in 1923 is due to the fact that

there was only one mental hospital in the Province in 1920, and that a second

hospital was opened in 1922.

"There are too few cases (3) in the Province of New Brunswick in

Institutions for the figures to be of any value.

"The apparent increase in Alberta, between 1923 and 1928, is

accounted for, owing to the treatment of these cases by the Malaria

method being commenced about the latter part of 1924. This resulted

in a number of cases being admitted to the Hospital at Ponoka, to

receive this treatment, which would otherwise not have come into

public Institutions.

"With regard to the Province of Quebec, we were unable to obtain

figures before 1927 for comparison, but in his letter forwarding this

information, Dr. Desloges stated that the University Teaching Staffs

in the city of Montreal now have difficulty in finding the Classical

Cases of Secondary and Latent Syphilis for demonstrations to Medical

Students, of which before the Clinics were established, there were

considerable numbers."

The Matter of Calling a Spade a Spade.* Nearly thirty years ago
when Edward Bok was in his prime as editor of Ladies Home Journal

he startled the country by bravely attacking long-established taboos

concerning venereal diseases and their effect upon innocent victims.

The JOURNAL was as prim, effeminate and "proper" as a publication

could be, but its editor came out with blood-chilling stories about the

Abstract from "Editor and Publisher, The Fourth Estate," by Marlen Pew,
for October 19, 1929, p. 62.
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" harvest of woe" that women and children were reaping because

of wild oats sown by their husbands and fathers. Never before,

certainly in any American woman's publication, had any editor dared

to write in direct terms about the perils to the innocent from gonor-

rhea and syphilis. Mr. Bok aroused the nation, or at least the

intelligent part of it, by publishing hospital statistics showing how

many wives went under the knife annually because of deception,

ignorance or cowardice. It was a daring thing to do, but nothing

but praise and honor fell to the editor. Instead of losing circulation

and prestige in the homes of conventional people the JOURNAL gained

as never before.

I am reminded of the incident today by a caller, Dr. "Walter M.

Brunet, of the New York Tuberculosis and Health Association, who

asked this puzzling question: "Why does the average newspaper
editor and reporter think he must not use the words gonorrhea and

syphilis in writing, as if they were not perfectly proper medical terms,

descriptive of diseases that in a large number of cases do not connote

any element of personal shame or disgrace?" Dr. Brunet said this

newspaper taboo has very serious social results. Generation after

generation of people of average educational advantages continue to

pass from cradle to grave with only hazy understanding of these

ailments, wholly unprepared to deal with them when they are en-

countered, with consequent unspeakable harm to the entire social

system. Although modern science has conquered both of these ancient

plagues, and many American cities are equipped to give satisfactory

treatment, and there are established systems of effective prevention,

still a ghastly toll of human life is taken annually because people in

the main continue to be afraid to discuss these diseases, not even

call them by their right names. Dr. Brunet has lately made a

survey of venereal disease conditions in New York City and figures

40,0,000 cases are treated annually in the metropolis. This is a fair

indication of the national spread of these oldest diseases, and the

amazing fact is that practically nothing is being said about it in

public prints. Neglect, of course, precipitates premature death, but

the ravages of these two diseases among innocent and wondering

persons forms the most appalling chapter. Terrible things are done

by victims driven insane by neglected cases and "fairy stories" which

are told to cover the situation by those who fear "disgrace," often

have most consequences, especially to women and children. Then,
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too, there is an uncounted economic loss to be reckoned with in this

age when business calls for a man's full strength and specified hours

of labor.

"I could not tell Dr. Brunet why newspapers regard these subjects

as taboo, when so many other intimate life subjects are openly
discussed in print, on the stage, shown in pictures and freely lectured

about before mixed audiences. It is just one of those things which

"isn't done," except in rare instances where editors have convictions

on the subject. The average writer says "social disease," though
on reflection he would admit that all disease might be said to be

social. The phrase "blood diseases" is equally misleading. Even
"venereal disease," as Dr. Brunet pointed out, does not apply to

cases of gonorrhea or syphilis that are "innocently" contracted.

Newspapers cannot go too far beyond the mental development of

the man in the street. I suppose the answer is that few newspaper
editors think they can afford to run counter to the fixed opinion

of the rank and file of readers as to the so-called niceties of subject

material. This public opinion, of course, is very fickle. It may coun-

tenance absolute vulgarity, smugly accept filthy suggestion or pass

over libidinous images in print, yet take offense and stop the paper,

as unfit for home reading, if the words gonorrhea or syphilis should

appear in news or editorial columns. It could scarcely be expected

that half-educated or stupidly conventional folk could break down
a taboo that has existed for ages in a single day or year, or perhaps
a life time. When the evils of the suppression are discovered through
such rational social and scientific analysis as Dr. Brunet brings to

the subject it is easy enough to understand why it would be a

magnificent service to mankind if these medical terms ceased to be

regarded as ugly and forbidden by the press and public. I do not

think the day will ever come when they could be applied to persons,

but the abstract problem of venereal disease might be openly dis-

cussed in print. Some editors even now write about it in candor in

their editorial columns.

I recall a motion picture that was made by medical men, Dr.

Brunet among them, during the war and shown in every American

soldier's camp here and abroad, and on every ship of war, under

the orders of the Secretary of War, Newton D. Baker, and the

Secretary of the Navy, Josephus Daniels. In stark reality it told

the story of the unhappiness, agony and social harm which might
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be expected from unwholesome associations, from the moment a man's

character yielded to temptation until he found himself physically

unfit. It told men how to act to protect health and future happiness.

If it was important for Uncle Sam to warn his sons of venereal

disease perils that they might fight and win against the enemy in

Europe, I agree with Dr. Brunet that it is important that both sons

and daughters should receive this sensible instruction fitly to meet

the complicated battles of life. Certainly, it seems nothing short of

absurd for intelligent people, writing for the purpose of creating

social understanding, to halt at two perfectly simple, direct and

honest medical terms, an understanding of which all authorities

agree would do much to protect the health and lives of millions.

Disregarded Taboo. The conventional taboo against open discus-

sion of venereal disease has been disregarded by the Knoxville

(Tenn.) News-Sentinel, Scripps-Howard paper, in a series of stories

intended to inform the people of the seriousness of the situation

in that city and throughout the country.

Although none of the usual
' '

polite
' '

phraseology was used,
' '

vene-

real disease" being the expression employed in front page stories,

practically no criticism of such frankness was encountered by the

paper. On the other hand, many who were interested in the problem
expressed commendation for the direct approach.

Charles Small, telegraph editor, was relieved from his desk in order

to devote full time to preparing the data for the campaign.
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THE FORUM

The JOURNAL will publish selected letters or excerpts considered of general

interest, assuming no responsibility for the opinions expressed therein. Com-

munications must be signed, but publication of signatures will be withheld when

so requested.

To the Editor:

There have been, during the short time that I have been with

the Association as Director of the Division of Medical Measures, a

number of urgent requests for assistance in medical research on

various aspects of gonorrhea. I attach correspondence which relates

to the latest of these requests.

There is at present, so far as I know, no fund for the aid of

research in gonorrhea of a nature similar to that administered by
the Committee on Research in Syphilis. The work of Dr. Pelouze

was aided by a similar fund which was supplied from private sources

in Philadelphia and there are possibly other individuals who are

receiving special aid for research in this field. All serious students

of this grave and prevalent disease point out numerous practical

problems for research and the requests which we have had for aid

in research are illustrations of the anxiety for competent workers

to devote their attention to these problems.

Among the special problems requiring research may be mentioned

the following:

(1) The discovery of an experimental animal.

(2) The perfection of diagnostic methods.

(3) The search for improvement of therapeutic methods including

especially the possibility of utilizing gonophage in a system of

treatment.

(4) The treatment of gonococcal vaginitis in infants.

One of the characteristics of the requests which have come to us

for the aid of research in gonorrhea is that the applicants ask for

only small amounts. Many facilities are available but cannot be

used for the lack of small additional funds with which to supplement

them.

In many places throughout the world intensive research is being

carried on with reference to syphilis, while gonorrhea, the black

sheep of the medical family, is comparatively neglected. As Colonel
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Harrison points out, as well as Dr. Pelouze, very little has been

done in the way of competent research since the work of Finger

and Baum thirty years ago.

In presenting the attached letters I venture to suggest that you

might like to place before the Executive Committee a proposal that

a special effort should be made to secure a fund for research in

gonorrhea. It would seem likely that if the Executive Committee

were to appoint a special committee composed of the leading authori-

ties in the United States on this subject, they might be able to

secure special funds which could be used in the aid of carefully

selected research work in this country and perhaps abroad.

In view of the fact that this disease is commonly so badly treated,

and since we have so few weapons on hand for a scientific attack

upon it, I can think of no more strategic way to attack the problems
of gonorrhea.

WALTER CLARKE.

BOOK REVIEWS

ANALYSIS OF 377 RECORDS OF GIRLS COMMITTED TO THE GIRLS INDUS-

TRIAL SCHOOL BY THE JUVENILE COURT AT CLEVELAND DURING A

G-YEAR PERIOD, 1920-1925. By Howard Whipple Green. Cleve-

land: Cleveland Social Hygiene Association, 1929. 124 pp.

The number of social studies which begin with specific objectives

such as pointing out causes or determining the types most likely to

be benefited by certain treatments, but end with "throwing light"

on "conditions" which "surround" is constantly increasing. In this

category belongs the interesting Analysis of 377 Records of Girls

Committed to the Girls Industrial School by the Juvenile Court at

Cleveland During a 6-Year Period, 1920-1925 by Howard Whipple
Green of the Cleveland Health Council. Perhaps the chief value of

such studies are that they keep calling attention to the fact that

until better records are kept by courts and institutions they will con-

tinue to be of little value as the basis for scientific conclusions. Not

only more information but more accurate information is needed from

social records. The limitations, laid on this study by inadequate

records, have been recognized both by Mr. Green, and by Dr. Eleanor

Rowland Wembridge in her introduction.
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The study was undertaken in an effort to determine the type of

girl most likely to be benefited by commitment to the Girls Industrial

School at Delaware, Ohio, but the greatest value of the data when

analyzed was found to be the information it gives concerning the

girls' environment and offenses before commitment. The other part

of the study deals with the outcome of the treatment of the limited

number of girls about whom information could be secured after

their discharge from the institution. Of the 377 records of girls

which were studied 211 were so incomplete that no decision could

be reached regarding the girls
'

behavior after leaving the Institution.

Of those remaining 37 were classed in the A group as Rehabilitated

and 129 in the class B group as Not Rehabilitated. Even if it is

granted that the reasons for classifying the group as rehabilitated

are sound there is very little information to show what part, if any,

the institution or parole workers played in the rehabilitation of these

particular girls. It must be remembered that a great many people

adjust themselves without the help of social workers and it should

be possible to show something of the forces brought to play to

accomplish rehabilitation before an institution is given credit for

having a share in helping to bring about a change in behavior. The

analysis of cases should show why these girls were sent to a correc-

tional institution but examination of the case summaries indicates

that the material in the records gave very little information on this

point. The following case of the rehabilitated group is a good illus-

tration.

Sarah was committed to the Girls' Industrial School on a charge

of incorrigibility at the age of fifteen.

She was born in Russia, one of a large Jewish family of good stock.

They owned their own home, an eight-room house in a Jewish section

of the city, a clean, homelike place, nicely furnished. The father

was a carpenter and earned $1.25 per hour; the older children were

married and have never given any trouble.

Sarah was taken to an art studio by a young man, to pose in the

nude. Her parents heard about it and, chagrined and disgraced,

came to the place and threatened to shoot the girl. There was a

general disturbance and the girl claims she was humiliated before

the class. Sarah was not a bad girl and was much loved at home

despite a great deal of misunderstanding between herself and her

parents.
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She was sent to the Detention Home and finally, at the age of

fifteen years to the Girls' Industrial School in 1924. She was there

a little over a month when her parents showed their transportation

to New York, their old home, and Sarah was released and permitted

to accompany them.

A letter from the girl states that she is reformed and happy.

Why was Sarah, who was "not a bad girl" and "much loved at

home," sent to the Girls' Industrial School? Why was she released

at the end of a month? Her parents had a good home in Cleveland,

how would the "misunderstanding" with her parents be removed by

going to New York? Is a letter from a girl sufficient to warrant

classifying her in the rehabilitated group? The record in no way
makes clear of what she considered herself "reformed."

Ella is classified in the unrehabilitated group. Her mother had
been in the State Hospital since Ella was a baby, according to the

record "probably because of the father's temperament." He was

"always grouchy and severe." At the age of fifteen Ella was sent to

the Girls' Industrial School because she was "incorrigible" and

stayed out nights. She spent 15 months there. When after parole
she was found "running around with men" it was decided to place

her away from her family. Ella's summary states: "Her employer

reports that she does her work well and efficiently, has poise and

dignity, and is patient and kind with the children. . . . When
she is permitted to go home to visit her family, her brother says

that she acts and looks like a 'bum,' that Delaware did her no

good, and that she is just as bad as ever." As the summary also

states that "There was no social intercourse between any members
of the family" and "It seemed to be a home of each one for himself"

why should Ella in the face of the favorable report of her employer
be classed among the unrehabilitated because of her brother's

comments ?

Thirty per cent of the white girls committed to the Industrial

School were feebleminded, either imbeciles or morons, while 27 per

cent had borderline intelligence, 25 per cent dull normal, with but

18 per cent of normal or superior intelligence. As many as 40 per

cent of the Negro girls were feebleminded, either imbeciles or morons

while 29 per cent had borderline intelligence, 22 per cent dull

normal, with but 9 per cent of normal or superior intelligence. Evi-

dently it is still necessary to keep hammering away on the point
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that the same institutional provisions do not meet the needs of

feebleminded girls and of girls of normal or superior intelligence.

The emphasis on the importance of better supervision of paroled girls

is another valuable contribution to this study.

There has been collected and analyzed very little case material on

the treatment of delinquents which is adapted to classroom discussion.

These case studies and statistics lend themselves admirably to this

purpose.

Dr. Wembridge says in her conclusion that the inquiry "has

accomplished much in showing what can and what cannot be expected
of young people in vicious surroundings and places the responsibility

for those surroundings squarely where it belongs on our shoulders."

The practical interest shown by the Women's City Club in contribut-

ing financially to make such a study possible indicates that there is

in Cleveland at least one group of organized women willing to face

this responsibility.

GONOCOCCAL URETHRITIS IN THE MALE. By P. S. Pelouze, M.D.

Philadelphia : W. B. Saunders, 1929. 357 p., illustrated. $5.00.

This is an original work of great importance. It is original in the

literal sense in that the author makes a contribution to the knowledge
of the medical profession and presents a fresh point of view regarding
the etiology, pathology, diagnosis and treatment of gonorrhea in

the male, and its complications. He places before the reader forty-

eight case histories illustrating and supporting his contention that

this disease is too commonly one of the worst treated of human afflic-

tions. The style is vigorous and fresh though some readers may find

rather more ' '

propaganda for reform ' '

in this book than is customary

in such texts. Doubtless the author would meet such a criticism

with the reply that the medical profession needs to be propagandized
on this subject and that reforms are urgently required. Many urolo-

gists will agree with him that it is time the profession, and the

teachers of medical students came abreast of modern research on the

diagnosis and treatment and cure of this serious and prevalent disease.

Dr. Pelouze makes a contribution to the histology and bacteriology

of gonococcal infections. Little progress has been made in these

aspects of the disease since the work of Finger more than thirty

years ago. There is, unfortunately, little regarding the morbid

histology of gonorrhea in present day textbooks and still less regard-

ing the bacteriology of the gonococcus. Pelouze, as a result of his
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research, makes a definite contribution to our knowledge of the

histology, normal and morbid, of the lower urinary tract and his

studies with Viteri have given the laboratory worker a new and

more satisfactory culture medium. His investigations with Schofield

led to the discovery of gonophage, the possibilities of which have not

yet been completely investigated. The bacteriology of the gonococcus,

the preparation and use of media and of stain and the significance

of gonophage are freely and practically discussed in this book.

After laying a sound foundation of modern knowledge of the

histology and bacteriology of gonorrhea, Pelouze discusses suscepti-

bility and immunity, bringing out new and, one may add, revolu-

tionary points of view supported not by guess work but by microscopic

studies of the products of inflammation including the cytological

studies of pus. In a chapter on "The Influence of Cell-Type Upon
Gonorrhea ' '

the author is able to add substantial data to the observa-

tion of Baum, Finger, Jadassohn and others, that epithelial surfaces

show differences in susceptibility in gonococcal infection, and advances

good reasons for saying "There is a definite difference between

true mucosal infection and mucosal responses to gonococcal toxins."

He then sets forth upon this basis his concept of the mechanism of

defense against gonococcal infection.

Following the discussion of the clinical aspects of gonorrhea is a

chapter on the
' '

causes of symptoms
' '

in which data from the labora-

tory are applied to the interpretation of the clinical picture. The
newer point of view in regard to the therapy of gonorrhea is well

stated together with suggestions regarding the methods and instru-

ments to be employed and practical programs of treatment, so that

any competent physician can try, at least, in ordinary fresh cases,

the efficacy of the author's suggestions.

Part II of the book is a story of tragedies and is sufficiently sad.

Herein are set forth forty-eight examples illustrating "what not

to do." In some respects it is the most useful part of the book,

for here we have the case method employed in contrast to the didactic

method of Part I and cases always appeal to the practical physician.

It would be amusing to go through the pages of this unusual

book and enumerate the old and accepted concepts which have been

brought under the author's artillery, many to be demolished and

others to be badly scarred and battered. It is in the application of

the purport of his laboratory studies to the significance of clinical
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symptoms that the author makes his most telling shots. But having
knocked down old ideas based to a larger extent on ignorance of the

"disease, he sets up concepts based on modern scientific investigation.

The medical reader who comes unprejudiced will be impressed by
the rational and scientific treatment of the subject. Those who
have long held other ideas will, one hopes, be stimulated to defend

their positions. W. C.
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WILLIAM H. WELCH

Doctor, educator, scientist, historian these are a few of

the roles this friend of all peoples has played in life since

Norfolk, Connecticut, registered the birth of William Henry
Welch, April 8, 1850. His name and fame are world wide;

every library, newspaper and magazine has a file on his train-

ing and achievements; every educational institution refers

constantly in its class work to his great contributions not

only to knowledge, but to the painstaking tasks of applying

knowledge to human welfare. There is no need to repeat
here his biography.* It is especially in his role of "guide,

philosopher, and friend" to every national forward looking
movement in the fields of medicine and public health, that we
wish to salute him on the occasion of this eightieth anniver-

sary of his birth.

The photograph which we reproduce is just as faithful a

likeness today as it was October 18, 1917, when Dr. Welch
became president of the American Social Hygiene Associa-

tion, and gave this vitally important phase of preventive
medicine his leadership during the war period. Since that

service he has remained our beloved honorary president and

chairman of the General Advisory Committee.

It is with a high sense of privilege that the American

* See JOURNAL OF SOCIAL HYGIENE, pp. 1-2, Vol. IV, 1918; pp. 220-22, Vol. XI,

1925; pp. 550-55, Vol. XII, 1926.
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Social Hygiene Association joins in the world wide celebra-

tion of Dr. Welch's birthday. This number of the JOURNAL
and a program number of the NEWS will be in the hands of

our members on that date. Wherever possible the radio

broadcast of addresses at the Washington meeting and pres-
entation will be made the principal feature of social hygiene

society programs in honor of the day. This will be prefaced

by a review of assembled records and reports on the growth
of the social hygiene movement. It is hoped that from the

documents being collected for these regional meetings, his-

torical material may be secured to complete the collections

now in possession of the national association.

It is this material in which Dr. Welch is particularly inter-

ested. On October 17, 1929, the William H. Welch Medical

Library of the Johns Hopkins University was formally dedi-

cated with appropriate exercises. On the following day the

Department of the History of Medicine was inaugurated in

the same university. As in the case of the Hoover War
Library at Stanford University, where our national associa-

tion had the opportunity of assisting in the assembling of

documents bearing upon social hygiene during the World

War, so now with this library in Johns Hopkins University
social hygiene agencies have an opportunity to aid in collect-

ing essential publications and manuscripts recording con-

tinued progress of social hygiene in times of peace.

At the dedication of the Welch Library, Dr. Harvey Gush-

ing said,* "Too often libraries are but the graveyard of for-

gotten books. . . ." But through the use of books "times

forgotten may be reconstructed, the sequence of discovery

unravelled, the tendencies of thought traced, the relation of

yesterday and tomorrow better understood." To those who
understand "a library becomes a laboratory for the crystal-

lization of ideas perhaps long expressed, out of which process

new ideas have their birth. ' '

* Bulletin of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, January, 1930, pp. 29-30 and 41-42.
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Of Dr. Welch, the librarian, Dr. Gushing said,* "As was
true a quarter of a century ago, so it is no less true now that

there is but one man who by universal accord has the qualities

of a Conciliator needed to bring these possibilities to frui-

tion a man whose services to his profession and to this

School are apotheosized by this building a man who can see

the reasons for things while most of us but look for the things

themselves, and who is aware 'that as our own conquests
could not have been won without those which our fathers

won, so must the future forever rely for help upon the past.'

"He might have asked to be allowed to approach in quiet

the evening of life, content with the many successful parts

he has already played, but this was not his way. Few know
how he has labored during the first sabbatical year he has

ever taken, what hours he has spent in cramped, dark, and

unventilated places in order personally to select and bring

together what are to be the tools of this new institute that

bears his name, never a day without work, never a conversa-

tion without its direction on something that mattered. In

accepting this new and important role he stands, to paraphrase
some well-known lines, upon the summit of his years: Not
bowed beneath their weight, with feet firm planted and soul

undaunted, he stands and contemplates what time has

wrought, and trembles not for what was, is, or is to be."

To those of us who have had the priceless inspiration of

personal friendship and counsel of Dr. Welch, the eighth of

April, 1930, will be especially a day of congratulation and

pride that the world has known so rare a spirit and so gallant

a gentleman, and of devout hope that his leadership in devel-

oping the Johns Hopkins University Medical Library and the

Department of History of Medicine, as vital forces in the life

of the nation, may be uninterrupted for many years to come.

* Abstract from Bulletin of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, January, 1930, p. 42.



SOCIAL HYGIENE AS A SAFEGUARD OF FAMILY
LIFE*

FRANK J. BRUNO
Professor of Applied Sociology, Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri

Social hygiene has two aspects, and it is by means of this

double approach that I wish to handle the subject. In the

narrower, and possibly the original sense, it refers to the

knowledge and control of the venereal diseases. In a broader

way, social hygiene refers to the manner in which sexual

relationship may be considered beneficial to the welfare of

the person and of the group of which he is a part. The former
is an insistent, highly important subject, largely concerned

with physiology and psychology, with a certain social content
;

the latter is primarily social in its objectives and its tests,

with psychology and physiology available for contributions.

Naturally, my interests are centered in the second aspect,

although in its consideration the first must be taken into

account as a conditioning factor.

I

THE FAMILY AS A SEX-SOCIAL INSTITUTION

These words are not mine. I don't know what a sex insti-

tution aside from its social significance may be. But I think

the meaning of the phrase is clear none the less: the family
is a social institution, arising out of the sex relationships of

the parents, and it includes their responsibilities toward each

other and toward their children. Please notice that I have

not used the word "rights." In social theory "rights" are

but the reverse of responsibilities, and can be defined only

in terms of responsibilities. There are no inherent rights in

* Presented at the State Conference of Social Welfare, Columbia, Missouri,
November 21, 1929.
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human relationships; but with each relationship there are

associated characteristic responsibilities which each of its

members owes to every other member of the group.
A. From the point of view of the venereal diseases it is

obvious that the first responsibility laid upon the contracting
members of a family is that they shall come to marriage
free from syphilitic and gonorrheal infection, and remain so

throughout their continuance as a member of the family. The
evidence on this point is physiological and psychological. The

heavy toll of suffering, physical and mental, levied by these

diseases has been fully described; the sterility and semi-

invalidism of the wife; the long years of illness and mental

deterioration which may be one of the effects of infection of

any member of the household; the curse laid upon the con-

genital syphilitic before he comes to birth. They are likely

to blight and wither pitilessly the lives of their victims. He
who brings such a train of sequences into the life of the family
to which he is united has violated a cardinal responsibility

of the family relationship.

It is a sobering reflection, in this connection, to consider

that if one single generation of men and women were truly

monogamous, the venereal diseases would be eliminated ex-

cept in the case of the congenitally infected, and those marry-

ing spouses of the older generation. The presence of these

grave diseases is evidence of the violation of the marriage
bond.

B. Social hygiene has a much more complicated task in

defining its field with respect to the family as a social institu-

tion. Negatively, it is comparatively simple to say that the

venereal diseases should not be brought into the family. But

positively, what are the social ideals of our subject?

(1) Perhaps the first desirable objective is that the con-

tracting parties shall consider sexual relations as a whole-

some part of living; neither fearing or ashamed on the one

hand, nor overestimating their importance in the fabric of

family life on the other. We all agree as to the desirability
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of this attitude, but when we consider the methods of attain-

ing it, we tend to differ. On one side are ranged those who
believe in full knowledge as the complete means of insuring
such an attitude. Others, with equal sincerity, raise the

question whether the emphasis should be on full knowledge,
or upon what might be called the secondary defenses, such

as a wide variety of interests, engaging occupations, habits of

reticence and modesty acquired from self-respecting parents
and teachers, with only enough discussion of the subject to

avoid danger (if that amount can be determined). Overt

behaviors develop quickly into habitual ones in the field of

sex; and the person is ready for habitual behaviors before

he is wise socially, if the mind has prepared the way. Sexual

information does not belong to that type of knowledge which

an old Italian proverb enjoins us to "Learn when we can

and store away for possible use." It is far more dynamic.
As in learning to drive an automobile, where all one's senses

are alert, one fashions the habit patterns in his mind of what

he will do in an emergency long before the opportunity to use

it arises. Sex relationships are highly sensory, easily vi-

sioned, and vicarious participation in them may have as

seriously injurious a mental effect as overt acts.

The rule of the golden mean is probably the safe one;

enough knowledge to dissipate misinformation, but emphasis
on the other aspects of living, and on the secondary obliga-

tions of sex relations : courtesy, honesty, unselfishness, respect

for the other person, and for his right of self-determination,

and the joy of serving those we love. Probably also a fairly

free mingling of boys and girls under conditions of super-

vision and common interests primarily recreation aid in

this objective of securing the wholesomeness with which the

marriage relationship should be approached.

(2) Marriage is a social institution whereby the rich cul-

ture of the ages, its philosophy and religion, its ethics and

its amenities are passed on from one generation to the next.

The love of parents for their child, their pride in his per-
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formance, their ambition for his future, insure him as com-

plete a transfer of all that makes us human beings as any
conceivable relationship between two generations could fur-

nish. Children are more than part of a family; their social

needs are the reason for its existence, and children therefore

should be included within the purview of a man and woman

approaching marriage. How many: when? These become

important questions in social hygiene. Not as many need

be born today as in the days of our ancestors to keep up the

total number of population. The fertility of the human race

is greatly in excess of its needs, under conditions of modern
sanitation and relative freedom from wars. The family con-

sidered as an economic unit cannot support as many children

as its predecessors. A child today, in all but the simple rural

community, is an economic liability, instead of the economic

asset he once was. In justice to those that are born, there

should not be so many that none may have the education and

recreation he needs as preparation for successful adulthood.

That means obtainable and legitimately available knowledge
of contraception, through medical channels. Yet, on the other

hand, postponement of the coming of children, and the family

of one or two children only have their own grave social

menace. As a married couple before their children come

accustom themselves to other interests, and find adequate
satisfaction in their respective professions or activities, chil-

dren may be considered an interference. The parents cannot

or will not devote themselves as completely to their children

as the good of the children demands.

In a similar way, too great regard for the economic safety

of their offspring may defeat the ambitions of thrifty parents.

It is better that a family have several children than one or

two, even though there will be decidedly less for each in

education and recreation. The essential element is not eco-

nomic, it is the capacity of the home to prepare its children

for life. A family which struggles together, with brave par-

ents taking the leadership, is a far better formula for social-
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ization than a home economically capable of supplying all

wants.

^
Another side of this same question one very hard to do

more than record is that the distance children have to go
in order to reach the performance of their parents may be

too great for sound educational purposes. One may be proud
of a parent who has reached a height to which one may not

attain
;
but that does not greatly promote pride or confidence

in oneself. And without these one's ambition may be

smothered.

I have explored several pathways into the social aspect

of our subject, merely to point out how very complex it is.

None has been more than tentative. Personally I believe we
know very little on this question of great importance : what

makes a successful family. We shall know more only as we
are frank in facing these curious paradoxes which I have out-

lined, and probably many more.

II

SEX FACTORS WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO FAMILY DISORGANIZATION

Of the many which might be listed I have chosen four :

A. Fear.

B. Insistence of right rather than obligation.

C. The fallacy of being hypersexed.

D. Sexual psychoneuroses.

A. Fear of sex is the result of bad training. Sometimes

a mother whose life has been unhappy plants this fear in

the mind of her daughter. In other cases it may be a religious

concept which leads one to look upon sex as unholy, or at

least as unclean. Books, whispered confidences, hints, may
be the sources of such fear. Some spouses never get over it.

It is closely allied with the shame of sex. Such persons are

pursued by a guilty conscience which creates misunderstand-

ing if not positive antagonism in marriage. Here again we

invoke that great lesson of the Greeks the golden mean.
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Keticence, modesty, a strict reserve constitute wholesomeness

in the marital relationship their excesses may destroy it,

as surely as perversions.

B. Domination, or insistence upon rights rather than recog-

nition of responsibilities in marriage, is the characteristic

fault of men as fear or excessive shame is of women, although
these sex vices are of course not always attached to the sex

commonly showing them. The origin of the sense of master-

ship of rights of the husband is also an educational matter,

although there is probably somewhat more to be said for it

as an outgrowth of the greater physical strength of men, and
the legal device of the man as the head of the house. Against
the rather popular public opinion on this matter there may
be contrasted one of the standards proposed as a measure-

ment of social progress : namely, that an important index of

the civilization of a period is the regard with which woman
is held. As the partner of man in the work of the world, and

with more than half of the opportunity for fixing the social

point of view of the next generation, civilization will rise or

fall according as woman is or is not permitted to respect

herself and to be respected by men.

C. Knowledge of sex is hedged about with all manner of

silly and dangerous fallacies; but of them all, I place the

idea of oversex endowment as the cap stone of na'ive credu-

lity. Of course there are healthier people and less healthy,

and probably those to whom sex experience is less exhausting
than to others. But these matters are beside the point. When
one examines the experiences of so-called oversexed persons
one always finds unusual sex experience, ordinarily commenc-

ing earlier than normally in life. Those who hold the theory

of which I have spoken consider such facts as proof of their

belief. But the tyrannical grip which sex habits exercise over

the person is ignored. Such persons have developed sex

practices before the normal controls were built and conse-

quently they have never developed that salutary reticence,

that respect for self and for one's mate, that deference to
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public opinion, which keep the great majority in check. The

theory of "
oversexation " is of a piece with the fictions of

"wanderlust" and "kleptomania." What man or woman
here has not heard the call of the open road on some fine

June day, or better still on one of these inspiriting, gloriously
colored fall days. We do not take the road and throw off

the obligations of life because well, we have other duties,

other interests
;
we would be ashamed to do so

;
or we should

fear the result. That is, the body of social control is adequate
to keep our noses to our jobs. But incidentally, on those rare

occasions when we do forget for an hour or a day or a week
all other cares and follow the lure of the open spaces, our

thrill is the keener because of that same control. So .1 believe

the hypersexed person may be explained not as one who is

unfortunate in endowment but as one who never has learned,

or who has broken the normal restraints; one in whom the

imperious drive of sex has been allowed to go unbridled until

he is in truth sex-driven, the victim of his own poor habit

training. This leads to the real danger of such a situation.

One who enters into marriage with these perverted habits

already formed, has back of him a body of abnormal sex

experiences. In no other area of activity does the violation

of the rules of the game more unfit one for social functioning,

than in sex relationships and habits. Such a person goes to

marriage almost fated to cause anguish to his spouse and

disaster to their joint venture.

If there were time it would be worthwhile to take up vari-

ants of this idea, which I shall indicate merely by questions :

To what extent may hypersexuality be created by the imagina-
tion apart from overt acts? What is the effect of such a

preparation for marriage? What is the effect of a prepara-
tion for marriage in which ideas of sex intercourse have been

rigorously excluded? These are psychosocial questions whose

definite answers are at present only outlined.

D. The speed and tenacity with which sexual behaviors and
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imaginations become habits and eventuate into fixed psycho-
neuroses is one of the serious aspects of our subject. I sup-

pose one should add emotional content to speed and tenacity

of sex habits, and also the psychological reaction to violated

controls. One school of psychologists, as you know, places

the responsibility for most if not all the mental ills to which

the human mind is heir at the door of sex conflicts and repres-

sions. Even if one does accept this view, all agree that there

are some which are wholly if not mainly sexual in origin;

autoeroticism
; homosexuality, sadism and its converse; and

other sexual perversions. One need scarcely dwell on these,

except to say that aside from sadism they appear to be habit

formations against which the desire of the person for a so-

cially conformable behavior and the force of social control

has waged a losing battle. For an explanation one would

probably have to search into the intimate background to dis-

cover the unfortunate incident; the chance companion it

might even have been the vicious or ignorant nurse maid who
initiated the patient into the secret cult. Lack of other inter-

ests, too great introspection bordering on morbidity, growing

upon itself, the insidious hold of a secret habit all these are

the avenues along which the pervert has traced his course.

Nor should it be omitted that all of them, even including

sadism, are basically the violation of the rule of the golden

mean : they have their origins in attitudes and behaviors which

are normal and educational in their proper place and time.

It is needless to say that one who goes to the marriage rela-

tionship with such a fixed behavior and suffering under such

a sex obsession takes with him the possibility of creating

serious misunderstanding, violent jealousy, and impossible

demands. He is as far removed from the wholesomeness

which has been defined as the desirable attitude toward sex

as one can well imagine. He cannot but fail to realize the

golden mean between satisfactory attitude toward sex matters

and the other interests and responsibilities of the marital
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relationship. Probably never before in the story of the human
race has successful marriage depended so largely upon a

broad basis of common interests and activities, and less upon
the sexual element.

Ill

THE ROLE OF SOCIAL CASE WORK IN THE PROMOTION OF

SOCIAL HYGIENE PRINCIPLES

A. Obviously, the first prerequisite to any success at all in

this difficult task is that the social case worker must rid his

or her mind of the accumulated rubbish of superstitions, old

wives' tales, and pseudo-scientific gossip that parades under

the guise of data on sex, and must secure in their place an

equipment of reliable information including knowledge of

sources of information and advice. But the case worker has

probably more direct contact with such problems than anyone
in the community, not even excepting the psychiatrist; so

he must be adequately trained in its values to handle it at

first hand. Social case work is based on the philosophy that

human behavior is a caused phenomenon, and that if its causes

may be ascertained, its treatment will be indicated. Sexual

phenomena do not differ from the other familiar behaviors

about which more has been written and more is actually known
because exploration has not been hindered by the strong

taboos which hedge in all aspects of sex data.

B. The social case worker should clearly realize the unique

quality of this body of facts. It possesses what the electrician

calls "high potential." It is, to be perfectly frank, dangerous
matter. The breaking down of the taboos necessary to speak

of it makes client and case worker self-conscious, so that they

lose that objectivity which is so important in social case work.

It concerns behaviors in an area surcharged with emotion;

in which the client is quite conscious of struggle, defeat, social

disapproval. He is also likely to feel quite helpless about it

all, considering himself a victim rather than an undisciplined

human being. The electrician works with conductors carry-
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ing a high potential only when he knews exactly how to do

it, and when it is absolutely necessary. I wonder whether

that does not carry a hint to the social case worker.

C. If I understand the Freudian recipe for the solution of

sex repressions and conflicts, then I, personally, believe that

it is in violation of the principles of human nature and of

the welfare of society. Divorce from an unhappy marital

relationship leads in many cases only to another poor mar-

riage-^or to several such rather than solves the marital

infelicity of the existing union and in addition it is in utter

disregard of the primary obligations in the family the chil-

dren. Sexual experience outside of marriage as a solution

for repression of sex stirrings among the unmarried fattens

on that upon which it feeds. The satisfaction of a sex impulse

creates new demands. Furthermore, it creates new conflicts

in addition; arising out of the violation of accepted customs

and the possible injustice to one's mate.

Sex relationship considered socially is not a means by which

one meets the demands of his physical nature. There are

always two concerned; and generally more than two. That

which is good for the group is that which social experience
sanctions. And the group, in this relationship, always means
the children, actual or potential, as well as the man and

woman. From the social point of view, marriage need not

be a "happy" one to be successful. The pursuit of happi-
ness by either parent may be the ruin of the social institution

of the family.

D. To what extent should the social case workers listen

to recitals of sex matters from their clients ? To what extent

should such recitals be encouraged?

(1) There is undoubtedly the therapeutic value of an honest

confession. The social case worker will welcome it on any

subject provided he feels himself competent to be of service.

Otherwise to accept such a confession borders on insincerity.

(2) The married person who is conscious of sexual con-

flicts arrives at such a conviction either (a) through other
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sex experience with which he compares his present; or (b)

through very sketchy and probably wholly erroneous stand-

a^rds picked up promiscuously. In the first instance he has

possibly the seed of fault in himself a restlessness created

by his having broken the bonds of social control and by his

desire to continue in such conduct. In the second instance,
there is no evidence that his standards are accurate. In

other words, the spouse who is consciously suffering under

the sense of sex disagreements may be rationalizing, or his

ideas may be erroneous. The slightest exact knowledge of

social case data gives ample evidence of both.

(3) The person really suffering from the perverted habits

or inordinate demands of his spouse is in need of the most
careful advice and guidance. Who knows where it can be

secured?

E. Finally, the social case worker needs to know some of

the ways by which the family caught in the mesh of sexual

incompatibility or conflict may be advised. There are only
hints on this subject. The medical and psychiatric aspects
are treated in other papers.

(1) There always is the avenue of sublimation for the pos-

sessor of a clear brain and strong courage. Religion, creative

art, service these are channels through which one may win

salvation for himself, in the rare who dares say how rare-

instances of capacity for such behavior.

(2) But much more nearly at hand are the avenues by
which the distressed spouse may find compensation. One's

children constitute the great single refuge of husband or wife

when the foundations of one's family seem to be tottering.

Their care, devotion to their interests, is absorbing and amply
remunerative.

(3) Then there are substitutionary activities recreational,

industrial, civic, even hobbies and sports falling far short of

sublimations, but which are available for the conservation of

such family life as remains.

(4) But one never can forget he is handling currents of
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high potential, habits of rigid fixation which may baffle all

patience and skill. I remember a very wise case worker once

advising a man to leave his wife, to go so far and completely

away that she could never find him. She was insanely jealous

of her husband and an extreme sadist. He was gradually

dying in her clutches. Could any other advice have been

given?

(5) To maintain our own sanity regarding the possibilities

of the marriage relationship is probably our most insistent

requirement ;
to keep our faith in its possibilities ;

to remem-

ber that two people who ever loved each other enough to

take each other as spouses never could regard anyone else

in quite the same light ;
and to keep clearly within our vision

as we look over the sordidness of much of our daily tasks the

high endeavor, the creative impulses, and the artistic inspira-

tion which may flow out of the love and mutual responsibility

of the marriage ties. That most social case workers do prac-

tice this wholesome social and mental hygiene is fairly clear

by the successful marriages which they usually make when

they enter into that relationship themselves.

EDUCATION FOE MARRIAGE
M. J. EXNEE, M.D.

American Social Hygiene Association

I welcome to my radio audience all who are thoughtfully
concerned with human welfare. I address myself particularly,

however, to parents and teachers and others responsible for

guiding youth in training for life.

Among all the forces that ebb and flow in conflicting streams

beneath the surface of life, the mating instinct is one of the

most powerful of the undercurrents that give life direction

and purpose. "When in the early years of the teens the slender

lad expands into the broad-shouldered, deep-chested, tough-
muscled man, and the scrawny girl takes on the appealing
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curves and the delicate grace of womanhood, there comes in

each also an awakening in consciousness to the attractiveness

ol the other sex. It is the budding of the capacity to love,

the highest gift yet bestowed upon humankind. This awaken-

ing ushers the boy and the girl into a new world, a world

of thrilling emotions, of rosy-tinted skies, of soaring ambi-

tions and dreams, of lofty and compelling ideals. Each senses

instinctively that the deepest yearnings of life are to find

their completest satisfaction and fulfilment in union and com-

panionship with a mate.
*
Nature, in her patient work in the laboratory of life,

experimented for untold ages with a plan for perpetuating
life which involved only the individual organism. The single

cell merely divided into two new ones. There was but one

parent. In time nature arrived at a way toward developing
life to higher forms by working the miracle of life through
the union of two different sparks of life the one male, the

other female. Of course with this new plan for reproducing

life, the union of the two elements could not be left to chance.

There arose, therefore, a powerful attraction between male

and female to assure this union. This attraction fulfilled

nature's biologic need.

Nature has never been the scientist alone, however, but has

been the supreme artist as well, evolving spiritual gifts out

of crude physical beginnings and equisite beauty out of rough,

raw materials. So out of this primitive physical attraction

between male and female, serving primarily biologic ends,

there has been woven strand by strand the marvellous pattern

of human sympathy, affection and love which enriches human
life today and which underlies the structure of our social

life. The mating instinct in men and women today serves

not merely to assure the continuance of life but also to fulfill

love on its highest esthetic and spiritual levels.

It is a law of nature that the more complex the form of

* The author 's language is not to be interpreted as attributing personality
and purpose to nature.
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life, the more helpless and the longer dependent are its young.
The tiny baby salmon struggles free from the remnants of

the egg and at once fends for itself in the struggle of life.

The human baby is dependent for many years upon the pro-

tecting care and training of his parents before he is ready
to meet life on its own terms. The most important function

of the home, the schools, and many of our social institutions

is to train the young to meet life successfully. In the modern
movement for improved education and training we are just

becoming well conscious of the fact that we have been giving
least consideration to the most important of all matters,

namely marriage. With regard to mating and family life

our scheme of education from the home to the university
has in the main left the young to stumble their way in the

dark. The personal and social consequences of this neglect
are colossal and tragic. The measure of any capacity for

good is always also its measure for evil. While in the com-

panionship of the marriage relation at its best, man and
woman may find the way toward the fullest self-development
and supreme happiness; in marriage at its worst, they may
find the source of the most complete disintegration of per-

sonality and the utmost measure of disappointment and

misery. This capacity of marriage for supreme good, on
the one hand, and for desperate ill, on the other, renders

intelligent education for marriage of vital importance.
An equally important reason for such education is the fact

that successful marriage is the most difficult of human achieve-

ments, demanding nothing less than the harmonious adjust-
ment of two different personalities the most complex crea-

tions in the universe.

That successful marriage is a difficult achievement is fully

attested by human experience. We have about us on the

one hand, enough examples of marriage on high levels to

make very concrete that high goal of human happiness and
the inspiration it gives to literature, music and art. Lovers
at seventy! Lovers with a love that has never lost its romance,
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that has grown more understanding, more tender, more un-

selfish, and more serene with the passing years, a companion-
ship which has grown ever more precious and in which each

has found the way toward his best self and supreme joy.

There is no occasion for undue pessimism with regard to

marriage. Look about you anywhere and you will see these

examples of what marriage may become. On the other hand
we must not take lightly the cold, hard facts that at the

present time about one out of every seven marriages in the

United States becomes wrecked on the rocks of divorce
;
that

a greater proportion continue in relationships of maladjust-
ment that spells misery and life's defeat; and that very many
mates never rise above a commonplace, mediocre, blase, bread-

and-butter relationship bereft of all spiritual significance and

beauty. No, the high peaks which command the all-inclusive

view in marriage are not reached by a smooth highway on
the shores of a mirrored sea but by a scaling of cliffs that

tests the utmost fiber of the human spirit. Successful mar-

riage is a difficult achievement, in preparation for which our

youth need the most intelligent education and the most sym-

pathetic guidance of which we adults are capable.

Now, what are some of the more important considerations

in education for marriage? In the first place, a correct un-

derstanding and a fine appreciation of that basic urge upon
which marriage rests, namely, the mating instinct or sex.

Education for marriage should begin in early childhood. We
are learning more and more clearly how the distortions of

sex in the child's mind, that result from leaving its sex

education to the street, hamper and defeat a successful ad-

justment of this factor in marriage. The responsibility rests

upon parents and teachers to build up in the child from

earliest years such a wholesome, clean, objective, appreciative

attitude toward sex and the family as will tend toward sound

social behavior through the trying years of adolescence and

serve as a starting point toward a happy adjustment in

marriage.
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With the beginning of adolescence when the budding love-

life opens into bloom and youth experiences the urge to taste

life in all that it offers, it becomes the task of parents and
teachers to aid youth to such an understanding and evaluation

of these forces within him as will enable him to formulate

and choose a sound philosophy of life, sound in its bearings

upon his development and future happiness and sound in its

relation to the social order. Youth must see clearly that noth-

ing will affect his happiness in marriage more profoundly than

the manner in which he cultivates and gives expression to the

mating instinct during the unfolding years of adolescence.

And then, when youth has found his mate and they marry,
they need that fuller understanding of the more intimate

aspects of their relationship which is so necessary to a suc-

cessful adjustment and growing happiness. Innumerable

shipwrecks of marriages of the best intentioned of mates

trace back to ignorance of elementary facts of life. Adequate
sex education from childhood up is a first requirement for

successful marriage.
The thing of next importance is a correct conception of what

marriage really means. It is not merely a legal bond or a

contract. Marriage is a mutual psychologic state, a personal

relationship in which the personalities of the mates have

become harmonized into a companionship that satisfies their

deepest needs, and impels them toward the realization of

their best selves.

Marriage in that sense is not necessarily entered upon with

a wedding; indeed it seldom is. The personal relationship

which constitutes real marriage is an achievement toward

which the wedding is in most instances but the starting point.

The wedding is but a planting of the feet in the way toward

marriage. What numbers there are who travel in that way
together for years and have their children, yet never arrive

at marriage in any true sense ! Such mating fails to release

the springs of life; it frustrates life. Youth needs to enter

upon marriage with a clear view of its high goal and the
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conviction that the goal is for most a difficult achievement

demanding intelligent study, whole-hearted devotion and

-rigid self-discipline.

It is, of course, unnecessary to say that genuine, mutual
love is the first requirement for successful marriage. Young
and old take this for granted. "But we love each other!"

is the impulsive reply of young people the wisdom of whose

proposal for marriage may be questioned by their elders,

and that answer is deemed sufficient to refute all argument.
Where young people need help is in discriminating between

the genuine and the spurious in love. Physical attraction

alone, however thrilling and breath-taking it may be, is not

enough. Such attraction, unsupported by the finer spiritual

elements of love can in a year, a month, a day, turn to satiety,

indifference, disgust. To be sure, physical attraction is a

basic element in love but it is not all of love. Genuine love

is an affectionate response to the whole personality of the

loved one, a response infused with utmost respect and abiding
confidence. Love requires the test of time in the midst of

the varied exigencies of life to distinguish the genuine from

the spurious.

Furthermore, young people must be helped to a realization

that even love of the more genuine kind does not necessarily

insure successful marriage. There is needed such a degree

of compatibility of the two personalities as will make possible

the mutual adjustment necessary for a satisfying and growing

companionship. Human nature at best has many weaknesses.

During courtship and engagement the lovers are likely to

keep their best foot forward
;
to display chiefly the more agree-

able sides of their nature. In marriage they must meet life

together not alone on its mountain tops of inspiration and

in its shady dells of peace but in its hard, wearing grind.

They must meet life day in and day out under conditions that

bring out the angles and unlovely sides of their natures. Then

will come the test as to whether their natures are compatible

to a degree that love may build a supporting, inspiring com-
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panionship upon these very irritations and hardships of life

and lift their marriage relation above them or whether their

natures will clash in a way to turn love anaemic and eventually
cause its death.

A fine example of frankly facing up to this situation on the

part of a pair of lovers came to my notice recently. They
were deeply and genuinely in love. They had many interests

in common literary, artistic, musical, and love of nature.

Their tastes in these things harmonized well. "An ideal

combination for a happy, enduring marriage,
' ' most observers

would have said. Yet these lovers while often thrilled to the

depths and carried to the heights of elation in their associa-

tion together, found their companionship marred by a fun-

damental antagonism they found difficult to pin down or define.

In him was an inherent self-centeredness and lack of delicate

considerateness, while she reacted with peculiar sensitiveness

to such traits. They found they did not naturally entrust

their confidences to one another. There was an ill-defined

but effective wall between them at points where love requires
freedom and mutuality.

These young people were intelligent and courageous, and
their ideals of marriage were too high to run the risk. They
did not let their hearts run away with their heads. They
talked the matter through frankly and sympathetically, and

agreed to help one another to forget. The ordeal cost heart

wrenching and tears, but their ultimate happiness was at stake

and the price was not too great to pay. It is our responsi-

bility as parents to help young people in just such ways to

mingle due intelligence and judgment with the emotions of

love in the choice of a mate.

In weighing the possibilities for such an adjustment between

the two personalities as will assure successful marriage, cer-

tain outstanding elements need to be considered.

First, compatibility of temperament. We must not expect

perfection here. Such harmony of temperaments need not

be perfect. It rarely if ever is. But there must be compati-
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bility to a degree that, coupled with intelligence, sympathy
and the will to adjust, will make possible a harmonious

relationship.

Second, a community of interests. There must be enough
interests they can share, enough things they enjoy doing
together, to furnish material for companionship to feed upon.
A lack of common interests will tend to drift lovers apart or
sink their relationship to commonplace, drab levels.

Third, harmony of tastes and desires. A wide range of

common interests coupled with agreement in tastes in these

interests presents a large and fascinating world for married
lovers to explore together and in which to grow together. A
serious clashing of tastes limits companionship and is likely
to become a serious strain in the marriage relationship.

Fourth, reasonable harmony in habits. Humans are crea-

tures of habit. By the age of 25 our habits of life are pretty
well rooted. Let not lovers be deceived into believing that

they can radically make one another over in their habits. Let

them rather make sure before marriage that their respective
habits are such that their capacity to adjust themselves to

one another in this respect will be equal to the task. A neat

housewife who is annoyed by disorder and a careless, slovenly

husband are certain to try one another's patience severely.

Many divorces trace back to less serious beginnings.

Fifth, harmony of character qualities. We need not attempt
to define too specifically but I have in mind such qualities as

honesty, integrity, dependableness, initiative, courage, loyalty,

unselfishness and others that go to make up the composite
of a worthy, attractive character. Neither of the partners
must expect perfection in the other. Rather must each let

a wholesome consciousness of his or her own human weak-

nesses develop a growing sympathy and tolerance toward the

weaknesses of the home partner. But it is imperative to con-

tinued happiness and growing companionship that the char-

acter elements of the respective partners be such as to sustain

the full respect, admiration and loyalty of the mate. Love and
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inspiring companionship must rest fundamentally upon a

solid basis of respect and confidence.

The richest fulfillment of life lies in the companionship of

marriage at its best. The utmost human misery is found in

marriage at its worst. The question of marriage is a com-

plex one. The way to high achievement in it is not easy.

Here instinct is no sure guide. Parents and teachers have

no more serious responsibility and no higher privilege than

to help the young to the understanding, the insight, the appre-

ciation, the judgment, the ideal and the choice that will give
the best assurance of successful, happy marriage.

SOCIAL HYGIENE AND THE WOMAN CITIZEN *

HAEKIET S. COEY, M.D.

Educational Director, Missouri Social Hygiene Association

The League of Women Voters, from its beginning ten years

ago, has consistently emphasized the need of education in

qualifying citizens to meet their responsibilities in govern-
ment. As an educational undertaking it has been in the van
of the new movement of adult education.

Among its programs for study, under the general topic of

"Public Welfare in Government," is the subject of social

hygiene. The goal of public welfare in government is to

secure to each citizen, at any age, the largest possible measure

of liberty and justice. Necessary to this end are the conserva-

tion of physical resources, greater economy in the expenditure
of public money, and the progressive development of govern-
mental agencies necessary to equalize opportunity for all.

The object of this short talk is to explain the important
measures relating to social hygiene, in a program of Public

Welfare in Government. The subject of social hygiene is

perhaps in more need of clarification than any of the League 's

topics for study, because of the conflicting ideas of just what
* A Radio Talk.
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it is. To many it means grappling with the venereal disease

problem; to others vice repression; to others more adequate

police supervision of places of amusement, and to still others

*sex education. But social hygiene is much broader in its scope
than any of these specific items. It has been described as

including all aspects of human health or well-being which are

in any way affected by the vast meaning of sex. Naturally
a subject of such vital interest to the individual, the family
and the state, is of paramount importance to a well informed

citizen.

That venereal disease control is the greatest present day
health problem admits of no difference of opinion, and there

has been a great awakening of officials and private citizens

to the need of facing it with courage and determination. Up
to the war our health officers had made excellent records in

eradicating yellow fever, typhoid, malaria and small-pox, but

venereal disease was left outside its field, and society paid
for this neglect in wrecked homes, childless marriages, invalid-

ism, insanity and all the misery that follows in their wake.

But with the war there came a belated sense of responsibility

toward this type of infection. Congress created the Division

of Venereal Diseases in the United States Public Health Serv-

ice, and the several states followed the example of the federal

government by enacting suitable legislation for the detection,

the examination, the treatment and the isolation of disease

carriers; and by setting up special departments and clinics

to carry out the provisions of these laws. Most of the large

cities did the same.

The spot upon which universal attention is always focused,

whether it be the family or state, is the budget. We may regret

this fact and wish that more attention could be centered upon

plans and policies for progress and education, but the fact

remains that these depend so pitiably upon the funds avail-

able to push them. Venereal disease and its results extract

each year from the national, state and city treasuries tre-
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mendous sums and places a heavy burden upon private

resources. The Chief of the Division of Venereal Diseases

of the Public Health Service estimates that the annual cost

to the country of the venereal diseases may be placed at

$1,300,000,000. This means that each inhabitant pays an

unseen tax on account of these diseases of $13 each year.

Much of this burden is borne by government, some by private

philanthropy, and the balance falls upon individual resource.

As a good citizen it is imperative that one understand and

freely support a program of health promotion through control

of venereal disease, in order to ameliorate a great amount

of human suffering and to conserve our financial resources for

more constructive ends.

Such a health program is largely in the hands of health

departments, physicians, clinics, dentists, druggists, nurses

and social workers whose object is to encourage every patient

to present himself for treatment and to continue until cured.

This requires a great deal of systematic effort by means of

posters, leaflets, lectures, etc., to arouse patients to the need

of adequate treatment, and it carries with it the necessity for

adequate facilities for treatment including night clinics and

proper laboratory facilities. But the voter has a very vivid

interest in this program even though he may not be an active

participant in the technical side of it. A large personnel is

necessary to care for the public clinics, hospitals, reforma-

tories, institutions, and mental hospitals. It is chosen directly

or indirectly by the voter, and these people whom we thus

choose to carry out our health programs, we endorse and

tacitly subscribe to their policy, if we raise no protest at the

way their affairs are being conducted, or worse, if through
inertia we fail to make ourselves familiar enough with their

problems to pass intelligent judgment. Our recent survey
tells us of many needs among eleemosynary institutions of

our state, but we can never hope to decrease the appropria-
tions necessary for them until we strike at the causes which
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contribute toward keeping them full. It is well known that

the venereal diseases create much of the dependency and

disability that lead to institutional care.

The cure of a disease is always of prime consideration, but

perhaps of more far-reaching value is its prevention and the

studied protection of its possible victims. Much more should

be done for our youth than we have ever thought of doing in

the way of guidance, supervision and recreation. A perfectly
normal individual may become victim to a social condition to

which his youth or inexperience makes him unequal. More

policewomen with a social point of view, more adequate play-

grounds and community centers, better supervised dance halls

and other places of public amusement, and a sane type of sex

character education are the things which we should count as

necessities in a social hygiene program.
When it comes to a consideration of the legal methods to

be used in fighting venereal disease, every citizen, if alert to

his duty and privilege of being either directly or through

representation indirectly responsible for the laws by which

we are governed, must feel a special interest. There are three

laws which should be given first consideration in legislation

relating to social hygiene. With these three laws and public

opinion behind their enforcement, commercialized vice can

be checked. Without them, or with only one or two of them
the public equipment is incomplete and law enforcement is

handicapped. These laws are :

1. An adequate vice repression law.

2. An injunction and abatement law.

3. An ouster law.

(1) An adequate vice repression law should provide not

only for the arrest and trial of sex offenders, but the statute

should also be concerned with the apprehension and trial of

those who as exploiters of human weakness profit in one way
or another by the business. The vice business is profitable,

and any effort to combat it must strike at its most vulnerable

spot the profits. Law and law enforcement will be ineffec-
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tual unless they take into account the "go-between" those

who provide the opportunities and collect the profits. It must

be admitted that our Missouri laws on this subject are very

antiquated, most of them having been enacted to meet social

conditions which no longer exist, or exist in forms which can-

not be reached by the terms of the statutes. It is of course

a truism that a state may have the best laws in the world on

its statute books, but the law-enforcing officials may make no

effort to enforce them. No law is self-enforcing, and a com-

munity may therefore condone vice though holding in its

hands the tools with which to fight it.

(2) In addition to the criminal laws, we have in this state

what is known as an "Injunction and Abatement Law" which

gives prosecuting attorneys or an individual citizen the right

to file a civil action against a disorderly house for the purpose
of closing it as a public nuisance, and restraining the keeper
and inmates. Such a law has been on the statute books of

Missouri since 1921, but has been invoked in only a few cases.

Within recent weeks suits under this act have been filed in

St. Louis.

(3) The Ouster Law is simply a measure which citizens may
invoke to secure the removal of public officials for wilful

neglect of duty.

In closing I wish to impress upon you that social hygiene

is not a theoretical subject, but a most vital one to the voter,

especially the woman voter. Whether she is particularly

interested in public welfare, in government with its budgetary

problems, in legislation relating to child welfare, in the legal

status of women, or in education she will constantly encounter

some phase of social hygiene. So that knowledge of the sub-

ject is of decided practical advantage to her. On the other

hand what the informed voter can do in supporting the proper

type of legal and medical procedures worked out by experts

is of invaluable aid, for only through enlightened public

opinion will satisfactory social hygiene measures become

realities.



"THE MAEY WARE DENNETT CASE"

The decision in the case of Mrs. Mary Ware Dennett, which

has just been made public as the JOURNAL goes to press, is of

interest to a great many readers of the JOURNAL who followed

the trial, and have asked for information regarding its results.

UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS

FOR THE SECOND CIRCUIT.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiff-Appellee,

against

MARY W. DENNETT,
Defendant-Appellant.

Before :

SWAN, AUGUSTUS N. HAND and CHASE,
Circuit Judges :

Appeal from the District Court of the United States for the

Eastern District of New York.

Mary W. Dennett was convicted of mailing obscene matter

in contravention of Section 211 of the United States Criminal

Code. Reversed.

The statute under which the defendant was convicted reads

as follows:

"Every obscene, lewd, or lascivious, and every filthy

book, pamphlet, picture, paper, letter, writing, print, or

other publication of an indecent character, and every
article or thing designed, adapted, or intended for pre-

[220]
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venting conception or producing abortion, or for any
indecent or immoral use; ... is hereby declared to

be nonmailable matter and shall not be conveyed in the

mails or delivered from any post office or by any letter

carrier. Whoever shall knowingly deposit, or cause to

be deposited, for mailing or delivery, anything declared

by this section to be nonmailable, or shall knowingly

take, or cause the same to be taken from the mails for the

purpose of circulating or disposing thereof, or of aiding

in the circulation or disposition thereof, shall be fined

not more than $5,000, or imprisoned not more than five

years, or both."

The defendant is the mother of two boys. When they had

reached the respective ages of eleven and fourteen she con-

cluded that she ought to teach them about the sex side of life.

After examining about sixty publications on the subject and

forming the opinion that they were inadequate and unsatis-

factory she wrote the pamphlet entitled "Sex Side of Life,"

for the mailing of which she was afterwards indicted.

The defendant allowed some of her friends, both parents

and young people, to read the manuscript which she had

written for her own children and it finally came to the notice

of the owner of the Medical Review of Reviews, who asked if

he might read it and afterwards published it. About a year
afterwards she published the article herself at twenty-five

cents a copy when sold singly, and at lower prices when

ordered in quantities. Twenty-five thousand of the pam-

phlets seem to have been distributed in this way.
At the trial, the defendant sought to prove the cost of pub-

lication in order to show that there could have been no motive

of gain on her part. She also offered to prove that she had

received orders from the Union Theological Seminary, Young
Men's Christian Association, the Young Women's Christian

Association, the Public Health Departments of the various

States and from no less than four hundred welfare and re-

ligious organizations, as well as from clergymen, college pro-
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fessors and doctors and that the pamphlet was in use in the

Public Schools at Bronxville, New York. The foregoing
offers were rejected on the ground that the defendant 's motive
in distributing the pamphlet was irrelevant and that the only
issues were whether she caused the pamphlet to be mailed
and whether it was obscene.

The pamphlet begins with a so-called
" Introduction for

Elders" which sets forth the general views of the writer and
is as follows:*

After the foregoing introduction comes the part devoted to

sex instruction entitled:
"An Explanation for Young People.'*

The author proceeds to explain sex life in detail both physi-

ologically and emotionally. It describes the sex organs and
their operation and the way children are begotten and born.

It negatives the idea that the sex impulse is in itself a base

passion and treats it as normal and its satisfaction as a great
and justifiable joy when accompanied by love between two

human beings. It warns against perversion, venereal disease

and prostitution and argues for continence and health mind-

edness and against promiscuous sex relations.

The pamphlet in discussing the emotional side of the

human sex relation says:*

The government proved that the pamphlet was mailed to

Mrs. C. A. Miles, Grottoes, Virginia.

Upon the foregoing record, of which we have given a sum-

mary, the trial judge charged the jury that the motive of the

defendant in mailing the pamphlet was immaterial, that it

was for them to determine whether it was obscene, lewd, or

lascivious within the meaning of the statute and that the test

was " whether its language has a tendency to deprave and

corrupt the morals of those whose minds are open to such

things and into whose hands it may fall; arousing and im-

planting in such minds lewd and obscene thought or desires.
' '

The court also charged that "even if the matter sought to

* See quotation (A) at end of opinion, p. 227.
* See quotation (B) at end of opinion, p. 229.
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be shown in the pamphlet complained of were true, that fact

would be immaterial, if the statements of such facts were

calculated to deprave the morals of the readers by inciting

sexual desires and libidinous thoughts."
The jury returned a verdict of guilty upon which the

defendant was sentenced to pay a fine of $300, and from the

judgment of conviction she has taken this appeal.

Greenbaum, Wolff & Ernst, Attorneys for Appellant;
Morris L. Ernst, Norman Levy and Alexander

Lindley, Counsel.

Howard W. Ameli, United States Attorney; Herbert

W. Kellogg, James E. Wilkinson, Emanuel Bub-

lick, Assistant United States Attorneys, of Coun-

sel for the United States, Appellee.

AUGUSTUS N. HAND, Circuit Judge.

It is doubtless true that the personal motive of the defend-

ant in distributing her pamphlet could have no bearing on

the question whether she violated the law. Her own belief

that a really obscene pamphlet would pay the price for its

obscenity by means of intrinsic merits would leave her as

much as ever under the ban of the statute. Regina v. Hick-

lin, L. R. 3 Q. B. 360; United States v. Dennett, Fed. Case No.

14,571; Rosen v. United States, 161 U. S. at p. 41.

It was perhaps proper to exclude the evidence offered by
the defendant as to the persons to whom the pamphlet was
sold for the reason that such evidence, if relevant at all, was

part of the government's proof. In other words, a publica-

tion might be distributed among doctors or nurses or adults

in cases where the distribution among small children could

not be justified. The fact that the latter might obtain it

accidentally or surreptitiously, as they might see some med-

ical books which would not be desirable for them to read,

would hardly be sufficient to bar a publication otherwise

proper. Here the pamphlet appears to have been mailed to

a married woman. The tract may fairly be said to be calcu-
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lated to aid parents in the instruction of their children in sex

matters. As the record stands, it is a reasonable inference

that the pamphlet was to be given to children at the discre-

tion of adults and to be distributed through agencies that had
the real welfare of the adolescent in view. There is no rea-

son to suppose that it was to be broadcast among children

who would have no capacity to understand its general signifi-

cance. Even the court in Regina v. Hicklin, L. B. 3 Q. B. at

p. 367, which laid down a more strict rule than the New York
Court of Appeals, was inclined to adopt in People v. Eastman,
188 N. Y. 478, said that "the circumstances of the publication"

may determine whether the statute had been violated.

But the important consideration in this case is not the cor-

rectness of the rulings of the trial judge as to the admissibil-

ity of evidence, but the meanings and scope of those words of

the statute which prohibit the mailing of an "obscene, lewA

or lascivious . . . pamphlet.'' It was for the trial court

to determine whether the pamphlet could reasonably be

thought of to be of such a character before submitting any

question of the violation of the statute to the jury. Knowles

v. United States, 170 Fed. 409; Magon v. United States, 248

Fed. 201. And the test most frequently laid down seems to

have been whether it would tend to deprave the morals of

those into whose hands the publication might fall by suggest-

ing lewd thoughts and exciting sensual desires. Dunlopp v.

United States, 165 U. S. at p. 501
;
Eosen v. United States, 161

U. S. 29.

It may be assumed that any article dealing with the sex

side of life and explaining the functions of the sex organs is

capable in some circumstances of arousing lust. The sex

impulses are present in every one and without doubt cause

much of the weal and woe of human kind. But it can hardly

be said that because of the risk of arousing sex impulses there

should be no instruction of the young in sex matters and that

the risk of imparting instruction outweighs the disadvan-
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tages of leaving them to grope about in mystery and morbid

curiosity and of requiring them to secure such information

as they may be able to obtain, from ill-informed and often

foul-minded companions, rather than from intelligent and

high-minded sources. It may be argued that suggestion

plays a large part in such matters and that on the whole the

less sex questions are dwelt upon the better. But it by no
means follows that such a desideratum is attained by leaving
adolescents in a state of inevitable curiosity, satisfied only by
the casual gossip of ignorant playmates.

The old theory that information about sex matters should

be left to chance has greatly changed and, while there is still

a difference of opinion as to just the kind of instruction which

ought to be given, -it is commonly thought in these days that

much was lacking in the old mystery and reticence. This is

evident from the current literature on the subject, particu-

larly such pamphlets as "Sex Education" issued by the

Treasury Department, United States Public Health Service,

in 1927.

The statute we have to construe was never thought to bar

from the mails everything which might stimulate sex im-

pulses. If so, much chaste poetry and fiction, as well as many
useful medical works, would be under the ban. Like every-

thing else, this law must be construed reasonably, with a view

to the general objects aimed at. While there can be no doubt

about its constitutionality, it must not be assumed to have

been designed to interfere with serious instruction regarding
sex matters unless the terms in which the information is

conveyed are clearly indecent.

We have been referred to no decision where a truthful ex-

position of the sex side of life evidently calculated for instruc-

tion and for the explanation of relevant facts has been held

to be obscene. In Dysart v. United States, 272 U. S. 655, it

was decided that the advertisement of a lying-in retreat to

enable unmarried women to conceal their missteps, even
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though written in a coarse and vulgar style, did not fall within

prohibition of the statute and was not "obscene" within the

v meaning of the law.

The defendant's discussion of the phenomena of sex is

written with sincerity of feeling and with an idealization of

the marriage relation and sex emotions. We think it tends to

rationalize and dignify such emotions rather than to arouse

lust. While it may be thought by some that portions of the

tract go into unnecessary details that would better have been

omitted, it may be fairly answered that the curiosity of many
adolescents would not be satisfied without full explanation
and that no more than that is really given. It also may rea-

sonably be thought that accurate information, rather than

mystery and curiosity, is better in the long run and is less

likely to occasion lascivious thoughts than ignorance and

anxiety. Perhaps instruction other than that which the de-

fendant suggests would be better. That is a matter as to

which there is bound to be a wide difference of opinion, but

irrespective of this, we hold that an accurate exposition of

the relevant facts of the sex side of life in decent language
and in manifestly serious and disinterested spirit cannot or-

dinarily be regarded as obscene. Any incidental tendency to

arouse sex impulses which such a pamphlet may perhaps
have is apart from and subordinate to its main effect. The

tendency can only exist in so far as it is inherent in any sex

instruction and it would seem to be outweighed by the elim-

ination of ignorance, curiosity and morbid fear. The direct

aim and the net result is to promote understanding and

self-control.

No case was made for submission to the jury and the judg-

ment must therefore be reversed. ' '

Inquiries have been received concerning the significance of

the announcement that United States attorneys representing

the Government have made application to the Supreme Court

of the United States for a review of this decision and of the
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opinion written by Judge Hand. If the Supreme Court con-

sents to review this decision, the practical effect will be :

1. To prevent the decision from becoming effective until

the review has been made.

2. If the review results in overruling the Circuit Court's

action, the conviction and penalty against Mrs. Dennett

will stand.

3. If the Supreme Court decides that the jury was improp-

erly charged by the lower court, then a new trial will be

had, and the situation will then be the same as if no trial

had taken place.

(A) "In reading several dozen books on sex matters for the young with a view

to selecting the best for my own children, I found none that I was willing to put
into their hands, without first guarding them against what I considered very mis-

leading and harmful impressions, which they would otherwise be sure to acquire

in reading them. That is the excuse for this article.

"It is far more specific than most sex information written for young people.

I believe we owe it to children to be specific if we talk about the subject at all.

' ' From a careful observation of youthful curiosity and a very vivid recollection

of my own childhood, I have tried to explain frankly the points about which there

is the greatest inquiry. These points are not frankly or clearly explained in most

sex literature. They are avoided, partly from embarrassment, but more, ap-

parently, because those who have undertaken to instruct the children are not

really clear in their own minds as to the proper status of the sex relation.

"I found that from the physiological point of view, the question was handled

with limitations and reservations. From the point of natural science it was

often handled with sentimentality, the child being led from a semi-esthetic study
of the reproduction of flowers and animals to the acceptance of a similar idea

for human beings. From the moral point of view it was handled least satisfac-

torily of all, the child being given a jumble of conflicting ideas, with no means

of correlating them fear of venereal disease, one's duty to suppress 'animal

passion,' the sacredness of marriage, and so forth. And from the emotional

point of view, the subject was not handled at all.

"This one omission seems to me to be the key to the whole situation, and it is

the basis of the radical departure I have made from the precedents in most sex

literature for children.

"Concerning all four points of view just mentioned, there are certain de-

partures from the traditional method that have seemed to me worth making.
' ' On the physiological side I have given, as far as possible, the proper ter-

minology for the sex organs and functions. Children have had to read the

expurgated literature which has been specially prepared for them in poetic or

colloquial terms, and then are needlessly mystified when they hear things called

by their real names.
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"On the side of natural science, I have emphasized our unlikeness to the

plants and animals rather than our likeness, for while the points we have in

common with the lower orders make an interesting section in our general educa-

tion, it is knowing about the vital points in which we differ that helps us to

solve the sexual problems of maturity; and the child needs that knowledge pre-

cisely as he needs knowledge of everything which will fortify him for wise

decisions when he is grown.
"On the moral side, I have tried to avoid confusion and dogmatism in the

following ways: by eliminating fear of venereal disease as an appeal for strictly

limited sex relations, stating candidly that venereal disease is becoming curable;

by barring out all mention of 'brute' or 'animal' passion, terms frequently used

in pleas for chastity and self-control, as such talk is an aspersion on the brutes

and has done children much harm in giving them the impression that there is an

essential baseness in the sex relation; by inviting the inference that marriage is

f sacred' by virtue of its being a reflection of human ideality rather than because

it is a legalized institution.

"Unquestionably the stress which most writers have laid upon the beauty
of nature's plans for perpetuating the plant and animal species, and the effort

to have the child carry over into human life some sense of that beauty has come
from a most commendable instinct to protect the child from the natural shock

of the revelation of so much that is unesthetic and revolting in human sex life.

The nearness of the sex organs to the excretory organs, the pain and messiness

of childbirth are elements which certainly need some compensating antidote to

prevent their making too disagreeable and disproportionate an impress on the

child 's mind.

"The results are doubtless good as far as they go, but they do not go nearly
far enough. What else is there to call upon to help out? Why, the one thing
which has been persistently neglected by practically all the sex writers, the

emotional side of sex experience. Parents and teachers have been afraid of it

and distrustful of it. In not a single one of all the books for young people that

I have thus far read has there been the frank unashamed declaration that the

climax of sex emotion is an unsurpassed joy, something which rightly belongs to

every normal human being, a joy to be proudly and serenely experienced. Instead

there has been all too evident an inference that sex emotion is a thing to be

ashamed of, that yielding to it is indulgence which must be curbed as much as

possible, that all thought and understanding of it must be rigorously postponed,
at any rate till after marriage.

"We give to young folks, in their general education, as much as they can

grasp of science and ethics and art, and yet in their sex education, which rightly

has to do with all of these, we have said, 'Give them only the bare physiological

facts, lest they be prematurely stimulated.' Others of us, realizing that the

bare physiological facts are shocking to many a sensitive child, and must somehow
be softened with something pleasant, have said, 'Give them the fact, yes, but

see to it that they are so related to the wonders of evolution and the beauties

of the natural world that the shock is minimized.' But none of us has yet
dared to say, 'Yes, give them the facts, give them the nature study, too, but

also give them some conception of sex life as a vivifying joy, as a vital art,

ad a thing to be studied and developed with reverence for its big meaning, with
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understanding of its far reaching reactions, physiologically and spiritually, with

temperant restraint, good taste and the highest idealism.' We have contented

ourselves by assuming that marriage makes sex relations respectable. We have

not yet said that it is only beautiful sex relations that can make marriage lovely.

"Young people are just as capable of being guided and inspired in their

thought about sex emotion as in their taste and ideals in literature and ethics,

and just as they imperatively need to have their general taste and ideals culti-

vated as a preparation for mature life, so do they need to have some under-

standing of the marvelous place which sex emotion has in life.

"Only such an understanding can be counted on to give them the self-control

that is born of knowledge, not fear, the reverence that will prevent premature
or trivial connections, the good taste and finesse that will make their sex life

when they reach maturity a vitalizing success."

(B) "It means that a man and a woman feel that they belong to each other

in a way that they belong to no one else
;

it makes them wonderfully happy to

be together; they find they want to live together, work fogether, play together,

and to have children together, that is, to marry each other; and their dream is to

be happy together all their lives . . . the idea of sex relations between people
who do not love each other, who do not feel any sense of belonging to each other

will always be revolting to highly developed sensitive people.
' '

People 's lives grow finer and their characters better, if they have sex relations

only with those they love. And those who make the wretched mistake of yielding

to the sex impulse alone when there is no love to go with it, usually live to despise

themselves for their weakness and their bad taste. They are always ashamed

of doing it, and they try to keep it secret from their families and those they

respect. You can be sure that whatever people are ashamed to do is something
that can never bring them real happiness. It is true that one's sex relations

are the most personal and private matters in the world, and they belong just

to us and to no one else, but while we may be shy and reserved about them,
we are not ashamed.

"When two people really love each other, they don't care who knows it. They
are proud of their happiness. But no man is ever proud of his connection with a

prostitute and no prostitute is ever proud of her business.
' ' Sex relations belong to love, and love is never a "business. Love is the nicest

thing in the world, but it can't be bought. And the sex side of it is the biggest

and most important side of it, so it is the one side of us that we must be abso-

lutely sure to keep in good order and perfect health, if we are going to be happy
ourselves or make any one else happy."
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EDITORIAL

FROM GRANDPARENTS TO BEING A GRANDPARENT

Oliver Wendell Holmes once said in effect that if you wish
to train a child you must at least begin with his grandparents.
This is particularly true in the field of social hygiene. In

addition it may be said that if we wish to complete the job
we ought to cany on his training until he also is a grand-

parent. A baby's grandparents who have succeeded in

providing informed, trained, wisely mated parents, have

contributed a very important asset. Such parents are in a

position to contribute directly to his personal education in

social hygiene and his protection and guidance through ado-

lescence. He in turn is thus equipped to aid his own children

and through them to contribute to the heritage of the succeed-

ing generation. From the point of view of national and

racial as well as individual welfare continuous effort through
the generations is essential.

When one must look ahead three-quarters of a century or

more for the full fruition of his efforts, he is not unduly dis-

turbed or elated by the successes and failures of a single week

or year. In response to resolutions of appreciation for most

generous contributions during the war both of money and

personal service, Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Jr., said that re-

markable as had been the public 's awakening and application

of knowledge to the social hygiene field, he would not feel

very confident of permanent benefits unless the work could

be continued through a long period of years. Increasingly

community leaders have adopted Mr. Rockefeller's long range

view. Slowly, perhaps, but steadily, all phases of social

hygiene are moving forward. The gains of any one year and

the difficulties which arise must be measured in terms of a

reassuring look back and a long look forward. Already the

thirty years of organized effort in support of social hygiene

objectives has accomplished much and gives promise of nota-
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ble achievements and permanent gains before the first half

of the century has passed.

The White House Conference on Child Health and Protec-

tion is giving full recognition to social hygiene problems in

planning for its meetings and final report to the President.

This is one of many evidences that, not only in the fields of

medicine, public health, and law, but in its educational, pro-

tective and other aspects, social hygiene has now passed

through the dangerous stage of being
" discovered" and

exploited by incompetent persons to the detriment of the sub-

ject and damage of the people. This gain is largely the out-

growth of efforts of those courageous citizens who sponsored
the movement in the closing quarter of the last century
citizens who are now the grandparents of young men and

women who are taking up the work and expanding its pur-

poses to include a broad constructive program for promoting
successful family life and relations under changing and

complex modern conditions.

Twenty years more should see launched a new generation
under conditions approximating Dr. Holmes' advice. That

will be the generation to watch particularly for convincing
evidence of the value of the education and protection which
we have been developing during the past. It is hard to find

men and women who will invest either time or money in

activities which must be measured largely with such a futur-

istic measuring stick. Necessarily the permanent appeal of

social hygiene is largely to those who plan for the future and

understand that the best work for this movement is done

quietly, unobtrusively, through the channels of many other

agencies which mould the lives and protect the opportunities
of each generation. It is for the continuous cooperation and

support of this discerning class that the leaders of the move-

ment specially appeal. One of these leaders, who has exem-

plified and promoted this movement through his four score

years, is the honorary president of the American Social

Hygiene Association, Dr. William H. Welch, whose birthday
is to be celebrated so fittingly all over the world on April 8th.
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NEWS AND ABSTRACTS

Sfex Educational Work Among Younger Boys. A study of the

present situation with respect to sex educational work by the boys'
divisions of the Young Men's Christian Associations of the United

States has recently been made. The investigation was undertaken

as a phase of the work of the Younger Boys' Commission of the

National Association of Boys' Work Secretaries. The following is

a report based on the return of 63 questionnaires received from Young
Men's Christian Associations Secretaries, and representative of the

different sections of the country :

The questions and answers, together with an attempt to analyze
their significance, follow :

I. Does your association promote any sex educational work among
younger boys?

Yes 44 Associations

No 19 "

II. In what ways is this work carried on ?

41 Associations hold interviews with boys.
26 provide lectures.

26 arrange discussions.

25 recommend sex literature.

25 hold interviews with parents.
22 provide sex literature.

2 mention work done at Camp.
2 show motion pictures.
1 Association works through Parent-Teacher groups.
1 works through group leaders.

1 recommends studying development of fish.

III. What books and pamphlets do you recommend for reading ?

By Boys By Parents
From Youth into Manhood Father's Responsibility to His

Hall 14 Son Barker 6

Growing Up De Schweinitz 12 The Sex Side of Life Dennett 5

John's Vacation 5 Growing Up De Schweinitz 4
Chums 3 John's Vacation 4
The Sex Side of Life Dennett 3 Men, Women and God Gray 1

Sex and Life Armstrong 2 Sex and Life Galloway 2

The Strength of Ten 2 Sex and Youth Elliott and

Keeping Fit 2 Bone 3

Men, Women and God Gray 1 Father and His Boy Gallo-

Sex and Life 1 way 2

Our Body 1 From Youth into Manhood 2
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The Question of Petting
Choosing a Home Partner 1

What a Young Boy Ought to

Know Stall 1

Life's Beginnings Hall 1

Keeping in Condition Moore 1

Rational Sex Life for Men
Exner 2

State of California pamphlets 1

The Art of Love Robi 1

Parents' Part (state pam-
phlet) 1

Mother's Reply Nellie Smith 1

Sane Sex Life and Sane Sex

Living Long 1

The Job of Being a Dad 1

Better Than a Fortune 1

Books by Dr. Exner 1

State pamphlets 1

Books by W. S. Hall
Chums 1

IV. Do you offer your services to parents, or wait for them to

be solicited?

20 Offer
30 Wait to be solicited

13 Unanswered

V. What are the major difficulties you encounter in doing
this work.

Indifference of parents 8 Associations

Untrained secretaries 5

False modesty 4
Lack of time for individual work 4
Lack of qualified club leaders 3

Parents do not respond 3

Lack of adequate materials 3

Wrong training 2

Parents not adequately prepared
Fear that subject is overstressed 2

Procrastination 1 Association

Group work dangerous 1

Previous misinformation 1

Obtaining natural set-up 1

Prejudice against subject 1

Danger of doing more harm than good 1

Lack of system 1

None 1

VI. Do you think more work with younger boys should be promoted f

Yes 48
No 4

Yes, with parents 2

Questionable
Unanswered 7
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

An analysis of the replies to the questionnaire seems to reveal a

number of significant facts, as follows :

%

1. There exists in our brotherhood an overwhelming conviction that

more and better work should be done in this field.

2. Our failure to do more thus far has been caused by lack of train-

ing and uncertainty as to the best procedure upon the part of Secre-

taries, and a false sense of modesty and a prejudice against the subject

upon the part of parents.

3. Our knowledge as to the materials available is vague and inade-

quate. (We are now recommending for reading by younger boys such

widely differing material as
' '

Growing Up
"
by De Schweinitz, a book

obviously intended for very young children, and "The Sex Side of

Life
' '

by Mary Ware Dennett, a book obviously written for older boys
and girls and young men and women.)

4. Perhaps our outstanding needs are :

(a) More training in this field for Secretaries.

(b) To direct much of our effort toward educating parents as to

the importance of this matter, and affecting a closer relationship with

the home in dealing with it.

(c) More and better materials which deal particularly with the

problems of younger boys; for the parents of such boys, as well as

for the boys themselves. (In this connection attention might well

be called to the fact that a revised, and more up-to-date, edition of

"From Youth into Manhood" is now in process of preparation, and

that perhaps the most helpful and authentic source of advice and

materials is The American Social Hygiene Association, 370 Seventh

Avenue, New York City.)

A Survey of Health and Welfare Activities in Honolulu, Hawaii, has

recently been conducted. The Survey, after giving in brief an intro-

ductory statement regarding the administration of public health,

expenditures, etc., and telling of the city and county of Honolulu and

writing of its public health program, presents by chapter such topics

as Vital Statistics, Control of Communicable Diseases, Maternal and

Infant Hygiene, Public Health Nursing, Supervision of Food Sup-

plies, Sanitation, Laboratory Service, etc. Separate chapters are given

to the venereal diseases, tuberculosis and leprosy.

It would seem of sufficient interest to our readers to give here the
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chapter dealing with the venereal diseases, together with the recom-

mendations presented :

"One of the important health and welfare problems in Honolulu
which deserves early consideration is the lack of organized efforts

in the field of social hygiene. As frequently pointed out by Dr. W. F.

Snow, General Director of the American Social Hygiene Association,

social hygiene as understood in the United States, deals largely with

such problems as the combating of the venereal diseases, the promotion
of sex education, the reduction of commercialized prostitution, and
other social problems growing out of sex as a factor in human life,

such as marriage, divorce and illegitimacy.

"Hiding behind a mask, man's 'most dangerous enemy strikes in

the dark, and adds two out of every thirteen deaths to his score,"
so syphilis is described in a statement recently made by the Metro-

politan Life Insurance Company. The disease, gonorrhea, does not

so frequently kill, but it has a disastrous effect upon the living. In

fact, it prevents life, for gonorrhea is the chief cause of sterility.

Up to the time of the World War, little attention was paid to the

problem of the control of venereal diseases. Then the United States

Government put into effect a successful program, known internation-

ally as the "American plan," consisting of education, recreation, legal

and protective measures, and medical and public health work. These

measures are recognized today as the essentials in a social hygiene

program.

Reporting. An essential measure for the control of the venereal

diseases is the passing of laws making them reportable as are other

dangerous contagious diseases. Reporting of venereal diseases to

the Board of Health is not required in Honolulu or Hawaii, as is

the general practice in other cities and states of the United States.

Hence it is difficult to estimate the prevalence without a somewhat
detailed prevalence study in cooperation with all physicians and
institutions. Such a study is beyond the scope of this report, although
it might prove of immense value at some future time, and is recom-

mended for consideration. Such data as are available regarding
cases hospitalized, laboratory reports from various sources, and other

records, clearly indicate, however, that the prevalence of venereal

diseases in Honolulu is fully as high as in the average city on the

mainland. Until a reporting law is adopted, the Board of Health

might enlist the cooperation of physicians in securing each month

the total number of new cases coming for treatment, classified by

disease, stage of disease, and sex, as an index of the extent of this

problem.
Prevalence studies or censuses have been taken in several localities

of the United States by the U. S. Public Health Service and the

American Social Hygiene Association. These studies have been made
to find out how many cases of gonorrhea and syphilis were actually
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under treatment or observation by physicians or other licensed prac-
titioners, clinics and hospitals on a given day. There are important
facts to be considered in this connection, such as size, density and

composition of population, economic and social status, racial and
nationality groupings, municipal policy toward prostitution, avail-

ability of free treatment, all having a bearing on the prevalence of
venereal diseases. Atlanta, Georgia, showed a rate of 19.56 cases

of syphilis and gonorrheal infections combined per 1,000 population ;

Detroit, Michigan, 13.47; Cleveland, Ohio, 9.37; Peoria, Illinois,

15.60; Huntington, West Virginia, 10.49; Decatur, Illinois, 14.64;
New Haven, Connecticut, 7.39

;
Pike County, Kentucky, 5.21

; Morgan
County, Illinois, 4.19.

The importance of these diseases can hardly be overemphasized,
and the need for stimulating reporting of cases is clearly indicated.

The seriousness of the problem of venereal disease and the opportuni-
ties for exposure due to lack of more adequate control of prostitution
are sufficiently recognized by the U. S. Army to cause the establish-

ment at two strategic points in the city of prophylactic stations. The
records of these stations indicate for this single unit of the popula-
tion, from 50 to 500 or more treatments in a 24 hour period, the

number depending upon such factors as proximity to pay day.*
Both the Army and Navy are conducting educational and recreational

programs, and their records, as well as those of certain civilian

organizations, indicate the necessity of vigorous methods of control

because of the prevalence of venereal disease in Honolulu and the

relative ease of exposure. The 1929 prevalence rate of the Army
troops is one of the lowest of any of the departments of the United
States troops, and is a demonstration of what may be accomplished
through the institution of carefully planned control measures.

Clinic Service. Clinical service was provided at Palama Settlement

by the Board of Health until May, 1929, when the appropriation of

the legislature was withdrawn. This clinic was open three afternoons
a week, with a physician in attendance, while a nurse was on duty
from 8 A.M. until 4 P.M., spending a portion of her time in home
visits. During 1928, 268 new patients (97 children) were registered
at clinics, 233 were accepted for treatment and 797 visits were made.
There were no evening clinics.

These records indicate that for some reason the clinic did not

fulfill the opportunities of such a service in a city of this size and
kind with a problem of the magnitude of the present situation. As a

minimum, there might have been expected four times as many regis-

trants, with five times as many return visits for treatment. Very
* A report of Army Headquarters, Hawaiian Department, for July 9, 1929,

shows the prophylactic rate per 1,000 per month for June to be 124.99 and that

for the preceding month to be 114.16, the average for 6 months being 115.2. A
high prophylactic rate is accompanied by a low venereal rate. For the four-week

period ending May 25, the venereal disease rate for the Hawaiian Department of

18.09 per 1,000 strength was the lowest of the various Corps Areas of the Army.
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little information has been obtained as to sources of infection and

only limited attempts to have cases of venereal disease returned to

physicians, hospitals, or clinic after having discontinued treatment

while the disease was still communicable.

Laboratory facilities for venereal disease work are adequate at

the hospitals and the Board of Health, but are not as widely utilized

in some instances as might be anticipated. Hospital facilities for

bed cases of venereal diseases are available at Queen's Hospital and
at two or more other hospitals of the city, but there is no suitable

provision for detention cases. There were 71 cases of syphilis dis-

charged, with 5 readmitted cases on the records of Queen's Hospital
in 1928, in addition to 39 discharged cases of gonorrhea, 38 cases of

acute salpingitis and 68 cases of salpingectomy.
The early detection of venereal -diseases, followed by efficient inten-

sive treatment, is vitally important for the welfare of the patient
and for the protection of the public through terminating or shorten-

ing the infection period of the case. Health departments should,

therefore, stimulate and, in so far as practicable, actually operate
clinics for venereal diseases under such conditions of free and pay
service as local circumstances warrant. Both day and evening clinics

are usually considered necessary, with separate sessions for women
and men. Considerable care must be given to insure that patients,
so far as possible, by means of personal talks with the physicians,
are brought to understand the seriousness of these diseases, and the

importance of proper intensive treatment over a long period of time.

Provision should also be made for follow-up of cases and for the

study of family problems and the prevention of recurrent cases. In
this regard, the follow-up worker may be of considerable service

to physicians treating private cases who do not return for treatment
as often as they should. Lapsed infectious cases need to be fol-

lowed up, as well as other persons who are sources of infection and
family contacts. It is to be remembered that private physicians
rightly treat a large proportion of venereal disease cases in any
community and their work should be furthered so far as possible. It

is vitally important to reduce self-medication and treatment through
drug stores, and by untrained or unscrupulous practitioners of various
kinds. Cases which refuse or neglect to continue treatment to a
successful conclusion should be followed up by letter, by personal
visit, and if necessary, by police visit.

There is also need for well organized educational protective and
legal programs corresponding to the standards of the American Social

Hygiene Association and the U. S. Public Health Service, which
organizations have valuable literature dealing with these subjects.
An excellent beginning has been made in the McKinley High School
and in the Kamehameha Schools to teach the students through lectures
some of the principles of social hygiene, but this work may be
developed further and naturally in connection with the biology and
hygiene courses of schools.
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SUMMARY

The venereal disease services in Honolulu are very limited and
are not well integrated and directed. This service scores according
Ho the American Public Health Association Appraisal Form, 16 out
of a possible 100 points for 1928, and unless some action is soon taken
to open a well organized clinic, preferably under Board of Health
auspices, the score for 1929 will be even lower. It is estimated
that more than 20 per 1,000 population of the city at any one time
have clinically recognizable venereal disease. Reporting of eases

is not required. The facilities for treatment of cases, and for fol-

low-up of patients, are very limited, as are the opportunities for
sound education regarding these important problems. Measures for
the control of prostitution are sufficiently lacking to warrant serious
consideration and reasonable action on the part of community leaders.

Recommendation 17. That legal provision be made requiring the

reporting of venereal diseases either by office number, or preferably
by name, to the Board of Health. (All contagious disease records
are confidential, except by court order, according to legislative

enactment.)
Recommendation 18. That provision be made, as soon as funds per-

mit, for the establishment of a Bureau of Social Hygiene under a

qualified Medical Director (salary $5,500 to $6,000), in the Territorial

Board of Health. Until such a director is secured, this work should
be gradually developed in Honolulu by the Deputy Health Com-
missioner suggested in Recommendations 1 and 5.

Recommendation 19. That clinic facilities under the auspices of the

Board of Health be provided, with separate sessions for men and

women, including an evening clinic, and that records be maintained

to show the total registration, total new cases (a, adults; &, children),
number of visits (a, gonorrhea; &, syphilis; c, other).

Recommendation 20. That the private practitioners, the clinics and
the hospitals be encouraged to greater efforts to secure the source

of infection in cases of venereal diseases, and that these sources be

followed up by the health department for the purpose of bringing
infected persons under observation and treatment, either by the physi-
cian where practicable, or by the health authorities, and that attention

be given to the follow-up by social workers of patients who come

to clinics.

Recommendation 21. That legal and protective social hygiene meas-

ures be developed in accordance with the standards of the American
Social Hygiene Association.

Recommendation 22. That a social hygiene program of the Board
of Health, in cooperation with other official and voluntary agencies, be

developed to make available to selected groups, speakers who will

give sound information and advice, by furnishing leaflets of instruc-

tion of the U. S. Public Health Service and the American Social

Hygiene Association, and by making it widely known that personal
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advice and information service in regard to the venereal diseases is

available to all through the health department.
Recommendation 23. That a definite annual program of instruction

be developed for the public health nurses in problems relating to

venereal disease control, for the benefit of new workers and to stimu-

late interest in those who have been on the staff for more than a

year. The health department and the medical society might also

arrange periodically for conferences and special clinics or programs
of value to physicians.

' '

The Social Hygiene Film in Latin America as a medium for social

hygiene education (which term here means education dealing with

the broad field of health and hygiene) has been the subject of a

recent study. (International Review of Educational Cinematography,

League of Nations, January, 1930.)

The answers received show that with the exception of a few coun-

tries where the film is being successfully used, cinema propaganda

is still in the preparatory stage.

Argentine Republic, Film propaganda is centralized in the Na-

tional Hygiene Department, which owns a good number of films,

purchased partly at home and partly from abroad. The Department
makes direct arrangements for screening these films, which deal with

preventive medicine, prophylaxis against such diseases as the pest,

tuberculosis, and malaria, and personal and social hygiene.

The medical officers of the National Board of Education and of

the Institute of Hygiene also carry on film propaganda on their

own account.

Film propaganda for the prevention of venereal disease is carried

on by the Argentine Social Prophylaxis Society.

There is no technical or scientific censorship of films of this kind.

Costa Rica. Cinema propaganda is carried on exclusively by the

officers of the Public Health and Social Welfare Department of

San Jose, which disposes of a certain number of films. This cam-

paign is carried on at cinema halls and schools, exhibitions being

preceded by explanatory lectures. There is no permanent organiza-

tion of this kind of propaganda, nor is it subject to censorship.

Dominican Republic. The Secretary of State for Public Health

and Welfare of San Domingo has recourse for propaganda of this

kind to official and private local public health institutions. The

propaganda is not subject to any legal regulation, nor is there any
scientific censorship of the films.
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Ecuador. The General Direction of Public Health at Quito states

that film propaganda will be introduced in the course of the current

year. Up to the present, films have been used for hygiene instruction

only in the Vicente Rocafuerte National School at Guayaquil.
Haiti. The National Public Hygiene Service attached to the Min-

istry of the Interior at Prince's Port, where all cinema propaganda
is centralized, draws up programs for social hygiene propaganda in

which films play a very considerable part. Together with the screen-

ing of hygiene and preventive medicine films, others dealing with

agriculture are shown : both are accompanied by explanatory lectures,

delivered by experts on the subjects.

Hygiene classes for masters and pupils illustrated by motion pic-

tures are also held in the schools. This service carries its very active

propaganda right into the remotest corners of the country through
the medium of its dependent offices.

Mexico. The Minister of Health, Dr. Bernardo Gastellum, has

sent the Institute two highly interesting volumes dealing with the

admirable organization of his Department. Dr. Gastellum is per-

sonally responsible for this organization. A special section for hygiene

propaganda and instruction has been set up in connection with the

Health Department; this has its agencies in the remotest districts

and does film propaganda work on preventive medicine and prophy-

laxis, accompanied by elucidatory lectures. Apart from this, official

and private social welfare organizations carry on a film campaign that

is well deserving of note.

The above mentioned Section of the Health Department started its

cinema work at the end of 1927 and during the present year has

held about 1,000 film shows and lectures. At the end of 1928 it

already owned 60 projection apparatuses.

Paraguay. Social hygiene propaganda by the film is centered in

the General Direction of Public Relief "Work at Assuncion; it is

subject to municipal regulations and is carried on by the officers of

the above mentioned department.

The Maternity and Infancy Associations and the Red Cross Society

are carrying on hygiene propaganda on their own account with

particular reference to infant welfare.

Films intended for public screening must be granted a certificate

which the Commission de Moralidad y Beneficencia Publica grants

in the first instance.
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Peru. The General Direction of Public Health of the Ministry
of the Interior informs us that so far no official use has been made
of the cinema for purposes of social welfare propaganda.

Salvador. The General Direction of Public Health at San Salvador

is the only authority that makes use of the film for the purposes of

hygiene propaganda.
So far propaganda of this kind is not subject to any legislative

regulations and is carried on casually by the organs of the said

General Direction, which has hygiene films screened in the public

squares and in schools. The shows are accompanied by lectures.

Uruguay. The National Health Council of Montevideo informs

us that so far there is no regular film propaganda service for hygiene

purposes, but that the education and propaganda section of the said

Council owns some 46 films dealing with hygiene and prophylaxis.

The films are shown at the Universities, cultural societies, and official

and private institutions
; being in all cases accompanied by explanatory

lectures.

Good work is done among the rural population by means of travel-

ling cinemas despatched by rail or automobile.

Venezuela. The Health Office attached to the Ministry of the

Interior itself provides for cinematographic hygiene propaganda;
so far however this is not carried on systematically.

Shows accompanied by lectures are held in theatres, school, hospitals,

etc.

A regular cinematographic service is shortly about to be extended

to workshops, factories, and other industrial establishments.

The lectures that accompany these shows are delivered exclusively

by the medical officers of the Health Office.

Some Comments on Syphilis in Rio de Janeiro. It is difficult to

determine when syphilis first appeared in Rio de Janeiro, says Oscar

da Silva Araujo (Venereal. Disease Information, January 20, 1930).
It is almost certain that it did not exist among the Tamoyos and

Tupinambas, which were the indigenous tribes of this region. Many
have stated that it existed at the time of America's discovery. The
first travelers and writers about this region described the climate

and the diseases of Brazil, but did not mention syphilis. The forest

dwellers lived isolated and had had no contact with Europeans.

Indisputable references to the disease were found along the coast
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one century after America's discovery. Symptoms attributable to

syphilis appear in the writings of Andre Thevet and Jean de Lery,
who were in Rio de Janeiro about 1550. As early as 1516 the Portu-

gese governor applied to the French port in a protest against the

landing of many pirates and contrabandists, which shows that there

was considerable contact with other countries at that time. The

Indians were in a habit of offering their wives to men who came

ashore, which no doubt would facilitate spread of venereal disease.

Often those stranded there married Indian women and produced

offspring.

Among the Brazilian medicinal plants Soares de Souza mentions

one for the cure of the
' '

males.
"

It is possible that this was syphilis.

It was not until 1550 that diseases attributed to sex intercourse were

described as the French, Neopolitan, or venereal diseases. In the

beginning of the sixteenth century ships from France and Normandy
docked frequently in the vicinity of Rio de Janeiro. The author

presumes that Frenchmen and Portuguese were the ones to disseminate

syphilis in this city. From 1700 on syphilis was quite common in

Brazil, and especially in Rio de Janeiro. In 1798 attempts were

made by the Government to find out how far spread the disease

was and attempted to determine its origin. Three professional men
took up the question and studied it thoroughly; they attributed the

disease to prostitution. In 1789 Alexandre Rodrigues Ferreira de-

scribed the endemic and epidemic occurrences of syphilis and believes

that the climate of Brazil helps to expel the virus more quickly, on

account of profuse sweating, than it would do in France.

This publication contains good pictures of cutaneous lesions and

gummata and reports on 792 cases, giving the location of the chancre

and other detailed description. Extragenital infection is often diag-

nosed as leishmaniosis. The number of extragenital infections at

Rio de Janeiro in 1916 was 9 to 10, per cent. Difficulty of diagnosis

is considerable, as leishmaniosis may present the positive Wasser-

mann reaction.

The inhabitants have European habits of clothing and diet. It

seems to the author that the tropical character of the disease is not

clearly indicated, but that there is this difference, hard chancre seems

to disappear quicker than it does in cold climate and that the chancre

appears from 8 to 10 days after infecting contact. This is difficult

to ascertain and therefore only an impression. Roseola is not seen
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as often as in Europe. It must be granted that the dark skin may
render its recognition difficult. Fever is rare, bone pain common.
In congenital syphilis pemphigus is rare. Neurosyphilis was seen

in a small proportion of negroes four times as often in the mestizos

and three times as often among Europeans.

International Statistical Study of Syphilis. At the meeting of the

Defense sociale contre la Syphilis (association for the protection of

society from syphilis), L. Dekeyser (Brussels) presented a report

(/. Am. Med. Assoc., Chicago, 1929, XCIII, 933), based on statistics

obtained from those countries in which the declaration of syphilis is

obligatory (Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland, the United States,

and Australia) and from those in which the disease has been the

object of special general surveys or has available army and navy
statistics.

"In Denmark the mortality increased from 1 per thousand at the

beginning of the century to 1.4 between 1915 and 1920. A drop
took place in 1923 to 0.75 per thousand, followed by a further one

of 0.60 in 1924. For the same periods in Sweden the mortality

was 0.34, then 0.89 and 0.15. Russia presented, between 1900 and

1913, a morbidity of from 7 to 8 per thousand.

"The figure obtained from a survey of Germany made in 1913

was 2.47 per thousand (0.71 of which were cases of recent infection).

In 37 large cities with an entire population of 37,000,000 inhabitants

32,972 cases of syphilis were recorded.

"Government estimation of recent syphilitic infection in Czecho-

slovakia was 4 per thousand. The proportion of syphilitic patients

in the United States was 1.74 per thousand for 83 cities in 1920.

In Austria and Poland syphilis (in all stages) was present in 0.42

per thousand of population in 1925.

"From various surveys made in France, Great Britain, and Belgium
it is evident that a recrudescence of the disease occurred after the

great war (especially in 1920), followed by a steady decrease in the

next few years.

"The death rate from syphilis is more difficult to obtain than the

sick rate. There does not seem to be an increased mortality due to

tabes, paresis, or aneurysm.
"In Great Britain the incidence of paresis from 1911 to 1924

was between 0^03 and 0.04 per thousand of inhabitants. The incidence
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in Holland was lower. The incidence of neurosyphilis in Japan from
1910 to 1920 was between 0.02 and 0.027 per thousand, in Great

Britain between 0.012 and 0.016, and in Holland between 0.013 and
0.018.

"The statistics prepared by life insurance companies seem to

indicate that an increase in mortality is persisting. These statistics,

however, are not to be accepted without certain doubts. Townspeople,
for instance, are more apt to take out insurance than country people.
The number of cases which have been exempted from insurance are

not on record. These researches do not date further back than 1893.

"The statistics prepared by life insurance companies seem to indi-

cate from 1895, obtained from the Gotha Life Insurance Co., the

increase in mortality due to various causes is as follows : Communica-
ble diseases, 10 per cent; malignant tumors, 60 per cent; kidney

disease, 64 per cent; diseases of the digestive tract, 84 per cent;

cardiovascular diseases, 116 per cent
; suicides, 122 per cent

; apoplexy,
128 per cent; mental and brain diseases, 145 per cent; paresis, 403

per cent; diseases of the spinal cord, 567 per cent; aneurysm, 580

per cent; and cause unknown, 68 per cent.

"From the point of view of economics, the loss due to syphilis is

considerable. A loss of 86,188 days of labor was estimated in the

United States Navy. In England in 120,000 soldiers and sailors

there was a loss of 116,155 days of labor, representing a sum of

about $965,000. Aside from the actual loss of labor due to the

disease, an inhibition of the working ability caused by the syphilitic

lesion is evident. This loss is hard to estimate but is proved to exist.

In a large American factory the value of the output was increased

$1,061,500 per annum as a result of the treatment of syphilitic work-

men. The actual expenditures for the immediate care of syphilitic

patients or those resulting from their incapacity are factors of great

importance in economics. Among the main expenses may be men-

tioned the care of tabetic and paretic patients and the insane. In

England these expenses were estimated at $9,570,500 per annum.

"The care of children dependent on public benefaction as a result

of blindness, deafness, idiocy, and various malformations resulting

from syphilis constitutes an economic problem. In several institu-

tions for the blind the infirmities in 13 per cent of the inmates could

be traced to syphilitic origin.

"Dekeyser stressed the need of intensifying the fight against the
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disease. It is necessary to combat charlatanism in all forms, to force

patients to undergo treatment, and to punish those who infect others.

Such laws are already in existence in Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Ger-

many, Sweden, and Finland.
' '

The International Hygiene Exhibition in Dresden, Germany, to be

held May 15-September 15, 1930, will be a joint gathering of more
than two hundred scientific associations, the health and hygiene divi-

sion of the League of Nations, and health departments of twenty-
four countries. A brief history of the plan and growth of this exhibit

together has been received from Dr. Felix Tietze of Austria. He
writes as follows:

The Executive Committee of the International Hygiene Exhibition,
to be inaugurated in Dresden, Germany, next May, invited a group
of physicians, scientists and newspapermen, to visit the preparations
of the exhibition, which will be the first scientific international exhibi-

tion shown in Germany since the World War. The day before its

gates open, the solemn inauguration of the German Hygiene Museum
will take place, the first beginnings of which go back as far as to the

International Hygiene Exhibition, held in Drasden in the year 1911,

which became famous over the whole world.

The exhibition of 1911 was due to the genius and the energy of Karl

August Lingner, a Dresden manufacturer, who died during the war.

The idea was to open new ways to health education, which at that

time was rather an untried and little explored field. He happened
to gain the interest of the medical profession, meeting the objection

that such exhibition and such health education would help quackery

through teaching lay people too much and through filling them
with queer notions, such as to make difficult the task of physicians,

who would have to treat such people when sick. He also happened to

raise interest and support from the national government of Germany
as well as from the state Saxony government and that of the city of

Dresden. Foreign countries which took part in the exhibition were

Austria, China, France, Great Britain, Hungary, Japan, Russia,

Spain and Switzerland. The interest in the new field and in the

new way of dealing with health education was so great that the

exhibition was visited by 51/2 millions of persons and its books

closed with a surplus of $300,000. This made Lingner and his staff

think that this surplus should be used for the construction of a

museum which might aim at the same purposes continually and in
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a permanent way as the exhibition had done temporarily. Before the

plan was realized, the year 1914 came, and the war, and later the

depreciation of the German currency seemed to make it impossible for-

ever. Indeed it is sufficient to quote that the total amount of the

grants from the different governments in 1923, reckoned in gold

currency, was 7 marks and 33 pfennigs ! Only through an ingenious
idea of Dr. med. h. c. Seiring, the director of the not yet existing

museum, it was possible to survive. He created an industrial depart-

ment of the museum which had to manufacture and to sell copies of

the exhibit objects, so exhibitions of greater or smaller parts of the

whole material could be organized, 600 in cities and towns of Germany,
also in foreign countries as Austria, Denmark, Holland, Hungary,

Italy, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland. And finally the old idea of

the museum building came up again.

The city government of Dresden granted a marvelous building plot

and $250,000 for the construction of the building. $500,000 were

granted by the national government, as much by the state government.
The furniture was to be brought up by private subscription and by
the museum itself.

The new building covers a surface of five acres. It is a modern

model building and an embellishment of the city of Dresden, famous

for her beauty. It contains the exhibit rooms, the offices and the work

shops necessary for the manufacturing of the exhibit objects and

their copies destined to commerce.

The museum will be an important part of the exhibition. It will

contribute to it the first seven scientific groups, namely :

1. "The Man." This exhibit was totally remodeled since 1911,

when it was the center of the exhibition. The group means an intro-

duction to anatomy and physiology of the human body, and consists

of pictures, plastic models, movable models and different devices to

be worked by the public. "The Man" is now enlarged through "the

transparent man," a special way of showing the parts of the human

body like tissues under a microscope.

2. Heredity and eugenics.

3. Woman as mother and wife.

4. Nutrition.

5. Health and sickness (tuberculosis, venereal diseases, and other

infectious diseases and their prevention).
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6. Health education.

7. Public health in history and ethnography.

In other buildings the exhibition will show the groups :

8. General care for the body.

9. The child (infant, school child, model school house).

10. Women in trade and profession.

11. Industrial hygiene.

12. Physical training.

13. Food.

14. Agriculture including meat and milk hygiene.

15. Climate.

16. Clothing.

17. Housing.

18. Disinfection.

19. Mental hygiene.

20. Superstition and health.

21. The hospital.

Besides there will be exhibits where the national government, the

governments of the German states and of many German cities will

show more or less of their hygiene and public health activities.

And finally there will be the exhibits shown by the health section

of the League of Nations, the International Labour Office and a great

many foreign countries, among which the exhibition hopes very much

to see the United States.

The purpose of the museum as well as of the exhibition is to make

plain people understand the construction and the working of their

bodies, to show them the dangers for their health and the ways of

avoiding them, thus creating the basical knowledge of hygiene and

preventive medicine for the individual and for the nation, and not

only the nation, but mankind as a whole! Man should be educated

to such knowledge as to give him interest in the miracle of his body.

He should learn to love this miracle, for man tends to be careful with

what he loves. "We need the cooperation of the whole mankind to

fight against sickness and for health. Each individual should have

sufficient knowledge to care for his own health, to know of course also,

where is the limit of this knowledge and where the physician's help

is necessary. To make such knowledge available to everyone is the aim

of the German Hygiene Museum and of the International Hygiene

Exhibition Dresden 1930.
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THE FORUM
The JOURNAL will publish selected letters or excerpts considered of general

interest, assuming no responsibility for the opinions expressed therein. Com-
munications must be signed, but publication of signatures will be withheld when
so requested.

To the Editor:

Professor Bigelow 's discussion of the instincts that he describes as

the biologic foundations of the family (JOURNAL OF SOCIAL HYGIENE
for March) seems inadequate in that it leaves unconsidered the bio-

logic foundations of those instincts. Professor Bigelow would con-

cede, I presume, that instincts are not the ultimate causes of behavior

but are products of natural selection, and that they cannot be fully

understood or accurately appraised except in the light of the advan-

tages they give to the creatures that possess them.

What are the advantages that have caused the persistence of the

instincts Professor Bigelow describes? Considering first the one that

seems to have played the largest part in the formation of the family

the instinct of parental care we may discover three great advantagas
that it has afforded, without which a creature like modern man could

not have come into being:

(1) It has greatly extended the opportunity for individual physical

development that is provided by biologic devices for prenatal protec-

tion and nourishment.

(2) It has enabled the individual to escape in large part from

hereditary control of behavior and to substitute control by education.

(3) It has started the development of cooperative social life.

Let us discuss these advantages very briefly, in sequence :

(1) The structural growth of an individual organism seems to be

too difficult to be accomplished successfully while the organism is

under the necessity of feeding itself and providing for its own safety.

Accordingly, we find a multitude of complex biologic devices for feed-

ing and nourishing the young during the period of development, cul-

minating in the mammalian plan of gestation. But even this plan

fails to bring forth individuals that are physically ready to cope with

the dangers and difficulties of life on the mammalian plane. For full

development they need the further aid and protection that are pro-

vided by parental care. Other things being equal, the more thorough
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and the more prolonged the parental care received by the young, the

greater their opportunity for individual physical development.

(2) A creature that is engaged in an incessant struggle for life has

little opportunity to explore its environment and work out its own
methods of adjustment. It must have at command tested modes of

instantaneous response to its needs and to the dangers that threaten

it. In primitive creatures such responses are provided by inherit-

ance by a strong tendency to exact reproduction, in the young, of

both the form and the behavior that have proved successful in their

parents. This tendency toward racial fixity of behavior, which

inhibits rapid progress, has been bred into all living things by long

and rigorous selection. It could not be broken down or relaxed with-

out the development of effective means of guiding the emancipated

organism into equally successful behavior. The educational processes

of imitation, instruction, investigation, and experiment afford such

means; but these could not be availed of except with the aid, first,

of protection and feeding during the period of learning, and second,

of models, instructors, and guides in investigation and experiment.

Both these needs have been met by parental care, which has thus made

possible one of the greatest forward steps in the development of

animal behavior. Other things being equal, the more thorough and

the more prolonged the parental care that the young receive, the

greater their opportunity for education.

(3) The association of the mother with her young under the stim-

ulus of the instinct of parental care seems to have been the beginning

of cooperative social life. Among the lower vertebrates it is ordi-

narily the only form of social organization. As we go up the scale,

we find the father more and more commonly included in the group

obviously because his adherence increases effectiveness in the protec-

tion and feeding of the young. As the period of infancy lengthens

the family union is correspondingly prolonged, until, when the period

of immaturity becomes longer than the interval between births, the

family ordinarily becomes permanent. Where the sexes are approx-

imately equal in numbers, monogamy commonly prevails, for polyg-

amy entails the sacrifice of a large part of the males' power to protect

and care for the young.

Among the higher mammals larger social groups appear. We know

little about the relations between the members of these groups in any

species except man, but primitive men the world over are organized
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on the basis of kinship by blood and marriage. The typical savage
tribe consists of two or more expanded maternal or paternal families

bound together by ties of intermarriage ties that are preserved by

rigorous rules forbidding marriage within the expanded family

group. Tribes differ greatly in the details of their systems of rela-

tionship and of organization, but their broad agreement in the essen-

tial features just described seems conclusive evidence that they all

developed directly out of the family. Generally speaking, primitive

men recognize no basis for peaceful cooperative association except

kinship by blood or marriage. Only within historic time has organ-

ization based on kinship given way to organization based on place

of residence, on occupation, or on other things.

The expansion of the primitive maternal family, the union of fam-

ilies into tribes, and the further steps by which the early circles of

cooperation have been widened have not been due solely to the advan-

tages those changes have afforded in the rearing of the young but

may be more broadly explained by the general rule that, other things

being equal, the larger the number of cooperating individuals and

the more perfect their cooperation the better their chances for success

in all their undertakings, and, hence the better their chances of

survival.

These increased chances of survival do not arise merely from the

superior force of greater numbers in battle. Cooperative social life

is a necessary condition for the development of language, through

which the discoveries and experiences of individuals enrich the mental

and emotional life of their associates and of later generations, and

through which knowledge is accumulated and preserved. It is a

necessary condition of specialization of work, which alone can pro-

duce great skill of hand or tongue or eye or brain, and which thus

creates the treasure that language stores. It is a necessary condition

of the making of all but the very simplest of the tools, the machines,

the structures through which man is gaining mastery over the world.

Taken by itself the instinct of parental care has, perhaps, carried

man but a short little distance on these roads of progress, but it has

given him a good start, and, most of all, it has provided him with the

germs, at least, of the necessary emotional equipment for the journey ;

with the tolerance, kindliness, sympathy, and affection that make

social life possible and with the sense of responsibility, of obligation,

of duty that make it dynamically effective.
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These advantages of the family seem quite sufficient to account for

all the instincts that have contributed to its formation, its develop-

ment, and its preservation, including those that tend toward marital

attachment and fidelity, parental care and devotion, filial confidence

and trust, and, in general, all friendly, cooperative emotions and

actions.

Professor Bigelow's preoccupation with the instincts themselves,

as they manifest themselves in individual lives, rather than with their

underlying causes, seems to have led him to overemphasize the part

played in the formation of the family by the instinct for fertilization

of the egg, which brings the mates together for but a moment and

seems to have in itself no tendency to prolong their association or to

make it exclusive. It has also led him to seek the source of marital

attachment in the tendency toward "paired comradeship" that he

finds among social mammals and that, along with all other social

tendencies, seems to be an outgrowth rather than a source of the more

primitive instincts that lead to parental care of offspring and pro-

longed association of mates.

It may be suggested, too, that although there is no evidence that

men and women have an inherited desire for offspring, they seem to

have an inherited tendency to find satisfaction in the care of chil-

dren a tendency that undoubtedly helps to lead them toward

parenthood.

HERBERT S. WOOD,

Washington, D. C.

BOOK REVIEWS

TEMPTATIONS TO RIGHTDOING. By Ella Lyman Cabot. New York:

Houghton Mifflin Co., 1929. 311 p. $2.50.

One of the favorite homilies of Francis Greenwood Peabody in the

Harvard College Chapel used to concern itself with ' '

the temptations
to excellence" in college life. Mrs. Ella Lyman Cabot in her new
book of ethics has modified this thought for her title "Temptations
to Rightdoing.

"
Mrs. Cabot's approach to ethical problems is posi-

tive and affirmative. Here one finds no discussion of moral pathology.

Her fundamental belief is that life can be so vital, so wholesome, so

interesting, and that ethical problems can be so analyzed and subjected
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to the guidance of intellect that wholesome living is almost bound to

appear. Among the temptations to rightdoing are such objects in

physical environment as the "houses of grandparents," expressing
hdmelikeness and hospitality; living room attractions such as fire,

music, flowers, pictures, books; equipment for wholesome outdoor

activity. Much more influential, however, are people "arch-

tempters" mothers, fathers, social workers, teachers, friends, leaders

and those who can find leaders. Mothers and fathers who can be

playmates, "true sports," peacemakers, interpreters, liberators;

teachers who have enthusiasm, who can recognize talents
;
friends who

can be courteous and gay and understanding, who can be worth know-

ing, and inspiring all these and others, through leadership or the

ability to find leaders who will inspire and attract and interpret and

command confidence, can tempt our children for this book is pre-

dominantly for guidance and help in the development of children to

right living.

Mrs. Cabot suggests various ways by which these arch-tempters can

help their own leadership. She lists "eight ways of becoming a

temptation." Uphold standards; criticize skilfully with geniality,

humility, respect, patience, affection
; provide outer and inner environ-

ment of genuineness, geniality and generosity; study character and

recognize the difference between the thoughtful, the emotional and the

active types, between the slow and the quick, between the "out-going
and the in-looking" (extraverts and introverts), between the serene

and the tempestuous ; recognize and respond to the strength of youth in

its desire to make good. Learn the art of "imminence, full sympathy
both with the person and the situation understanding lighted by

loving"; and the art of "transcendence," "the use of imagination

and of memory to pass beyond the confusion of an immediate situa-

tion"; learn to withdraw at the right time either to get a better view

of the situation or permanently because the objective has been attained.

Suggestions to the guides of youth are also listed. It is important

to provide education in appreciation of the beautiful, in moral

thoughtfulness. It is important to recognize the fundamental interests

of life and especially those of young people in games, athletics, sports ;

and the rapid change in these youthful interests. "Responsibility

is the great commander."

A final section recognizes "the powers not ourselves" "beauty not
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alone a happiness and a stimulus but a flaming sword"; dedication

to chosen aims
; prayer.

These summarized headings are but the bones of the book. The

book itself is real flesh and blood, the human interest of appropriate

stories and illustrations, with keen, flashing suggestions of wisdom and

experience. There is something of the interpretive insight of Joseph

Lee in her recognition of the inner meaning of the desires and actions

of childhood. There is everywhere, too, implicit the philosophy of the

great loyalist, Josiah Eoyce, and the confident conviction that children

will respond to the larger loyalties once they are revealed to them.

The technique described is never in the jargon of the "character

builders." Never is there reference to "conditioning" and "interest

drives." Always the point of view and the language are that of a

mother and a teacher, of a wise woman who has sympathetically seen

the problems of children growing in grace, who has sympathetically

explained and helped and inspired and guided, and who has herself

been an imminent and transcendent temptation to rightdoing.

R. S. WALLACE.

THE SOCIAL WORKER. By Louise C. Odencrantz. New York : Harper
and Brothers, 1929. 373 p. $2.50.

Social work bases its claim to the title of "profession" upon the

increasingly improved technique of social case work. Social Workers

point to this progress when they challenge the now-familiar contention

of Abraham Flexner that "social work appears to be not so much

a definite field as an aspect of work in many fields." Miss Oden-

crantz 's careful study of the procedures of family, medical, and psy-

chiatric agencies strengthens the position of social workers in the

argument but it does little to clarify the content and methodology of

case work.

The author uses the method of job analysis to describe the responsi-

bilities, requirements, qualifications, and conditions of work which

pertain to each specific position within these three important fields.

The comparison of policies of family case work agencies with those

of medical and psychiatric agencies reveals startling variations in

standards. For example, salary schedules in family case work com-

pare favorably with those in medical social work, but both are exceed-

ingly low in contrast to those in psychiatric social work, a difference
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which cannot be explained by a correspondingly higher standard of

professional training. Perhaps it may be due to the fact that the

psychiatric group is organized more effectively. Greater opportunity
for research is available to workers in medical and psychiatric

agencies, for staff turnover is lower and fewer demands for overtime

are made. Social workers and executives interested in advancing pro-

fessional standards would do well to take note of these findings.

The author shows conclusively that the methods of family, medical

and psychiatric social case work have a basic similarity. When she

attempts to clarify the content of these methods she is less successful.

Social workers cannot be expected to acquire knowledge which no

student of the social sciences has yet attained. It is therefore futile,

at present, to demand that the family case worker should master the
"
general principles of human behavior and motives, such as the

influence of heredity upon the present situation and behavior, and the

relationships between an individual, his family and the community;

principles of habit formation and development of personality." The

need for training in sociology, economics, and psychology is not

emphasized sufficiently while the customary insistence upon a vague
"cultural background and general knowledge gained in a college

education" is again repeated. If a discipline in the social sciences

is only "desirable" certainly few workers in the field can be well

enough equipped to study and understand human behavior.

Miss Odencrantz has produced the best available reference book on

accepted techniques of social work. We know now more precisely how

social workers proceed but we do not see clearly how they really func-

tion. We are more conscious of their tools but we are not yet aware

of how or why the tools are used. Abraham Flexner is not yet

completely answered.

MARION HATHWAY.

TELE MEASUREMENT OF NERVOUS HABITS IN NORMAL CHILDREN. By
Willard C. Olson, Ph.D. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota

Press, 1929. 97 p.

Clinical practice whether in physical or mental phenomena has been

chiefly concerned with the abnormal conditions. Viewed in the true

biometric sense these abnormal conditions are usually extreme varia-

tions of a normally distributed condition and only the undesirable

extreme becomes clinically evident.
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Dr. Olson, however, has contributed a method of measurement

whereby individual differences in such nervous habits as biting nails,

sucking the fingers, picking or scratching the nose, pulling the hair

or scratching the head, pulling the ear, grimacing, and scratching

the body may be discriminated. The technique consists in recording

those children who perform any one or more of the above habits within

a stated time interval. Observations are made for a sufficient number

of time intervals to obtain reliable results. After developing a method

that is applicable to all these habits, the monograph confines its treat-

ment to the oral habits.

A brief treatise on the genesis of oral habits indicates that family

predisposition, association with persons of nervous habits, fatigue

and habit formation are factors in the development of these tics.

Relations to other measured physical and psychological traits are also

discussed.

The chief value of the volume, however, consists in the advance

given to scientific study of children's behavior by the contribution of

a reliable method of measurement of these undesirable nervous habits.

In addition to the use of this measuring device as a tool of future

research into the healthy development of the child, it is also imme-

diately useful in discovering tics in their early stages of development

so that the formation of the habits may be arrested before they become

too strongly fixed.

C. MAHEW DERRYBERRY.
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COOK COUNTY (ILLINOIS) ROADHOUSES
JESSIE F. BINFOED

Director, Juvenile Protective Association, Chicago, Illinois

"Red Corner, Joe's Place, Dodge Inn, Wide Acres Road-

house, The Tavern, Elm Lodge, Forest Inn, Shady Glen, The
Hans and Gretel, The Club, Pete's Barbecue," these are

similar to names which are familiar to all who motor through
the country and try to find lodging or entertainment. They
have come to be known as

" roadhouses. "

The dictionary defines a roadhouse as "An inn or similar

place catering to travelers by the road, such as carriage

parties, automobilists, etc." This aptly describes the road-

house of bygone days when it served to accommodate weary

travelers, but it is not applicable to these modern roadhouses,

which have become more or less places for amusement and

recreation, patronized to a large extent by young people.

Roadhouses, when properly conducted, may become, and

often are, a decided asset to any community ; but, when intoxi-

cants are sold or permitted to be consumed on the prem-
ises, obscene and sensuous dancing tolerated, opportunities
afforded for illicit sex relations, and when young people may
rub shoulders with a hybrid element, such as gangsters,

racketeers, prostitutes and other underworld characters, it is

evident that they present a serious menace.
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The Juvenile Protective Association of Chicago in coopera-

tion with the American Social Hygiene Association recently

investigated the roadhouses in Cook County. The survey
revealed that some of the roadhouses were legitimately con-

ducted
; but, unfortunately the majority were found to be noth-

ing more than speakeasies which served in some instances as

gathering places, and even regular
"
hangouts" for a lawless

and criminal element. They were more or less pregnant with

vice in various forms, and constituted a decided menace to

the moral and physical welfare of all the patrons, but espe-

cially the young people.

Such resorts surround the corporate limits of the city of

Chicago, and also extend into the remote sections of the

County. They were found to be composed of a heterogeneous
mixture of structures, ranging from the tawdry, lowly saloon-

with-a-back-room type to the specially constructed, orna-

mental, tastefully decorated and inviting kind.

Some of these so-called roadhouses advertised along the

roads and highways, using such slogans as "Dine and Dance

to Your Heart's Content,"" "So-and-so's Famous Interna-

tional Jazz Band," and "Chicken and Steak Dinners," to

attract patronage. However, a visit to these places was often

disappointing. The "Famous International Jazz Band" was

either an automatic musical instrument, or a small group of

not even mediocre musicians, who offered a raucous, rasping,

inharmonious program of badly played popular songs.

Many of them made no pretense at serving food, but were

found to be well equipped for, and actively engaged in, the

selling of apparently intoxicating liquors and beverages.

The composite picture of the majority of the roadhouses in

Cook County, according to the Juvenile Protective Associa-

tion's findings, would portray a one- or two-story, queerly-

named frame structure containing an improvised old-fash-

ioned bar and a medium sized, dimly lit, ill ventilated and

smoky dining room filled with decrepit chairs and tables

covered with soiled linen, an automatic instrument and radio
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or jazz band, a rough dance floor, and decorated with twisted

streamers of brightly-colored, gaudy crepe paper. All types

were generally well patronized on Wednesday, Friday, Satur-

day, and Sunday nights, ordinarily from 10 P.M. until 3 A.M.,

and in some instances all night, by an element whose economic

status was more or less in keeping with the prices charged
for food and drink.

During the summer of 1929 the investigators visited a total

of 171 roadhouses, which included not only the cheaper type
of places, but also the moderately and high-priced ones.

The investigators' report states that out of these 171

resorts there were only 11, mainly the expensive and pre-

tentious ones, that did not sell intoxicants. But, in these there

were openly served set-ups, consisting of ginger ale, mineral

waters and cracked ice, which the guests mixed with drink-

ables brought with them.

From the manner in which the drinking took place, there

was no doubt that the management had guilty knowledge, as

the patrons "made no pretense whatsoever at concealment."

In some instances the investigators were told by responsible

persons connected with the establishments that ''neither

whisky nor beer are sold on the premises, but those who desire

to drink must bring their own."

The report also mentions that the cheaper type of resorts

served "what appeared to be real beer and whisky to known

persons, or persons of whom the management was not

suspicious."

Beverages and liquors whose alcoholic content appar-

ently exceeded the amount permitted by the Volstead Act

could be purchased in 142 of the 171 resorts visited by the

investigators.

In 89 of the 142, and in the 11 where set-ups only were

served, many intoxicated persons were repeatedly seen.

Young women in their late 'teens, and young men in their

early twenties, were observed many times in an intoxicated

condition some of them so drunk that they could scarcely
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walk. Fights and drunken brawls were not uncommon
occurrences.

%As the evening wore on, many of the young couples became

visibly intoxicated; and the more they drank, the more their

dancing and conduct degenerated into the vulgar, obscene

and indecent. However, they managed to stand and move,
with their bodies pressed tightly together, pushing, shoving,

pulling and mauling each other around the small dance floor,

which in some places was so small and so crowded that it

was almost impossible for them to move.

The report further indicates that many of the young girls

were seen in the company of men who had every earmark
of being racketeers or gangsters. Many of these girls looked

as if they came from reputable families. They were undoubt-

edly out to have a gala evening's pastime, consisting chiefly

of dancing, dining and drinking in places where the manage-
ment exercised no restraint whatsoever, but permitted them
to execute all sorts of indecent, suggestive and objectionable
movements.

The large bootleg interests which from time to time have

been mentioned in various newspaper items had apparently
extended their activities into all parts of Cook County.

According to statements repeatedly made to the investigators,

powerful "syndicates" or "rings" had absolute control of

the territory, which they had divided among themselves.

Thus, the Northern section was alleged to be controlled by one

syndicate, the Western by another, and the Southern by still

another group.
The huge profits which the beer and liquor "barons" and

the operators of the roadhouses were alleged to reap, were
said to run into millions of dollars. Some of the roadhouse

operators were avowed patrons of one or another of these

syndicates, and they with others in the liquor business gen-

erally, were not only compelled to pay a specified sum for

their supplies of beer and whisky, but were also forced to

contribute liberally to the syndicates for "protection" pur-
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poses. One operator stated that although he could purchase
elsewhere beer for less than $55 a barrel (the syndicate's

standard price) and whisky cheaper than $120 a case, he was

forced to pay the prices dictated. If he failed to purchase
his supply from the syndicate controlling the territory

wherein his place was located "it would be bombed or he

would be taken for a ride."

The operations of a well-organized syndicate in one sec-

tion of Cook County may best be illustrated by a conversa-

tion which the investigators had with an individual operator
who tried to oppose the syndicate; he said, according to the

report, that :

"He had previously operated two roadhouses in a nearby

community and, in addition to selling intoxicating liquor, har-

bored prostitutes. He was approached by a representative of

one of the syndicates, who informed him that this syndicate

had other places in his vicinity, and as a result of his cutting

the prices of liquor and beer, the syndicate's resorts had

experienced a business depression. He was advised, under

threat, to give up his two places and join the syndicate, being
offered a substantial weekly sum for so doing.

' ' He said that

while he was considering this offer, he was maneuvered into

a brawl which resulted in a murder and that his place was

subsequently closed, whereas his competitors (syndicate

resorts) began to flourish once more.

Seizure and search of the premises by various law-enforce-

ment agents usually disclosed but a very small quantity of

intoxicating liquor, by reason of the fact, as one roadhouse

proprietor put it, that "We who know our business, never

have more than one bottle on the premises." The large sup-

ply is cached outside of the building.

The same informant further stated that "If they (syndi-

cates) weren't protected, they (the authorities) would fall

in on the breweries and stills where the beer and booze are

made and knock them off (raid) in a hurry. Did you ever

read of any agents out this way knocking off (seizing) a load
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of beer or booze that's being delivered? You can bet your
life you didn't! They fall in on some joint, but the best they
come away with is a bottle. That helps make things look

good. They are powerful! Why, they've got more drag

(influence) than anyone realizes! They've got the biggest
and most influential men tied up with them ! The booze racket

is a big thing !

' '

The various resorts alleged to be operated by the syndicates
or under their protection, were found to be the worst. The
elements frequenting them were the most vulgar and obscene ;

the intoxication was the most general; and the immoral and

suggestive dancing more prevalent than in the non-syndicate
resorts.

The sale of apparent intoxicants and the indecent dancing
in the roadhouses constitute only a portion of the serious

indictment to be drawn against the majority of Cook County's
roadhouses. In addition, some 32 of them had accommoda-
tions ranging from private drinking rooms equipped with beds

or couches, to fully-equipped bed rooms, for hire at nominal

prices.

In each place where such accommodations could be secured,

the proprietor, or other responsible person, showed guilty

knowledge of the use made of these rooms. However, most
of the proprietors restricted the use of the rooms to persons
whom they knew or who could satisfactorily identify them-

selves. One man stated that he "would not rent rooms to

young people, but reserved them for a more mature element.
' '

He frankly admitted that this "more mature" element fre-

quents his premises to a large extent during the day.

Semi-professional and professional prostitutes were found

to be harbored in some 14 of the resorts investigated. One
of the places was operated as an out-and-out brothel, fre-

quented by young men who came from the surrounding

countryside in search of sexual gratification. Others had

prostitutes occasionally and were frequented by both male

and female customers
; whereas, still others had semi-profes-

sional prostitutes who served as hostesses. Their acquaint-
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ance, however, had to be cultivated; and when they agreed

to commit an immoral act, it was usually to be consummated

elsewhere and only
* '

after this place closes for the night.
' '

The apparent inactivity of the law-enforcement authori-

ties in Cook County and the alleged fraternizing between

the Cook County Police and the roadhouse operators,

together with the apathy of public opinion, seem to be more

or less responsible for the conditions which prevailed in the

roadhouses.

Various operators mentioned that they
* ' are not very much

concerned about the Federal authorities." One proprietor

said to the investigators, "We get a raid now and then, but

that is to be expected in this business. The worst we draw

is a $100 fine. The main thing is to keep the joints open."

Perhaps another factor contributing to the conditions found

to exist during the course of the survey, is that many of the

small towns and villages receive substantial incomes from the

exorbitant license fees exacted from roadhouse proprietors;

and for a time they welcomed such places.

In Cook County we found that the license fee for road-

houses varies in different towns from twenty dollars to five

hundred dollars a year. One village of twelve hundred

inhabitants licensed nineteen places, one of three hundred

thirteen inhabitants six places, another with comparatively

small population licensed between thirty and forty. If the

villages license them at all they seem to have no regulations

as to the sale of liquor, gambling, prostitution, unsupervised

dancing, or closing hours that are enforced. We are most

happy to report that some villages in Cook County refused

absolutely to license roadhouses.

Many saloon keepers and others, formerly of Chicago, were

attracted to these communities by the apparent opportunities

for doing a lucrative roadhouse business. Licenses could be

easily secured and the operators would be comparatively free

of friction with the police and other law-enforcement authori-

ties. As a result, many of the villages and small towns have

become congested with a mass of all types of roadhouses.
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Such conditions in the roadhouses are of much more than

local interest. They portray a problem which exists in all

"parts of the country. There is a great and legitimate demand
for country places which serve food and have facilities for

recreation, but most of the roadhouses which we found so

numerous in Cook County exist for the exploitation of the

public and do not so much meet as they create a demand for

liquor, prostitution, and demoralizing forms of entertainment.

The most serious phase of the problem is that they are patron-
ized by many of our young people some of whom are still boys
and girls.

As recreational centers and even as restaurants, roadhouses

are in a class apart, for they are more or less isolated and a

law unto themselves because of their isolation and the fact

that they are licensed, if at all, by small towns and villages

or county boards, at the same time having a patronage from

outside the licensing area. They are most difficult to investi-

gate ; they openly offer what has been legislated against and

condemned in the majority of our cities. The licensing offi-

cials are either bullied into issuing licenses and shut their eyes

to conditions, or they are tempted by the large license fees.

Federal, state and county law enforcing officials do not

have the personnel even if they have the desire adequately to

regulate and supervise roadhouses. The responsibility in Cook

County as elsewhere clearly rests in the first instance upon
the citizens in whose neighborhoods these new centers of

recreation are being located and no law enforcing officials,

federal, state, or municipal, will be able to regulate or elimi-

nate them without the interested support of the public.

Leisure time activities today are initiated and controlled

altogether too much by commercialized interests whose appeal

is contrary to all standards of law and order and decency

and the protective supervision of young people. The road-

house is one more type which today presents problems to

practically every county in every state.



THE COMMITTEE ON RESEARCH IN SYPHILIS *

History. In March, 1928, Dr. Edward L. Keyes at the

request of Dr. W. J. M. A. Maloney invited about twenty-five

of the leading experts in the various aspects of syphilis to

meet in New York to consider the formation of a committee

which would be the point of contact between scientists inter-

ested in investigation of this disease and a group of philan-

thropists who had expressed a willingness to furnish funds

for the organization of such a committee.

Various methods were discussed by which funds for the

promotion of research in syphilis could most advantageously

be used in the control of this disease; and the major lines

of needed research were charted. It was agreed that syphi-

lis is one of the outstanding public health problems of the

age; that the practical control of this disease will depend

upon the extension of existing knowledge through scientific

research
;
and that the committee could contribute most effect-

ually to a solution of this problem by making grants to

carefully selected investigators in order to enable them to

inaugurate or expand needed studies.

Many months were spent in collecting from numerous

sources the best thought as to the outstanding problems in

this disease and in developing practicable methods of attack.

The organization of the Committee was announced widely
in scientific press and investigators were urged to submit

proposals for study.

Dr. John H. Stokes of the University of Pennsylvania acted

until January, 1929, as chairman of the Scientific Committee

which developed the research activities of the organization.
Associated with him were representatives of the National

Research Council, The American Social Hygiene Association,

*
Report of the Chairman of the Scientific Committee to the Annual Meeting

of Members, January 6, 1930.
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and the United States Public Health Service, and technical

advisers chosen because of their knowledge in specialized

fields of syphilis research.

Meetings of the Scientific Committee. Following the ini-

tial organization of the Committee in March, 1928, and

appointment of a Scientific Committee at that time, this

Committee held meetings on March 21, April 30, May 1,

September 12, and December 8 and 9, 1928. During 1929

the conference of clinical directors was held on January
5 and 6. Since that time recommendations concerning the

initiation and renewal of grants have been taken up informally
with individual members of the Committee.

The Research Program. A plan of syphilis research has

been evolved during the past year and a half which embraces

four major groups of activities :

1. Studies of the biology of the infecting organism.
2. Studies of the reaction of the body to infection.

3. Experimental chemotherapy.
4. Clinical studies.

To these groups should be added the epidemiological and

public health aspects which are not a part of the present

program of the Committee, since the United States Public

Health Service and the American Social Hygiene Association

are primarily interested in these phases of the problem.

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES OF THE COMMITTEE

From the many applications for grants in this country
and abroad the Committee has selected those which seemed

to give the greatest promise of success in extending funda-

mental knowledge of syphilis both from the laboratory and

clinic standpoints. Grants totaling $91,515 have been made
to twenty investigators who are working in the leading uni-

versities and scientific institutions in this and in other coun-

tries. A brief description of the present scope of the research

activities of the Committee is given below
;
and in an appendix
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is a list of investigators, the problems upon which they are

working, and effective date of each grant.

Growth and Biology of the Infecting Organism. Of funda-

mental importance are studies in the biology of the Treponema
pallidum including its cultivation in virulent form and the

possible existence of a life cycle. Grants for these purposes
have been given to Dr. E. E. Ecker, Western Reserve Uni-

versity, Dr. John A. Kolmer, Research Institute for Cutaneous

Medicine, Professor Levaditi, Pasteur Institute, Paris, and
Dr. Hans Zinsser, Harvard University. A baffling problem
in syphilis is the failure which has attended persistent efforts

to grow the causative organism in virulent form in a test

tube (outside of the animal body). A successful result of

this study would open up a whole new field for research in

this disease.

A decision as to the existence of various -strains of the

organism also is important and particularly the relation of

a tropical disease called "yaws" to syphilis. Studies in yaws
are in progress in Haiti and will be discussed later.

Under a grant from the Committee Dr. A. S. Warthin, Ann
Arbor, has succeeded in improving methods of recognizing
the infecting organism in tissues and is conducting further

studies along the same line.

Reaction of the Body to Infection. Immunity. Of equal

importance with the studies of the infecting organism are

similar studies of the reaction of the body to infection. The
mechanism by which the disease is produced is not fully

understood; nor is the method known by which the body
builds a resistance to the infection, and the relation of this

immunity to initial and secondary lesions, to persistence of

the infection, to the use of antisyphilitic drugs, and to other

external and internal factors. This problem is being studied

by Dr. Alan Chesney, Johns Hopkins. Dr. S. W. Becker, Uni-

versity of Chicago, has been studying the reaction of certain

cells (the reticulo-endothelial system) of the body in an effort

to explain the mechanism by which antisyphilitic drugs pro-
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duce their effects. Dr. Warthin also is conducting studies in

the pathology of syphilis, including a comparison of the dis-

"ease in different races, the mechanism of latent infections and

the pathological condition of organs of persons who may have

been cured of the disease.

Serological Studies. It is known that persons with syphilis

develop certain unknown changes in the blood serum and

spinal fluid which give rise to a positive Wassermann test

or precipitation test. Dr. R. L. Kahn, Ann Arbor, who dis-

covered a test for syphilis which bears his name, is extending
his studies to observe the physico-chemical mechanism of the

test by the use of ultramacroscopic and other methods. Dr.

William A. Hinton of the Boston Dispensary has developed
another satisfactory test for syphilis which he is perfecting,

and is investigating the possibility of eliminating lumbar

puncture to diagnose nervous system syphilis. By these

studies he hopes also to throw light on the nature of immune
substances in syphilis and the substances which cause a posi-

tive blood test.

Yaws and Syphilis. Because of the frequently suggested

relationship of a tropical disease called "yaws" with syphilis,

the Committee has interested itself for a number of months

in devising a practical method of approach to this problem.

Following numerous discussions with various experts, a pro-

gram of research has been agreed upon and is being carried

out through the cooperation of the medical authorities of the

United States Navy in Haiti under the direction of Dr. John

H. Chambers. The studies in yaws include a series of clinical,

pathological, animal-experimental and epidemiological studies

to determine the identity or dissimilarity of yaws and syphilis.

In addition to the collaboration being given by the whole

medical and public health organization in Haiti (which is

under the direction of medical officers of the United States

Navy) certain aspects of the yaws studies are to be con-

ducted in the United States with material secured from Haiti.

Dr. Alan Chesney, Johns Hopkins, has a representative now
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in Haiti to study by animal experimentation the relation of

the virus of the two diseases and the cross immunity which

each produces to the other. Dr. A. S. Warthin is collaborating

in making a comparison of the microscopic and gross path-

ology of tissues of persons dead of yaws and syphilis.

These studies are an outstanding example of the influence

of the Committee in bringing about large scale cooperation

on research in syphilis which could not be undertaken indi-

vidually by the various investigators.

Experimental Chemotherapy. (Chemicals for Treatment).

Since Erlich discovered salvarsan in 1'910, search has con-

tinued for more efficient drugs and the more efficient utiliza-

tion of existing remedies. Professor Levaditi, Pasteur

Institute, Paris, who a few years ago developed bismuth as

an antisyphilitic remedy, has undertaken studies to develop

new and improved remedies. He has tested a large number

of new drugs and during the past year he has published

several papers on his results.

Other studies are in progress under Dr. Torald Sollman,

Western Reserve University, of the rate and method of ab-

sorption, distribution and action of various compounds of

mercury and bismuth. His studies already have yielded

practical results of value as guides to treatment. Doctors

Mehrtens and Hanzlik of Leland Stanford University are

studying the relative value of various bismuth compounds and

have succeeded in developing a new compound of this drug
and a new method for its use which gives great promise of

practical value. These studies have progressed to such a

point that they plan to patent in the name of the University

the new method in order to prevent its exploitation and the

production of inferior products.

A grant has been approved effective January 1, 1930, to

Professor Schlossberger of the Eeichsgesundheitsampt, Ber-

lin, for studies of the action of various antisyphilitic remedies

in mice. The mouse is the only animal in which the Treponema

pallidum invades the central nervous system, and these ex-
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periments are designed to test the influence of various drugs
on the organisms in the nervous system.

Cooperative Clinical Studies. Through the efforts of Dr.

Paul A. O'Leary of the Mayo Clinic a gift of $25,000 was
secured early in 1929 for the Committee for cooperative clin-

ical studies. This fund has made possible the organization
of a group of five leading syphilis clinics in this country for

a series of detailed clinical inquiries into the results of the

treatment of syphilis.

An appraisal is being made of the relative value of various

systems of treatment and of different kinds and amounts of

drugs in the several stages of the disease. Attempts are

being made to establish criteria of cure, to determine the

significant factors as regards relapse, reinfection, latency

and the development of cardiovascular, nervous system, and

other complications. In these clinics also controlled tests

can be made of new drugs or methods which may be suggested
from laboratory studies, and conversely direction of needed

laboratory studies may be suggested from clinical experience.

The scientists who are participating are Dr. John H. Stokes,

University of Pennsylvania, Dr. Joseph Earle Moore, Johns

Hopkins University, Dr. Harold N. Cole, Western Reserve

University, Dr. Paul A. O'Leary, Mayo Clinic, and Dr. Udo
J. Wile, University of Michigan. The first problem which

is being attacked is that of the results of treatment in early

syphilis and latent syphilis. The first results of this coopera-
tion will be a publication on infectious relapse which is of

particular importance in the spread of the disease. This will

be available within a few months and will be presented in

the name of the Committee on Research in Syphilis at the

International Congress in Copenhagen in August, 1930.

The planning and initiation of this group study have pre-

sented many technical and practical difficulties since it repre-

sents a pioneer effort in this field. Through conferences and

personal visits to the clinics uniformity of method should

be assured. The studies now are well under way and data
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from nearly 3,000 case histories have been forwarded to the

Public Health Service (which is supplying the central statis-

tical facilities) for tabulation and analysis. It is believed that

the results of this clinical study will give more complete

information than has heretofore been available concerning

many practical questions connected with the treatment of

syphilis.

Cooperation with the League of Nations. This special

clinical fund has made possible also effective American par-

ticipation in a similar international study of the results in

the treatment of syphilis which is being sponsored by the

League of Nations and in this country by the Public Health

Service.

General Paresis. In order to determine the relation of the

kind and amount of treatment to the development of general

paralysis of the insane, Dr. Harry Solomon at the Boston

Psychopathic Hospital is investigating cases admitted to that

institution and to determine the amount and kind of treat-

ment they previously have had. This should throw consider-

able light on the conditions under which this serious compli-

cation of syphilis develops.



CONTRIBUTION OF SOCIAL -SERVICE TO THE
MEDICAL CONTROL OF THE VENEREAL

DISEASES
RUTH E. LEWIS

Associate Director of the Social Service Department of Washington
University Clinics and Allied Hospitals, .Saint Louis

"'Treat not only the disease, treat also the man," these

words which Virchow had inscribed over the entrance of his

great hospital emphasize the fact that consideration of the

disease alone is insufficient for ultimate success in medical

practice, and may give us a clue to the function of the

social worker in the medical control of the venereal diseases.

When we use that phrase
" medical control of the venereal

diseases," we are thinking of mass achievement which cannot

be the result of group activities alone, but which must be

reached through the adequate medical treatment of thousands

upon thousands of individuals who are at present the foci

of infection.

The availability of treatment and the patient's recognition
of the necessity for it will not reduce the prevalence of the

diseases, unless the patient actually seeks and receives this

care. 'To be entirely effective, too, the treatment must be

more than enough to render each patient non-infectious, for

a syphilitic may again become infectious in the late stage of

the disease. The non-infectious syphilitic woman may give

birth to a congenitally syphilitic child who may become infec-

tious. With the gonorrheal patient, a positive smear may
follow a negative. It is, therefore, important that each patient

continue treatment until discharged by the physician. Even

though many, while still too few, have recognized that they
needed treatment and sought it, it is a much smaller number

who have had a sufficient amount. Davis and Warner reported
in 1918 that the actual study of a number of clinics treating

272
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gonorrhea showed that unless special provision was made, 33V&

per cent of the patients did not return after one visit. In a clinic

treating syphilis, 28 per cent paid only one visit and 42 per
cent paid not more than two.* Figures for one syphilis clinic

carrying eleven to thirteen hundred cases in its files show that

for the period of the last five years, nine-tenths as many
patients on the average terminated treatment without per-

mission each year as there were new ones who began. In a

nine months '

study of its first 500 new cases during the year

1929, it was found that 170 or 34 per cent had already dis-

continued treatment at the end of the time. Out of this group
of 170, 54 or 32 per cent had had only one to five weeks of

treatment, 29 or 17 per cent had had from five to ten weeks

of treatment, and 35 or 20 per cent had been under treatment

10 to 15 weeks. In all, then, 118 or 69 per cent had been lost

within the first four months after their first contact with the

clinic. The venereal disease prevalence survey made in St.

Louis by the United States Public Health Service at the

request of the Missouri Social Hygiene Society showed that

the preponderance of early cases were under the care of pri-

vate physicians, and that the majority of the clinic patients

were in the late stage. This indicates that practically all

patients within this area studied had not had continuous medi-

cal supervision during the course of their disease. If the

impression of one large clinic within the group can be given

weight, the majority of the late cases under clinic care had not

had treatment during the early stage. The inference, then,

is that when a patient with venereal disease discontinues

treatment against advice in one place, he or she usually does

not seek care elsewhere.

As the availability of adequate medical care and the inter-

est of physicians do not assure the continuous and extended

treatment of patients applying for medical attention, it is

necessary to consider the patient and the methods to be em-

ployed for keeping him under care. "Medical control" might

*
Davis, Michael M., and Warner, Andrew R., M.D. Dispensaries. The Mac-

millan Co., New York, 1918.
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imply that the diseases could be reduced largely by the author-

ity of the physician, by restraint, and the imposition of treat-

ment. Authority of the physician, however, is impossible in an

intelligent group, and with an unintelligent one is ineffective

in the long run. For example, the obstetrician who uses the

argument that he will not deliver his patient unless she comes

regularly for anti-syphilitic treatment until that time, will

discover, if he inquires, that practically none of his clinic

patients continue treatment after delivery. Needless to say,

restraint is impossible except in a minor number of instances

during the period of infectiousness. In diseases which require

such extended treatment, the general use of this method would

be too expensive, and contrary to our ideas of individual

freedom.

It is well to consider for a moment the diseases themselves

and that which their treatment requires from the patient

himself for it to be successful. As syphilis and gonorrhea
are at some period infectious, their spread or control affects

and is affected by relationships between individuals. They
are chronic and require treatment of approximately two or

three years' duration and usually beyond the point where the

patient is conscious of distressing symptoms. They are ones,

then, in which the individual's responsibility to others must

be recognized and invoked and ones in which the strongest

personal qualities of the patients must be brought into direct

combination with the scientific assets of the physician or

clinic.

Can anything, then, but a true partnership link together the

contributions of these two sides and make both work together

with a common interest in that which seems often to be a

rather remote end?

In the forming of this partnership relation between the

patient and the physician, the social worker may be of assist-

ance. Any successful partnership must rest upon complete

understanding of all factors involved. Hence, when the

patient comes to the clinic for the first time, both he and the

physician must know the situation which confronts them.
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More can be done at this time to assure continuous treatment

than can be accomplished by any number of follow-up letters

and visits, not preceded by a clinic interview in which the

patient learns what is expected of him and the physician or the

clinic representative becomes acquainted with the nature of

the person and his problems, and helps to remove any obsta-

cles to treatment. This knowledge of the patient is necessary
before detailed instructions can be given and should include

information about his education, work, family, recreation,

motive power, and reaction to his disease, as well as his living

conditions and financial status. One physician who was asked

by an infectious gonorrheal patient, who said she was a maid,
if she might continue to work, gave his consent. During the

subsequent interview with the social worker who discussed

her work with her in more detail than the doctor could, it was
discovered that she spent most of her time taking care of her

employer's baby. Although she was not allowed to return to

work, the baby had already acquired gonorrheal vaginitis.

With full knowledge of the facts, the physician would never

have made the first statement. The physician should be the

first one to explain the diagnosis and the nature of the treat-

ment to the patient, but the social worker may be able to

go over in greater detail the part which he must play in his

own treatment. It is very easy to assume that satisfactory
instruction is given, when it is really inadequate. For instance,
countless women have left gonorrheal clinics not knowing how
to take a douche, and leaving behind them no realization in

the mind of the physicians that such could be true. Routine

testing of one's powers of explanation and of the degree of

assimilation by the individual is important. It is wise to ask

the patient to repeat the instructions which he is to follow.

Anyone will be constantly surprised to discover how many
mistakes he will make. Written instructions may be used,
but not without supplementary verbal explanation. During
this interview an effort must be made by the social worker
to interest the patient in getting well. This is of primary
importance. The hopeful outlook should be stressed, rather
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than the terrible things which may result without treatment.

With the aid of the case work approach, it is possible to have
almost every patient leave the clinic with the conviction that

he should, can, and will continue treatment until he is well.

Such a foundation renders the problem of follow up com-

paratively simple. Much has been said and written about
various mechanical means of keeping the patient coming back
for treatment, of form letters, personal letters, and visits at

stated intervals. Such are of value, but only as secondary to

the individualization of each patient. The social worker's

anticipation of possible obstacles which may arise also may be

able to keep patients from lapsing treatment.

Although the social worker's attention should first be

directed toward each patient as a distinct entity, constant

analysis of the group results is necessary in order to discover

the points at which emphasis should be placed. When it is

found, for example, that the majority of patients who become

delinquent in reporting for anti-syphilitic treatment do so

after the first rest period, it is possible to talk with each one

just preceding this change in routine in order to make sure

that there is no misunderstanding regarding it. The "'Study
of the Value of a Follow-Up System in a Syphilitic Clinic,"

made under the joint auspices of the Associated Out-patient
Clinics of New York and the Brooklyn Hospital and reported

by Dr. Henry A. Fisher showed that home visits were of little

value in getting men to return for treatment,* largely, prob-

ably, because so few of them could be located during the day.
The Social Service Department of the University of Pennsyl-
vania Hospital, however, has been able to meet this problem by
employing a male follow-up worker who makes evening visits.

Another clinic which has been rather proud of its ability to

follow all patients who had failed to report for treatment

either by letter or visit was surprised to discover that out of

977 follow-up efforts, including about an equal number of

visits and personal letters, 699 or 72 per cent had failed to

*
Fisher, Henry A., M.D. A Study of the Value of a Follow-Up System in a

Syphilitic Clinic. JOURNAL OF SOCIAL HYGIENE. Vol. X, No. 8, Nov., 1924.
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bring about the return of the patient. Further analysis of

such a situation might explain these figures, but the important

thing about only one such set is that they tend to stimulate

further thought and ultimately may lead to a solution. The

blind acceptance of routine follow-up methods without care-

ful analysis of results has been to blame for much of the lack

of success in keeping patients under continuous treatment.

From the social hygiene point of view, the social worker's

responsibility for securing the examination of contacts is as

important as for keeping the original patient under treatment.

The foundation for this, also, is laid in the initial talk with the

patient. As there are usually such intimate relationships

involved, the question must be approached from the case work

angle. Without the use of tact and real consideration of his

feelings, the patient may be irritated and not only make no

effort to persuade his family or the source of his infection to

come for an examination, but also may not return himself.

More than the bare explanation of the importance of the

examination of contacts is necessary. In one syphilitic clinic

with 881 new patients last year, only 145 contacts were exam-

ined in spite of urging each patient to accept the responsibility

for securing these examinations. At the neuro-syphilitic

clinic of the Boston Psychopathic Hospital where the social

worker had kept in touch with the patient more or less from

week to week, they examined 317 contacts of 232 individuals

and 29 per cent of the group were found to have a positive

Wassermann reaction.* The latter clinic was working with

patients who had sought treatment years after the time of

infection and who ordinarily, hence, would be more difficult

to interest in cooperating in getting the members of their

families to report. It would seem, then, that the better results

depended upon the methods used.

Through the understanding and satisfaction of the patients

under treatment, and this attempt to have contacts examined,

the influence of the clinic may become an ever widening circle.

*
Solomon, Harry C., M.D., and Maida, H. The Family of the Neurosyphilitic.

Mental Hygiene, Vol. II, No. 1, Jan., 1918.
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The Illinois Social Hygiene League reports that in 1925 more
than one-third or 785 out of the 2,089 new patients at their

clinic were referred by previous patients. The excellence of

the medical treatment alone is not enough to make patients
recommend the clinic to their friends. In one clinic even a
well intentioned though unskillful attempt to determine the

source of infection was the reason for the failure to return

3 out of 12 patients who were treated in one afternoon,
and who had all previously been regular in attendance. In

spite of the fact that these latter figures are small, they may
tell the story of the importance of the personal factors in-

volved and their relationship to the control of the disease.

Many social workers outside the clinic, in addition to those

attached to it, are having contacts with families of syphilitics

or patients with gonorrhea and, hence, have the opportunity
of urging examinations which may reveal new foci of infection.

The securing of adequate prenatal care for all pregnant
women would be one means of discovering many cases, for

patients frequently are not aware of their infection or need

of treatment. In her cooperative relationship with the social

worker in the non-medical agency, the clinic worker may
interpret the physician's non-moralistic attitude to these dis-

eases, the need and type of treatment, the precautions to be

taken, and the treatment facilities, as well as the dangers of

drug store
" cures" and the promises of quacks. Thus

through the help and understanding of all social workers in

the field, a much larger number can be reached than the clinic

alone could possibly otherwise hope to touch.



1850-1930 *

GERTRUDE R. LUCE
American Social Hygiene Association

It may be thought by many persons in this country, partic-

ularly those who have not given time to a study of the records,

that social hygiene is a comparatively new movement. But

when we undertake to find the beginnings, it is difficult to say
that this or that time, or this or that event marked such

beginning. One difficulty, of course, arises in a decision as to

whether we can talk about the beginning in the United States

and ignore the things which were done in other countries and

which had direct bearing upon the work in this country. And
another difficulty in deciding upon what constituted the

beginning and when it occurred is that the program of social

hygiene today is a composite of a number of phases which had

their beginnings in the work of several groups.

Perhaps, then, we may ask ourselves what are some of the

things which have been accomplished in the United States in

the lifetime of the man whose birthday is being celebrated all

over the world on April 8th, 1930, and who has given so gener-

ously of his time and guidance to social hygiene.

In the very interesting
" Historical Background" which con-

stitutes the first chapter of the book Prostitution in the United

States, we find the statement that in 1855 the Medical Board

of Bellevue Hospital made a report on prostitution and

syphilis, and it was their expressed belief that "New York

City must make some change in its policy, and must work out

some system to limit and control prostitution, for the primary

purpose of eradicating venereal disease." They were not

prepared, however, to make any recommendation as to ways
and means, and the author states that "apparently nothing
was done until after the Civil War. ' '

*
Prepared for use in social hygiene programs in connection with the celebra-

tion of Dr. William H. Welch's 80th birthday, April 8, 1930.
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Meantime, there grew up in Boston, New York, Philadel-

phia, Baltimore, and other cities what were known as " moral
education" societies. And it was the quiet but steadfast work
of these groups which prevented any legislation for regulation

of prostitution. Out of these local efforts came the American

Purity Alliance, established in 1895 under the leadership of

Mr. Aaron M. Powell.

Bills and ordinances intended to legalize or regulate pros-
titution were introduced in many cities but repeatedly the

record shows failure to enact the laws. It is especially inter-

esting to note that the organizations which sprang up to

combat these measures apparently have lived in the hearts

and efforts of the people in such cities as New York, St. Louis,

Cincinnati, Baltimore, Philadelphia, Washington, where today
social hygiene societies are at work not only for the enactment

of laws which will suppress prostitution and for the enforce-

ment of such laws, but also are intelligently facing the related

problems.
In 1902, Dr. Prince A. Morrow went as a delegate from the

United States to an international congress for the study and

prevention of the diseases growing out of the social evil, held

in Brussels, and upon his return devoted his efforts to bring-

ing together the group which in February, 1905, was formally

organized as the Society of Sanitary and Moral Prophylaxis.

Societies with similar purposes were formed in Pennsylvania,

Maryland, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Indiana, St.

Louis, Chicago, Spokane, Milwaukee, and in 1910, representa-

tives of all these societies met to form the American Federa-

tion for Sex Hygiene.
It is of special interest at this time that recognition of Dr.

Morrow's pioneer efforts was voiced by a resolution, presented

by Professor William H. Welch, of Johns Hopkins University,

and adopted at the Fifteenth International Congress on

Hygiene and Demography in Washington in 1912.

In January, 1912, the first meeting of the American Vigi-

lance Association was held. This organization carried on the

work which had been previously done by the National Vigi-
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lance Committee and the American Purity Alliance, but by the

fall of the same year it had become evident to the directors of

the American Vigilance Association and the American Federa-

tion for Sex Hygiene that the work of the two organizations
had many common interests. In August, 1913, an agreement
for merger was proposed to these organizations, and formally

agreed upon at the International Congress on School Hygiene
held in Buffalo, New York, September, 1913. The American
Social Hygiene Association grew out of this merger and was

incorporated early in 1914.

The period from 1914 to 1917 was one of steady building and

growth in popular support of a many-sided program, and

when the United States entered the World War, the govern-
ment's need for a nation-wide organized effort for safeguard-

ing the health and morals of the soldiers found the Associa-

tion's trained personnel ready for service.

It was in October, 1917, that Dr. Welch became president
of the Association. His Chairmanship of the Executive Coun-

cil of the Medical Conference at Cannes in 1918 and of the

All-America Conference on Venereal Diseases in 1920 and

the proper placing of social hygiene in each of these, are out-

standing among Dr. Welch's international services to the

movement. He is now Honorary President and permanent
General Chairman of the Association's General Advisory
Committee.

So much has been accomplished in the period between April

6, 1917, when the United States joined the Allied Forces, and

April 8, 1930, when we do honor to the eightieth birthday
of Dr. Welch that it is difficult even to summarize the events.

Crowding through our minds are such items as the medical

work in the army, the formation of the War and Navy depart-
ments ' commissions on Training Camp Activities, the estab-

lishment of the venereal disease division of the Public Health

Service and of the Interdepartmental Social Hygiene Board;
the transfer of essentials of this war-time program to peace-
time activities and the growth of every phase of the work;
the increased recognition of the international aspects espe-
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cially exemplified by the League of Nations' study of inter-

national traffic in women and children
;
and the emphasis on

state and community relations and activities, as well as the

cooperative work with official and voluntary organizations.
And what of the next eighty years 1 Much has been accom-

plished and much is before us to claim our best endeavor.

Emergency and remedial measures must be continued but

educational and protective measures will continue to be given

increasing emphasis.
Mrs. Anna Garlin Spencer, whose life span so nearly paral-

lels that of Dr. Welch, and whose inspiration and guidance are

also so highly prized, wrote in 1920:
' '

Today the foundations of the great deep of our inherited social order

are broken up, and all things personal and social demand reaffirmation

in the light of a new relationship of each to all and all to each. The

family and the need of men and women for each other inside and out-

side the home, the urge of one personality toward another in the yearning

for closer sympathy and deeper understanding, the claims of childhood

for happy, fearless, and safeguarded experience, the spirit of youth ever

calling aloud for fuller life, these all demand a deeper knowledge and

a wider consecration in all who would be leaders. He who would teach

must himself be a constant learner. ' '

And in 1930, the thoughts and activities of the workers in the

social hygiene field are especially directed toward a wider

recognition of the need for wise choices in marriage, success-

ful family life, and competent parenthood as the broader

foundation for the best in community, state, national, and

international health.

For early history of Social Hygiene, see:

The Philanthropist. Vols. 1-22, 1879-1908.

Vigilance. Vols. 23-27, 1910-14. (Continuation of The Philanthropist.)

Social Diseases. Vols. 1-4, 1910-13.

Journal of the Society of Sanitary and Moral Prophylaxis. Vols. 5-6,

1914-15. (Continuation of Social Diseases.)

Social Hygiene. Vols. 1-7, December, 1914-21.

Journal of Social Hygiene. Vol. 8, 1922-date. (Continuation of Social

Hygiene.)
American Social Hygiene Association. First annual report. 1913-14.

American Social Hygiene Association. A History and a Forecast. N. Y.,

1919. 16 p. (Pub. no. 194.)

Woolston, H. B. Prostitution in the United States. N. Y., Century, 1921.

Chap. I.



GAINING A PUBLIC
EAY H. EVERETT

Any individual, if we are to believe car cards and magazine

advertisements, can gain popularity and friends in many easy
and inexpensive ways. A memory course, a jar of hair

slickener, a few correspondence lessons on the saxophone, a

paper-bound volume of "side-splitting after-dinner stories
"

and a bottle of halitonic, he is assured, will make him the center

of attraction on all occasions. Fortunately our social reforms

have no such easy and certain roads to success. They must

prove their value to the body politic by meritorious services

and these cannot be squeezed from a tube or memorized from

a ten-cent printing of Joe Miller's wheezes.

Social hygiene is no exception to the rule of hardly-won

progress, and pioneers in this field can relate many incidents

descriptive of its thorny early days. Many years of tradition

had contributed to the strengthening of a taboo which formed

walls within which smugness was firmly entrenched and where

the light which follows honest, scientific discussion of sex

problems was rigorously excluded.

"The twenty-four mothers who attended the meeting tip-

toed in one by one, the door being locked between entrances.

They acted like a group of conspirators rather than a band of

forward-looking parents who wished to discuss sex education.
' '

In these words a metropolitan physician and educator de-

scribes one of his early social hygiene audiences, the time

being considerably less than twenty years ago and the place,

a community more advanced, socially and educationally, than

were the majority of towns in that period.
A second physician tells of a men 's club meeting which was

held in approximately the same year. He had been assured

by the chairman that he need fear no disturbance but was
mortified to have his opening remarks greeted by loud hissing.

283
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Knowing that his subject was both new and unpopular he was
not greatly surprised at the demonstration. It was reassuring
\o him, nevertheless, to be informed that the noise was due to

a recently-installed radiator. "I was beginning to feel like

Simon Legree
' ' he adds in telling the story.

How different is the status of social hygiene today! Now
the subject, like the Walrus' famous itemization of "ships and
shoes and sealing wax" can be and is discussed freely and

openly from the academic platform, the pulpit, in the lecture

forums and in millions of enlightened homes. This routine

consideration has not been achieved, however, without years
of careful planning and the development of a constructive

statesmanly program.
In the evolution of any movement which seeks human better-

ment as its end, there seem to be three essential progressions
before real stability can be noted. First there is the pioneer

stage when the new effort has but few friends and even these

advocates are looked on by the vast bulk of citizenry as "radi-

cals.
" Asa rule, also, the first few years, and the movement 's

progress are made more difficult by the over-enthusiastic and

unwise claims advanced for the embryonic social reform by
that handful of fanatics which is drawn to every novelty.

No one, perhaps, ever has coined a more apt characterization

for these sensation-seekers than that used by the late Presi-

dent Roosevelt, "lunatic fringe."
If the movement has merit and stamina enough to survive

and grow, despite these handicaps, its second stage is the

gaining of recognition and support from a much larger group
called "liberals." In their care, with constant devotion and

wise administration, the fledgeling may well continue to gain
in prestige and secure for itself a wider following and a

greater opportunity to prove its value to the people as a whole.

This demonstration will serve to thoroughly test the claims

made both for and against the doctrines advocated. If these

doctrines be sound and if their practice can be proved to

advance the interests of humanity, the movement comes to

the time, the third progression, when it is received and en-
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dorsed by that great majority of persons who may fairly be

termed " conservatives." Then it may truly be said to have

arrived; then it actually gains its place "in the hearts and

homes of the people."
Social hygiene has gone through these developmental stages

and has proved its right to be considered among the major
influences in today's health and welfare activities. In winning
this recognition a publicity program has been one of the main
aids a Janus-like program which needs must look both

toward the securing of wise, accurate, helpful publicity and
the preventing of unwise, false, and harmful varieties. The
constant and sound progress of the movement is evidential of

the success achieved in this effort.

Publicity, to be effective and educative, must be based on

solid facts and statistics. Without a factual basis it is much
like a toy pop-gun having nothing but wind to depend on for

power and firing a most ineffective missile. A major effort

of organized social hygiene, therefore, has been the steady
search for facts, much time and personnel being devoted to

both study and demonstration. In this work the advisory
services of distinguished educators, physicians, statisticians,

social work and public health leaders, jurists, and laborato-

rians have been of invaluable aid. The men and women com-

posing these voluntary advisory committees examine and pass
on all literature, posters, graphs, survey reports and motion

pictures prepared and distributed by the national association,
this complex safeguarding process assuring accurate and
balanced material for educational and publicity uses. As an

example of the care and persistence exercised in the collec-

tion of data, it is pleasant to recall the fact that no important
statement appearing in any of the community surveys carried

on by the national association ever has been disproved by
those concerned and but few have ever been challenged. In
fact these surveys have been cited as impartial, accurate, con-

cise and helpful summaries of social hygiene conditions in the

communities studied, and they are used as texts and source
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material in some of the nation's outstanding schools of pub-
lic health.

, What is true in the conducting of surveys is true, also, in all

sections of the national association's program. A new pro-
tective measure, law, educational medium, diagnostic or treat-

ment method, or administrative procedure may be outlined

by some authority in these several specialties but no public

advocacy is given the proposal until it has been minutely
scrutinized by the section of the advisory group most familiar

with the field and, not even then, unless actual demonstration

shows it to be a worthy addition to the social hygiene
armamentarium.

A final test of measures and materials is are they usable by
the persons upon whose use they must depend for ultimate

success ? Just as the practicing physician has been called
* t

the

ultimate health officer," we may term the practicing teacher

"the ultimate director of education," the practicing social

worker "the ultimate director of public welfare," and the

practicing lawyer "the ultimate attorney general." It is,

therefore, to these practitioners that the measures and mate-

rials must appeal as both theoretically sound and practicably

useful. If either quality is lacking, the measure or material

may as well be relegated to that vast junk pile where rest

myriads of seemingly good ideas which never were developed
to a usable stage.

We might classify, roughly, the operations, hitherto de-

scribed as the "manufacturing" function of the organization.

But the manufactured products cannot attain their true meas-

ure of value if they lie idle in the warehouse. The process of

distribution is equally as important as that of manufacture,

even though the organization is an altruistic rather than com-

mercial one.

Here, it seems to the writer, an old perhaps, trite busi-

ness slogan is as pertinent to the welfare agency as it is to

the mighty corporation in marketing its product, "A satisfied

customer is the best advertisement.
' '

Particularly is this true

when the customer happens to be influential in his business
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or professional group. You may read columns of paid pub-

licity regarding the performance of certain makes of radios,

automobiles, garters, vacuum cleaners or other commodities

but if John Smith, your friend and business associate, tells

you that he uses such-and-such a make successfully, you are

apt to remember that fact when purchasing.

Approved social hygiene equipment has been most fortunate

in securing the friendship of outstanding educational, reli-

gious, medical, social work and public health leaders, thou-

sands of whom are numbered among the members of the

national association. Many of them participate in working
out specialized programs as, for example, the several hundred

university and college administrators and professors who
have worked in partnership with the association on the

problem of preparing and putting to use a series of reports
on how best to integrate social hygiene material in the cur-

ricula routine of institutions of higher learning. In this same

way physicians have collaborated on medical measures, social

workers on protective measures, and lawyers and judges on

legal measures. This cooperation assures an effective initial

distribution of the resulting material, as those who cooperate

usually are in a position to have the results of their labors

put to use.

Effective distribution cannot be gained save by publicity.

A beaten path may lead to the doorway of him who makes a

better mouse-trap than his neighbor, but how beaten is it?

and how many mouse-traps does he sell? It would seem, in

this day of many and varied interests, that the old adage
credited by some to Emerson, by others to Hubbard, is as

outworn as the deacon's one-horse chaise. A leading manu-
facturer recently gave as his recipe for success, "make a

good product and then tell the world." Hasn't he hit the

nail on the head?

But voluntary organizations, attempting national coverage,
cannot as a rule use the same mediums for "telling the world"
that are available to the national commercial advertisers.

Their comparatively small publicity budgets would be but a
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drop in the ocean if they attempted to use magazine and

newspaper space commensurate with the copy required and

#ie territory to be reached. They must rely largely on their

field staffs and lecturers, their periodical journals and bul-

letins, mail circularizations of potentially interested persons,
news releases and magazine articles which will win places on
their merits and, as has been previously emphasized, an ever

widening circle of members and friends who know about and
believe in the organization's aims and program. A word of

appreciation and credit might well be given here to the radio

broadcasting stations which have awarded generous allot-

ments of time to social hygiene broadcasts, and to the news-

paper columnists, medical and educational, for their aid.

Such writers as Dr. William Evans and Angelo Patri, whose
material reaches national audiences through syndication,
have rendered great service to the movement. In fact Dr.

Evans probably was the pioneer in the use of the straight-
forward medical terms, syphilis and gonorrhea, in his press
columns. It was a curious anomaly that many newspapers
carried venereal disease advertising but refused to mention

these words in their news columns. Such advertising is pro-
hibited by law in most states today, but many editors still

ban such words as "syphilis," "gonorrhea," "prostitution"
and the like, one even going so far as to attribute an address

by a noted professor of urology to "a well-known professor
of social diseases." There has been a noticeable increase

both in liberality and understanding during the past few

years, however, and the time may soon come when a great

majority of editors will have no more fear of an adequate
social hygiene vocabulary than have a constantly increasing
number of their readers.

Other aids to the distribution of material are found in the

close working relationships which the national association

has maintained with the U. S. Public Health Service, state

and city health and educational departments, national, state

and local associations of lay men and women, medical and

bar societies, and many other groups of citizens interested
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in welfare activities. By furnishing these agencies reliable

material on a cost basis the social hygiene forces enable them

to advance their own objectives while, at the same time, they

promote social hygiene progress.
Annual summaries and articles in this JOURNAL from time

to time have cited many of the achievements of the movement
since its organization. The physician who told of his tip-

toeing audience of 1912 epitomizes one substantial gain in

these words: "Up to a few years ago we did not in fact,

could not talk as plainly and simply to our listeners as we
wished. In describing the process of re-peopling the earth,

for instance, we were compelled to use some such oratorical

circumlocution as 'passing on the torch of life from generation
to generation, undimmed.' Today we use the simple, logical

expression, 'human reproduction,' and no one bats an eye-

lash.
' '

Surely we have gone far toward the elimination of that

widespread mental attitude which pictured normal life proc-
esses as "sexual mysteries" and helped to make them just

that.
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EDITOEIAL

''INNOCENT CHILDREN"

Angelo Patri, in one of his published brief newspaper
articles,* described under the caption "Innocent Children"

the manner in which one mother dealt with the discovery that

her young daughter was receiving sex instruction from her

playmates. Within twenty-four hours the American Social

Hygiene Association was flooded with letters from parents

asking for advice and pamphlets on methods of giving such

instruction to children. These letters continue to come in

over two thousand to date from every part of the country
and from all walks of life. As some one in the office said,

"this shows the power of Patri." It does show that when a

trusted educator addresses the public through responsible

newspapers on a subject of wide interest, immediate action

follows from many of the readers. In this case the astonished

Association has been promptly answering the inquiries and

hoping that a part of this response has been due to public

recognition of the American Social Hygiene Association as

no less responsible and disinterested than the author and the

newspapers.
The letters suggest some interesting observations. They

are primarily indicative of the changing attitude which

recognizes that children should receive guidance in matters

of sex. There is also evident the definite conflict between the

sense of responsibility for giving such necessary instruction,

and a feeling of helplessness due to reserve or reluctance,

or a false sense of shame which makes the presentation of

the matter a difficult one. While parents are anxious to help

their children, they may at the same time be handicapped by
the inability to present this instruction early and properly,

due to the fact that their own education was faulty, or be-

Released April 2, 1930, by newspaper syndicate.
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cause they lack scientific terminology to give this information,

or because they are embarrassed in the presence of their own
children. It is evident that parents do not know where to

obtain help and are eager for, and welcome any definite sug-

gestion.

The article and one of the letters prepared for reply to

general inquiries are added for note and comment by our

readers.

ARTICLE BY ANGELO PATRI

"Lottie, just past her eighth birthday, was playing house
with two little friends. One was the father, one the mother,
one the child. Mother at work in the next room heard some
talk that sent her into the playroom in horrified, terrified

haste.
" 'You two, Jane and Merrivale, go right straight home

to your mother. I won't let you play with Lottie again.
Not ever. You are very bad children. How, where, did you
ever learn such things. And to come here and teach them
to my innocent little child. Go right home. Quick. Don't
ever let me see you speaking to Lottie again.'

* ' The children were frightened. They could not move. The
louder the excited mother scolded the more petrified they
became. Lottie recovered first. 'Mother, don't talk to my
friends like that. They aren't bad. We always play that

way.'
' ' 'What way ! You mean to tell me that you talk this nasty

stuff whenever you meet 1 Who taught you such things 1 Tell

me and I'll go tear him limb from limb. I will. Teaching
innocent children such dreadful things.'
"All of which was too bad. The children had picked up

some sex knowledge. They had been truthfully informed on
some points and carefully deceived on others. Piecing out
what they knew with what they guessed they proceeded to

dramatize family life in their play. They did nothing that
would harm themselves or anybody else. They but disclosed
the fact that they knew the secret of their origin. Is that so
shameful a truth that a mother need go into hysterics!
"Sex truth must be taught by the mothers and fathers as

the children show an interest in the matter. The first question
must be answered as fully as possible and as truthfully as
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possible in consideration of the child's power to grasp the

ideas and assimilate them to advantage.
*"That is just a string of words to you but it is not possible

to give a recipe for sex teaching, or any other kind of teaching,
that will suit every case, as each child's needs vary according
to the child and his development. It is highly important,
however, that we cease to confuse ignorance with innocence.

Knowledge of life is no sin. It is a precious gift. The
children must have it when they need it.

"No physician, no teacher, nobody, can take the place of

the intelligent, well informed mother. Sex teaching is the

function of the parents. We can supplement it but it must
be taught at home. If you do not know how to begin, if you
are at a loss for words, for methods, get information from
an accredited source. Write to the American Social Hygiene
Association, 370 Seventh Avenue, New York City, and get

exactly what you need.
"Remember this one thing. Few, very, very, very few

children ever go through the first term in school without

being well drilled in the sex knowledge of the street and

playground. Better get your instruction in first."

ANSWER SENT TO PARENTS

"Dear Parent:
"We have your request for material to help in the sex

education of children suggested to you by Mr. Patri's article.

You may be interested to know that we have already received

over 1,800 similar requests from mothers or fathers who saw
the same article.

"We are sending a list of recommended pamphlets and
books together with three pamphlets we have selected for your
consideration, with the request that you return them after

reading unless you wish to keep them, in which case the

cost is 30c.

"May we caution you against the belief that the sex edu-

cation of the child can be accomplished merely by telling the

child the essential facts of life. That is only an item in the

matter. Sex education is a phase of character education, and

must, therefore, be a continuous process from early child-

hood up, of giving bits of information explaining the correct

meaning of things the child learns and experiences and cor-

recting the misinformation and the bad impressions the child

gets away from home. The thing of greatest importance in
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this matter is a natural, frank, confidential relationship be-

tween parent and child which will make it easy to talk about
these matters together. Most parents first need some educa-

tion themselves in order to have a wholesome attitude and
the information that will enable them to be helpful to their

children.

"It is not wise to depend upon one or two pamphlets alone.

Your best and fuller help will be found in certain books.

You will find among others suggested in the list we are send-

ing you 'Growing Up' by de Schweinitz; 'How Shall I

Tell My Child,' Chapman; 'The Way Life Begins,' Cady;
'Plant and Animal Children How They Grow,' Torelle. It

is possible that you can find one or more of these in your local

library. The list being sent gives brief annotations and prices

regarding these.

"The Association has been asked to reprint a carefully

prepared pamphlet entitled, 'From Boy to Man' for boys
of twelve to fifteen. The price will be lOc. If you care to

have this we should be glad to send it when it comes from
the press.

"If we can help you further, please write us. Whether we
can help you any further or not you may be able to promote
this work by letting us know if these books are available in

your library, through your Parent-Teacher Association or
other channels and whether you think the pamphlets we have
sent are helpful to parents."
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NEWS AND ABSTRACTS

A Survey of Health and Welfare Activities in Honolulu, Hawaii,
was recently made by Professor Ira V. Hiscock of the Department
of Public Health, Yale School of Medicine, representing the Com-
mittee on Administrative Practice of the American Public Health

Association. This survey was conducted under the auspices of the

United Welfare Fund of Honolulu, Hawaii, following the invitation

of the Governor of Hawaii, the President of the Board of Health,
and the Executive Committee of the United Welfare Fund.

The account of this survey was published in the April number of

the Journal, pp. 234-239
;
but the above paragraph was inadvertently

omitted. The editor regrets this error and readers are requested to

make reference notes in their April Journals concerning the author-

ship and publication of this important survey.

Social Work in the Lowell Board of Health Clinic.* Through the

kindness of Dr. Helen I. D. McGillicuddy, Executive Secretary of the

Massachusetts Society for Social Hygiene, we are able to publish
below a table showing a comparison of clinic admissions, visits, treat-

ments and ' '

follow-up
' '

six months before and after the appointment
of a social worker.

Prior to April, 1929, the Lowell Venereal Disease Clinic was a

well organized, active and efficient clinic under the able directorship

of Dr. Leland. It had won the confidence and support of the State

and City Boards of Health but the director felt that its usefulness

was greatly curtailed because of incomplete
' '

follow-up
' '

work.

Accordingly, through a cooperative project between the American

Social Hygiene Association (with the cooperation of the State Health

Department and the City of Lowell) a full time social worker was

added to the personnel of the clinic. This worker has
"
foliowed-up

"

the cases, thereby securing their more adequate treatment. She has

traced the contacts and located the original source of infection and

brought the infected under treatment, thereby preventing further

spread.

It is hoped that the encouraging results contained in this first

* Dr. Jessie Marshall, Division of Medical Measures, American Social Hygiene
Association.
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report from Lowell will stimulate other cities with similar population
and problems to add effective social work to their present organization

for controlling venereal disease.

LOWELL BOARD OF HEALTH CLINIC

COMPARISON OF CLINIC ADMISSIONS, VISITS, TREATMENTS AND FOLLOW-UP
Six MONTHS PRIOR TO AND FOLLOWING APPOINTMENT OF SOCIAL WORKER

1. New Admissions to Clinic Syphilis Gonorrhea Non-Venereal Total
Ot. 1, 1928-March 30, 1929 20 48 28 96

April 1, 1929-^Sept. 30, 1929 41a 62b 81c 184d
a. 100% increase in new syphilis

admissions.

b. 25% increase in new gonorrhea
admissions.

c. 180% increase in non-venereal ad-

missions (relatives and contacts

examined).
d. 70% increase in total new admis-

sions.

2. Total Visits to Clinics Syphilis Gonorrhea Non-Venereal Total
Oct. 1, 1928-March 30, 1929 1,711 1,272 103 2,986

April 1, 1929-Sept. 30, 1929 2,143* 1,322 216b 3,681<s
a. 25% increase.

b. 100% increase in visits of non-
venereal admissions.

e. 42% increase in total visits to

clinic.

3. Total Treatment at Clinic Syphilis Gonorrhea Total
Oct. 1, 1928-March 30, 1929 1,711 1,272 2,883

April 1, 1929-Sept. 30, 1929 2,143 1,322 3,465

4. Social Service Syphilis Gonorrhea Non-Venereal Total
Total cases referred to social worker* 473 344 125 942
Total cases closed 416 286 104 806
Cases active October 1, 1929 59 58 21 138

Sources of Infection known Syphilis Gonorrhea Total
Oct. 1, 1928-March 30, 1929 1 8 9

April 1, 1929-Sept. 30, 1929 31 28 59
Sources of Infection Examined

Oct. 1, 1928-March 30, 1929 1 8 9

April 1, 1929-Sept. 30, 1929 24 16 40
Relatives Examined

Oct. 1, 1928-March 30, 1929 12 6 18

April 1, 1929-Sept. 30, 1929 65 8 73
Contacts Examined

Oct. 1, 1928-March 30, 1929 1 10 11

April 1, 1929-Sept. 30, 1929 6 6

* This number includes all cases referred to social worker for follow-up
information re source of infection, contacts, relatives advice re medical treatment

investigation of financial status refers to clinics or agencies arrangements
for special examinations (lumbar punctures) arrangements for hospitalization,
institutional care as well as cases requiring more intensive social readjustment.
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Under
Beturned Treatment Visits

Lapsed Cases Followed to Clinic Elsewhere Made
Oct. 1, 1928-March 30, 1929 160 ** ** 189

April 1, 1929-Sept. 30, 1929 262 108 44 222

** Unable to obtain figures.

Exhibits.* One of the ways in which ideas can be put across quickly
and in a manner to be easily retained is by a series of striking charts

and pictures displayed in such a manner that people are almost

impelled to see and read them.

The "Signs of the Times" published in the January JOURNAL

is the title of the summary of the outstanding work of the American

Social Hygiene Association for the year 1929. At the annual meeting,

January 17-18, special emphasis was placed on this report by repeat-

ing the title and the chief sub-headings in a series of illustrated

charts. Thumbnail sketches of the exhibit are presented here to

give an idea as to how this scheme was carried out.

A background of color was arranged which would be pleasing

to the eye and at the same time afford enough contrast so that the

different points would stand out. The several "signposts" were

mounted alternately on pastel shades of blue and orange soft dull

finish cardboard. Each colored card was given a fine border line

of lacquer red. All headings were lettered separately in black on

white paper and pasted on the colored mounting.
The "signposts," quoting the phrase from the published report,

refer to evidences of progress in the social hygiene movement. Points

at which the aims of the movement have become established as an

integral part of the thought of the nation resulting in public demand
for the specific services which social hygiene offers. They count

for more than that sort of necessary activity which represents the

means to the end, rather than the end itself. These topics were

indicated in chart form as follows :

Community Organization for Social Hygiene: An outline map
of the United States showed by colored pins the impressive number

of state and local social hygiene societies or councils, local committees,

societies including some phases of social hygiene in their program,
and communities where preliminary work has been done toward

organizing work.

* Doris G. Chandler, Division of Public Information, American Social Hygiene
Association.
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Demand for Teacher and Leader Training: The wide area covered

by the Association in its teacher and leader training was shown on

another large map, lectures and conferences being indicated by pins

and colored strings drawn down to actual pictures of staff members

who had carried on this work. These pictures were cut-out snap-shots

placed in a row across the bottom of the map.

Social Hygiene and the Church: The work with church groups was

illustrated by a map showing where lectures were given to church

groups (160 talks to 16,410 people). Actual social hygiene programs
of important group conferences, and of denominational boards were

here displayed. The Valentines prepared by the Association and

distributed through various channels added color and interest to this

"signpost."

The Division of Family Relations: The work of this new division

was illustrated by a circular chart designed to show the basic institu-

tions of society, family, church, state, school, and the industrial order.

Mrs. Anna Garlin Spencer describes the purpose of the new Division

in these words: "The Family, which is the most intimate and vital

of social institutions, is affected and conditioned by all other inherited

institutions and acts and reacts in the midst of social pressures which

lead constantly toward changes in the Mores which give or withhold

sanctions of approval of existing family relations. It is the part of

wisdom, as it is the command of ethics, to discover at each social

crisis what changes in form may be required to fit any inherited

institution into the new needs of new conditions. The Family is now
the storm center of a general challenge to all inherited institutions.

It is the effort of the Division of Family Relations of the American

Social Hygiene Association to help in holding fast all permanent

good, and leading to such new guidance and changes as new social

ideals demand." A second poster gave some details as to the way
in which the work of the Division is progressing.

Prevention of Congenital Syphilis: The points of a star carried

titles showing ways in which the program dealing with congenital

syphilis has been developed during 1929. The points were designated

"Scientific exhibits," "Monthly letters to health officers," "Co-

operation with women physicians," "Cooperation with prenatal

Clinics," "1929 publicity," "Promotion in nursing programs" and

"Regional conferences called by affiliated societies." Each point was

connected on the chart with special illustrated material.
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For the Health of Seamen: Headed by a quotation from. Maisfield

beginning "I must go down to the sea again, to the lonely sea and

sky
' '

this poster carried a copy of the report of the care of the

American Seamen in Foreign Ports and excerpts from the report of

the study of venereal disease among seamen in the Port of New
York recently completed by the Association in cooperation with

official and voluntary agencies.

Committee on Research in Syphilis: This poster carried an out-

line of the organization plan of the Committee, a statement of the

purposes and a list of the officers.

Better Health for the American Indian: Actual photographs of

Indians made this signpost especially attractive and called attention

to studies which have been made among the Klamath and Chippewa
Indians. These studies were made in cooperation with other agencies

and included examinations for syphilis and gonococcus infections.

Provision of Wholesome Community Environment for Youth: This

topic was depicted in four ways. The first poster carried items

regarding the promotion of public interest in the development for

the prevention of delinquency through addresses, the daily press,

and club bulletins. The second included a map of Cook County,

Illinois, where an extensive roadhouse survey was made, and a copy
of an article from the Survey Graphic, "Blowing on the Flames of

Youth" which was based on the data collected. The third was a

map of Rhode Island illustrating a state-wide survey of commercialized

prostitution. The fourth was a map indicating communities which

have asked the Association for consultation services in regard to

protective measures and a legend stating the type of problems involved.

An Important Sign of the Times: The organization of the White

House Conference on Child Health and Protection was depicted by
a series of announcement, list of committees and letters of invitation

to officers and staff members who are aiding in this important study.

Other Signs: Four maps presented in a concise and graphic form

Distribution of Association members 11,376 in 3,503 separate com-

munities in the United States and in over 50 foreign countries, dis-

tribution of divisional activities, distribution of correspondence and

material, and distribution of lecture activities. Bright colored symbols

were so used that it was possible to gain quickly a picture of the

services rendered throughout the country. This important signpost
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gives an indication of the continued growth and wide extent of the

Association's work.

The Race and Sex Distribution of the Lesions of Syphilis in 10,000

Cases. Dr. Thomas B. Turner has studied the race and sex dis-

tribution of the various manifestations of syphilis, in 10,000 patients

over the age of 12 years proved to be suffering from this disease and

who have attended the syphilis clinic of Johns Hopkins Hospital.

The result is an exceedingly interesting monograph showing the

incidence of the various types of syphilitic lesions in each sex and

in two races, white and colored.

The cases fall into three groups of almost equal size early, tertiary

and latent syphilis. Of the total number 3.4 per cent had congenital

syphilis.

We quote from the summary given by Dr. Turner :

A. Early syphilis.

1. During the past 10 years there has been observed a steady decline

in the number of cases of early syphilis, i.e., of recent infections, in

whites, especially white males.

2. Genital chancres were observed but rarely in females. A slightly

higher percentage of white males came under observation during the

primary stage than did colored males, and a much higher proportion

of the former were seen in the sero-negative phase.

3. Reinfection was observed more than 7 times as frequently in

males as in females.

4. Acute iritis occurred in 5.5 per cent of patients with secondary

syphilis, although it was twice as frequent in negroes as in whites.

5. The incidence of acute meningitis in whites was approximately

twice that in negroes, and in males twice that in females.

The incidence of neurorecurrence was higher in whites than in

negroes, and higher in males than in females.

B. Late syphilis.

6. Lesions of the skin and mucous membranes occurred with about

equal frequency in the two races and the two sexes. The incidence

in the total late cases was 8.8 per cent.

7. Lesions of the skeletal system were observed in 8.8 per cent of

the total late cases. The incidence for whites was 5.7 per cent and
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for colored 9.4 per cent, while the incidence in each race was higher

in the males.
*

8. Syphilitic stricture of the rectum was confined almost entirely

to colored females.

9. Gumma of the lymph nodes was an uncommon manifestation. It

occurred preponderantly in negroes.

10. Clinically recognizable syphilitic affections of the cardiovascular

system, excluding cerebral vascular lesions, occurred in 10 per cent

of all late cases; the proportion of males to females, and negroes to

whites was approximately as 2 to 1.

Uncomplicated aortitis, with or without aneurysm, occurred much
more frequently in males than in females and in negroes than in

whites. Aortic regurgitation was more than twice as common in

males as in females, although it was nearly as common in whites as

in negroes.

Syphilitic angina pectoris was rare but was more common in whites

and in males, respectively, than in negroes and females.

11. Central nervous system syphilis was observed in late syphilis

in 39.3 per cent of white males, in 22.3 per cent of white females,

in 15.9 per cent of colored males, and in 7.0 per cent of colored

females. When serious disabling types of central nervous system

syphilis only are included, the percentages are for white males 2'7.6,

for white females 12.0, for colored males 5.9, and for colored

females 2.2.

General paresis was 7 times as frequent in whites as in negroes,

and 28 times as frequent in white men as in colored women.

Tabes dorsalis with or without optic atrophy or Charcot joint was

much more common in white males than in white females or negroes

of either sex. It was exceedingly rare in negro females.

Cerebral vascular syphilis was observed somewhat more frequently

in negroes than in whites.

12. Of the syphilitics observed in the period of latency the propor-

tion of females to males was as 3 : 2.

13. The incidence of pulmonary tuberculosis among our negro

syphilitics was decidedly less than the incidence in the general

negro population. The incidence of pulmonary tuberculosis among
the general dispensary class of whites was not available.

Diabetes mellitus was no more frequent among syphilitics than

among non-syphilitics.
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Japan's Efforts to Abolish Licensed Prostitution have made some

progress in several directions this season, writes E. C. Hennigar in

the Japan Christian Quarterly, January, 1930. In Shinshu this

movement was started seven years ago with the presentation of a

petition to the prefectural authorities asking that no new brothels

be permitted and that no new women be granted licenses. This

petition has been presented year by year, the number of signatures

growing from 1,500 seven years ago to 60,0,00 in 1929. By this

method the Abolition question has been made one of the matters

most discussed each year when the Prefectural Assembly meets. Public

opinion has been well mobilized in its favor. Each year by strenuous

opposition and a liberal use of money the keepers have succeeded

in keeping the Bill from being presented in the Assembly. This

year, however, a bill sponsored by 18 members, just less than a

majority, was introduced by Mr. K. Ono and supported by a strong

speech by one of Mr. Ono's political opponents. The Bill was then

referred to a committee, but this committee was packed against it.

An interesting situation was created when two other bills, one calling

for a rigorous suppression of private prostitution and the other

favoring women's suffrage were referred to the same committee. On
the last day of the assembly, when there was no longer a chance to

debate the matter the committee brought in a report favoring the

two latter bills but recommending that the Abolition Bill be held

over for more mature deliberation. Something has, of course, been

gained in the passing of the bill against private, unlicensed prostitu-

tion, which has been increasing of late, but the more important bill

must wait another year. However, much ground has been gained;
the very gathering of 60,000 signatures, and the wide publicity gained
at the time of presentation in the Assembly have evoked much interest

and many are now thoroughly aroused.

This interest has spread until this year some twenty prefectures are

organized to fight the traffic and most excellent results are being
obtained in educating the public mind on this question. Many public

meetings have been held during the last year and tens of thousands

of leaflets have been distributed, while many articles have appeared
in the press. The leading newspapers of the country are almost

unanimous for abolition.
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THE CORRESPONDENCE FILE

Members of the Association frequently are asked at the annual

meeting, and at other times what types of correspondence an organ-
ization like the American Social Hygiene Association receives. The

following letters, with their answers, have been selected to indicate

the diverse requests for help, information or suggestions received.

They show as well an increasing interest in, and integration of, social

hygiene activities in various programs.

From a Welfare Organization.

"How common a problem with institutions are outbreaks of

gonorrheal infections among the babies in orphanages or institutions

accepting small babies for adoption ? What are standard precaution-

ary measures to enable such institutions to discover these cases im-

mediately and to prevent the spread of such infections to other

babies in the same institution?

"Where several cases of such infection are discovered in a group
of 50 babies which have been receiving care from the same attendants

in the same room, how would your medical authorities determine

when the babies who have not developed any symptoms may safely

be released to foster parents for placement or adoption ? How would

your medical authorities determine when babies definitely showing

positive findings were sufficiently cleared up to be released for place-

ment or adoption?
"Would an institution doing such work ever be justified in plac-

ing such a child without informing the prospective foster parents

of the full facts as to the medical history? What sort of foster

parents would you consider satisfactory for such children, even when

willing to accept the child after knowing the facts?

"What sort of isolation of infected children would your medical

authorities prescribe for a children's institution facing this problem?
"I would very much appreciate as prompt a reply as you can get

to me."

This was necessarily answered by a long technical letter from the

Division of Medical Measures.* In this connection readers may be

* A copy of the reply will be sent to any organization or member of the Associa-

tion having special interest in this important problem of preventive medicine.
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interested to refer to the
"
Survey of Gonorrheal Vaginitis in Chil-

dren" which was carried in the JOURNAL OF SOCIAL HYGIENE, March,
1927. Because of a number of similar inquiries the Editorial Board

is planning to include a brief article on this subject in the next issue.

From a Young Men's Christian Association.

"The - Y.M.C.A. is very anxious to serve the needs of its

men and boys. We find the sex problem one of paramount importance

throughout the membership. Therefore this committee in trying to

build an adequate sex hygiene program appeals to you for whatever

help you may wish to suggest.

"We submit herewith the aims of this committee that you may
fully understand our procedure. First : We are attempting to arrive

at an adequate program of sex-education information that will give

the Secretarial Staff an up to date scientific knowledge of how to

deal with this subject.

"A. From the standpoint of the adolescent boy.

1. Through parents.

2. Club leaders.

3. Personal interview.

"B. From the viewpoint of Higli School Boys.

"C. From the viewpoint of Young Men's Groups.

"D. Information that can be given to married people for instruc-

tion regarding their own personal problems.

"Enclosed find stamped envelope for your reply. Thanking you
before-hand for your cooperation, we remain."

Since the suggested program as offered to this Y.M.C.A. may be

of interest to our readers generally it is included in full.

SUGGESTED PROGRAM OF SEX EDUCATION FOR THE YOUNG
MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION

1. Objectives:

"Sex education today aims to bring to the aid of the individual

at every step in his development the best knowledge, the soundest

experience, the most powerful incentives, and the most wholesome

environment, so that his sex endowment may contribute most richly
to his self-realization and a socially wholesome life." M. J. Exner.
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In the words of Bigelow, "The essential task of sex education in its

broadest outlook is to guide natural human beings to recognition and
choice and development of the greatest good in the sexual sphere of

life."

2. Literature:

In its program of character education the Association has respon-
sibility for sex education of its entire membership of boys and men,
if not also for those in the community at large. It will be difficult

for the Association to reach all of its boys and men. It ought, there-

fore, at least, first of all, to make available to all a carefully selected

stock of books and pamphlets. These will be needed also for reading
and reference in connection with the study groups suggested below.
A number of copies of the following publications are suggested :

Books:

The Sex Factor in Human Life, Galloway.
Sex and Social Health, Galloway.
Sex and Common Sense, Maude Poyden.
The Sex Life of Youth, Elliott and Bone.

Men, Women and God, Gray.
Little Essays of Love and Virtue, Ellis.

The Dynamic of Manhood, Gulick.

Parents and Sex Education, Gruenberg.
Youth in Conflict, Van Waters.
Sex Hygiene, Van Sneidern and Sundquist.
The Venereal Diseases, Snow.

Happiness in Marriage, Sanger.
The Marriage Crisis, Groves.

Modern Youth and Marriage, Neumann.
Modern Marriage, Popenoe.
Love and Marriage, Galloway.
Growing Up, Karl de Schweinitz (for the younger boy).
Adolescence, Bigelow.
The Adolescent, Schwab and Veeder.

Pamphlets:

Choosing a Home Partner, Edson.
Love in the Making, Edson.
The Question of Petting, Exner.
From Boy to Man, American Social Hygiene Association.

3. Staff Training:

No Association can expect to do adequate and sound work in sex

education until the members of its staff have acquired a sane, whole-

some attitude toward the whole question of sex, and the necessary

background of information and interpretation. This requires time
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and some serious study, since the subject is a complex one, reaching
into a half dozen of the sciences.

While all members of the staff should seek to acquire a sound

understanding of the sex factor in human life, the actual task of sex

education should be entrusted only to selected individuals who are

fitted for it in personality, temperament, character, educational equip-
ment and sound good sense.

I suggest three study and discussion courses for the staff to be taken

in the order given :

(a) An introductory course of ten to twelve sessions, using Dr. Gal-

loway's book, "The Sex Factor in Human Life" as the basis for

discussion. This book is especially prepared for study and discussion

groups of young men. Use books suggested above for supplementary
reading.

(b) A more advanced course with emphasis upon methods of sex

education, of 12 to 20 sessions, using Dr. Galloway's book, "Sex and
Social Health" as a text. Use the other books for supplementary
reading.

(c) A more specialized course on education for marriage. I suggest
the following series of topics for as many or more sessions :

(1) Why marry? When marry?
(2) Who should marry, Eugenically.

(3) Choosing a mate.

(4) Courtship and engagement, their function and problems.

(5) Sex in marriage.
(6) Sex in marriage; adjustmeint problems.
(7) Marriage and the family.

(8) The economic factor in marriage.

(9) Summary: things that make, and things that mar marriage.

Dr. Galloway's little book, "Love and Marriage," and Margaret
Sanger's book, "Happiness in Marriage" may be used mainly as a

basis of discussion, with supplementary assignments in the following
books:

Social Psychology, Dunlap (Chapter 2 on Sex Differences for

topics 6 and 7 above, and chapter 3 for topics 8 above).
Modern Marriage, Popenoe.
The Marriage Crisis, Groves.

Modern Youth and Marriage, Neumann.

These staff discussion courses should be led if possible by one well

grounded in the subject matter, and certainly by an able discussion

leader. In case a leader having special knowledge in this field is

not available, the staff may select its most capable member to direct

the studies and discussions.

The course on Education for Marriage indicated above may be
used also for discussion groups of young people of marriageable age.
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4. Adolescent Boys:

(a) Boys thirteen to sixteen:

(1) Suitable literature :

' 'From Boy to Man," pamphlet, American Social Hygiene
Association.

"John's Vacation," pamphlet, Hall.

"Keeping in Condition," Moore.
"The Way Life Begins," Cady.

(2) Talks by carefully selected, capable people. Such topics
as the following may be suggested.

1. How life begins.
2. From Boy to Man; What does it?

3. The Challenge of Life. (How to become "fit.")
4. Playing the game (In the gang, the family, society).
5. Playmates.
6. Girls and boys.
7. Others.

(3) The use of the exhibit, "Keeping Fit," used preferably
as a basis for a series of brief talks.

(4) The showing of the film, "The Gift of Life," with or

without accompanying talk.

(5) Talks by members of the physical education staff, physi-

cians, educators, etc., as part of physical education

subject matter.

(b) Older boys, over sixteen :

(1) Literature:

"From Boy to Man," American Social Hygiene Asso-
ciation.

"Keeping in Condition," Moore.

"Men, Women and God," Gray.
"The Sex Life of Youth,

"
Elliott and Bone, for young

men of college grade.
"Sex Hygiene," Van Sneidern and Sundquist.
' ' The Dynamic of Manhood,

' '

Gulick.

"Little Essays of Love and Virtue," Ellis.

(2) Talks by selected people. Some suggested topics. They
may be woven in with a series of talks on aspects of

life other than sex.

1. Manhood building (the characteristics and significance
of adolescent development. The sex factor in it.)

2. Ideals and standards for the growing man. (Give
the boy such an understanding of the forces active

within him, especially the sex factor, in their relation

to his self-development and future happiness, as

will aid him early to formulate a sound philosophy
of life.)

3. Love in the making.
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4. Girl companions. (How discriminate? What should

a boy get out of them? One girl or many? How
intimate may friendships be?)

5. Choosing a mate.

6. Training for marriage.

(3) Discussion groups. If well done, this is perhaps the best

means of helping young men to think the subject

through with some thoroughness, as a basis for formu-

lating a philosophy of life. It has the advantage of

arriving at group conclusions, and of placing the sub-

ject of sex in normal perspective with the whole of

life. "The Sex Factor in Human Life" may be used

as a basis for discussion, with the books suggested
above used for supplementary reading, or a selected

series of topics may be chosen, with the suggested
literature used as reference. I suggest the following
as a minimum series of topics for a like number of

sessions :

1. Sex in human life.

2. Reproduction in plants and animals.

3. Human reproduction.
4. Sex and adolescent development, boy and girl.

5. Sex hygiene and sex fallacies.

6. Sex ethics and standards of youth, considered from the

point of view of individual self-realization, and of

their bearing upon marriage and family life.

7. Prostitution
;
its personal and social bearings.

8. The venereal diseases.

9. Education for marriage.
10. Summary and discussion.

(4) Stimulating and directing the reading of selected roman-
tic literature which portrays desirable attitudes, ideals

and standards with reference to the relationships of

the sexes. This very potent means is altogether too

little used with deliberate purpose and guidance. The
following are examples:

Mulock : John Halifax, Gentleman.
Barrie : Taming a Grizel.

Fisher : The Bent Twig.
Wells : Joan and Peter.

Blackmore : Lorna Doone.

5. Parents:

The primary responsibility for sex education rests with the parents.
Their task in the early years of childhood, while comparatively simple,
is most fundamental. The Association can and should do much to

stimulate parents and to aid them in their task. It will not be
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difficult for Association leaders to find ways and means of doing so.

I suggest the following :

(a) Keep parents in close touch with the sex education work of

the Association and elicit their approval and support. Do
not let parents rely upon the Association for relieving
them of their responsibility. The attitude of the Association

should be one of merely supplementing what the parents
should supposedly have done, and of making up in a measure
for parental neglect. Throw all possible responsibility upon
the parents, and help them to meet it.

(b) Join with other community interests such as the parent-
teacher organizations and church federations to bring in

from time to time a specialist in social hygiene education

for addresses to, and conferences with, groups of parents,
teachers and other groups and agencies that have to do
with the education and guidance of the young. A series

of training institutes for various groups may well be made
a feature of such a program.

(c) Promote the organization of study groups of parents in con-

nection with the Association, Sunday Schools and other

church activities, parent-teacher associations, women's and
men's clubs, etc. This is by all odds the most effective

method of bringing conviction, confidence and practical
aid to parents.

In order to carry this feature of the program effectively and

growingly, there should be developed, by special training in a study

group, a small, highly select group of leaders, the best to be found
in the entire community, who will in turn lead study groups of parents
and of leaders in various community agencies. Securing and training
such a group is not easy but it is fundamental to an effective and

extending program.
Such leaders may be trained in conjunction with the study courses

outlined for the Association staff. The same course is suitable for

such leader training.

(d) Promote showing of the film, "The Gift of Life," to parents
and other community groups, with or without accompanying
talks.

(e) Cooperate with the city libraries:

(1) In choosing and securing for library circulation enough
of the best sex education literature, and advertising
its availability, in the community, in suitable ways.

(2) In eliminating from circulation all out-of-date and unde-
sirable material. This second item is fully as impor-
tant as the first. Most libraries still carry many
publications that are crude, misleading stuff. Perhaps
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two-thirds of the popular sex literature on the market
at the present time is undesirable, hence intelligent

discrimination is urgent.

6. Personal Counsel:

Sex guidance of boys and men by personal counsel should be a

regular service of the Association. Certain cautions need, however,
to be observed. The personal interview on sex matters should not

be overstressed. It is easy to over-magnify the whole subject in this

way. When the Association has a reasonably comprehensive and effec-

tive program of sex education in force, it should measure that effec-

tiveness by the minimum rather than the maximum of personal
conferences called for. The more effective the regular program of

sex education becomes in meeting the educational need of boys and

men, the less will the personal conference be needed.

The work of personal conferences on sex matters should be entrusted

only to those selected members of the staff who are best qualified
in personality, character, sane balance, wholesome outlook on sex

matters, and educational equipment. This selectiveness is extremely

important.
Emotionalism in personal interviews should be kept at the minimum.

It should be the aim to treat matters of the sex life in the same dis-

passionate manner as other life problems are handled. To use stress

upon personal sex problems as occasion for personal evangelism is a

very questionable proceeding, especially in the hands of ill-balanced

workers.

Lastly it is important to emphasize that a program for sex educa-

tion should stand as but a phase of the program for character

education as a whole. On the one hand, it should not be over magnified
as a distinct or separate educational interest or function

;
on the other

hand, the importance of that phase in any program of character edu-
cation should be fully recognized. Any character education program
which omits the sex factor in character is but playing about the

fringes of the task of training the young for life and citizenship.
While the training of the staff urged at the beginning is very

important, it will be seen from the program outlined that there are

many items that need not wait until the staff is fully trained.

A memorandum containing answers to the questionnnaire of M.

Maus, President of the Belgian National Committee on the subject

of Repatriation of Prostitutes follows. This incorporates the ques-

tions asked, and the answers given.

I. How many establishments, homes, or institutions are there who
are disposed to receive:

a. Foreign prostitutes awaiting date of repatriation ?

Foreign prostitutes are detained at the immigration stations

of the Federal Government at the port of debarkation. A
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very large percentage of such prostitutes are repatriated
from the port of New York and these women are kept at

Ellis Island, pending their departure, after the warrant of

deportation has been issued,

b. Its own national prostitutes repatriated?
There are no institutions for American repatriated prostitutes

as few, if any, such cases are known to have occurred.

II. What kind of establishments, official or private ?

Answered under (I).

III. How many places (capacity) could be occupied by these women
or girls?

Roughly estimated that immigration stations in the entire

United States, both in port cities and border stations, can

accommodate from 3,000 to 4,000 persons held for

deportation.
This does not include the capacity in private institutions,

prisons, reformatories, hospitals, etc., which are many times

that amount.

IV. For how long can these repatriated prostitutes be taken care of

in these establishments, homes or institutions ?

As indicated above the problem of repatriated American

prostitutes does not exist in this country.

V. Will they receive moral education, and will they be taught an

occupation which will enable them to gain an honest living ?

No problem exists as regards American repatriated prostitutes.

Foreign prostitutes waiting for repatriation are kept such a

short time in the immigration stations pending deportation,
there is little opportunity for any education of any type.

VI. Distinguish between minor and women of age. How many are

there actually ?

a. Prostitutes receiving moral and professional reeducation ?

b. In what types of institutions?

c. How long do they remain there under care ?

d. Who pays the expenses?
e. What are the results obtained in these institutions?

What is the percentage of the failures?

What percentage of doubtful cases ?

What percentage of probable rehabilitated cases?

What percentage of cases rehabilitated which can be classified

as definite?

This question is interpreted to refer to alien prostitutes about

to be deported and American prostitutes about to be re-

patriated. If this interpretation is correct, subdivision

a to e have already been answered.

,
For the year ending June 30, 1929, "aliens of the immoral

classes, including prostitutes after entry, procurers, persons
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coming for an immoral purpose, and the like numbered 395,

of whom 300, or 75.9 per cent were Mexicans," (Annual
Eeport of Commissioner General of Immigration, 1929).

The procedure regarding repatriation of foreign prostitutes appears
to be as follows:

The Federal Government acts only on complaint. The complaints

originate from state or municipal official sources or private organiza-
tions such as the Committee of Fourteen, New York City.
The basis of repatriation is that these women were found practicing

prostitution in the country. The best proof of this is of course con-

viction for such an offense in the local courts.

Persons so convicted may be sent to jail for a short time, or to the

workhouse in places for as long as. six months, or to a state reformatory
for an indeterminate period not to exceed (usually) three years; or

they may be fined in certain other places, or discharged on suspended
sentence or placed on probation.

The number of alien prostitutes repatriated during 1929 is given
above. The proportion of these who have first served terms in the

various institutions above listed is not accurately known but is approxi-
mately 20 per cent.

When complaint is received by the Federal Government that an
alien woman is practicing prostitution, the local Federal immigration
inspector makes a preliminary investigation and, if satisfied of truth
of complaint, asks the Secretary of Labor at Washington for a warrant
of arrest. If this warrant is granted a hearing is had by the Federal

inspector (in the state or local institution if the woman is serving a

sentence) in which the woman may be represented by her attorney and,
if he decides after this hearing to ask the Secretary of Labor for a

warrant of deportation, the woman may secure bail pending final

decision. The time elapsing between the two warrants averages about
a month. Sometimes a year elapses.

If the woman cannot put up sufficient bail she is kept at the Immi-
gration Station nearest at hand, pending final decision, provided she
is not already in a state or local institution.

From a Committee Interested in Child Welfare Legislation.

"I am anxious to secure some information from your organization

regarding venereal diseases among children. I am working for a Sub-

Committee of the Committee on Child Welfare Legislation and I would
like to secure this information to aid us in making recommendations

for legislation.

"Do you have any information regarding the extent of this problem
in - ? Do you know of any studies which have been made
which would aid us in estimating the number of children with venereal

diseases in ?
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' '

I would also appreciate any information you have about the States

which are dealing with this problem most effectively, especially infor-

mation about the laws, organization and facilities of these States.

Are there any minimum standards for the care of these children which

every State should provide? I will be glad to have any suggestions

for changes in our present program for these children.
' '

"In answer to your letter of March 15th, I am sending you some

data on the incidence of venereal diseases among children which may
help you to get an estimate of this problem in .

"It is estimated on the basis of various studies that out of 100 preg-

nancies in syphilitic families :

"About 20 per cent result in abortions, miscarriages and still-

births (10 per cent in a non-syphilitic family have this result).

"From 15 to 20 per cent result in infant or early deaths when
children are born alive. Infant death rate from syphilis is high
but not apparently abnormally high in comparison to general

mortality of this age group.

"Fifteen per cent or more of pregnancies result in living

but syphilitic children. This figure ranges higher when the mother

of the family has unmistakable syphilis.

"Forty to 50 per cent of the children are living and healthy.

In non-syphilitic families the number of living and healthy chil-

dren is probably 75 per cent and more.
'

If syphilis case reports publish marital state, the above

figures might be tied up with them. It should be remembered, how-

ever, that one-quarter to one-third of syphilitic parents never give

birth to a living child (Solomon).

"Proper prenatal treatment would result in figures considerably

different from the above.

"John H. Stokes, M.D., in 'Modern Clinical Syphilology' says, 'The

incidence of syphilis in the child population as a whole ranges from

3 to 5 per cent, based on a wide variety of estimates. The mortality

of syphilitic conception keeps the proportion of infected children in

the population lower than that of adults.' (The age group is not

mentioned, probably up to 12 to 14 years. )

"The Solomons (in 'Syphilis of the Innocent') summarize estimates

ranging from 1.7 to 22 per cent. Jeans ('Study of the Incidence of

Hereditary Syphilis') noted the striking differences produced by social

status. In St. Louis 15 per cent of colored infants, 1.8 per cent of
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poor whites, and less than 1 per cent of infants in well-to-do families

had the disease. Ross and Wright in a survey of two large English
towns obtained 3.5 per cent. In the children's medical service of the

Massachusetts General Hospital, 3.5 per cent were diagnosed as

syphilitic. These with the average of Jeans' figures, probably closely

approximate the situation.

"The Solomons ('Syphilis of the Innocent') surveyed 555 families

in which a syphilitic member had been discovered and found by special

examination that 22 per cent of all the members of these families had

syphilis. Where the mother of the family had syphilis 27 per cent

of the members were found to be syphilitic. These, of course, were

not all children.

"The effect of gonorrhea in children is seen chiefly in cases of blind-

ness, and vaginitis in little girls. Gonorrhea causes 60 per cent of

blindness due to ophthalmia neonatorum which is the largest single

cause of blindness in children. No figures available on vaginitis.

"With reference to the second part of your letter, the only positive

legislation I know of is that dealing with ophthalmia neonatorum. The
Translations of the National Health Congress, Bulletin 49, and the

Transactions of the American Heath Congress, Volume III, Second

Report on Prevention of Blindness in the Newborn, give analyses of

the laws relating to ophthalmia in the different states.

"Dr. F. B. Royer of the National Society for the Prevention of

Blindness might be willing to advise as to what is ideal legislation in

this connection.

"I do not think that any state has so far worked out a comprehen-
sive scheme for the control of venereal diseases among children. I am
enclosing an extract from the Social Hygiene Section of the Phila-

delphia Hospital and Health Survey 'on
'

Syphilis and Gonorrhea

Among School Children,' and other reprints which may be of interest."

THE FORUM
The JOURNAL will publish selected letters or excerpts considered of general

interest, assuming no responsibility for the opinions expressed therein. Com-
munications must be signed, but publication of signatures will be withheld when
so requested.

February 17, 1930.

To the Editor:

In the copy of S. H. NEWS this day received I notice that you invite

comments as to Editorial policy in accepting articles for publication.
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Speaking for myself alone, but presumably also for many of your
readers who are not technically trained in the scientific and medical

aspects of syphilis and gonorrhea, I would say that were the JOURNAL
devoted entirely to these aspects of the subjects I could not use it as

reference matter in my classes, nor could I get much inspiration from

its perusal.

Yours very truly,

W. H. MUNSON.

Ortega, Florida, March 7, 1930.

To the Editor:

Your invitation in the Forum (February issue) to express opinions

regarding book reviewing is one of which I am glad to take advantage.
It seems to me that a book reviewer should act as a clinician, examin-

ing the volume thoroughly and critically. His review should carry an

honest, careful summary of his findings whether favorable or the

reverse. Too often we see reviews which seem but amplified echoes

of the publisher's blurbs. As such they might better unmask them-

selves and take their places with paid publicity.

Many of your readers probably take fully into consideration the fact

that a book review is at best merely a one-man or one-woman evalua-

tion though they will, like myself, have more than ordinary confidence

in the review because they believe (as do I) that you select your
reviewers from those who are especially qualified to make an authorita-

tive and fair analysis. It should be assumed that a reviewer will not

resort to unnecessary malice nor ride a hobby; also that he or she

will be willing to have any misstatements of fact corrected. Beyond

this, however, the evaluator should be given free rein and the result

left to the reader's discrimination.

E. R.

Denver, Colorado, March 17, 1930.

To the Editor:

I was quite surprised to read in your current issue that Dr. Over-

street does not think training for marriage has any place in American

Colleges as they are now, for the most part, organized. My experi-

ence in that field leaves me convinced (1) that whether we will or no

American Colleges are training grounds for marriage and (2) that

intelligent direction of this training can bring the happiest and most

fruitful results. I wonder whether Dr. Overstreet's real objection
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is to "required courses." If so I should probably agree with him.

While understand the arguments for requiring certain courses I still

have a strong British prejudice against the system as a whole, and

certainly would oppose compulsory training for marriage. However

the course on this subject which I gave at Antioch College was elected

by the great majority of the senior class was indeed in the first

instance demanded by them and the Y.W.C.A. groups that I have

since taught were certainly not more promising material.

Sincerely,

ROSSLTN EABP.

BOOK REVIEWS

REVIEW OF ' 'A HEALTH INVENTORY OF NEW YORK CITY.
' '

By Michael

Davis and Mary C. Jarrett. New York : Welfare Council, 1929.

367 p.

This is a report of the volume of health service in New York afforded

by voluntary agencies, and the relation of those services to the require-

ments of the city. The quality and effectivenss of service is not con-

sidered. The study parallels a similar study of the New York City

Health Department made in 1926 by the American Public Health

Association.

All the major divisions of public health work are included in the

Inventory. Of special interest to readers of "Social Hygiene" is the

section dealing with ' '

Venereal Disease Control.
' ' Some readers would

have been pleased to have seen this chapter entitled :

' ' The Preven-

tion and Treatment of Syphilis and Gonorrhea" as being a more
accurate description of its contents. According to the Inventory
there were at the time of writing the report (1929) 134 clinics for the

diagnosis and treatment of syphilis and gonorrhea, conducted in City
of New York by agencies other than the City Department of Health.

The latter maintained seven clinics for the diagnosis and treatment of

these diseases. Of these 134 clinics all but 20 are parts of the out-

patient departments of hospitals, which is certainly the best place for

such clinics. Of the 134 clinics 12 are for syphilis exclusively. None
are for gonorrhea alone but there are four which are limited to

vaginitis (better called cervico-vaginitis) in girls, but not limited to

gonorrheal cases of course. These 134 clinics offer about 1,140 clinic

hours of service in a total of 650 sessions per week. In addition the

seven clinics of the Health Department offer 65 hours in 29 weekly
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sessions. It is estimated that to the 134 non-official clinics there were

during one year 200,000 to 250,000 visits for syphilis and about 90,00,0

^visits for gonorrhea, by perhaps 30,000 individual patients. It has

further been estimated that there should be in a city of the population
of New York about 500,00,0 clinic-visits by 50,000 patients per annum.

It is suggested that only about 60 per cent of the persons in need of

clinic care are served by the 134 clinics.

Since the writing of this report much new material has become

available by means of the one day census of cases under treatment for

syphilis and gonorrhea made by the New York Tuberculosis and Health

Association with the assistance of the American Social Hygiene Asso-

ciation, the New York City Health Department and the county
medical societies of the five counties. The Inventory should be read

in conjunction with the report of these studies which is entitled

"Venereal Disease Prevalance in the City of New York," sub-titles

being: Eichmond County, Kings County, Bronx County, Queens

County, New York County, by Dr. Walter Brunet published by The

Long Island Medical Journal, February, March, April, May, and

July, 1929.

W. C.

THE MEANING OP CULTURE. By John Cowper Powys. New York:

W. W. Norton & Co., 1929. 275 p. $3.00.

Tables of contents of current magazines are probably a fair index

to what the public is thinking about. Leaving out technical journals

and looking at the general run of the rest of the magazines that take

themselves and the world seriously, one gets the impression that the

thinking world is at present thinking a great deal about religion. Much
of the thinking takes a form peculiarly expressive of this anxiously

unbelieving age; on the assumption that religion is gone, magazine
article after magazine article makes an earnest effort to find some-

thing to put in its place. Religion performed an indispensable func-

tion
;
what else, for a generation made irreligious by much questioning,

will do what religion did enrich, justify, and motivate life? The

outburst of such inquiry seems the logical bend of the cycle. After

Calvinistic dogmatism, courageous heresy ;
when heresy thins out into

a general disbelief and a feeling of futility, then a new impulse to

construct. Expressing itself in its own idiom, this generation seems

to be off on its own sort of quest for the Holy Grail.
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John Cowper Powys suggests putting culture in the empty place.

Modestly, tentatively, but with eloquent earnestness, he tries to find

in culture what he calls "a sort of working substitute for the simpler

religious faith of the past," something "that shall at once awaken

us to the magic of life, so overlaid and vulgarized by modern condi-

tions, and calm and steady us in our intelligent enjoyment of it."

His Part I is an analysis of culture culture and philosophy; cul-

ture and literature; culture and poetry, painting, religion. Part II

points out the obstacles
;
makes the application of culture to happiness,

love, nature, the art of reading, human relations, destiny.

The inquiry for something that will do what religion has done is

certainly of profound importance to the problems of love and human
relations. Mr. Powys is interested, however, in the effect of love on

personal culture rather than the effect of culture on love. The cul-

ture he suggests is an escape from the stupidities and stings of human
contacts. Love quickens "awareness"

;
"the whole essence of personal

culture lies in an intensification of the cosmic-sense"; "the art of

culture cannot find a more potent sorcery wherewith to evoke those

illuminated groupings of people and of objects from which everything

mediocre and meaningless has been purged away." Lust has not this

magic. "Lust-tantalized, lust-obsessed senses turn upon the earth

and the trees, upon the sun and the moon as they overhang the

streets, upon candle-light and firelight as they transform the walls

of rooms, the same lack-lustre eye that an ambitious man of affairs

or a pleasure-engrossed woman turns upon them." Sex-love is the

sorcerer. Friendship may be. A cultured man or woman needs

both lover and friends, one intensifying "the basic mysteries of

beauty," the other for the "explorations into completely new fields

of aesthetics" which will "constantly enlarge his discernment." Out-

side this little, valuable circle are the fritterings and vexations from

which culture is the refuge though there are certain cultural values

even in these other human relations, among them ' '

the trick of catch-

ing the magical pathos of life flickering across the countenance even

of the most uninteresting," and "the invariable and unwearied

courtesy" which is "in an especial sense due from us to all servants,

and to all queer, retiring, nervous and unsuccessful people.
' '

When Mr. Powys analyzes culture, one reads him with pleasure

and with a feeling that no one is better able to speak. What he

describes is the culture of a mind in itself creative and gracious,
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deepened and enriched by a lifelong companionship with significant

books
;
a mind in whose full stream the events of the passing moment

$ip and take on a rich lustre of connotation
;
a native responsiveness

quickened into an exquisite and catholic sensitivity to the beauty
and greatness of life. His eloquent sentences have music, color,

enchantment. One enjoys the companionship of a connoisseur of

the artistry of life, talking in his most gracious vein, with play of

imagination and byplay of personality; one enjoys his fertility of

contemplation, his opulent and jewel-encrusted style.

But as he develops his thesis in Part II what he offers begins
to seem not a dynamic but an anodyne. In his applications of culture

his philosophy is individualistic, not social. His treatment of love

seems a bit fantastic. His treatment of other human relations seems

theoretical, fastidious, and chill.

GERTRUDE HENDERSON.

SOCIAL CONTROL OF THE MENTALLY DEFICIENT. By Stanley Powell

Davies, New York : Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1930. 389 p. $3.00.

Readers of the JOURNAL OF SOCIAL HYGIENE will probably be inter-

ested in this book. The preface says, "This volume endeavors to

present mental deficiency in its social rather than its clinical aspects.

It aims to show how the various phases of public opinion and action

with reference to the social control of this problem have followed

the evolution of scientific thought and knowledge concerning mental

deficiency. The more recent trends of thought and measures of con-

trol are particularly dealt with as indicating what a modern mental

deficiency program might comprise."

Perhaps the best way to give an idea of the nature and readability

of the book is to quote from the excellent foreword by Dr. Frankwood

E. Williams, Medical Director of the National Committee for Mental

Hygiene.
' '

Reading Social Control of the Mentally Deficient,
' '

writes

Dr. Williams,
' '

has been a reliving of the past seventeen years of my
own professional life, a retracing of the mental processes through

which, as physicians, psychologists, and sociologists, we have gone in

those years ;
of the facts as they appeared to us at various times

;
of

the hypotheses and programs built from these facts correct hy-

potheses supported by wrong reasons, incorrect hypotheses developed

from facts themselves correct; of the finding of flaws in our knowl-

edge, the discovery of new facts, and the modification of hypotheses
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and programs in accordance with the new facts. How different the

course of events has been from what it is generally conceived to be

a
'

truth
'

discovered
;
a program developed on the basis of that truth

and there you are! Social progress has been made! 'These things
are true and, that being so, then, obviously the next logical step is

here,' we say and have repeatedly said. And we were right in

general direction and justified in taking the next step; but wrong,

perhaps, in some of the details, as further study demonstrated. Or
we may have been right in some of the details, but wrong in the direc-

tion taken. All this Davies has made quite clear and vivid, and in

doing so has not only added to the importance of the book, but made
it unique.

' '

"We have come a long way from the period of 'The Menace of the

Feebleminded' and the Kallikak family, but the way by which we
have actually- come is much longer than if it were measured as the

crow flies. No expert in the field of mental deficiency would to-day
base his remarks on the 'menace of the feebleminded' or on the

Kallikak family. And yet this period of 'menace' and of the Kallikaks

was an important one. The data available at that time were cor-

rect, but too limited; the hypotheses and social programs developed
as a result of those data were inaccurate theoretically and inadequate

socially. But out of the presentation of the available data the inter-

pretations placed upon them that seemed warranted and the develop-

ment of hypotheses and social procedure there was stimulated an

enormous amount of work, medical, psychological, social. In con-

sequence, hypotheses, theories, and social procedure have been changed.
One may still speak of a 'menace' in reference to the feebleminded,
but it is with an altogether different implication than in 1909

;
one

may possibly still mention the Kallikaks, but it would not be with

bated breath."
' '

This is but an illustration of how, in the field of mental deficiency

and it is true of every other field, of course, whether it be in the

development of a motor or the study of social problems we have

come by a zig-zig course to our present views."

The book is well supplied with concrete examples, supporting data,

and chapter bibliographies. Not only is it worth having from the

point of view expressed by Dr. Williams, but it should prove useful

as a reference on plans, cost, data, and other practical information.

W. F. S.
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HENRIETTA ADDITON
American Social Hygiene Association

The American Social Hygiene Association frequently has

letters from different parts of the world asking if the average
American girl really is as she is pictured in the daily press,

in popular magazines and in certain modern novels. The com-

posite picture given of the modern girl shows her restless,

lacking in moral scruples, rebelling against family control,

between cocktails reaching for a lucky and a little "free"
love. Does the old saw, where there is smoke there must be

fire, apply to the modern girl? Smoke literally and figura-

tively there surely is. Do we know what is behind the smoke !

From every professional and lay group in the country have

come expressions of opinion on what modern girls are doing
and want to do. It seems time to let them speak for them-

selves. Yet our 22-year-old girls have acquired defense reac-

tions against criticism which makes this difficult. They not

only admit, they glory in the charges made against them and

they will not in public depart from the flapper role whatever
their behavior may be in private. It may be then that under-

* A study of leisure time activities of 1,600 girls made by the American Social

Hygiene Association in cooperation with the Welfare Council of New York City.
This is a companion study to one on leisure time activities of boys.
The matter of publishing the complete study which includes detailed tables is

at present under consideration by the Welfare Council.
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standing of them can best be secured from their younger sis-

ters who are more communicative than they will be a few years
later. Knowledge of what a "good time" means to these

younger girls will help also to ensure their future interest in

what we term "legitimate" leisure time activities. What do

girls in their early 'teens say that they do and want to do?

Do they expect to ask their parents' permission when they
make plans to go anywhere? Do they like to spend some of

their spare time with their families? If a fairy godmother
appeared and asked them what they would like most to do

what would they say?
Because of its concern with building up family life and

sound leisure time activities this Association has attempted
to find the answer to some of these questions by analyzing
information relating to the extent of parental control and the

recreational interests of more than 1,600 girls in Brooklyn.
This information was gathered and made available to the

American Social Hygiene Association by the Research Bureau
of the New York Welfare Council. As the questionnaires were

unsigned and the girls understood they would not be identified

there is every indication that the questions were answered

honestly and frankly. They were distributed to all the chil-

dren in the upper grades of two elementary public schools and
in one high school. The first elementary school (school A),
from which 458 girls reported, is in a district in which a large

proportion of the families have low incomes. From the second

elementary school (school B) 445 girls reported. The families

living in this district are in the main in comfortable circum-

stances and some are quite prosperous. The high school

draws from the entire borough. The questions were answered

by 756 high school girls.

This study is concerned with racial backgrounds only suffi-

ciently immediate to influence the use of leisure time and the

extent of parental control. In the case of Italians, Germans,
Polish and Britishers, the plan was followed of classifying as

of that background: (1) if both parents were born in the

designated country, (2) if one parent was born in the desig-
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nated country and (3) for nationalities other than British, if

one or both parents were born in the United States, but spoke
the language of the designated country. The Jewish group
was picked out with the aid of the Bureau of Jewish Social

Research. In 1925 the estimation of the Bureau of Jewish

Social Research was that a little over 36 per cent of the popu-
lation of Brooklyn was Jewish. Of the 1,659 girls included

in this study, 649 were designated as of Jewish descent, or a

little over 39 per cent
;
the rest included 221 Italian, 202 Ger-

man, 107 British, 103 Polish. There were 274 classified as

native (parents non-Jewish and not falling in any of the above

classifications) and 103 in the group classified as "all other,"
which includes the girls whose parents were born in foreign
countries not named above and those who did not specify the

parents' nationality. While the figures cannot be compared
exactly with the census information on native and foreign
white stock, examination indicates that the families from
which these 1,659 girls come are a representative cross-section

of Brooklyn's population.
The ages of the girls have a bearing on what they do, what

they want to do and of course on such questions as asking

parents' permission, and the amount of time spent at home.
For schools A and B the largest group is 12 and 13 years old

and for the three schools combined, 14 and 15 years old. The

girls fall largely in the years from 12 to 15, the period of

early adolescence
; although over a quarter of the high school

girls are over 16.

Some information regarding the economic status of the

families was collected by the Welfare Council. "Economic
Status" as defined in this study is the ability to spend for

certain things which are of interest and immediate importance
to children rather than actual financial standing. In cases

where the families own automobiles and provide allowances

the girls are classified as belonging to the "most favorable

group
"

;
in cases where the family provided one or the other

they are classified as the "medium"; and from those who did

neither as belonging to the "least favorable" group.
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In the combined schools the classification is approximately
36.5 per cent most favorable, 54 per cent medium and less than

lO per cent in the least favorable group. When schools A and
B are compared it appears that school B has 34 per cent and
school A 26 per cent in the most favorable group.

School A district has a fairly homogeneous "poor" popu-
lation while the population of the school B district classified

as well-to-do has greater extremes of poverty and wealth.

The girls in the high school come largely from families in com-

fortable circumstances
;
it has a higher proportion in the most

favorable class and a lower proportion in the least favorable

class than either of the other schools.

The unit of population chosen for the compilation of local

health statistics is 25,000. Approximately one thousand girls

12 to 15 years old would be found in a community of 25,000 ;

as there are in this study 1,031 girls between these ages, it

seems to be a good cross-section of girls from the principal

cultural and nationality groups and the various economic

levels which would be found in the usual cosmopolitan city of

25,000 inhabitants.

One of the most illuminating questions on the Time Budget
is the following, "What would you do with your spare time

if you had your choice?" There were 1,516 girls who
answered this question and they reported 3,402 items of

activity in which they would like to participate.

The expressed choices of the girls fall into three general
classifications: (1) educational and creative or constructive

activities chosen by 42 per cent, (2) organized athletics and

outdoor activities (not organized) by 30.5 per cent, (3) gen-
eral sociability and more passive forms of amusement, by 27.5

per cent. The detailed list of choices gives more girls, 621,

who expressed a desire to read than to do any other one thing.

Swimming comes next and was the leading activity desired.

The activity next desired is "Play" by 198 girls. A construc-

tive activity is the next highest desired as 184 girls stated that

they wanted to sew, embroider, and make dresses. Among
the other choices receiving the most votes were "going to
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movies" 141, and "playing tennis" 116, dancing 93, and auto-

riding 90. The answers show that practically every girl was

able to think of some legitimate activity which would

interest her.

The examination of detailed choices shows only one girl

whose ambition was to go to a night club. There are of course

a number of choices which might be proper or improper

according to the companions and supervision. Among these

are dancing, parties, having a good time and going out with

boys. Specific interests can undoubtedly be developed and

directed, but the choices indicate that wide range of activities

which must be provided if girls of all types are to be attracted.

Do the girls do what they like to do? In order to find the

answer to this question a comparison was made between what

the girls said they wanted to do and the reports made on the

time budget which indicated the amount of time given to dif-

ferent types of activity. In the case of the 3,402 choices

reported over 74 per cent were gratified to some extent as

were approximately the same per cent of the first choices.

The proportion of total wishes gratified is very much the same
for the three schools. Not only were educational activities

more often selected as first choice but 95.5 per cent of the

educational first choices were gratified. In contrast to this

only 40.7 per cent of the girls who wanted outdoor activities

were taking part in any.

The prior activity designated was correlated with the girls
'

ages in order to indicate what effect, if any, age has on type
of choice. According to this analysis as the girls grow older

there is a steady increase of interest in educational and con-

structive activities with a loss of interest in sociability and
more passive amusements, while the proportion wanting
athletics and outdoor activities remains practically constant

throughout the age groups.
It is important for those planning leisure time activities

for girls to know if those from the various foreign groups
are especially interested in any one type of activity. Classifi-

cation of first choices by type and cultural and nationality
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background shows that all types of activity were wanted by
some girls of every nationality group. The largest propor-
tion of girls wanting educative and constructive activities was
found among the Jewish, among whom this type of interest

far exceeded the other types. It led among every group
except the Italians, where slightly more wanted sociability
and amusements.

Summary of Club Affiliations

A question of importance to those interested in work with

girls is their club affiliations. The Time Budget asked for

information as to what kind of clubs the girls belonged to and
what they thought of them. The club affiliations were classi-

fied into two main categories. The first of these, the super-
vised clubs, included those managed from the standpoint of

public interest and under the supervision of agencies respon-
sible to the community such as those sponsored by girl's work

agencies, churches, schools and the press. The second group
called "other clubs" were those meeting in the members'
homes or in private club houses or sometimes in the yards
or streets. They were responsible only to their own

membership.
In the combined schools 24.4 per cent belong to supervised

clubs, 17.4 per cent to other clubs and 58.2 per cent reported
no club affiliation. In school A only about 29 per cent and in

school B about 38 per cent of the girls had club affiliations.

Even in the high school only a little over half (51.7 per cent)

of the girls reported club membership.
When the three schools are classified by age and club affilia-

tion it is found that of the 12- and 13-year-old girls 26 per cent

are members of supervised clubs, of the 14- and 15-year-old
25 per cent, of those 16 and over 24 per cent and of those

under 12 years 21 per cent. Membership in the unsupervised
clubs increases as age advances, among those under 12 years
11 per cent, 12 and 13 years 16 per cent, 14 and 15 years
18 per cent, 16 years and over 27 per cent.

As has already been mentioned a schedule with three rough
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groupings was prepared in an attempt to indicate the economic

status of the children's families. Families that had cars and

gave allowances were called the "most favorable" group;
those who had one or the other the "medium" group, and

those who had neither the "least favorable." Classification

of the girls by family economic status and club affiliation

shows a steady increase in membership and in both super-
vised and unsupervised clubs as the family economic status

improved.

Analysis of the different cultural and nationality back-

grounds and club membership shows that the groups with the

highest proportion of non-members are the Italians and
Polish. In the unsupervised clubs the Polish show a slightly

lower percentage of membership than the Italians while the

Italians have much the lowest percentage of any nationality

groups in the supervised clubs.

In order to get some information on the girls' attitudes in

regard to club membership they were asked on the Time

Budget: "Do you like clubs'? Why or why not? Do you like

your club leaders f Why or why not ?
' ' The answers give at

least the girls' conscious reasons for liking or for disliking

their clubs or club leaders. The principal reason given why
girls want to belong to clubs, is a desire for general sociability

and new friends. The following are typical answers.

"Because I think they make people sociable," "Because
of good fellowship and having congenial people together,"

"They bring girls or boys or both in contact with each

other. You also learn different things about the life of

different people," "Because I can meet many people and
because I may study all the people and find out what kind
of people they are.

' ' This wish is perhaps most picturesquely

expressed by the girl who said that she liked to belong to

clubs because "You meet new faces and sometimes become
the best of friends with them."

Among the reasons given for not belonging to clubs we find,

"The members are usually catty," "Because I always think

that girls get jealous if not elected an officer and then there
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are quarrels and not nice feelings," "They do not last long.

They always break up after a short time," "Just took a dislike

to them. ' '

Of particular importance to club leaders are the reasons

given for liking or disliking club leaders "Because she is very

friendly with all members and can run affairs of the club

correctly," "She knows how to keep order and discuss new

ideas," "Because she makes you mingle and forget everything
but that we are friends," "Because she is nice. Never raises

her voice or disagrees with anything that is right," and over

and over again with slight variations, "Because she is effi-

cient," "Because she is fair and just." The stress is laid

on ability and fairness rather than on good looks or social

graces. Among the reasons for not liking club leaders we
find "She is very cold and doesn't take a real interest in the

work," "Too silly with the girls," "She doesn't seem
interested."

Camp Attendance of Girls

Camp attendance has come to be of such importance in both

boys' and girls' work that some information on camping was
included in the Time Budgets. This showed that from the com-

bined schools only 16.5 per cent of the girls have been away
at camp any time during the preceding two years. From the

high school 23.5 per cent of the girls had gone to camp, but

if the schools selected are fair samples (school A showing 9.2

per cent and school B 12.1 per cent camp attendance) only a

very small proportion of Brooklyn girls in the elementary
schools attend camps.
A steady increase in camp attendance is shown as the girls

grow older. Under 12 years of age 10.1 per cent of the girls

went to camp ;
of the girls 12 and 13 years old 15.9 per cent

;

of those 14 and 15 years 17.2 per cent, and of the girls 16 and

over 22.2 per cent.

Analysis shows that the same girls who belong to clubs

attend camp. This is not surprising as many girls
'

organiza-

tions maintain both clubs and camps.
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According to the economic status classification which has

already been explained, camp attendance increases steadily

as economic status improves. The figures on camp attend-

ance from the total schools compared with economic status run

from 10.5 per cent for the least favorable, 16.8 per cent for

the medium to 20.3 per cent for the most favorable group.
The decrease in attendance at private camps with the

decrease in economic status is especially pronounced. From
the least favorable group 1.5 per cent, the medium group 5.8,

and the most favorable group 10.3 per cent attend private

camps. The attendance at the social agency camps is remark-

ably evenly divided, although the slightly largest proportion
comes from the medium group, and the smallest from the most
favorable.

The proportion of camp attendance is largest from the

Jewish group. Nearly a fourth of the Jewish girls go to camp.
The next largest proportion of camp attendance is found from
the German group, 18.3 per cent; the American girls, 14.6

per cent
;
and of the British 12.2 per cent went to camp. The

smallest proportion of camp attendance is found among the

Italian girls, only 4.1 per cent, and the attendance among the

Polish is only slightly larger, being 7.8 per cent.

Church, School and Home

The home, church and school are the institutions usually
held most responsible for character building. In such a study
as this, it was obviously out of the question to attempt to learn

the influences of these institutions but it was possible to show

something of their presence or absence. Provision was made
in the Time Budget for entering the amount of time spent in

attending church and Sunday School, and on "home study"
of school lessons, and the question was asked: "Do you ask

your parents' permission when you make plans to go any-
where f

" A tabulation has been made to show the proportion
of girls who were, at least to some extent responsive (1) to all

three institutions, (2) to one or two of them, and (3) to none
of them.
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Classification of the reports on time spent on church or

Sunday school shows considerable difference between the two

elementary schools. It is to be expected that the greatest pro-

portion reporting attendance would be from neighborhoods

predominantly Italian and from school A the attendance is

high, 92.1 per cent. From school B we find a fair proportion
68.8 per cent attending. Less than half the high school girls,

47.6 per cent, report church and Sunday school attendance.

Some idea of the hold of the school on the child's time out-

side of school is found from the reports on home study. In

school B all but 6.7 per cent of the girls report that they carry
on study at home, but this proportion drops in school A to 18.1

per cent. In the high school a very high proportion, all but

3.3 per cent, spend time on home study.
That the girls themselves do not feel that they have thrown

off parental control to anywhere near the extent that it is

charged they have, is indicated by the answers to the question
as to whether they ask permission when they want to go
"somewhere." In school A 96.5 per cent of the girls and 98.7

in school B report that they ask permission and in these days
of supposed independence only 13 or 1.7 per cent of 756 high
school girls report that they do not ask permission to go

places. Even if the answers are not absolutely reliable as far

as the daily habits are concerned, they would seem to .show

the girls' own ideas on the subject of adolescent freedom.

If they do not always ask they evidently feel a responsibility

to, and accept the theory that they should. A number of girls

answered the question: "Do you ask your parents' permis-
sion when you make plans to go anywhere?" concisely and

finally with the one word * '

absolutely.
' '

It would obviously be impossible to attempt to find through
such a study the real feelings of a girl in regard to her family
and home. It was hoped, however, to get some information on

this point from the answers to the questions, "Do yon prefer

to spend your spare time at home or away from home?

Why?" While 200 girls were non-committal or failed to state

their preferences on this point, there were 872 girls who stated
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that they wished to spend their spare time at home, and 587

girls who answered quite definitely that they preferred to

spend their spare time away from home.

Some of the reasons given by the girls for their preferences

might be of especial interest to parents who are concerned

as to whether their homes seem to their children uninteresting

and repressive, or whether they provide opportunities for

happiness and development.
"At home because I can make myself cozy and comfortable

at home," "Away because you can't be interrupted on what

you are doing," "I prefer to spend my spare time at home
because we have a wonderful home influence. A home of

action at church and family affairs," "Away from home. A
change of surroundings and faces," "At home because my
parents always welcome my friends and make them feel at

home," "Away because no one can bother you and you usually
have a better time," "At home because a lovely garden is

around the house and I love to sit there and read," "Away to

get a change of air,
" "Home I have a beautiful home and con-

siderate mother," "Away from home I can have more fun,

my parents are narrow minded," "At home. Can lie in a

hammock and read a book," "Away. Eather spend my time

in a secluded spot by myself.
' '

The information on going to bed was collected the third

week in June when the days are longest and daylight saving
time was being used. The official hour of sunset was 7 :29 P.M.

standard time, and twilight lasted until nearly 9:30 P.M. day-

light saving time. The time of going to bed indicates to a

certain extent the parental supervision and the habits of

the family.

In school B 59.6 per cent, and in school A, 47.2 per cent of

the girls go to bed before ten o'clock, while in the high school

only 23.6 per cent go to bed before ten. The modal group in

school A and the high school retire at ten o'clock, and in

school B at nine o 'clock.

In school A 49 girls, less than 10 per cent, and in school B
63, not quite 15 per cent, went to bed after ten o'clock, but in
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the high school there were 273, over one-third of the girls,

who reported that they went to bed after that hour.

In order to get some idea of how far girls had control over

their income, they were asked on the Time Budget if they
could take their money out of the bank without permission,
and if they could spend it as they pleased.

Evidently very few of the children in schools A and B and
less than 25 per cent in the high school can withdraw money
without permission.
To spend money, nearly half the girls had to get their

parents' permission; a considerably larger proportion 82.5

per cent of those with bank accounts report parental super-
vision over the withdrawal of funds.

It seems surprising that even 13 per cent of the girls, 16

years and older, go to bed before ten o'clock and ask their

parents' permission both to spend money and to take their

money out of the bank. There is little difference in regard
to this point found in the different nationality groups.

Summary
These 1,659 adolescent girls come from poor, middle class,

and prosperous families of various cultural and racial back-

grounds. If they have expressed themselves honestly and

frankly, as there is every reason to believe they have, what do

their answers show? They certainly do not indicate strong

urges towards "unsocial" behavior. Rather they reveal a

real liking for things which are called "wholesome" and

desirable. Their choices, divided between athletics, outdoor,
educational and constructive activities and sociability and

amusements, show in what direction recreational guidance

might start. More girls say that they prefer to spend their

spare time reading than in doing any other one thing. As

they grow older if they do not have access to good books and

if their tastes are not developed they may lose interest in

reading or they may turn to those magazines, of no literary

value, filled with alleged "true" but in reality most false,

stories of life. These magazines whose output is constantly
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increasing, should not be ignored as a factor in the spread
of low ideals.

Many of these girls want to swim, to play tennis and to

engage in other athletic activities. Although their wishes

are modest and could be satisfied with very little effort over

a fourth of them are not able to do what they most want. Will

they later either lose their desire for constructive forms of

recreation or turn their interests to unsocial activities? If

there are no opportunities for these energetic girls to learn

to swim, to develop skill in games or some form of athletics

is there not a greater likelihood that some of them will come
later to work off all their energies in the public dance halls,

or to fall back entirely on non-participating activities, such as

motion picture attendance or to find exhilaration and stimula-

tion only through alcohol or "
petting" parties. The low

percentage of gratification among those who wanted outdoor

activities mirrors the thwarted desires of city children for

the sense of space or of life which the country gives. Surely
it ought not to be difficult to see that these children who want
hikes in the country have a chance to take them. The largest

proportion of the girls expressed interest in educational and
constructive activities. They should have a chance to learn

to sew, to play the piano, to paint or perhaps instead to kodak
and develop pictures. Certainly opportunities should be pro-
vided for girls to develop the skill to do something well and
to experience the creative satisfaction which goes with it.

The summaries of the findings on recreational preferences
show that the choices have not been greatly affected by eco-

nomic status or racial backgrounds.
The material on club membership shows the girls longing

for sociability or friends and appreciating the values accruing
from club membership. The responsibility of the community
to provide the necessary trained leadership which the girls

themselves indicate a willingness to follow seems obvious.

Children from well-to-do families are going to camps in

increasing numbers and it was found in this sample that camp
attendance correlated with other evidences of higher economic
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status. Yet there is every reason to suppose that children

from poor families need the camp experience even more. This

study indicates that camp facilities should be extended par-

ticularly for families with small incomes.

Information on church attendance, home study, and parental

supervision gives some indication of a girl's behavior. The

majority of these girls attend church or Sunday school. Over
90 per cent spend time on home study and all but 2 per cent

ask permission when they go away from home. From the

information on parental time-money control, we find that over

half of the elementary school girls and apparently a fourth

of the high school girls go to bed before ten o'clock. Over
three-fourths of the girls who have saved money had to have
their parents

'

permission to take their money out of the bank
and about half reported that they could only spend money
with permission. In the main then these girls like the things
we say they should like and are subject to the family control

and guidance which are supposed to be good for them.

Analysis shows that these girls, probably typical of Brook-

lyn's 82,000 girls 12 to 15 years old, are splendid human
material. However as they grow older their ideals and habits

will be moulded not alone by precepts but also by the actuali-

ties which surround them.

In communities where adults are intelligent in regard to the

needs of children and are concerned in meeting these needs

provisions will be made for athletic and outdoor activities, for

vocational and cultural opportunities and foundations will be

laid for physical, mental, social and spiritual development.
There is every reason to believe that in such communities the

girls of this younger generation will be healthy, happy,
social assets.



SOCIAL HYGIENE IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY
WALTER CLARKE, M.B., Cn.B.

American Social Hygiene Assoc'iat-ion

Through the courtesy of Dr. J. L. Pomeroy, Health Officer

of Los Angeles County, the following report is presented to

readers of Social Hygiene. In January, 1930, Dr. Pomeroy
asked me to visit Los Angeles County, to study their problems
and requirements and to submit suggestions for the develop-

ment of the newly established Social Hygiene Division in the

County Health Department's Bureau of Communicable

Diseases. The Los Angeles County Health Department gives

the 860,000 people under its jurisdiction one of the most

complete, efficient and intelligent services that it has been

my privilege to see in the United States or abroad. My
problem was to acquaint myself with this truly remarkable

organization and its facilities and to suggest in a practical

fashion the features of a social hygiene program which might
be incorporated in the Department's services.

It appeared to me that the Health Department of the County
of Los Angeles has the opportunity to do an outstanding work
in social hygiene. The facilities and personnel are excellent

and far above that which exists in most communities. The
ten health centers of the county are admirably adapted to

medical and educational social hygiene work. The medical

staff in most centers appears highly competent and the corps
of public health nurses is unusually excellent. The medical

social service workers are splendidly equipped to play their

important part in social hygiene work. With such magnifi-
cent facilities, equipment and personnel it should be com-

paratively easy to develop the medical and educational aspects
of a social hygiene program in the county. In fact, the situa-

tion is unique in that the means of carrying on social hygiene
work are at hand and all that remains is to initiate and organ-
ize that work. In most places, trained personnel is the great

deficiency.

335
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The comments and suggestions which I submitted are classi-

fied as follows :

I Clinics, hospitalization and laboratory facilities.

II Public health nurses and social workers.

Ill Relations to private practitioners and to public and

private institutions in the county and reporting of

cases and quarantine.
IV Popular health instruction and sex education.

V Personnel.

VI Relation of the health department to the problems
of prostitution.

The more important parts of the report under the above

headings read as follows:

It is suggested that the distribution of clinics, the number
of sessions per week, day and night, be studied in each health
district to ascertain whether there should be a larger number
of sessions and including evening sessions in each center.

In some of the health centers space assigned to the syphilis
and gonorrhea clinics is not satisfactory. In one, for example,
the windows of the room used for the syphilis clinic are so

arranged that the neighbor across the lot can see in. As
rapidly as possible arrangements should be made so that the

examination of the patient can be made quite privately in a
room suitably adapted for the purpose. At present in most

places it is necessary to send the nurse out of the room before
an examination can be made. This results in loss of time
for everybody concerned. As soon as possible in every center

the temporary arrangements which now prevail should be

changed so that the treatment for syphilis and gonorrhea
can enjoy the same facilities and advantages as tuberculosis

or child hygiene. There appears to be a tendency on the part
of the staff at some of the centers to regard the syphilis and

gonorrhea clinics as an unimportant side issue. This can be
corrected by a memorandum from the county health officer

directing the ten district health officers to cooperate fully in

all matters such as the assignment of space, provision of

equipment and the allocation of personnel.
The equipment necessary for the treatment of syphilis is of
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course comparatively small and with the exception that no
lumbar puncture needles are available in some centers, it

appears to be adequate. Lumbar puncture needles should

of course be provided in every center, as this is a fundamental

diagnostic procedure which must be carried out in many cases,
in fact all cases before finally discharged as arrested. The
equipment for the treatment of gonorrhea is very deficient and
should be promptly supplied. I suggest that where the mini-

mum necessary equipment for the treatment of gonorrhea has
not already been ordered that it should be ordered without

delay.*
It is obvious that the chief of the Division of Social Hygiene

cannot serve as attending physician for all of the clinics for

the treatment of syphilis and gonorrhea and still have time

to develop and organize the work throughout the county. He
should, however, attend a sufficient number of clinics to keep
in touch with the clinical aspects of the work and to know
the problems presenting themselves in a clinic whether these

problems be medical, nursing, social case work, economic,
administrative or otherwise. It is suggested that the chief

of the Division should serve as the attending physician for

not more than four clinic sessions per week and that other
medical staff be provided for the other clinics. They, as I
understand it, may be volunteer or part time physicians.
Either one may be quite satisfactory provided attendance
is prompt and treatment is modern and considerate. Nothing
will kill a clinic quicker than tardiness or unreliability on the

part of the medical attendant. Therefore, promptness and

regularity should be insisted upon in all cases whether the

attending physician be a volunteer or paid part time.

I have no comment to make upon the clinic nursing staff,

which appears to me to be exceptionally excellent, except that

it would be advantageous in this work as in every other
Division of the county health work, for the staff nurses to

speak Mexican. Much time is lost in the clinics due to the

inability of the medical officer or of the nurse to get histories

from the Mexican patients.

Diagnosis in the clinics should not be made on a single
Wassermann reaction alone. In every case of possible syphi-
lis or gonorrhea a careful history, a full clinical examination
and a laboratory test should be applied. A case of suspected
syphilis should be examined also for gonorrhea and a case of

* A list of equipment was provided.
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gonorrhea should be examined also for syphilis. Where a

positive Wassermann is the only evidence of syphilis, a second
specimen should be submitted. It would be advantageous in
this connection if a Kahn test could be carried out as a con-

firmatory test. In most up-to-date institutions both in the
United States and abroad, the Wassermann test is always
supplemented by another test. The Kahn test is one which
could easily be done in the district laboratories, thereby saving
time, transportation of specimens and reducing the work of
the Central Laboratory. It is suggested that as the syphilis
clinics grow facilities be provided in the district laboratories
for the making of a Kahn as a part of the routine. The Kahn
could and should be made available not only for the health
center patients, but also to other institutions in the neighbor-
hood and to private practitioners, at least for indigent cases.

It is a notable fact that very few cases of early syphilis
come to the clinics under present conditions, consequently
there has been little demand for dark-field microscopes in the
district laboratories. As the clinics grow and as the public
become informed, there will of course be cases of primary
syphilis to be diagnosed and the surest method of diagnosis
is to find the spirochaete. Consequently the district labora-
tories will eventually need to be equipped with dark-field

microscopes. Private practitioners, and other institutions in

the district should be encouraged to send their patients to the
district laboratory for examination of lesions by means of
the dark-field microscope.
A good many individuals come to clinics asking to have a

Wassermann done. In such cases the specimen of blood should
be taken and the patient instructed to return to the next

regular session of the syphilis clinic. Every such patient
should then have a clinical examination and a history should
be taken

;
and upon the basis of the history, clinical examina-

tion and the Wassermann test, a diagnosis may be made.
Instructions should be issued that such patients should not
be informed simply of the results of the Wassermann test,

which may be entirely misleading. A diagnosis should be

given to such patients on the basis of the history, clinical

findings and blood Wassermann.

Every case of suspected syphilis or gonorrhea should have
a thorough physical examination which can only be made
with the patient practically stripped. All such examinations,
in the case of syphilis, should include especially a search for
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the primary lesion, examination of the heart and vessels and
of the central nervous system and a laboratory examination
of a specimen of urine. In the case of gonorrhea, all such
examinations should include palpation of the prostate and a

microscopic examination of a smear in addition to the usual
examination of the external genitalia.

I have few comments to make on treatment as carried out
and this must of course be left to the judgment of each attend-

ing physician. I would suggest, however, that cases diag-
nosed as neurosyphilis should be given the advantage of

tryparsamide treatments cases of paresis should of course
be referred to mental hospitals where it is hoped they may
have the advantage of malaria therapy. Through the pro-
vision of up-to-date medical literature the treatment may
perhaps be further improved. It is suggested therefore that

scientific printed matter on the modern treatment of syphilis
and gonorrhea should be placed in the hands of the physicians
who are attending cases in the various health centers. Such
literature should include in addition to the usual treatment
of syphilis and gonorrhea in the adult, articles on the treat-

ment of cervico-vaginitis, congenital syphilis and a special

point be made of the distribution of material on the diagnosis
and treatment of syphilis in pregnancy as a means of prevent-
ing congenital syphilis.
There is a manifest need for a unified method of recording

cases in the syphilis and gonorrhea clinics. I attach a set of

forms prepared by experienced eminent authorities and re-

garded by the American Social Hygiene Association as stand-

ard forms.* The County Health Department is at liberty
to adapt and print these forms for use in the syphilis and

gonorrhea clinics throughout the county. The present record
forms in use in the health centers are hardly satisfactory
and it is suggested that one of the first actions to be taken
should be the adoption of a standard form for all of the

clinics.

It is suggested in addition that standard prescriptions be

prepared covering the usual medication by the clinic both in

the case of syphilis and gonorrhea. These standard forms
will save much time in the preparation of prescriptions as

the clinician has but to hand the patient the form prescription
or prescriptions which he desires him to obtain. More attrac-

* These forms may be obtained on application to the Division of Medical
Measures of the American Social Hygiene Association.
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tive and impressive material on advice to the patient might
well be provided. A mimeographed or printed sheet of in-

structions should be prepared in addition to the card which
is provided by the State Department of Public Health and a

special point should be made in this set of instructions of

the need to examine the family and contacts of the patient
both in the case of syphilis and gonorrhea. A point should
be made also of the duty of the patient to bring in or send
in or to give the name of the source of infection so that this

individual may be brought under treatment.
It is a notable and interesting fact that in the clinics at

present there are very few, if any, cases of early syphilis and
not many cases of gonorrhea. This means that syphilis is

being treated at the least advantageous time and at the time
when it is the least important from a public health point of

view since late syphilis is usually non-infectious. There are

probably five cases of gonorrhea to one case of syphilis in

most communities and it is to be hoped that there will be a

great increase in the number of cases of gonorrhea under
treatment. These two facts, namely the absence of early

syphilis and the small number of gonorrhea cases point very
emphatically to the need for widespread public instruction in

order to bring early cases of syphilis and gonorrhea to the

clinics for treatment. It is manifest that the best results

from the standpoint of public health and of the patient can
be obtained by the treatment of syphilis and gonorrhea in the

early stages. This is also the most economical time to treat

such cases. Under popular health instruction various steps
will be recommended for developing the attendance of the

clinics and especially for bringing in larger numbers of early
cases.

Routine Wassermann tests should be made in the medical,

prenatal and cardiac clinics. In fact some hospitals make a

routine examination of the blood of all patients admitted,
but it will be sufficient perhaps at the start if instructions

are given that at every health center, major or minor, all

medical, prenatal and cardiac patients are to be examined
for syphilis.

Provision should be made by the county for bed accommo-
dations for cases of syphilis and gonorrhea requiring hos-

pitalization. Some of the types of cases which require bed

treatment are as follows : complications of syphilis and gonor-

rhea, for example, acute epididymitis, syphilitic aortitis and
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acute cervico-vaginitis in children. There should of course
be in the county also, an institution to which prostitutes can
be sent, from areas outside of Los Angeles City for rehabilita-

tion, industrial training and treatment of any medical
condition.

In any community having a population of the County of

Los Angeles, 860,000, there will be a large number of cases
of cervico-vaginitis among female infants and children. It

is suggested that arrangements be made for the treatment
of these cases at the health centers. Such patients should
be treated daily either at the health center or at home, first of
all by the nurse and if possible later by the mother. A public
health nurse could teach an intelligent mother how to carry
out the daily treatments. Once a week such children should
be brought to the clinic for examination and treatment by
the doctor. The supply of such cases would come from the
schools where the school doctors and nurses and attendance
officers often discover cases. Parents who are sufficiently
informed will also bring many such children. Under present
conditions at small clinics for both male and female patients,
children could be treated in the same sessions as adults.

Later in clinics that grow to large proportions a separate
clinic should be arranged for infants and children. It is

suggested that information be communicated to the school
nurses and medical officers informing them that cases of

cervico-vaginitis are treated at the health centers. A similar
effort should be made to bring cases of congenital syphilis
under treatment.

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES AND SOCIAL WORKERS

These two groups are treated together in this section in

view of the fact that the work of each supplements the other.

It is unfortunate that but few public health nurses and medical
social service workers have had training in social hygiene
work. Their training, however, makes it easily possible for
them to become familiar with this aspect of public health
work. It is suggested that a course of lectures and demon-
strations on social hygiene be arranged for public health
nurses and medical social service workers. It is possible
that such a course could be offered by one of the universities
in Los Angeles and that credit could be obtained. Such a
course should include not only information regarding syphilis
and gonococcal infections but also the educational and pre-
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ventive aspects. A public health nurse may be asked any
question in this field and in order to be well prepared she
must have some knowledge of the principles of sex education.

I would suggest therefore that an early opportunity be made
to give instruction to this group of workers and I feel sure

that the National Organization for Public Health Nursing
and the American Social Hygiene Association would be glad
to cooperate in carrying out such instruction.

It is suggested that each district health officer be invited

to call at regular periods, perhaps once a month, a staff con-

ference to include the medical, nursing and social work mem-
bers of the staff to discuss problems and procedures with

regard to social hygiene work in the health center. At this

time the chief of the Division of Social Hygiene should take

up all new developments which he wishes to put forward and
should be prepared to discuss the problems which nurses,
social workers and clinicians may encounter.

It should be a routine in all health centers that when a

diagnosis of syphilis or gonorrhea has been made, the medical
social service worker will have all contacts of the patient

brought into the clinic for examination. Wherever there is

any case of doubt the case may be referred to the chief of

the Division of Social Hygiene. A memorandum to this effect

should be sent to the medical social service worker at each
center.

All cases of syphilis and gonorrhea attending a health

center clinic should be visited in their homes by the public
health nurse, who should give the necessary instructions re-

garding possibilities of infection, hygiene, etc., and who should

bring in all the contacts of such cases. This should be done
as a routine and instructions should be issued to this effect.

Many clinics find that syphilis and gonorrhea patients give
false names and addresses, a source of annoyance and incon-

venience to the case worker, who wishes to visit them. It is

suggested that as soon as the patient registers as a member
of a syphilis or gonorrhea clinic that a card should be sent

to the name and address given, inquiring whether the name
and address as recorded is correct and providing a return

postal card. (Obviously the confidence of the patient must
be protected and no indication should be given as to the

diagnosis made.) If the card fails to reach the patient at

the name and address given, he should be confronted with
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this fact on his next visit to the clinic and required to give
his correct name and address.

All delinquents should be followed up. Usually it is found

advantageous to send first of all, a letter, thereby saving the

time of the public health nurse. This letter should not be

threatening in character but should be persuasive. If the

patient fails to return he or she should be visited by the public
health nurse and subsequently, if necessary, by the quarantine
officer.

Source of infection should be ascertained either in the clinic

or on the occasion of the first visit of the nurse to the home
of the patient and the source should be visited and brought
to the clinic. Instructions should be issued covering the

above points with regard to delinquents and sources of

infection.

Attached is a record form entitled
" Administrative Cumu-

lative Monthly Keport."
* This is a draft intended for use

in city or county health departments and on page 6 will be
found a form for the monthly summary of "Venereal Disease
Control." It is suggested that a form somewhat after the

style of this showing the case load of the clinic, the services

rendered whether medical, nursing or social, should be

adopted, and I submit the attached for consideration. By
means of such a form the annual accomplishment of the clinic

and related services can be stated. This form, if properly
filled out, will supply the information required by the United
States Public Health Service on Form 8954-A, entitled "Clinic

Monthly Report." It will in addition provide the county
health officer and County Board of Supervisors with strong
evidence of the value of the services rendered.

It is suggested that the Division of Medical Social Service
should undertake in each district a study of the population
and its distribution and composition, in order that an estimate

may be made of the anticipated case load of the clinic. This

anticipated case load can be compared with the actual case
load and an idea may be obtained as to whether the clinic

is serving as large a part of the community as it should serve.

Obviously the anticipated case load will depend upon the

population of the district and its character. If there are
more Mexicans and other small wage groups, there should be
a larger proportional attendance at the clinic. I can illustrate

* Obtainable from the American Social Hygiene Association.
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this by taking a district and showing a computation on a
theoretical basis. I understand that the population of the
Glendale District is about 93,000. According to the prevalence
studies made by the American Social Hygiene Association
and the United States Public Health Service there should be at

any one given time in a typical population from nine to twelve

patients per thousand under treatment, for syphilis and gonor-
rhea. Let us assume that in the Glendale District there are
ten patients per thousand under treatment on March 1st. This
would be one per cent. One per cent of 93,000 would be 930

patients which is the number which should be under treatment
on March 1st in public clinics, institutions, hospitals and in

private practice. Experience shows that about one-half of
these patients in the average community would be under
private care, namely 465. The remaining 465 would be in

hospitals, prisons, institutions of various kinds and in public
clinics. It would be comparatively easy to learn the number
of patients in public institutions aside from clinics. If we
assume that 200 were in such institutions, we should then
have 265 as the expected case load in the public clinics. A cor-

rection might need to be made on account of the district having
a large number of poor people or on the other hand because
it is largely a prosperous residence district. If then the

expected case load were estimated at being 200 and the actual

registration in the clinic were only 100, it would be ascertained
that the clinic was not up to the requirement of the com-

munity and a special effort would then need to be made to

increase the attendance.

On the basis of such a calculation information could be

secured as to whether the costs of the clinic were within

reasonable bounds. Every health center could estimate the

cost of treatment per patient from the facts which are obtain-

able. If then in the syphilis and gonorrhea clinic the costs

were known, it is obvious that if the costs were high and the

attendance low that there is waste and the way to reduce the

cost per patient is to increase the attendance.

Such analysis and bookkeeping of clinic costs and services

has been found to be well worth the trouble and is the proper
basis for requests for increased funds for the support of

clinics. I suggest that the Division of Medical Social Service

or other suitable service should undertake such an analysis
of costs and services.
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RELATIONS TO PRIVATE PRACTITIONERS AND TO PUBLIC AND PRIVATE

INSTITUTIONS IN THE COUNTY REPORTING AND
QUARANTINE OF CASES

The system of reporting provided by the law and regula-
tions of the State Department of Public Health of California

is substantially similar to that of other states, and in a highly

organized county such as Los Angeles the results of report-

ing may confidently be expected to be as good as in other

communities.
It is suggested that a supply of the complete report forms

be obtained from the State Department of Public Health.

This form includes not only one for initial reporting but also

another for reporting change of physicians and a third for

reporting of delinquent cases. Attention is invited to the

excellent form utilized by the State Board of Health in

Massachusetts, and which I submit for your consideration.*

In addition to the supply of the report form, it is suggested
that an adequate quantity of special bulletin No. 24 giving
the venereal diseases regulation of the California State De-

partment of Public Health be obtained. These supplies may
be suitably used as follows : send the report form and bulletin

No. 24 in suitable quantities to all district health officers, to

members of the medical staff of health centers, and of all

medical institutions in the county outside of Los Angeles City
and to all private practitioners. There should be a suitable

covering letter adapted to each group requesting cooperation
in the reporting of cases of syphilis and gonococcal infections

in all stages to the County Health Department. The occasion

might be taken in addition to request that all indigent patients
not belonging to other institutions and requiring treatment
for syphilis or gonorrhea should be referred to a health

center for treatment. A list of the health centers with
addresses and the days and hours of clinics should be fur-

nished with the letter.

It is most desirable to secure the free cooperation of private

practitioners. A method of encouraging this cooperation in

reporting is to offer the services of the public health nurses
in following up reported delinquent patients of private

practitioners. The object of this follow-up would be to restore

the patient to the practitioner where that is possible. Where
patients are discovered who are eligible for treatment at

* Obtainable from the American Social Hygiene Association.
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a health center such patients, if unwilling to return to their

original medical attendant, may be brought into the health

center for treatment. This cooperation with the private

practitioners in regard to delinquent cases would be clearly
in the interest of the public health and would be beneficial to

the practitioner at the same time.

Occasional letters with interesting articles, pamphlets,
graphs, etc., should be sent to the doctors in each district

and it is possible that the franking privilege could be used
for this purpose, saving the expense of postage. The private

practitioner handling a case of syphilis or gonococcal infection

performs a vital public health function and the Division of

Social Hygiene working through the health centers should
assist him in every way possible to perform this function.

Consequently explanations and stimulation may be expected
to result in this county, as in many other places, in a great
increase in the number of cases reported.

In addition to the above the services of the laboratories

of the health centers and the Central Laboratory of the County
Health Department should be offered to practitioners who
see cases of syphilis or gonorrhea. Doctors should be en-

couraged to refer cases to the health center for the taking
of a blood specimen for dark-field examinations and for mak-

ing of microscopical examinations for the gonococcus. Such
services should be elaborated locally as rapidly as a demand
can be created and it is suggested that eventually the health

center laboratory could with great advantage perform the

Kahn test, not only for health center patients, but also for

the indigent or poor patients of private practitioners. The

principle is recognized that the doctor in reporting a case

of communicable disease renders a service to the state and
the state is justified in rendering a return service to the

private practitioner as a measure of compensation. It may
be mentioned in this connection that in Great Britain a fee

is paid to the physician for every case of communicable disease

reported.
It is suggested that the chief of the Division of Social

Hygiene should consult with the medical officers of county,
state and United States institutions in the County of Los

Angeles outside of the city to request them to report all cases

of syphilis and gonorrhea and also to send information to

the county health officer when discharging patients not yet

cured. This information should include the name and address
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of the patient so that the workers of the County Health

Department can see to it that such patients are visited and

brought under treatment. Some progress has already been
made in working out this plan through consultations with the

county hospital and the medical director of Juvenile Hall.

It is suggested that after consultation in each case arrange-
ments should be formalized in a memorandum in which the

procedure agreed upon should be stated.

It is rarely necessary in cases of syphilis and gonorrhea to

resort to the use of quarantine, but the authority to examine
and isolate cases of syphilis and gonorrhea in the communi-
cable stages is in the hands of the local health officers. (Eule
5 of special bulletin No. 24 State Department of Public

Health.) Only in extreme cases is it necessary to utilize

this authority but it is suggested that in a clear and flagrant
case it would be well to employ this authority in order to

demonstrate the power of the local health officer to control

such cases.

POPULAB HEALTH INSTRUCTION

I have divided my suggestions for the purpose of this

statement into Popular Health Instruction Activities (a)
inside the health centers and (b) outside the health centers.

a. Inside the Health Centers.

Inside the health centers all clinics and waiting rooms
should be provided with popular pamphlets on social hygiene
stressing the need for early care of cases of syphilis and

gonorrhea and giving some of the simple symptoms. This
distribution should not be limited to the venereal disease
clinics but should be available where anyone attending the
health centers may take a pamphlet. A number of carefully
written pamphlets of this character are available.* In the

syphilis and gonorrhea clinics there should be a popular
pamphlet of advice to those already infected.

In the clinic used for the treatment of syphilis and gonor-
rhea posters might well be displayed calling attention to some
of the larger and very important aspects of these diseases
and the need for persistent treatment.!

In so far as the health center serves as a meeting place for
the Parent-Teachers' Association, the District Health Asso-

* Obtainable from the American Social Hygiene Association,

t Specimens may be obtained from the American Social Hygiene Association
and the United States Public Health Service.
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ciation, clubs, etc., it should be used for the showing of suit-

able films and exhibits, the distribution of suitable pamphlets
and accompanied by lectures on social hygiene. This should

not, of course, be limited strictly to the medical aspects, but
should deal also in some measure with sex education. All

such opportunities, however, should be utilized to bring in

an increasing number of patients especially those in the early
and infectious stages.
From what I have learned of the District Health Associa-

tion, it would appear that these organizations in each district

could well take up general health educational work as their

major activity. Having been instrumental in the establish-

ment of the health center, it would appear reasonable to

direct the energies of the District Health Association to

educational activities for the prevention of disease and the

treatment of those already diseased. This general health

educational work should include social hygiene instruction and
there should be a special committee on this subject.

b. Outside the Health Centers.

Useful popular health instruction may be given by means
of talks and motion pictures and the distribution of pamphlets
in colleges, universities and high schools of each district,

adapting the program to the type of audience.*

Opportunities should be obtained for talks, showing of films

and distribution of pamphlets to clubs in each district, for

example. The Eotary Clubs, Kiwanis Clubs, Women's Clubs,
etc. Very much has been done along this line in many com-
munities and there are films and pamphlets suitable for these

purposes. Industrial groups, such as workers in the oil fields,

should be reached through motion pictures, talks and pam-
phlets. Opportunities should be obtained for the giving of

addresses and the showing of scientific medical films on

syphilis and gonorrhea, diagnosis and treatment, before

groups of doctors and nurses.

For each of the above mentioned groups suitable material

has been prepared. For example: "The Gift of Life" for

high schools; "Social Hygiene for Women" for various

women's clubs; a similar film for men; "Deferred Payment"
a drama for mixed audiences, or for almost any type of group ;

two scientific films, one on syphilis and one on gonorrhea,
* Suitable films and pamphlets may be obtained from the American Social

Hygiene Association and to some extent also from the United States Public

Health Service.
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for doctors and nurses. Suitable pamphlets and stereopticon
slides are also obtainable and there is no need to give offense

by any of this educational process. The American Social

Hygiene Association will be glad to advise and cooperate in

these matters. It perhaps should be mentioned that pam-
phlets and perhaps also films, should be available in Mexican

(Spanish), as well as in English and it would be very advan-

tageous if some of the lectures could be given in Mexican.
In a large community such as Los Angeles, it is often possi-

ble to secure volunteer lecturers but it is likely that the most
effective result can be obtained through lecturers who are

paid.
PEESONNEL

The Division of Social Hygiene may well be considered for

administrative purposes on the same basis as the Division of

Tuberculosis, in regard to salaries, assistants required and
facilities for clinical and educational work, budgets, etc.

RELATION OF THE HEALTH OFFICER TO THE PROBLEMS OF
PROSTITUTION

It is not the duty of a health officer to suppress prostitution,

although as a citizen, he should be concerned and should

cooperate with the law enforcement officials in the repression
of commercialized prostitution. It is the duty of the health

officer to place under control anyone who is known to be

spreading any grave infectious disease, including syphilis and

gonorrhea.
When facts regarding suspected cases of prostitution come

to the knowledge of a health officer or his assistants, the facts

should be placed before the person in the county or city who
is charged with the enforcement of the laws against prostitu-
tion. The probable menace to the public health should be
mentioned by the health officer. Persons convicted of sexual
offenses should be examined by court or police physician,

who, when he finds such an offender to have an infectious

disease (such as syphilis or gonorrhea) should, of course,

report the fact to the proper health authority, for example,
the County Health Department. The disposition of the case

of such an offender from a legal point of view should include

medical and social care looking toward the rehabilitation of

the offender, e.g., a person on probation may be referred to

a clinic for treatment
;
a person in a penal institution should

be treated there by the institutional physician. The health
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officer should see that persons convicted of an offense which
gives

' ' reasonable cause to believe ' ' that they may be a menace
to the public health, are placed under control. When there
is "reasonable cause to believe" that a person has syphilis
or gonorrhea, the health officer can of course take suitable

action, but hearsay or the observation of some individual,

police officer or inspector, is not a safe basis for any drastic
action. Aside from conviction of a sex offense, the procedure
in the case of an individual suspected of having syphilis or

gonorrhea should be as cautious, and may well be based on
the same principles as govern the control of smallpox or any
other infectious disease. Health officers however may well

regard it as part of their duty to encourage law enforcement
officials (police and the court) to deal effectively with prosti-
tution in communities over which the health officer has juris-
diction.

The work of the Division will require much persistence,
much tact, and much careful thought and I believe there is

reason to hope that the results will be such that it will add
to the already very great distinction of the Los Angeles
County Health Department.



WHY SOCIAL HYGIENE? *

CHLOE OWINGS
Chairman, Minnesota Congress of Parents and Teachers,

State Committee on Social Hygiene

It is a very great pleasure to talk over with the members
of our State Congress of Parents and Teachers some common
interests and problems. I say, talk over with you, for I hope
that you will respond individually or by groups to my earnest

invitation to talk back to me by letter, telephone or in person
about the things of which I will speak today.
The National and the Minnesota State Congress of Parents

and Teachers each has a committee on social hygiene. In

these few minutes, I want to tell you why. It is because the

Parent Teacher Congress recognizes that one of their impor-
tant tasks is the training of children for wholesome boy-girl
and courtship relationships, for adjustment in marriage and
for satisfying intelligent parenthood.
The Congress knows that the growing-up years of our boys

and girls is the period when the mating urge awakens and

develops. It believes they need to understand what is happen-
ing to them as they grow up ;

the differences in the impulses
which draw them together and how these impulses may be

directed and controlled to serve as a basis on which they may
build marriage and parenthood relationships or adjustment
if unmarried.

Further it considers that technique of choice is of slow,
continuous growth and must be builded from infancy. It is

not acquired over night with the coming of adolescence. Daily
and hourly, our growing boys and girls are meeting life situa-

tions about which they would gladly consult their parents and
teachers while making decisions if these parents and teachers

had an awareness and a sympathetic understanding of the

situations. This awareness, confidence and understanding are

not common. Are parents and teachers at fault? Up to the

* Radio Talk. Broadcast March 12, 1930.
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present, few of us have had the opportunity to fit ourselves

to build up adequately this relationship with children. We
have had little opportunity to acquire either the knowledge
or the skill in transferring it to our children. Thus they have

made many blunders in their life situations which might have

been prevented and we might have been spared many unhappy
moments.

The Social Hygiene Program offers practical helps to par-
ents and teachers in this task. This is why we have a Social

Hygiene Committee. Social Hygiene has five main activities,

namely: medical, legal, protective, educational and family

relationships. Your chairman will gladly respond to requests
for explanations or suggestions in any of these five fields of

activity but the efforts of the State Committee, as a program,
will deal only with that which we call sex education.

What is sex education ? First, shall we decide what it is not.

It is not sex information as such, it is not sexology or pathol-

ogy nor is it the simple telling of the so-called
"
story of life."

Bather it is concerned with presenting established facts with

reference to the reproductive system and with interpreting
these facts in the light of social ethics, psychology and religion

as a basis for possible personal adjustment and social conduct.

As such it is a normal feature of character education. In this

respect, it does not differ essentially from any habit training
and it could well be a part of such a general program. So far,

however, programs of general child training have usually
left it out. Thus it is necessary at present to approach it

independently.
As parents recognize the importance of the materials in sex

education and methods for their use with children, they are

asking educators for help. If they make their demands felt,

they will receive sex education as a natural part of child train-

ing. It will then cease to be a neglected phase and therefore

it will not need the present separate treatment.

In most fields of education, there are, among others, three

things which a teacher who is effective must have: (1) an

unemotional attitude toward the subject; (2) full knowledge
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of facts; (3) skill in transferring both attitude and facts to

others. An unemotional attitude does not mean a colorless

one nor lack of enthusiasm. You, who have followed your
children's reactions to their classroom teachers, know that

their interest and therefore their efforts are in direct ratio to

the degree of enthusiasm of the teacher. A home economics

teacher, for instance, without enthusiasm for or belief in her

subject may present facts to her pupils but she will not succeed

in transferring an appreciation of their value to the individual

child in his personal relationships.

One could, however, be emotional about home economics or

mathematics without seriously handicapping the child in his

life relationships. In sex education, this is not true. The
reason is that the relationships which grow out of the develop-

ing and functioning of the reproductive system have an

increasing rather than a decreasing personal importance to

the individual. I do not need to quote authorities in child

training. You know this.

Of course children do not call it sex. They are not inter-

ested in sex nor do they ask sex questions as adults under-

stand sex. Intelligent children are normally interested in

their bodies and in the life processes which go on around them.

While it is difficult to separate facts and attitudes, if one

could do so, the attitude is perhaps three-fourths of sex edu-

cation. This is true in the same way that an attitude toward
the use of the muscular system is a major objective of that

part of physical education. A child may be taught the

anatomy and physiology of the muscular system without an
attitude toward it, but physical education aims to give an
attitude.

Generally speaking, it is that parent who tries to avoid

references to the reproductive system who by this very eva-

sion emphasizes it. A parent who is jubilant when a baby
points to his body and says "eyes," "ears," "toes," etc., may
entirely neglect to give the correct names to the reproductive

organs thus emphasizing their existence and further leaving
to the child the possibility of picking up, anywhere, street
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terms. Indeed this parent may create a further emphasis by

saying ''naughty, naughty," "musn't touch" if the baby in

ally way touches his genital organs. This is due to the par-
ents ' own confused attitude.

The word parents here is plural. The family attitude is

the soil out of which the character of the child grows. To
secure the best result, this family attitude must be a deliberate

and a deliberated and thus, a joint attitude of father and

mother. A great deal of parent education literature might
lead one to infer that the baby had but one parent, the mother.

In no phase of education is the father's attitude and under-

standing more important than in sex education.

How can one know if he has an unemotional attitude toward

the reproductive system and its development? One father put
it to his wife in this way, "It means you don't get all fussed

up when you think or talk about sex." One might say the

attitude involves the consideration of the reproductive system
as neither good nor bad in itself any more than is the digestive,

the circulatory or the muscular system.
If one does not have such an attitude, how can one get it?

By consistent reading and group discussion. One may read

books or pamphlets which give the feeling that reproduction
is a natural and a universal function of all living things ;

that

the reproductive system does for the race what the other

body systems do for the individual, namely, preserve it. This

is true of all living things.

Where may one secure a reading list? If you will send a

self-addressed stamped envelope to the Social Hygiene
Bureau, University of Minnesota, you will receive such a read-

ing list of books and pamphlets listed under special headings.
How may one know when he has acquired an unemotional

attitude. Let us say that a five-year-old rushes into the living

room when friends of both sexes are present and says,

"Father (or mother) come quick, our cat is having her kit-

tens." If one can excuse himself from his guests without

embarrassment and confusion, go with the child, share and

guide his natural interest in this part of the reproductive
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processes and return to his friends with a smile of apprecia-

tion for this opportunity to transfer his attitude and his facts

to his child by way of this very normal situation, then he

probably has an unemotional attitude toward the reproductive

system. The chances are that the child will also have it.

If this is true, the parent will have met, before this time,

his widening interest in life processes and his body with fine

intelligent attitude and facts suited or graded to his age, his

needs, his interests and his capacity of assimilation.

Certainly one must have a great many more facts than he

expects to give to his little child. What are the facts which

one must have? Eightly one should have that body of facts,

opinions, ethical standards, life philosophy, found in biology,

physiology, psychology, sociology, social ethics, religion and

other related fields of knowledge which please note the

which relate to the use of the reproductive system and which

the individual needs if he is to attain a satisfactory use and
control of his sex endowment with due consideration for his

personal happiness and his social usefulness.

If one has had an unemotional attitude and has known how
to give it to the little five-year-old before he asked you to

join with him in welcoming the kittens, what sex education

will you have given him? In the first place, a sense of con-

fidence, security, stability and serenity when he was very little

by regularity in time, place and method in the daily care and
needs of bathing, dressing, eating and sleeping. As he grew
older, he will have sensed the family relationship of stable

cooperation, tolerance and fine consideration and he will build

his accordingly.

This family attitude will depend largely on whether or not

both parents are really grown-up people with a conscious

philosophy or religion by which they live or as psychologists
would put it "they are psychological adults." They treat

each other and their children as separate new individuals not

as possessions. They have a conscious conception of a rela-

tion to God and to their fellow men.

This confidence established, as he learned to talk, you have
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taught him as he needed them, the correct terms for all parts
of his body including the reproductive system with neither

over nor under emphasis. You have answered his questions
about life itself and his body gladly and freely when they were

asked, remembering that his needs were not those of the adult

and that he was not asking sex questions. You will not have
had a cool reserve, embarrassment or confusion. You will

not have rebuffed or evaded his questions but will have satis-

fied his interest and needs as they broadened. He will prob-

ably know the following things : that all babies have a father

and a mother; they grow in the mother's body until they are

strong enough to come out into the world and join the family
circle

; boys and girls are made differently because boys grow
up to be fathers and girls grow up to be mothers. This last

will help satisfy the normal curiosity of the child and will

help prevent that common neighborhood situation of undress-

ing children to see what they look like. We have no right to

call these children "
dirty minded" or "not nice." We have

a right to suspect that their parents have not given correct

information as the child sought it and have failed to develop
an unemotional attitude.

He will have the correct names of the parts of his body
including the reproductive organs. He will know that babies

are not brought by a stork, that they do not come in the

doctor 's or nurse 's bag, that they do not float from the clouds,
or come from behind lilac bushes or yet from the cabbages.
He will then know that the kittens have been growing in

their mother's body and that birth is a part of coming into

the world. He wants to share this interest with his father

and mother. This child will not be confused and he will know
that he can come to his parents for such information as he

needs as the horizon of his interests widen. He will not be

conscious perhaps of any attitude. There will be no need

for emphasis.
A question always arises here, namely ;

how can we prevent
our children from retailing information about the reproduc-
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tive system outside 1 Through the same method that informa-

tion concerning any other family matter can be kept within

the family. In other words, parents who have not developed
the method and the technique of giving to their children the

sense of being a worthy member of the family circle and

sharing the daily family experiences in all fields without re-

tailing them outside will of course not succeed in preventing

discussion, with others, of the reproductive system. Naturally
if such information is given as "news," it will be shared as

all "news" items are by adults or children. This was illus-

trated rather amusingly in a University class. Recently, a

group of seniors were presenting what they would do as

public health nurses if an expectant mother asked them how
she could tell her other children of the coming of the baby.

The senior public health nursing students, not having met

such literature previously, and whose mothers had not carried

on a normal program of sex education with them, reported
what they would do in exactly the same manner that a child

would report such information, namely, as "news" which

all of the class, i.e., their associates would like to know. It

is not, you see, a question of age but of whether or not one

comes upon the facts suddenly and as "news" or gradually
and casually as a part of normal education.

The surest way to prevent talk outside is to develop atti-

tudes as an integral part of any information that is given.

In this short radio talk, methods cannot be discussed. They
can, however, be acquired. Now supposing a child did repeat

parts of correct information. Nothing very serious would

happen. Each family must decide whether it is better to

give correct information and inculcate the proper attitude

toward it rather than risk the inevitable vulgar chance in-

formation and the resulting confusion in attitude. One way
of meeting this situation is through group study and discus-

sion in your Parent-Teacher Association and thus all together

agreeing on procedures. Ask your University to help you
in such an undertaking if you wish.
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Let us return to the 5 year old. By 9 or 10, he will have
learned from you the father's part in reproduction and an
increased vocabulary. Before puberty, you will tell him the

fact and the meaning of puberty and this fact and this mean-

ing should be known to boys and to girls not only for their

own but for the opposite sex.

In the pre-pubertal period, children so easily without con-

fusion in emotion or attitude take instruction toward the

growing up processes which are going on in their bodies

including the fact that the endocrine secretions are giving to

them their different qualities as boys and girls. Perhaps you
know the child, do you, who said to her mother "It is such

fun to grow up when you have a mother who tells you all

about it as you grow.
' '

Thus if parents and teachers have an unemotional attitude

toward the reproductive system and have acquired the facts

for sex education, the third essential is this skill and technique
in transferring both attitudes and facts to others in accord-

ance with their age, their needs, their interest and their

capacity to assimilate. This skill and technique can be

acquired by study and discussion.

Teachers cannot have this close relationship to children

nor should they intrude sex education where it does not belong.

They can help or hinder parents, however, not only by the

way they handle teaching materials in their individual sub-

jects which have a direct relation to sex education but by
their awareness of the factors involved and by a deliberated

attitude within the group toward life situations among grow-

ing children and a joint method of meeting them. This method

may require but a few minutes a week but it may serve to

set wholesome, helpful attitudes in relationships.

Where can help be secured in this field? ;Some few schools

offer courses which would help individuals to qualify them-

selves for giving sex education or for understanding its need.

These courses of instruction are rare however. The attitude

of the educator ranges all the way from that of the former

President Eliot of Harvard, who clearly set forth not only
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the value of sex education but its necessity, to that of the

educator who says "One must not touch the subject. There

will always be an emotional reaction."

Do you consider such instruction to be of importance to

yourself, to your children and to their teachers? Why not

bring the question up at your next Parent-Teacher meeting?
If you as parents seriously ask for it, such instruction will

eventually be included in the curricula of the schools.

THE PREVENTION OF GONOEEHEAL VAGINITIS IN
BABIES' HOMES AND HOSPITALS

JESSIE MARSHALL, M.B., M.B.C.P., D.P.H.

American Social Hygiene Association

How common a problem with institutions are outbreaks of

gonorrhea! infections among the babies in orphanages or insti-

tutions accepting small babies for adoption? What are stand-

ard precautionary measures to enable such institutions to dis-

cover these cases immediately and to prevent the spread of

such infections to other babies in the same institution?

Where several cases of such infection are discovered in a

small home containing say 50 babies who have been receiving

care from the same attendants in the same room, how should

medical authorities determine when the babies who have not

developed any symptoms may safely be released to foster

parents for placement or adoption? How should medical

authorities determine when babies definitely showing positive

findings are sufficiently cleared up to be released for place-

ment or adoption?
Would an institution doing such work ever be justified in

placing such a child without informing the prospective foster

parents of the full facts as to the medical history? Should

such a child be placed with foster parents willing to accept
her after knowing the facts?

What sort of isolation of infected children would medical

authorities prescribe for a children's institution facing this
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problem ? Such questions which are frequently asked may be

answered as follows :

Jt is impossible to state exactly how common these out-

breaks are, but there is no doubt that they occur from time to

time and that this possibility should be continually borne in

mind by all who have charge of children's institutions and

hospitals. Much depends on the economic, social and racial

status of the children entering the institution, and the pre-

ventive measures adopted. Since the highly contagious nature

of the disease has been recognized and an increasing number
of institutions has adopted effective preventive measures the

number of outbreaks has decreased considerably.
The cause of an outbreak in an institution for young chil-

dren is the admission of an unrecognized case. Once admitted,
this infection may spread rapidly from one child to another.

The child causing the outbreak does not necessarily have

active signs of the disease on admission to the institution.

She may have only a latent infection, that is one than can only
be recognized by bacteriological examination, and yet is a

potential danger to other children. Sometimes an attack of

measles or other children's diseases may light up one of these

latent cases and start off an outbreak. Some children's insti-

tutions have found it impossible to keep free of such infections

owing to the large number of new children admitted and other

causes. In such institutions, there is always an increased

number of cases during the winter months.

Wehrbein, inquiring into the incidence of these outbreaks,
found that, in one home caring for infant orphans where care-

ful examination of all those applying for admission was made,
40 per cent of the applicants had gonorrheal vaginitis active

or latent. In another child placing agency, the same inquiries

found 10 per cent infected, a routine smear having been made
on each child when first she came under the care of the agency.
These figures give some idea of the risk of infection to which

all institutions caring for young children are exposed.
With regard to standard precautionary measures to enable

such institutions to discover these cases immediately and pre-
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vent the spread of the disease the following measures are

suggested :

1. Adequate instruction of nurses and all those in charge

of the babies in the etiology, contagiousness, prevention and

treatment of this disease, emphasizing how easy it is to carry

the infection from one child to another by unwashed hands,

unsterilized thermometers, etc.

2. Careful examination of all applicants for admission.

This includes :

(a) A physical examination to insure the absence of any

vaginal discharge whatever.

(b) At least one preferably two or three separated by
several days routine smears of the vaginal and urethral

secretions, which after careful examination prove to be

negative.

In a small institution it would be advisable to exclude all

positive or suspicious cases, as the difficulties of isolating and

treating them are great.

3. Adequate facilities for observation and isolation of any
suspicious case found in the institution.

4. Daily inspection of the vulva, while the nurse is bathing
the baby, and prompt medical attention and isolation if she

finds anything suspicious.

5. Single service diaper or sterilization of diapers for

infants.

6. Daily disinfection of bathtubs, syringe nozzles, bed pans,

thermometers, toilet slats, etc.

7. Individual thermometer, wash tub, soap, towels, wash
basin wherever possible.

8. Shower bath instead of tub bathing for older children.

9.
* 'U "

shaped toilet seat of proper height.

10. No child ever to share a bed with another one.

It is impossible to say how soon apparently healthy children

who have been in contact with positive cases may safely be

released for adoption. The whole question rests on negative

bacteriological findings.

All positive and suspicious cases having been removed and
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rigidly isolated from the presumably healthy contacts, and all

bathtubs, bed linen, etc., disinfected, urethral and vaginal

smears should be taken from each of these healthy babies.

This procedure would weed out any latent or suspicious cases,

which might cause another flare-up. These smears should be

repeated at intervals of ten days on at least four different

occasions. If in the meantime, no more cases have cropped up,

in this healthy room, and a child has had four negative find-

ings extending over a period of perhaps six weaks, she may
be considered safe for discharge.
As an additional precaution, a provocative does of rabbit's

serum should be instilled locally and a final smear made before

discharge. If this is negative, the child is certainly not

infected.

The fourth question deals with the time when a child with

positive findings may safely be released for placement or

adoption. Under no conditions should a child be released

until entirely cured.

A child cannot be considered cured until the following con-

ditions are fulfilled :

1. She must be free from vaginal discharge of any kind.

2. The clinical examination must be negative, that is the

cervix must have returned to its normal state. The cervical

examination should be visual and made with a urethroscope.
3. The bacteriological examination must be negative. The

complete bacteriological examination includes eight to ten

negative vaginal smears, taken at intervals of several days
over a period of weeks. A negative smear is one in which

there are no intra or extracellular gonococci, and less than 30

per cent leucocytes in a number of microscopic fields.

In each case when eight negative smears have been obtained

an instillation locally of an irritating substance like sheep
or rabbit serum should be made, and after two or three days
another smear obtained. If this is also negative, the child

is cured.

From this it is obvious that it is impossible to say when
a cure will be established. Much depends on the efficiency of
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the local treatment. Attention to the child's general health

will often increase her resistance and help her overcome the

infection.

It would be quite unjustifiable for an institution to place

a child who has suffered from gonococcal vaginitis without

informing the prospective foster parents. At the same time,

it could be explained that efficient treatment had been carried

out, that cure had been established and that there is no danger
of recurrence. A record of such a disease should not affect

a child's chances of adoption with any intelligent person. The
accidental contraction of such a disease has no bearing what-

ever on the child's character or that of its parents. Once the

disease has been cured, the child stands in exactly the same

relation as all other normal bodied and normal minded chil-

dren to any prospective foster parents.

With regard to measures recommended for isolation, all

infected and suspicious children should, of course, be nursed

in carefully isolated rooms. This isolation includes especially

detailed nurses, and separate lavatories, utensils, clothing and

toilet apparatus. The infected cases should be kept in bed.

A destructible vulval pad should be worn and changed twice

daily. Each case should be barrier nursed as far as possible,

that is, separate towels, thermometer, basin, bed pan, etc., and

the nurse to wash her hands before and after attending to

each baby. All bed linens and clothing immediately on

removal should be immersed in some effective disinfecting

solution, 10 per cent carbolic solution for example.
To carry out the measures outlined above, a doctor and

nurse would be necessary. To establish a cure in individual

cases and to prevent the spread of infection, much work and

precaution would be required.

The importance of the careful examination of all applicants
for admission to babies homes can therefore hardly be over-

emphasized, and this article is written to explain to the reader

why those in charge of such institutions must constantly keep
in mind the importance and value of this and other standard

precautionary measures.
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EDITORIALS

THE HOPES OF FOUNDERS

As this number of the JOURNAL goes to press the * '

Founding
Meeting of the International Committee for Mental Hygiene"
is being held in Washington. Twenty-two years ago the first

mental hygiene committee for any country was organized in

New Haven. Then as now in Washington, the founders sought
to outline in concise and adequate terms the purposes and

plans for development of the new organization. The progress

already made far exceeds the hopes of the founders for this

period. Twenty years hence it will be interesting to look

back and learn whether the founders ' statement for the Inter-

national Committee will have proved equally modest in com-

parison with the advances recorded. The National Committee
for Mental Hygiene of the United States is to be congratulated

upon bringing about the present Congress which has crystal-
lized the new international body. This is one of the most

important and timely steps which has been taken in the

promotion of world health and welfare.

The founders of the American Social Hygiene Association

sixteen years ago outlined the purposes and plans of this

organization and have seen its activities develop far beyond
their forecast of accomplishments for the first quarter of a

century. This is the experience of most founding groups
who have wisely advocated and planned for important move-
ments in the health and welfare of nations. Fortunately
the constitution of the Social Hygiene Association was made
broad enough to compass everything the Board of Directors

may wish to do. The development of any agency requires
freedom to drop outgrown activities and to meet new con-

ditions. The expressed hopes of founders should be mile-

stones not millstones. There should be no hesitancy in

choosing a new road if such choice is clearly indicated.
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There are many indications that the mental hygiene and

social hygiene movements have reached a point at which their

roads run together in dealing with a considerable fraction

of the population needing knowledge and guidance. How
they may join forces to accomplish desired results in this

direction is evidently a matter which will receive early con-

sideration by the new international body; with reference, at

least, to such questions as the relations of syphilis and mental

hygiene. Similarly the relations of social and mental hygiene
should be examined in other matters, for example, concerning
child care and development, sex education, the family, com-

munity health and recreation.

The American Social Hygiene Association greets the new
International Committee and extends its facilities for coopera-
tion in working out solutions to any of these problems with

the United States Committee or other national committees.

It is hoped that relations will be established promptly with

the Union Internationale Contre le Peril Venerien and with

other international agencies having an interest in these fields

of social and mental hygiene.

THREE ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES

In the News and Abstracts section of this number appears
an unusually interesting statement of certain principles gov-

erning the Bellevue-Yorkville Health Demonstration. These

might well be adapted as guiding principles for much of the

work in social hygiene. In substance these three principles
are substantially:

First, interest the whole population in their own health,
in their individual responsibility for it, in right living, and
in securing from time to time, at their own expense, the best

professional advice they can afford.

Second, cooperate actively and intelligently in treating and

controlling communicable diseases, discover their sources,
trace the routes by which they travel, block the channels of

infection, prevent their recurrence.
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Third, keep children well. Guide their development,

physical, mental and spiritual, so that they may come into

their legitimate heritage.

The members of the Association might well take stock of the

social hygiene movement, and test out the clarity of our

objectives by revising and amplifying these principles to

cover the objectives of social hygiene for the next few years.

NEWS AND ABSTRACTS

Some Interesting Reports. Social Work Executives held their

third annual institute at Blue Ridge, North Carolina, August 25-31,

1929. The proceedings of these meetings offer a wealth of interesting

and valuable material. Following are two reports which should be

of special interest and help to those interested in Social Hygiene
activities :

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON DELINQUENCY PROBLEMS *

The purpose of this committee was to reach at least a tentative

conclusion on the following subject: What factors should be con-

sidered in determining what the delinquency problems of the com-

munity are, the extent of these problems, the types of service needed

to care for them, and the order in which funds should be provided
to care for the problems discovered?

Members of Committee: Judge W. S. Criswell, Juvenile Court,

Jacksonville, Florida, Chairman; Lt.-Col. Martha Hamon, Salvation

Army, Atlanta
;
Dr. George S. Stevenson, Director of Division on Com-

munity Clinics, National Committee for Mental Hygiene, New York;
June P. Guild, Director Negro Welfare Survey, Richmond, Virginia,

Council of Social Agencies; Ella Charls, Director of Church Social

Work, Church of the Advent, Birmingham; and Mary P. Marriott,

Acting Secretary, Children's Bureau, Louisville.

What is delinquency? There are two definitions of delinquency;

legal and the social. Legally, and in general, a delinquent child is

one who violates a law of the nation, state, or municipality, or one

who is incorrigible or who is growing up in idleness and crime.

* This committee limited its deliberations almost entirely to juvenile delin-

quency as it was agreed that adult criminality results for the most part from
conditions which have arisen much earlier in life.
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For our purposes here, however, we preferred to define a delinquent

child as a problem child whose behavior disturbs or threatens to dis-

turb the peace of the group by conflicting with the recognized customs

and habits of the community.
In this connection the point was accepted that in our individualiza-

tion of the child problem, we should not forget the rights of the

group. In other words, the rights of the individual must be con-

sidered in relation to the welfare of the group.

In this way, the committee concerned itself with the delinquent

who does not get officially into court as well as the one who does.

At the outset, the committee agreed that delinquency is a symptom
and not a disease. Its presence indicates something wrong in the

subjective or objective relationships of life or the living of life. In

other words, the committee was unanimously of the opinion that the

causes of delinquency are varied and complex; and that they differ

in every case, and that they must be studied, not only on an individual

basis, but in relationship to all community conditions and problems.

How discover the extent of the problems? The first step in our

assignment of duty was to indicate the sources from which informa-

tion might be obtained as to the amount of delinquency in a

community.
The following sources are suggested :

1. Court Records both official and unofficial and including all

courts that handle children especially, of course, the Juvenile

Court.

2. School Records public and private. Attendance Departments,

Visiting Teachers' Departments.

3. Children's Agencies and Clinics and Institutions (public and

private).

4. Family Agencies; agencies dealing with transients, notably the

Travelers' Aid, and other social organizations.

5. Industrial and Mercantile Concerns, peculiarly affecting child

life such as five and ten cent stores, coal businesses, messenger service,

junk dealers, newspapers, etc.

6. Vital Statistics:

a. Illegitimacy records.

b. Divorce records.

c. Venereal records.
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What are the types of delinquency f The committee gave some

time to the consideration of the types of juvenile delinquency. These

seemed to be the main forms :

1. Stealing.

2. Truancy.
3. Sex delinquencies.

4. Running away from home.

5. Malicious mischief.

6. Personal violence offenses.

The Causes. The next question we concerned ourselves with was

the causes of delinquency. As stated before, we agreed that there

is no unit cause of delinquency. There are many causal factors,

occupying varying roles of importance in different cases, and acting

and reacting on each other in a most perplexing manner. Conduct

or behavior is like the concept of a force in physics it is the result

of the interplay of many forces a composite result.

The following causal factors were listed :

1. Social.

2. Accidental.

3. Psychogenic.

These may be restated as:

1. Lack of proper home training and care.

2. Wrong use of leisure.

3. Ignorance of parents.

4. Inheritance of predisposing factors such as feeble-

mindedness, unstable personality, etc.

5. "Job maladjustment" in the home; school industry

play life, etc.

6. Physical defects.

7. The special problems of adolescence.

8. Community standards and the code of the group.

Preventive or Remedial Treatment TJvrough Certain Agencies.
The committee accepted the following as outstanding preventive and
remedial agencies but expressed no opinion as to their relative

importance :

1. Juvenile Courts and probation systems. These should exist and

they should be up to the minimum standards of the National Proba-

tion Association. Most of them are not. One of their important
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functions has been to furnish an opening wedge for social service

and case work methods to break into the time honored and tradir

tional legal concepts of the treatment of criminals.

A good Juvenile Court should be continually pointing a finger at

the curative factors and conditions making delinquents ;
and suggest-

ing remedies.

2. Child study activities for parents and those who care for chil-

dren, through parent-teacher associations; mothers' clubs; women's

clubs; social workers; teachers, etc.

3. Child guidance programs clinics where indicated, educational

activities, etc.

4. School adjustment facilities special classes, adapted curricula,

visiting teachers, etc.

5. Neighborhood and community facilities the spot map should be

used as an indicator preventive agencies established as needed : settle-

ments; boys' clubs; scouting; playgrounds; community centers, etc.

Principles of sportsmanship and good examples. Religious activi-

ties, etc.

6. Family service agencies and children's agencies, etc.

Summary After Discussion by the Institute as a Whole. The com-

mittee agreed that possibly too much emphasis has been given to

recreational activities which provide separate programs and facilities

for children and their parents, and that an effort should be made to

develop leisure time programs which would provide for participation

on a family group basis.

The following point of view was also brought out and is con-

sidered very important:
There is a tendency to select one organization to prevent delin-

quency. When we look at the causes (social, accidental, psychogenic)
we see that the problem is too broad for one agency, particularly since

social and medical causes combine in one individual. Also when
we look at the problem we see that it is too extensive for one agency.
It constitutes so large a percentage of every agency's work or case

load that practically it can only be met by and in the every-day

activities of all professional workers dealing with children. Again
when we look at the problem we see that it is too entangled with the

other problems and activities of the community to make it desirable

to attach delinquency by a detached agency.

The conclusion is that for the prevention of delinquency we need
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1. Every agency to see prevention as its own job through fuller case

work and more perfected activity.

V2. Every agency to equip itself through its staff and community

position to do a mental hygiene and community organizing job as a

part of its routine.

3. To do this, every agency should encourage supervision and train-

ing that will orient and equip the student of social work, theology,

law, medicine, and pedagogy.
4. Every agency must see parental education as its own responsi-

bility and lend its facilities, useful in this, to a coordinating bureau

for parental education in a community.

Chairman's Summary Concurred in by the Committee. These

things seem to stick out. They come from the committee's confer-

ences and thinking together; the Institute's conferences and think-

ing together; and from experience and observation.

1. There is no unit cause of delinquency, but rather a combination

of all the bad or abnormal factors in the child 's environment, physical,

mental, emotional, in the home life, play life, school life or work
life of the child. A broad tolerance and sympathy is indispensable
and team work is required.

2. Lack of proper home training and care is probably the most

important single labeled cause of delinquency although this is any-

thing but a single cause being in itself a constellation of influences.

An interesting and significant side light in this connection was

brought out by the leader of the recreational Committee of the

Institute. He said in effect :

' 'We cannot be too sure that the group
and play activities are not contributing to the weakness of the home

by attracting children away from their parents and furnishing as it

were competitive influence and leadership and breeding a species
of disloyalty, certainly a weakening of the child's allegiance to his

parents and parental authority." The answer is, of course, included

in the statement as to the necessity of providing recreational facilities

on a family basis so that the children and parents be drawn together
in this important relationship of play and happiness producing com-

mon activities.

3. Another thought that sticks out from the verbal and discussional

haze was the "Permeation" idea. There are considerable data, of a

psychological and behavioral nature, which is priceless knowledge in

the handling of children. Channels and machinery for getting this
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light-giving knowledge to those who handle children is a pressing

need. Parents, teachers, social workers of all kind, all those whose

lives and influence touch the lives of children should know this mental

hygiene body of helpful knowledge and data. How to make this

"permeate" to all the handlers of children is probably among the

most important problems in the fight against delinquency, since prac-

tically all delinquents are merely neglected or mishandled children.

Here are some of the suggested means: Courses in college,

especially normal schools; courses in the common and high schools

on home making and child care; institutes for all the social workers

of a community; a general child guidance program, with or without

a clinic as the community needs and stage of development may indi-

cate. This need is a challenge to all of us who want to serve in the

army of delinquency prevention.

4. Finally, the fight against delinquency covers the very far flung

battle line of all social endeavor. The whole front must be slowly

moved forward and new positions consolidated as ground is gained.

An enthusiastic salient may here and there be pushed out; but it

will probably be pinched off. The forces must advance together, with

a thorough liaison of understanding as to functions and fields and

time of advance. No element of the forces can advance alone. Team

work, morale, mutual understanding and coordination of effort

these things are necessary. In this advance, the knowledge of child

life and of the methods of child care is a very essential ingredient and

it must "permeate" to all the elements.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON LEISURE TIME PROBLEMS

The purpose of this committee was to consider : What factors

should be considered in determining what the leisure time problems
of the community are, the extent of these problems, the types of

service needed to care for them, and the order in which funds should

be provided to care for the problems discovered?

Members of Committee : Charles L. Weaver, Boy Scout executive,

Richmond, Virginia, chairman; L. B. Hindman, general secretary,

Y.M.C.A., Roanoke, Virginia; Claire McCarthy, executive secretary,

Community Recreation Association, Richmond, Virginia; Sibyl

Gordon Newell, secretary, Field Department, Girl Scouts, New York

City; James B. Williams, district representative, Playground and

Recreation Association of America, Jacksonville, Florida; Elmer B.
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Hallman, general secretary, Y.M.C.A., Spartanburg, South Carolina;

Mrs. George W. Guy, Community Recreation Association, Richmond,

Virginia; R. L. Coons, general secretary, Y.M.C.A., Greensboro, North

Carolina.

The members of the committee were of the unanimous opinion that

the committee should be known in the future as the Re-Creation

Committee instead of the Committee on Leisure Time Problems.

In discussing the problems before it, the committee found that

the time assigned for its work was insufficient to enable it to con-

sider the entire subject although the time allotted for discussion was

considerably extended. For this reason the committee felt it wise to

limit its deliberations to a study of a plan for measuring the recrea-

tion needs of a community which had been prepared in advance by

the chairman of the committee.

Further Committee Comments and Suggestions: 1. The com-

mittee felt that the following slogan should be used much more in

the future than it has been in the past: Much for Care, More for

Cure, Most for Prevention.

2. These four sources may be looked to for help in working out

a measuring rod for recreational needs: National rating bureaus,

national agency professionals, local agency professionals, local budget

committees.

3. The committee asked that the following resolution be regarded

as expressing its joint opinion :

"Attention has been called to the fact that there is a growing

impression in the public mind that the work done in the field of the

character building agencies is of less importance than the work of

relief agencies.

"We believe that this growing tendency reflects very largely the

type of publicity which has been used in community fund campaigns

which has been almost entirely of the type which is frequently referred

to as 'sob stuff' and character building has been kept in the

background.

"We recommend that a careful effort be made in future campaigns,

where our agencies are participants, to place before the public and

particularly before the solicitors working in the campaign, the rela-

tive importance of character building work. We feel that this is

essential to the future solidarity of our welfare federations."
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Early Plans for Public Health Meeting. The 59th Annual Meeting

of the American Public Health Association will be held in Fort

Worth, Texas, during the week of October 27, 1930, with the Hotel

Texas as headquarters. For a week scientific discussion will be active

among- all of the public health leaders of the continent. Health

officers, nurses, dietitians, sanitary engineers, child and industrial

hygienists, representatives of mental and social hygiene all of the

specialists who make up the public health profession meet to con-

sider their common problems. Each of the ten Sections of the Asso-

ciation Health Officers, Laboratory, Vital Statistics, Public Health

Engineering, Public Health Nursing, Public Health Education, Food,

Drugs and Nutrition, Industrial Hygiene, Child Hygiene and

Epidemiology arrange an individual program, which are supple-

mented by a number of general sessions to which the public is invited.

The Executive Secretary, Mr. Homer N. Calver, 370 Seventh Avenue,
New York, New York, will answer questions at any time about the

program or the Association and its official publication, "The American

Journal of Public Health and the Nation's Health."

Three Elementary Principles.* We have completed three full years

of the Health Center, as an active going concern in this building,

and are entering on the second quarter of the fourth year.

The present administration, if I may put it that way, the present

board of twenty-five elected members, Dr. Wynne as Chairman, and

the executive staff, substantially as now organized, has finished its

first year and is starting on its second.

We are not, as I understand our program, so much demonstrating

anything although we call it a demonstration as we are carrying
on an experiment station, developing a program of local public health

activities in which we are relying upon the application of certain

very well tried and tested principles.

Among those principles are, first, that the health and physical

well-being of adults depends very largely on their own hygienic

habits, their self-control and character, their information and their

intelligence, their knowing enough to go to a doctor when there is

reason to think there is anything the matter with them, getting good
advice and following it, whether it leads them to a hospital, to a

* From an address by Edward T. Devine, Director of the Bellevue-Yorkville

Health Demonstration, New York, at the Annual Meeting of the Community
Health Council on April 10, 1930.
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dentist 's chair, to an operating table, to a change of diet or occupation,

or just quietly along the daily routine with which they are familiar.
"

The second principle is that epidemic disease, communicable disease,

can be controlled and prevented only by concerted action, by the

cooperation of the government, ordinarily the local government, and

individual citizens, with the major role necessarily taken by the

official authorities so that coercion may be applied when that is

necessary. What we have to do in regard to smallpox, typhoid,

the venereal diseases, measles, tuberculosis and the other communicable

diseases, is to discover where the infecting germ comes from, who
is carrying it, what the routes of infection are, and how to block

them. The danger, as we have learned, generally lies not in dead

matter, or in bad smells, but in living human beings. The men and

women who are dangerous to the health of their neighbors are not

necessarily sinners. They may be very good citizens, good Christians

or good Jews. They may vote right in every election and they may
pay their rent punctually, but if they have smallpox, influenza,
or typhoid or tuberculosis, or if, even though not themselves ill,

they are carriers of disease germs, then in their own interest, in the

interest of their own dear ones, and in the public interest, that needs

to be discovered, they need to be controlled, not of course against

their will, if they are wise, but with their own hearty cooperation,
in order that they may both cease to be a danger to others and may
be cured themselves or, if too late for that, that their disease may
be arrested and treated.

The third great principle is that new born babies, well babies,

infant children, preschool children, children of school age, and ado-

lescents, should be started right, periodically examined to see if any
corrections are needed, kept well and strong, guided intelligently

in their tender years as to health habits, their wills strengthened,

their very motives discriminatingly studied, so that right and beneficial

choices may be made easier and more natural, injurious and danger-
ous tendencies checked. This health education should of course begin

early, before birth, and should extend to every nook and corner of

their precious young lives, their food, their play, their sleep, their

breathing, their evacuations, their affections, their temper, their be-

havior in short. Mental hygiene from the start is as important as

bodily hygiene. The first responsibility is of course on the parents
and on those who teach the parents, on the private physician and
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pastors but in our modern cities, a substantial part of it inevitably

comes to the teacher, the school nurse, and the Health Department.

If private physicians could organize their practice in such a way
as to give health supervision to the whole population, there would

be nothing for official well baby stations and preschool clinics to do.

If they will go ahead and establish a well baby station on only one

day a week, and give such service as Dr. Wolfe, Dr. Torrey, Dr.

Witter, and their associates are giving here, it will automatically

reduce in so far what a public health station has to do. Certainly

there is no desire on our part to persuade either the taxpayers, or

the foundations, to do anything free which doctors and patients will

do as well or better in private practice. What we maintain, however,

as this third principle of an experimental health center is that it

must be done.

The Los Angeles Institute of Family Relations.
" To focus in one

place as much as possible of the information that will make for

success in marriage and parenthood, The Institute of Family Relations

has been incorporated by a number of men and women of Southern

California and is now operating in offices in the Chamber of Com-
merce building, Los Angeles," writes Paul Popenoe, in Eugenics,

April, 1930.

The work of the Los Angeles Institute falls into a half-dozen broad

classes as follows :

1. Genetic. Individual problems of heredity are investigated.

2. Psychological. Mental fitness is necessary for marriage, and

many problems of married life are problems of mental hygiene.

3. Medical. Aside from the genito-urinary field, gynecology and

obstetrics, many special problems that arise must be dealt

with from a medical standpoint.

4. Sociological. It is at present the policy of the Los Angeles
Institute to depend on other welfare agencies for case work.

5. Legal. Many family problems involve legal questions. Those

persons needing legal help are referred to the Legal Aid

Clinic of the University of Southern California.

6. Religious. In some instances it is found that a religious

approach is useful in solving a family problem. Close coop-

eration with the various denominational agencies in Los

Angeles is maintained.
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In a report of the activities of the work of the first month the

following comments are made :

v"The end of the first month since the organization meeting of the

Institute of Family Relations sees the work of the Institute well

established, and being made useful to a constantly increasing circle

of persons.

"Of the three branches of this work public education, personal
service and research the last named has not yet been undertaken

although there are a number of concrete problems, among which

abortion might particularly be singled out, which would repay careful

study.

"Public education has been carried forward through a continuous

series of conferences with executives of industrial concerns, church

and welfare organizations, and educational institutions. A series of

four lectures has been arranged for the Los Angeles Young Women's
Christian Association, to be repeated at the Pasadena Young Women's
Christian Association, and probably also at the Los Angeles Young
Men's Christian Association, and addresses have been given before

Parent-Teacher Association conferences, the city secretaries of the

Young Men's Christian Association, the Methodist Ministerial Union,

the Survey Club, and numerous educational and social groups. The

daily press has been generous in giving space to a description of

the work and a number of church organizations have devoted special

attention to it in their publications.
' ' The steady stream of visitors to the offices includes many curi-

osity seekers, but also a large though heterogeneous group of real

applicants for help. Analysis of the first 100 given assistance shows

them to be divided as follows:

Premarital consultations 21

Information on specific questions 20

Family maladjustment 19

Problems of heredity 14

Legal difficulties 8

Miscellaneous 8

Sex problems 7

Child welfare . 3

100

"The experience of the first hundred cases has enabled the sim-

plification and standardization of the office records, particularly in

the matter of pre-marital examination and instruction, where it has

been possible to work out a technique that is believed to be more
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thorough than anything used elsewhere. This experience has also

demonstrated the great need for a lending library from which the

Institute can provide its clients with the books they need for con-

sultation. Those who seek them at the public library must wait

weeks, if not months, for them, which renders this part of the service

largely nugatory."

BOOK REVIEWS

PSYCHOLOGY OF THE ADOLESCENT. By Leta S. Hollingworth. New
York : D. Appleton & Co., 1928. 227 p. $2.50.

In her recent volume "Psychology of the Adolescent," Dr. Leta S.

Hollingworth of Teachers College, Columbia University, has brought

together in very readable form many of the recent conclusions in

the field of adolescent psychology. The author has carefully avoided

a professional vocabulary and given us a presentation which the

average intelligent layman can read with advantage.

The volume begins with a description of adolescence illustrating

many of the physical and emotional changes which occur at this

time. The significance of the primitive public ceremonies is then

touched upon and we are shown wherein many of these ancient

customs fulfilled needs which continue to exist today. Throughout
the later chapters, Dr. Hollingworth continues to stress the impor-

tance of the adolescent period as a time when the individual is

seeking for a "self," independent of the family and of the rigid

external control necessary in childhood. The importance of voca-

tional choice, the complexities surrounding mating, which are the

outgrowth of modern economic conditions, and the hampering factors

which well meaning people interpose in the way of self-realization

upon the part of the adolescent are ably treated in later chapters.

To the student familiar with modern thinking in the field of adoles-

cent psychology, Dr. Hollingworth has contributed very little that

is new, but from the standpoint of the layman or the beginning

student, this new volume is an admirable presentation of a point of

view which is quite generally accepted and the understanding of

which will undoubtedly lead to a happier adjustment in the lives

of thousands of adolescents who are clumsily feeling their way to

maturity, and who need the helpful understanding of sympathetic
adults.

WILLARD W. BEATTY.
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THE SOCIAL WORK OF THE CHURCHES. By F. Ernest Johnson. New
York: Department of Research and Education of the Federal

Council of the Churches of Christ in America, 1930. 244 p.

$1.25.

This book is one indispensable to any student of church activities

and to any one desiring to center social service upon the church

organization.

The introductory chapter on "Present Social Trends Affecting

Religion
' ' has the careful analysis that breadth of view and the social

spirit that we have come to expect from F. Ernest Johnson and shows

the work that has gone into the book.

The chapter on "Church Adaptations to Changing Social Con-

ditions" gives a picture of the many forms of service rendered by
the progressive churches in the cities, the suburban towns and the

rural districts. The latter, having wisely adopted in many places

the plan of "Union" or "Community Church" organizations, are

lessening the competitive sectarian spirit of protestant religious

organization to the great benefit of social work of all sorts.

The way in which denominations are combining local churches

in the interest of national social work is shown clearly and the

Federated Church Agencies are listed in a most complete and helpful

manner. The Religious Agencies, other than those so listed, have

a sympathetic and careful treatment and the "Social Pronounce-

ments by Religious Bodies" show a definite and courageous attack

upon many social ills, local, national and international. No such

showing could have been made ten years ago and none has elsewhere

been set down so accurately. A list of General Social Agencies
follows which will be of the greatest aid to pastors of churches in

the attempt to serve local communities. The headings indicating the

various objects of these many organizations furnish in themselves a

guide-post help to social work study.

From the point of view of this JOURNAL, Dr. Johnson 's references to

"Changing Moral Standards," to the "Revolt against Authority"

especially in matters of "sex-morality, marriage and the home life,"

and to the "responsibility of the church for the systematic prepara-

tion of its young people for marriage" seem particularly helpful.

His recognition of the cooperation between the churches and the

social hygiene movement in effort against social vice and "in the

interest of improved sex education" shows that all the ministers
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of religion who use this Handbook will get some helpful suggestions

for this type of social work. The social warnings in the brief but

telling analysis of "The Changing Status of the Home" are needed

and well stated. In this connection, as in several others, the recog-

nition that "the failure to capitalize women's ability and initiative

has cost the churches heavily in spiritual leadership" should give

the elders of the churches cause for thought. When one remembers

what power of numbers, enthusiasm, definite study and highly spe-

cialized effort, has gone into many of the women's organizations

outside the church, and how weak are many denominational bodies

in work of similar kind, one sees how pregnant with meaning are

the brief sentences in which Dr. Johnson sums up "The Woman
Movement ' '

in relation to the social work of the church.

All the varieties of church beliefs, worship and method of manage-
ment are given welcoming place in this inclusive listing and the

rural situation is given its proper position of serious concern and

helpful suggestion.

Finally, the radio dangers and helpful possibilities are shown in a

brief item that may well lead to more extended interest and study

by church committees concerned with small audiences and limited

means of support.

Those persons especially interested in the introduction of social

studies into theological schools, and of condensed but interesting

programs for women's organizations and for youthful groups in local

churches, will find this Handbook of great value in relation to all

such efforts.

A. G. S.

CAMPING AND EDUCATION. By Bernard S. Mason. New York: The
McCall Company, 1929. 283 p. $2.00.

The rapid spread of the camping movement is rather breath-taking,
because it is so recent, so vast, and the amount of money invested

in land and equipment, is so great. The hundreds of thousands of

boys and girls who find their way into organized camps must invite

the attention of the thoughtful, for obviously there are problems
and changes as well as benefits, of undoubted and reaching value.

Camping today in a well-organized modern camp requires a train-

ing that is akin to a profession. It requires some knowledge of

dietetics, physical training, psychology, of the very special sex prob-
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lems presented by the adolescent, and some real administrative

qualities.

""Camps are improving all the time. The type of councillor that was

accepted years ago would not be tolerated today. There was a

time when a well-meaning teacher or gymnasium director could take

a dozen boys to an old farm house and with little or no equipment
have a camp. This has all changed by the trial and error method.

The person who takes a group of boys or girls from their homes

to spend from four to eight weeks under his direct care is undertaking

a serious responsibility.

Any study that will bring a series of facts or a more intelligent

point of view or a correct attitude to the camp director, the camper
or parent should be commended. Professor B. S. Mason has done

this in his book, "Camping and Education."

The question will be undoubtedly raised and properly so, whether

the interviewing of a relatively limited number of boys and girls

will be of value to the camping movement. Most of these campers
interviewed by Professor Mason were in the early teens. Upon
their statements made in one interview, he has based the premises

of a large section of this book. Have they a background which

will permit a maturity of expression and judgment helpful to scr

large and important a movement?

It is a well known fact that bias and warped opinion obtains in

a vast number of children regarding teachers or councillors. The

camper who expresses himself or herself as disliking a councillor

is not particularly helpful unless one knows something about the

boy who offers the criticism, and also how many boys make the same

comment about the same councillor. The same comment may be

made regarding the girls' answers. The expression of opinion in-

cluded such qualities as "grouchy," "cross," "harsh," "stern,"

"disagreeable," "awful strict," "always docking," "conceited,"

"too good for camp," "thinks he owns the camp."
A comment from a girl camper such as "Narrow, old fashioned,"

may refer to smoking on camp property or it may be a trivial com-

ment. "Too old," says a thirteen-year-old camper. It may be that

the councillor was "very old she must be 29" as a comment I once

heard made by a girl at camp.
In regard to punishment, it would appear that Professor Mason has

brought out some interesting facts as to the sort of punishment per-
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mitted in camp : loss of dessert, paddling, wearing clothing backward,

solitary confinement, eating alone, meditation log, sent to bed, which

punishments were reported in the interviews, seems to this writer

as related to the middle ages.

The Hints to Councillors (page 136) are excellent. Certainly any-

one following them cannot fail to be a helpful, fine companion on

this summer adventure.

Chapter VI on Camp Activities is excellent well thought out and

complete.

Professor Mason has undoubtedly made a careful contribution to

the camping movement and his book will bring a new thoughtfulness

among campers and councillors to their work and play.

E. L. S.

MENTAL HYGIENE AND SOCIAL WORK. By Porter R. Lee and Marion

E. Kenworthy, M.D., with the collaboration of Sarah Ivins,

Eleanor Neustaedter, Jeanette Honsberger and Jeanette Regens-

burg. New York: Commonwealth Fund, Division of Publica-

tions, 1929. 309 p. $1.50.

This book is a product of the activities of the Bureau of Child

Guidance and the Department of Mental Hygiene of the New York

School of Social Work during the period of a five and a half years'

demonstration financed by the Commonwealth Fund.

In one sense, the book is a technical exposition of the Bureau of

Children's Guidance methods of investigation and treatment of prob-

lem cases and of the mental hygiene training offered at the New York

School of Social Work. Part II is therefore of slight general interest

to the public, being on "Education for Psychiatric Social Work" and

containing a description of educational objectives, courses in mental

hygiene, field work and other points.

In another sense the book is of unusual popular interest. The first

half of the book, and especially the two chapters on the Content of

Child Guidance Parent and Child, and Child and Parent and the

one on Child Guidance through Social Treatment, which present the

"scientific basis of child guidance from the psychiatric point of view"

will be of infinite value to the average person who wishes a clear,

concise, and vivid portrayal of theory and practice in child guidance

clinics. Everyone interested in the mental hygiene movement, in

child study, in underlying causes of behavior, and in personality diffi-
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culties, whatever one's own field of endeavor, will materially benefit

by reading these chapters.

K. 0. LARKIN.
^

DISORDERS OF THE SEXUAL FUNCTIONS OF THE MALE AND FEMALE. By
Max Htihner, M.D. Philadelphia: F. A. Davis Company, 1929.

326 p. 3rd ed., cloth. $3.00.

This is a well printed, easily read book which has achieved its third

edition, which speaks for its popularity. All in all it probably is the

best book on this subject of which we know.

The author, while for the most part very sane in his statements,

perhaps gives the somewhat distorted point of view of the specialist.

For instance, he leaves one with the idea that in all cases of masturba-

tion in the adult male there are pathological changes, congestion, etc.,

of the posterior urethra, and these pathological changes produce irri-

tation which compels the patient to masturbate. This is undoubtedly
true in some cases but hardly in the large majority of cases.

His treatment of masturbation in infants is very sane, and he

decries various restraining agents, etc., and suggests that building up
the child's health and appealing to his manhood, etc., is the right way
to control the situation. He still insists that there is often local irrita-

tion as a cause and this must be removed.

Here we would like to emphasize the importance of circumcision in

the little girl as being quite as important as in the little boy. Many
cases of masturbation and sexual abnormalities in women can be

obviated if this simple procedure is attended to before adolescence.

We wish he would change the title of the chapter, "Pollutions in

the Male," to something else. The word always arouses in one's mind

the nomenclature of the quack physician and detracts from the

author's able presentation of this important subject.

He devotes 27 pages in Chapter XVI to condemning one of the

most widely accepted methods of contraception, citing its evil con-

sequences. This is where the specialist's point of view flares up. It

is probable that this method of contraception is the most universal,

the least harmful and the most cleanly extant. It certainly should

not be labeled as "the most widespread of sexual sins." Undoubtedly

in some patients it may do harm, and if so, should be stopped, but

to so utterly condemn the practice is unwise
;
and furthermore, while

condemning this method he does not bring into discussion other ways
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and means of contraception which have proven efficacious and not

detrimental to the health of the man and woman. Such a discussion

would have been very welcome to the host of physicians who will read

this book, conscientiously looking for the best advice to give their

patients on this most delicate and vital of sex problems.

The most outstanding problem of sex life is the regulation of normal

sex relations within the marriage bonds. If the fear of impregnation
could be removed from the woman's mind and contraception could

be put on a thoroughly scientific basis consistent with the ethical and

aesthetic aspects of the subject, then woman's sex life would be trans-

formed and an entirely new treatise of her sex life could be written.

Chapter XVII on continence is especially fine and to be commended
for its frank and vigorous stand on a subject which is still under dis-

cussion and in need of scientific emphasis.

In Chapter XIX on dysmenorrhea we wish to add another reference

to the adolescent girl; namely, the importance of diagnosis of trau-

matic displacements occurring about the time of the onset of

menstruation.

There is a small group of cases not considered in this treatise and
that possibly do not belong here, but that have been little studied

anywhere and much misunderstood. We refer to the pseudo her-

maphrodites, unfortunate misfits, but a group of cases involving
disorder of sex life which present physical problems that sometimes

can be helped.

The book shows a profound knowledge and experience with the

problems of sex life, and should be of very great value to the busy
practitioner.

BENJAMIN S. BAREINGER, M.D.
EMILY DUNNING BARRINGER, M.D.
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THE PLACE OF SOCIAL HYGIENE IN THE
COMMUNITY *

ALPHONSE M. SCHWITALLA, SJ.

Missouri Social Hygiene Association

The declared and fundamental purpose of social hygiene
is the preservation of the family. It is this foundation stone

of human society which social hygiene seeks to protect, to

strengthen and to embellish. That there is need for special

efforts for the protection of the family no student of con-

temporary history and of contemporary social changes will

dare to question. Our civilization is distinguished from other

civilizations precisely by the existence of the family, that

social unit which grows out of the restricted, limited and
exclusive relationship of one man and one woman in matri-

mony. Other civilizations have come and gone and students

of history are fond of pointing out that during adherence

to a monogamous ideal a particular civilization flourished,

but a decline in that civilization was contemporary with un-

faithfulness to that ideal. Prophets have told us from pulpit
and platform, in books and in the daily press, that our civiliza-

tion too is sinking into a decline and that only a return to

the old time tried and accepted standards of family life will

save us from what must otherwise be an inevitable ruin.

*
Paper presented at the Southern States Conference of the American Social

Hygiene Association, New Orleans, May 26-27, 1930.
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We may not care to follow the prophets of evil that far.

A^e may not care to read the handwriting on the wall as an

omen of evil destiny, but surely even short of a pessimistic

and a despairing outlook on the phenomena surrounding us

in our everyday lives, we cannot but feel that the fundamental

question of the preservation of the family challenges the

greatest minds and is worthy of the attention of the greatest

and most pre-occupied among us. The phenomena of our

social life are many and extremely varied, ranging as they

do from the most elevated thoughts of religion to the most

sordid details of crime; ranging as they do from the mere

physical care of the human body to the most abstruse and

abstract teachings of a philosophy of conduct; ranging as

they do from the limitless realms of philosophy to the

minutest details of commerce. Almost every phase of this

varied human activity has had its advocates, its special

students, its propagandists and its apostles. Surely then it

is but proper that one of the most fundamental phases of

social human life, if not the most fundamental one, should

be met with the special care of separately appointed groups
for study, advocacy and propaganda.
That family life is imperiled no one can seriously doubt.

In saying this, I do not for a moment accept as more than

casually considered opinions the teachings of those who in

their words are seemingly serious in advocating the disap-

pearance of the monogamous family. It is true, suggestions

of this kind have from time to time come to us and have

been given a measure of serious consideration. It is true,

moreover, that in some countries this entire fundamental

principle of civilized society has been attacked in practice

if not in theory, but surely such vagaries of thought are

only passing fancies, diseases of logic and fantasies of the

imagination. But even if this be granted, there still remains

confronting us an almost uncountable host of enemies that

are ranging themselves in opposition to this one time-honored

and time-resisting protagonist of all that is best and dearest

in human relationships. First of all we have the old tradi-
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tional enemies which inject themselves into every relationship

between man and man selfishness, pride, jealousy, avarice,

lust these and their accompanying and subservient conse-

quences have at all times in human history extinguished the

placid fires of mutual understanding and of love or have

fanned them into conflagrations of passion. In more recent

times, however, particularly in our own day, these enemies

have adopted disguises which render their recognition diffi-

cult, and at times impossible. Pride may disguise itself

under the mask of learning and wedge itself between the love

of man and wife. Self-seeking may wear a thousand masks,
not the least insidious of which is the garment of love itself

to sneak its sly way into the sanctities of the home, there to

rule with unholy lust where holy love had ruled before.

In our own day, if we are to believe all those who have

given serious thought to the matter, home is no longer a sweet

home and the songs of old are forgotten music. Home is

no longer a castle to be defended, but a lodging place to be

left at one's whim.

That there are special factors of dissolution at work in

our family life is probably too obvious to need special proof.
Our business life occupies us night and day. Our educational

life is today so full that it robs many a man and woman of

the years of romance and poetry. Our amusements are sug-

gestive of much that steals insidiously from the hearts of the

loyal the one ideal which opposes itself actively to our rapidly

changing standards and from all of this perhaps a cynicism
and stubbornness is being brought about which makes us fear-

ful of the outcome. Our changing environment is changing the

organism. Or is it rather than the changing organism is

changing the environment ? The question has been seriously
raised whether in the face of man's changing desires the

world must change, or whether in the face of the world's

changes our desires must change. Be the answer theoretically
what it may, the fact remains that the environmental changes
round about us and the internal changes in the organism are
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Such that they are placed into unalterable and perhaps deadly

opposition.

Speaking more specifically, family life is conditioned un-

questionably by sex life. When the latter is deficient, morbid

or exaggerated, the former can hardly be thought of except
in the same terms. Social anatomy, social physiology, social

psychology, social pathology, social history and social econo-

mies all of these and countless other phenomena of our

civilization must each at some stage or in some phase be

confronted with the implications and the consequences of

human sex life. From the experiences of a Confessor, who
in the secrecy of the confessional whispers words of strength-

ening encouragement, to a delinquent soul, to the experiences
of a physician who in the privacy of an examining room
must utter a low but none the less loudly clamoring word
of warning; from the rostrum of the lawyer for the defense

to the administrator of hospitals and detention homes, men
at every stage of their varied experiences are brought squarely
face to face with the realities of human sex life. Like the

atmosphere, sex cannot but pervade us. Just as the biologist

studies in the life of the individual the protoplasmic involve-

ments of sex, just as he points out in bone and nerve, in

muscle and blood, in physical structure and chemical con-

stitution, the implications of maleness and femaleness, just

so the psychologist, just so the sociologist, just so the econo-

mist, just so almost every one of the professions concerned

with human life or human welfare, must take into account

the human experiences, dreadful or elevating as they may
be, which arise from the sex impulse, its manifestations, its

uses or abuses. The noblest of human achievements in poetry
and music and art as well as in the sublimities of the indi-

vidual and group life have sprung from this universal soil,

but just so the bloodiest of human tragedies and the blackest

of human depravities and the deepest of human miseries have

burrowed their labyrinthine ways into that same universal

human experience.
Is it any wonder that a science should have sprung into
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existence which will gather from the four corners of human

knowledge the available facts concerning sex and will make
that knowledge converge upon social problems? For this is

what social hygiene expects to do. Just as the engineer

gathers from the fields of mathematics and physics, from

chemistry and geology, from biology and astronomy, the

knowledge which he finds necessary in the solution of a specific

problem before him, so the social hygienist attempts to place
his own laboratory where the fields of physiology and eco-

nomics and history and anthropology converge, where they

overlap in their discussion of the most human of human rela-

tions, that between man and woman. Do we need justification

for such specialization? If this is the age of specialization,

then surely of all the specialties the one we are here discussing
merits its full meed of recognition. If this is the age of di-

vision of labor, then surely those who are laboring in this

field deserve our fullest and most broadminded understand-

ing. If this is the age of socialization, then surely those

who organize in the sphere that is here demanding our

attention merit our most unstinted cooperation.
I would not have it understood that social hygiene is only

an abstract science. It belongs definitely to the social sciences.

It is, therefore, pronouncedly dynamic. While on the one

hand it probes into the most mysterious of biological mys-
teries and seeks to sound the full depths of psychological

experience in its own fundamental realm, it strives just as

earnestly to seek the motives for human conduct. It seeks

to influence the human will, to sway human feeling and senti-

ment, to stimulate human interest and effort in that direction

into which by reason of the accumulated experience of man-
kind the human mind has been taught to seek its proper
conduct. Knowledge alone cannot make a good man, just as

good will alone at least in human relations cannot make a

successful man. There have been learned sinners and

ignorant saints, but surely the consummation of human
achievement is rather the learned saint, who with consum-
mate knowledge joins complete self-mastery. And so social
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hygiene uses the offerings of esthetics and psychology, of

philosophy and religion as motives for suggesting courses

of action. Social hygiene is a division not merely of hygiene,

but also of sociology. Its sphere of influence is the broadest

sphere of human inter-relationships, but like all modern

sociology it exercises that influence rather through its influ-

ences on the individual than through its influence on the group.

It must be confessed that such an aim of social hygiene is

anything but simple. It is an ambition worthy of the greatest

and best among us. Self-interest real or mistaken, actual or

fictional, enters so largely into those relations which social

hygiene considers its very own that the task of true education

is such as to challenge the most effective pedagogy; in fact,

problems without end present themselves in this field which

might well elicit the despair of the feeble-hearted. For how,

we are asked, can we dare to touch the questions of divorce

and prostitution? How, we are asked, do we dare approach
the problem of police regulation and venereal disease I How,
we are asked, do we dare approach the question of the problem
of courtship and marriage ? Surely it would be foolhardy for

any man or group of men to undertake the solution of these

basic questions which like Gibraltar stand unshaken amidst

the buffetings of reform as well as of condemnation. But thus

speaks a timid soul. The fact that we cannot cure a world is

no reason for not attempting to better it. The good is often

the worst enemy of the best. My answer leads directly into

the question of the methods of social hygiene. That the world

today is the better for its knowledge may be debated academi-

cally, but surely it will never be questioned seriously. The

fact that knowledge too can be abused and can be made an

instrument of evil does not alter the fact that today we have

at hand more facilities for achieving the good and if we fall

short of that achievement the blame lies more with us by
reason of those added facilities. Condemnation must rest

not upon the facilities, but upon the use or the abuse of those

facilities.

The penetration into the mysteries of sex has progressed
with an astounding velocity. Each of those revelations
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carried with it the promise of social betterment and

through this, of individual betterment. It is for the social

hygienist to actuate that promise. Social hygiene is not a
" reform movement" in the older sense of the word. It is

not a "crusade" in the less flattering sense. It is not, we

may hope, the mere stirring up the dust of human miseries

and depravities and wickedness. It is not a prurient prying
into personal affairs. As far as we know the banner bearing,
the blackmailing, the passionate methods of the modern
"reformer" are foreign to its program. Social hygiene in

its best and truest concept is rather a scientific, objective
effort to conserve family life by fostering a better under-

standing of the destructive as well as of the constructive

factors affecting it and by insisting upon those motives which

exert their greatest appeal towards the conservation of this

basic institution in our social life.

The philosophy of social hygiene rests essentially upon the

concept of the wholeness of the individual. It is perfectly
clear that the aims of social hygiene could not be achieved

by any less adequate grasp of the human being. Just as the

influence of sex ramifies into every detail of our social and
economic life, so too, according to a social hygiene philosophy,
it modifies profoundly every physiological, every psycho-

logical, every social and every religious function of the indi-

vidual. I would not be understood in saying all this that sex

is in any sense necessarily the controlling and dominant factor

in human life as all too many thinkers seem to imply. I would
not for a moment be understood as implying that the thesis

of Freudianism must, therefore, necessarily be admitted.

There are emphatic viewpoints which by their overstress

upon the phenomena of sex weaken our appreciation of its

true significance, as all over-emphasis must necessarily
weaken any cause in the minds of the thoughtful. Social

hygiene in its best aspects must recognize the fact that man
is made up of countless organs and functions of vast com-

plexity. To single out sex for over-emphasis is just as dis-

astrous to an understanding of man's true nature as to take
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a significant sentence out of its context, and maybe vastly

more disastrous. There are dangers here which by all means
must be avoided.

In its effort at making practical its philosophy, social

hygiene has developed first of all an educational program.
The program is social as well as personal. I realize full well

that here again the dangers of misunderstanding and of

individual harm are countless, but for that very reason the

most cautious and the most clear thinking and the most sin-

cere alone can be entrusted with the delicate task of guiding
a social hygiene educational program. Sex education is not

an end to be achieved for its own sake, but only a means to

an end and like all means, it must be wisely and prudently
directed towards that end.

Some measure of education in this tremendously important
field is unquestionably desirable. The day is past when the

child shrinks from knowledge which in by-gone day was whis-

pered in the stealthy conclaves of the gang. The child today
is exposed to information which at first contact sounds dread-

fully convincing and overwhelming. The mental and moral

conflicts engendered in the minds of children are such that

these agonies may well appeal to everyone with broad human

sympathies for the intellectual phases of child life. The aim
of a social hygiene educational program is to study these

difficulties. The time is not yet ripe for advocating a universal

program. In some cases one thing must be attempted, in

another case quite the opposite, but the very difficulty of the

subject shows us the need of an intensive study of the proced-
ures to be adopted.
And similarly the question of group instruction, be that

group a class in an elementary school, a high school or a

college or be that group a mothers ' club or a parent-teachers
'

association, in such matters is certainly most necessary
in view of the moral influences to which our children

are exposed. This is not an advocacy of formal sex in-

struction as so many carelessly imagine. The more casual

and incidental, but for that very reason, the more thorough
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and reliable sex reference is, the more definitely it will lead to

results of value. It would be erroneous to say that social

hygiene advocates formal sex instruction. In fact, some of

the methods of formal sex instruction should merit and do

merit the very explicit condemnation of careful social hygiene
thinkers. The matter in which we are here interested can

readily and effectively be taught incidentally and casually in

courses in science and literature. An educational program,

therefore, is directed not only towards children and their

parents, but also to teachers, to make them aware of their

tremendous responsibilities in child guidance and boy and

girl welfare.

As one of the authorities writing upon this topic (Edward
L. Keyes, "Morals and Venereal Disease"), has recently

said: "The immediate results of sex education have been

freakish. We have already seen the failure of the attempt
at teaching sex hygiene in the public schools to children who
knew nothing of the subject by teachers who seemingly had
not even the wit to guess what the children did know. Now
the wise plan is being tried of teaching the teachers in order

that they may at least understand the situation.
' '

In our teaching, we may not be guilty of what another

writer calls "pathological emphasis," which wholly fails to

lift the subject out of a prevailing atmosphere of vulgarity.
In many an effort at sex education, too, the terrible mistake

has been committed of keeping so-called sex instruction purely

upon a physiological level. It is just such difficulties as these

in this most dangerous field which on the one hand appal,
but on the other hand stimulate ambition to attempt the all

but impossible task which in our heart of hearts all of us

cannot but feel must be undertaken.

A second phase of an adequate social hygiene program
pertains to the safeguarding of mental hygiene, individual

health and a strong virile outlook on life, by a promotion of

those recreational and other activities which have a bearing

upon the child's and the adult's happiness. The psychological

principle is applied that to take a man's mind off of one
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thing, we must put it upon another. It is generally conceded
that if adequate recreation of a stimulating and an interesting
ajid a healthy character could be provided the sex problem of

our large cities would vanish over night, for then the group
would have no time for or interest in the morose satisfaction

of an unjustifiable curiosity or for the gratification of unlaw-
ful desires. This thought, to be sure, opens up a whole world
to our view. Here again I would not be understood as saying
that the best safeguard against the unjustifiable vagaries of

sex lie in recreation. They lie rather in that measure of

self-control, self-discipline and self-knowledge which can be

achieved only by dint of the most painstaking and sometimes
the most heroic effort. It must be conceded, nevertheless,
that the recreational problem today in every field of social

endeavor is undoubtedly one of our major problems and that

every agency for social betterment must confront itself with

its intricacies. Healthy, stimulating and enthusiastic recrea-

tion can and undoubtedly does supplant in the mind a morbid
interest in the things of sex and redirects the urge towards

undesirable and immoral conduct.

As a third section of an adequate social hygiene program
social action is unquestionably essential for social betterment.

Legal enactment it is true is far from being the only agency
of social action, but on the other hand it is a most important
one. So many of the phases implied in social hygiene have
a social bearing that legal enactment alone affords some

prospect of control. The large questions of prostitution or

other forms of commercial vice, the character and extent of

police power, the determination of certain forms of felony
and misdemeanor, the determination of certain forms of

statutory offense all of these and a number of other headings
which might be mentioned imply the need of serious effort

on the part of organized human society to assist in the extirpa-
tion or at least the regulation of human conduct to bring about

less disastrous consequences to social well-being. There is

need in this field particularly of a broad vision born of certain

and definite technical knowledge and infused with profound
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understanding and human sympathy towards the delinquent
if the endless variety of local, state and federal problems of

this kind are to be actively studied with some hope of

effectively controlling extravagant and immoral conduct.

As a last phase of endeavor, social hygiene interests itself

in the work of the physician. The pathways of life are

strewn with the victims of their own folly. The social dis-

eases have played havoc which is appalling. Only the medical

man of broad interest knows how far reaching in the lives of

the present and the future generations are and will be the

results of infection. The menace to society from this source

is dreadfully real so real that one wonders how anyone
acquainted with the situation can remain placid and unper-
turbed. Clinics must be provided. The consciousness of

the doctor concerning these problems must be stimulated. A
much larger sector of social endeavor must be focused upon
such a menace to insure our individual and social health and

particularly the children unborn must be protected.
Each of these four divisions of an adequate social hygiene

program has a double aspect an informational and a dynamic
one. Not only must our lack of information be supplemented

by an effective and thorough-going research, but what is still

more difficult, entire mountain ranges of misinformation must
be leveled to the ground superstition, extravagant notions,

partial truths are so many smoke clouds which obscure a

bright and simple truth in human life. Further study of

fundamental problems must be undertaken to make more
information available to larger numbers and the diffusion

of this information presents further problems of the greatest

complexity. The influence of many of the factors in social

hygiene upon character building, upon economics and upon
reasonable therapeutics, is still largely unexplored territory.

It would be foolhardy to say that in any of these fields we
have accumulated enough evidence for unshakable convic-

tions, but whatever information of a conservative character

is available must surely be utilized in the furtherance of some
of the deepest of human interests.
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But of still greater value in the life of the individual and of

society is the dynamic aspect of social hygiene. It is here

that our greatest difficulties are encountered. Standards of

human conduct cannot remain abstract, vague, indefinite.

They must sooner or later be translated into action. Ideals

become realities only under the momentum of motives which

influence will power, affect determination, strengthen per-

tinacity and persistence of purpose. We have heard much
about the breakdown of morality. Public opinion and public

decency have lost much of their effect upon the control of

morality. The asthetic criterion is surely too powerless to

serve the generality of us as an adequate safeguard in our

daily life. There are many amongst us, and I confess to

be one of them, who see in the motivation of religion only
the possibility of an adequate check upon rampant human

vice, who see in supernatural assistance only the hope of

that strengthening of will which will enable a man to pass
uncharred through the fiercest fires of flaming passion, who
see in the sanctions of religious teaching the only effective

brake to a decadence of humanity.
Social hygiene has still much to do in the field of motivation.

Misunderstandings and misconceptions concerning this aspect,
if not more numerous are still much more significant than

those concerning the intellectual aspects.

And so social hygiene has set itself the appallingly large
task of working towards the safeguarding of the social life of

humanity by safeguarding family life. It attempts its task

by influencing, in so far as is possible, the life of the individual

towards a better understanding of its intricacies, by a repair
of individual ravages, by the fostering of legal endeavor

towards social control and by the promotion of a healthy,

interested and enthusiastic outlook on life. Social hygiene
realizes that to effect its ideal, it must not only instruct but it

must influence the individual so that the boy and girl, the

man and woman, may not only know but may also act in

accordance with the knowledge concerning some of the deepest
realities of human existence. The up-standing, fearless, pure-
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minded and pure-hearted human being is the symbol which

social hygiene has elevated upon its pedestal. This is the

rallying point for the measured, scientific self-restrained but

nevertheless deeply enthusiastic interest which social hygiene
fosters.

It is an ideal worth striving for and working for, an ideal

worthy of the interest of the best and ablest and the most

preoccupied amongst us, for it promotes the purity, the vig-

orous character, the happiness of youth and adult. It pro-
motes the realization of the promises which every well

organized and highly refined society must transmit to the

children of generations yet unborn.

In his quest of that ideal the social hygiene worker must
skirt with wary step the very edge of chasms of human misery.
He must give battle to the most insidious enemies of human

happiness. He must crouch before their onslaught and him-

self be prepared to struggle aggressively. Darkness at times

enfolds him, and yet he must press onward, conscious of the.

hope that must buoy up a wavering heart, for above the chasm
of human suffering and human misery there rises the moun-
tain peak which must be essayed to make humanity better.

Social interests are stimulated not for their own sakes, but

for the sake of fostering that ideal of mental, emotional and
character purity founded upon the most spiritual of ideals,

that positive aim is surely of greater influence in the promo-
tion of humanity's welfare than the negative aim of correcting

humanity's faults.



TODAY'S GREAT PROBLEMS IN DISEASE
PREVENTION*
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This seems rather an unsympathetic way to end what
I am sure you will agree has been a most inspiring meeting;
for neither you nor I have any doubt as to the character of

"Today's World Problem in Disease Prevention" about

which I am asked to speak. Your meetings began so well with

the inspired addresses of Father Schwitalla, Dr. Swan and
Rabbi Beinstock, and you have just listened to a discourse

upon the most beautiful moment in human life, that moment
when each of us is still "wrapped in clouds of glory," has

still a baton de marechal in his knapsack, and is a president
of these United States in embryo. And here I must come

stumbling in, I and my venereal diseases. It would really be

much nicer if I didn't.

But I have come a long way for the pleasure of holding you

spellbound an hour or two and this pleasure I cannot forego.

Especially I wish to din into your ears once more what you
have already heard so very many times in the last few days ;

viz., although venereal diseases are often enough the wages
of sin, we must, if we are going to make any headway in com-

bating them, begin by denying ourselves the puritanical

pleasure of thinking of them as such. That so-and-so's child

"is blind because of gonorrheal ophthalmia and so, you
know ," or that this other poor tot "has juvenile tabes or

interstitial keratitis, and small wonder ," such gossip rolls

pleasantly under a scurrilous tongue but is a cheap slander

upon the child and a detriment to society. Let him, rather,

who is without sin cast the first stone.

*
Paper presented at the Southern States Conference of the American Social

Hygiene Association, New Orleans, May 26-27, 1930.
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Please, therefore, let these closing moments of this great

meeting be employed in the making of good resolutions, and

let our first good resolution be :

"We shall attack the venereal diseases as what they are;

viz., diseases and not evidences of sin."

Indeed it is not amiss to envisage the fact that our remote

ancestor, the first man to have syphilis, may well have been

infected in some wholly innocent manner. And if we add the

syphilitic children and the syphilitic spouses to the millions

who, in the Middle Ages at least, must have been infected by

kissing and still are for that matter in certain countries,

the stigma attached to that disease is not quite merited.

A second resolution I ask of you. Please resist the tempta-
tion to think of the venereal diseases in terms of terror. The

great tragedy, as it seems to me, of the human race is linked

with its greatest joys. For 'tis love that makes the world go
'round and no; I'm off on a different tack from what you'd

guess in every department of thought and action, passion
rather than considered judgment sways us. Indeed it is not

wholly incredible that all the camp meetings in the country
did not excite our grandparents as the press and motion pic-

ture and the radio move us. When I was young, the lowest

refuge of the feeble mind was to become blase. Today the

mind does not sink into that inertia. Fed on movement, inces-

sant purposeless movement, its cry is not even "Where do we

go?" but "Where do we go from here?"

Even the propounders of social hygiene needing a rallying

cry not wholly free from passion found it in what was some-

times called the "Great Black Plague" or again the "Great

Red Plague," always pitching upon a hue intense and

ominous.

But in those days there were barriers to the prevention
and treatment of venereal disease that have been swept

away with many another taboo and inhibition swept away

partly by the campaign for social hygiene, partly by the

illuminating cruelty of war.

Indeed the pendulum has swung the other way. Clinics
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that formerly shunned the venereal diseases now welcome
them

;
health departments that formerly ignored the venereal

diseases now classify them and attack them as infectious.

So far, good. But that sexual license and sexual pathology
should smirk naked and unashamed upon our stage and sprawl
across the tabloid page such manifestations I am sure you
will join me in loathing.

At any rate, we need no longer fight for a hearing. But I

have asked you especially not to think of the venereal disease

in terms of terror. Let me explain. The venereal diseases

of yesterday are not the diseases of today, and the venereal

diseases of today are not those of tomorrow. Not that

old maladies will be wiped out and new ones spring into

being not at all. But today the attack upon these diseases

is more efficient than ever before. Our world problem is to

keep that attack going.

Dr. Thompson gave you the dramatic details yesterday;

how, thanks to Metchnikoff and Schaudinn, Bordet and

Gengou, Wassermann and Kolmer, Carrel, Swift and Ellis

and Brown, and to so many others, the whole battle front has

been turned. Whereas we used to delay our diagnosis from

two to three months, after the moment of infection, we now
strike and kill the infection before it has dug in. Whereas
we were baffled and impotent in the presence of tabes and

paresis and aortitis and cardiac lues, now we discover these

lesions before they have done vital harm and by back-firing

with malaria, and tryparsamid or by the direct attack of

arsphenamin, mercury and bismuth, we check such lesions so

rapidly that the patient need never know what threatened him.

Think of the savory* served at the close of your meal last

night! As we watched the tattered faces of Rudolph and

Gwendolyn, Yvette, who looked as if someone had taken the

ink pot to her, and little Barneses who so obligingly exhibited

the soles of his feet you felt, perhaps, that you were gazing
at the dead, and I know it. May they rest in peace, poor

* Lantern slides of hereditary syphilities.
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tots. It is our duty and not a hard one either to see that

they have no successors.

Do not be terrified. What if 1 per cent of the citizens

of the United States this very day are under treatment for

venereal disease? Those are not the boys and girls J am
worried about. Are 20 per cent of them going to die of their

disease in 20 years. They are not. Are 2 per cent of them

going to be raving maniacs ? They are not. Are they going
to marry and produce little Kameseses in their turn? They
are not. When I was treating syphilitics myself, I used to

guarantee them for matrimony with the cheerful phrase, "If

your wife or child is infected, you may come and take a pot
shot at me." Two of my patients have threatened to kill me.

Neither of them was a syphilitic.

None of my syphilitics have infected wife or child.

If a child of mine should purpose marrying a syphilitic my
only care would be that he should have been thoroughly
treated for his disease.

No, I am not worrying about our citizens who are under

treatment. I am worrying about the unknown mob not under

treatment. Dr. Wenger told us yesterday his cheerful experi-
ence with the rustic Blacks, 20, 25, 35 per cent of them

syphilitic. Showed himself a physician, too, tempting them
with candy and holding high Wassermann in the market

place.

But wait. Dr. Thompson was a bit guarded in his assurance

as to the improvements already achieved. He did not mention,
if I remember rightly, what the obstetrical clinics are doing,

blotting out Rameses. He quoted the European statistics

showing the slight but universal trend downward. But there

was a prophecy he overlooked.

Before the war the new cases of syphilis in England and
Wales approximated 50,000 per annum. In 1928 they approxi-
mated 10,000 per annum. On this basis the deaths from paresis
which had already diminished from 2,000 to 1,600 per annum

(a fall of 20 per cent) are due from about the year 1940

onward to fall approximately to 400 per annum (a total reduc-
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tion of 80 per cent).* Insane asylums then will be almost

as empty as orphan asylums are now.

Therefore, if I tell you that among the 15 nations engaged in

the World War there were probably less than 9,000,000 deaths

attributable to war and more than 12,000,000 deaths attribu-

table to syphilis, this is but to tell you that we are still at

war and that we need to continue to wage this war until

we win.

We have no adequate figures to show the incidence of

gonorrhea in the United States, but if we may judge by
European standards the conquest of this disease lags behind

that of syphilis.

But enough as to the prevalence of these diseases. Let me
assume that if you did not think them a menace to society

you would not be here. My task is to discuss prevention.

Now, Europe is doing better than we are in preventing
venereal disease. How are they doing it? Chiefly by the

establishment of treatment centers with adequate publicity,

adequate facilities, adequate personnel, and state supervision
or direction. We share their science and they have no secrets

of publicity or organization. That our results are not equal
to theirs is seemingly due chiefly to the bulk of our territory

and the number and the variety of our citizens. As organized
effort extends it should produce ever better results.

The future is in the hands of our universities and research

organizations, of our health officers and our physicians and

of our social hygiene groups.
To the universities and research organizations must be

allotted the development of new methods of attacking the

venereal diseases in two ways :

1. Specific remedies of diagnosis and cure for the infected

in order to reduce the period of infectiousness.

2. Methods for minimizing the chances of contact infection.

The general rule that animals are more vulnerable to vege-

table than to animal infections (and vice versa), may be

*Blackett, "Health and Empire," 1929, IV, 301.
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applied here. Of the five important venereal diseases, three,

viz., syphilis, yaws, and granuloma inguinale are due to

animal parasites.

There are several known specifics for the treatment of

syphilis. Chemotherapeutic research will continue to develop
new ones. Improvement is pending in the diagnostic tests

such as the Wassermann and Kahn. The artificial growth of

a virulent spirocheta pallidum may perhaps be achieved ere

long. This would open new and most promising fields of

investigation.

The remedies applied to the treatment of syphilis are even

more efficient in the conquest of yaws.
For granuloma inguinale, we possess a fairly efficient

specific in antimony.
But there are no specifics against the bacterial (plant)

diseases of the human race, among which we are interested in

gonorrhea and chancroid. Gentleness and skill in the art

of healing are our only weapons against gonorrhea.
The prophylactic or, as the British term it, the "early"

treatment of venereal diseases received an enormous impetus

during the War. Colonel Ashburn estimated it as one of the

three factors responsible for the success of the so-called

American Plan for the Control of Venereal Diseases. It was

eagerly imitated by other armies. Efforts have been made
to carry it over into civil life. But that the incidence of

infection has been thereby reduced is not clear. We hear grave

objections by those who feel that the assumed safeguard

encourages sexual promiscuity.

Physicians note numerous infections following the use of

prophylactics, perhaps because self-administration does not

insure skill and sobriety comparable to that of the non-com-

missioned officer. The attempt to persuade the civilian to

report promptly to a "prophylactic station" has been none
too successful. On this subject of prophylaxis, judgment
must be withheld. Its present claim to success is chiefly in

the Army, the Navy, the Merchant Marine.

Immediate results in the control of venereal diseases mav
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be expected of our health officers. The United States Public

Health Service acting in cooperation with state and local

health officers has established a standard for venereal disease

clinics and has diffused this standard throughout the land.

Each year sees more clinics in operation, more beds available

in the hospitals, more physicians competent to treat these

diseases.

An interesting recent development is the "Committee on

Research in Syphilis," with a sound plan of laboratory and

clinical investigation, international in scope, and with the

Commissioner of Health for the State of New York as its

scientific director.

An extraordinary sign of the times is the effort being made

by the Chicago Medical Society and the Public Health Insti-

tute of that city, one of the largest venereal disease clinics

in the country, to compose their differences and to establish

the institute as an experiment station in state medicine by
and for the members of the medical profession.

Such, ladies and gentlemen, is a very brief and summary
plan of the first line of attack upon the venereally diseased,

the actively infected, the carrier and the contact. In support
stands social hygiene. Social hygiene is a term of various

meanings. On the continent of Europe it covers every non-

medical measure for the betterment of the race. It includes

all sanitary measures for the control of many diseases such

as cholera, typhoid, tuberculosis. In the United States the

term has been specialized by the American Social Hygiene
Association. Some think this title camouflage, meaning actu-

ally a society for the prevention of venereal disease. Such

an attribution is entirely unwarranted.

I have known three types of social hygienists, those who
wish to improve their neighbor's morals, those who aspire

to control venereal diseases and those who seek to preserve
the family to add to the spiritual riches of the home, and

to educate a saner and a healthier generation of young folk

to people this earth when we are gone.

It is this third type of social hygiene activity that we must
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depend upon in the last analysis for suppression of venereal

diseases. Thus only, can we stamp out the foci of infection

and actually prevent contacts. I shall not attempt to tell

you the scope of social hygiene, for all yesterday morning
was spent in discussion of a glorious presentation of that

subject. I shall merely touch upon two of its phases.

First, prostitution. The ultimate source of venereal dis-

eases in this country is prostitution and casual sex relation-

ships. I do not confound the two. First, then, prostitution.

The oldest profession in the world, it is called
;
the necessary

evil. No one defends the prostitute with any degree of en-

thusiasm, yet everyone admits that she has always been with

us. But a strange book was published at the beginning of

this century. It is called "Prostitution in Europe." It is

by Dr. Flexner. I commend it to you.
When this book was published, Great Britain was the only

European state that did not license prostitution. Today Ger-

many does not, the Scandinavian countries do not, Holland

does not, 15 cities in France do not. These peoples have

satisfied themselves that what Dr. Flexner has said is true.

Regulation of prostitution has failed to prevent venereal

disease. The tolerated prostitute is a source of governmental

corruption and a rallying point for criminals of all sorts.

The regulated prostitute is a venereal disease bootlegger.

These countries have decided that she must go. Will they
be better off with her gone? Yes, if they are civilized enough.
You might ask, for example, whether Xew Orleans would

be better off with regulation of prostitution or without it.

Surely you might find plenty of argument pro and con and

equally surely no advice from an outsider like myself could

help you. I can do no more than call to your attention the

fact that you are living at a moment in the world's history
when a number of nations have found it worth while to counte-

nance the abolition of prostitution. Whatever your skepticism
as to the practical wisdom of the reformer, as to the prac-

ticability of a "noble experiment," it is in terms of degree
of enlightenment that you must approach your conclusion.
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The American Social Hygiene Association, be it said, is

committed to the doctrine of abolition. We believe that

fashion, a social urge, on the one hand, and what might be

termed religion in the broadest sense of the term, on the

other and by religion I mean the unit of idealism in the

human mind * are vital, and in this instance opposing forces

in the struggle of the human race to control its various pas-
sions in the interests of society. It has been well said that

in the Europe of the XVIII Century, seduction became un-

fashionable. It seems quite probable that the XX Century

may be celebrated by future historians as that in which war
and alcoholism became unfashionable. The real social dan-

ger of our day is that for the moment all religion has become

unfashionable. The sexual control of the spoiled child is

not that of the ascetic. Mixed and tangled as the elements

were that accounted for the venereal disease low rate during
the late war, fear of foreign women (an ephemeral item)
and the moral code of sweethearts, mothers and wives, were

important among them. Even of sexual morals we may say,

with Galileo, "They do move." But that movement is an

improvement only when inspired by some religion, some effec-

tive enthusiasm, some unit of idealism. Social and profane
love we shall always have and it is truly terrifying to see

the rush of youth to scorch itself at the profane flame. The

cynic, the sybarite, the voluptuary, loll upon our street

corners. Our Division of Family Relations is earnestly study-

ing the social problems thus presented, striving to forward a

happier and saner day for the new generation.

*
Harper 's Magazine, June, 1930.



VENEREAL DISEASE CLINICS:

WHY WE NEED THEM, HOW TO MANAGE THEM *

0. C. WENGEE, M.D., F.A.C.P.

United States Public Health Service Clinic, Hot Springs, Arkansas

1. Definition.

An amusing definition of a venereal disease clinic was

expressed by a 10 year old boy in Hot Springs, who informed

a young companion, "That the Venereal Disease Clinic was
the place the people all got shots." Now, of course, a modern
venereal disease clinic is something more than a glorified

shooting gallery, where the patients become the targets for

arsenic and mercury. However, there are such clinics. A
better definition of a venereal disease clinic would be "An
Institution for the control, detection, and treatment of the

venereal diseases."

2. Function.

The major functions of a venereal disease clinic are :

(1) To detect and uncover the venereal diseases.

(2) To institute proper and adequate treatment.

(3) To carry on scientific investigation.

(4) To assist in training of personnel.

(5) To apply in a practical way the principles of venereal

disease control measures to the patients. These principles
are the educational, medical and legal measures.

3. The Role of the Clinic.

In a well organized campaign for the control of the venereal

diseases, the venereal disease clinic becomes the theater of

all medical activities and performs the following functions :

*
Paper presented at the Southern States Conference of the American Social

Hygiene Association, New Orleans, May 26-27, 1930.
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(1) To uncover the sources of infection.

(2) To treat such cases when brought to light in order that

the patient may be rendered non-infectious as early as pos-

sible, to restore the patient to health and by early treatment

to protect the individual infected, his family, the community
in which he lives and society in general.

4. Need of the Venereal Disease Clinic:

(1) It must be apparent to all who have given any thought
to the subject that no one measure alone will ever solve the

venereal disease problem.

(2) Educational measures may prevent exposure, but at

best these measures cannot hope to reach all groups.

(3) The medical measures may aid in the prevention of

new cases by sterilizing cases that are infectious, but they

give us no assurance that the patient may not expose himself

again and contract a new infection.

(4) And the legal measures alone are not sufficient to pro-
tect the individual from his own folly or that of another.

(5) It is only when our efforts are so coordinated that all

phases of the educational, medical and legal measures may be

brought into action, that we can hope to make progress.

(6) One might say that the venereal disease clinics are

needed then, because experience has proven that the educa-

tional and legal measures are insufficient in themselves and
that the modern venereal disease clinic functioning as the

center for the practical application of the medical measures

simply reinforces and strengthens the attack, by performing
a special function. Economic conditions are important in

that they permit a patient to receive proper and adequate

treatment, which he would be otherwise denied because of his

financial status. And each of these measures are in one way
or another used as a routine in modern clinic practice.

5. Type of Venereal Disease Clinic:

(1) The best type of a venereal disease clinic is one that

is an integral part of a general clinic with the necessary
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hospital facilities and under the direct control of a medical

school rather than one that is set up as an independent unit.

The reason for this is obvious, because patients with venereal

diseases frequently apply for treatment for some other ail-

ment, little suspecting the existence of a venereal disease

infection.

(2) In fact, many cases of obscure venereal disease are

uncovered in the other special clinics. On the other hand,

hardly a case with a frank venereal disease infection but

what is not at some time during his treatment transferred to

one of the other clinics for special examination or treatment.

(3) This fact only emphasizes the many well recognized
ramifications of the venereal diseases. Therefore, the great

advantages of having the venereal disease clinics as part of

a polyclinic is easily understood.

(4) Hospital connections are obligatory for many venereal

disease cases require hospital care and the advantages of

having the venereal disease clinic as part of a general clinic

gives it the benefit of a large teaching staff.

6. Personnel.

(1) The personnel of a venereal disease clinic should be

selected from a group of trained workers. This is extremely

important because in no other field of medical service are the

demands of professional training and ethics so exacting.

(2) The qualifications for a successful venereal disease

worker are:

(a) A sincere interest in the entire problem.
(b) The proper training and experience.

(c) Tact plus a good working knowledge of human behavior,
and last but not least

(d) Lots of common sense and a well developed sense of

humor.

(3) The above standards must be met, not only by the pro-
fessional staff of the clinic, but in a lesser degree by all other
workers as well.

(4) The need for these almost impossible standards can
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easily be explained when we remember the end-results of a

disease like syphilis where physical and mental deterioration

frequently take place, where each worker must be on his

guard.

7. Clinic Management:

(1) I know of no other field in medicine that offers a

greater opportunity for service than the management of a

venereal disease clinic. And yet, at the same time offers so

many opportunities for human error.

(2) The rewards are few yet they seem to be sufficient to

attract the right kind of workers. The griefs are many and

at times most discouraging. There is always something of

an unforeseen nature springing up, new problems that demand
solution both in the individual patient and in the general

policy of the clinic.

(3) Each case presents a definite and distinct problem, both

from the medical and sociological standpoint. A successful

venereal disease worker never gets a chance to be bored with

his or her position. One has only to serve on the staff for

a short time before they discover many new angles of human

behavior, and it is by no means all sordid, none is common-

place. One must use persuasion with one patient, encourage
another type, use disciplinary measures with a third and so on.

I recall one case, who at 11 A.M. was given something of

the educational methods, a warning; at 11:05 he received

the medical treatment in the shape of a dose of arsphenamine,
and at 11:15 A.M. found himself in jail, thereby getting the

benefits of the legal measures all within the space of 15 short

minutes.

(4) Most patients, however, as a rule try to cooperate,

others simply insist upon making trouble. Yet one soon learns

how to meet each type. I have always felt that the legal

measures in the usual program were neglected in a way. If

properly used, they are one of our best weapons to meet the

problem. And much of the progress made is due to law

enforcement.
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8. Summary:

(1) The role of a modern venereal disease clinic is out-

lined.

(2) The functions of the clinic are discussed.

(3) The best type of clinic is explained.

(4) Personnel and their qualifications are suggested.

(5) A general plan of campaign which will prove successful

is given whereby the educational, medical and legal measures

are coordinated.

(6) The value of legal measures is emphasized.

(7) Opportunities for service are stated.

(8) The new rural clinic program of the United States

Public Health Service, the Julius Rosenwald Fund in coopera-

tion with the general state boards of health is briefly

mentioned.

Just a few words now in regard to a new clinic movement

which has been inaugurated by the cooperation of five state

boards of health, the Julius Rosenwald Fund and the Venereal

Disease Division of the United States Public Health Service.

One of the most vexing problems in public health today is

the high incidence of syphilis among the Negro groups of

the South.

On the basis of some 10,000 Wassermanns in an unselected

group of this race in Mississippi, which includes all ages from

the preschool age to the other extreme, we discovered approxi-

mately one-fifth of all persons examined to show a positive

Wassermann. We were unable to find means whereby most

of these cases are now under treatment in field clinics which

operate under the general supervision of the county health

officer.

In Georgia on the basis of 5,000 Wassermanns from a like

group we found a rate of approximately one-fourth of all cases

examined to show a positive Wassermann.
The outstanding results of the Georgia demonstrations was

the whole hearted cooperation of the white group, especially

the women who permitted their servants, cooks and nurse
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maids, etc., to come regularly for treatment and in no single

instance did a mistress discharge her cook or maid when the

mistress was informed that her cook or maid had syphilis.

The same is true of the industries. In fact, five of the leading
concerns have willingly contributed a substantial sum of

money whereby their employees may receive free treatment

on the companies
'

time. This result alone was worth the time

and money expended on the study because it proved that

the public have lost some of their fear for the old fashioned

ideas concerning the infections of syphilis.

In Alabama in a group of some 3,000 Wassermann examina-

tions, we found approximately one-third of the entire group
examined to show a positive Wassermann. These figures

ought to be of unusual interest to this audience, first, because

it proves syphilis to be perhaps the most important factor

in the high Negro death rate and a public health problem of

the first magnitude; second, because we have been able to

demonstrate the practicability of coordinating the efforts of

uncovering and treating syphilis in the field as part of the

general program of a county health unit; third, because we
have awakened the consciousness of five entirely different

communities in the South and given them a fair demonstration

of what can be accomplished with their undivided support,
without creating an unfavorable reaction. To my mind this

is most encouraging, and proves our efforts have not been

in vain.



THE SEX PEOBLEMS OF YOUTH *

IEA S. WILE, M.D.

Human psychology and physiology have not changed since

the days of the Neanderthal man. All peculiar characteristics

of youth of our days are outgrowths of factors other than

human psychology and physiology. In the language of

Buckle, "Whatever therefore, the moral and intellectual prog-
ress of man may be, it resolves itself not into a progress of

natural capacity but into a progress, if I may say so, of oppor-

tunity ;
that is, an improvement in the circumstances in which

that capacity after birth comes into play." Morality, as

denned by Tylor, changes and undergoes what some people
term development. It is at least ''An essential, variable,

progressive, perfectable; that is a reflex of wants, of usages
and of circumstances. What is good here is bad elsewhere."

The youth of our day is regarded as having sex problems

arising from some strange modern alteration of the inherent

nature of youth itself. This is far from the fact, as Plutarch

testified, when writing of morals during the first century
A.D. He commented, "The faults of young men are often

grave and serious, as gluttony, and robbing their fathers, and

dice, and revellings, and drinking bouts, and deflowering of

maidens, and seducing of married women." He recognized
further "That the prime of life is prodigal in pleasure, and

frisky, and needs a bridle." Throughout the ages as now
one learns the truth of Adam '& comment,

* * This is the devil 's

dispensation, youth must be borne with."

The motivation of youth lies preeminently in its sexual

organization. In fact it is the development of the gonadal
system which brings youth into being and creates in human

* Bead before the Eastern Medical Society of the City of New York, May 9,
1930.
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beings the more marked secondary characteristics which are

prerequisite to normal sex attraction and sexual function.

Throughout the ages puberty has received special attention

from primitive people. The anatomy of sexual organization

may not have been understood and indeed much of its physiol-

ogy was not known. Certainly the psychological interpreta-

tions of physical structure were not sensed. None the less

the political, legal and social life of primitive people took

full cognizance of sexuality in its relation to social welfare.

While youth's physiology has remained the same and thus

his biologic evolution has been paralleled through untold gen-

erations, the social phases of his well-being have been subject

to numerous changes. The sexual urge has always existed

to a degree insisting upon its satisfaction with personal

gratification, but the urge and the methods of its satisfactions

were always under social direction and control. Hence one

finds among all primitive people, regardless of their cultural

level, the social regulation of all sexual life from masturbation

to marriage in terms of commandments, taboos, puberty rites

or orgiastic ceremonials or by education and social pressure,
or by definite laws and regulations. This fact in itself indi-

cates that man's sexual nature has been recognized as not

entirely free for individual disposal but as subject to group
regulation. Among some people sexual intercourse among
adolescents was freely accepted, but as soon as marriage
occurred monogamy became an expected and exacted prac-
tice. Among other tribes adolescent sexual play was accept-

able to the community provided some semblance of clandestine

practice was observed. Among still other tribes there were

festivals related to the worship of deities of fertility at which

sexual practices were not alone condoned but demanded and
fostered.

This is not the occasion for me to specify anthropological

practices nor to dwell upon the sociological phases of the

sex problems of youth under matriarchal and patriarchal

organization. In order to understand the sex problems of

modern youth, however, it is necessary to appreciate that
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today as ever their problems grow out of differences between

the normal biological sexual appetites and urges and the social

manifestations of these same appetites and urges as regulated

by communities in terms of standards organized by law or

religion. Sexual problems exist during unattached adoles-

cence as well as in the pre-marital stage during which court-

ship, betrothals and agreements exist. Still other problems
are bound up in the development of marital life and the

establishment of an individual home. Modern and ancient

problems of youth grow out of an identity of circumstances

and conditions with, however, some distinctions that are

dependent upon characteristic deviations of the modern age
from all others that have gone before. The problems of

youth today do not differ from those of earlier generations.

They fall into a four-fold classification: (1) those growing
out of auto-eroticism, (2) from homo-sexuality, (3) from

hetero-sexual practices, (4) from sexual perversions.

It is not necessary for me before a medical audience to

dwell upon the nature and characteristics of auto-erotic prac-

tices. I need but mention the employment of masturbation

for purpose of escape, for erotic day dreaming, as a practice

indulged in because of fear of sexual embraces, or the more

specific fear of venereal disease. It is scarcely necessary to

refer to the profound effect of auto-erotic practices in terms

of the fear of its baneful results, the devastating sense of

guilt because of this practice and the unsettling idea of sin-

fulness when it is practiced in conflict with deeply involved

religious feeling. The youth of today as in by-gone ages
utilizes auto-erotic methods for sensual gratification, for the

release of sexual energy, for the relief of emotional tensions,

and even to escape the discomfort of seminal emissions.

Masturbation, however, has lost most of the terrors that

Tissot and Bekker claimed and doctors proclaimed.

Many young men and young women have failed to advance

beyond the homo-sexual stage of libido development. Some
find their primary emotional interest in the same sex and its

dominance leads to the complete disregard of the opposite
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sex. For a large number of young people, however, homo-

sexuality is a secondary development, conditioned by bodily
weakness or deformity, at times by poverty, by personal

ugliness, by sexual tensions in the absence of women as in

the army, by cryptorchidism, by adventurous contacts in

private schools and camps where the basic interest may have

been created by mutual masturbations. The youthful age of

hero worship, of crushes upon teachers, of gang and group
life affords many opportunities for homo-sexual ideas to

develop. These ideas or vague tendencies in turn are trans-

formed into occasional or permanent practices by the

activities of older persons who set forth defensive ideals of

homo-sexuals in terms of prominent disciples, literary,

artistic and political. The modern homo-sexual contacts are

not comparable with the marvelous relationships that existed

among the Sacred Band of Thebes, or the ancient Samurai
of Japan.
The third type of sexual problems grows out of hetero-sexual

relation. They deal quite frankly with such questions as the

sexual necessity ;
whether chastity for both sexes is conducive

to health
;
whether coitus should be secured with a prostitute

or clandestinely with one known as a respectable girl ;
whether

there shall be unconditional sexual promiscuity or sexual life

limited to one person, masculine or feminine
;
whether sexual

intercourse shall cease, continue, or be undertaken during
the period of engagement; whether the nuptial bed should

be a virgin 's couch for both partners. These queries are by
no means new. They have always arisen in one form or

another and the answers to them always have been subject

to the pressures of communal judgment and opinions.
The fourth type of problems develops in connection with

the adolescent urge for adventure and new experiences. Per-

version in itself contains little biological significance save the

relief of sexual tension. It is based mainly upon social inter-

course and individual training despite the polymorphous

perverse trends in infancy. Sensuality rather than sexual

gratification is its end and it conduces to no socially service-
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able goal. Youthful perversion affords little content of com-

panionship and no idea of preliminary erogenous value as

a stimulant towards procreative procedures. Perverse sexual

activities are to be differentiated from homo-sexual relations

to the extent that the latter at least represent a phase of

normal sexual growth and development. There are, of course,

homo-sexual conditionings which are not dominant or constant

and represent perverse practices in response to social limita-

tions and under conditions in which hetero-sexual outlets are

impossible. There is, therefore, a borderline type of homo-
sexual practice which at times constitutes a problem for

youth although it is less serious because it must be regarded
as an emergency outlet rather than a perversion from habit.

Incidentally, those who are indulging in perverse practices

justify them as natural sexual gratification. They regard the

idea of perversion as the interpretation of an unclean mind
with distorted ideas on sexual conformity to rigid social stand-

ards. These defense reactions are often responsible for a

variety of personal maladjustments characterized by neuroses

and other personality disorders. Perversions can flourish only

by personal education or debauchery.
All the sex problems already enumerated exist in this age

in a more definite form or perhaps in a more outspoken form
than during previous years. The emotional content of a sex

problem varies from age to age in terms of the prevailing

public sentiment. The solution of the sexual problems of

the young are modified by public sentiment and opinion, by
variations in social approval and by alterations in customs,
ideas and practices. I shall endeavor to present these prob-
lems of youth in terms of some significant changes in our age.

A generation ago sex education was almost a closed book.

It suffered from a vigorous taboo. There has been a marked
alteration in attitudes towards the education of the young
concerning sexual facts. There has been a decline of false

modesty. Prudery has come under social condemnation. One
sees the freeing character of sexual knowledge exemplified

by patterns in plays, movies, books, that would have been
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impossible in the pre-Comstockian days. A new generation
of youth has been raised more or less in terms of lurid screen

pictures with their appeals to emotional thinking framed pri-

marily for the amusement of adults. The plays of our time

dare not end happily and must deal with triangles, acute and

obtuse but rarely right angled. Familiarity, therefore, with

sexual content is achieved at an earlier age than formerly
and under conditions which are released from social dis-

approval. Formerly sexual knowledge was more likely to

be secured from pornographic literature, gang life and

brothels, all of which were condemned as unclean. The youth
of today has been liberated in sexual thinking by the freedom

of sex education.

The problems of youth are clarified and yet complicated

by a wider knowledge of the practical use and advocacy of

prophylactic measures against venereal diseases also

employed as contraceptives but hypocritically sold as if only

for physical self-protection. The war with its development
of venereal first aid station gave a new social recognition to

the sexual necessity and made the crime against government
one of infection rather than of sexual indulgences. Venus
has ever been a camp follower of Mars. The propaganda
for birth control, the open discussions for and against the

limitation of offspring, the growing familiarity with the

virtues and values of various contraceptive methods have

awakened youth to the potential values of such instrumen-

talities for the furtherance of their own sexual life. Further-

more, the removal of the fear of disease, on the one hand,
and the loss of the fear of pregnancy, on the other hand, have

thrown down two of the greatest barriers restraining young-

people and have led to greater willingness to indulge in sexual

experience and also to freer sexual experimentation.
These two items lead very naturally to a third which is

the different theory of sexual expression now prevailing in

this country. There has been a vast amount of literature

attesting in general the harmlessness of masturbation when

practiced without excess, provided there is no sense of guilt.
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worry or sinfulness attached to it. In addition there has

been a growth of feeling that all sexual repression is disad-

vantageous and promotes the development of neuroses and

psychoses. The public disapproval of houses of prostitution

in regulated districts, the social attitude against the certifica-

tion of prostitutes, the practical use of injunction and

abatement acts have affected conditions of securing that

sexual expression which in the mind of virile youth guarantees
the richer expression of personality. Sexual life among the

young appears to be less commercialized. There was a time

when ideas regarding sexual necessity resulted in a double

standard of morality for man and woman. Today there is a

great tendency towards a single standard and that the one

formerly regarded as the sole privilege of the males. Female

sexual activity now tends to achieve the former self-arrogated
masculine level. It probably is true that the present arrange-
ment favors a continuation of masculine domination in the

sexual practices even though there may be lessened necessity

for masculine aggressiveness. Owing to the differing external

anatomy of the male and the female present freedoms in

sexual play lead to a relatively large measure of masculine

satisfaction at the expense of feminine emotions.

It is evident that all theories of individualism in personal

activity together with the growth of the idea of personal free-

dom as opposed to social regulation have shattered conserv-

ative views concerning marriage and divorce. The new

youth, therefore, finds greater freedom in contemplating and

solving sexual problems. Each sex dares now to view mar-

riage as a means of sexual satisfaction with divorce available

when sexual gratification diminishes or when some new sex

enthusiasm hampers the successful evolution of personality.
The shifting monogamic attitudes of adults and the increased

ease in gaining divorce reduce the moral force inherent in

marriage and have a profound effect upon ideas of youth

concerning the necessity of fidelity and loyalty and the per-
sonal or social values of monogamy. Larger numbers of the

younger group are entering marriage though it is equally
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true that larger proportions than ever of the younger set are

securing divorces. Possibly this is a reversion to a form of

trial marriage that has sanction among primitive tribes. It

is patent that the sexual problems of youth in so far as they
enter into the selection of mates is tremendously affected by
these shifting moral standards. The necessity of careful

selection of a mate and the thoughtful control of emotional

attraction are diminished. It appears easy to correct an

error in choice when permanence does not enter into the con-

cepts of matrimony. Too many, perhaps, see marriage as a

house with the exits open rather than as a place of comfort,
satisfaction and mutual development in terms not wholly
sexual.

A most profound influence is inherent in the alteration of

ideas concerning absolute morality. The earlier acceptance
of Puritan standards of conduct has gone. The change is

evidenced in the literature of the day in which virtue no

longer triumphs. A considerable part of modern writing,

under the deceptive cloak of realism, finds its purposeful

sophisticated expression in terms of debauchery and lechery
as though these were the dominant characteristics of present

day morals. From the standpoint of sex morality the most

significant change lies in the definite questioning concerning
the nature, value and purpose of chastity as related to mar-

riage and to personality expression. Much of the new

psychology has been misinterpreted and a relative morality
has followed logically enough. The dynamic aspects of the

love drive as propounded by Freud have been perverted by

persons ignorant of his real meaning. They have stressed the

importance of sexual liberation in non-repressed living rather

than the sublimation of love drives into useful life as advo-

cated by Freud. The moral conflicts developed on the basis

of misinterpreted psychological theories have had a pro-

nounced influence in shaping the morals of this generation.

The alteration in moral values, however, is no more marked

among the young than among the middle aged. The latter

had definite standards which have been distorted if not dis-
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lodged, while youth has had to acquire its habits of thought
and adopt patterns for self-development during an age when
moral laxity too often has been regarded as an index of intel-

ligence and an expression of attractive personality. The

philosophy of naturalness has taken the place of a philosophy
of self-control for all generations of men. There has been

a general release of sexual activity and a decline of inhibi-

tions. There are evidenced in the standards of the stage,

literature, art, music and the male-female interchange of

smutty stories, the greater freedom of parlor discussions

upon prostitution, homo-sexuality and similar topics. The

decline of rigid and absolute morality has been due to the

growth of new knowledge, and the dissemination of informa-

tion concerning sex and its manifestations, together with the

breaking down of taboos that made sexual attraction, sexual

intimacy and sexual morality mysteries or irrational fan-

tasies. The absolute morality has lost regulative power and
the new generation finds itself floundering in the restless

sea of relative morality without great certainty as to the

course to pursue to a safe haven. The standard is more

interrogative isn't it natural! And if it is natural must
it not be right? The declarative morality asks and answers

no questions even when it is most violated.

The most profound change in social growth affecting sexual

problems is the altered status of women. Their development
as human beings, having equality politically, industrially, so-

cially, economically and morally has conduced to basic altera-

tion of sexual relations as they formerly existed during the

period of dominant masculinization of all sexual ideas, prin-

ciples and institution. Today young women have their own
ideas concerning the nature of sex and comradeships and

they do not fear to contemplate a companionate marriage,

any more then they hesitate to find their economic level in

competitive industrial life. They are conscious of their higher
educational levels and utilize their new knowledge in formu-

lating their rights and privileges as well as in determining
the mode of adjusting their physical and psychological or-
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ganization to yield greater happiness in living. The main

problem of an earlier generation must be restated. The
masculine problem formerly involved his theoretic right to

intercourse on the basis of his sexual necessity. The feminine

problem was the maintenance of chastity at all costs. The
altered position of women has cast down this fetish idea. Tf

there be a sexual necessity for males it exists for females;
if a single standard of morality involves freedom of sexual

expression that freedom holds equally for girls. Hence many
modern young women have cast aside the old barriers of

modesty and of fear and have accepted the masculine basis

of satisfying their desire for a larger degree of sexual ex-

perience. Woman now smokes, drinks, travels alone, swears,

gambles, swaps colorful stories and imitates old Adam. She

is daring to act out what once could only be a dream.

Petting, with its freedoms, its promiscuity, its over-stimula-

tion, its mockery of love relationships, has assumed more
extensive and intensive forms than a generation ago, but no

one is able to say to what extent the difference lies in its

present over-flagrant nature, the frank admission of its exist-

ence and the willingness to defend it. Mutual handling is

not repudiated as unholy and unclean. One must remember

that in an earlier age bundling brought about not only sexual

stimulation but sexual congress as frequently perhaps as it

now results proportionately from the more common petting

practices.

The stimulation of sexes is further fostered by the new
freedoms in which there is liberation of the female body,

with the disuse of corsets, the minimizing of clothing and

the abbreviation of skirts. When women cut their hair they

became more masculine in appearance and through their own

feeling tone achieved something in the nature of an emanci-

pation which involved their sexual psychology and their social

codes. The male is no longer the sole sexual aggressor.

There is a larger measure of female sexual aggressiveness

today because women possess a very definite idea of the

meaning of sexual relationships, a greater knowledge con-
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corning the prevention of pregnancy, and a more willing

acceptance of a theory that regards whatever advances indi-

vidual pleasure and growth as essentially moral in character.

Sex problems grow out of a large variety of factors and

I have suggested a few elements arising from alterations of

public sentiment. I wish to emphasize that changes in the

characteristics of sexual problems arise because of the larger

knowledge that exists. Youth is more aware of its sexual

organization; more conscious of the meaning of the drives

and pressures from gonadal tensions. Youth has greater

familiarity with sexual technic, with contraceptive art. Youth
has gained more familiarity with the alleged psychical effects

of sexual restraint. There is generally more awareness of

the relations between sexual traumas and neuroses and psy-
choses. Knowledge makes men free and the tremendous
liberation from old taboos has intensified reaction. Hence
there is a wider use of this knowledge suddenly acquired
than would have resulted had there been a more gradual
infiltration of facts to the multitude. The press, magazines,
numerous books dealing with all phases of human relation-

ships, the movies and even the radio and lecture systems
have made the young generally more sex conscious than ever

before.

With greater knowledge there grows more consciousness

of modes of self-protection. Hence today one finds far less

fear of the venereal diseases, and in fact so far as data are

available, there is a decline of syphilis and gonorrhea, which
indicates not so much diminished sexual relationships as more

widely practiced prophylaxis. Similarly on the basis of

recent contraceptive knowledge there is less fear of pregnancy
and indeed even less fear regarding the interruption of preg-

nancy after protective measures have failed. The decrease

of these fears has had the effect of diminishing the necessity
for commercialized prostitution. Youth tends toward a

greater freedom in the interchange of sexual enthusiasm.

Houses of prostitution are less frequented by the young and
the appeal of such institutions appears to be far less for the
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younger generation. Their intimate liaisons are more likely

to be clandestine and more or less regulated in terms of

mutual interest and largely on a monogamic basis. They are

asking whether sexual life or parenthood should be licensed.

The pattern of promiscuity is fading out. There even appears
to be evidence that despite all that is said against the young
generation so far as secondary schools and colleges are con-

cerned, sexual intercourse has not increased. A larger de-

gree of masculine and feminine association under petting
conditions probably has produced a larger amount of mastur-

batory reaction than formerly existed. So far as records

are available, however, in an age that was not essentially

sexually free, the proportion of masturbation and premarital
sex experience among young women and young men was

exceedingly high as noted by Davis, Hamilton, Exner and
others. Hence one should be careful about interpreting

present practices among the sexes as representing any in-

crease in sexual activity over an earlier generation. We
are in possession of more facts of human behavior now and
are beginning to learn much of which society was unaware
or was unwilling to admit and to face.

The frankness of present day practices grows out of a

partial social acceptance of the importance of freeing the

individual of the regulated release of emotional stress and
tension through masturbation, of the banishment of sexual

restraints that cramp personality. Under these circumstances

it is patent that sexual life appears more upon the surface.

It is not clandestine. An earlier generation regarded it nor-

mal to occasion early sexual intercourse of boys as a mode
of developing their manliness. The present generation sees

little loss of womanliness in sexual comradeship while the

advanced youth movement demands mutual chastity until

marriage.
The social and economic changes of our day facilitate a

larger degree of personal contact under conditions of inti-

macy and under circumstances charged with opportunity and

temptation. An electric age of machines and speed, of jazz
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and barbaric rhythms, of heightened prosperity and increased

leisure, of disrespect for law and hip flasks with strong

liquor is bound to provide a setting in which personal con-

tact is charged with new emotional qualities. Watson's

definition of basic love as merely a form of emotional reaction

to touch has its practical aspects in the increase of contact

between the younger generations. There is more handling,

more freedom in contact with less chaperonage, with more

excitement and easier escape from areas regulated by social

observation. Little wonder that the sexual problems have

grown out of the changes in the social order. It does not

have to be traced back to the industrial revolution. It grows
out of the shorter work hours and more leisure, out of a

pleasure seeking prosperity, out of the mechanization of life,

crowding together in urban communities and the shaking loose

from those traditions which made the home the center of

economic social life.

The home as an institution of authority has declined very

materially. With the obsolescence of the home as a gather-

ing place of the family there came a definite decline of parental

authority. The standards of home control are no longer
what they were. The viewpoints of parents h#ve altered so

markedly that they themselves are scarcely able to interpret

the storminess of modern life to their young. Parental pat-

terns are inadequate. Parents in their turn are seeking for

emotional satisfactions and have difficulty finding them in

their children. Children are not sufficiently numerous to

afford parents an adequate outlet and, in consequence, one

finds a greater stretching of the bonds of matrimony, an

increased amount of divorce, a large degree of marital in-

felicity, and various open difficulties in marital adjustment.
Hence there appears a larger degree of sexual release through
extra-marital channels. No longer are parents found to be

moral guides of their young in the old sense. There is a

decrease of coercion
;
there is lessened demand for implicit

obedience; there is a decline of regulative authority. Hence
the youthful attitudes as based upon home patterns are freer
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and confidences within the home are less frequent as the

adolescent generation grows into maturity, feeling capable
of self-direction and self-control. The home standards are

accepted or considered only to the extent that they do not

interfere with personal gratification and emotional satisfac-

tion. The supporting backbone of the old home was the idea

of monogamy based upon feminine chastity and masculine

domination with feminine submission. This state of affairs

no longer exists and homes are now bound only by ties of

mutual respect and affection which are developed and main-

tained through the art of love in a voluntary matrimonial

alliance.

One must admit that in addition to the lessening of a

parental authority youth is faced with a lack of spiritual

anchorage. The old customary force of religion, the tre-

mendous power of commandments to bolster up standards

of personal behavior have lost much from the counter attack

of science that has attacked the foundations of religious

sanctions. The lessened value of religious emotions particu-

larly during adolescence has diminished the force of con-

science, decreased ideas of sin and guilt and freed many of

the new generation from a sense of relation to their universe

in terms of social necessities, compulsions and controls.

Religion as an instrument for controlling human behavior

having lost much of its power finds another inhibitory factor

has been removed and youth finds greater appreciation of

emotional satisfaction in embracing each other rather than

in embracing religion. The force of civil law also having
been broken by disrespect for it, it is difficult from the stand-

point of parental control and religious advice, to indicate

the moral foundations of social living. If one law may be

violated youth has a sanction for violating the one it chooses.

From what has been said it is evident that society is in a

state of heated flux. It is ever changing as anthropologists
and sociologists have demonstrated. Changes are profound
and in the molecular redistribution of forces a new morality
is being evolved. There are dynamic movements within the
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social system. Whatever intelligence exists among people

today is caught up in the emotional surges of a shaking social

theory. The entire bases of monogamy are being questioned.

The idea of chastity as a social advantage is being scrutinized

by sociologists. Society at present is in an adolescent state,

in this country particularly, and emotional experiences and

the desire for plenty of them have gained temporary ascen-

dency. Self-expression has become a shibboleth and is largely

identified in practice with masculinization at the sexual level.

The sexual urge is perhaps no more aggressive than it

was, but it is no longer so violently repressed. There is an

increase in the positive and negative sexual forces because

the feminine reserve has been diminished and her response to

sexual aggression has decreased. This does not mean that

the new generation is hypersexed or that sexual erethism

is more pronounced than during earlier ages. The tremendous

controls, now feeble in accomplishment, were built up to

restrict sexual expression on the part of boys and girls. They

represent a passing moralistic intensity that endeavored to

limit most outlets for sexual feeling. A more rational intel-

lectual freedom grapples with the old sex problems.

Society speaks of flaming youth and the revolt of youth,

seeking to find a group in the community upon which to blame

conditions which it disapproves. It is fairer, however, for

society to speak of altered standards and changing goals of

sexual life and experience. The sex problems of youth are

the problems that youth has always had to meet. The con-

ditions under which they are met have never been the respon-

sibility of youth, because they always have been based upon
the regulations, standards and the controls developed by

society for its own protection. Society has changed its view-

point; youth reflects the social image. Society dares to look

frankly at its sex problems. It sees more of them, mainly
because of its closer observation and greater willingness to

be honest in its report upon the youth it has created, educated

and trained for social living.
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EDITORIAL

THE PRESIDENT'S WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON
CHILD HEALTH AND PROTECTION

From time to time during the past year mention has been
made of the approaching conference to be held in Washington,
next November 19 to 22, on child health and protection. Presi-

dent Hoover has taken a direct and participating interest in

the preparatory work of the Planning Committee. A sub-

committee on the broad subject of social hygiene has been

appointed under the general Committee on the School Child

in Section III which is devoted to Education and Training.
Its report will be based on the experience and judgments of

educators, parents, physicians, and other leaders in the edu-

cation, training and safeguarding of children. It has been

the privilege of the American Social Hygiene Association to

assist this committee in collecting data and studying social

hygiene methods used by outstanding schools, colleges, parent-
teacher and other agencies. The sub-committee has drafted

a report which with its source material should be of great
value in future years. It is to be hoped that the Conference

will find a way of printing all such reports in full.

The membership* of this sub-committee as published in

the Directory of Committee Personnel gives assurance of an
authoritative and conservative report. The general range of

* Sub-Committee on Social Hygiene in Schools: William F. Snow, M.D., Chair-

man; President, National Health Council, 370 Seventh Avenue, New York City;
Max J. Exner, M.D., Secretary; Director, Division of Educational Measures,
American Social Hygiene Association, New York City; W. W. Beatty, Superin-
tendent of Schools, Bronxville, New York; Maurice A. Bigelow, Ph.D., Teachers

College, Columbia University, New York City; E. C. Broome, Superintendent of

Schools, 217 East Sedgwick Street, Mt. Airy, Philadelphia, Pa.; Jessie A. Char-

ters, Ph.D., Director, Bureau of Parent Education, University of Ohio, Columbus,
Ohio; Norman Coleman, President, Eeed College, Portland, Oregon; Stephen E.

Kramer, Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Washington, D. C.
;

Mrs. A. H.

Eeeve, President, International Federation of Home and School, Chestnut Hill,

Philadelphia, Pa.
;
Lida Lee Tall, Principal, State Normal School, Towson, Mary-

land; H. C. Trenholm, President, State Normal School, Montgomery, Ala.; E. F.

Van Buskirk, Ph.D., Director, Science Dept., Stephens College, Columbia, Missouri..
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subject-matter and trend of the report may be inferred from

certain "Keynotes and Vital Issues" which have been sub-

mitted to the Association's officers for criticism and comment.

The views of members of the Association and other readers

of the JOURNAL would be welcomed by the Conference sub-

committee. The outline of proposed essentials follows :

"It has been proposed that the keynote of the report should

be the need for educating the individual so to direct his con-

duct that his sex endowment, like the other parts of his mental

and physical equipment, may contribute most richly to self-

development and happiness and at the same time to conserve

the welfare of society. This requires particularly the securing

of an informed public opinion, and the instruction of parents,

teachers and leaders of the young concerning this group of

character-training problems and the methods of dealing with

them. The practical result of these efforts should be the

achieving of a right-minded public sentiment, not only as

regards the home, but as regards the press and social

organizations.

"It is necessary to utilize the educative influences of the

home and the community environment, and to eliminate or

at least minimize by legal and protective measures the vicious

and unwholesome influences of individuals and social groups
on the child. Supplementing this program of home and school

collaboration, there must be adequate measures for protecting
child life from ill-health and permanent disabilities caused

by the venereal diseases.

"The established facts and principles of social hygiene edu-

cation should be set forth in the report with special emphasis
on the need for wise distribution of material throughout
school and home instruction from infancy to maturity. Par-

ents and educators should also be cautioned that such educa-

tion is not necessarily a solution for many problems of sex.
' ' Such problems need individual study and attention. This

is coming about through school vistors, psychologists, advice

services for parents, and various advisory services on family
relations and similar agencies.
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' * Other parts of the report should deal with supplementary

community activities for a safeguarding the freedom of in-

experienced youth lest it become that license which leads to

disastrous consequences. A bibliography and cross-refer-

ences to other related reports of the White House Conference

should be included."

The "high spots" of the report might well be summed up
as follows :

(1) A place of importance should be given to supplementary
direct factual education in every age group with reference to

human sex, as a corrective for the tendency in the past to

teach young children sex wholly indirectly through biology
and what amounts to allegory and story.

(2) The importance of the parents' education and par-

ticipation in giving sex instruction to their children should

be stressed.

(3) Sex instruction in school ought not to be given in "sex

courses" or other courses introduced in order to get sex

education into the curriculum.

(4) Emphasis ought to be placed strongly upon the preser-
vation of reticence, modesty, and other ideals of our

civilization.

(5) The necessity for informing both parents and teachers

of the social-hygiene environmental and disease factors in

child health and protection ought to be made clear; and the

approach offered by social problems arising from the relations

of the sexes in school should be pointed out as available for

use by parents and teachers.

(6) In order to promote the rapid application of these

educational principles, adequate social-hygiene instruction

should be provided for specialists capable of supervising
teacher training particularly in normal schools and colleges

and in institutions for parental education.
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Conference of the British Social Hygiene Council. Among the

topics discussed at the British Social Hygiene Council held in July

at Westminster was the question how to coordinate maternity and

child welfare services with the efforts now being made to combat

the spread of venereal disease (British Medical Journal, July 26,

3930). The discussion follows:

The Right Hon. L. S. Amery, M.P., who was in the chair, said

that this question was of great importance, for in the ante-natal

treatment of expectant mothers lay the hope of improving the health

of future generations. Experience showed that the percentage of

healthy children born might be enormously increased by ante-natal

treatment. The real remedy for venereal disease was not licensed

houses and periodical examination, but the effective provision of

treatment. In the Dominions the willing support of the native women
could best be secured through the agency of Europeans, and the

Colonial Office might well encourage the wives of colonial civil

servants and officials to get into really human touch with the native

population by learning the native languages.

The assistant medical officer of health for Swansea mentioned that

the women's venereal disease center in Swansea had been established

in the same premises as the ante-natal and post-natal clinics in order

to avoid suspicion in the minds of women that they were being treated

for venereal infection; there were, however, different rooms and dif-

ferent entrances. If patients asked a direct question about the

treatment they were informed about their condition. Only part-time

nurses were employed, and they were engaged also in school and

health visiting work. The chief source from which patients reached

the center was from the ante-natal clinic. The child population
was under close medical scrutiny, and all suspicious cases were referred

to the clinic for investigation. A feature of the work of the Swansea

clinic was the effective following up of cases. The total number of

attendances for 1929 was 10,548. A marked improvement had taken

place in the general health and in the local conditions. It was not

thought in Swansea that the problem of discovering and treating

venereal disease in mothers and children had been fully solved. The
net was of very coarse mesh, and probably caught only a small
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proportion of cases. Coordination with the maternity and child

welfare and school medical services was fairly complete, but there

was no linking with the venereal diseases department of the Swansea

Hospital, and with general practitioners and the midwives. The
confidential nature of the treatment was a great stumbling-block. If

the clinics became an integral part of the public health clinic services

she believed that the work of detecting disease would become much
more complete.

Dr. Socrates Noronha of Bombay announced that there a definite

solution of the difficulty had been reached. There was an infant

welfare scheme in Bombay with ten centers, each with special women
officials, and including one or two venereal disease specialists, who
worked at two special sessions per week. All the suspected cases of

venereal diseases were referred to these special sessions.

The programs of the three days included other papers on migrants
and seafarers, by Colonel L. W. Harrison, Mr. H. M. Hanschell;

biology in education, by Professor Julian Huxley; the problems of

the child suffering from vulvo-vaginitis, by Dr. Kathleen Brown;
education for marriage, by Mr. Kenneth Walker, Dr. Emslie Hutton

;

the problem of the congenital syphilitic child, by Dr. Alfred Green-

wood, Dr. David Nabairo, Dr. P. Lazarn Barlow. Reports from

representatives were presented. Films dealing with social hygiene
were shown.

Vaginitis Research Projects. The study of vaginitis in little girls,

which has been carried on for three years by the Bellevue-Yorkville

Demonstration with cooperation from the Department of Health,

Willard Parker Hospital, and the New York Tuberculosis and Health

Association, was brought to a close in June. It is the opinion of

the special committee appointed for this project that a great deal

has been learned which will be useful in handling this troublesome

problem. In particular, substantial progress has been made in devel-

oping an improved technic for the bacteriological examinations and

in working out a clinic routine and methods for keeping patients

under care. A full report is in preparation by Dr. Brunet, Miss

Scudder and Miss Metcalf. It will include a summary of the social

facts as well as the medical history of the 322 cases which have been

under observation ;
a description of records and clinic procedure ;

and

an account of the bacteriological work.
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The Congress of the Union Internationale centre le Peril Venerien

was held in Copenhagen, August 4-7, 1930.

Professor Edward Ehlers of Copenhagen was appointed president

in succession to Professor Bayet of Belgium, owing to the latter 's

ill health.

Four vice-presidents were elected. Dr. William F. Snow, General

Director of the American Social Hygiene Association, retains his

position as vice-president. The next congress will be held at London
in July, 1931, and the next two at Chicago and Berlin respectively.

An Important Resolution was recently passed regarding a Secretary

of Public Health. It follows :

Whereas, the health of its citizens is our Nation's greatest

asset; and

Whereas, there is now much duplication of effort and division

of responsibility in regard to health matters, as now conducted; and

Whereas, Labor, Commerce, Agriculture and other matters of

relatively less importance are represented by an officer in the Presi-

dent's Cabinet, while the Nation's health is not so represented,

although such representation has been recommended by the American

Medical Association and endorsed in their platforms, from time to

time, by both of the major political parties; and

Whereas, it seems reasonably certain that the various health activi-

ties now in operation could be more efficiently conducted if coordinated

under a responsible head; therefore be it

Resolved, That the American Medical Editors' and Authors'

Association, in convention assembled (at Detroit, Michigan, on

June 24, 1930), recommends and urges that steps be taken immedi-

ately for the creation of a Portfolio of Public Health, in the Cabinet,

and that a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the Secretary of

State, Washington, D. C., to the secretaries of all National and

State Medical Organizations and to all members of this Association.

Signed, for the Association :

H. Lyons Hunt, Pres.

E. Vandervoort, Secty.

A Sex Education Project. Field work in connection with the project
in parent education which has been conducted by the University of

Minnesota in cooperation with the Women's Co-operative Alliance

of Minneapolis, with funds contributed by the Bureau of Social
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Hygiene, New York, will be completed by the close of 1930. A house

to house program of early sex education in the home has been carried

o
v

n with mothers in seventeen grade school districts. All mothers

living in the prescribed area have been offered a first home interview,

an introductory sex education conference course, a follow-up home

interview and an advanced conference. Mothers interested in research

have filled in a first home chart indicating what instruction and

what information a child recorded upon has previously had, and

have recorded upon a second chart all sex incidents occurring with

the same child over a period of three months. In the pamphlets
entitled "Description of the Program of Early Sex Education in

the Home ' ' and ' '

Outline of the Principles of the Program for Early
Sex Education in the Home," a descriptive outline of the work has

been included. Two additional pamphlets "Early Sex Education in

the Home. When? How? What?" and "A Vocabulary for Family
Use in the Early Sex Education of Children" have been prepared

especially for the use of parents.

A study of the sex education program of the Women's Co-operative

Alliance when transferred to new communities has also just been

completed. One hundred mothers included in the study were selected

by child study group leaders in two communities. These mothers

were given the individual, group, and supplementary services regu-

larly offered in the program. Evidence of the effectiveness of the

program was found in the records of attendance at conferences; in

the use made of reading materials provided ;
in the freedom with which

mothers presented their problems for discussion
;
in the appreciations

expressed by mothers indicating specific ways in which they were

benefited by the presentation of this early sex education program;
and in the earnestness with which the sex instruction of the children

was undertaken as shown by the incidents. This study will be

published as a doctor's dissertation by the University of Iowa.

Social Hygiene in Milwaukee. The Report of the Common Council

of the City of Milwaukee for 1929 carries the brief but interesting

account of its year's work in social hygiene, as follows:

This year was the first full year put in by the instructor in social

hygiene. The value of this position has been shown by the increased

demand for activity of this type. The duties of this position are

summarized as follows: to make a survey of the various industrial

institutions employing women, and arrange for appointments where
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lectures may be given, together with the distribution of literature

best suited to meet the requirements of the particular group addressed
;

to cooperate with and address various social agencies, women's clubs,

parent teachers
'

associations, etc.
;
and to cooperate with the other

divisions of the health department.

The investigation of stillbirths was added to these established duties

during 1929. Physicians reporting stillbirths were interviewed where

it was possible, in order to get their cooperation in determining the

cause of the stillbirth and also obtain the necessary examination of

the mothers.

The National Recreation Congress will be held in Atlantic City,

New Jersey, October 6th to llth. Such subjects as "Trends in

American Life Which Affect Recreation. What is Being Done to

Meet Them?"; "What Constitutes an Adequate Recreation System
for a City?"; "Standards of Recreation for American Families,"

etc., will be presented.

In Belgium. The League to Combat Venereal Disease in Belgium

(Ligue nationale beige centre le peril venerien) has published a

comprehensive report on the activities of the league from which the

following excerpts have been taken (The Journal of the American
Medical Association, August 2, 1930, page 355) :

During 1929, the government was induced to restore the applica-

tion of the early combative measures against syphilis, and again made
an appeal for the collaboration of the medical profession. It is well

known that this method of combating the disease, which is peculiar

to our country, made this year's campaign a remarkable success.

A comparison of the results shown by the inquiry in 1918 and in

1929, revealed that the progress had been maintained. Syphilis has

been reduced in five years to one-tenth of its former incidence, as

far as new infections are concerned. Nevertheless, here and there

new foci of recrudescence are pointed out, which must be watched.

The Ligue nationale centre le peril venerien has devoted its best

energy toward the maintenance of the happy results secured. Its

several activities are:

1. Publicity. The total effort amounted to 824 lectures, 80 presenta-

tions of films, and the distribution of more than 150,000 pamphlets,
tracts and posters. As in previous years, the publicity campaign
extended to the whole population and to all regions of the country.
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There is, on the one hand, the sanitary propaganda, which combats

prejudice and ignorance and urges the sick to accept treatment, and,

on the other hand, the biologic and moral education, addressed chiefly

to the youth. The league makes great efforts to reach the youth
in the universities, in the industrial and professional schools, in the

athletic associations, and elsewhere. For the first time, this year,

with the authorization of the minister of sciences and arts, the league

organized, for large groups in the higher schools of learning, two

special lectures on sanitary and moral education.

Inquiries among officials of the institutions have established the

complete success of this undertaking. The authorities are unanimous

in recognizing the value and importance of such lectures. Mention

must be made also of the publicity work among the soldiers, notably

the so-called journees du milicien, or recruiting week, organized in

the rural districts and the villages before the calling of the young
men to military service. Then there was the campaign among the

foreign workmen, and other similar movements.

2. Prophylaxis among the Merchant Marine. The Office pour gens

de mer, established by the league in the port of Antwerp, actively

aids the anti-venereal campaign among the merchant marine, which

is of great importance. The ports, along with the frontiers, are

frequently sources of infection. The campaign among the sailors

is assured by virtue of an international convention termed the
"
Brussels Agreement," in which the Belgian government took a

leading part. The activities of the bureau of the league reached

virtually all the sailors entering the port of Antwerp. About 400

sailors and others, affected with venereal disease, were directed by

the bureau, in 1929, toward centers of treatment. The value of this

bureau was greatly appreciated recently at Geneva in connection with

the conference for the well being of sailors.

3. The Crusade against Congenital Syphilis. The service created

by the league to deal particularly with congenital syphilis is devel-

oping considerably. Aside from its social significance, of which some

idea can be gained by noting that 3,000 consultations were given

in 1929, this service fulfills an important duty in helping to cure

children who are affected with congenital syphilis.

4. The Crusade against Syphilis in the Congo Region. Mr. Jaspar,

prime minister, in connection with the discussion of the colonial

budget, pointed out the vital importance of the medical crusades for

the future of the colony. At the request of the medical authorities
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of the colony, the Ligue nationale centre le peril venerien took up
this year the crusade against syphilis in the Congo region and par-

ticipated in the installation of the anti-venereal dispensary established

at Leopoldville by the Red Cross Society of the Congo. In agree-

ment with the minister of the colonies, the league sent Dr. Houard

on a special mission to the colony to study the situation and to

determine the best methods of instituting a more extensive crusade

against syphilis.

5. Relations with Foreign Countries. The Ligue is in constant

touch with the Union internationale contre le peril venerien, to

which forty-two nations now adhere, and with many foreign countries

that have expressed a wish to study our methods. The work done in

Belgium in the crusade against syphilis and the results secured have

exerted a great influence on foreign countries. The definite objective

is the eradication of syphilis as a disease.

Youth's Problems Are Old as the World. In the light of present

day discussion of the attitude of modern youth toward vital life

problems, the following extracts from a sermon delivered by Presi-

dent Gray of Bates College may be of especial interest to our readers :

"Whatever may be new in the problem of youth," said President

Gray, "is not in youth any more than it is in age, but rather in

the whole industrial and social milieu so markedly different from

that of the closing years of the 19th century." In substance he

continued :

No problem or set of problems, with the possible exception of

those relating to war and peace, has been the occasion of more general
discussion and debate. Some phases of the problem of youth are by
no means unique, nor confined to any one generation. One is sophisti-

cation. Nearly two generations ago, Mark Twain told how, when
he was seventeen, he could hardly bear to be with his father, because

the latter was so ignorant; at twenty he noticed that now and then

his father said a sensible thing, but at twenty-five he was simply
amazed to discover how his father had improved in the last eight

years. After all there is little difference between the 1850 's and
the 1930 's.

The worst that can be said of youth is that young people are

irresponsible, superficial, and impulsive. As to the first, what else

could be expected, since responsibility is learned only through

experience, and experience comes only with years. There is much in
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modern education that aids and abets irresponsibility. From the-

kindergarten to the university, the way is made as easy as possible.
Mass production in industry has created wealth for America, but it

is doubtful if mass production in education has conferred like value.

Superficiality is the lack of experience. It takes time to penetrate
into the deeper aspects of life.

As to impulsiveness, youth is the time when the pulse beats race,

when the emotions carry everything before them, when reactions are

instantaneous.

These three characteristics do not belong to the youth of today,
but to the youth of all ages, since time began, because youth is youth.
Another phase of this question is revolt against authority. But

this is a characteristic of the age, not of youth, and the elders must
bear fully as much, if not more, responsibility for that growing

disregard for authority than which there is hardly a more sinister

menace to western civilization.

Then there is the tendency to self-expression of the kind that ignores

both standards and laws, particularly on the part of those who have

very little self to express. Self-expression has been made a euphemism
for self-indulgence, but it must be borne in mind that this tendency
is by no means confined to the younger generation. Inhibitions and

complexes have no age limit. Study the divorce courts, visit the

night clubs of a great city, read the sewer literature of the day,

to find ample evidence of people in their forties and past, stepping

out of the old conventions into the new freedom. When it comes

to self-expression, the oldsters are shoulder to shoulder with the

youngsters, if not a bit ahead.

Dr. Gray went on to draw a picture of youth at its best, and the

youth :of tomorrow.

The highest characteristics of youth he termed impatience, idealism,

and venturesomeness.

Impatience is not generally considered a virtue, but youth's

impatience may become a dissatisfaction that is divine, a discontent

with present attainment which is the chief promise of future progress.

As to idealism youth dreams. What matters it, if at times, his

dreams lack reality? These dreams of a world as it ought to be

save the day. Without them the world might become a madhouse.

Also youth ventures. He dares, and looks into the face of danger
and difficulty unafraid. Daring should be mixed with caution, but

not too much caution. Take daring out of life, and it becomes both

uninteresting and conventionalized.
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Youth is the hope of tomorrow. Youth can avoid the mistakes of

the generation now in the saddle. One of the greatest grounds for

hope in the future progress of humanity is that each succeeding

generation will slough off little by little the weaknesses and limitations

of the fathers.

The rise of the race is slow, but it comes about, in part at least,

because of the clearer vision that is vouchsafed to the younger

generation.

Youth can carry on and complete the tasks which the fathers

have begun but have left unfinished. And finally, youth can remake

the next generation.

Physicians Treating Syphilitic Indigents Increase in Number, says

Health News, New York State Department of Health. For six

years the Division of Social Hygiene has cooperated with physicians

of rural districts in the treatment of persons infected with syphilis

and unable to pay for medical attention by supplying sulpharsphena-

mine free. At first the number of physicians who applied for the

arsenicals and reported monthly was small but the number has gradu-

ally increased over a period of five years. During last year the

increase was 273 per cent of the number for the preceding year

which was 300 per cent of the first year, 1924.

The following table shows the remarkable growth in the number

of physicians using this service :

No. of

Physicians No. of

Applying for Patients

Year Arsenicals Supplied

1924 30 53

1925 35 78

1926 42 94

1927 68 146

1928 93 254

1929 254 609

This cooperation by physicians in the treatment of indigent syphi-

litics is one of the outstanding achievements in the remedial program.

The majority of cases thus treated reside in rural districts inaccessible

to the clinics located in the cities, so it is probable that many of

these infected persons would not have received any treatment except

for this joint program of the medical profession and the State

Department of Health.
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BOOK REVIEWS

DERMATOLOGY AND SYPHILOLOGY FOR NURSES, INCLUDING SOCIAL

HYGIENE. By John H. Stokes, M.D. Philadelphia: W. B.

Saunders Company, 1930. 311 p. $2.50.

Every nurse will find a great deal of interest and value in this book.

In the introduction we read, "None the less, the author is of that

group of medical men who believe that the nurse is something more

than a technician performing a mechanical role in the management
of the sick. On her powers of observation, the dermatologist and

the syphilologist is frequently dependent, and on her technical

capacity, judgment, and reliability, the outcome of an important
medical procedure such as an intravenous injection or an x-ray

treatment may depend." This attitude characterizes every chapter

of the book.

The book is divided into four parts. Part I covers examination

procedures in diseases of the skin, fundamental physiology and

etiology of important lesions. Part II presents methods of dermato-

logical treatment. The painstaking care evidenced in the detailed

instructions for the management of the various conditions shows

an acute sensitiveness to the comfort of the patient in addition to

the scientific treatment of the disease.

Readers of the JOURNAL will find their interest centering in Parts

III and IV. The tone of the introductory paragraph may be indi-

cated by the concluding sentences: "As sanitarians, relying on

education and treatment, physicians and nurses undoubtedly have

it in their power to rid the earth of venereal diseases. As moralists,

depending on fear and shame as their weapons, their failure is as

inevitable and conspicuous as that of generations of their like-minded

predecessors.
' '

The history, cause, prevalence, and course of gonorrhea in the male

and female are treated briefly. Gonorrheal ophthalmia and gonor-

rheal vulvo-vaginitis are approached from the public health point

of view.

Syphilis is considered in detail history, cause, course, infectious-

ness, and late manifestations.

The technic and significance of the diagnostic tests (darkfield, blood,
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and spinal) are set forth with such clarity and simplicity as every
nurse will welcome.

The importance of prevention in the field of congenital syphilis is

stressed. Wassermann tests on all pregnant women "regardless of

history, antecedents, or results of physical examination ' '

are urged.

Nurses engaged in clinic service will find the chapter on the

Technic of Treatment for Syphilis a comprehensive manual. Each

step is covered by complete answers as to both what and why. The

social implications and economic background are presented. Organized
venereal disease control and social hygiene movements are briefly

described. Commercial exploitation of sex and trend toward laxity

are discussed.

A high plane is reached in the concluding chapter as the place

of sex in the harmonies of life is presented. The nurse is challenged
to interpret this meaning by her attitude as well as in her role

of teacher.

EDNA MOORE

THE EVOLUTION OF MODERN MARRIAGE, a Sociology of Sexual Rela-

tions. By F. Muller-Lyer, translated by Isabella C. Wigglesworth.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1930. 248 p. $4.00.

This treatise on ' '

geneonomy,
' '

published in German 17 years ago

by an author long since dead, attempts to apply the sociology of

Auguste Comte and the economics of Karl Marx to the problem of

the development of family life. From a supposed original promis-
cuous period, the family epoch grew, to be succeeded by the personal

epoch. The goal toward which this evolution is tending is a happy
monogamy in which a eugenic basis will furnish support for the

highest individual development of the two spouses; but the author

insists rightly that the battle is not yet won and that there are

strong forces of tradition, selfishness, and economic inequality that

must be overcome by continuous struggle. The feminist movement
is regarded as a passing aberration to be supplanted by a more rational

point of view when women shall come to regard themselves not as

equal but as equivalent to men.

While the general trend of the work is sound, it represents an

approach that is in many cases a quarter of a century out of date,
and a complete revision would be necessary to give it any particular
value for the present day student.

PAUL POPENOE
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THE OLDEST PROFESSION IN THE WORLD. By William J. Robinson,
with an introduction by Harry Elmer Barnes. New York:

o Eugenics Publishing Co., 1929. 100 p. $2.00.

Since this book, if the statement of H. E. Barnes in his Introduc-

tion is to be trusted, "topples over the cornerstone of the moral

philosophy of the American Social Hygiene Association," readers

of the JOURNAL ought to be interested in knowing what argument
has thus put an end to the usefulness of a national welfare agency.

It turns out to be no argument at all, but a mere affirmation, backed

up by the old remark that
' '

you can 't change human nature.
' '

Why do women engage in prostitution? (1) Because they want

sexual intercourse which they can get more easily or in greater

quantity in that way. (2) Because a house of prostitution also

provides good facilities for satisfying homosexual desires which

perhaps 50 per cent of all prostitutes have. (3) Because they want

freedom and luxuries. There are a few other, minor reasons; then

Dr. Robinson turns to the male.

Why do men patronize prostitutes? (1) Because they have no

other recourse while unmarried perhaps waiting to marry later,

perhaps don't want to marry at all because personally unattractive,

or impotent, or eugenically tainted. (2) Because they crave poetry

and romance. (3) Because they love obscenity and crudity and thus

quench an "atavistic" impulse. (4) Because married men (here the

old declaration that one-half the patrons of prostitution already

have wives of their own) want variety, or one woman can't satisfy

them, or she is ill, or they don't want children; or they are impotent.

Prostitutes are rather above than below the level of their sex in

intelligence and in all the female virtues, including modesty (if

not chastity?) ;
as for the supposed prevalence of venereal diseases,

bah! Maybe two per cent of "controlled or supervised" prostitutes

are infected. Indeed, Dr. Robinson has "just read a statement that

in all the licensed houses of Paris there were found but four cases

of syphilis during the entire year."
That is all there is of the story, except for a great deal of declama-

tion about the author's own virtues ("we claim to be a sane radical"),

and how much he is misunderstood. There is no attempt to offer

any proof of any statement; no concern over evidence to support

any position. A challenge to the world will do just as well: "And
in final conclusion: we challenge any sexologist, any man who has

given the subject real study, to point out a single misstatement, a
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single fact which is not a fact, and to shatter a single one of

our arguments."
While the book is full of contradictions, and repudiates on one

page what it says on another, it is well summed up in the author's

confession of faith :

' ' The profession of prostitution must be declared

perfectly legal and legitimate; nay, it must be judged as an occupa-

tion of public utility; if the idea were not so shocking to those who

have not freed their minds of the cobwebs of traditional dogma, we

should say that it should be placed among the honorable occupations."

It's his story and he's going to stick to it.

Another quotation from Dr. Barnes' laudatory Introduction may
well serve as a final commentary: "The present little book is a good

sample of Dr. Robinson's writings."

PAUL POPENOE

L 'HEREDO-SYPHILIS MENTALE. By D. P. L. Drouet and Dr. J.

Hamel. Paris: Masson et Cie, 1930. 205 p.

"We wish that the reading of this modest work may open the

eyes of our medical conferees, who often have occasion to treat

abnormal young people, and who have not sufficiently had their

attention called to the search for the treponema. We hope also that

our colleagues of hospitals and asylums will devote themselves more

and more to the systematic search for congenital syphilis among
mental patients, and that with the aid of the laboratory they will

endeavor to establish with accuracy the importance of the role played

by syphilis as a cause of psychopathic states to an extent which we
have not yet suspected."

In these words, the authors of this brilliant monograph have set

forth the purpose which they had in mind in making an exhaustive

study of one hundred and eighty psychopathic individuals. These

patients were found in institutions for retarded children, difficult or

perverse children, idiots, imbeciles, adolescents presenting true psy-

choses, inmates of a house of detention for mentally aberrant youth,

and those found in general medical practice.

The study of these cases resulted in the choice of one hundred

and eight individuals regarded as definitely psychopathic. They were

subjected to a study which was remarkable for its thoroughness. It

included careful study of antecedents where information could be

obtained, careful case histories, psychiatric and psychological studies

and a thorough physical examination including not only clinical
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observations, but also various laboratory tests. The problem set by
the authors was to provide an answer to this question : how great
a part did congenital syphilis play in the etiology of the mental

conditions observed in the 108 patients ? In the search for signs and

symptoms and laboratory evidence of congenital syphilis, not only was
a careful search made for the stigmata of congenital syphilis, but

the blood of each patient was tested by four different methods, and

complete examination of the cerebro-spinal fluid was carried out.

In other words, all the known methods of discovering signs of con-

genital syphilis were applied to the study of these cases.

The results of the study are startling. Whereas the older writers

found from 2 to 6 per cent of congenital syphilis among psycho-

pathic children and more recent writers have given percentages

ranging from 15 to 57 per cent (see page 89) the present writers

summarize their results as follows:

"The result is that if one considered our round figure of 108

psychopaths, we have obtained the high rate of 97.3 per cent.

"If one allows only the 92 certain cases, we lower the rate to 82.88

per cent, and with the probable cases we have 90 per cent.

"The difference is not very great between these figures and we
are able to conclude by saying that in our studies we have en-

countered about 90 per cent of hereditary syphilis among the psycho-

pathic infants and adolescents.
' '

The reader of this monograph will be impressed with the thorough-
ness of the scientific study of the cases selected by the authors. He
will only with difficulty think of additional methods which might
have been employed for the discovery of congenital syphilis, and he

will be inclined to ask himself whether the lower percentages of

congenital syphilis found by previous investigators among mentally
abnormal children have been in fact the outcome of more superficial

and less exhaustive studies.

The study of the relation of congenital syphilis to mental defect

may be approached from two points of view. First, we may take

the known congenital syphilitic and apply methods of psychiatric

diagnoses to them to learn how many are psychopathic. In the clinic

for congenital syphilis in the United States, such a routine system
has been carried out and the Chief of this service has made a state-

ment that practically all of the congenital syphilitic children pass-

ing through this clinic are mentally defective to a greater or less

degree. Second, we may start with the known psychopathic children
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and ascertain how many of them show definite signs of congenital

syphilis. This is the method followed by Dr. Drouet and Dr. Hamel

in the present study, and they are able to conclude that about 90 per

cent of psychopathies show definite signs of congenital syphilis.

In the preface to this work, Professor L. Spillmann, Dean of the

Faculty of Medicine at Nancy says,

"It is indispensable in such a work not to neglect to discuss the

clinical facts. It is worth while to give a place to biological studies

and the authors have clearly understood this and they have had in

addition, the necessary competence. Their observations confirm the

opinion of the greater number of syphilographers that in the diag-

nosis of congenital syphilis, if one depends exclusively on blood

serology, one will commit many errors. I will only cite for proof

their statistics, very interesting among many others, that give among
children and adolescents only 56 positive serological examinations

among 108 congenital syphilitics. I add, immediately, that among
almost all the others, they encountered positive evidence in the

cerebro-spinal fluid . . . We arrive thus at the figure of 91

positive biological studies among 108 cases observed. This great

percentage would seem to be an irrefutable proof of the frequency

of syphilis as a cause of mental troubles in youth."
W. C.
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To understand the present situation in Russia, or any

important feature of it, it is necessary to bear in mind that

the Soviet government and the Communist party back of it

are carrying out not one great social experiment, but many
such experiments simultaneously, and that all of these are

interdependent, organically connected, and dictated by a cer-

tain philosophy of society, of government and of economic and

social relations.

In this article I shall confine myself to observations on social

hygiene activities in Moscow and Russia generally, but it

is almost impossible to isolate these activities or discuss them

intelligently without constant reference to basic principles
and broad conceptions underlying the whole Soviet system.
The Soviet government is admittedly a benevolent

despotism. As such it is able to do many things which demo-
cratic governments, state or national, cannot do without the

support of dominant public sentiment. The Russian govern-
ment is socialistic and revolutionary, and not only is not

afraid to embark upon radical experiments, but feels in duty

bound, because of its ideals, to undertake them wherever

problems exist, or existing arrangements and institutions
449
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have proved inadequate or unjust, or modern science and

philosophy suggest departures and changes.
The Soviet government and the leaders of the Communist

party have no precedents to follow. They have broken delib-

erately with the past. In the words of a recent writer, in

Russia "
humanity is uprooted". Traditions and old beliefs

have been discarded with contempt, and new ideas have been
and are being applied with a logic and consistency that border
on ruthlessness. The Russian is proverbially extreme; the

Soviet government is intensely and proudly Russian in that

respect, though international in its avowed ultimate aims and

designs.

Despotism is nothing new in Russia, but the Soviet govern-
ment represents the despotism of an intelligent and disinter-

ested minority which candidly recognizes its undemocratic

character, and which defends tyranny as a temporary and
unfortunate necessity. It is systematically educating the

masses of Russia with the hope and confidence of winning
their conscious trust and cooperation, thus rendering, in

time, not only possible but unavoidable the restoration of

political and personal freedom.

The Soviet government and its leading supporters do not

believe in "
gradualness ", in Fabianism, in slow and short

steps toward a given social goal. They are convinced that, to

succeed and to yield large and permanent benefits to a people,
a revolution must be thorough and complete, covering, indeed,
all human affairs and relationships. They feel and say that

small reforms cannot arouse enthusiasm or induce people
to make serious sacrifices and endure hardships and discom-

forts for a number of years. The people, they say, must
be attracted by a noble and worthy objective.

Russia's social hygiene activities are remarkable chiefly

because they are inspired by the same idea of all-round com-

pleteness and thoroughness. The bolshevik leaders hold that

sex problems cannot be satisfactorily solved, or advanced

toward solution, unless other and deeper problems, economic,

religious, ethical, social, are vigorously attacked at the same
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time with definite solutions for them in view. And the

agencies charged with the manifold task of social hygiene are

effectively coordinated and directed by one central committee

pursuant to a comprehensive and definite program.
I had unusual opportunities to see the social hygiene work

in Moscow Russia's great social laboratory and discuss

the general program in detail with some of the leading men
and women connected with the movement. My knowledge of

the Russian language and my familiarity with social hygiene
work in other countries made it possible for me to obtain a

clear idea of their accomplishments. They showed me every

courtesy and consideration, and I went wherever I wanted

to by myself and made my own observations. I was inter-

ested to note that the Russians were familiar with the social

hygiene work done in Europe, especially in Germany, and

even to some extent in America.

I visited first the Venereological Institute, which is well

known in western Europe. I had first heard of it several

years ago through a report in personal conversation by Dr.

Pinkus, an eminent German specialist in venereal diseases,

who had just returned from a medical congress in Moscow
and was full of praise for the institution.

The Institute, conceived by Dr. Brunner, was established

in 1922. His idea was to unify under one roof the medical,

experimental and social aspects of venereal disease, an idea

which up to that time had not found realization in any part
of the world. Since then the Institute has undergone im-

portant changes, has been enlarged and greatly improved.
There is now apparently no scarcity of young able physicians
to carry on the work, as there was after the revolution.

I spent several hours seeing the Institute and discussing
the work in detail with Professor H. C. Effronom, a man of

broad social ideas and eminent in dermatology, who is now
in charge. I was deeply impressed with the work being done,

which is today, as far as I know, unique, an extensive clinical

out-patient department, hospital, research and education all

being carried on under the same roof. While the departments
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are highly specialized, the whole work is effectively coordi-

nated. It is the kind of an institute I have dreamed of for

many years, and I am sorry to say that with all our wealth,

ability and good work, we have nothing in our country to

equal it.

The Institute comprises 140 units. It is divided into 7

departments, viz., dermatology, syphilology, gonorrhea for

males and females, polyclinic, experimental, dermatology and

venereology, and finally social venereology and dermatology.

Every department is headed by a professor of the highest

standing in his specialty, who has an adequate staff of assist-

ants and laboratory workers. There are extensive x-ray and

roentgen ray departments, dental department, eye depart-

ment, micro-photographic cabinets, extensive library, drug
department, etc.

Eesearch work is being carried on in many of the depart-

ments, and 264 scientific monographs have been issued since

the establishment of the Institute.

The out-patient department is on the first floor and very

roomy. It is well organized, the treatment is carefully sys-

tematized and, in spite of the fact that they treat a thousand

cases a day, a great effort is made to maintain friendly
relations with the individual patient. While the doctors pro-
ceed rapidly with their work, there is constant checking

up of individual cases and reference to laboratory and re-

search studies. The Institute is not only an efficient treat-

ment center, but a highly scientific institution.

They are justly proud in the Institute of some of the sub-

stitutes they have devised to take the place of expensive
instruments and drugs they were unable to secure.

There is also a well organized hospital of 200 beds, which

they consider essential to complete their type of institution.

The department which interested me most was that of social

venereology, which with us would correspond to social hy-

giene education. A great deal of thought and skill has been

given to the development of this department. It is considered

one of the most important activities in a comprehensive pro-
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gram for the prevention and control of venereal disease,

where the aim is to place every possible case under treatment.

In this field, it seems to me, the Russians have carried the

practical application of their theoretical ideas farther than

any country in Europe or America.

The educational department has a large amphitheater and

many small rooms for lectures, movies, exhibits, etc., and

these are in constant use. Everyone connected with the In-

stitute, from the oldest professor to the youngest assistant,

takes part in the educational campaign. Groups of all kinds,

patients, industrial, professional, rural, are sent to the

Institute by various institutions for lectures and demonstra-

tions. Besides, a very extensive campaign is carried on by
the same lecturers in many of the factories, business and

industrial institutions. Since the government has complete
control of business, industry and education, the closest coop-

eration exists between them all, the results are truly remark-

able, and every group of society is permeated by this

educational work.

In connection with education a great deal of skill and art

is used on charts and illustrations. Much importance is

attached to these exhibits, which are displayed in institutions

all over the city in connection with general health displays.

The pictures were well grouped and attractively colored, and

carried a good deal of human interest along with statistical

facts about disease and its dangers. I watched groups of

patients reading the placards with deep interest.

Another feature at the Institute was a daily bulletin pinned

up on the wall at the end of the exhibit, recording some of

the interesting daily events in the Institute. A portion of

the bulletin was devoted to criticisms, questions, and com-

mendations by both patients and staff. This bulletin, I was

told, created a great deal of intelligent interest and has proved

very useful in correcting many mistakes and misunderstand-

ings between patients and doctors.

The fact that all people are supposed to be comrades, and

address each other as such, has served to improve the rela-
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tions between the members of the staff and the patients
without apparently diminishing respect for the authority of

tne doctors.

The Institute at present employs 200 full time physicians
of high standing, appointed entirely on the basis of merit.

The heads of the departments hold full professorships and

are chosen because of their outstanding reputations in their

respective specialties. The physicians give their entire time

to the work, although of late a few of the professors have

been given the privilege of treating private patients in addi-

tion. The pay ranges from 150 to 300 roubles. In addition

to the regular staff, there are about 100 volunteer physicians
who give about half of their day to this work. I talked

to a number of the staff, both in high and subordinate posi-

tions, and found them enthusiastic about their work, whether

medical or educational. The fact that they are getting com-

paratively little remuneration has not affected their attitude.

On the contrary, there is great scientific enthusiasm as well

as keen interest in the social welfare of the country. This

is but one example of the general spirit of idealism and

devotion to work that I found in the institutions I visited.

The Institute serves as a training center for medical stu-

dents, post graduate physicians, nurses and other groups

working in the field of social hygiene. It is the only authori-

tative source in Russia for the manufacture and testing of

special drugs used for venereal disease. In fact, one-half

of the cost of the institution, namely 250,000 roubles, is sup-

plied through the sale of these drugs to private practitioners.

The other 250,000 roubles is granted to the Institute by the

government. The greatest efforts are made to promote

economy.
I found that the authorities dealing with the problem of

venereal disease realize as fully as we do that the largest

number of venereal disease cases are contributed through

prostitution. Every effort is being made, therefore, to

diminish prostitution, and the causes of it are being carefully

studied and dealt with.
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While they are still making an effort to enforce the laws

prohibiting soliciting, etc., they have given up the idea that

this problem can be solved by rigid laws and punishments.

They say that with them prostitution, as far as women are

concerned, is almost entirely an economic problem, and hence

their policy is to favor the single woman by supplying her

with employment whenever possible, so as not to leave her

stranded. But since there is considerable unavoidable un-

employment in Russia at present, they feel that it is neces-

sary and expedient to provide homes for shelter and read-

justment of these girls, who are largely peasants without

education or vocational training.

There are twelve such homes in Moscow, and they are or-

ganizing similar institutions all over Russia. I visited one

of these homes. It was a spacious place, very simply but

comfortably arranged according to their standards. It was
clean and orderly. There were two large sleeping wards and

several single rooms. There was a dining room, a large

kitchen, ample facilities for bathing, a sitting room, a recrea-

tion room, and a lecture room. On the top of the building
was a workshop where between 75 and 100 girls were en-

gaged in knitting women's hosiery (of very poor quality).

This was, I was told, one of the units of a chain of hosiery
factories established in these homes. The housework, the

cooking and the management were done by the girls. There

were only two officials, one a woman who had the general

supervision, and the other a man in charge of the factory
work.

They kept very careful histories of their charges. Most
of the girls were between the ages of eighteen and twenty-
three. They were peasant girls who had come from their vil-

lages seeking work or lured by city attractions. They were

mostly illiterate. To the homes they came voluntarily, re-

ferred by the Institute or other dispensaries. They were not

compelled to remain in the homes, but could leave whenever

they wanted to, although every effort was made to persuade
them to remain. Every girl who had not formerly worked
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at the trade carried on in the homes was first an apprentice
in the shop for two weeks, without pay, but after that she

was made a full member of the group, receiving standard

wages corresponding to those received by other women work-

ers in this trade. This group constituted an organized unit,

fashioned on the Soviet plan, and made their own rules. This

gave them self-respect and encouraged them to try to make
a new start. One rule was that every member had to learn

to read and write and join educational classes. A great va-

riety of class work and lectures was offered to them, including

sex and health education, economics, history of the Soviet

government in Eussia, art, literature. The subject that in-

terested them most and aroused their enthusiasm, I was told,

was the plan and activities of the proletarian system, which

they seemed to be eager to understand. Many of them early

conceived the idea of training themselves for membership
in the party. It is said that a number of women in these

various institutions joined the party after passing severe

examinations in its principles and doctrines as well as tests

covering behavior and ideals. A few have even become

honored leaders.

I talked to a number of the girls, and they seemed very
much like the girls I met in other clubs in Kussia. They
were not particularly gay, but were content to enjoy oppor-

tunity to get out of the miserable life they had been leading

and to learn many things that they could not learn at home.

They only worked five days a week and six hours a day, the

regulation hours for workers in Moscow. They enjoyed the

privileges of Moscow, the great center of Russia. Because

they belonged to a trade union, they could go to the opera,

concerts and theater at small cost.

They do not receive any kind of medical treatment in these

homes, but return to the Institute or clinic for needed care.

The woman in charge interested me very much. She seemed

a strong commanding person. I recognized readily that she

was of the peasant type, and when I asked her whether she

was a college woman, she said: "No, I am a woman of the
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people. I have reached this position through service alone."

And when after a long talk I commented on her thorough

understanding of the problem of these girls and the whole

subject of prostitution, as well as the organization and nature

of the bolshevik government, she said, "I am not at all

unique; there are many men and women carrying important
work in the government who have come from the peasant
and proletarian class." I asked her whether she was a mem-
ber of the bolshevik party, although I knew that practically

all heads of institutions must be party members. Her answer

was, "Yes, I am an old member. I have been a bolshevik

for years, have served in different capacities and of late

have been sent from one part of Russia to another organizing
such homes. ' ' Bolshevik members of the party are practically

under military rule and go wherever they are sent at a

moment's notice.

I asked her what proportion of girls in this and other homes

gave up the life of prostitution, made better adjustments in

their lives and became useful members of society. She took

out her own report and said, "At least half of the girls that

come here remain and benefit by what we offer them, and
that is true of other homes with which I am familiar. Some
of the girls have run away three, four or five times and have

come back after they learned by bitter experience that it is

better for them to settle down and take advantage of the

opportunities offered them here. Many of the older girls

of low mentality are our gravest problem." She admitted

that a small number of these women had been sent to distant

parts of Eussia, and when I suggested that this implied that

prostitution, after all, was considered a crime even in Soviet

Russia, she said, "It is not quite that. We usually find

those girls a menace to society, because they are victims of

other vices as well."

She stated that the ages of the men who indulge in prosti-

tution, according to the data obtained from the venereal

disease clinics, range between 27 and 35. They are mostly
married men. When questioned as to the reason for indulg-
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ing in prostitution, they usually say frankly that they are

tired of their wives. Efforts are being made, as I have
stated before, to give social hygiene and sex education lectures

to these men in connection with their treatment or their work.

And economic pressure is brought to bear on them in case

they fail to mend their ways.
The constructive program of social hygiene sex education

is considered to be very important and is being introduced

into schools in connection with health and scientific courses.

Sex behavior, they say, like all other behavior, must be guided
by ideals and a philosophy, and the younger generation must
be trained to apply their ideals to everyday life. All edu-

cation, they believe, must be connected with practical life,

and no exception is made of sex instruction. Moreover, they
believe it to be absolutely necessary to change the old idea

of marriage, divorce and family relations, and put these in

stitutions on a modern scientific basis. These institutions

they say, whatever good they may have done in the past,
have lost their usefulness, and are responsible not only for

much unhappiness and marital unfaithfulness but to a certain

extent for prostitution and the consequent spread of venereal

disease. However, the bolsheviks do not seek to destroy these

institutions entirely, or all at once, as they did in the case

of private property. They proceed more slowly. Free love

is consistent with their program, yet they do not prohibit
formal marriage. In fact, anybody can have a church wed-

ding, though most people are not willing to go to this expense.

Marriage and divorce have been made easy and bureaus are

provided for the registration of both. But efforts are made
to educate the people in the newer freedom and the advanced

conception of family life.

During the early part of the new regime of sex freedom
chaos reigned, according to all reports, and much misery
and confusion resulted. Matters appear to have settled down
to a great extent in spite of the easy marriage and divorce

laws, which require simple registration of the names in the

case of marriage and a mere declaration that the couple is
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ready to separate in the case of divorce. Divorce is granted
not only by mutual consent, but also at the request of either

one of the parties.

The majority of people prefer the formal civil union to free

relationships. This is especially the case with the peasants,

the unskilled workers and the petty bourgeoisie, although

the orthodox Greek church has lost its hold on Russia, espe-

cially among the younger generation.

It is an erroneous idea that the bolsheviks believe in in-

temperance and promiscuity in sex relations. On the con-

tary, as social idealists they advocate temperance in sex as

essential to devotion to their cause. They insist that sex,

while important, is only a small part of life, and that what

counts most in the life of an individual is his attitude towards

the state or his readiness to serve it. Lenin himself was
distressed by the early promiscuity and looseness of many
and condemned purely physical indulgence. He considered

that love should consist not alone of physical attraction but

also of the higher human elements.

I saw some of the marriage and divorce bureaus. These

are usually connected with centers of general health and

welfare activities, or courts. I watched with interest the

young people as they walked in with an air of considerable

confidence and asked to be registered as man and wife. While

the ceremony was not impressive, any one could feel the

elation with which they walked out afterwards, as happy
and contented couples as any united in the old fashioned

way. Other couples walked in together and without animosity,

but with a certain reserved dignity, dissolved their marriage
with equal simplicity. When some were asked why they
married at all, since there was complete freedom to form
unions without registration, the replies were ''Because we
like to feel that we are really married"; "Because it is more
real and regular"; "We are used to the idea"; "Our parents
and friends believe in a regular union, and we do not like

to defy them."

In the divorce cases the answers were similar. When the
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question was put to some whether they would prefer the old

stringent laws of marriage and divorce, they said no, em
pnatically, and added that that system belonged to old Eussia,
when women were slaves. It seemed strange to get such

answers from very simple people, but here was another evi

dence of the great skill with which the bolsheviks carry on

their propaganda.
The government has made the strictest rules as to the care

of the children in case of the separation or divorce of the

parents. This applies equally to those legally married and
to those living in free-love relationship. The mother has

the sole right to the child, and, unless she is entirely incom-

petent, she is given the charge of her offspring. Both father

and mother must contribute equally to the economic support
of the child.

The bolsheviks neither make a distinct effort nor propose
at present in practice to separate the children from their

parents, or to destroy the family in any overt manner, al-

though they believe that the family has been too much of

a separate economic unit and that this is inconsistent with

a socialistic, altruistic state. Under the present conditions

efforts are made to have the mother and father give a certain

amount of care and attention to the needs of the child, because

there are not enough scientific and well equipped institutions

in which the children could be placed for better training and

preparation for life.

Most of the bolsheviks, whether of the intelligensia, pro-

letariat, or peasant class, adhere to the principle of free love.

They contend that they have a right to regulate their own
sex and love relationship without interference, and that should

children be born of free unions, their own sense of justice can

be trusted to make them act fairly and decently. They do

not believe that responsibility towards the children needs to

be bolstered up by laws in their case.

Among the older bolshevik families, I was told, there was

very little change. A few of them have changed their part-

ners, but the majority continued to live together. However,
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the economic changes have made a great difference. The
bolsheviks are consistent believers in the equality of the two

sexes. The women enjoy equal opportunity with the men
to work in all the government services, professions and other

occupations, and the standards are the same. The result is

that women are away from the home most of the time and

only meet their husbands and families in their hours of leisure.

A widespread mistake is that the bolshevik government
insists on compulsory contraception and abortions. Contracep-
tion in Eussia is a part of the social hygiene program, because

the number of children must be regulated, but the main

object in offering scientific contraceptive information as well

as opportunities for abortions is to safeguard health. They
think that a woman must be given the opportunity of volun-

tary parenthood, since she makes the greatest sacrifices for

her progeny. There are a number of centers where con-

traceptive information is given. They are usually connected

with child and infant welfare agencies.

I spent several hours in one of the largest centers. The
man in charge was a gynecologist of considerable eminence.

He was very much interested in what I had to say to him
about the birth control work being done in our country. He
readily discussed with me their program, with its failures

and successes. I found that they have every mechanical

device we have and the very latest combination of ointments,
such as Prekonsul, etc. He told me thousands of patients
came for contraceptive information, and he deeply regretted
to admit, when asked, that their failures constitute 15 per
cent of the cases. When I remarked that in our clinics the

percentage amounted to about one and one-half, he urged
me to explain in detail to his class just how we instructed

our patients. As it happened, that morning he had a class

of women doctors from all over Russia, who had come for

special courses in social hygiene and birth control. They
seemed alert, keen and anxious to learn all they could. If

I had let them, they would have asked me questions for the

rest of the day about the position of women physicians in
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America and similar subjects, but I had to stop them, as I

had come to study and not to lecture. However, one point
was brought out very clearly, namely, that they were not

giving as much time and attention to teaching contraceptive
methods to the individual patient as we do. Hence their

percentage of failures. But one could easily understand how
difficult it would be to do effective work with large numbers
of patients.

The physician stated that there was the greatest need for

the contraceptive clinics, because thousands of women had
used all kinds of injurious methods in Russia, as they have
in many other countries, to prevent conception, and they
could not afford to let them remain ignorant and endanger
their lives and health. When I questioned him about abortions,
he said, "We are glad that our government has taken this

rational and courageous stand, since hundreds and thousands

of women all over the world have practiced abortions with

grave injury to health and an increase in mortality. It was
time for some government to act upon its conviction and

protect those women by offering them scientific care, instead

of leaving them to the mercy of quacks and mercenary abor-

tionists. While we do not advocate abortions, we feel that a

woman should under all conditions have the final say as to

whether she should or should not have a child."

When asked how many abortions they had done in the past

year, he said, "About 80,000 in Moscow alone, but we are glad
to report that, because of the care and skill with which the

physicians are doing this work, we have had no mortality
and very little morbidity. The medical group realizes that

it is a great burden to give so much time to this work, but

there is no way of diminishing it until better contraceptives
are devised. Some experimental work is being carried on

in this direction."

He added that he hoped that his own assistants and the

group of doctors would henceforth give more attention to the

individual patient and thus decrease the number of failures.
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I was sorry to find that while the abortions are skillfully

performed by the doctors, no anesthetic is given to these pa-

tients. Complaints came to me on this score, particularly

from some of the younger and more intelligent group. They
feel that they have a right to demand that this comfort be

given them, since in most of the cases they work hard and

take little time for recuperation.

I discussed the family and its future with some of the

younger bolsheviks, and was very much interested to find that

their attitude was sincerely idealistic. They assured me that

they give a good deal of earnest consideration to these prob-

lems in their groups. One young girl, the daughter of bol-

shevik parents, who had suffered every hardship under the

old regime, interested me very much. She was about 20

years old and graduating in the engineering department of

the university. She had just contracted a free marriage with

a young man of the same profession. Her parents knew

about this relationship, but her friends had not been informed,

since they preferred to wait until they were graduated. She

admitted readily that she and her husband were romantically

in love with each other.

"Yes," she said, "I love this young man very much. Un-

less sex is based on love in the best sense it is not worth

much. Sex is not as all-important as some people think.

Love and sex must not absorb too much of one 's individuality

or life. As to children, well, yes, one has to plan for them,

and that no doubt is a disadvantage to the woman. But the

principle of complete equality of men and women requires

that woman shall continue her work, and do it well, whether

she has children or not. Voluntary parenthood is an axiom

with us. A woman cannot be allowed to be a breeding ma-

chine even if she wants to. But, really few ever desire to

be that, is it not true? When a woman does decide to have

children, our government feels that she is entitled to special

consideration and protection, for the state wants children.

While, of course, Russia does not need many children in her
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present condition, she does need children of good quality.
The government is making various provisions for mothers;
it. grants them vacations one month before and one month
after childbirth, and the position or job that a woman occu-

pies is kept for her until she is ready to return to work.

Economic independence is absolutely essential in any love

relationship. Many of the disagreements between husbands
and wives have resulted from the economic dependence of

women. Public opinion has hampered women greatly in pro-
fessional and scientific life because it demanded that their

place should be in the home with the children. We of the

younger generation strongly believe that economic independ-
ence and freedom to work in all fields will make us wiser

companions and friends of those we love, and in the end per-

haps lead us to a much more stable family relationship. For
the present, however, we must, for the sake of the child itself,

encourage the state to be its educator and protector, since

family life is now unstable."

The views of this young bolshevik sum up fairly well the

ideas of her generation, and they are in perfect harmony with

the plans and program of the older bolsheviks.
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To appreciate the development of social hygiene among
the masses in Soviet Russia, we must consider the special

problems and the magnitude of the work which confronted

the leaders of the new regime. These leaders were faced

with the responsibility of moulding into one homogenous mass
a population of 150 million people, made up of 65 races

with more than 100 languages and most of them with different

customs. Any national program, therefore, like the new

programs of education, public health, and industrial and agri-

cultural development, could not be launched without being
set forth in 100 languages with due regard to as many types
of customs and habit of thought. Out of Russia's popula-
tion of 150 million, 114 million were illiterate and were used

only to the most primitive methods of living. Hygiene
and sanitation among the masses were unknown. Of the

peasant class, which comprised 82 per cent of the total popula-

tion, only 2 per cent had telephonic communication, and in

many localities the roads were next to impassable at certain

seasons of the year. The typical peasant lived in a clay
house thatched with straw. During the cold winter months,

he, with his family, slept under the same roof with the cows,
horses and pigs. In the spring, he planted poor seed in soil

improperly tilled with a wooden plow ;
then he burned a candle

in front of his favorite icon and prayed for a good yield.

The same superstitious attitude was evident in the care of

his health and of that of his wife and children. Largely as

a result of his ignorance, Russia's death rate (27.3 per thou-

* The author is indebted to Voks (located in Moscow), the bureau for cultural
relations between Soviet Russia and foreign countries, and to Anna J. Haines,
the executive secretary for the Boston Health Center, for a considerable part of
the statistical data set forth in this paper.
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sand in 1913) was the highest in the world. The infant

death rate (35 per hundred) was likewise the highest in any
of" the civilized nations. Cholera, typhus, black plague and

small-pox were rampant in many of the most primitive dis-

tricts in southeastern Russia.

Russia had only 12,600 doctors in 1913, or one to every

12,000 people; 71 per cent of these lived in cities, leaving
an average ratio of one doctor to every 20,300 peasants.
In the cities, the factories were poorly lighted and ven-

tilated. Safety devices and protective appliances, such as

spectacles and masks for the workmen, were unheard of.

Working against the new government in its program of

enlightenment and science, the Greek Orthodox Catholic

Church wielded a tremendous influence over the people, which

it maintained by encouraging superstition.

Such were the obstacles with which the new government
was confronted in 1917. What, up to the present time, have

been its accomplishments'? Perhaps more significant than

isolated facts are comparisons such as the following:
In 1913, under the old regime, Russia had 12,600 physicians.

In 1929, the number increased to 44,800.

Of every 100 infants born in 1913, 35 died before they
reached the age of one year. In 1928, the number had been

reduced to 18.

In 1913, 76 per cent of the people of Russia were illiterate.

In 1929 illiteracy had been reduced to 44 per cent.

In 1913, the average peasant had little recreation other

than that of going to church and learning the church ritual.

Today in many peasant districts whole families come in to

the village in the evening to listen to the radio; to attend

classes where they are taught to read and write; to hear

lectures and see moving pictures, many of which are educa-

tional. In these community centers are also clinics, where

any one may go for treatment or advice.

In 1913, the laborers were obliged to work every day for

12 and in some industries for 14 hours. Today, the Soviet

government makes the welfare of the laborer one of its chief
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concerns. It has reduced the working day to 8 hours and
in certain industries in which the work is dangerous to the

workmen's health, the day is reduced to 6 hours.

By what means has such progress been effected I

First, let us consider the accomplishments in the realm of

public health. To remedy conditions such as have been out-

lined above, the Soviet regime established in 1917 the Cora

missariat for Health, under the leadership of Professor

Semashka. ' ' The administration of medical and public health

work was taken over as one of the primary responsibilities

of the state. Disease was looked upon no longer as a person's

private affair to be indulged in as he saw fit
;
it was regarded

as harmful not only to the person suffering from it, but to

the state of which that person was an economic and social

unit. A definite shifting of emphasis occurred, therefore,
from curative to preventive medicine. All doctors, nurses

and pharmacists became civil servants under the Commis-
sariat of Health, and all hospitals, sanitoria and drug stores

were taken over by the state.
' ' This move to unify the medical

field did not abolish private practice, but dealt it a death

blow by supplying such adequate health service free that

little or no place was left for private practice. The Soviet

government maintains that no person should enter the medical
field for the purpose of making money. He should enter only
as he is impelled by motives of social service or of research.

After unification came the next step in the program that

of making medical aid easily available to all citizens. The
number of medical men was increased by the government's

policy of supporting practically all medical students through
their entire course of training, the support extending even
to spending money. As fast as medical students graduated
they were sent out into rural districts, each to give three

years' service wherever he was sent. This has had the result

of bringing vast numbers of peasants under modern medical

care, and though the need in the rural districts is still great,
conditions are already much improved. There is now one
doctor to every 14,000 peasants, as against one to 20,300
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in 1913. By carrying on the same plan, the government
expects, by the end of 1932, to increase the number of doctors

in the peasant districts by 40 per cent.

Along with this program of increasing the medical per-

sonnel, new clinics, hospitals and research centers were estab-

lished. Side by side with the Communar store came the clinic.

At first the clinics were not well patronized, but now the

demand for them is greater than the state 's ability to supply
them. By means of Red Cross nurses, traveling clinics,

graphic posters and health films, additional health work is

being carried on among the masses.

A system of social insurance makes free medical service

available to the majority of the population. The holder of

this insurance is entitled to care in a hospital on full pay
when he is ill, to expert treatment in a clinic, to an old age

pension, and to compensation if he is disabled. In the case

of the industrial laborer and his family, the cost of the in-

surance is borne by the industry with which he is affiliated.

In the case of the peasant the cost is borne equally by the

whole population by means of a tax levied for the purpose.
In order to combat Russia's high infant and maternity

mortality rate, Dr. Lebedev, a woman physician, founded in

1918 the Health Protection Institute in Moscow^ with branches

in all of the important cities of Soviet Russia. By attacking
the problem vigorously the infant death rate over the whole

of Russia was reduced from 35 to 18 per cent. This was

accomplished by establishing a system of factory day nur-

series
; by a system of prenatal and postnatal work (whereby

the mother is supported by the state for 6 weeks before and

6 weeks after the birth of her child) and by the systematic

teaching of infant and child hygiene in city and village clinics.

In the Health Protection Institute itself are model beds, model

rooms for mother and infant, wax specimens illustrating

disease processes, posters showing which types of work are

dangerous for pregnant women, and charts and pictures teach-

ing proper methods of child feeding and child care. The

educational value of this and similar institutes may be realized
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when we consider the fact that about 20,000 workers visit the

Moscow Institute annually.
Another institute which obtains excellent results is tho

museum for social insurance and labor protection. In this

institute and its several branches, the laborers can learn

in simple graphic form the elements of anatomy and physi-

ology, of hygiene and sanitation. They also learn the require-
ments of health in regard to working conditions and the dan-

gers attached to certain forms of occupation. One may see in

these museums every day literally hundreds of workers from

factories, students from schools and Red Army soldiers who
have come in organized groups to study.
Another institution introduced by the Soviet Government

is, so far as I know, entirely new and unique. This is the

laborer's night sanitorium. The laborers who are not sick

enough to stop work but who are exhausted and under weight
and who need special food and good sleeping conditions are

admitted to these sanitoria. When they leave work in the

evening they come to the institutions, are given a bath and

go to bed from 6 to 7:30 P.M. Then they have dinner, the

diet planned according to their special needs. They again

go to bed until 9 P.M., when they have calisthenics, and retire

for the night at 10 P.M. In the morning they go to work as

usual. These sanitoria undoubtedly help many workmen to

ward off stomach ulcer, tuberculosis and other chronic ail-

ments. The average workman during two months' stay in

one of these sanitoria gains from 5 to 15 pounds.
The chief children's clinic in Moscow treats 1,000 children

daily. The staff includes 40 doctors, of whom one-half are

women. In connection with the clinic there is a hospital of

560 beds. The death rate here is 15 per cent. This clinic

and hospital are maintained by the city and care for a great

many children of the unemployed or of the very poor.
So far as I could tell, the quality of work performed in

Russia's medical and health institutions was good. The

equipment was better than that in many of the other European
clinics I visited. The case records were complete, and there
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was a systematic orderliness evident in the larger institutions

that we often long for in our own public clinics.

oMuch could also be said about such institutions as the

well-baby clinics, the tuberculosis institutes, the neurological
and endocrinological institutes and others. I might mention
also the active educational campaign which has already accom-

plished much toward breaking up the habits (formerly almost

universal among the ignorant classes) "of eating from a com-

mon bowl of soup, of kissing sacred images, of giving young
children food partially chewed in an older person's mouth."
Instruction regarding the dangers of these habits and the

dangers of uncleanliness have already made marked headway
in reducing the amount of typhus, typhoid fever, cholera and
other diseases which have formerly played havoc with the

people of Eussia.

The Bureau for the Campaign Against Venereal Disease

was established in 1917. The aim of this bureau was to

create, throughout Russia's vast expanse of territory, insti-

tutions for the cure and prevention of venereal disease, and
to draw the masses into active participation in the campaign.
The best agencies for fulfilling these aims were found to be

the special venereal dispensaries, now numbering more than

100 throughout Russia. As headquarters for the work stands

the Central State Venereological Institute in Moscow, under

the direction of Professor Efron. Its function is twofold;
it is the center for teaching and also the center for treatment

within the venereological field.

This Institute has not only trained doctors for practical

work in the city and county dispensaries, but has also em-

phasized the non-medical aspects of the disease, so that the

graduates are social workers as well as medical specialists.

Almost from its inception, there have been from 60 to 70

physicians there constantly as postgraduate students, all of

whom, on the completion of their studies, are stationed in the

provincial districts. Thus the backward peasant villages are

receiving not only skilled care in the treatment of venereal

disease, but are given also the benefit of an active, vigorous
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and intelligent educational campaign designed to prevent
its spread. One has only to view in a typical village dis-

pensary, the posters and the wax specimens showing graphic-

ally the physical nature of the disease; one has only to see

the moving pictures and hear the lectures on the subject;

one has only to learn of the insistence upon the importance
of Wassermann tests on mothers in the early months of

pregnancy; one has only to see the amount of prophylactic
treatment being given, in order to realize the magnitude of

the Soviet's educational campaign against venereal disease.

In addition to the special training of physicians in the State

Venereological Institute, 150 physicians are employed there

regularly, devoting their full time to the treatment of patients,

carrying on research, and making original preparations of

arsenic and bismuth for use throughout Eussia. During 1928,

more than 60,000 patients were treated in this Institute alone.

Any one may be seen entering this Institute and Russia's

dispensaries without being branded as a venereal disease

patient, for so great is the interest in the work that fully as

many people come to study or to gain information as come

to receive treatment.

As soon as a person presents himself for treatment, an

investigation of other members of the family is made, and

during these visits to the home, instruction in general sanita-

tion and in personal hygiene is carried on.

"One other interesting feature of the campaign is the work

of
'

flying-squads
' which survey whole provinces for data

regarding the incidence of venereal disease. In some villages

the percentage of the population ill with venereal disease

has been estimated at 40 per cent. This was particularly

true among the non-slavic tribes where the infection had

been introduced by the demobilized soldiers. In most peasant
districts it was found that more than 90 per cent of the people
examined were entirely ignorant of the nature and cause of

venereal disease."

The venereologists of the entire world could profitably fol-
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low this energetic campaign in Soviet Russia against a disease

that has scourged mankind from its earliest history.

Closely related to the work of stamping out venereal disease

is the program for combating prostitution and for reclaim-

ing the prostitute.

As the prostitutes presented themselves at the dispensaries
for treatment, they were isolated and taken under complete

custody by the state. While it was found that the opportunity
for easy marriage and easy divorce had a tendency to lessen

the value of prostitution as a vocation, yet a great deal of

it was carried on. Responsible for this condition was the

fact that a large number of peasant girls were flocking to

the larger cities without a guarantee of adequate employment.
The Soviet Government considers prostitution one of the

social abnormalities analogous to poverty, vagrancy and drug
addiction. Instead of confining its efforts merely to the regu-
lation of prostitution, the government has set about to eradi-

cate the social and economic factors that are responsible

for its existence. The Soviet contention is that special rules

and "moral police" do not decrease the number of prostitutes

nor the spread of venereal disease. The first step in the

new program was to include in the criminal code a provision
for punishing any one who facilitated prostitution in any

way, and for punishing any man or woman who was found

guilty of infecting another with venereal disease. The Soviet

is, at the present time, considering the enaction of a law

that will make it criminal for any man to pay a woman for

her services as a prostitute. Recognizing the fact that many
women turn to prostitution through economic necessity, the

government is making strong effort to reduce unemployment

among the women. This is perhaps the most important
method of attack. The Code of Labor provides special rules

safeguarding women from sudden loss of their jobs, and all

types of work are now open to women, including many which

were formerly considered exclusively men's work. Street

car operators and street cleaners are now nearly all women.

The protection of motherhood and the combating of venereal
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disease among prostitutes by the special venereological insti-

tutes, are other methods playing an important part in the

campaign against prostitution. Then there are the vocational

homes, where the prostitutes are taken in and taught trades,

so that they may return to normal life better fitted to combat

their economic problems. They remain in these homes from

6 to 18 months, and as soon as they are trained in vocations

they are placed usually in factories. The statistics indicate

that about 60 per cent remain reclaimed while 40 per cent

return to prostitution. Besides these direct measures, ex-

tensive cultural and educational work is carried on among
the backward classes, particularly among servants, seasonal

workers and peasant girls emigrating from the farms into

the larger cities. Also extensive cultural and educational

work is carried on among the younger men, in order to instill

in them wholesome views regarding their relation to women.

The social insurance system has already been mentioned

and also the improvement of conditions in the factories. The
laws requiring good lighting and ventilation of factories and

the providing of safety appliances are very strictly enforced.

No new industrial plant can begin operation until approved
by the government inspectors.

The working day has been reduced to 8 hours and in some
industries to 6 hours. Minors are allowed only a 6 hour

working day between the ages of 16 and 18. Between 14

and 16, the working day is no longer than 4 hours. Over-

time work is permitted only under exceptional circumstances

and then only to a limited extent, with 150 per cent pay for

the first iy2 hours and double pay after that. To increase

the speed of production in spite of the short working hours

Russia recognizes no day of rest. The individual workers

have their day off regularly, once every 5 days, but they
work in shifts, so that the working year is now 360 days and
the industry never closes down.

One of the pleasantest features of the labor program is

found in the club centers. Each group as, for instance, that

of railway employes, has its own club center, where the work-
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ers may spend the evening with their families. Here they
are given musical and dramatic productions, gymnasium work,

library facilities, motion pictures and lectures. Kindergarten
and nursery rooms for children are provided. There are

classes for those workers who are still illiterate, where they

may learn to read and write. The railway workers' club of

Moscow contains a library of 60,000 volumes. In the club

centers also the various committees meet. The workers are

encouraged to form committees for the study of their con-

ditions and through these committees to make recommenda-
tions or criticism. One may enter the committee rooms any
evening and find from ten to twenty committees of men and

women, boys and girls, so engrossed in their work that they

give the visitor no more than a casual glance.

One of the most valuable types of service which the govern-
ment gives the laborer is the care of his children in day
nurseries and kindergartens. The children are fed, bathed,

given rest periods and supervised by experts in work and

play, the care extending from 7 A.M. to 6 P.M. They are also

given frequent medical examinations and routine preventive

treatment, including vaccination against small-pox and toxin-

antitoxin for prevention of diphtheria. Not only are the

workers given the use of these day nurseries and kinder-

gartens; they are even severely penalized if they fail to use

them and leave their children poorly cared for at home.

Certain nights in the week the opera and the leading thea-

ters are turned over exclusively to the use of labor unions,

members of which can buy tickets at a very low price. Those

performances which I attended in Moscow and Leningrad were

playing to full houses. The quality of the music and drama
was excellent.

Housing conditions in the cities are still very poor and in

Moscow, especially, there is an overcrowded condition that

is appalling. However, the government is building, as fast

as its means will allow, model apartment houses for the la--

borers which are beginning to remedy the shortage of rooms.

Such is the Soviet government's labor program. Let us

see now what is being done among the peasants.
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It was clearly impossible to educate thoroughly the adult

peasant population. The plan was consequently to give them

the most needed practical education one that would teach

them successful farm methods and decent standards of living.

Russia was divided into collective farms or tilling com-

panies 430 in all. In each agricultural district, model farms

were developed for purposes of demonstration. In addition

to these farms, peasant houses or meeting places were estab-

lished in the center of each agricultural district so as to be

easily accessible to the inhabitants. These houses contain,

in graphic form, a complete system of instruction in the

methods of modern farming. Then there is a library, radio

and lecture room, a few beds and a cafeteria for visitors

whose homes are distant. Perhaps most valuable of all is

a room for the use of a social service worker and a farm
advisor. I visited two of these places, stopping in unan-

nounced, and in each instance, long lines of peasants, old

and young, men and women, were waiting to consult the

advisor. The peasants feel that these centers belong to them
and are permanent. They are not like the temporary dis-

plays of our agricultural colleges and departments of agri-

culture. The peasant is encouraged and assisted in visiting

these centers, and there everything is explained in detail to

him. I am told that many wander around a whole day at

a time, apparently fascinated and hardly saying a word. In

the smaller subdivisions of the agricultural districts are co-

operative machinery, warehouses, horses and a central station

for the distribution of good seed to the peasants. Scattered

throughout these districts, more and more model farms are

being developed which the peasants visit in great numbers.

Not only in strictly practical ways is the adult peasant

being educated. One sees now in small villages educational

centers where the peasants and their families may go to

learn to read and write, where they can listen to the radio

or see moving pictures. Eussia, by the way, produces some
excellent moving pictures, both artistic and educational. In

these centers, the peasants can also consult the doctor in

the clinic. There are now a few well-baby clinics with doctors,
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Red Cross nurses, or social service workers in attendance

to teach the mothers modern methods of feeding and care

o children.

Much as is being done to educate the adult peasant, it is to

the younger generation that Russia looks for her real progress.

Every boy must serve two years military training, and much
of the emphasis during that period is placed on general edu-

cation. Each boy going home at the end of this period is

able to read and write and is thoroughly grounded in the

essentials of hygiene and sanitation. The ideals of com-

munism are drilled into him, and although we may not approve
of communism as a political or economic system, we find

that its human ideals are high and worthy. These boys live

in clean, well ventilated barracks; they are well clothed, are

taught to read and write, listen to educational lectures and
radio concerts and have libraries available. Many study

foreign languages, while still others learn trades or modern
methods of agriculture. When one considers the fact that

90 per cent of Russia's army is composed of peasant boys,

it is apparent that such an educational program will soon

revolutionize standards of living among the peasants.

The regular public school system in Russia presents many
interesting aspects. The chief duties of the school, listed

in the order of their importance, are held to be the following :

first, the school shall train the child to the duties and respon-
sibilities of communal life; second, it shall open his eyes to

his environmental factors; third, it shall give him such aca-

demic work as is necessary to equip him for life. This academic

work does not differ greatly from ours, but, whereas our

schools usually stress it most, the Russian schools put their

greatest effort into the two other phases of work namely,
the teaching of communal duties and the orientation of the

child to his environment.

The problem of mentally defective children is being at-

tacked with singular thoroughness and vision by the People's

Commissariat for Education. According to the best statistics,

3 per cent of children of school age in Soviet Russia are men-
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tally defective. The actual number of mentally defective

children, then, if we estimate on the basis of these statistics,

would be about 300,000. Only those children who are capable
of acquiring knowledge and educational habits are accepted
in Russia's

"
Special Schools" for mentally defective chil-

dren. The imbeciles and idiots are sent to institutions

designed for them alone.

The children in the "Special Schools" are trained in the

principles of communal obligation, the same as in the public

schools. Also, throughout the whole school system, the aim

is to provide the essential habits and knowledge required

for labor activity and cultural life, and to arouse in the chil-

dren a lively interest in their surroundings. Moral education

in the broad sense, occupies the first place and abstract book

learning is secondary. Because of the mental limitations

of the children in the "Special Schools," abstract learning

occupies a place of very slight importance. Much attention

is given to the cultivation of independence, initiative and

the power of concentration. Special opportunity is provided
for developing the child 's receptory organs and motor centers,

and his sense of orientation (time and space). Also, defects

in speech, hearing, and vision are corrected whenever pos-

sible. Handicraft or vocational training is stressed, since

the mentally defective in future life will be capable of doing
little else than physical labor. The training usually extends

from the preschool period through the school to the final

vocational stage. In this last stage in the educational process,

the mentally defective adolescent gains final vocational train-

ing in some handicraft.

One of Russia's pressing problems has been that of caring

for her homeless children. While handicapped by lack of

funds, the government has had to house and care for appal-

lingly large numbers of these waifs. Many of these were

products of the general laxity immediately following the in-

auguration of the new divorce laws. Many more were left

orphans during the famine and the epidemics that swept over

Russia in 1921 to 1923. The war and the revolution had
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left still others fatherless. In 1920, there were about one

and one-half million homeless children in Russia, which the

government was still unable to house and support. We have

all heard how these children assembled in bands, how

experience taught them to get their food and clothing

from the garbage cans and the rag piles; how they learned

to steal and to dodge detection like the desperate and crafty

little animals they were; how, in spite of their struggle for

existence, four out of every five finally died of disease, starva-

tion or exposure. Today in Russia, one can see the survivors

of those original million and a half.
' '

Bezprizorni
"
they are

called the Russian word for homeless. One can spot them

anywhere, by their ragged clothes, their hardened faces, their

crafty yet self-reliant air. In Moscow I have seen them

asleep in the rain on the sidewalk, hanging on the back of

streetcars, sitting on the curb eating garbage out of their

caps. The government has homes for them now, but the

Bezprizorni will not stay. Accustomed from infancy to

roaming the streets, they chafe under the restriction of in-

stitutional life. When rounded up and put in a home, they
will stay a few days long enough to enjoy several good
meals and then disappear. The superintendent of one or-

phanage told me that a group of the Bezprizorni who
were under his charge not only ran away but took his little

boy with them. To Russian children there is a certain lure

in the independent, adventurous life of these young vagabonds.
I was told that many parents in Russia live in fear that their

children may run away and join the band. That is the threat

that the unruly boy holds over his parents; "If I can't have

my way, I'll go and join the Bezprizorni."

In one or two notable cases, the work of educating of

domesticating one might say these Bezprizorni is being

carried on successfully. These cases present unusual op-

portunities for study of the subject of problem and criminal

children.

Soviet Russia is the one country in the world, so far as

I know, in which the idea of retributive punishment of crime
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has been completely discarded. The prisons are now con-

verted into vocational training schools. As yet no statistics

are available to indicate the result of this system on the total

amount of crime in Russia, but as time goes on, we should

find there an interesting field for study. The policy that

criminals should be reclaimed and fitted for life whenever

possible is beginning to take hold in our own country. Within

the next few years Russia may present facts indicating the

result of this policy when carried to the extreme, and those

facts should be most significant.

The Soviet government places no moral restriction on sex-

ual relationship. Working against promiscuity, however, are

practical measures designed to impress upon the people the

value of a clean body. Among the pioneer Youth and Com-

somol Youths the attainment of physical perfection is almost

a religion. Also in these organizations, so much stress is

placed upon constructive communal work that sex problems
do not loom up as all-important, as they often do in a society

less absorbingly engaged in work.

The government carries on an extensive campaign in the

teaching of contraceptive measures. Every clinic of any size

has a birth control department. Women both single and

married are urged to visit these clinics and to acquaint them-

selves with the information made available. The government
is desirous of limiting families to a reasonable size and will

give all possible aid in accomplishing this end. The clinic

workers find that in connection with their educational work

in birth control, they have an opportunity to clear up many
sex problems which exist between husbands and wives.

In spite of some good results from the birth control clinics,

the government found that the number of births did not ap-

preciably decrease, especially among the more illiterate and

less intelligent laboring classes, in which it was most desirable

to reduce the size of the families. This fact had much to

do with the inauguration of the law legalizing abortions.

It is now made easy for any woman to have an abortion

performed if she can show that she already has a family
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of five or six, that it is economically inadvisable for her to

have a child at that time or that she is physically unfit. Com-

paring this standard with our own, according to which an

abortion can be performed legally only in case of physical

unfitness, we see that the Soviet has recognized two addi-

tional factors as having an important bearing on the case,

namely, the size of the existing family and the economic

condition. Furthermore, while we stipulate that a woman
must have tuberculosis of the lungs, heart disease or kidney
disease before her pregnancy can be interrupted, a much
wider latitude of physical disability is given the Russian

woman. A trained commission acts as advisor for every
woman applying for an abortion. If she is found to be physic-

ally and economically fit to have her baby and if her family
is not already too large, she is urged in every possible way
to continue with the pregnancy. About 25 per cent of the

women who have applied for abortion, when so approached,
decide to have their babies. The others, who still insist upon
the termination of pregnancy, are allowed abortions, per-

formed scientifically under hygienic conditions, without cost.

So far as I could tell, there is no evidence of any break-up
of the family as an established institution in Russia. Family
life among the peasants is much the same as it has been

in the past, except for the fact that the hygienic, educational

and recreational elements have been improved. In the urban

centers, however, family life has been altered. Due to the

inability of the government to house adequately the popula-

tion, communal family life has developed. Many families

use the same kitchen or even occupy the same apartment.
The government cares for hundreds of children of the factory

workers in the day nurseries and rest homes. The state takes

a paternal interest in every child born, considering the su-

pervision of his health and education a worthwhile investment

for the future. In spite of a certain amount of communal

life, however, there seems to be no break-up of the family

as a permanent institution.

It is relatively easy to marry and unmarry in Russia today,
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but the novelty of this privilege has already worn off and it

is not generally abused. In the peasant districts the new
law has had little effect on the stability of marriage. In the

cities, as stated elsewhere in this paper, after the inaugura-
tion of the new marriage and divorce laws, the number of

homeless children became appallingly large. Now the stability
of marriage is considered to be not less than in other coun-

tries. One may secure a divorce without the consent of the

other party to the marriage after marriage has been in force

24 hours. If there are children each parent must contribute

to their support up to 50 per cent of his income. There is

nothing analogous to alimony. Thus an undesirable type
of marriage with which in this country we are all too

familiar the purely mercenary marriage is eradicated.

If the unmarried woman in Russia desires to have a child,

she need not be dismayed by economic or social considera-

tions. Her pregnancy is protected by the state. The child

is not illegitimate but is accepted as a regular and respected
member of society. The unmarried pregnant mother cannot

be dismissed from the factory or office where she works,
and she must be given a six weeks' vacation on full pay
before and after the birth of her child. There are factory

day nurseries or creches where she may leave the infant dur-

ing the day, and the factory laws require that she be given
free time during the day to nurse her baby. Although there

is some hostility among registered wives toward the woman
who becomes pregnant out of wedlock, she does not lose her

reputation or her job because she has a child. If the father

of the child can be identified he is required to contribute to

its support, but is not required to marry the girl. When
he is accused by the girl, he must, in order to avoid sup-

porting the child, prove that he has never had intimate rela-

tions with its mother during the period when conception must
have taken place. If it can be proved that the woman had

the same relationship with other men during the same period,

the law may hold them all responsible and tax them each

accordingly. The burden of proof, therefore, does not rest
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on the woman but is placed squarely upon the man. If the

father cannot be identified, and the mother is not able to

support her child, the state assumes the responsibility for

its support.

Viewing Russia's new social program as a whole, one cannot

help being impressed by its completeness, its comprehensive-

ness, its courageous penetration to the root of social ills in

the effort to build a new order upon a sound foundation.

Compared with such a program, measures for social better-

ment in the United States seem disorganized and superficial.

In our public health work, in our care of problem and

dependent children, in our educational and mental hygiene
work among the poorer classes, in our approach to most of

our social ills, we are all too prone to regard our system as

immutable and to concentate therefore upon brightening up
the surface, where only a complete overhauling can be in any

way adequate. We are dealing (with a great display of

earnestness and energy) with the maladjusted citizen, with

the indigent, with the physically unfit; we are doing, mean-

while, comparatively little toward the systematic eradication

of the factors in American life which result in these end-prod-
ucts. We shall not, of course, adopt communism. We may
not need to institute as many changes as Russia has found

necessary. Yet Russia's program should give us food for

thought. It stands as proof of what can be done when a people
are willing to discard all decayed timber in order to build a

new structure on a sound foundation.
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At the onset of this presentation I should like to remark
that I am going to consider the subject of social hygiene from

the viewpoint of a practitioner of medicine, as well as from
that of a teacher of medicine. Although my present vocation

is largely teaching, nevertheless I feel qualified to speak as

a general practitioner because of 14 years spent practicing

medicine, chiefly as an internist, but one who came in contact

with many phases of medicine other than the diagnosis and

treatment of diseases of the internal organs of the body. As
a teacher of medicine I have been engaged in the instruction

of students more or less intensively since 1911. I feel, there-

fore, that I can scan the problems that we are discussing today
from a dual standpoint the effect that the social hygiene

enigma has on the individual physician and his reactions to it,

and the consideration of the incompleteness of thorough
instruction in the social diseases, which, I will point out in a

few minutes, occurs with a disturbing frequency.

The practitioner of medicine comes in contact with the social

diseases in many ways. The ramifications of the effects that

such diseases have upon the individual and upon the com-

munity probably are clearer to physicians than to any other

group of people. A family doctor does not limit his practice

entirely to the care of pay patients. He deals with and works

with the sick in clinics and in hospital wards, as well as in

the home. He is thus enabled to view the deleterious results

of venereal diseases upon those into whose lives he attains

closer contact than any other outsider, as well as in those

whom he is rather inclined to group in his mind as a series

of persons whose individuality is not so definitely impressed
483
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upon his own personality. The doctor thus can appreciate the

tremendous effect upon an individual and a family when
venereal disease is present in one of its members. He can

appreciate the economic, the sociologic and the personal
results of any disease upon the sick person and his relations,

not referring to social diseases specifically. When sickness

and venereal disease occur simultaneously, however, it is

obvious that the immediate and even the remote effects are

exaggerated and greatly accentuated. With his group pa-

tients, that is the patients who are seen in a general clinic

and hospital service, in whom the personal relationship
between doctor and patient plays a comparatively slight role,

the physician really obtains a broader grasp of the subject of

social hygiene, although not the same direct personal impres-

sion, than he does with the private patient. In making the

rounds of a general ward and observing people in a consid-

erable number in a general clinic, he can appreciate more

fully than by his own personal contact with the limited

number of patients about whose life he knows almost every-

thing, the tremendous influence for evil or for harm that

syphilis can exert and he commences to realize when large

groups of patients are observed, the frequency with which

this disease affects the general population. At best, the

individual physician obtains general impressions which are

not subject to statistical proof. The evidence that venereal

diseases are responsible for the extremely high incidence of

sickness depends upon the collected figures and data of

others those who have made a systematic study of the social

diseases and upon their presence in large sections of peoples
of a given district or area. All this I shall dilate upon later,

and I shall depend upon the information that has been

obtained by the massing of statistics in large cross-sections of

the general population.

The practitioner of medicine is often prone, I believe, to

consider social hygiene in a somewhat different sense than

does the average lay individual. This is perhaps not difficult

of explanation, because to the medical person social hygiene is
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conceived of as referring to the hygiene of society as a whole.

Yet for some peculiar reason, the proper etymologic use of

the two words in the English speaking countries, at least,

has been perverted by the laity and in speaking of social

hygiene it is common for them to think of those diseases which

are decidedly anti-social. The physician is inclined to consider

social hygiene as personal and general hygiene the care of

the body of an individual, or disease prevention of people in

totality, rather than considering social hygiene in its rela-

tionship to the several specific venereal diseases. He is also

wont to forget that there are extremely many phases of social

hygiene and that the whole general subject includes such sub-

divisions as the teaching of sex hygiene, the restraint of

prostitution, the economic factors that come into play in the

presence of social diseases, the importance of the moral aspect

in the prevention of social diseases, the control of definite

communicable diseases and the late effects of such diseases.

The physician is intensely individualistic. He rebels at

measures which to him may seem to curtail his personal rela-

tionship to the patient and for a time at least many doctors

were bitterly opposed to the reporting of communicable vene-

real diseases. Fortunately the physician has begun to appre-

ciate and realize that diseases which may be transmitted from

individual to individual can only be controlled by municipal,

state or governmental agencies and that such a control is

bound to be ineffectual and inconclusive without definite

information and knowledge of the extent and of the degree
and the incidence and the presence of these diseases. Such

figures can only be obtained by his personal cooperation, and

measures which demand of him the reporting of venereal

diseases are only part of the general scheme of control of

any contagious disease, be it diphtheria or gonorrhea. The

early antagonism of the physician to reporting a social disease

in one of the private patients who had come to him for treat;

ment has now very largely vanished and it is thus possible

to obtain very definite information concerning the prevalence
of venereal diseases. As a result of the reporting of these
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particular communicable infections, not only is a knowledge

concerning the breadth and extent of these diseases becoming-

general knowledge which is definite, specific and trust-

worthy, based upon reliable figures and not merely generalized

impressions but also information is being obtained as to

the early casual factors responsible for the dissemination of

these diseases. It follows as a corollary of what has been said

that exact information should be obtained not only from a

physician as to the incidence of venereal disease, but also

definite data upon many other not strictly medical factors

should be assembled in order to assist and help those respon-
sible for venereal disease control, woefully inadequate, as

contrasted with the public health management of the usual

contagious diseases, such as diphtheria, scarlet fever or

meningitis, because of the lack of epidemiologic, forensic, or

social facts. It is possible to learn by the experience of

others, it is true, but in a given community, as for example
here in New Orleans, more complete and more thorough effort

to eradicate these diseases will be possible only if it is known

when, where and how foci of infection develop, spread and

extend in the community. Such information is possible only

through a survey of a given community, for many factors play
a part in the spread of the venereal diseases and many varia-

tions in these agents will occur in different cities and sections

of the country. Thus in the South the Negro completely alters

the picture as contrasted with a city such as Detroit or New
Haven where the Negro population is extremely small.

The physician is prone, when he thinks of social hygiene
in specific terms, to consider only his own relationship to

the social diseases and to hold that it is largely a problem
of the profession of medicine and science of medicine or that

at the most these diseases are likely to be of importance to the

closely related professions of nursing or to the social worker

who investigates and follows up cases reported by him to

them. But social hygiene touches as well the other two learned

professions, the law and the church. It touches not only the

medical sciences, but also biology, sociology, pedagogy, physi-
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ology, psychology. The problem of the control of venereal

diseases awaits solution and its solution must depend on the

correlation of other sciences and professions with medicine.

The church and law, the minister and the lawyer, maybe valued

contributors to the answer of the enigma. I would reiterate,

the question of the control of these diseases depends upon the

cooperation of the members of many vocations and upon the

help and assistance given by many sciences. The relationship

of the social diseases to the law hardly needs to be dilated

upon nor does the influence of the church need to be recounted.

It is obvious that the earliest.approach to the control of social

diseases that will check them before they actually exist lies

in the instruction of the youth through the church, through
the parent and through the teacher. Early instruction of the

child and the young individual in biology of sex, the evils of

failure to observe sex laws and the disabilities which are

likely to occur as a result of such infractions, is a subject which

could be handled by others probably better than by the family

physician. The most specific and definite help by scientists in

the control of the social diseases after they do truly exist

will come through the cooperation of the bacteriologist and
the pharmacologist in affecting a satisfactory, a safe and a

reliable measure to cure gonorrheal infections. Until this is

done and a more or less standardized effectual treatment

elaborated, the chaotic condition which now exists in the

treatment of this disease will not be done away with.

The practitioner of medicine comes in close contact with the

venereal diseases. The average man who engages in general

practice has always a certain number of infected individuals

to treat. Some of these patients are patients who come as

a result of fresh infection. Many of them, and they make up
a bulk of the internist's practice in these diseases, are those

who are suffering from the late, or tertiary, effects of syphilis.

Individuals with fresh infection are not only capable of com-

municating the disease to another, but they are sick indi-

viduals and they are often those who are responsible for the

care and the bringing up and the support of families. An
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indication of the widespread treatment of the venereal dis-

eases by the general practitioner may be obtained from a

recent study of a joint committee appointed by the Massachu-

setts Society of Public Health and the Massachusetts Society
for Social Hygiene which is reported upon by Crabtree.* This

survey yields some very interesting information concerning
the relationship of the general practitioner in medicine to

the venereal disease problem. It demonstrates very clearly

how closely the medical man comes in contact with the social

diseases as they occur with pay patients. Crabtree says that

according to the available data from various sources, it seems

fair to assume that 75 per cent of the total venereal disease

cases are in the hands of private physicians and over 50 per
cent in the hands of the general practitioner. A goodly num-
ber of venereal disease patients are treated in clinics main-

tained either by private resources or supported by municipal
or state appropriations. However, it has been shown that

90 per cent of the acute cases of gonorrheal infection and

76 per cent of early syphilis were treated by local physicians.

In Cleveland 67 per cent of the former and 50 per cent of all

stages of syphilis were treated privately. In an unmentioned

town in Massachusetts in which there are 72 physicians and

no specialists in venereal diseases, physicians were treating

178 of the 271 cases of venereal disease in that town. In this

Massachusetts survey, 25 cities and 24 towns are represented
in a questionnaire which was sent out to 106 physicians in

these communities. Only 11 of the doctors were located in

Boston. This seems to be a very accurate cross-section of

opinion in communities of all sizes, whether rural or urban.

Three-fourths of these physicians treat venereal diseases.

Most of this 75 per cent treat both of the two important types

of venereal diseases, although some refuse to treat syphilis.

The general practitioner has a real dislike to handling these

specific diseases. They for the most part treat them as a

matter of duty, 86.5 per cent reporting that they treat

* E. Granville Crabtree, The Physician Speaks for Himself Concerning Venereal

Diseases, New England Journal of Medicine, 201:362, 1929.
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venereal diseases because they think they should. The general

practitioner appreciates and realizes that there is inadequate
treatment for a very large percentage of syphilitic cases. It is

obvious that in a disease in which there is no pain, no dis-

comfort and no obvious manifestations, and in which the

patient to all intents and purposes is well, certainly well as

far as any subjective sensations go, only the most intelligent

cooperation of an individual and his intelligent appreciation
of subsequent effects will permit the thorough eradication

of the disease. Patients cannot see the necessity of continuing
to pay fairly large sums for treatment when they feel well.

There are also a certain number of patients who naturally
feel that the greater the amount of secrecy connected with

their disease the less likely that the secret mil be spread and

they stop before they are cured. They may think they

are, but the doctor know^s better. Undoubtedly, the patient's

ignorance of the seriousness of the disease and also economic

factors are responsible largely for incomplete treatment a

treatment which if not persistently and thoroughly carried

out for a long period of time will not eradicate syphilis.

Unless this is done it will not stop the latent tertiary effects

which affect the individual when he is past the age of 40.

The general practitioner, or at least he who devotes his

life largely to the treatment of internal diseases, appreciates
the widespread dispersion throughout the body of the specific

parasite which is responsible for syphilis. He knows that

it lodges most frequently in certain sections of the anatomy,
as for example, the central nervous system, the blood-vessels

or the liver, but he knows also that no organ of the body is

exempt from the invasion and growth of these organisms and
that other less frequently involved organs may also be

attacked and disease develop in them. He sees, moreover,
that heart disease is extremely rife in adult life. It is respon-
sible for a greater number of deaths in individuals who are

past the age of 30 than any one cause and the late cardio-

vascular effects of syphilis represent about one-third of these

deaths. This represents deaths, let it be understood, and does
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not take into account the years of disablement which may
precede death and in which the victim is an economic loss to

himself, his family and the community an actual liability

in many cases.

Again to illustrate from figures near at home, it may be

said that in New Orleans in the year 1929 there were 702

deaths per 100,000 population among the Negroes from heart

disease. Contrast these figures with those of the white popu-
lation among whom there were 382 deaths per 100,000 popu-
lation. The explanation is obvious. The disease, syphilis, is

extremely prevalent among the Negro race. Their ignorance
is such that rarely is eradicating treatment carried out in

the early stages and consequently syphilitic heart disease is

very much more common among them than it is among the

whites. Almost twice as many Negroes die from heart disease

as from tuberculosis and three times as many whites from
heart disease as from tuberculosis. Tuberculosis prevention
is stressed and taught with a force and vigorousness which

has resulted in a tremendous decrease in the incidence of the

disease. The prevention of syphilitic heart disease should

be stressed equally forcibly. Cardiovascular disease repre-
sents the most frequent manifestation in the tertiary stage of

this disease.

The general practitioner has been taught by statistics that

the next most frequent system of the body that is attacked

by syphilis is the central nervous system. It contributes 4 per
cent of the population to our insane asylums. There are

under constant institutional care for general paresis and

syphilis of the central nervous system 12,300 persons in the

United States, according to a Bureau of Census Bulletin.

The physician realizes that the reported cases of syphilis

exceed all other contagious and reportable diseases twice

as many cases are reported in New Orleans as the next dis-

ease, influenza and that gonorrhea stands fifth in the list.

He knows, furthermore, that ophthalmia neonatorum is

responsible for 3 per cent of all the blindness in this country.

These figures are often quoted and are quite familiar, but he
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is unaware of some of the statistics that are presented by
Assistant Surgeon General Parran of the United States Public

Health Service.* Negroes make up approximately 10 per cent

of the population of the United States. Wassermann surveys
show that approximately 18 per cent of the Negroes are

positive. In a group of 2,300 Negroes in rural communities

24 per cent of the entire population of over one year of age had

positive Wassermann reactions. The incidence of venereal

disease, with only a most brief and rapid physical examina-

tion, showed that 56.7 per thousand of the second million of

men drafted during the World War had venereal disease.

Maternity hospitals show almost 7 per cent of the admissions

have positive Wassermann reactions. It is not generally
known that in the United States there are approximately

423,000 new cases of syphilis under treatment in the early

stages of the disease and almost 700,000 new cases of gonor-
rhea each year. Expressed in somewhat different figures, the

general practitioner probably would be surprised to know that

of 1,000 males, 95 are affected with syphilis by the time they
reach the age of 25; of 1,000 females, 62 would be infected

by the time they reach the same age.

The general practitioner, if he has not studied the question,

will be dumbfounded to know that it is estimated by the

same authority that the number of non-effective days as a

result of the social diseases would approximate 21 million

in the adult male working population a financial loss very

conservatively estimated at 84 million dollars per annum

resulting from this loss of time at work. In round figures

it may be stated also that from 15 million to 30 million dollars

is spent in medical care of ambulatory patients with venereal

disease. In the marine hospitals, representing a very small

group of patients, the present annual cost to the government
is about one million dollars a year for the treatment of these

diseases. Parran says, also, that the institutional care of the

insane as a result of syphilis is possibly somewhat slightly

* Thomas Parran and Lida Usilton, The Extent of the Problem of Gonorrhea
and Syphilis in the United States, Journal of Social Hygiene, XVI: 31, 1930.
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under 12 million dollars, but this figure is based upon a very
low hospital rate per day.

o I have referred already to the larg^, number of beds occu-

pied in the medical wards of general hospitals by patients

who are suffering from the late effects of venereal diseases.

In 1916 I investigated the incidence of syphilitic disease in

the wards of the Presbyterian Hospital in Philadelphia and

found that 20.58 per cent of the patients in our service

were there because of the late manifestations of syphilis.

Virtually the same figures have been obtained in other institu-

tional studies higher in some places and lower in others, but

all indicating that syphilis is an extremely widespread disease

which is responsible for the hospitalization of about one-fifth

of the patients who come to the medical service alone, and this

does not take into consideration services other than the

medical.

I should like to add a word or two as to the importance of

these diseases in medical school instruction. The four years
that a student spends in medical school are so crowded that

necessarily many subjects have to be dealt with briefly and

concisely and certain phases of medicine which should be dealt

with more or less fully and completely have to be abbre-

viated. This statement applies to the social and public health

aspects of venereal diseases. The student is taught the

importance of syphilis, hours are spent in teaching him to

recognize the various skin, bone or heart manifestations of

the disease. The care of the patient and treatment of the

disease are duly impressed upon the mind of the medical

neophyte, but the importance of determining the focus of

infection in the clearing up of this disease is, I fear, not suffi-

ciently emphasized. In taking the history of the patient with

pulmonary tuberculosis, one of the most important details is

the determination of some possible contact which might have

resulted in the transmission of the disease. If this is dis-

covered, it is considered almost as important to trace down

this contact and put him under supervision as it is to care

for the individual infected, but this public health measure
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does not apply to the venereal diseases. They are recognized

and properly treated, but their importance as a communicable

disease is not sufficiently stressed.

As a general practitioner, I have not dwelt upon the sad,

often tragic results of venereal infection in the family. Too

many instances are observed by every practitioner of medicino

of some of the effects of venereal infection upon the life of

an innocent individual to need to recall to the physician

tragedies that arise in such households nor does it seem

necessary to recount to others pathetic instances which are

constantly coming into the vision of the practitioner of

medicine. Suffice it to say that they occur with a regularity

which is absolutely appalling.

In conclusion I should like to accentuate a few of the impres-
sions of social hygiene that a general practitioner derives

from his contact with patients in the practice of medicine.

First, he becomes aware of the ubiquitousness of the social

diseases. Second, he appreciates the tremendous number

of sick individuals who must receive treatment for the primary
or the late manifestations of these conditions. Third, early

in his practice he learns that the venereal diseases are respon-

sible for a frightful toll in health, vigor, and soundness of

body; that the economic losses from these diseases alone are

frightfully impressive. Lastly, he is cognizant from his very
first days in the medical school that syphilis is the most ruth-

less destroyer of health in the realm of disease.
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EDITORIALS

PUBLICITY IN PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

A promising series of studies in social hygiene education

has been planned during the summer. The problem for which
solutions are sought is: How may present knowledge and

experience be applied to maximum advantage in attracting,

treating, and following-up the portion of the population in-

fected with syphilis and gonorrhea?
It was decided to make a special study of the essentials

of educational and public information measures for accom-

plishing this purpose, including the scientific and sociologic

bases for lectures, pamphlets, placards, publicity, and other

means directed toward attaining the goal of early diagnosis
and adequate treatment for all infected persons and of pro-
tection from infection for the balance of the population. It

was also decided to select three or more cities in which to

test the application of such measures.

Three of these demonstration areas are Chicago, New York
and Boston. The first of the programs adopted for these

areas was launched in New York early in October under the

auspices of the Bellevue-Yorkville Health Demonstration.

The cooperating agencies announced as sponsoring the "
So-

cial Hygiene Educational Campaign" are the Department
of Health of New York City, the New York Tuberculosis

and Health Association, and the American Social Hygiene
Association. Information about the details will be sent read-

ers on request and it is planned to publish a journal article

on the results in due course.

This significant and timely series of studies which has the

encouragement and support of public health officials and
medical as well as lay groups and organizations, such as the

Eosenwald Fund and the Milbank Memorial Fund, should be

followed closely by everyone interested in the social hygiene
movement. It is generally recognized that publicity in pre-
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ventive medicine has a proper place ;
but the defining of that

place and the drawing of a clear line between ethical publicity
for the benefit of public health, and the personal advertise-

ment of one or more physicians or the personnel of clinics

or other institutions, constitutes a hitherto unsolvable prob-
lem. If this series of studies succeeds in adding anything
whatever to our knowledge on this point, it will have justified

all the costs.

RELIGION AND SOCIAL HYGIENE

Commenting upon the aims, methods, and technique of so-

cial hygiene one of the Association's board of directors has

written a letter relative to the White House Conference pro-

gram mentioned in the October editorial.
" There are so many points which I would like to single

out for approval that I think I had better, instead, mass
them all together in a blanket enthusiastic approval. . . .

There is one matter which I miss entirely. The subject
of religion as a guide and dynamic in the field of sex

education is not mentioned except in a very brief indirect word
or two throughout the four thousand word report,* and is

not mentioned at all in the condensed report. We of course

understand the practical difficulty in this matter, but I really

believe it is a serious omission, not only because it is omitting
an important factor in the whole problem, but also because

for reasons of policy the omission will tend strongly to alien-

ate the sympathies of a vast number of people including a

large proportion of capable leadership of the nation. The

great religious groups of the country reading the report and

finding in it no mention, or at most a mere incidental mention
of what to them is a basic and for many the basic factor in

sex education, will I fear be very unfavorably impressed.
5 J

The author proceeds with most helpful suggestions for

eliciting the sympathies and cooperation so urgently needed

* This refers to a tentative report of the Conference Sob-committee on Social

Hygiene in relation to child health and protection.
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from the large religious groups. It is pointed out that the

Association nearly a decade ago outlined a program in which

religion was given its place in the field. "Throughout this

decade, however, it has practically disappeared from social

hygiene literature." The writer, of course, knows what ex-

tensive and encouraging activities are now being carried on

by organized church and other religious bodies in cooperation
with the American Social Hygiene Association and affiliated

agencies ;
but his point is well made that social hygiene pro-

grams and propaganda, as such, do not stress religion ade-

quately as an essential source of ideals and motivation. He

says: "I honestly believe that this has been one of the very

greatest deterrents to more whole-hearted cooperation on the

part of the religious forces of the country."
This practical response to requests for suggestion and com-

ment on the proposed social hygiene report has been placed
before the White House Conference Committee and the Execu-

tive Committee of this Association, both of whom are deeply

appreciative and hopeful that other members will express
their views about the activities and program of the Associa-

tion and of other agencies influencing the social hygiene
movement.

EQUINOCTIAL GALES

About this time of year most social agencies take account

of stock and begin their struggles with budget making for

the next year. Wall Street quotations, crop reports, the

President's comments on national economic questions, finan-

cial forecasts, personal opinions and "hunches" are scanned

anxiously. Finance and Executive Committees sit on opposite

sides of the council table and endeavor to balance program

against budget while executive staffs wait breathlessly, con-

vinced that the fate of the world hangs in that balance. How
to make half as much money go twice as far in 1931 as in

1930 seems to be the prevailing situation in health and social

work at this time. The public should consider the needs

of these organizations as a vital factor in human welfare and
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conservation, along with farm problems, unemployment, and

other great national questions ;
and considering, should choose

carefully what agencies and programs must be supported no

matter how severe may be the
' '

equinoctial gales" through
which we are passing. Naturally the American Social Hy-
giene Association and affiliated agencies believe that they

belong in the indispensable list and desire a chance to prove
it to all who have any doubt in the matter.

i

THE ESSENCE OF QUACKERY

The harm done by quacks and those who sell nostrums for

the self-treatment of syphilis and gonorrhea is still incalcul-

ably great in all parts of the world.

It is not always easy to say whether an individual has one

of these diseases. Years of training in a medical school and

in hospitals under expert supervision are required to qualify

a doctor to make a correct diagnosis and he must have, in

addition, modern laboratory equipment available for the

investigation of these diseases.

It is easy for an untrained person to mistake syphilis or

gonorrhea for other diseases. To a patient who has syphilis

or gonorrhea an incorrect diagnosis may be a great disaster

threatening his health and life, and that of his family.

It is almost as great a misfortune to mistake other con-

ditions for syphilis or gonorrhea. In such cases the patient

is led to believe that he has a serious and often fatal disease

and that he is a danger to his family and friends. He is

unnecessarily subjected to severe mental strain and long and

expensive treatments
;
he may be forbidden the normal satis-

faction of marriage and parenthood; his happiness and that

of his family may be destroyed.

No human is infallible. Mistakes are sometimes made even

by highly trained medical practitioners. The quack, however,

willfully deceives and lies in order to exploit the patient. He
often leads the patient to believe that some simple condition

is syphilis or gonorrhea in order to frighten the patient and

so to obtain more money from him. He promises speedy
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cure in order to extract larger fees. No one ever heard of a

quack actually treating a patient free of charge or continuing
treatment after the patient's money was gone as physicians
so generously do. The essence of quackery is the will to

deceive sick people in order to obtain money from them.

The manufacture and sale of nostrums for the self-treat-

ment of syphilis or gonorrhea is a kind of quackery. The

proper treatment of these conditions requires supervision by
a physician. Drugs which are administered must be carefully

adjusted to the patient's physical condition and the progress
of his disease. How, then, is it possible for a patent medicine

to be effective in the self-treatment of these diseases'? It is

manifestly impossible. The "medicine" handed down from
a shelf for the self-treatment of syphilis, the pills and washes

passed out for the self-treatment of gonorrhea would do more

good if they were thrown into the gutter. They are manu-
factured and sold not for the welfare of patients but for

the profits and they are large which such "remedies"

bring.

In cases of syphilis and gonorrhea the doctor's problem
is made more difficult if some ignorant person such as a quack
or the patient himself has tinkered with the disease. Such

meddling always decreases the possibility of satisfactory re-

sults when after trying this and that, and going here and

there, to quack and drug stores, the patient at last comes

to the proper source of treatment, namely, the physician.

Uninformed people still believe in the magical results which

quacks and patent medicine vendors so glibly promise. Until

the public is better instructed, until quackery is rigorously

suppressed, exploitation of the sick will continue.
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NEWS AND ABSTRACTS

Whose Responsibility? Under this heading the Social Hygiene
Association of Kentucky writes as follows :

There is a mistaken idea among many that the medical phase of

social hygiene belongs to the physician, the social phase to the police

and the educational phase to the teacher and the school, when in

reality the responsibility for a one hundred per cent standard of

social hygiene (social health) rests equally upon every person in

the community. The quality of our family life cannot improve
or even hold its own unless all of the various agencies devoted to

human betterment cooperate intelligently and continually to conserve,

reinforce and add to the values of the family and the individual.

The parents, the school, the church, the public cannot hope to shift

the burden of child guidance, character training and social health.

Our human society is so complex and so full of exploitation of the

weak by the strong, for gain, so full of ignorance and false ideas,

that we cannot depend upon any one method or agency for the safety

of youth. Ways must be devised to protect them against the influences

of a society which is so ready to exploit their ignorance. It is folly

to attempt to train and guide youth and at the same time allow them

to develop in the poisonous environment of many communities and

homes.

The association has prepared a small handbook entitled "Whose

Responsibility?," which is ready for free distribution and which leaves

no question of doubt as to this divided responsibility.

What May a Community Hope for from a Social Hygiene Insti-

tute? At least the following :

1. A greatly increased intelligence and more active public opinion
on all civic problems.

2. An increased body of leadership for any desirable forward step.

3. An improvement in laws, law enforcement, social protection of

youth, and in the control of prostitution, sex delinquency, illegitimacy,

and venereal disease, in direct proportion to the interest and effort

expended.

4. A gradually increasing interest in, and capacity for, sex educa-
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tion of the young in the home and by other agencies concerned with

youth.

5, A closer cooperation between the home and outside agencies,

making for better control of delinquency.

6. Generation by generation, a better understanding of, and a

finer attitude toward, sex as a constructive factor in successful life.

Better parenthood, more successful family education, and children

who, because more effectively introduced to sex-social life, are in

their turn more capable of starting the new cycle at a slightly higher

level.

The Committee on Equal Moral Standards of the International

Council of Women held two important sessions during the conven-

tion of the International Council of Women held in Vienna in June.

Mme. Avril de Ste Croix of Paris, International Convenor, presided

and created much interest by her presentation of the work of the

Council in the League of Nations. The resolutions adopted were as

follows :

I. That serious study should be undertaken of the various means

of caring for and finding employment for prostitutes who are re-

patriated or rather expelled from a country, and of the societies

willing to undertake such work.

II. Further considering that women of whatever age or character

should not be the objects of commerce this Committee asks the

National Councils to press for the elimination of any age of limit

in laws which may regulate such traffic.

III. Considering the great service that has been, and can be,

rendered by police women and by women auxiliaries in police work

urges the Advisory Committee of the League of Nations to continue

the study of the question and hopes that governments which have

not so far created such a service will do so without delay.

IV. Considering the great danger not only for young people, but

for general moral conditions, of the circulation and sale of obscene

literature urges the National Councils should insist that their govern-

ments should adopt the resolutions voted on at Geneva and put

them in force.

V. The Committee would also remind the National Councils of

the resolutions passed last year with regard to the welfare of seamen

in ports and urges the National Councils to do all their power
to provide better conditions for seamen while at the same time being
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on the watch that no special penal sanitary measures are enacted

against women whether as prostitutes or in a promiscuous group.

Mme. de Ste Croix stressed the absolute necessity (if the women
wish that the governments handle in a human and decent manner
the expelled prostitutes) for all women's associations and rescue

workers to give their cooperation to their governments in giving a

list of all those who are willing to cooperate, in each country, and

in publishing the results obtained in countries where this cooperation
exists.

Syphilis in the Bourgas District of Bulgaria. A report relative to

the existence of syphilis in certain sections of Bulgaria submitted

by Dr. M. D. Mackenzie has recently been made by the League of

Nations. The following excerpts are taken from the investigator's

report :

The inquiry had its origin partly in the government and partly
in the Commissariat for the Settlement of Bulgarian Refugees.

The Bulgarian government which has already taken energetic and

extensive steps both to determine the amount of syphilis existing

in rural districts and also to advise on treatment, is handicapped

by budgetary considerations and shortage of personnel. As a result

of a recent visit of the King of Bulgaria to the Bourgas district

the question of syphilis in this district has become one in which the

king has expressed his deep personal interest, and requested detailed

information regarding the steps already taken and the steps pro-

posed. The Commissariat for the Settlement of Bulgarian Refugees
has a certain amount of money available for use in health work

among the refugee population and in view of the fact that syphilis

constitutes one of the most serious menaces in certain of the refugee

areas, it was found that the question was one urgently requiring

inquiry, with a view to the development of a campaign against the

disease.

The matter was therefore referred by the government to the League
of Nations with the request for advice from the Health Committee.

The steps taken to determine the amount of syphilis in Bulgaria
are in brief as follows:

The Ministry of Health has a special section devoted to venereal

diseases which is under the charge of a specialist of these diseases,

Dr. Russeff. Dr. Russeff, who studied for nine months in America,
is the leading venereal expert in Sofia. In addition to the adminis-
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trative work at the Ministry of Health, he has charge of the City

Hqspital Clinic.

The work in the provinces is carried out under Dr. Russeff by
medical officers assisted by feldchers. A medical officer and 2 feld-

chers constitute a brigade and there were during the summer some

12 such brigades surveying and treating syphilis in various sections

of Bulgaria. In addition to diagnostic work the brigades undertake

treatment. In this connection it is to be noted that in Bulgaria

police assistance may be obtained both in connection with examination

or compulsory treatment of cases of syphilis. A brigade which

visits a village examines every individual. A careful record is kept

both of those found obviously positive on clinical grounds and those

found positive after blood examination. The blood of suspected cases

is examined in one of three laboratories. After a diagnosis has been

made of all the cases in the village, these are at once treated. The

whole of the work is done by a doctor, with feldchers only acting as

assistants and helping in the collection of patients from their homes

and the following up of cases. The brigade remains 2 months to

3 months in one group of villages, and afterwards leaves for another

district, returning to the original district after about one year. At

this visit, the patients who were previously treated are again examined

both clinically and by the Wassermann reaction. Cases which remain

positive are again given a course of salvarsan if strongly positive,

otherwise they may receive only mercury, or bismuth and mercury,

at the discretion of the medical officer. The brigades move from

village to village either on foot or in country carts and lodge in a

peasant's house in the village.

The enthusiasm and devotion of the doctors to their work and also

the exact way in which the record cards of patients are kept and

the statistics furnished are excellent. There are, however, two out-

standing factors in the present work which are very unsatisfactory.

In the first place, the use of 12 brigades in a country the size

of Bulgaria and where transport is so difficult is a number quite

inadequate for the work. A brigade can only visit and treat 3.

or at the most, 4 groups of villages in the year, and the time that

must elapse before any definite information is available as to the

amount of syphilis in Bulgaria must be very great. It may fairly

be said that at present only the fringe of the problem of the survey

is being touched. If this is the case with the survey, it is much more

so in respect of treatment, as the portion of the total population

falling under the care of the brigades is very small indeed.
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The second unsatisfactory factor is the inadequacy of the treat-

ment given. In spite of the fact that, as noted above, the law compels

persons to continue treatment when necessary, the patients are at

present quite inadequately treated, and it is admitted by the authori-

ties that at present it is only possible to attempt to render the cases

free from infection without any effort being made to cure the cases

permanently. If a proper course of treatment were given to the

cases, the residence of the brigades in each village would be greatly

increased with still further lessening of the possible areas of action

covered by the brigade.

The section of the Bourgas district for which information is avail-

able is exceedingly small in proportion to the whole area.

In the whole district only 42 villages have been examined and

partially treated. In these 42 villages there is a population of

33,000 of whom 30,000 were examined, 2,343 cases of syphilis being
found. The latter figure, however, gives a very inadequate idea

of the actual amount of syphilis existing in some of the districts. In

some of the villages no less than 50.2 per cent of the population are

either clinically positive or have positive Wassermann
; further, in

a very considerable number of villages the percentage of syphilitics

is between 10 and 15 per cent of the whole population of the village

concerned.

As far as the survey shows, the most highly affected areas in the

Bourgas district are those villages in the southeast lying between

Bourgas and the Turkish frontier and those lying immediately north

of Karnovats.

The cases include patients suffering from syphilis in all stages

of the disease, but the great majority of cases are congenital.

One of the striking features of the disease was the very large num-
ber of children lost owing to the disease. In addition to a very

high infantile mortality, the number of miscarriages occurring in

different women interviewed was very high. Frequently a woman
would have had as many as nine miscarriages including two or

three a year, without having a single viable child. In many cases

there was only one child survivor, the mother having lost 5, 6 or 7

children in addition to her miscarriages. It is of course impossible

to attribute all the miscarriages directly to syphilis, especially as

the population is suffering very extensively from malaria; but there

can be no doubt that apart from miscarriages, syphilis combined

with malaria is taking an exceedingly high toll of the children of

the district. The surviving children were almost invariably puny
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and under size. Dwarfism and infantilism in the villages which at

once reacts to antisyphilitic treatment is one of the striking features

of the general population.

In addition to the examinations included in Dr. Mackenzie's report,

a further 75,550 persons have since been examined for syphilis, or

about one-sixth of the total population (480,000). Of those ex-

amined, 1,932 have been found to be suffering from syphilis. This

represents 2.5 per cent of the total population in this district, whereas

in other districts examined by the government an average of 4 per
cent (700,00,0 examinations) has been found. In certain districts

such as Vassiliko and Elhovo the figure is, however, 4.2 per cent,

and the present survey has confirmed the fact that in these districts

the disease affects between 40 per cent and 50 per cent of the popu-
lation of certain villages. The rate of infection varies very greatly

in different villages, but that in every village examined one or more

cases of syphilis were found.

Generally speaking, the results of the enquiry up to the present

time tend to show that the infection is more limited in its extent

than was at first feared. When the enquiry is completed the final

results will be submitted to the Health Committee in a further report.

The Prevention of Blindness. A report under this heading has

recently been published by the League of Bed Cross Societies "as

an indication of the enormity of the problem (i.e., the prevention
of blindness) and as a basis for consideration on the part of those

interested in the improvement of health and social conditions".

The report includes a definition of blindness, presents figures

regarding the extent of blindness in the world and its geographic

distribution; and discusses the causes. The venereal diseases figure

prominently among the causes. The following is quoted:
"Two types of venereal disease, both of which are all too common

throughout the world, are responsible for much impairment of vision

and total blindness. Until recent years there was great reluctance to

speak publicly and truthfully of the very close relation of venereal

disease to ocular disturbance, but the facts are becoming more and

more frankly recognized and discussed.

"1. Syphilis. Conservative estimates give syphilis as the cause

of at least 15 per cent of total blindness in several of the Occidental

countries, and for every case of total blindness traceable to syphilis

several times as many cases of serious vision impairment are due
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to this cause. The relative importance of syphilis among the various

causes of blindness may be less in Oriental countries where trachoma

rages, and where famine and poor living conditions have resulted

in a lowered resistance to other forms of disease which attack the

eyes.

"It does not come within the province of this report to discuss

in detail all of the eye involvements which may be due directly or

indirectly to this cause, but both ophthalmologists and syphilologists

agree that interstitial keratitis, iritis, choroiditis, retinitis, optic

atrophy and a considerable number of other serious eye conditions

are very frequently, although not always, caused by syphilis. Dr.

Stokes estimates that in the course of the disease 25 to 35 per cent

of syphilitic persons will show distinct ocular lesions or associated

nervous mechanism disturbances. No part of the structure of the

eye is exempt. .

"2. Gonorrhea. The germs of this disease, gonococci, are always

an eye menace, as the eye provides a fertile soil for their propagation

and growth. Little time elapses between eye infection from this

source and very serious symptoms which, if neglected, lead to entire

or partial loss of sight. Generally it is the innocent who suffers.

"Gonorrhea is the most frequent cause of ophthalmia neonatorum,

or conjunctivitis of the new born. As in the case of syphilis, those

forces interested in the prevention of blindness must unite with

workers in social hygiene, for the decline and elimination of gonor-

rhea will entail a marked decline of blindness and defective sight."

Accidents, and seriously defective vision are considered, and the

activities to prevent blindness are reported from 47 countries. Inter-

national agencies interested in the prevention of blindness are listed,

and a discussion is presented regarding the need and possible func-

tions of an international organization for the prevention of blindness.

The Lambeth Conference. The resolutions passed by the Anglica-n

Bishops at the Lambeth Conference held in London on August 15th

have attracted much attention. By a vote of 193 to 67, with 43

of their number not voting, the Bishops representing all parts of

the world, passed the following resolution:

"Where there is a clearly felt moral obligation to limit or avoid

parenthood, the method must be decided on Christian principles. The

primary and obvious method is complete abstinence from intercourse

as far as may be necessary in a life of discipline and self-control.

"Nevertheless, in those cases where there is such a clearly felt
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moral obligation to limit or avoid parenthood and where there is

morally sound reason for avoiding complete abstinence, the con-
ference agrees that other methods may be used, provided this is done
in the light of the same Christian principles.

''The conference records its strong condemnation of any methods
of conception control from the motives of selfishness, luxury or mere
convenience.

' '

Pour Year Health Program for Girls. Among the interesting experi-

ments which include appropriate sex education materials in school

courses is that of the Chaffey Union High School at Ontario, Cali-

fornia. The school has recently published an outline of these mate-

rials prepared by Mrs. Harriet L. Fleming under the title, "Four
Year High School Health Program for Girls". This program includes

sections on social hygiene for girls, the young woman and her friend-

ships, prenatal and postnatal care of mother and child.

THE FORUM
The JOURNAL will publish selected letters or excerpts considered of general

interest, assuming no responsibility for the opinions expressed therein. Com-
munications must be signed, but publication of signatures will be withheld when
so requested.

Dear Sir:

Having read the enclosed pamphlet* which you so kindly gave me,
I will give you in writing my reaction to it. I have marked four

paragraphs as 1, 2, 3, and 4, and will take them up in sequence.

Paragraph 1. Assuming the total number of white belligerent

inhabitants prior to our entry in the war was 340,000,000, with a

death rate exclusive of war casualties, of 1 to 5 per cent, we would have

from one to five million deaths. The casualties in the four years of

battle are estimated at 10,000,000 or two to five million per year;
to assume that the warring nations lost more people from Lues and

Gonorrhea than on the battle fields would mean that every second

civilian, whether man, woman or child, died of the result of venereal

infection. Obviously a gross exaggeration as every experienced

physician will state.

* The Great Imitator, Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. This letter was referred

to the American Social Hygiene Association for reply. Permission was obtained
to publish the correspondence.
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Paragraph 2. It is now well established that syphilis was brought

to Europe in 1492. Five centuries not many.

Paragraph 3. During our American mobilization the recruits in

origin, men mostly up to the age of 30, gave an incidence of having
had gonorrhea in about 10 per cent and syphilis in about 1 per cent.

Some groups say underworld hangers-on will probably show a higher

percentage than 50 per cent, but we must not be so liberal with

our generalizations.

Paragraph 4. The statistics of the admissions to the Swedish

Hospital show among approximately 20,000 admissions and routine

Wassermann tests an incidence of about 2 per cent positive tests,

and the clientele of this institution is as fair an average of our

population as one might expect.

Further, a man having had syphilis may well die of pneumonia,

accident, cancer, tuberculosis and what not without any justification

whatever of ascribing his death to luetic much less gonorrheal

infection some time in his remote history.

For these reasons I take violent exception to such unreasonable

statements as are printed by propagandistic societies. Scientific

reasoning and judgment are thereby endangered and warped and

the propagandist thwarts his own purpose, because sooner or later

he is shown up as unreliable in his information. A reductio ad

absurclum follows with all it implies.

Syphilis stated in its naked, unbiased truth is sufficiently ghastly

strong to speak for itself.

Thanking you for this opportunity to express my views, I am

Sincerely yours,

(signed) Dr. .

Dear Sir:

We have read with great interest Dr. 's letter on the

subject of the Metropolitan Life Insurance booklet, "The Great

Imitator," and are gratified that a busy doctor has been willing to

take the time to prepare this thoughtful criticism. I believe, how-

ever, that facts are available which will satisfy Dr. as

to the reasonableness of the statements made by the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company. I will take up the paragraphs in question
in turn :

Paragraph 1. The booklet states, "the fifteen nations which fought
in the World War before the United States entered it sustained from
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the two venereal diseases, syphilis and gonorrhea, a heavier death

toll than they did from bullets, shells, gas, air-bombs all the dia-

bolical mechanics of modern warfare." The total population of these

35 nations (Russia, France and dependencies, British Empire, Italy

and dependencies, Rumania, Serbia, Belgium and dependencies,

Greece, Portugal and dependencies, Montenegro, Japan and depend-

encies, Germany and dependencies, Austria-Hungary, Turkey, Bul-

garia) was estimated from figures in the Statesman's Yearbook (1917)
to be 1,024,100,000. The total war casualties for the four years of

war for these 15 countries were approximately 10,000,000, as Dr.

has said. The United States War Department, it will

be interesting to note, gives a lower estimate of total war casualties,

8,500,000, including United States Army deaths. A death rate,

exclusive of war casualties, of 1 to 5 per cent annually would give

widely varying figures, therefore, 2 per cent is taken as perhaps a

fair estimated average to apply to the whole population group.

Using this figure as a basis, the annual number of deaths in the

15 nations specified is 20,482,000, or in four years about 82,000,000.

Dr. William Osier estimated at least 15 per cent of all deaths due to

syphilis. Of the 82,000,000, then 12,300,000 were due to syphilis.

This figure does not include foetal and neonatal deaths, which are

caused in considerable measure by syphilis. Dr. J. Whitridge
Williams of Johns Hopkins found in two studies of consecutive

foetal deaths that 26 and 34 per cent respectively of the groups
studied were attributable to syphilis. Neither does this figure for

syphilis deaths include a certain number due to gonorrhea the last

United States figure is 1 per 100,000. On this small basis alone the

total deaths from gonorrhea in the 15 nations for four years were at

least 41,000.

The confusion in Dr. - 's estimates seems to be brought
about by the fact that his population figure for the 15 nations is

far too small. His total number of deaths on his own basis should

be 3,400,000 to 17,000,000 instead of 1 to 5 million.

Paragraph 2. According to Dr. John H. Stokes, an authority in

syphilology, "The question of the antiquity and origin of syphilis

is still debatable. It seems to be established, however, that the sailors

of Columbus did bring it back from Haiti to Europe in 1493. This

does not mean to say that the disease did not exist before that date
;

it must have if the sailors contracted it. Four and one-half centuries

probably seemed 'many hundred years' to the writer of this pamphlet.
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Such figures are relative like the 'inches on the end of one's nose.'
'

Paragraph 3. The results of the examination of the second million

men in the World War draft probably gave the fairest picture of

prevalence among young men. They showed 10.47 per cent per

1,000 syphilis and 44.72 per cent per 1,000 gonococcus infections.

Dr. - quotes gonorrhea as 10 per cent (which should be

4.5 per cent) and syphilis as 1 per cent.

To understand these army figures one must know something of the

way the figures were collected. First, when these candidates for

the army reached the mobilization camps, many obvious sick had

already been weeded out by the local boards
; second, two defects only

were listed on the statistical car.ds a major and a secondary defect;

third, and most important, no laboratory tests either for gonorrhea

or syphilis were made on the men examined, therefore, only the cases

detected by clinical examination were noted. It should also be

noted that the Metropolitan booklet says,
"
Among some groups of

our young men it has been found that as high as 50 per cent have one

or both of the venereal diseases (syphilis or gonorrhea) by the time

they are thirty.
' ' The draft figures did not include previously cured

syphilis or gonorrhea.

Some other World War figures may be of interest in this

connection.

There were 100,000 more admissions for venereal disease infections

than for wounds received in battle.

Of all discharges for disability as physically or mentally unfit

for further military duty, 6.2 per cent were for venereal diseases.

Battle injuries were only two and a half times this number.

Of all days lost because of disease, 10.9 per cent were on account

of venereal disease. Days lost from battle wounds were less than

three times as great. Influenza (epidemic) ranked first as cause of

days lost on account of disease, gonorrhea second.

The detailed tabulations of defects in drafted men show some

interesting figures :

In cities of 40 to 50 thousand, 1.2 per cent to 18.4 per cent of the

second million drafted men, had a venereal disease; in cities from

50 to 100 thousand, 0.8 per cent to 27.4 per cent; in cities, 100 to

500 thousand, 2 per cent to 18.7 per cent; in cities of 500 thousand

and over, 2.4 per cent to 8.6 per cent.

In the southern states (Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama,

Georgia, South Carolina and Florida), 10 per cent and more of the
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second million drafted men had a venereal disease at time of

mobilization.

As to the "30 per cent" figure as quoted in the booklet "The Great

Imitator," the only criticism offered by a number of experts who

reviewed the manuscript before published, was that it should be

higher. (See John H. Stokes' "Today's World Problem in Disease

Prevention," and Thomas Parran's, "Extent of the Problem of

Gonorrhea and Syphilis in the United States".)

Paragraph 4. This concerns the prevalence of syphilis in hos-

pitals. It is agreed with Dr. - that the statement, "5 per

cent to 40 per cent of all cases in the hospitals of this country are

found to be suffering directly or indirectly from this disease," is

possibly misleading. The lower limit should be smaller, since the

statement as made might be assumed to include private hospitals

many of which do not receive any syphilitic patients. Or "hospitals"

should be qualified to read, "many general hospitals." Hospital

prevalence figures vary greatly according to the method of examina-

tion, and the departments of the hospitals included. There are

ample figures on record, however, to show their wide variation the

differences due partly to location of the institution and partly to

the types of patients treated. In 14 studies of a total of 58,000

unselected cases in 30 pre-natal clinics the prevalence of syphilis

ranged from 3 to 23.3 per cent. These figures are more significant

than hospital figures because they refer to supposedly healthy women.

The article attached, "Extent of the Problem of Gonorrhea and

Syphilis in the United States," by Dr. Thomas Parran, Jr., of the

United States Public Health Service gives some of the data on which

the figures in the Metropolitan booklet were based.

With reference to the sentence, "Further, a man having had

syphilis may well die of pneumonia, accident, cancer, tuberculosis

and what not without any justification whatever of ascribing his

death to luetic much less gonorrheal infection some time in his remote

history," we would like to call the attention of Dr. to the

statement of Dr. A. S. Warthin, Professor of Pathology and Director

of the Pathological Laboratories in the University of Michigan, Ann

Arbor, contained in his article, "Lesions of Latent Syphilis," in the

British Medical Journal, August 10, 1929. Dr. Warthin 's eminence

and authority need no emphasis. An excerpt from the article is

attached.

We hope the information in this letter will satisfy Dr. .
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If not, we shall be pleased to correspond with him further on

the subject.

Sincerely yours,

Dr. Jessie Marshall

Division of Medical Measures

BOOK REVIEWS

PERSONAL HYGIENE FOB NURSES. By Seneca Egbert, M.D., Dr.P.H.

Philadelphia: F. A. Davis Company, 1930. 347 p. $2.50.

While this book is written especially for student nurses, every

nurse whether in the field of private duty, institutional work, nursing
education or public health will find in it a wealth of material set

forth in language which is clear and convincing.

There is criticism for the lack of motivation in much of the teaching
of anatomy and physiology in high and preparatory schools. "Ac-

quiring of names," says the author, "seems to have been considered

more important than the securing of a practical knowledge of parts

and processes.
' '

Throughout the book he aims to overcome this defect.

Also he stresses "positive health depends almost if not quite as much

upon the state of mind and spirit as upon the physical condition

of the body."
The clear, concise and logical development of the subject holds

the interest. Each chapter brings a fuller understanding of, and

arouses a deeper respect for, the wonderful house which the human

spirit inhabits.

Fads and physiological egoism are frowned upon and rational pro-

cedures recommended. These are always clearly related to the special

system under discussion.

The opportunities and responsibilities of every nurse as a teacher

of hygiene receive emphasis throughout and also occupy a special

chapter. It is convincingly shown that the nurse who exemplifies,

in her own person, the science and art of hygiene will best create in

those she serves an interest in positive health which will stimulate

them to desire improvement. Mere freedom from disease, we are

told, is not sufficient; neither does it constitute efficiency.

The broad scope of the chapter on Mental Hygiene may be judged

by this quotation: "The nurse has a greater opportunity to apply

psychotherapy than the doctor. The doctor comes and goes. The

nurse is with the patient day after day and upon her tact and
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judgment and keenness of observation depends the patient's response

to treatment.

"Her equipment for such service depends upon the background
of experience and training she has had in working with the concept
of behavior in terms of life factors and life situations as a vital part

of the broad field of medicine."

From the point of view of this JOURNAL the chapter on Reproduc-
tion and Social Hygiene is of special interest, and one may predict

that the fine presentation and the very natural approach will give

those to whom it is addressed a new understanding as well as an

added usefulness and satisfaction in their personal and professional

life. Under the main headings the material is subdivided as follows :

The Instinct for Reproduction; The Organs and Functions of Sex;
The Sex Instinct; The Venereal Diseases; The Importance of Right

Thinking Regarding Sex.

This book is well printed and arranged. A list of questions and

references follows each chapter and there are a number of good
illustrations.

EDNA L. MOORE.
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THE PHYSICAL BASIS OF CHARACTER EDUCATION*
MAUEICE A. BIGELOW

Teachers College, Columbia University, New York

The accepted definition of social hygiene education (sex

education) states that it is related to the fields of health educa-

tion and character education. It, therefore, seems appropriate
that a society of social hygiene should look into character

education and especially its physical basis, which touches at

several points education concerning sex.

For the purpose of this paper, I note first that character

education appears to be concerned primarily with character

considered as the sum total or composite of a person's inher-

ited and acquired traits which tend to determine his conduct

towards other persons. From this it follows that the aim

of character education is to direct the adjustment of native

or inborn traits or tendencies and the acquisition of new

ones, to the end that at maturity the individual's habits of

conduct will be related as harmoniously as possible to other

human beings. From this point of view, character education

is social education, for it is directed primarily towards the

control of personal relations to others. Such education

attempts to form the "character" or conduct-tendencies of

* This paper is based on notes read at the First National Conference on

Character Education in Schools, March, 1928.
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each individual so that he will respond along approved lines

in his contact with other persons in daily life. Such lines of

personal contact with others are suggested by many familiar

words which indicate approved conduct : honor, truthfulness,

courtesy, service, manners, loyalty, fairness, integrity, self-

control, and many others whose significance lies in relations

between human individuals.

The fact that character education aims primarily at the

preparation of young people for the inevitable social relation-

ships between human beings does not rule out the possibility

that the process of adjusting conduct tendencies towards

others may make the individual more self-satisfied with his

own character or "integrated personality." Whatever may
be the value of all this as a matter of individual psychology,
it need not worry us much in our search for clearly defined

social results of character education. I shall, therefore, over-

look the possible effects of character education upon the

individual except as results appear in conduct tendencies

towards others.

Looking at the problems of character education from a

biologist's point of view, it is logical to regard that something
which we call

" character" as a resultant of many influences

or forces which have combined to develop the social habits or

conduct-tendencies of the individual in the more than twenty

years from the germ cells to maturity. These influences or

factors which unite to determine mature character or habits

of conduct may be grouped as follows: (1) germinal, which

originate in the germ cells, (2) physical effects of the natural

environment, and (3) psychical effects of social or cultural

environment, including all training and education. All three

may more or less affect or condition one another in the com-

plicated interplay of life processes.

Eegarding germinal influence, the educator should keep in

mind that some traits or qualities of character are clearly

traceable to racial or family inheritance, and others are appar-

ently new conditions or mutations.
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With regard to the physical effects of natural environment,
these extend through pre-natal life as well as after birth.

Some tendencies present at birth may be the result not of ger-

minal conditions, but of pre-natal environment. Examples of

such influences are pre-natal malnutrition and syphilitic

infection.

The fact that the aim of character education lies entirely

within the field of the third group of influences (social or cul-

tural environment), seems to have led to the widespread think-

ing that character education may be simply teaching conduct

to young individuals who are free to accept and apply such

teaching as they do the three R's. This is true only to a

limited degree, and in numerous cases it is far wrong. It is

true chiefly for those qualities which have no deep-rooted

physical basis, e.g., polite manners acquired by tradition or

by education; but, obviously, qualities which are traceable to

radical physical conditions, e.g., excessive nervous irritability,

cannot be adjusted easily by any known educational process.
The fact is that the physical basis of many tendencies of char-

acter does not offer an entirely plastic material which the

educator may mold at will into permanent form, as the artist

works modeling clay. On the contrary, the physical basis is

more like an elastic substance of definite form which may
be molded by pressure, but which tends to return to its original
form when the molding pressures are removed. In other

words, the young child has the physical basis of character in

a more or less elastic combination of germinal tendencies plus
effect of physical environment reacting on his internal

machinery.
The physical mechanism tends to drive the individual

towards natural reactions of conduct towards other persons,

many of which reactions are unsocial; but in so far as the

mechanism proves elastic, it is possible through character

education or social training to mold or adapt the conduct of

the individual into socially or morally desirable paths of

approved conduct. However, we must not forget in any stage
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of character education that we are working on a highly elastic

physical basis with a strong tendency towards return to orig-

inal nature which is highly individualistic rather than social.

Let me turn now for a few minutes to a number of illustra-

tions and consider, first, the germinal factors, often heredi-

tary, which are the foundation of the physical basis of

character.

It is true that certain groups of criminologists have grossly

exaggerated the idea of inflexible hereditary tendencies

towards unsocial life. Such writers have believed that certain

persons are born to be criminals, or immoral, or unsocial, or

what not. The error has been chiefly in assuming special

hereditary tendencies in conduct; for example, supposed
inheritance of a driving force leading to a special type of

crime. Such an extreme view is not tenable in the modern
science of heredity, but there is no doubt of the relation to

character of certain nervous conditions whose origin is in the

germ cells. Some of these are rather definite, such as marked

hereditary tendencies towards uncontrolled temper and other

extreme personal traits, but many others are more or less

general or indefinite and are often grouped under the phrase
' *

hereditary nervous instability.
' ' That phrase covers all that

present-day biology knows about so-called "hereditary alco-

holism" or vicious tendencies that seem to run in some families

so definitely that environmental conditions alone do not offer

satisfactory explanation.
I hasten to add that germinal conditions do not all tend in

the unfavorable directions suggested by the foregoing exam-

ples. There is reason to believe that the opposite is just as

true, and that there are hereditary tendencies towards mild

tempers, stable and manageable nervous systems, and other

traits which tend towards desirable character.

We recognize that some of the illustrations used above

might be cited as possibly due to environmental influence dur-

ing the pre-natal and post-natal periods. I know that there

are psychologists who do not believe in hereditary tempera-
mental traits, but that if these can be traced back to birth,
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they are to be explained as pre-natal influence. It is true that

in many cases pre-natal influences may be sufficient to explain

certain qualities of character which can be traced from birth,

but a psychologically inclined biologist who has had extensive

opportunity for study of the behavior of numerous young
animals is very much impressed by the evidence that many
qualities of character or tendencies of conduct can be traced

from generation to generation on a hereditary physical basis.

As familiar examples, I cite the pugnaciousness of the bulls

of certain breeds of cattle and the gentleness of certain races

of honey bees. Environment will not explain such cases nor

many tendencies of conduct in human families.

Concerning definite effects of physiological changes in pre-

natal or post-natal life on the physical basis of character, I

have time to point to only a few cases in a field which deserves

intensive research with reference to the bearings of environ-

mental influences on character. The old folklore that a meat

diet tends towards developing the fierce characteristics of the

tiger and the lion while vegetarian food develops the gentle-

ness of the lamb and the cow, has, of course, been challenged

by the observation that bulls and billy goats and other pug-
nacious animals also eat grass.

However, the modern science of nutrition is showing that

to a surprising extent health, and indirectly social reactions,

may be affected by what we eat. Every intelligent person
knows the unsocial effect of indigestion, malnutrition, etc.;

but I am referring especially to the twentieth century dis-

coveries of the relations of vitamins and other food substances

to growth and health, and indirectly, to nervous reactions of

young persons. In these lines there are known to be many
environmental relations to the physical basis of character.

Some of the cases can be traced back to pre-natal life. Modern

physiology has proved beyond a doubt that physiologic- dis-

turbance of the thyroid or the other endocrine or ductless

glands in young humans may seriously affect growth, health,

adolescence, and indirectly, the development of conduct tend-

encies that is, character.
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So much concerning the existence of many delicate balances

between internal functions and natural environment. Until

we learn how to keep these at the optimum during the first two
decades of life, we shall find here and there young persons
whose character education is hampered by physical conditions

which oppose the desirable conduct tendencies. In the present,

state of our knowledge, we should give the benefit of the doubt

to all young persons who do not respond in a typical way to

attempts at character education, and try to get scientific

diagnosis of the possible physical difficulties in each indi-

vidual case.

All of the foregoing concerning the germinal and environ-

mental influences on the physical basis of character applies
with special emphasis in the domain of sex. Here we find

the most complex of all the problems which demand social

adjustment and control of conduct tendencies through charac-

ter education. Here, more clearly than in any other aspect
of life, we see the effect on conduct of powerful instinctive

reactions which are the universal heritage of the human race

and which nature seems to have intended should lead irre-

sistibly to reproduction. Certainly, no known fact in the

biology of sex suggests that a "
designing nature" planned

for adjustment of sex instinct to the social and moral relations

which have grown up in civilized human life. The result of

this omission in the nature of sex instinct is a vast conflict

between the physical basis of sex in the normal individual and
the desirability of social control in relation to other individ-

uals in the family and in society in general. This conflict

between the selfish tendencies of the individual and the altru-

istic demands of the group has a profound influence on char-

acter development. Any plan for character education which

overlooks the influence of the physical basis of sexual conduct

will -omit something around which, directly or indirectly, some
of the greatest problems of character turn. To arrive at such

a sweeping conclusion concerning the importance of sex on

character, we need to consider only the well-established facts

and not any of the unproved theories which place sex as the
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all-pervading and dominant influence from the cradle to the

grave.
Of course, a complicated scheme of moral or character edu-

cation could be built up without referring to sex. In fact, I

have seen several such plans for schools and colleges. A
prominent worker for moral education in France once said

to me that in his country they had been so busy developing a

national plan of moral instruction that they had not found

time to consider social hygiene and sex education. However,
one does not have to go abroad in order to find lectures and

conferences on character education which omit all reference

to sex as a factor in social conduct.

I have sketched superficially, and perhaps more dogmati-

cally than is becoming for any biologist, the physical or bio-

logical basis with which character education must deal. I have

tried to point out that, as a biologist sees things, human beings

are not born "moral" or possessed of tendencies towards

many of the desirable traits of character, and that in striving

to make them so, it is important to keep in mind the fact that

physical nature sets up conditions which must be dealt with

in the process of developing conduct that is socially satisfac-

tory, but often unnatural for the individual. These physical

conditions play some part in the childhood and youth of every

young person, and they play a very large part in the cases

of many in whom racial and family heredity and the natural

environment have complicated the problem of developing the

individual's conduct tendencies. Whatever standards of char-

acter education we may set as our goal, the permanent fact

remains that we are trying to adapt young humans who begin

life on a physical basis to socially desirable relationships in

human society.
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Professor of Applied Sociology, Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri

The primary assumption of the social hygiene movement,
stated positively, is that a free discussion of sex matters is

an assurance of safety in sex relationships. This is built

upon the philosophy of confidence in the human intelligence

to act as a guide in human behavior, of greater accuracy
in the long run than the custom or taboo which it supersedes.

Stated in this fashion it seems almost axiomatic. The whole

program of education is based largely upon the philosophy
that knowledge is a guide to conduct.

Negatively stated, this hypothesis would read something
like this: The taboos and inhibitions, which constitute "the

conspiracy of silence" surrounding sex matters originated in

an age of ignorance and fear. The devices of social control

developed in such an atmosphere are fallacious, create errone-

ous ideas, and are a fruitful soil for the development of

pathological curiosities and emotional repressions. This be-

ing the case, they ought to be cleared away as rapidly as an

enlightened public opinion will permit them to be abandoned.

In the last few years it has occurred to me to question the

validity of these assumptions. This questioning, however,
has come not as a result of seeing any evil effect flowing out

of them, but because of a general principle of social develop-

ment considered as an evolutionary phenomenon, which may
be stated as follows. The group behavior of human beings

is the end-result arrived at by a trial-and-error process,

because of its fitness to meet the needs of the group relation-

* Presented to the Board of Directors of the Missouri Social Hygiene Associa-

tion at a meeting on the subject of underlying assumptions of sex education.
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ships. This, of course, is exactly the formula of biological

evolution adapted to the terminology of social concepts, but

it is the only formula which social science has discovered to

explain behavior; that is, every common human behavior

originated in some social need, and was kept alive to protect

some social value.

In some of the strongly controlled behaviors such as fidelity

within the marital relationship, the social utility is obvious,

and consequently public opinion, as it emancipates itself from

the shackles of the mores and substitutes intelligence as its

guide, has no difficulty in perpetuating through intelligent

choice the same custom which was introduced into the group

by evolutionary selection and kept there by blind mores.

Other behaviors, of which the taboos upon sex information

form an exceedingly good illustration, seem to have no in-

tellectually appreciable social value; and therefore many
persons who have applied their intelligence unfettered by
fear or prejudice to the subject of sex relations have con-

cluded that, because they can find no reason for the existence

of these taboos, no basis for them exists. Or at least if there

ever was a reason, then it has disappeared. This is the

familiar concept of the cultural lag, which explains how a

behavior once valuable, such as shaking hands, persists on

into a society after it has lost all its significance, and becomes

a meaningless gesture, or is positively injurious.

Social hygiene, it seems to me, must sooner or later examine

the hypothesis that because no intellectually appreciable
service is rendered by the taboo against free discussion of

sex problems, it represents, therefore, a cultural lag and can

be safely ignored. I should like to point out in pursuit of

this question two or three lines of argument which seem to

me to indicate that such an assumption is premature, and

that while undoubtedly the intellect will have to function in

this field to an increasing degree, we have lost something

by assuming upon inadequate basis that the mores are out-

grown. I shall have time only to mention very briefly three

considerations :
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1. A sex taboo of some sort is present in every culture. It,

together with the familial mores, is the only constant custom

in every social organization that has come under observation.

The universality of its incidence raises the question as to

whether there may be a value inherent in it which does not

appear on the surface.

There is no more intellectually appreciable reason for the

sex taboo among the Iroquois than in twentieth century St.

Louis. We can understand that certain mores of the family

may be essential among the Iroquois and non-essential in

present-day American life
;
but the universal presence of sex

taboos among modern primitive races, as well as among
peoples so ancient as to have left only the cultural record of

their existence, deserves careful thought. Their persistence

throughout history may not disprove the contention that there

is no longer need for such taboos; but at any rate, it offers

the negative argument that so long as we do not know their

exact function, we are not justified in assuming that the need

has passed.
2. In the next place there is an interesting bit of evidence

from psychology that may or may not have a bearing on the

function of such a taboo. The behavior pattern of the brain

may be formed in one of two ways. We may, by practising
manual processes, fix the nerve terminals in such a way as

to make the process automatic, as we do in walking and as

the skilled musician does in playing an instrument. However,
it is not necessary to undertake an overt act in order to lay
down the neutral pattern. A person may by thinking over

certain processes create a pattern which will guide him in

their execution when the time for execution arrives. So
well may this be accomplished that quite a complicated series

of muscular motions may be mastered and operate automati-

cally with the first overt act if enough thought has been given
to such an eventuality before it takes place. All drivers of

cars know how this works. There is an abundance of folklore

in support of such a contention. You know how, in child

education, we have come to recognize the way the negative
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command may suggest the undesirable behavior, as in the

injunction
" Don't put beans up your nose." The monkey-

gods of Japan who teach the moral, "Hear no evil, see no

evil, speak no evil," suggest the same preventive value in

the avoidance of an area of thought. A little reflection on

the sources of our own conduct reveals how important is the

place that absence of consciousness plays in enabling us to

avoid certain behaviors. The problem in the social control

of sex relationship is not one of innocence
;
that is, the freedom

of the person from all knowledge of the subject, for that is

impossible in any society. Eather the problem is that of

finding a method of keeping the mind off the subject and of

creating mechanisms which will insure such a result. A taboo

on speech, writing and overt behavior, extending even into

thought itself, is fitted to that purpose along the lines of

the psychological mechanism previously described; for of

course if one's behavior can be perfected without overt acts,

overt acts can be prevented by devising some method of

preventing thought as well as speech on the subject.

This of course is the heart of the whole matter, and I am
perfectly aware of the obvious answer, namely that the de-

vices of social control for keeping the subject out of conver-

sation, to say nothing of the more difficult problem of keeping
it out of thought, work imperfectly. Whether they work less

or more imperfectly than they did, is again, I think, presump-
tuous to assert. There is evidence on both sides.

3. The third observation has to do with the results of

education in sex hygiene. Advocates of frank discussion

of the subject in accordance with the experience, age and

interests of the child, claim that it is a safety device. It

is interesting to note within recent years that unmarried

mothers, for instance, rarely give the excuse that they did

not know the result of sex relationship, and a considerable

number are stating frankly that they had good education

in sex matters. It may seem ungracious, and yet it is difficult

to avoid the question of whether there is noticeably little

irregularity in sexual conduct among those who may be pre-
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sumed to be particularly well informed and even expert in

matters of sex hygiene. This does not permit of anything
but a subjective judgment, but if full knowledge of sex mat-

ters is a guide in sex behavior, then those who have such

knowledge should be models of behavior in this respect. That,

I believe, no one would claim.

There is an interesting side light in this area of our dis-

cussion. The Freudian school of psychiatrists claim that-

much of human misery is caused by sex repression for which

the prescribed therapy is removal of the repression, by some
form of sex expression, or, if possible, by sublimation. Again
the experience of social workers, and I am inclined to think

of the average man and woman, teaches that a sizeable portion
of human misery of a mental as well as physical sort arises

from expressions in anti-social forms. It almost seems that

the Freudians in attempting to solve the undoubted mental

difficulty which they find in certain patients, actually or by
inference prescribe a treatment which has nothing to recom-

mend it in preference to the disease. This of course has

little bearing on this discussion except to indicate that the

taboo covers not only thoughts and words but also deeds.

I do not present this for anything more than a point of

departure in thinking and discussion. I do think, however,
that it is important, if we are to approach our subject scien-

tifically, for us to consider so universal a phenomenon as

the sex taboo worthy of careful study, and to avoid the utterly

unscientific attitude of condemning it as outgrown because

we do not understand it.



SOCIAL HYGIENE IN A METROPOLITAN DISTRICT
HEALTH PROGRAM
WALTER M. BBUNET, M.D.

Secretary, Social Hygiene Committee, New Yorlc Tuberculosis and

Health Association

The East Harlem Health Center, a significant experiment
in which public and voluntary agencies have worked in a New
York City district under the leadership of the Department
of Health, is observing its tenth birthday. It is of special
interest to review the experiences of building a social hygiene

program on a metropolitan district basis. Working as part
of a comprehensive plan of coordinated health and welfare

services with a common headquarters and a common ideal

of teamplay, in an area predominantly Italian, what has

social hygiene been able to accomplish for a cross-section

of a metropolitan community of some 100,000 men, women and
children 1

While venereal disease control stood out as one of the

few serious community health problems in East Harlem about

which nothing special was attempted during the first three

years of the demonstration's activities, social hygiene was

thought of from the first as belonging to a comprehensive

project initiated by the New York County Chapter of the

American Red Cross and Department of Health, and carried

forward so effectively under the leadership of the Department
of Health in cooperation with 22 voluntary agencies on the

upper East Side of New York City. In May, 1925, the Center

and the American Social Hygiene Association entered into a

joint arrangement to further social hygiene education in the

East Harlem District and work out a comprehensive social

hygiene program. The Association contributed $1,500 and

the assistance of its trained personnel to the demonstration

on an annual basis. The Health Center matched the appro-
525
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priation, furnished headquarters, and through its Health

Shop, from which the Center's educational work in general

radiated, supplied facilities for the dissemination of educa-

tional literature.

The Advantages of Cooperation. In general, the East

Harlem Health Center has convincingly demonstrated the

principles of coordination and central housing as applied to

the health and welfare services rendered by public and volun-

tary agencies within the limits of a selected metropolitan
district. It is doubtful if any of the various service programs
has lent itself more happily to the East Harlem Center's

district scheme than the medical, educational and recreational

program of the social hygiene activities. It has cooperated
with the local campaign for periodic health examinations for

the detection of incipient trouble and the building of positive

health. It has aided in general all phases of community health

education service among community groups and in the schools.

Because of its inclusion the usefulness in general of the Health

Center has been enhanced and the effectiveness of the social

hygiene project itself has been measurably increased through
the opportunities of conferring and working with leaders and

others who are at grips with the same fundamentals, with

essentially the same problems.
Venereal Disease Clinics Considered. The activities in-

volved in the broad field of social hygiene narrow themselves,

first, to a consideration of the emergency problems of diag-

nosing and treating patients infected with syphilis or gonor-
rhea. A study was made with the aid of a sub-committee of

the Center's House Council for the purpose of determining
the need of venereal disease treatment service in East Harlem
and the advisability of such a clinic under the Department
of Health in the Health Center. The proposal was approved
by the Center. An approach was also made to the Beth
David Hospital looking to the establishment of an out-patient
service in that institution.

Conferences with the superintendent and the clinic chief of

the hospital and with the Health Commissioner followed.
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Opposition, however, to the opening of treatment clinics in

the district was encountered in the local medical society. The
medical profession of East Harlem had not yet accepted the

free clinic as an agency which was needed or desired in the

community. It became evident that an approach to the prob-

lem must be made along other lines.

An Adult Educational Campaign. At the time that the

clinic problem was being agitated, a campaign of adult com-

munity education was undertaken in cooperation with the

American Social Hygiene Association, the Department of

Health, Health Shop, and the district schools, clubs and

settlements. The comprehensive plan included lectures and

discussions with these various groups, a procedure which

was welcomed. Simultaneously a course of lectures for the

local physicians was introduced. In addition to lectures, a

plan of circularizing the physicians was carried on with

marked success. For a number of months, letters prepared

by the American Social Hygiene Association and sent out

on the stationery of the local medical society and signed by
the secretary, were sent to all the physicians in the district.

A reprint dealing with some current phase of social hygiene
work was enclosed with each letter.

The short course of lectures given to the workers of the

various agencies with offices in the central building covered

four items in the general social hygiene program, i.e., med-

ical, educational, legal, and protective.

Working with the Druggists. Following the procedure so

successfully applied in the case of the physicians, a study
was made by a member of the American Social Hygiene Asso-

ciation staff of the drug store situation in the district. Its

immediate purpose was to ascertain the extent to which the

sale and use of nostrums for the self-treatment of venereal

disease prevailed among the pharmacists and irregular prac-

titioners.* Cordial cooperation was met with on all sides

from the East Harlem Physicians' Association, from the New
* Unlicensed Practitioners and the Venereal Diseases. Brunet and Auerbach,

Journal of Social Hygiene, Vol. XIV, No. 2, February, 1928.
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York Pharmaceutical Conference and the Italian Pharmaceu-
tical Association of the State of New York, from the New
Yt>rk Ketail Druggists' Association, and from most of the

pharmacists doing business in the locality. Among the in-

teresting details brought to light was the feeling of the drug-

gists that they could not refer patients to physicians as long
as the practitioners kept up their plan of office dispensing.
Several druggists were found to be practicing medicine, to

the extent of giving urethral injections or carrying out other

actual methods of practice. This study was of value in that

it showed some of the difficulties inherent in the practicing
of dispensing drugs by physicians and the attitude of local

druggists toward this procedure.

Visits to all of the drug stores of the district by the Health

Shop Director resulted in definite assurances from 43 of

the 46 proprietors that they would cooperate in the health

campaigns of the Center, display posters and distribute

literature
;
28 were willing to set aside space in their windows

for the display of health exhibits from time to time. All

showed concern about the venereal disease problem and

accepted literature for distribution to their customers.

Cooperation with the Schools. One of the more interesting

steps taken in this project has been the work with the school

teachers and the children who have been brought to the Health

Shop. These gatherings of boys and girls under the leader-

ship of the Health Shop Director have revealed great interest

in the work and appreciation of the information received in

these courses.

Other Services. In view of the fact that a number of per-

sons called at the building for information of one sort or an-

other, arrangements were made to refer cases with a venereal

infection to clinics for treatment and endeavored to see that

they were received by the clinics to which they were referred.

While this activity was not extensive it has been of value.

At the same time the Wassermann test was brought in as a

routine part of the health examination.
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The plan of placing posters in the rest rooms of the various

manufacturing plants, department stores, lunch rooms, lodg-

ing houses, clubs, pool rooms and other places of assembly
was highly successful. The posters were skillfully prepared
and printed in Italian. The agent who carried forward this

activity found opportunity to speak with a large number of

persons ;
in few instances was the request to permit the plac-

ing of this informational material refused. The same special

Italian worker very effectively promoted social hygiene edu-

cational work in the lodges of the Order of the Sons of Italy.

Two features of the first year of the demonstration were

a social hygiene exhibit in the Health Shop window which

was continued for two weeks and viewed by approximately

5,000 persons, and 27 health film showings in the local motion

picture theaters, before audiences aggregating approximately

58,000.

A series of conferences with officials of the Jefferson Park

Boys
' Club resulted in a syllabus, for health education within

the club, arranged by a member of the staff of the American

Social Hygiene Association. This was made a permanent
feature.

A most important part of the social hygiene service has

been the stimulation of recreational programs for both boys
and girls of the area. The emphasis has at all times been

upon the encouragement of recreation for the sake of educa-

tion, making a device of it.

Change in Auspices. A change in the auspices of the East

Harlem Social Hygiene program occurred in February, 1928,

when the American Social Hygiene Association turned over

its New York City activities to the newly formed Social

Hygiene Committee of the New York Tuberculosis and Health

Association. In connection with this transfer, the American

Social Hygiene Association terminated its joint project with

the East Harlem Health Center and referred all of its

interests and activities to the new Committee.

Social Hygiene in the New York Program. The Depart-
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ment of Health of New York City is committed to a forward-

looking program of Health Center development, for which

the pioneers in the East Harlem District have helped to cut

the pattern, which in the course of a few years will cover

the entire City with a network of activities from 30 centers.

Social hygiene can and will fit into this District health plan,

and as the plan is gradually applied outside of New York

City, social hygiene may be expected to stand shoulder to

shoulder with mental hygiene, maternity service, nutrition,

dental and oral hygiene, and the other services that must be

included if the district health program is to be well rounded

and attain its maximum efficiency.

HOW ALABAMA MEETS HER SOCIAL HYGIENE
PROBLEMS *

D. G. GILL, M.D.; D.P.H.; A.A.S., U.S.P.H.S.

Director, Bureau of Preventable Diseases,

Alabama State Board of Health

When the Alabama State Board of Health first began its

campaign against venereal diseases in 1918, it was without

any very definite ideas as to the extent of the problem or

as to the best means of attacking it. In any social hygiene

program, however, treatment of necessity occupies a major
place and it is the method adopted in Alabama that I wish
to discuss today.

From the point of view of a public health official, all cases

of venereal disease may be roughly divided into three general
classes: (1) those who are financially able to pay their own

physician for treatment; (2) those who are totally indigent,

and (3) those who have some financial resources but cannot

afford a prolonged course of treatment at ordinary rates.

*
Paper presented at the Southern States Conference of the American Social

Hygiene Association, New Orleans, May 26-27, 1930.
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Obviously, the first class is not a public health problem ;
edu-

cationally, they are, of course, but as far as treatment is

concerned they are independent. The second group, or the

totally indigent, can be reached through the medium of the

free clinic in the larger centers of population and through
the philanthropic efforts of the practicing physician in the

smaller towns and rural districts. The Alabama State Board
of Health maintains solely or in conjunction with municipali-

ties 14 clinics for indigent patients. In addition, any physician
can obtain, without cost, the. necessary drugs for his indigent
cases.

This leaves for consideration the third class and they

represent a very large proportion of the population, especially

in a rural state such as Alabama. Treatment must be placed
within their financial reach, which means that it must be

near at hand and relatively cheap. To meet this need there

has been developed the scheme of cooperative clinics through-
out the state. At the present time there are approximately
175 clinicians at work. These are all practicing physicians
who have been appointed as clinicians by their own county
medical society, subject to the approval of the State Board
of Health. They devote certain hours each week to this work.

The agreement in these cases is that the state furnish the

necessary drugs, syringes, needles and other equipment and

that the clinician accept not more than $2.00 per treatment

from the patient. Any person able to pay more is considered

a private patient and drugs must be purchased, but the medical

profession of each county decides the status of the individual

case. The state accepts no responsibility for the payment
of these clinicians.

Supervision of these cooperative clinics would be a tremen-

dous task for a central office, but in Alabama the county health

departments accept this as part of their program. Full time

health departments are maintained in 52 of the 67 counties,

reaching 85.42 per cent of the population. Venereal disease

control is one of their problems and the county health officer

has immediate control of all clinics in his county. He requisi-
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tions such supplies as he needs from the State Board of

Health and distributes these to clinicians on demand or to

any physician for indigent cases. Police power is also vested

in the county health officer.

In the 15 counties without a local health department, the

clinicians deal directly with the State Board of Health. There

is always, however, an improvement in work done with the

initiation of a county unit.

That these cooperative clinics fulfill a definite need is evi-

denced by the way they are utilized. In 1921, two years after

they were inaugurated, there were over 6,000 patients treated,

while in 1929 the number was in excess of 10,000. They are

enabling that many persons to receive a fair course of treat-

ment at a cost that would otherwise provide only sufficient

treatment to mask symptoms.
A great many of these patients are Negroes, but the solution

of the problem of syphilis amongst the rural Negro population
still awaits fulfillment. Working in conjunction with the

United States Public Health Service and the Julius Eosenwald

Foundation, a beginning has been made. In one county, a sur-

vey of approximately 5,000 Negroes of all ages has been

undertaken and a plan instituted to provide adequate treat-

ment for the infected.

To date approximately 35 per cent are being reported as

having syphilis. If this percentage holds true for all rural

communities, it is going to demand a marked increase in

facilities for treatment, but along what lines remains to be

worked out.



RECENT ADVANCES IN THE PREVENTION AND
TREATMENT OF SYPHILIS AND GONORRHEA *

JESSIE MARSHALL, M.B., M.E.C.P., D.P.H.

American Social Hygiene Association

Today, I would like to review with you some recent advances

in the prevention and treatment of syphilis and gonorrhea.
If some of these measures do not seem to you to be particu-

larly recent, at any rate they are not very old and have merely
won for themselves an established place in the fight for a

better control of these diseases.

It has been customary in the past, for medical men to direct

their attention to the treatment of diseases and then long
afterward to turn their energies to their prevention. I will

follow this time-honored if illogical procedure, and briefly

review with you, some recent developments in treatment, be-

fore dealing with the preventive aspects of syphilis and

gonorrhea.
One of the most interesting recent therapeutic developments

is the use of bismuth in the treatment of syphilis. Bismuth

was introduced eight years ago, as a supplement to the usual

arsenical treatment. Since then, it has been adopted almost

universally, and some syphilologists are so enthusiastic about

it that they have given up the use of mercury, the old assistant

to arsenic, altogether.

Another interesting development was the introduction about

1921 or 1922 of malarial treatment for general paralysis of the

insane. General paralysis used to be a hopeless and fatal

manifestation of syphilis. It is responsible for about 7.9

per cent of the population of our mental hospitals. As a result

of an extensive study of this treatment made by Dr. H. Bunker,
of New York, it was found that a full remission of mental

* Presented at the Social Hygiene Institute, Fort Worth, Texas, October 28,

1930.
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symptoms and a restoration to approximately his former state

occurred in 27 per cent of the cases, while an improvement
was observed in an additional 26 per cent.

Tryparsamide, a highly soluble arsenical preparation, was
introduced for the treatment of general paralysis, about the

same time as malarial treatment came into use. Dr. Bunker
found that of 542 patients treated with this drug, 36 per cent

underwent a full remission of their mental symptoms and
a restoration to approximately their former state. The
outlook in the therapeutics of syphilis is, I think, distinctly

encouraging.

Unfortunately, there has not been the same therapeutic
advance in the treatment of gonorrhea. What is needed more
than anything else at the present time is a safe and reliable

measure for curing gonorrheal infections, so that the present
chaotic condition in the treatment of this disease may be done

away with. At the present time, the American Social Hygiene
Association is endeavoring to stimulate the establishment of

a Committee for Research in Gonorrhea similar to the one

in existence for Research in Syphilis. The importance and

urgency of such an organization can hardly be over-

emphasized.
I turn now to preventive measures, about which I have more

to say. It is the law in most states that patients with syphilis

or gonorrhea in a communicable stage shall be reported to

the health officer by the physician in charge. This has not

been an altogether popular measure and in many cases has not

been carried out. Some doctors have rebelled at a measure
which curtailed their personal relationship to their patients.

More recently, there seems to be an improvement in the report-

ing of these diseases in many places. Physicians have begun
to realize that syphilis and gonorrhea are like other com-
municable diseases, such as scarlet fever and diphtheria, and
can be controlled only when doctors, municipal, state and

governmental agencies have definite information and knowl-

edge of the extent and the incidence of these diseases.

The change in the attitude of private physicians is largely
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due to the activities of health officers and health departments,
who by extending to private practitioners laboratory facilities,

free drugs for indigent patients and other assistance have

gradually won the confidence and cooperation of the prac-

ticing physician. The importance of this achievement is shown

by a recent study of a joint committee appointed by the Massa-

chusetts Society of Public Health and the Massachusetts

Society for Social Hygiene. This study is reported upon by
Dr. Granville Crabtree in the Neiv England Journal of Medi-

cine, August, 1929. In this report Dr. Crabtree says that

according to the available data from various sources, it seems

fair to assume that 75 per cent of the total cases of syphilis

and gonorrhea under medical treatment are in the hands of

private physicians, and over 50 per cent in the hands of the

general practitioner. These figures show how important it is

that all public health authorities should continue and extend

their cooperative efforts with private practitioners for the

better reporting and treatment of syphilis and gonorrhea.
The trouble with many cases of syphilis is that they do not

come under treatment in their early and easily curable stage.

At the New York City Clinic, Dr. Chargin and Dr. Stone inves-

tigated the number of possible cures among their patients in

relation to the stage of the disease at which each case came

under treatment. Only 36 out of a total of 444 cases of syphilis

came under treatment during the chancre stage before the

Wassermann had become positive, but of these 90 per cent

were apparently cured. Of 322 cases, with primary and early

secondary lesions and positive Wassermanns, 61 per cent were

apparently cured, while of 86 cases, with late secondary lesions

coming under treatment after the third month of infection,

only 45 per cent were apparently cured.

The importance of driving home to all students and prac-

titioners of medicine that the golden opportunity in the

treatment of syphilis is the four or five weeks before the

Wassermann becomes positive cannot be overestimated.

Diagnosis at this stage can be made only by a dark field

examination. Practitioners of medicine who treat venereal
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diseases should be familiar with this means of diagnosis and

by ^
means of cooperation with public health authorities, it

should be possible for them to secure such an examination on

every suspicious case. Syphilis is like tuberculosis in so far

as early diagnosis and treatment give an almost certain chance

of cure, while if treatment is delayed, a cure is less certain

and takes much longer to obtain.

The compilation of reliable statistics regarding the inci-

dence of syphilis and gonorrhea is an essential step in the

control of these diseases. During the last few years, the

American Social Hygiene Association in cooperation with

the United States Public Health Service, and state and city

departments of health has investigated the prevalence of

syphilis and gonorrhea among 17,000,000 of the population of

the United States in widely scattered areas.

These studies have made available for the first time reliable

information regarding the incidence of these diseases and
have been the basis of improved schemes for their control

in many places.

Our Association has also made a special study of the various

record forms in use in different centers. Dr. George Bigelow,
state health officer for Massachusetts, has lately introduced

new forms. Through his kindness last January, we were able

to send a set of them to each of the health officers to whom
our regular monthly letters are sent. Since the introduction

of these forms in Massachusetts, Dr. Nelson tells us that the

reporting of venereal diseases has increased by 100 per cent.

Dr. Bigelow would, I know, be glad to supply any one who is

interested with a set of these forms. The uniform adoption of

such a system of notification would make available to us much
valuable information which we badly need for the better con-

trol of syphilis and gonorrhea.
While the treatment of an infectious case of gonorrhea or

syphilis, to render the patient non-infectious, is perhaps the

most important point in the prevention of spread of such

infection, there is another point in the control of these diseases

which I wish to emphasize and that is the importance of trac-
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ing the source of infection in every case. Most of us are fully

aware of the need for the skilled and thorough treatment and

extended care of a patient suffering from either syphilis or

gonorrhea. Half-treated cases of syphilis with a false sense

of security who come down with a later tertiary lesion fifteen

or twenty years after infection are still with us, but I think

their number is decreasing. In our desire to begin thorough

treatment, we are apt to forget the importance of determining
the source of infection.

Let us consider for a moment our procedure in the case of

other infectious diseases measles, for example, or diphtheria.

In a case of either of these diseases, the diagnosis is no sooner

made, than a systematic search is undertaken to discover the

original source of infection. No one is satisfied until the child

from whom our precious child caught measles is satisfactorily

located and isolated. We conscientiously warn the parents
of other children who may have been exposed to look out for

early symptoms of the disease in their children. Again with

diphtheria, in which an unrecognized chronic carrier condition

may give rise to sporadic acute cases from time to time, do

we not regularly submit whole schools and institutions to indi-

vidual bacteriological examinations in an effort to discover

a carrier case whose presence is suspected?
Both syphilis and gonorrhea have an acute infectious stage

and later both give rise to a chronic carrier condition, but,

unfortunately, so far we have done very little in locating and

controlling the sources and carriers of infection at any stage
in these diseases.

The introduction of the public health nurse and social

worker to trace out the contacts, locate the original source

of infection and keep the infected persons under treatment is

a comparatively recent development in social hygiene. That
effective follow-up work is well worth while is shown by the

results of a cooperative project between the American Social

Hygiene Association, the Massachusetts State Health Depart-
ment and the City of Lowell. At the Lowell Clinic, through
this project, the introduction of such a worker in six months
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produced 100 per cent increase in new syphilis admissions,

25 per cent increase in new gonorrhea admissions, 180 per cent

increase in the number of relatives and contacts examined

and 70 per cent increase in total new admissions. Such an

encouraging result should surely stimulate other cities to add

effective social work to their present organization for con-

trolling venereal disease.

An important way in which public health authorities are

cooperating with practicing physicians is by providing them
with free arsenicals for those patients who are unable to pay
the full cost of medical treatment. This assistance is par-

ticularly necessary in rural districts, where there are no free

clinics readily accessible to which the patients who cannot

afford to pay adequately for treatment may go. For the last

six years the New York State Department of Health has car-

ried on a joint program with the physicians in that state for

the better treatment of indigent syphilitic patients. At first,

the number of physicians who applied for free arsenicals for

their patients was small, but their number has gradually
increased. In 1924, when the experiment was started, 30

physicians applied for free arsenicals for the treatment of

53 patients. In 1929, the number of physicians who applied
was 254, and the number of patients who were treated as the

result of this provision of free drugs was 609. As the great

majority of these 609 patients resided in rural districts, it is

probable that many of these infected persons would not have

received any treatment at all except for the joint program of

the medical profession and the State Department of Health.

Dr. Snow has already talked to us today on the subject of

The Least Privileged Child, but I would like to emphasize

again how pressing a problem is that of congenital syphilis.

Dr. Valeria Parker found that one out of every twelve preg-
nant women examined in 15 clinics in various American cities

had syphilis, its presence being manifested by a positive
Wassermann reaction. The outcome of these pregnancies, if

the disease is untreated, is disastrous. Dr. James McCord of

Atlanta has shown that where the mother's Wassermann is
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positive and she receives no treatment, only 30 per cent of

the babies are born alive, and of these 70 per cent have con-

genital syphilis. On the other hand, where a thorough course

of treatment is given, 93 per cent are born alive and only 3

per cent of these show evidence of congenital syphilis. For
some unexplained reason, pregnancy has a modifying effect

on syphilis in a woman, so that the most searching physical
examination may fail to reveal its presence, and the patient
herself is often unaware that she has been infected. The best

physicians and prenatal clinics in this country employ a rou-

tine blood examination on every patient. By means of this

test, syphilis is detected if it is present, and the patient can

then be given appropriate treatment. For the eradication of

congenital syphilis, it is essential that such an examination

be made by all doctors and clinics giving care to pregnant
women. As a result of a long uphill fight the battle for the

prophylactic treatment of gonorrheal ophthalmia in the new-

born has been largely won. Now it is the law in nearly every
state that every baby shall receive the necessary preventive
treatment. By this means, much blindness is prevented. Con-

genital syphilis is as equally crippling and hideous a disease

as gonorrheal ophthalmia. It can be prevented too by the

adequate diagnosis and treatment of maternal syphilis. As

public health workers, we can do a great deal to educate public

opinion to realize the importance of prenatal care and the

diagnosis and treatment of quiescent maternal syphilis.

This afternoon I have tried to review with you some methods

for the prevention and treatment of gonorrhea and syphilis

from a medical standpoint. Important as these preventive
measures are, I believe they are only a part of a larger pro-

gram. Syphilis and gonorrhea are the result of many things

that are anti-social. They result from prostitution and over-

crowding, the breakdown of family life and the lack of educa-

tion and training, which enable men and women to know and

control their sexual instinct, so that it may contribute most

richly to their own self-development and happiness, and at the

same time advance the welfare of society. As public health
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workers, we must unite our forces with all those who are tack-

ling these urgent social problems. Only through character-

building agencies and influences and efforts to improve

existing legislation, and by concentrated and united effort

from educational, sociological, legal and medical workers

can syphilis and gonorrhea be finally eradicated from our

civilization.

EDITORIALS

VOLUME I, NUMBER I

The first number of ''Social Hygiene" was published in

December, 1914 sixteen years ago. It is stimulating and

encouraging to look back over these years. Had a forecast

been published in the initial number prophesying the accom-

plishments which have been achieved, it would have been

considered to be far too optimistic. An interesting article

could be prepared by comparing the problems and needs set

forth in Volume one, Number one, with program essentials to

be published in Volume seventeen, Number one.

The title references to the beginning issue illustrate the

importance attached by national leaders to the launching of

the American Social Hygiene Association. President Eliot,

of Harvard, contributed the first article on the objectives

of the movement; Abraham Flexner, Franklin Hichborn,
Maude Miner presented problems of commercialized prostitu-

tion and solutions which were being tried
;
medical costs and

aspects of syphilis and gonorrhea in relation to the bionomics

of war and the writing of life insurance, were discussed by
Vernon Kellogg, Lee K. Frankel, Benjamin Barringer and

Archibald McNeil; Dr. Edward L. Keyes contributed an

article on whether the law can protect matrimony from dis-

ease. President Stanley Hall of Clark University wrote upon
education and the social hygiene movement

;
and Dr. Winfield

S. Hall discussed the relation of sex education to race better-

ment. Professor Clark W. Hetherington presented the basis

for play leadership as a factor in social hygiene. Law notes,
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studies of available books in libraries, and miscellaneous items

completed the contents. It was a strong number. The remain-

ing issues of the volume were similarly filled with pertinent
and timely material.

During the intervening years the ''JOURNAL, OF SOCIAL

HYGIENE" has recorded satisfying progress in all phases of

the movement. Many articles have been published which are

just as sound and valuable today as when first printed. The
Editorial Board is sometimes tempted to follow the example
of the "Golden Book" and republish some of these for the

present-day readers who do not have access to complete files.

President Eliot's introductory article, for example, is one

which all social hygiene groups might well read and use as a

yardstick in relation to the progress made in their respective

communities.

THE OBSCENE AND OBJECTIONABLE

Innumerable proposals and methods have been tried in

efforts to prevent the publication and distribution of obscene

publications. Objectionable paintings, motion pictures and

lectures have been opposed by the forces of society. Many
legislative acts and regulations have been passed involving

prohibitions and varying degrees of censorship. All have

failed to accomplish their full purpose. No adequate defini-

tions of the obscene and the objectionable exist; and no gen-

erally accepted procedures have been devised to deal even

with flagrant violations of this sort.

This is not for want of serious effort nor for lack of experi-

menting with administrative measures in many states and

communities. The difficulty lies in the fact that we have as

yet no consensus of opinion on what we want to do. There

are, of course, publications and pictures so bad that no one

can be found to defend their distribution or sale on any

ground whatever. There are other publications so excep-

tional in their quality and purpose that everyone agrees to

their use. In between there is a vast "no-man's land" of

the undesirable and objectionable, which rouses varying de-
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grees of public protest. England has followed a policy of

limiting action to suppression of the clearly obscene; and

of acting with vigor and promptness. The United States has

set up a much broader basis for action; but has too little to

show in the way of results. Voluntary agencies in this country
have accomplished a good deal; but have not as yet gained

general confidence and leadership in solving this complicated

problem.
Two recent plans to influence group opinion and action

should be studied with special interest. The New York Public

Library has published in its October bulletin a list of 800

books for boys and girls. This has been compiled from books

which have proved most popular with present-day youth. The
selections cover adventure, travel, biography, novels all the

divisions of library classification; and all have been con-

sidered as qualifying under good literature and wholesome

reading. The multiplication of such guides for young people
and parent-teacher groups is important. Another significant

indication of additions which are being made to forces which
are quietly at work combating the objectionable and obscene

is the recent creation of a national "screen" commission of

the Knights of Columbus. This is a step in the campaign
of Catholic influences against improper and harmful screen

productions, stage plays and literature.

By means of such efforts flanking the organized program
of official and voluntary agencies devoted to this special field,

powerful counter-attractions and influences may be directed

against the appeal of the objectionable, salacious and obscene,
without awaiting clarification of our legal definitions or the

crystallization of a supporting public opinion for their

enforcement.

THE BOULDER DAM PROJECT

The United States government has begun preliminary work
on the Hoover Dam near Las Vegas, Nevada. This is part
of the most important project thus far undertaken by the

Federal Reclamation Bureau. For eight or ten years thou-
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sands of men will be employed in building this great structure

which will create an inland lake twenty miles long comprising

a thirty-million-gallon reservoir for the flood waters of the

Colorado River. The dam will be over 700 feet high and

will be the central feature of a world famous series of engi-

neering and electric power construction projects. A town

to accommodate at least 5,000 people will be laid out. This

will be known as Boulder City and is to be under government
control. Permits to build or operate stores, hotels and amuse-

ment places will be issued subject to conditions similar to

those governing the federal national parks.

In all probability Boulder City will become a permanent
transcontinental stop-over point for tourists. One is tempted
to speculate on its social hygiene history. Will it set a high

example to other Nevada cities and towns from the beginning?

The Secretary of the Interior says the government will do

what it can to provide for the welfare and protection of the

men. Within the federal area much may be expected. Will

Las Vegas, twenty miles away, and other towns in neighbor-

ing states, do as much along the highways which will connect

Reno and the East with this reclamation enterprise and its

component parts in the Southwest? This is a national con-

servation project. It seems reasonable to expect that national

agencies will aid Nevada and other participating states to

secure and maintain such conditions of work, recreation and

living as will ensure conservation of the human lives which

must go into the building and operating of this great engi-

neering venture.

BOOK REVIEWS

The Editorial Board is always in a quandary about book

reviews. Do our readers desire long or short reviews? Do

they prefer reviewers' opinions of books; or only descriptions

of contents? What books shall be selected? How shall re-

viewers be chosen? Should reviews be signed? Would brief

annotated references to all the current books dealing with

the various phases of social hygiene be useful? Should the
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Association formally approve any books; and if so, should

any books be formally disapproved? What may be done

about important articles in periodicals ;
shall they be reviewed

in the same manner as books'?

These are a few of the problems of an Editorial Board.

It has been suggested that the JOURNAL readers might be

requested to express their views on these matters. The Board
would appreciate opinions and suggestions. If members and

readers would send in requests for opinions and reviews,

and would give their own judgments, a very helpful service

to social hvedene would be the result.

NEWS AND ABSTRACTS

Socialization of the New York Police Department. On October

16th Miss Henrietta Additon, formerly Consultant on Protective

Measures of the American Social Hygiene Association, became Director

of the Crime Prevention Bureau of the New York Police Depart-
ment.

The Bureau is a new and progressive development in the work

of the Department, having been created less than a year ago. In

the summer of 1929 a Commission on Crime Prevention was ap-

pointed by the Police Commissioner of the City of New York, Grover

C. Whalen. On this committee were socially minded business men,
members of boards of leading social agencies and technical experts

in the field of delinquency. After months of careful study the

Commission issued a report which pointed out the responsibility

resting upon the police to prevent crimes as well as to apprehend

criminals; it called attention to the youth of our criminals and

emphasized the importance of developing better measures for the

protection of juveniles and, as a means toward this end, it recom-

mended the formation of a Crime Prevention Bureau as an integral

part of the Police Department of the City of New York. Following

this recommendation the Police Commissioner in January, 1930,

created the Crime Prevention Bureau. He transferred to this Bureau

from the different precincts a group of lieutenants known as welfare

officers who had been carrying on various welfare activities and

the patrolwomen who had been engaged in patrol duty and certain
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work with children and women. These groups had had little super-

vision or coordination. They formed the nucleus of the new Crime

Prevention Bureau. A Deputy Inspector was assigned to have charge

of the men and as Director of the Bureau, Miss Virginia Murray,
of the New York Travelers' Aid Society, a woman with years of

executive experience in social work, was appointed. The staff of

men was later enlarged by the transfer of men who were selected

because of their personality, education, general intelligence and in-

terest in boys. Twenty-five new women crime prevention officers

have been appointed also. The Civil Service requires a good edu-

cational background and experience in social work for these positions.

Early in the summer of 1930 the American Social Hygiene Asso-

ciation was appealed to for expert assistance to Miss Murray in

organizing the system of work of the Bureau, and selecting and

training the new personnel. Miss Additon's services were furnished

by the Association for several months for this purpose. Later, after

Miss Murray had returned to her work with the Travelers' Aid

Society from which she had been given leave of absence, Miss Additon

was offered the Directorship of the Bureau.

The main purposes of the Crime Prevention Bureau are the cor-

rection of conditions harmful to boys and girls and the individual

work of guiding boys and girls into wholesome contacts. Crime

Prevention Officers will supervise the public dance halls, amusement

parks, motion picture theaters, pool rooms, and other public gather-

ing places. In their patrolling they will be on the lookout for

individuals and conditions contributing to delinquency, and for prob-

lem boys and girls. They will not duplicate the services of, but

will work in close cooperation with other public and private social

agencies and the courts. Where these organizations are equipped
to render the help needed, the boys and girls coming to the attention

of the Crime Prevention Bureau will be turned over to them. The

Wayward Minor Act makes it possible in New York to take action

in cases of incorrigible youths between the ages of 16 and 21 even

when no definite crime has been committed. As there are only a

few agencies which provide service for wayward minors it will prob-

ably be with that group that the Crime Prevention Bureau will

do most of its individual or social case work. A division of records

has been set up in Police Headquarters where case histories and

reports on conditions are kept. A proper system of record keeping

will help make for effective work on individual cases which come
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to the Crime Prevention Bureau, will furnish information regarding

the functioning of existing social machinery for handling delinquents,

will afford data for studies concerning the cause of delinquency and

provide material on which to base the further development of plans

for crime prevention.

In the beginning, the intensive work of the Bureau will be con-

fined to a few precincts selected because of the large amount of

juvenile delinquency in their neighborhoods. A movable squad for

the present will be maintained at headquarters to cover complaints

coming in from other sections of the city although it is planned

ultimately to expand the intensive work to every precinct throughout
the five boroughs of Greater New York.

It is the aim of those responsible for the function of the Crime

Prevention Bureau to develop its program carefully on a sound

basis, to cooperate with the social agencies, the schools, the churches

and other interested organizations, to bring about a better feeling

among boys and girls toward the police, and to stimulate among
the members of the police department interest in and support of

efforts to reduce juvenile delinquency in New York City.

The Relation Between the Clinic and the Private Physician. The

following interesting statement was made by Dr. E. Granville Crab-

tree at the National Conference of Social Work, Boston, June, 1930.

"Recent progress in hospital organization has changed in part

the physician's attitude towards his patients. Inclusion of the

man of moderate means in a large group between the charity case

and the well-to-do private patient has gone a long way towards

placing all sick persons on a common ground. Consultants who
once telephoned to ask me to see patients whose financial status

was below the average no longer do so with apologies. This is as

it should be. Our offices and our hospitals should include provision

for all in so far as we should be prepared to care for such patients

adequately in proportion to their financial condition. We should

be prepared to question the patient about his finances and place him

fairly in his proper place in the scale.

"Due to wide publicity concerning provision for the patient of

moderate means, the private physician seems to me to be making
more intelligent use of clinics. He has associated in his mind in

a more concise manner medical requirements and financial status.

Fewer patients are sent to a private office from where they of neces-
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sity must be sent to a clinic. They go directly to the clinic. A patient

told me today that she should not be sent to a charity clinic but

should go somewhere within her moderate means. She had kept

abreast of the times.

"A decade ago the small town hospital was a transformed dwelling

house, inadequately equipped for care of the sick. It differed

little from the homes of the people except in the numbers of the

sick and the fact that an operating room replaced the kitchen table.

Within a decade all of these have either been rebuilt into modern hos-

pitals or remodelled their buildings and brought their equipment up to

date. Compared to large complete hospital units they remain colleges

and not universities. They keep on their staffs consultants for the

difficult case in medicine and surgery and the specialties. They
seem strongest in general medicine and general surgery. They are

unable to have special clinics for subdivisions of medicine and sur-

gery including venereal disease because of inadequate numbers of

patients rather than unwillingness to specialize. The consultant and

the clinic must be prepared to supplement the efforts of these excellent

hospital units.

"Recently I circularized a number of these physicians in regard

to their desire to treat their own venereal disease cases either by

having one or two members of the staff specially prepare themselves

or to establish a clinic for the purpose. The physicians believed

it to be impractical for several good reasons. They preferred to

use consultants and clinics. This implies on the part of the clinic

adequate provision for care of such referred cases making use of

the local physicians' services as far as possible because of the dis-

tance factor and time consumed in travel. Economically it is not

possible for ambulatory patients to quit work entirely or to such

an extent that they lose their positions in order to attend a clinic.

The careful physician does not recommend that his patient and

perhaps his family also become destitute by this means. His common

sense often leads him to do less adequate treatment and retain his

patient's position for him.

"In towns of larger size men will specialize and clinics will be

established. In such instances large clinics have a two-fold duty,

one, to aid in the training of physicians to man such clinics, the

other, to train those physicians whose practice includes a high per-

centage of venereal work that they may adequately care for their

patients. In a large and active clinic, material for study comes
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much faster than in the private practice of these physicians or in

the small clinic.

"
Perhaps clue to the development of the community hospital, no

longer does the physician come so frequently to the larger centers.

Amphitheater day the Saturday morning operative clinic of the

Massachusetts General Hospital which once was a valued institution

passed with the development of the small hospital. Most physicians

have some hospital connections which together with their practice

confines them closely, and in addition gives them in a measure what

they once saw at the clinics. It is the province of the larger clinics

to be prepared to carry to these men by means of their staff meetings

progress in medicine, in carefully thought out programs suited to

their needs. They are too intelligently aware of their place in

medicine to listen to overzealous propaganda about new but untried

measures or to take seriously measures which can be applied only
in specially and expensively equipped laboratories.

"In another way I sometimes feel that the large clinic is inade-

quate to the needs of the physician. I believe this criticism not.

to be the fault of the clinic except in that it is not organized in

entire accord with the problem which it is required to meet. I refer

to failure to recognize the physician's case as reference for diagnosis,

for treatment which he is unable to perform in part but could

continue later after a certain amount has been accomplished, a

turned over case for complete management, and to recognize that

the physician is the patient's family doctor in case of home trouble

or intercurrent illness and can only properly care for his patient
when aware of his condition. This lack of information often forces

the patient to choose between the physician and the clinic when he

should be happier to use both and the physician would be spared
an inferiority complex when the patient in bewilderment chose the

clinic or called for a new deal entirely by consulting another physi-
cian. We are not simplifying medicine or contributing to the best

interests of the patient when valuable information about his condition

is scattered in several inaccessible places. I believe in the family

physician and that in his hands should rest a fairly complete life

record of a patient's illnesses. I do not hope to be able to learn

in a half hour visit or even by a week of study in hospital as much
as the family physician can know from a life-long period of observa-

tion of a patient. Perhaps it would be adequate if each member
of a clinic staff were responsible for individual cases in the clinic.
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The physician would then know whom to call when in need of

information.

"Finally, I believe that the treatment of venereal disease is and

will remain an undesirable, neglected part of the physician's practice

in the majority of instances until by closer cooperation between the

clinic and the physician, the physician feels more responsibility in

the case. More of his interest will be enlisted when he has closer

contact with the treatment and through that contact learns from

reputable men in medicine rather than from detail men from drug
concerns what is the best treatment for his case."

Reduction in White Slavery. The New York Times recently

published the following :

Greatly improved conditions have resulted from the international

inquiry on traffic in women and children conducted in 28 Occidental

countries, according to Miss Grace Abbott, who returned to Wash-

ington today from Geneva, where she attended the meeting of the

League of Nations Advisory Committee as the official representative

of the United States. She also said much good was anticipated from

the work about to be undertaken by the Committee, which will make

a similar investigation in the Eastern countries.

The traveling commission charged with the duty of making investi-

gation "on the ground" is headed, as was the first commission of

inquiry, by Bascom Johnson, who is in charge of the legal section

of the American Social Hygiene Association. Assisting him will be

Dr. Alma Sundquist of Sweden and Charles Pindor of Poland.

Some opposition to an independent inquiry was again encountered

during the discussions of the Committee, Miss Abbott said, some

of the members advocating the use only of reports submitted by
the governments following investigations in their respective countries.

But in the end the Committee was unanimous in favor of an investi-

gation conducted under its own auspices.

"That fight was made and won when the plan for the first investi-

gation was approved in 1923," Miss Abbott said. "Any other kind

of investigation, of course, would be perfectly worthless.

"As in the case of the first survey, the reports of which were pub-

lished in 1927, this inquiry will seek to determine whether there is,

in each country concerned, an international traffic in women and

girls; between what countries the traffic is being carried on and

the methods used in procuring and transporting the women and
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girls, and the effectiveness of national measures undertaken to

eliminate the traffic.

"It will, of course, be impossible to make throughout the Far

East an inquiry as complete as was made in the Occidental countries,

though several of the Eastern countries also welcome the investiga-

tion and have voluntarily submitted much valuable material in

advance.

"In every country the Committee will have the cooperation and

support of native organizations, which will be a powerful factor

in stimulating and developing aroused and enlightened public opinion.

"Therein lies the hope of the future, experience in the case of

the previous inquiry having proved that in each country its effect

was to strengthen the hands of reform groups at home and to bring

about either the adoption of more stringent laws against traffic in

women and girls and for the punishment of those who profited by
it or the better enforcement of existing laws."

Thirteen countries were represented by the sixteen delegates, four

of whom were women, who met at Geneva on August 21st.

On leaving Geneva Miss Abbott visited Germany and Austria.
' ' In

both countries there is serious unemployment and in Germany much

unrest," she said, "but I was greatly impressed with the progressive

and splendid child welfare work that was being carried on."

Standards. The Massachusetts Department of Correction recently

asked the Department of Public Health of that state to determine

reasonable standards under which inmates of state institutions and

jails may be paroled or discharged if they have gonorrhea or syphilis.

The Health Department, after consultation with physicians and

medical directors of some of the state institutions as well as with

the American Social Hygiene Association, reported the procedures

given below not as regulations promulgated by the Department of

Public Health, but as standards for the guidance of the Department
of Correction, operating under Chapter III, Section 121, of the Massa-

chusetts law, which requires the treatment of such patients, but

leaves the definition of communicability or danger to the public

health rather up in the air. This law reads as follows :

"An inmate of a public charitable institution or a prisoner in

a penal institution who is afflicted with syphilis, gonorrhea or pul-

monary tuberculosis shall be forthwith placed under medical treat-

ment, and if, in the opinion of the attending physician, it is necessary,
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he shall be isolated until danger of contagion has passed or the

physician determines his isolation unnecessary. If at the expiration

of his sentence, he is afflicted with syphilis, gonorrhea or pulmonary
tuberculosis in its contagious or infectious symptoms, or if, in the

opinion of the attending physician of the institution or of such

physician as the authorities thereof may consult, his discharge would

be dangerous to public health, he shall be placed under medical

treatment and cared for as above provided in the institution where

he has been confined until, in the opinion of the attending physician,

the said symptoms have disappeared and his discharge will not

endanger the public health.

"The expense of his support, not exceeding three dollars and fifty

cents a week, shall be paid by the town where he has a settlement,

after notice of expiration of his sentence and of his condition to

the board of public welfare thereof, or, if he is a state charge, by
the commonwealth after like notice to the department of public

welfare."

The suggested standards are as follows:

GONORRHEA

Since gonorrhea in adults is spread by sexual intercourse, standards

for the discharge of patients under Chapter III, Section 121, must

aim for the non-communicability of the disease in sexual intercourse.

Unlike syphilis, which, under certain conditions may be non-com-

municable, gonorrhea must always be considered as communicable.

Hence any standards which aim at less than cure of gonorrhea fail

to meet the requirements of the law.

The following standards are based upon what are considered as

the best criteria of probable cure in the light of our present knowledge

of the disease. Since they are all "negative" rather than "positive"

criteria it is doubly important that they be adhered to quite rigidly.

Male. The patient may be paroled or discharged only when there

is no longer evidence of need for further treatment for gonorrhea as

indicated by all of the following:

1. Absence at all times of urethral discharge.

2. Urine free from pus and shreds (Note).

3. When examined under the high power lens of the microscope,

not more than an occasional pus cell in the prostatic or vesicular

secretion of a case of less than six months' duration, and not more

than two or three pus cells per field in the prostatic or vesicular
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secretion of a case of more than six months' duration. At least

eight consecutive examinations made a week apart should conform

to this standard (Note).

4. No gonococci in prostatic or vesicular strippings.

5. No epididymitis, prostatic abscess, ophthalmia or other evidence

of acute or chronic gonorrheal infection.

NOTE. A case of more than one year's duration which has had
six months of careful treatment of the affected parts (prostate,

vesicles, etc.) and in which the only remaining evidences of infection

are shreds in the urine and (or) pus in the prostatic or vesicular

strippings, and in which the gonococcus cannot be found in at least

eight consecutive specimens taken a week apart, may be discharged
to a clinic or physician for further treatment. A patient so discharged
should be cautioned strictly against sexual intercourse unless a con-

dom is used, until the physician by whom he is treated may otherwise

direct. (It is wise to assume that the patient probably will have
sex intercourse, even though continence is desirable, and teach pro-
tection of the partner.)

No patient should be discharged as "cured," but only as "probably
cured" and should be instructed to protect his partner by the use

of a condom, for at least three months following the resumption
of sexual intercourse.

It is evident, from these standards, that no patient should be

discharged or paroled until all reasonable measures have been taken

to eliminate the probability of persisting gonorrheal infection. Those

old, chronic infections which probably are due to residual mixed

infection, and no longer gonorrhea, are referred to a physician for

further treatment, but with strict precautions against sexual inter-

course without protection for the partner.

Female. The patient may be paroled or discharged only when

there is no longer evidence of need for further treatment for gonor-

rhea as indicated by all of the following:

1. Absence of inflammation of the urethra, the periurethral and

Bartholin's glands.

2. Absence of expressible pus in the urethra, urethral, periurethral

and Bartholin's glands.

3. Absence of pus, or at most only three to five leucocytes per

high power microscopic field, in several consecutive smears of the

cervical discharges, taken one week apart.

4. Slight or no cervicitis or no further improvement of the cervicitis
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under treatment, together with evidence of some non-gonorrheal con-

dition to account for any persisting pathology.

5. Absence of active pelvic inflammation as indicated by normal

temperature, absence of definite pelvic pain and tenderness, and

return to the menstrual normal for the individual.

6. When the above conditions are satisfied, at least eight con-

secutive smears taken a week apart, from both the urethra and

cervix, should be negative for the gonococcus. One of the cervical

smears should be taken just before and one just after a menstrual

period in women who menstruate.

No patient should be discharged or paroled as
" cured" but only

as "probably cured." Each "probably cured" patient should be

kept under observation, with examinations once a month (at &

clinic or by a physician if discharged or paroled) for at least six

months, and should be instructed strictly to refrain from sexual

intercourse at least during this period, unless her partner is protected

by a condom.

Here, also, it is evident that no patient should be discharged
or paroled until all reasonable measures have been taken to eliminate

the probability of persisting gonorrheal infection. No lower standard

will serve any useful purpose in preventing the spread of gonorrhea.

SYPHILIS

Syphilis, at times, may be communicable in both sexual intercourse

and non-sexual contacts such as kissing, or in the immediate use

by another person of objects contaminated by the patient. At other

times the disease may be communicable only in sexual intercourse,

and at times it may be non-communicable in any kind of contact. It

is often impossible to tell when a non-communicable case, even though
it has had some treatment, may become communicable.

The following standards provide only for non-communicability

of the disease at the time of discharge or parole. Unless the disease

receives further treatment, however, the public health may be en-

dangered at some future time. Consequently patients who are dis-

charged with non-communicable but uncured syphilis should be

referred to a clinic or physician. If, within two weeks of such

discharge, notice is not received at the institution that the patient

is under medical care, the patient should be reported to the Massa-

chusetts Department of Public Health as having lapsed treatment

(Regulation No. 4 of the Regulations Governing the Reporting of
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Gonorrhea and Syphilis 1930). If the patient discontinues treat-

ment while on parole he should be returned to the institution until

his sentence expires.

The patient should be eligible to discharge or parole only when
there is the following evidence of non-communicability of his (or

her) syphilis:

1. A patient with primary or secondary or latent syphilis (inactive

syphilis, diagnosable only by blood test) who has been treated

regularly until the blood has been negative for one year and whose

spinal fluid is negative, may be discharged or paroled without quali-

fication but should be advised to remain under observation for at

least three years. If no spinal fluid examination has been made,
the patient may be discharged or paroled with the added advice

that he cannot be sure that he does not have syphilis of the central

nervous system unless such an examination is made.

2. A patient with primary or secondary or latent syphilis which

has been treated regularly for at least the six months prior to the

proposed date of discharge or parole, but who has not had negative

blood for one year, may be discharged or paroled but should be

referred to a physician or clinic for further treatment. The patient

not known to have reported for medical care within two weeks

should be reported to the State Department of Public Health if he

has been discharged, or returned to the institution if he is on parole.

3. A patient with tertiary syphilis may be discharged or paroled

regardless of the amount of treatment given except that any open
lesions should have been healed for at least one month. Patients

with tertiary syphilis are to be referred, on discharge, to a clinic

or physician for further treatment. The patient not known to have

reported for medical care within two weeks after discharge should

be reported to the State Department of Public Health.

4. No pregnant woman with syphilis in any stage should be dis-

charged until after the birth of her baby, and not then if the baby
is living and has open lesions of syphilis. Both mother and baby
should be referred, on discharge, to a clinic or physician and reported

to the State Department of Public Health if, within two weeks of

discharge, notice is not received that they are under medical care.

Adequate treatment of syphilis should include the regular use

of arsenicals and bismuth or mercury in primary, secondary and

inactive syphilis, unless definitely contraindicated. The treatment of
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tertiary syphilis varies so much with the clinical findings that no

standard treatment, applicable to the majority of patients, can be

prescribed.

GENERAL SUGGESTIONS

1. In referring a patient to a clinic or physician it is of inestimable

value to forward a summary of the diagnosis, treatment and condition

on discharge to the physician or clinic concerned.

2. The Massachusetts Department of Public Health will provide

arsphenamine, neoarsphenamine or sulpharsphenamine for the treat-

ment of patients, on request.

3. The Department also has available reprints of unusually good

papers on the treatment of syphilis and gonorrhea. Copies may be

had on request.

Medical Exhibits of the American Social Hygiene Association. The

Association has for a number of years cooperated with the American

Medical Association and other regional and state medical societies

in the preparation and demonstration of scientific exhibits on various

phases of diagnosis, treatment and prevention of syphilis and gonococ-

cal infections. This effort on the part of the Association has met

with appreciation from the medical organizations, and it may be

of interest to the readers of the JOURNAL to report briefly the recent

undertakings in this field.

In 1929 the American Social Hygiene Association in cooperation

with the National Society for the Prevention of Blindness, the New
York Tuberculosis and Health Association and the American Medical

Association prepared and displayed an exhibit on manifestations

of syphilis and gonorrhea in the eye. This exhibit was shown in

connection with the American Medical Association meeting in Port-

land, Oregon, and was given favorable mention by the judges of this

exhibit on that occasion. It was subsequently shown to the Pennsyl-

vania State Medical Society at Brie and parts of it have been shown

at various meetings in New York City.

With the cooperation of the Indiana Central State Hospital for

the Insane and the American Medical Association, an exhibit on

neurosyphilis and the malaria treatment of paresis was also prepared

and shown in connection with the 1929 meeting of the American

Medical Association at Portland, Oregon. This was an extensive

exhibit of the pathology of neurosyphilis and the methods and results
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of the malaria treatment of paresis demonstrated the favorable effects

which are obtained in certain types of cases by malaria therapy.

The exhibit was ably demonstrated by Dr. Walter Bruetsch, patholo-

gist of the Indiana Central State Hospital who was also principally

responsible for the technical research which made the foundation

of the exhibit.

The exhibit on neurosyphilis was shown also to the American

Psychiatric Association in 1929, to the Southern Medical Association

in 1930 and to the Indiana Medical Society in 1930. Dr. Bruetsch

demonstrated the exhibit at each of these meetings. In addition,

Dr. Bruetsch has shown parts of the exhibit in several of the medical

schools of the central states.

The 1930 exhibit of the American Social Hygiene Association

with the cooperation of the American Medical Association was on

the subject of congenital syphilis. The material of the exhibit in-

cluded many pathological specimens, photographs, microscopic speci-

mens, charts and models covering all important gross and microscopic

manifestations of congenital syphilis. Emphasis was laid on the

prevention of congenital syphilis by the treatment of syphilis in

pregnancy. The exhibit was composed of materials submitted by:
Dr. Charles C. Dennie, Kansas City; Dr. John A. Foote, Wash-

ington, D. C.; Dr. Thomas J. Hill, Cleveland, Ohio; Dr. Frederick

Coe, Washington, D. C.
;
Dr. P. C. Jeans, Iowa City, Iowa; Dr.

Jean V. Cooks, St. Louis, Missouri; Dr. Mihran B. Parounagian,

New York, N. Y.
;
Dr. Isadore D. Rosen, New York, N. Y.

;
Dr.

Bernard Samuels, New York, N. Y.
;
Dr. Carroll S. Wright, Phila-

delphia, Pennsylvania; Dr. Fred D. Weidman, Philadelphia, Penn-

sylvania.

The satisfaction of the American Medical Association with this

exhibit was shown by the award of a special Certificate of Honor

for the best exhibit in the educational classification. The exhibit

on congenital syphilis was subsequently shown to the Virginia Medical

Society meeting at Norfolk, Virginia, in October. Dr. J. Edwin

Wood, Jr., Chairman of the Scientific Work and Clinics of the Medical

Society of Virginia wrote to Dr. Snow expressing appreciation of

the exhibit in the following terms:

"I, with many others, appreciated the excellent display given by
your organization and demonstrated by Dr. Clarke at the meeting
of the Virginia Medical Society in Norfolk. Fortunately, we gave
the most prominent position available to this exhibit. This demon-
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stration was the most widely appreciated of any, and I think your
association is to be congratulated.

"Again let me say that we were very grateful for your help and

shall look forward to some representation from you at the future

meetings of our society."

Dr. D. C. Smith, chief of the Department of Syphilology and

Dermatology of the University of Virginia, commented on the exhibit

as follows:

"I wish to express to you my appreciation for your cooperation
with the Medical Society of Virginia by allowing to be shown the

most excellent exhibit on Congenital Syphilis at their recent meeting
in Norfolk, Virginia. At this meeting the symposium was on the

different phases of syphilis. Your exhibit, which was of very high

type, fits in well. There were numerous comments which were most

complimentary.
' '

The purpose of these medical exhibits of the American Social

Hygiene Association is to interest and instruct general practitioners

in the practical clinical aspects of syphilis and gonococcal infections.

The large attendance at the showings, the numerous questions that

are asked and the expressions of appreciation on the part of medical

leaders are indications of the success which have attended these efforts.

The Association is making every effort to comply with the requests

for further demonstration of the exhibits on congenital syphilis and

on neurosyphilis.

FROM OUR CONTEMPORARIES

Current publications contain many items of interest to social hy-

giene readers. We are including a few which have come especially

to our attention.

WHEN THE MINISTER MEETS SOCIAL PROBLEMS *

WILLIAM S. KELLER, M.D.

Chairman, Department of Social Service, Episcopal Diocese of Southern Ohio

The minister who is not content to limit his time to social functions,

pink teas and the chatter of gossiping parishioners, yearns to attack

the many real problems with which he is confronted and yet finds

* From the Federal Council Bulletin, October, 1930.
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himself unfitted to deal with them. Truancy, lying, petty theft,

sex misconduct and many kinds of social maladjustments come to

him. as more or less of a surprise for which he has but a vague solution.

Sooner or later he finds out indirectly, or by chance, that several

families in his parish have broken. He attempts to ascertain the

cause and finds the problems deeply involved in a family boarder,

bootlegging, or mental and temperamental incompatibility. He studies

the Church's attitude regarding divorce. He then thinks of the

underlying cause and pathology of divorce in all its complexity.

Shall he inveigh, denounce, prohibit or punish the sufferers? At

this point he either turns from the indecencies of the social order

and as a means of escape limits his time to his services and in calling

on his pitifully small congregation, or he begins to take stock of

his equipment. "He faces the world with bare hands and a few

books that mock him with their apparent other worldliness.
"

The physicians and surgeons, men no older than himself, have had

the advantage of bedside instruction, clinics and surgical pavilions,

followed by a year or two of interneship.

The younger lawyer has had two years' training in the local Legal

Aid Society, where he has studied the social and economic status

of families as well as court procedure and practice.

The engineer has spent his college training in a cooperative scheme

of education whereby he works in pairs, going to school for one

month and then rotating with his partner who has worked a month.

In every profession he finds that "doing it" has been the best

method of "learning it." He begins to realize that his profession

is substantially not different from many others, because, after all,

"people" are the "stuff" with which he works, but that he has not

been given a technique. He sees that theological education in most

instances has been characterized by three years of theory. He sees

he has received a laboratory training for ceremonies and functions

which after all are not his main work and take but a small part

of his time. He finds himself out of touch with many social humani-

tarian agencies which are giving relief and advising the underprivi-

leged in his own community, sometimes in his own parish. He wants

to help, he tries to apologize and explain, and frequently finds that

the greatest obstacle he has to overcome is the record of the inertia

and ineffectiveness of those of his own profession who have preceded

him.

The picture is not overdrawn. Many of the clergy, as a means
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of escape, go into teaching, some bury themselves deep in mysticism,

some take to fads in religion, while others try spiritual healing

because of its supposed kinship to their training. The far greater

number who do not succeed in breaking through the barrier develop

a mild melancholia and disappointment from which they may not

emerge. Not a few good men have lost heart and sometimes quit in

an honest sense of futility.

Some place should be found in the seminary curriculum for a

graduate course in modern social values. Socializing and humanizing
a curriculum need not displace any subject but it can permeate all

subjects and unify them.

With this constant vision, all subjects can be reallocated, given

point, fructified and made purposeful. Certain subjects are thrust

upon us by modern science such as: (1) basic study of life in our

present Western world; (2) the family love, courtship, marriage
and parenthood (sex education, family disorganization, divorce) ;

(3) working knowledge of normal and morbid psychology; (4) prin-

ciples of case work fundamental concept of social work; (5) methods

of cooperation with existing agencies and the constructive relief

of poverty; (6) human factors in industry unemployment.
The Cincinnati Summer School in Social Service for Candidates

for the Ministry and Junior Clergy was organized in 1923, to be

used as a laboratory in applied religion for a seminary that is located

eight miles from a city that has 10,000, people, and 65 miles removed

from a city of 100,000. The Summer School has had a gradual

growth, beginning with four men from one seminary, to eighteen

men from ten seminaries. Every summer (shortly after the opening
of the school), depending upon the size of the group, a certain number
of men approach the director with the statement, "If I like social

work and the social agency cares for my services, I think I shall

remain in social work and not return to the seminary."

They are so surfeited with the unreality of theological education

as they have found it up to that time, that they are ready to quit.

After they are shown the potentialities of their profession, and see

that, as clergymen, they may be good social workers, plus, they in-

evitably return to their respective seminaries restored to their voca-

tion, inspired and greatly encouraged. That we have saved fifteen

of these men for the Church is due only to the fact that we have

been able to prove to them that religion can be related to life and

life's problems.
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I am very sure that the men who have worked in the Social Service

Department of the Cincinnati General Hospital know more clearly

than before the economic status of families, especially under the

stress of illness and misfortune; that disease may be a corollary

to poverty, ignorance, bad housing and despondency. Men who have

spent the summer in the receiving ward at Longview Hospital where

2,000 patients are detained for mental illness, will be ever mindful

that mental breakdown may be augmented by complex social con-

ditions, bad housing and vicious inheritance. Their ministry will

be much more alert to the vast problems of mental hygiene that are

making increasing demands and serious inroads upon our highly

organized civilization.

Men who spend the summer as probation officers in the Adult

Probation Department of the Common Pleas Court, studying the

causes of crime in more than 300 cases, have a great opportunity of

uncovering whence come the weaknesses of human nature. Motor

car stealing, larceny, burglary and forgery may be due in part to

inherent traits, but it is more likely that poverty, illness, broken

homes, unemployment and low-grade mentality play an important

part in the cause of crime.

Men who have devoted their time as probation officers in the

Juvenile Court have in consequence a much clearer idea about the

relationship of crime and delinquency in the home. Visits to the

home repeatedly disclose the fact that mother and father are both

forced to be away at work, or that the widowed mother is the bread-

winner, the children being without supervision or raised in the streets.

These men do not question the value and need for sex education.

Seminary men who were sworn in officers at the Cincinnati Work

House, where more than 600 men and women are incarcerated, have

an opportunity for welfare work with humanity at its lowest. Illiter-

acy, disease and low grade mentality are found to be directly

responsible for criminal tendencies.

The essential principles and necessary steps of any scientific method

are very simple. "They consist of observing, under whatever con-

trols are necessary, what consequences follow what conditions.
' ' This

is just as true in religion as it is in science. On this basis, modern

medicine has converted private health into public health. By the

same token, religion must convert inspiration, aspiration and self-

dedication into objective expression and practical achievement, in

accordance with the most enlightened knowledge of each generation.
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THE FINE ART OF MARRIAGE *

[By Horace J. Bridges. Privately printed ;
address 203 North Wabash

Ave., Chicago, Illinois. Price $1.00.]

The alluring title of this book is amply justified by its contents.

The first part is a defense of our inherited system of legalized

monogamy with its purpose, at least, of lifelong union of one man
and one woman. A defense not on grounds of traditional morality

or of ecclesiastical dictum but as proved by human experience to

offer the
"
highest satisfaction of the needs of human nature."

Placing at the basis of his argument, the philosophical demand

for
"
the imperatives of the Right and the Fair

"
as well as that of

" devotion to Truth," the author demands that the
"
mating of the

sexes in humanity be adapted to beings whose very essence is the

aspiration toward goodness, truth and beauty." Such mating
" must

recognize the dignity of sex
" and the

" innocence and naturalness

of the bodily attraction," but must see in marriage a
" vast spiritual

content to which the physical sex phase is only the port of entry."

"The art of marriage," continues Mr. Bridges, "is the art of exploring

and governing this territory in such wise as to develop all its

resources into true human wealth."

The higher ethical and cultural significance of marriage has

seldom been set in better summary.
Mr. Bridges deems essential to this higher use of marriage a

scientific study of sex relationship, of the social background of race

experience and of the practical means by which adjustment of

temperament and of economic and social conditions may be secured

to ends of mutual justice and common satisfaction.

The hints as to the need of certain privacies and reserves and of

the high attainments of finer marital experience through shared

parenthood are excellent. The "threefold elements of scientific

study
" toward wise marriage choices and successful marriage are

listed as
"
social, psychological and ethical." It is of course clear

now that medical study and practice have also much of essential

value to contribute to this scientific approach which all students

admit must serve as basis of personal adjustment in a relation that

is so intrinsic and which includes physical needs and conditions.

* A review reprinted by permission from The Standard, November, 1930.
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Social elements must include definitely the economic basis of mar-

riage, family support and the legal as well as customary division

of 4he family income if scientific study is to meet all demands

upon it.

Mr. Bridges gives a reasoned and judicial approval of the

principle of birth control, as is the popular name for voluntary

parenthod. But he insists that such limitation of offspring as is

implied in his statement of the right of "continuing companionate

marriage
"

until it seems wise to add children to the obligations

implied, must be in desire, and so far as possible in practice, limited

to the real necessities of the husband and wife.

It is not quite clear that Mr. Bridges is right in saying that
"
a

companionate is at best an incomplete marriage
" and " cannot

permit of the highest spiritual fruitage." "We have only begun to

learn the possibilities of adjustment of men and women to each

other and to society from marriage in a state of social order which

gives equal freedom to both sexes. We are still in the stress and

strain of changing from one " head of the family
"

to two heads in

a marriage relationship. It is all to the good from the point of

view of this most difficult application of the democratic principle

which has ever been tried that some high-minded and intelligent

people are working out its many sided elements within marriage,

while others, more socially daring and on the whole more socially

necessary, are working out its further complications in parenthood.

There cannot be a
"
family

"
unless there are children, and on the

whole the family relation is more disciplinary and more educational

than is the marriage relation. Yet to set two people equally free

to marry or not (since women now can earn their living outside

the home), two people equally gifted in power of achievement and

in possibilities of social usefulness, to solve the problems of true
"
compatibility

"
in marriage under present social and economic

conditions, is to attack a problem of immense difficulty even if there

are no children. Hence the refusal of some people eminently

suited, it would seem to carry on the torch of life to add the

problems of parenthood to those of marriage is not without some

social benefit, no matter what the eugenists may say.

It is, however, true that, as Mr. Bridges says, "the home," which

in its fullest sense means the family consisting of father, mother
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and children, is the
" main force in the formation of character

which is the goal of education."

The treatment of divorce in this book is, on the whole, rational

and progressive. There is a clear statement that the state has no

right to hold people together who have ceased to be or never were

truly married. To quote his words, put into the negative form,

"Divorce, with the right of remarriage, should not be legally
allowed except by joint consent of the parties or by request of a

proved innocent party against the will of the proved guilty." This

principle, if accepted, would wipe off the statute books of many of

our states the law against
"
collusion

" and many other attempts
at legal coercion in

"
compulsory cohabitation." It is true that

divorce means a
"
wound," shared sometimes by both parties and

in any case an unfortunate experience. It is not true to fact, how-

ever, to say that most divorces record the failure of a
"
true

marriage." The danger of that early marriage, for which Mr.

Bridges rightly pleads, inheres in the possible growth of one nature

away from the other in a prolonged and exaggerated adolescence

in which mistakes of mating, inevitable in youth, prove a tragedy.

Moreover, in the section devoted to
" The Authority of the State

in Regard to Marriage
"

in which sane and rational opposition to
" an anarchy which would make love and sex relations a merely

private affair" is well expressed, Mr. Bridges applies to social

control of sex relations which he defends by a statement as to
"
negative eugenics

"
or the forbidding of parenthood to the

obviously unfit, which is more definite in particularizing the for-

bidden classes than modern social workers would unite upon. The
blind and the deaf, obviously handicapped, reach possibilities of

achievement with our present educational methods that place them
in the probabilities of the

"
fit." And new light upon the almost

infinite variety of mixtures in inheritance makes the ranks of the

feebleminded, above obvious idiocy, a vast uncertainty in the

propagation of children. This makes us careful in legal classifica-

tion. The permanent care of those unfit for life's demands must

be the heavy obligation of society. The "
sterilization of the unfit,"

although such laws as that of California mark an advance upon
the trusting chance of the past, cannot do all that is needed for

personal care or social protection of the race. Nor can we quite

agree that in
" an ideal society there would be no need or desire
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for divorce
"

of those whose marriage was undertaken in good
faith.

Pew can envisage a life in which adventurous youth will make
no mistakes that older experience can correct without tragedy.

With Mr. Bridges' main contention, however, that successful mar-

riage is an art that most normal people of right feeling and ethical

conviction can achieve most will agree and be grateful for the clear

and forcible statement.

The second part of the book, that devoted to Bertrand Russell's
"
Marriage and Morals," although interesting and suggestive and

in line with the main contentions of the first part seems less helpful

to the present reviewer. To make the main objection to
"
Marriage

and Morals "
center upon the philosophic ideas of Bertrand Russell

is not necessarily to refute his argument for unfettered individu-

alism in sex relationship, in the present state of the youthful mind

which is so attracted to the book.

The real answer to Bertrand Russell is to be found in the

sociological refutation of his theories as shown in human experi-

ence; illustrated, for example, in Dr. Sapir's brilliant and sound

summary published in The American Mercury* in the article entitled

"What Is the Family Still Good For?" That refutation is to be

found more invulnerably stated in the newer biology of such a

master as Dr. Jennings, who shows that mankind has come

unnumbered aeons past the point where any sort of anarchy in sex

relationship can be of permanent value to either the individual or

the race.

When confronted with any theory of philosophy, many young

people of the day oppose the bored question "What of it?" But

when race experience and a truly scientific background of biologic

fact are stated clearly against the theories of such a brilliant but

dangerous writer as Bertrand Russell, they will give pause to

consider.

The inconsistency of Bertrand Russell, who suffered martyrdom
for his own ethical idealism in another field of action, in speaking

contemptuously of "Morals" in the field of sex relationship is

absurd. But he must be met by other weapons than mere revolt

of ethical idealism against his theories, if his influence is to be

really nullified.

An abstract of this article follows.
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One who remembers the conditions and ethical conflicts of the

Great War wonders if some anti-pacifist feeling adds to the sharp-

ness of Mr. Bridges' attack and that of some others upon
i(

Marriage
and Morals." At any rate, the sensitive yet deeply disapproving
criticism of a fellow pacifist, John Haynes Holmes, is a more ade-

quate corrective for many minds than that given by Mr. Bridges.

Both sorts of refutation, however, are needed since that book is

one of the most influential of the dangerous appeals to selfish

adventure in sex relationship with which our bookshelves are now
loaded. At any rate we have in the deeper antagonism of the

Ethical Leader to the anarchistic self-seeking ideal of
"
Marriage

and Morals " an example of the constant correctives of exaggera-
tion and mistaken theory that minimize the bad effect of such books

even at the present moment.

The sharp and wholly justified rebuke of Bertrand Russell for

his substitution of
"
satirical caricature and burlesque misrepre-

sentation for argument
"

is well given and should penetrate even

Mr. Russell's assurance if read by him.

The connection between a spiritual ideal of man and his social

relationships and ideals of The Fine Art of Marriage is justified.

There is, however, abundant material for refutation of Bertrand

Russell's book without fastening it so strongly to his theory of life.

Some personal tragedies of human experience write themselves,

in the case of persons of intense feeling and undisciplined thought,

in monstrously enlarged proportion of universal ideas and convic-

tions. The main corrective in such cases, where brilliant talents

make the result harmful to youthful idealism, is to oppose long-

range facts of wide extent of human relationship which show the

disproportion of the
"
free thought

" and the realities of social life.

This must be the permanent and efficient corrective of those who,

like Bertrand Russell, are inconsistently (not "consistently" we
must contend) interpreting the most vital and most intimate of

human relationships in terms of wild revolt against the wisdom of

the ages.

We are therefore grateful to Mr. Bridges for his book as a whole,

and commend its reading to all who would try to think sanely

about marriage in modern conditions.

ANNA GARLIN SPENCER.
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WHAT IS THE FAMILY STILL GOOD FOR?*

EDWARD SAPIE

Professor of Anthropology at the University of Chicago

The changes which we see taking place in the family as an insti-

tution, and which seem to be threatening its very existence, may
be largely traced to four obvious causes: first, the multiplication

of labor-saving devices; second, the cramping of living quarters;

third, the automobile; fourth, the growing economic independence
of woman.
The family as an industrial unit, as a self-contained, mechanically

bound group which works toward definite ends of a practical nature,

is pretty much a thing of the past. For better or worse, large

scale industry has invaded the home and performs many of the

duties which once used to bind the members of the family together.

The most significant by-product of this invasion of the home is

the cramping of its quarters. As there is less and less for it to do,

less and less room is required to do it in. The growth of land

values has accentuated this tendency to conserve space. The family
now tucks itself away in snug corners. A relentless system of

hinges folds up space into compartments which contain a host of

strap-hanging contrivances. With this shrinkage in space the

street, the movie hall, and the hotel lobby become the necessary

backyards of the modern home.

This cramping of family quarters has much retroactive influence

on the dignity of the institutional concept itself. If the home is

insecure, cramped, external to the personalities of its members, we
need not be surprised that the family itself tends to become insecure,

casual, cramped and external to its own personalities.

But the American family is not only cramped and insecure in

space; it is also unstable in time. Travel is constantly absenting

one or other members from the rest. Such absences were rare

events in the history of the family. Now -they are so common as to

exert great influence. A family which is constantly breaking up

and reassembling is like a rule which has too many exceptions:

such a rule ends up by ceasing to be a rule.

* Condensed from The American Mercury, February, 1930, in the Reader's

Digest, March, 1930.
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In all this going and coming, the automobile is of course the most

potent factor. It affords a ready means of escape from the visible

home; thus aiding materially in the weakening of the symbolism

of the home.

There remains the increasing economic independence of women.

When man was the sole bread-winner it was his habit to show a

proud indifference to everything that beautified the home, on the

assumption that domestic affairs were, after all, things for women

to worry about. Now economically emancipated women tend,

unconsciously, to assume that same indifference to the home as a

badge of freedom. This, of course, is not the whole story. Where

both the husband and wife are bread-winners, there cannot fail to be

some divergence of interest and association, and that also adds its

share to the loosening of family bonds.

Granting, then, that the family is being seriously changed by all

these tendencies, let us now see what seems to have been lost as a

-result of them.

I should say, first of all, that the family is no longer a self-going

concern, no longer a self-sufficient castle in a semi-hostile world.

Furthermore, parental authority has perceptibly lessened. In the

third place, personal relations within the family, the attitude of

brother to sister, of mother to son, have no longer quite that self-

evident and preordained quality which seemed to go with defined

kinship status.

Are these truly losses, or are they really gains in disguise? They

are certainly not unmixed evils. The traditional family tended to

be a little ingrown, rather selfish in its outlook upon life. Its

happiness tended to be smug; its unhappiness bred all the poisons

of secrecy.

Few are so held by the illusions of the past as to claim that the

lessening of parental authority is nothing but evil. There was a time

when to have a father and mother was construed as equivalent to

doing what you were told and being thankful therefor ever after. We
have traveled a certain distance from these dull mythologies. It

is well that fathers and mothers are beginning to discover that it

is hard work making their children's acquaintance, and that before

they have done so it will be as well not to bank too heavily on the

innate love and wisdom which the mere fact of parenthood is supposed

to give them. There is no reason why parents and children may
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not be the best of friends, but it is getting to be believed that frank-

ness is a better preface to such friendship than the mysticism of

blood.

Some may see in these new relationships signs of the complete

disappearance of the family. Others will feel that the family is

merely being scraped clean of irrelevances and fitted to become the

bearer of richer meanings than it has ever had that the American

mind is gropingly trying to establish the only kind of family that it

still believes in, namely, a man and a woman who, loving each other,

do not wish to live apart.

This intimate companionship which dare never be confused with

the casual exercise of sex, is a minimum and all-sufficient definition

of the family. Everything else is incremental, however importantly
so. This new "psychological marriage," as it might be termed in

contrast with the older marriage institution, is too flimsy a thing for

the conservative mind, too burdensome a thing for the mere sex-

monger. But it is the cornerstone of the new family.

In this new family the attention given to the child when there

are children is oblique rather than direct, and this is excellent

both for the mental health of the child itself and for the continuance

of a sound relation between the husband and the wife. The child

does not need to be smothered with a love which is half stolen from

husband or wife. It requires an undemanding affection which flows

over, as it were, from the primary love which built the family. For

this healthy and unobtrusive affection, there is, so far as I know, no

institutional substitute.

To conclude, we are not confronted with the threatened dissolution

of the family ;
we are simply promised a clearing away of institutional

clogs of all sorts which do not correspond to modern mentality and

of indulgence in sentiments which we are beginning to see are harm-

ful. We may say that the family is needed for the following primary

purposes : first, to give the sex relation its greatest emotional value ;

second, to rear children in an atmosphere of intelligent affection;

third, to prepare the individual for the give and take of society;

and fourth, to prepare the child unconsciously for satisfactory mating
in the future.

The old family institution, walled about by a make-believe psy-

chology of status, ignored the elementary truth that the individuals

within it were essentially the same people as the self-same individuals

outside. A belated recognition of this truth creates some dizziness.
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but when the gasps have subsided and the eye is opened again, the

family will be seen to be still there, a little cleaner, a little more

truthful, a little happier.

BOOK REVIEWS

UNDERSTANDING THE ADOLESCENT GIEL. By Grace Loucks Elliott.

New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1930. 134 p. $1.25.

The author of this book tells us in the foreword that it aims to

be of help to teachers, leaders, parents and other adults who are

related to girls in the period of adolescent adjustment as well as

to the girls themselves, but the text seems to be addressed more

directly to leaders of girls' clubs than to any other group. It is

not its purpose to attempt an explanation of serious delinquency

although it does touch upon some of the behavior problems which

confront workers with girls in the private protective agencies, police

and probation departments.
In Chapter I there is a discussion of the physiological factors

which brings out the importance of starting sound sex hygiene
education and the establishing of right habits long before the

adolescent period.

The chapter on the Major Adjustments of Adolescence begins with

the statement that every adolescent girl is face to face with four

major adjustments. "She must achieve her freedom from her family;

she must establish her relationships with the opposite sex; and she

must decide upon a vocation either in or outside the home; and

she must achieve some unity in her own personality." From the

multitude of complex situations which surround the modern adolescent

girl it is difficult and somewhat arbitrary to select four as the most

important major adjustments which she should (isn't that the word

rather than must?) achieve. In this chapter we read, "But if the

leader can create such an atmosphere of trust in each other that

both parents and children can come honestly to share life instead

of playing parts before each other, there can come to both an ex-

perience of comradeship fundamental to all life." That is a large

order. Good club leaders may in many ways help smooth out mis-

understandings between parents and children, but only an omniscient

being could ''create such an atmosphere . . . that parents

and children can come honestly to share life instead of playing parts
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before each other . . .

" and taken by and large it is to be ques-

tioned if parents are any more given to playing parts before adoles-

cents than are adult club leaders. The relationship of genuine

comradeship between an adult and adolescent is always difficult

to obtain as the writer points out so well in her chapter on Adults

and Adolescents. Although this book may contain nothing which

has not been said before, it tells in a forceful stimulating style of

important needs of the adolescent which are all too often neglected.

Anyone coming in contact with growing girls (or boys) could profit

by reading it. For example how many leaders, teachers, parents
or others in their every-day relationships remember that "Discipline

is effective only when it is related to the purpose and achievement

of the individual in such a way that it affords a reasonable amount

of immediate satisfaction
;
and self-denial is sound only as it is related

to a commitment to a more desired end"? That sentence alone is

worth the price of the book to all those who have close relationships

with, and therefore are frequently filled with a righteous desire to

discipline, our misbehaving adolescents.

HENRIETTA ADDITON.

GONOCOCCAL INFECTION IN THE MALE. By Abraham L. Wolbarst,

M.D. St. Louis: Mosby, 1930. 297 p. $5.50.

The new edition of Dr. Wolbarst 's textbook is noteworthy in that

the revision is a real one and has greatly improved what was already

an excellent work. The author's ideas are sound and clearly expressed.

They are founded upon many years of practical experience and

cover the whole subject thoroughly with the exception of the operative

treatment of what might be termed the surgical complications. This

has been omitted. The text is well ordered
;
the illustrations illustrate,

though the clay models that have been used to depict changes in

the veru montanum are too impressionistic. They suggest mountains

of the moon rather than of the urethra.

Two quotations will exemplify the author's sanity. "Failure to

find gonococci in the urethral discharge means only that they have

not been discovered in that particular specimen. They may be found

in goodly numbers in a subsequent specimen." "In virgin cases

one of the most important and frequent of these factors (leading to

prolongation of the disease) is overtreatment.
"

The author approves of certain methods of treatment such as
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vaccines, aolan, the McDonagh treatment and pyridium, the efficacy

of which is not proved. The reader will perhaps appreciate having
a choice of methods whereby he may keep the patients happy while

the disease is getting well.

The author's unwillingness to name proprietary remedies is ex-

cessive. He is thus forced to recommend a 3 per cent solution of

a silver salt for repressive treatment of early gonorrhea without

naming the salt. If he used protargol, the result would be disastrous.

Yet, it is to be repeated, with such few exceptions this volume

is a sound one.

EDWARD L. KEYES.

THE VISITING TEACHER AT WORK. By Jane F. Culbert. New York:

The Commonwealth Fund, 1929. 236 p. $1.50.

A realization of the importance of applying the principles of

social case work, of individualization of treatment, to as many chil-

dren in the community as possible, and at an age when chances of

success are greatest has led to the acceptance of visiting teachers or

school counselors as an essential part of the school system in many
cities. The Visiting Teacher at Work is a comprehensive, practical

manual and reference book. It is based specifically upon the experi-

ence and accumulated data of visiting teachers in 30 communities

specially selected for demonstration work. The first half of the

book is devoted to visiting teachers' work with the child, taking

up under separate chapters the school and the child, home situations

and community factors, principles of procedure in investigating, in-

terviewing, and carrying out plans of treatment, which are outlined

concisely and adequately. The second part of the book covers the

visiting teachers' relationships with the school staff, the questions

raised by superintendents in regard to supervision and administration,

methods of record keeping, and the professional preparation desirable

for visiting teacher work. The appendix contains records, reports,

and forms used in visiting teacher work. This book should prove

of great value to visiting teachers and those who wish to enter this

field, to school officials interested in developing visiting teacher service,

to citizens concerned with crime prevention, and in fact to everyone

interested in making available, for as many children as possible and

in the most naturaly setting, modern methods of child guidance.

HENRIETTA ADDITON.
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INTRODUCTION TO MENTAL HYGIENE. By Ernest R. Groves and Phyllis

Blanchard. New York : Henry Holt & Co., 1930. 467 p. $4.00.
v

The volume contains 16 chapters, the majority being written by
the junior author. The purpose is to provide an introduction to the

mental hygiene movement "which promises so much for individual

and social welfare" for the college student and general reader. The

authors realize, however, that "Mental hygiene represents a distinct

purpose and viewpoint, rather than a definite sphere of science. It

cuts across many of the divisions that have resulted from the study
of human conduct; of these, psychiatry, psychology and sociology

yield most to the accumulating fund of mental hygiene." (p. v.)

The first four chapters are devoted to the origin, development ana

background movement, the problem of mental disease, and delin-

quency as a mental health problem ;
the remainder, to mental hygiene

in its relation to childhood, adolescence, marriage, public schools,

colleges and universities, business and industry, recreation, religion,

literature, social work, public opinion, the last dealing with the larger

aspects of the movement.

The authors hold the view that modern civilization has keyed up
the tempo of living and playing to such an extent that biological

adaptation is impossible; hence the inevitable mental tension and

fatigue. Furthermore, human wants have been so multiplied that

only the well-to-do can acquire satisfaction; these unsatisfied desires

of the masses tend to increase tension, breed emotional conflicts,

and lead to feelings of insecurity and inferiority which ultimately

produce mental disturbances or breakdowns. All these environmental

conditions added to unsatisfactory parent-child relationships are posi-

tive factors in promoting delinquency and crime.

Several points of view are interesting. Dancing, movies, love

stories and the like are not regarded as sexual stimuli but as sub-

limative forces acting as emotional outlets. If this view were to be

generally accepted, one wonders what ignorant ministers, censors,

and individuals and organizations all of whom pose as "keepers
of the peoples' morals" would do for preachment texts. Fear, espe-

cially of having committed the unpardonable sin and experiencing

eternal punishment, guilt, morbidity and extreme humility smack

of neuroticism, which mental hygiene seeks to eliminate. The Roman
Catholic Church is more "mentally hygienic" than the Protestant

churches in that it provides for oral confession to a priest instead

of relying upon public confession of general sinfulness. The revival
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is a crude process of therapeutics which utilizes mass suggestion and

plays upon primitive emotions. Gossip "flows out of some kind of

maladjustment, revealing the weakness of the personality that turns

to it for a peculiar sort of satisfaction" (p. 396). It gives its

peddler the satisfaction of hurting some one and a sense of power
which flatters his vanity.

It is to be hoped that those who essay to write books on educational

sociology in the future will at least read the chapters dealing with

mental hygiene and our educational institutions. Strange to say,

it seems not to have dawned upon this group that the prevention
of mental maladjustments and warped personalities is also a very

important educational objective. Too little thought is given to the

strain placed upon the college student changing from the home
environment to that of the college; to the "obligation to assist the

student in ridding himself of qualities that are bound to limit his

success as soon as he graduates" (p. 220) ;
and to help him "develop

wholesomeness in his own inner reactions to life" (p. 228).

Barring certain vague statements and implications such as bio-

logical adaptation, mental hygiene in the application of science

aiming at personal and social happiness in the last chapter, and a

viewpoint in the introduction the book is well written. The authors

have added to the value of their work by appending to each of the

chapters a case study, suggestions for classroom discussion and written

reports, and a very excellent selected bibliography.

H. G. DUNCAN.

IDEAL MARRIAGE. By Theodoor H. van de Velde, M.D. New York:

Covici-Friede, 1930, 323 p. $7.50.

The title "Ideal Marriage" of Dr. van de Velde 's new book at

once arouses speculation. There can be no such thing as an ideal

state among humans. Marriage has many limitations because life

as conducted by men and women has so many errors. Fine marriages

are, as a rule, made by fine people. Inasmuch as humans fail so

must our institutions.

The author begins by defending marriage as important, worth-

while and suggests no foolish revolutionary substitute. He says

"Then should we abolish marriage? Many voices have clamoured

for its destruction but they have not shown a more excellent way.

And a far greater number have defended this institution the most

distinguished thinkers among them. Marriage is sacred to the believ-
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ing Christian. Indispensable to the Social Order. Absolutely neces-

sary in the interests of the children. It offers the only even though
relative security to the women's love of love, and of giving in

love. And men too, on the whole, find in the permanent recognition

and responsibility of marriage, the best background for useful and

efficient work. Much is suffered in and through marriage. But with-

out marriage, humanity would have to suffer much more."

The longest and most difficult contract in the world to maintain

is the marriage contract. "Until death do us part" is a very long

time. To many it is an endless stretch of years of abject misery, to

others an endurance test, to a few a radiant life-long joyous experience

filled with spiritual values and physical well-being. That marriage

may be guided, assisted wisely and counseled by physicians with

experience and character is beyond a doubt true.

With the new freedom between the sexes, with the ready discus-

sion of the most intimate things of sex life by a large number of

men and women, it is inevitable that a flood of books on sex should

be written. The points of view advanced were largely influenced by
Freud and Jung. It is inevitable that many of them should have

been written witti ranges all the way from bad taste and utter vulgarity

to helpfulness. "Ideal Marriage" by Dr. van de Velde is written

in a fine spirit of integrity and helpfulness. He writes from the

background of more than 50 years' professional experience with a

reminiscent glow of philosophy and love of life at its best. He senses

the eternal quest for happiness among married lovers. He continu-

ally urges a purposeful fight to keep the marriage relation vivid

romantic colorful passionate. He emphasizes the importance of

the husband's psychic integrity and understanding of women and

that merely paying a wife's bills is not all there is to his duty.

The book has been written along the line of the physical expression

of love between mates. Its very frankness is at once its defense. It

is simple and direct. Probably most American physicians would

not accept it in its entirety. The introductory quotation on the title

page from Rosemonde Gerard translated simply is "I love you more

today than yesterday and much less than tomorrow and so nothing

matters". A book of this nature must be accepted, if one is to accept

it at all, in a spirit of objectivity and used as a medical treatise, taking

from it that which a physician may use in his practice, in accordance

with his beliefs and methods of assisting those who seek his guidance.

If it is used in any spirit other than that in which he would read
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Gray's Anatomy, the value and purpose of the book is lost. I think

most of us today do not accept Freud in his entirety and it would

seem that this is true of the book written by this eminent author.

The book should be accepted from an intellectual and not an emo-

tional point of view. The footnotes show wide reading and there is

much wholesome advice in many of the quotations from many sources

which range from Dante to the Bible. The list of aphorisms on

page 141 contains much good advice for husbands. "A woman is to

be cherished and it will show in their behavior and actions." "In

sooth a goodly man is he that cherisheth her most carefully." (Luther.)

Most writers insist that love is an art. One hears this continually

affirmed in public and private today but there are many kinds of art,

some very advanced and modernistic, cubist or what not. To the

average person these are neither restful nor pleasing, so some of the

topics in this undoubtedly fine book may seem a bit cubistic at times.

Without doubt physicians or social workers may take from this book

many golden gems of thought to aid them in their work of making
human life happier in this relationship of sexual love. I believe,

however, the book to be distinctly unsuitable for use among the young.
Four "cornerstones to the temple of love and happiness in mar-

riage
' '

are given :

1. The right choice of marriage partner.

2. A good psychological attitude of the partners both to the world

in general and to each other.

3. A solution of the problem of parentage which meets the wishes

of both partners.

4. A vigorous and harmonious sex life.

The chapter headings are interesting. Some of them are :

1. Preliminary. Marriage, Actual and Ideal.

2. Glimpses into the General Human Physiology.

3. Glimpses into General Human Sexual Physiology.

5. Notes on the Sexual Physiology of the Adult Woman.
7. Anatomy and Physiology of the Male Sexual.

The book is reverent, idealistically written with a delicacy of touch.

E. L. S,
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